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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

A. HISTORY OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Before determining the task tobe undertaken, it is im

portant to survey the work that other scholars have done be

fore us on the topic under consideration in order, not so much 

to criticize it, but to evaluate it and to be conscious of what 

has already been done and need not be duplicated. A survey of 

previous studies also helps to specify the task that might re

main tobe done and/or the approach tobe taken. 

1. A. Harnack (1912) 

The first comprehensive study of the ;~Qov-sayings (see 

our delimitation of these in §C) was Adolf Harnack's article, 

'"Ich bin gekommen'. Die ausdrücklichen Selbstzeugnisse Jesu 

über den Zweck seiner Sendung und seines Kommens" in ZTK 22 

(1912), p.1-30. He analyzed individually each of these "pro

grammatische Sprüche" (p.1), though isolated from their con

text, and sought to answer mainly two questions: their authen

ticity and their inner content and implications. Since Harnack 

readily accepted the authenticity of these logia, i.e. as hav

ing been pronounced by Jesus in their present form, the ques

tion of the possible origin of this form of speech -- outside 

of Jesus himself -- became futile and was not posed. The au

thenticity of these logia as ipsissima verba Iesu was conclud

ed especially on grounds of adequacy and appropriateness rath

er than on critico-exegetical considerations. It is noteworthy 

that he accepted Lk.9,55 as authentic (p.15f.) but hesitated 

about Mk.10,45b (p.9). For Harnack the 1}Qov-sayings are not 

Messianically spoken. They say nothing about the Messiah; they 

are not Messianic claims and it should not be read into the 

text (ibid.). To seek the Messianic consciousness of Jesus in 

these logia would be out of place according to Harnack (p.28f). 

"Ob die Verba 'Gesandt sein', 'Kommen' messianisch zu verstehen 

sind, darüber kann nur der Kontext entscheiden ••• ;aber immer 

drücken sie in der religiösen Sprache eine Sendung von der Gott

heit her bzw. ein Kommen in ihrem Auftrage aus." (p.1). Behind 

the ~\Gov formulation lies a sense of defini ti veness and au-
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thority (p.28). 

Among the ~iOov-sayings, Harnack, like R.Bultmann 

after him, included Mt.15,24 but excluded Mt.11,.18f/Lk.7,33f, 

the form er on the grounds that Cl'rrecrr.~}. ']V is a complementary 

way of saying ~)..901.1 and that its content is similar to that 
1 

of Lk.19,10 and Mt.10,5f (p.21), the latter on the grounds 

that rr'~)..t1:cv ist nicht emphatisch" (p.3 n.1). He rejected 

Mt.18,11 on textual grounds (p.3). Not only is there no at

tempt made to relate the logia to their contexts, but the 

question about the oldest reachable form of the logia is rare

ly touched upon. There is no question of a possible background 

(OT or other) of this form of saying, nor about the term 

"Son of Man" in the ~}-.~v·-sayings. Unfortunately there is no 

word about the use of o ~~xer~vos. Harnack was overconfident 

in finding a new basis for the appreciation of Jesus in the 

;\Gov-sayings on account of their authenticity and program

matic affirmations. In his ethical and individualistic under

standing of these sayings,wherein he gives no room for the es

chatological -- as is most evident in his considerations of 

Lk.12,49-53 par. (p.4-6, 11f) -- he remained within the circle 

of Liberal Theologians, from which he wanted to escape. Most 

regrettable is that he barely took into account the historical 

and literary context of these sayings, as R. Bultmann rightly 

observed. 1 

2. R. Bul tmann _(_~~.1J 
Not long after Harnack's article, Rudolf Bultmann pub

lished his epoch-making work Die Geschichte ~S §ynoptischen 

'.J':radition (1921, 2d ed. 1931) 2 wherein he dedicated a few 

pages to the ~~Bov-sayings (p.152-156), forming part of a 

larger group that Bultmann called "I-sayings g :garte potiori" 

(p.152). In his list he included Mk.1,38/Lk.4,43 as well as 

Mt.11,18f/Lk.7,33f (which had been set aside by Harnack) and 

Mt.15,24; Lk.10,16; Mk.9,37; Mt.10,40 where the verb ~rroisrü-

}...G:LV occurs. After stating that "There are no possible 
/ 

grounds for objecting to the idea that Jesus could have spoken 

1sT 156 n.2: "It is the inadmissible isolation of these 
sayin~~--- that is, in my view, Harnack's error." 

References are to the revised English transl. made by 
J. Marsh, in 1968. 
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in the first person about himself and his coming; that need 

be no more that what befits his prophetic self-consciousness, 11 

he warned that "as individual sayings they rouse a number of 

suspiscions." (p.153). He examined these logia rather briefly, 

finding reasons that would explain why they could not have been 

said by Jesus. Contrary to Harnack's approach, Bultmann took 

upon himself the burden of the proof of inauthenticity! As a 

result all of the logia he studied could be explained as 

Church products that look back at the totality of Jesus' mis

sion. According to Bultmann this assertion is unquestionable 

for the ;)..e'-Y o u~os -ro0 .;,_~tlf'u:.rrou logia: SM is indicative of a 

Hellenistic origin, a presupposition contested by J. Jeremias. 

For Bultmann, given that most of the ~}.8ov-sayings are Church 

creations, those few that seem most authentic (Lk.12,49; Mk.2, 

17 par.) are also tobe suspected as having had a similar or

igin: "one can have but little confidence" in these (p.155). 

He. clearly confessed: "I am yet doubtful about proceeding by 

taking other sayings out of the complex of J1}. ~ov -sayings, 

where there are certainly community products and making genu

ine sayings of Jesus out of them, even though they may well be 

appropriate expressions for his consciousness of his calling." 

(p.156). That means that for Bultmann they stand or fall as a 

block ("Komplex"), all or none are authentic. This profound 

scepticism he found reinforced in ~he Church's application of 

o ~€'f.-~t-J-~Y0s to Jesus and in the fact that the OT never speaks 

of a prophet in terms of his "coming" (ibid.). Bultmann conse

quently suggested an origin other than Jesus, the OT, and the 

Church (?), for this form of speech, but unfortunately content

ed himself with simply concluding that "the assertion of Jesus 

having come derives from a quite different sphere" (p.156): 

which? On the bases of Johannine usage and of 1 Tim.1,15, which 

are Church products, Bultmann concluded that II t).81:::i:v and drro

~-r~l~v~l (or ~~f~B~Vql) are typical of the terminology of a 

later time." (p.155f). 

Bultmann can be reproached of too readily declaring a 

logion tobe inauthentic without seeking its oldest reachable 

3 11 Die älteste Schicht der Menschensohn-Logien," ZNW 58 
( 1967), 159-172. 
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form, i.e. of not carrying out a literary analysis. What to 

me is inadmissible is his generalizing conclusion that because 

some logia are undoubte.dly Church products, all have to be 

thought to have had the same origin. His whole attention is ab

sorbed by the question of authenticity of the logia, for which 

he seems to have used two criteria: their form and their con

tent. The term SM renders them ipso facto inauthentic, with

out asking himself whether primitively they could have been 

in the first person. The content is judged on the basis of the 

present form. Logia are declared tobe inauthentic whenever 

they can be explained as products of the early Church. Authen

ticity should be weighed only once the oldest reachable form 

has been established. If Harnack is overconfident on tradition, 

Bultmann is hypersceptic. 

3. The Lexical Dictionaries. 

In his articlete~oiu."'-~ for the TDNT (vol.II), J. Schneider 

dedicated two paragraphs to the ; ).~ov -sayings (p. 668f). He 

stated that this verb "belongs to the circle of ideas con

nected with the divine epiphany." (p.669). Reacting to Bult

mann's affirmation that these are "secondary constructions at 

a later stage," Schneider contended that in them we grasp 

"Jesus' certainty of mission" and, even though their final 

form is a community product, they are directly related to 

Jesus himself and "derive from the Messianic self-awareness 

of Jesus and are tobe explained thereby. 11 (p.668). Similarly, 

W. Mundle, in his article "Kommen" in the ThBL II/1 wherein 

he dedicated four short paragraphs to the ;t-~ov- -sayings 

(p.805f, par.3a), opposed Bultmann's conclusions and saw in 

these logia "Jesu messianisches Selbstverständnis" (p.805). 

Mundle asks: "wie will man die Entstehung dieses Glaubens [of 

the Church in Jesus' mission] begreifen, wenn Jesus ein solches 

Sendungsbewusstsein nicht gehabt hat?" (p.806). Mundle's ob

servations demand a distinction that is not always made: a 

mission-consciousness (like the prophets of old!) is not the 

same as the messianic consciousness! These scholars, and most 

recently H. Zimmermann, among others, 4 find the origin of this 

4Methodenlehre, 150; Jeremias, NTTh I, 83; Montefiore, 
~- ~~§P~lß II, 47; Plummer, ~1 76; Grundmann, ~t 143. 
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form of speech in Jesus himself. That is indeed the impression 

obtained from a rapid survey of the '~1).Gov -sayings, but i t re

mains tobe seen if the same conclusion is reached after a 

detailed study of each of these. 

4. J.P. Miranda (1972) 
Most recently Juan Peter Miranda, in his dissertation Der 

Vater, der mich gesandt hat (1972) wherein he studied the uses 

of ~f210f-A-d.l in the NT (p. 39-48), dedicated five pages to the ~A
Gov-sayin§s (p.43-47). Following Bultmann he considered these 

logia as looking back on Jesus' earthly mission, having been 

stylized and belonging to the realm of epiphanic representa

tions (p.44). Miranda sees in these sayings a "kerygmatizing" 

development (compare Mk.1,38 --~r1>-Gov-- with Lk.4,43 --c,i,TT

E(l"T;A1v). With E. Käsemann he is of the opinion that the ;iGov -
sayings "nicht vom irdischen Jesus stammen können, sondern 

durch Prophetenmund die Stimme des erhöhten Herren vernehmen 

lassen." (p.45). For Miranda the Syn ;-xoov -sayings and the Jo

hannine (::( rrEo<rT~\1·1v-words belang together; this does not imply 

a literary dependence, but rather has "eine gemeinsame Tradi

tion und theologische Konzeption" (p.47). '-0 1:,eX~fA"'-"os is, in 

Jn, a "Messiastitel" taken over from the Syn tradition and ul

timately going back to the LXX (p.40). Even though his was not 

an in-depth study of the ;AGov-sayings (as it was not his pur

pose), he has touched upon the major questions these logia 

raise as a group. 

The studies presented are the most comprehensive that, to 

my knowledge, have been carried out to date on the ~~Gov-say

ings. Isolated opinions on this or that logion, as well as 

general statements about the sense of ~ABov,have been omitted 

here for the sake of simplicity but will be pointed out in the 

course of our study when called for. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF TASK AND PROCEDURE 

The studies just reviewed, the most detailed being Har

nack's, and the observations Iwas prompted to make, lead us to 

describe the task they have left for us to undertake. It be-

511Die Anfänge christlicher Theologie," in ZTK 1960, 176, 
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comes at once evident that a critical and detailed appraisal 

of these logia, one by one, remains imperative before any all

inclusive conclusion may be drawn: not all logia spring from 

the same circumstances and have the same "personality"! Since 

the time of Harnack (and Bultmann) a better understanding of 

the NT has been gained, new approaches have been established, 

and the methodology has been refined. 

The work is divided into two Parts, corresponding to two 

approaches and to different questions asked. In Part I we shall 

study in detail the pericopes where an ~i~ov-saying is found, 

including those that are very closely related to them. In Part 

II we shall go behind the ;~Gov-sayings themselves and search 

the possible origin of this form of speech and the significance 

it has. We shall then reconsider our logia in this light to 

learn what their ultimate significance may be. 

Following the initial delimitation of the group of sayings 

that are the object of our study (cf. §c, infra) we proceed to 

analyze each of these. Differing from our predecessors, we 

shall study each logion within its immediate context (as well 

as the context itself), and not in isolation. This willen

able us to answer a number of questions such as: had the ~~Gov
saying originally a separate existence or was it always an 

integral part of its present context? what is the relation of 

the logion to its context? what was the original sense of the 

logion and how was it interpreted at the different stages of 

the redactional history of the pericope? Concerning the logion 

itself we shall attempt to recover its oldest form and redis

cover its most primitive (reachable) meaning. That will at 

once show the interpretative changes the logion may have suf

fered in the course of time, within the early Church as well 

as within each redactor's milieu. It will be the earliest 

reachable form of the logion under study that will be submit

ted to a closer examination in view of answering the question 

of its authenticity, i.e. its closeness to the historical 

Jesus. We shall conclude with a consideration of the impli

cations and meaning of ~10ov in the logion under study through

out the history of its transmission. Here we shall consider 

the aspect and extent of Jesus' career that 1~9ov englobes 1 

where the accent lies and the "type of consciousness" it reveals. 
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This is done in Chapters One and Two. In Chapter Two we shall 

also consider the significance of the expression "Son of Man" 

in connection with ~~9Ev. 
In Chapter Three we shall consider four sayings that are 

closely related to the ~A9ov-ones. These are singled out on ac

count of the significant use of the verb ietof-"'L and the light 

they shed on the logia that concern us. We shall study these 

in detail, following the same procedure we did for the ~~Gov
sayings, though soon limiting ourselves to the significance of 

~exo~~L in each of these. We shall terminate the first part of 

our study with a partial conclusion, gathering the results of 

our research of the individual pericopes and sayings before 

embarking into the broader research that constitutes Part II, 

and to which c.III serves as a bridge. 

An inquiry into the possible origin and background of 

this form of speech constitutes the object of the next two 

chapters (IV and V). There we consider the uses of the ~),.0ov 
(+ inf.) form of speech outside the NT in view of answering 

some delimiting questions such as: among what class of people 

(messengers, rulers, divinities) was the emphatic and author

itative ~19ov manner of speaking current? where was it more 

common (OT, Hellenistic world, etc.)? and under what circum

stances was it used? In a word, was it a fixed form of speech 

used in some particular circumstance(s)? It is customary to 

begin a study with a nature such as ours with this inquiry. 

I have decided to invert the order and begin with the ~ABov
sayings themselves because I thought it convenient not to bias 

the initial study of the individual logia especially by 

reading into the text what it may not by itself say. It is 

true that the NT should be understood in the light of the OT 

(and other contemporary literature!). but it seems to me that 

the first step is to try to understand the NT passage within 

the frame of (the various steps of) its composition. Thein

quiry in these two chapters is of a different nature than that 

of Chapters I-III; here we are concerned with the form in se: 

to investigate the usage and scope of this form of speech. 

A survey of the uses of €t~Of~l and other closely related 

verbs in the rest of the NT, as well as for other significant 
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uses of the same in the Syn is the object of c.VI. This allows 

us to determine the extent to which ~A9ov was used to de

scribe Jesus' coming and presence among men, the different 

meanings and implications it acquired and inglobed, and the 

relation to other modes of speech, especially that of "sent" 

and the titular-like o ~eX~f-l~Yos. The meaning of 1~~ov in the 

Syn will thus hopefully be defined. 

Finally, in our last chapter we shall turn our attention 

to the content of the logia,given by the infinitive(s) of pur

pose. The purpose(s) that the ;i~ov-sayings serve will be con

sidered in the light of the known current messianic expecta

tions. It is hoped that thereby the question of these logia 

as expressions of Jesus' messianic consciousness, which is of 

interest especially to the theologian, may be further clarifiec 

We sha.11 likewise reconsider the ~~eov -sayings in the light of 

the inquiries carried out in Chapters IV-VI,with the intention 

of defining and exposing the ultimate meaning and importance 

of these logia. 

C. DELIMITATION OF THE HJ\eON-SAYINGS. 

The logia that will be closely analyzed and which consti

tute a well defined group, characterized by the construction 

~H~ov (or ~>.~1:v o u'ios -rou 6.v(}e~rrou) followed by and infinitive 

specifying a purpose or finality, are best classed thus: 

1. Those wherein the first person singular (~\Gov) is 

employed, viz.: 

-Mk.2,17/Mt.9,13/Lk.5,32: 
OUK ~i\8ov K.~>..la-ccL OtkC,,LOUS ctn~ ~f-AO/~rw">..o~s. 

-Lk.12,i4-9: 
nOe. ri1'~ov ßC1.hi.v E.rr, r~v y~v. 

-Mt.10,34-/Lk.12,51: , 
OIJK l)H)ov (.3cüE: LV t.lQ~Vl"]V dA.Adi ~axa., prxv. 

-Mt. 5, 17: 
OUK. ~'X.0o\l KO(rd-.\Ü'1"'0fL [rov VOf,lOV ... J .;.,n~ n>-rie~u~l. 

2. Those wherein, in lieu of ~).9ov, the titular "Son of 

Man" (1Xtle:v) is used: 

-Mk.10,4-5/Mt.20,28/(di~f.Lk.22,27): ~ 
6 uios TOÜ cAv8ewrruu OIJl( ~AGcv ÖLtjKOVr1fJ~VcJ(l <X>..).d OLC(KOV~uOll 

1<.t111. 8oüvc:u r~v 41uhv a.i'.Jroü \ureov cvr'i. no)..\.:üv 



-Lk. 19, 10: 
~Hkv o u'i~s TOU ct\/~~~rrou ~'1T~udl t<.q\ crW<>ll(L ,o c=:uro\uJ).~s. 

-the textually dubious Lk.9,56a: 
o ~iios _Tov_ ctv\)ewrrou OUI<. ~\9E::.V -pv'i,ö<~ -~"~ewrrl.lJ\/ drro>.J<TOl.l 

d.k\.ol uuJCl"O'.L. 

-a~iG~; 001 ~,1~ 1/ou ctvtle~rrou <,~(f"otL ro ärro~u.l}..~ S · 
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The logion of Mt.15,24- (ouK ~ffECT"T<X'>-111 E.L µ.1 ~is TC. rreu
/3<:1.n:~. r~ tjrroAw~orc< oi'KoU 'I(rpa.ry'A.) is omitted for, not only is 

there no infinitive of purpose, but ocn-E::.crr&}riv belongs to a 

different circle of representations and will be treated to

gether with the uses of drrocr-T~\i~,v. 
Before we turn to the detailed study of these logia, a 

few preliminary observations of the ~~Qov + inf. grammatical 

construction impose themselves. 6 This construction corresponds 

to the Hebr. -~ ~1/"Jl~J. and the Aram. -'7 ~JlS /J1•n~. In view of 

the fact that a purpose is indicated, ~\Gov is an aorist hav

ing a perfective sense= "I have come" (as in the NEB, RSV, 

JB). This does not necessarily mean that the purpose intended 

has already been fulfilled! It can be understood as stating a 

(past) historical ingressive (=inceptive) action holding good 

at the time spoken and projecting into the future: "I came and 

still am herein order to •••• 117 Whether it can be considered as 

a global aorist (=constative)8 that looks back to the totality 

of Jesus' mission on earth, as R. Bultmann and others proposed, 

is a question which demands the separate study of each indi

vidual logion.9 

6For the sake of simplicity we shall speak of ~}..tov but 
the reader may assume that, unless otherwise stated, the form 
~)..0e:v o uios ,oo 01vtlewrrou is also meant. 

7Thus also often Jeremias. To the contrary, Ashby, "The 
Coming" 360, for whom it is a punctual aorist referring to the 
Incarnation. 

8cr. Zerwick, Greek §253f. 
9Montefiore, SYn. GosIJels II 4-7; Jeremias, "Lösegeld" 259 

(cf. also Michel, lT'fch komme" 124- ~ 1ndicated that the Aram. xm: 
can also mean "tobe present" (I am here) which corresponds 
well to the perfective sense of ~i9ov in our sayings, even if 
in them there is more than just the idea of being present. 





PART ONE 

EXEGESIS OF INDIVIDUAL PASSAGES 

In this first part we shall study each of the pericopes 

wherein an ~iGov-saying is found. Our primary interest is to 

investigate the f·ormati ve development of the pericope and lo

gion by attempting to recover the earliest form of the logion 

and by determining its relation to the pericope. All this will 

provide us with the key to the understanding of the significance 

of ;AGov (+ inf.) throughout the history of the tradition(s) 

that transmitted it. However, before we plunge into this de

tailed study, a few words about the methodology followed are 

necessary. 

Every pericop_e is submitted to three "criticisms" that 

modern exegesis recogniz~s as fundamental, viz. literary, form, 

and redaction criticism. Every logion is furthermore question

ed so as to discover its formal origin (authenticity) and the 

significance of ~lGov. The various aspects under which the 

pericope is considered are closely interdependent and comple

ment each other, since they all converged at a given rnoment of 

cornposition. 

Textual criticisrn, the first step necessary in any study 

of a text, is not treated separately for the simple reason 

that only exceptionally is there a serious uncertainty about 

the original text. Textual criticism is employed whenever, 

because of irnportant MS variants, it becomes necessary to de

termine the most probable authentic text. Variant readings are 

generally indicated in footnotes at the appropriate places. 

However, two logia (Lk.9,56a and Mt.18,11) will be the object 

of detailed text-critical study given the uncertainty of their 

original inclusion in the Gospels bequeathed to us. 

By means of a detailed literary critical analysis of the 

pericope containing an ¾~~ov-saying we attempt to recover the 

pre-final form of the pericope. At the same time we consider 
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the literary relation between the pericope itself and the ~~Gov
saying. Literary criticism also permits us to attempt to recov

er the oldest reachable form of our logion. Literary criticism, 

to which I attach more importance than is often alloted, pro

vides us retroactively with the first indications of the his

tory of the formation, development and shaping -- the tra

jectory -- of our text. It is complemented and explicated by 

Form and Redaction critical considerations. We cannot ignore 

the fact that the final redactor as well as his predecessor 

used source(s) and, though keeping the kernel, reshaped it/ 

them in conformity with his particular outlook and concerns. 

The form of the text that was at the basis of the pre-final 

redactor may not always be recoverable (esp. in Lk whenever 

he has totally rewritten his source's text); whenever it seems 

recoverable the criteria can no longer be of style and vocab

ulary, but are primarily those of internal coherence and 

"christianizations", i. e. readaptations necessary at a time 

when certain concepts were no longer familiar to the address

ees. The reconstitution of apre-final text is already hypo

thetical and the further we regress in an attempt to find the 

probable oldest form of a text, i.e. the further we remove our

selves from the text we possess today the more hypothetical the 

conclusions are. This is the reason why I have avoided as far 

as possible using a "dogmatic language" of certitude. 

It is customary in certain quarters to determine the pos

sible literary dependency between our texts on the basis of a 

Synoptic theory which is taken as a presupposition. This is al

mest always the so-called "Two Source Theory" which among Ger

man exegetes is a sort of "Dogma of Faith". I do not question 

the value of this theory. However, the fact that many theories 

have been proposed is a clear indication than none, including 

the "Two Source Theory", has proved to answer satisfactorily 

the Syn problem. Even though, of all those proposed -- on the 

basis of painful analysis -- the "Two Source Theory" answers 

best the problems posed by the Syn texts, especially if com

pleted by the inclusion of the special sources (for Lk and 

Mt), it seems to me still tobe an oversimplification for it 

does not take into account apre-final stage of redaction 
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(written, not oral) and the possible sources that played a 

role in the pre-final formulation of our text. A re-discov

ery of such a stage of composition was what E. Hirsch, in 

his work Frühgeschichte des Evangeliums, 1 had attempted. In 
2 recent years the works of R. Fesch and others have shown a 

renewed interest in the recovery of the pre-final form of our 

gospels. However, this is almost always limited to the gospel 

of Mk. The most thorough study of the whole question on the 

basis of a study of all the pericopes of the Syn is that 

done by M.-E. Boismard, in his commentary to the Synopse des 

Quatre Evangiles en Fran~ais (vol.2). The theory which he pro

poses as a result of four years of study of every Syn pericope 

seems at first sight extremely complicated, but on closer 

analysis is nothing but the "Two Source Theory" in an ampli

fied version and, even though not pretending tobe the an

swer, it responds to more problems than most other theories 
do. 

I am convinced that to begin the study of a pericope, 

especially when parallels exist, wi thout a fixed theory en

hances the possibilities of objectivity and diminishes pre

suppositions. Furthermore, it leaves the doors open to any 

possible solution which text relations might dictate on the 

basis of literary and allied criteria. To begin a study of a 

pericope with a fixed theory closes the doors to some pos

sibilities of solutions other than those dictated by the 

theory adopted as a presupposition. The danger is to force 

the researcher to twist the analysis so as to have it fit the 

adopted theory. It must not be forgotten that each Gospel 

has a "Redaktionsgeschichte" of its own: a development, re

adaptation to new situations, at times new "Source(s)", and 

different influences coming from different quarters and work

ing their way into our present Gospels. That no one theory is 

totally satisfactory is an indication that there are elements 

12 vols. Tübingen 1941, 19512. 
2Already in his dissertation Naherwartun~. Tradition 

und Redaktion in Mk 1~, Düsseldorf 1968, andin almost every 
one of his studies. In recent years this search for the pre
final form has been carried out esp. in studies about the 
Passion and the Resurrection. 
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hardly known to us which make it almost impossible to find 

one "theory" explaining the Syn problem. The problem re

mains complex and therefore every pericope ought tobe studied 

separately; the study of different pericopes may result in a 

different Syn solution. It is not, however, my intention to 

dwell on this problem, nor to re-work the Syn problem. What 

I have stated has been said only in view of explaining the 

reason why I shall approach the study of the pericopes that 

concern us without a pre-conceived Synoptic theory. This 

option, which could also be labelled "a presupposition", is 

the result of my own studies and many hours of discussion with 

scholars of different "Synoptic creeds". 

Under the heading Form and Formative Factors I propose to 

precise the particular "form" under which the pericope as a 

whole, in its final and pre-final form, is tobe classed, as 

well as the type of logion we have to deal with. This latter 

investigation springs more from the point of view of content 

than external construction. More important yet are the vari

ous "settings in life" (Sitz im Leben) which played a forma

tive role in the shaping of the pericope and the logion. 

Having recovered the probable oldest form of the ~~6ov
logion under study, we shall pass to an examination of the 

probabilities of its being iR_~:i?_~i..fils! 'CQ~, if not _iJ)_eis§J1!J-1J!Il 

verbum Iesu. 3 Among the multitude of authenticating criteria 

advanced by scholars4 the most objective are: multiple attes

tation, language, coherence, and distinctiveness. 5 A descrip

tion of each of these criteria is found immediately before 

their application on the occasion of the first logion that is 

examined (Mk.2,17b par.; p.47-51). 

3r distinguish between ipsissima verba and ipsissima vox. 
By the former I mean the faithful preservation of the words 
pronounced by Jesus; this is a constant concern of J. Jeremias. 
By the latter I mean a loose Rreservation of a saJing of Jesus, 
wherein we "hear him speaking; there is no question of a tape
recorded-like reproduction of exact words. 

4see the summary and critical examination of these esp. 
in the art. by N.J. McElene;yi "Authenticating Criteria and Mark 
7:1-2~," in~ 34(1972), 45 -460. 

Perrin, Rediscoverin~ 37-49, also considers these four 
tobe the most valuable au henticating criteria. 
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The Redaction-critical re-appraisal of the pericope and 

logion moves us in a direction opposite to that of literary 

criticism. By the latter we intend to go back as far as pos

sible to the earliest form of our pericope and logion; by the 

former we retrace our steps searching a closer explanation 

for the different changes, additions, and/or subtractions that 

took place in the course of the transmission of our pericope 

andin the different circles (Mk,Mt,Lk). We shall concentrate 

on the effect(s) these had on the logion. Here we can find an 

added reason for the addition of the logion,if and when it 

took place, as well as the eventual changes it may have under

gone. 

The exegetical minded reader may be surprised not to find 

any heading about the Tradition history of the text and/or lo

gion under study. This "omission" corresponds to the fact that 

the history of the pericope runs throughout the whole study 

of it. It appears when the text is subjected to a literary 

analysis and it is then precised when we consider the "set

ting in life" (Sitz im Leben) of the text bequeathed to us by 

the final redactor and his source(s) and again in the Redac

tion-critical observations. Once the reachable "stages of tra

dition" of the text have been recovered,they are further elab

orated through Form-critical considerations and hence never 

lost sight of. Recovering the reachable stages of tradition 

is our first concern and it is for this reason that I attach 

much importance to literary analysis. 

Finally, we shall take a closer look at the meaning and 

implications that ~i9ov (+ inf.) had in the various stages of 

tradition of the logion and pericope under study. 

It will be noticed that discussion with positions taken 

by other exegetes and which differ from mine are reduced to 

a minimum and are mostly relegated to footnotes. This is done 

for the sake of simplicity and because previous work I have 

done convinced me that such discussions rarely serve a con

structive purpose. 



I. 

C H A P T E R 0 NE 

THE "I HAVE C0ME" SAYINGS 

1 
C0ME T0 CALL SINNERS: Mk.2 215-17/Mt.9 310-13/Lk.5,29-32. 

This pericope, which is preserved by the three Syn consti

tutes a coherent and self-contained independent unit (cf. in

fra). In all three Gospels it follows the eure of a paralytic 

and the call of Levi and is followed by the dispute about fast

ing. It is, however, tobe observed that Mk.2,3-3,6 par. is a 

collection of controversy stories and the call of Levi does not 

fit therein. There is, furthermore, no indication of time and 

place. 

A L ·t C ·t· . 2 • 1 erary ri icism. 

1. The Transitional Introduction: v.15a. The beginning of the 

pericope has, most particularly in Mk, evidence of a redactional 

effort to relate it to that of the vocation of Levi. Four 

observations support the suspicion that the two pericopes have 

been intentionally brought together via v.15a: (1) the change 

of tenses when passing from Mk.2,15a (historical pte.) to v.15b 

(impft.), (2) the absence of a definite subject in v.15a, intro

duced only in v.15b --one does not know who the ~uTov is nor 

whose house is meant!-- (3) the change in verb used for "re

clining" at table, as well as an apparent repetition of this 

precision: Kcr-r«KEta-91t(1, v.15a, (cruv)<><vo<KeTo-ßo(1, v.15t, 3 and (4-) 

the verb «Ko~ou9ii"v in v.15b which is probably introduced to 

1The most complete studies on this pericope are those of 
G.G. Gamba, "Considerazioni in margine alla redazione di Mc 2, 
13-17," Divus Thomas 72(1969), 201-226, B.M.F. van Iersel, "La 
vocation de Levi," in De Jesus aux :f:vangiles, Gembloux 1967, 
212-232, and R. Fesch, "Das Zöllnergastmahl," Melanges Beda 
Rigaux, Gembloux 1970, 63-87. --

2For the sake of simplicity, the versification followed 
throughout is that of Mk. 

3 K«,c(1<.E:"icr8c(L, a classical term, is used in Mk (0/2/1) as 
often as 6tvc.'K8<Tf}cc1 (5/2/2), the latter being preferred by Mt 
probably because i t is less ambiguous than the former; cru-..,a.vo(,
~~i~~~t is not rare either (2/2/3). 
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conform with v.14. Even though the use of the historical pte. 
4 ' / t is most frequent in Mk, here Ko<1 y,vE,o<L preserves he tense 

of his source. 5 It is found again only in 4,37; RMk seems to 

prefer the aor. in narratives. 6 Mt, who does not always shun 

the historical pte., (cf. the par. to Mk.2,21;4,19,32), here 

has changed it to the aor. not only to smoothen the transition 

between the two pericopes but also because of his preference 

for the absolute gen. in lieu of the infinitive. 7 In both it 

remains a timeless and spaceless introduction. 8 It is not 

easy to determine with certitude whose house is meant: Jesus' 

(if o(u-rov= Jesus' 

the pericope ties 

meal that is made 

and «0,6\1 = o10Tou) or Levi' s? 

the vocation of Levi, who is 

to follow and where the owner 

However, since 

named, with a 

of the house 

is not named, we may deduce that the possessive pronoun o(1~rrou 

refers to Levi's house. This supposition smoothens out most 

problems. 9 We find ourselves in Levi's hometown to which Jesus 

4w. Hendriks, 11 Zur Kollektionsgeschichte der Markusevangel
iums," in L'Evangile selon Marc, Louvain 1974, 44 n.35, indi
cates the number of occurrences: 96/150/12+14/165. See also 
Hawkins, HS 143-149. In Mk the historical pte. is frequently 
found at the beginning of a pericope. This usage is good Gk, 
often found in the LXX and papyri; cf. Pernot, Etudes 189f, 
195-199 and Hendriks, art.cit. 35-57, esp. 53-56. 

5Pesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 71; Boismard, Synopse 111; Hen
driks, art.cit. 51. We also find the fallowing text variants: 
C,A,the Koine and Lake groups, vg,syrP,sa,bo, which read K~1 
e relf~TO ~'1 -r~ i<?(-ron,EiiG"B..c, i<TL, probably harmonizing with Mt. 
D, W and it read \(o(\ f:tlf:,itTO Ko(To<K:t::1p-4"w" ICTA. 

6cf. 1,4.9; 2,23; 4,4.10.39; 6,1~; 9,3.6.7(2x).26; 11,19; 
15,33, as well as the observations of Gamba, "Considerazioni" 
205 +n.28,29. 

7ßesides the evidently redactional transition phrase re
peated in 7,28; 11,1; 13,53; 19,1 and 26,1, Mt also uses the 
aor.tr,~~ro in 8,24.26; 9,10; 17,2; 27,45 and 28,2. 

8sundwall, Zusaml!lensetzung 15; Beyer, Semitisc!le Syntax 
I, 51: it only serves a rhctorical purpose. 

a 
--'Fesch, art.cit. 71; Haenchen, !Y~ 108f; Grundmann, Mk 

61, among others also see it thus. Likewise Luke! However, 
Schmidt, Rahmen 85f (ocaybe Jesus'); Gould, Mk 41; Lohmeyer, 
Mk 55 and Mt 171, as well as Jeremias, NTTh I, 115 n.l ("could 
be") consider it to refer to Jesus' own house. Klostermann, 
Mk 25; Schmid, Mk 64; Nineham, Mk 99; Taylor, Mk 204 and Kuhn, 
Sammlungen 58, indicate that originally it had been Jesus' 
hoi.;.se but when this peri cope was linked wi th l:;he call of Levi 
it came to mean that the meal took place at the latter's house. 
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happens to have come: he did not settle in Capharnaum and even 

refused to do so (cf. Mk.1,35ff). 

2. Tax-collectors and Sinners. In v.15b the reference to the 

T~Aw~~l K~~ ~~~frwko[ leads one to ask whether these are not 

two different "classes" of people. "Sinner" is a moral con

dition and "tax-collector" is a profession. The term sinner 

in the mouth of a Jew refers to the~,~~-oY, i.e. to those who 

do not keep the Law in its fullest sense. 10 Tax-collectors 

(=P.ortitores) 11 were the employees of the P.Ublicani and had a 

widely spread bad reputation. 12 In the eyes of official Juda

ism the tax-collectors were classed as sinners because of their 

profession, which was associated with robbery (cf. Mt.19,8; Lk. 

18,llb), and were despised because they worked for the pagan 

oppresor. Thus, for the pious Jew a tax-collector was included 

within the wide rang~ of those considered tobe "sinners," i.e. 

of the ~l,\'.i\-DY. 13 In v.16 the absence of a second article, 

which would distinguish two groups, indicates that tax-col

lectors and sinners are considered as constituting one class 

of people: those "outside of the Law." 14 The classification 

of tax-collectors as sinners or lawless is not due to Jesus or 

to Christianity, for wbom the idea of a sinner was quite differ-

10Albright-Mann, Mt 105, translated "non-observant (Jews)". 
In the eyes of the Pharisees it cannot have referred to all non
Pharisees (as held e.g. by Swete, Mk 41) because certainly not 
all Scribes belonged to the circle of Pharisees and these were 
not considered tobe sinners (cf. Kuhn, Sammlungen 61). Ac
cording to Toh.7,6 and Ned,3,4 there exist three kinds of sin
ners: 1. Jews who could return whenever they repent, 2. Gen
tiles, and 3, Jews who made themselves like Gentiles. We 
ought to beware of taking the Pauline concept of "sinner" as 
expressed in Rom.5,8-19 and Gal.2,17 and to project it here 
for that was not the view current in Judaism. 

11 A detailed study will be found in the dissertation of 
S.N. Sakkou, ·oI TEAONAI, Thessalonika 1968. 

12see the judgments passed for instance in Herondas vi,64; 
Aristoph. E.g_. 247f; Lucian, Necyom. 11; Diog. 39,4,1; Cicero, 
de Off. 1,150, and Billerbeck I, 377f, 

13see the studies of R. Meyer, "Der cAm hä-'Are~," Jud 3 
(1947), 169-199; Jeremias, "Zöllner und Sünder," ZNW 30(1931), 
293-300, as well as Kuhn, Sammlungen 59ff. 

14cf. Bl-D § 276. In Mt .18, 17b we find pagans (~t\11,~~s) and 
tax-collectors, in 21,31b tax-collectors and prostitutes, side 
by side. See Qid.4,14 for the list of professions considered 
to be immoral, aJ.so Jeremias, "Zöllner" 296-300, Jerusalem c.XIV. 
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ent from that of Judaism. A sinner breaks all relations with 

God and stubbornly refuses to repent. This was not necessari

ly the condition of a tax-collector but was the view held by 

the Fharisees and so v.16b fits well on their lips. Thus, the 

reference to sinners in v.16a must be due to later tradition 

which stereotyped this couplet (which we find again in Lk.15,1; 

7,34 par.) and here was used to prepare for the objection of 

v.16b. 15 Note also that in v.16a they are in inverse order! 

"Sinners" must have been present in a text known to Mt because 

he uses it, but it is not tobe found in the earliest tradi

tion. 16 

3, The Mtan v.10ab. The Mtan text does not clarify all the 

ambiguities of the Mkan one: it informs us neither about the 

identity of the house owner nor of the one inviting. Mt o

mitted ~u,oüin order to avoid the most obvious confusion. How

ever he still leaves us with a vague text. The use of the 

absolute gen. after E-y~ve,ro when followed by a dative is better 

Gk17 and originates from Mt's tendency to use such a con

struction. Instead of K~T~K~tO'"G~t, a term systematically a

voided by Mt, 18 we read ~V..:t<c;1.<l'Go11, an indication that Mt is 
. 19 . . . , , r , 20 

relying on a text known also to Mk. The semitizing K«l 100v 

is a well known Mtan tic, but it is in an odd position because 

Mt always has it at the beginning of a sentence. This sug

gests that in Mt's understanding the story itself begins here. 

It is Mt who adds the clarifying H9ovns, which hightens the 

reference to the fact that it was the ~~~WV~l K~\ &f«f,w~OLthat 

held a table-fellowship with Jesus. 21 

15Again in Mk.2~6 we find an anticipatory observation for 
v.8; in 6,3lf for v.~5b; in 7,2(-4) for v.5; etc. 

16cf. Fesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 72ff. 
17cf. Bl-D §423(1). 
18see the Mtan par. to Mk.1,30; 2,4 and 14,3. 
19cf. van Iersel, "La vocation" 214. 
20 1<o1l E-y~\l<:-"t"O ••• l<"l'L 'töou is a Semitic art of construction, 

but also frequent in the LXX. Cf. Beyer, Syntax I,58 ("unhe
bräisc~'but may also be a Septuagentism;also p.60); Schmidt, 
Rahmen 85 (LXX style). 

21 For some exegetes the Mkan parenthesis ~O""o<\I 't~f 1<,).. is 
omitted by Mt and Lk because it is tautological; thus Cadbury, 
Style 84, and van Iersel_,. "La vocation" 214. But see the re
marks infra and Fesch "Zollnergastmahl" 72, 
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4. The Lkan Parallel. The Lkan text, a free paraphrase of his 

Mkan source (and not Mtan, as indicated by the use of K"'-1"~K~"icrB<>lL), 

sprinkled with his own vocabulary, 22 is by far the clearest of 

the three Syn: "d 'une clarte anecdotique" observed P. Bonnard.23 

In v.29 Lk clears away all the difficulties posed by the Mkan 

text: the meal is offered by Levi at the latter's house. How

ever, a new imprecision creeps in: who are the~uTwv of v.29c? 

Does it not presuppose the mention of Jesus and his disciples 

found in Mk?! Lk wisely omits the reference to a~afTW~o( be

cause he refuses to take the point of view of the Pharisees; 

rather, he takes that of the early Church where tax-collectors, 

as we have seen, were not ipso facto considered tobe sinners, 

and he leaves this qualification tobe made by the Pharisees 

themsel ves. Instead he wri tes 1<oc\ c:tnwv: they had already re-
24 ,, , 

pented (v.32!). ~gAos t10'>.u5+ gen. is Lk's (only again in Lk. 
6,17 and Acts 6,7). 

5. The Many Followers: v.15c. In Mk.2,15b we encounter a 
• • ? • \ ., 1 ' , "\ ' " ) ;;·, 26 puzzling expression: ~<To(v r<:Af no 11 "ot K"'-l Y)KO.A.OU1:1ouv oiu•.-. 

Once again the Mkan pericope is inexplicit as to the persons 

meant: who are the no~}o(? who followed Jesus? This clause 

seems tobe redactional given its vagueness; its probable 

purpose is to stress the size of the group and especially to 

indicate that it followed Jesus. Furthermore, it is absent 

from Mt and Lk. The fact that many people followed Jesus is 

22 5o~~is found only in Lk, here andin 14,13; the adj. 
fcr~'>-rt is not Mkan but frequent in Mt and Lk; TiOlE-'lv a meal is 
also found in 14,12 (only again in Mk.6,21) andin 14,16 where 
we read ocTnvov P-e~~- Thus, v.29a is a complete reworking of 
Lk's source. 

23Mt 128. 
24Grundmann, Mk 132; Lamarche, "L'appel" 134 n.1; Schür

mann, Lk 289. 
2'see also 5,15; 7,11.12; 8,4; 9,37; 14,25; as well as 

Zimmerma::m, Methode~l ehre 102. 
26The original MS reading of Mk.2,15c-16a is conjectural. 

Our MSS are not punctuated, hence one could place a period 
either after noHoi'. or ai·ter o<Jrt'.;;. Nestle's ed. of the NT 
(25th ed.) gives the latter, while the latest ed. of the 
United Bible Society (ed. K. Aland, M. Black, et al.) presents 
the former. All depends on the sense given to ~~o)o~Bouv, 
which seems to me tobe that of discipleship (cf. infra) so 
that the punctuation proposed by Nestle would be preferable. 
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no reason in itself for reclining at table with him. This 

action is understandable, however, if Mk meant to tie ~KOAOU

Gii:vwith c:T1JVo{\/01K(:.la-0o1t so as to indicate a communitarian re

lationship (Eucharistie banquet?) and to tie this pericope more 

closely with the call of Levi, while at the same time broaden

ing the circle of guests/followers. It should be taken as a 

parenthetic summary that points out that the group of follow

ers/disciples was greater than just the five whom we were told 

Jesus had so far called: this notice responds to the fact that 

for the first time we find the term ~oc Q '1 Ta/l5. The group of 

disciples was larger than just the five --an indication of the 

artificial oontext of our pericope!-- and when it was placed 

here Mk saw the need to point out that in fact the group was 
' larger. The two clauses are closely linked by the conj. K~l, 

which has the sense of the relative pronoun at in the manner 

of Semitic parataxis, 27 as also found in 6,14; 7,19 and 9,4. 

These clauses must refer to the disciples and not to the T€~W

V0/L Kö11. «f-A-o/fTwl-o[ given that the verb o<Kolou8~1v, when re

ferring to a "following" of Jesus, is used as a technical term 

for discipleship. 28 In the impft., as here, it has a sense of 

permanence which contrasts with the ingressive aor. of v.14 

but to which it is related (cf. also l,18ff; 2,14; 9,38). It 

can hardly refer to the TE.~wvoi l l<'o(t ~t-'°'f-rwlo[ because ( 1) they 

were not followers of Jesus, (2) it was already indicated that 

these were no).).o{, and (3) if TE.AWVO(l Kci.1. OIJ-AOl('Tw>..oi'. is the 

subject of ~cr°'v ",.x_ it is too far away from it (interrupted by 

another subject). 29 Thus, we may conclude that these clauses 

27cf. Pernot, Etudes 196, Bl-D §471(4) as well as Fesch, 
"Zöllnergastmahl" 86 n.2; Lohmeyer,2. Mk 55; Taylor, Mk 205; 
Klostermann, Mk 26; Raw11nson, tik ~9 and e, it. 

28To suppose with Gamba, "Considerazioni" 206ff 7 and the 
NTGk ed. of K.Aland, M.Black, et al. that. the primitive read
ing was ... rro).\o{. K<"i1 ~K.o}ov'dovv O(uTQ..> 1(--<l oi' Yi'"''"'t-A«-rE:cis 1(-r).. 
means that the seconci I(,,;.( is inclusive (="also"). Thus is im
plied that the Scribes followed Jesus in the same manner the 
aiscipl~s did, i.e. ~Ko}.oueouv means discipleship for the Scribes 
also (!J which is the sense this verb has in Mk --he never uses 
it for the adversaries! Note should be taken that ~Ko).008ouv 
is an impft. and therefore implies a steady (or also habitual) 
act of following -as a disciple does. 

29For most scholars this parenthesis refers to the dis
ciples, thus Turner, "Marcan Usage" sITß. 1925, 147 238ff, 
Klostermann, !'1k 25, Taylor, _Mk 204:f, Gamba, art.cit., 206 n.33. 
However, for Gould I1k 42 7 Swete, Mk 41 Lohmeyer, Mk 55 (tax
collectors who foliow Levi's example), Schulz, Nachfolge 100 /II 
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are due to RMk, and refer to the disciples. 30 

6. The Scribes: v.16a. In v.16a the Mkan text has the unique 

Yf'dt4r,ctr'=>lS ,wv cpap1c,oe{wv •31 The partitive gen. indicates 

that these are the "scholars" that belonged to the group of 

the Pharisees, that kept the Law and taught it in strict 

Pharisaic tradition. It is implied that not all Scribes were 

aligned with the Pharisees (cf. Acts 23,9:yf01f-'p.Ci1 lwv,oü f-A4f0u~ 
TW\I <pa(>1crd (uJv). 0ne may wonder whether Mk, who distinguishes 

Jesus' adversaries in Galilee (mostly Pharisees) from those 

in Jerusalem (Scribes), 32 does not intend to bridge here the 

Scribes of v.6ff with the Pharisees who are mentioned here

after.33 Noteworthy in this respect is the escalation of hos

tility: Scribes murmur against Jesus (2,6ff), Scribes and 

Pharisees address an objection against him and his disciples 

(2,16), the Pharisees openly speak out their opposition to 

Jesus (2,18.24). However, this unique description of the 

Scribes in question reveals a good knowledge of the Palestine 

of Jesus and suggests its historicity. 0ne can thus presume 

that it goes back to the origins of this account. 34 In the 

text of Mt we find mention only of the Pharisees, as would be 

/// and van Iersel, "La vocation" 225, i t refers to the TÜGiv011 
1<o(1 a\ t--4-ote,w).o(. Turner, NTGk III, 348 n. 1, proposes the follow
ing punctuation: "For "they were man;y. There followed him some 
scribes of the Pharisees. They noticed him eating •..• " But 
one wonders what happened to the conjuctions. 

30Thus also Zimmermann, Methodenlehre 178, Fesch, "Zöllner
gastmahl" 72, van Iersel, "La vocation" 225" and Boismard, s1n
opse 112, as well as Gamba, "Considerazioni 206~ 208, who a so 
suggests that ;_crotv y~-e noP-o{ was in pre-Mk (209). However, 
Knox, Sources 1, 13, contends that Mk found it in his source, 
a suggestion that Lohmeyer, Mk 56, had already made. 

51 Nineham, l'1k 100, calls it "odd" and Klostermann, Mt 80, 
"schwieriges". It does not recur in the NT! See further 
Walker, Heilsgeschichte 17-29. Tobe noted are the number of 
changes that different MSS have made (see any critical ed.). 

32cf. esp. 3,22 and 7,11. Lk does away with any dis
tinction (see Schreiber,~ 182~ 212). In Mt they are 
interchangeable, as Walker, QI?..cit., lö, 20, shows. 

33on the relation between Jesus and the Pharisees see esp. 
the study of W. Beilner, Christus und die Pharisäer, Vienna 
1959. In general, Mk refers to the Scribes more of"ten (2lx) 
than to the Pharisees (13x). 

34see E. Schürer G.e..s..c:hichte \Jc.~.ß jüdischen Volkes im Zeit
alter Jesu Christi, II, Leipzig 1907, 320, and Jeremias, Jeru
salem, c.X. 
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expected from him: this is surely a simplification. 35 The Lkan 

text shows once again a clear dependence on Mk in as much as he 

has preserved both classes, even though distinguishing them: 

the Pharisees and their Scribes (cf. Acts 23,9!). f.ydyyuio\J () 
)...~yov-r~s, a verb of speech + }.i rew, is qui te Lkan. 36 

In Mk.2,16a the reference to the dfJ--Olf'Tw'>--o\ 1<,,(1 ,-E.}.wVoiL (in

verted order!) 37 is due to the final redactor. When Mk added 

v.15c (~O"ö/V fO!eK-r>..) he had to specify the company of Jesus to 

which the Scribes objected in order to avoid suggesting that 

the Scribes objected to the company of disciples. This latter 

suggestion would have been the case had he used a pronoun. 38 

The implication thus is that the pre-Mkan text included neither 

this clarification nor v.15c which instead probably read f-A-€,' 
Ol(rrüiv. This is witnessed also by its absence in Mt and Lk. 

7. The 0bjection: v.16b. In the objection itself, which is 

addressed to the disciples in all three Syn, an ambiguous OTL 

introduces it in Mk. This is interrogative, 39 quite Mkan (cf. 
4-0 2,7; 9,11.28; 14-,60 [B,W,~,bo]), and betrays popular speech. 

However, in the unpunctuated text, which is that of our MSS, 

it could also be thought to be a Ön -recitativum in which case 

we would have either a disapproving remark or a rhetorical 
t . 4-1 ques ion. 

35schmidt, Rahmen 86. For Sand, Gesetz 57 n.4-, Mt's is 
correct and Lk did not understand Mk. 

36cadbury, Style 170f. 
37The inversion may have no real significance but be the 

product of carelessness on the part of R~k. For Swete, Mk 4-1, 
and Schulz, .Q. 384-, it shows that Mk wanted to point ou~ that 
"sinners" was first in their minds,;_ however this view is 
rightly challenged by Taylor, Mk lu6. 

38cf. Pesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 72„ and Boismard, Synopse 
112. For van Iersel, "La vocation" 21'-+-f, it is pre-Mkan and, 
because it is pleonastic, was omitted by Mt and Lk. 

39T, OTl is found in the Koine, Ferrar and Lake groups, A, 
6.; .5101 Tl in X ,D,W,lat,sa,bo (harmonizing with Mt/Lk?); Tl in 
e and syrP. 

4-0cf. Turner, "Marcan Usage," JTS 1926, 58ff, with ex
amples in p.60ff; Pernot, ttudes 81; Moule, Idiom-Book 159; 
Bl-D §300(2) who indicates that o-rl to introduce a question 
"is especially Markan";and Turner, NTGk III, 4-9. 

4--,Rawlinson, Mk 29, considers it tobe "an exclamation of 
surprise" and Schürmann, "Sprache" 97,f, as well as Fesch, art. 
~it. 75 n.4-, maintain that it is a 0,1-recitativum. Bl-D-
~300(2) proposes to read "t'"\ o ,(, which is conjectural· cf. 
Sand, Gesetz 57 n.5. Whatever opinion is preferred it is bound 
to be ·conJ ectural. However, i t is more probably that i t is 
interrogative, as the MSS changes indicate, as well as Mt/Lk. 
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The Mtan text is yerbatim the same as Mk's with two ex

ceptions: in lieu of the ambiguous 0T1 we find S, ;;i ,-i', as in 

Lk, 42 and o ö1bd~K~~os üpwvhas been added. 43 Mt thus sup

plies the subject of the verb E<rQ(e1v and, in customary Mtan 

style, gives an explicitation. 

that Mt has used a Mkan text. 

Thus, we observe once more 

Luke in turn has reworked the 

text: the part. ~Eyovr~5 is a Lkan modality, and so is the use 

of TTe~s + acc. in lieu of a simple dative, 44 which is better 

Gk. Instead of referring the objecting question only to Jesus, 

Lk uses the 2d. person plural,~6Q~T~, thus including the dis

ciples;45 such a procedure is found again in 6,2 where Lk is 

the only one to report the Pharisees' disapproval, because of 

the plucking of grain on a Sabbath, to the disciples (Ti rro,c0 -

,~). Lk betrays a definite community concern. The couplet 

Eo-Gi'1=111 l<olt rri've1v , which is transmitted here only by Lk, is 

found quite often and predominantly in the Lkan gospel (5/1/ 

14), so that it can be safely thought tobe due to RLk who may 

be thinking in terms of a Eucharistie table-fellowship. A 

similar reservation put forward to the disciples,also mention

ing eating and drinking (only by Lk!), is found in v.33. It is 

noteworthy that we find a close par. to v.30 in Lk.15,lf. 

8. The Sayings of v.17. It is in this last verse that we find 

the 1~~ov-logion, by way of climax, preceded by another logion. 

Both logia serve as a response by Jesus to the objection made 

to his eating with tax-collectors and sinners. These two 

logia are reported verbatim in all three gospels, with a 

change in verb tense by Lk in the 2d. logion ~\~Au(jq) and a 

reference to Hos.6,6 in Mt. 

42rt should not be thought that because it appears in 
both Mt and Lk against Mk, it is therefore original, but 
rather that both nave changed it for what would be the natural 
way of expressing a question. Note that Mt also changed Mk's 
br1 -interrogative of 2,7; 9,11.28. It is diff~cult to think 
that Mt would have changed an unambiguous o,~ T1 for the ambi
~uous OTti but rather tne inverse would be logical. Cf. van 

erse¼; ;
1
,8/4;~~~tsi~~" q~i~~ ~~~n B(~l~i~~; ~i~~p~~d!~ 2 by Mt to 

Mk.12,28. Cf. Trilling, Wahre Israel 36 +n.86. According to 
E. Best, Temptation 7lf, it is Mkan! 

44cf. Cadbury, Style 203. 
45However, it remains unclear whether Eu'(;i'E--r1:: refers only 

to the disciples or it includes Jesus as well. The singular 
is found in C, the Ferrar and Lake groups, c,f,l,q,rc,vg,syrP, 
sa,bo,eth,arm. 



The introduction to the response has been slightly re

shaped by each final redactor. The Mkan text again has the 
I 

historical pte.: >-.eycl + dat. 

part. aor. + AitE1 + dat. of 

As H. -W. Kuhn observed, Ko11' + 

object is pre-Mkan. 46 Mt has 

omitted the superfluous mention of Jesus and again changed the 

historical pte. for a simple aor. 47 The reference to Hos.6,6 

in Mt is most probably due to RMt; it is found again in 12,7. 

In both ocassions Mt attempts to tie the reference to Hos. 

with a logion that follows by way of Y~f,and in both cases it 

serves the purpose of supporting and legitimating the 2d. logi

on on the OT, as is well within Mt's outlook of Jesus as fulfil-
48 ment of the OT. The Lukan text again shows more changes. Lk 

introduces the logia with his customary ctnol(e10E:;15 E=1~E:;\J rreos 
+ acc.~9 He changes tcr~00VTE:S to v~to1~vovTE5 in the first 

logion, 50 a more precise term, as he is prone to employ. 51 The 

two terms are variants of the same Aram./Hebr. word:nX~l). 52 

Finally, Lk has changed the aor. to the pft. of the verb EfXO-
foll in the 2d. logion, as he did also in 7,33-34 (q.v.), 53 and 

explicates KciA iu01 L by adding E.i s p.e:TJvo1o(v, a well known aspect 
of Lkan theology. 54 

46sammlungen 149. , 
!7cf. Zimmermann, Methodenlehre 97: Mt changed Mk's ~~t~l 

for"=-~,TJ:~v some 20 times. 
~östrecker ~ 135; Zimmermann, ~.cit., 97; van Iersel, 

"La vocation" 2i5; Boismard Synopse 115.--irhe tendency to 
multiply ~~eov-sayings is aiready observable in the analogous 
logion created by the Ebionites, reported by Epiphanius in 
Haer,':30,16: "I have come (1'1-9ov; to abolish the sacrifices, 
äncrif you do not cease to sacrifice my wrath will not depart 
from you." This logion should also be approached to Mt.5,17. 

49cf. Cadbury, St~le 170, 202, and Zimmermann, QD.cit., 
102f. Both Mk and Lk introduce the response by K~l, while Mt 
has changed it to o c%.. In the introduction itself the de
pendence of Lk on the Mkan text is evident: both begin with 
Ko1,, mention Jesus and the addressees are r~erred to by a 
pronoun €,(~-ro1/Js). Lk changed to ~ 1;01<.~ 1 Q 1-:'1 s r.:,; ( rn„v + acc. 

§OThe verb b y,ot{ ,H,1 v is used only by Lk: 7, 10 and 15, 27. 
1Lk precises Mk's 1,28.38; 3,14i Mt's 4,6; 5,46; etc. 

See Pernot, :E:tudes 4f and, Cadbury, S~yle 96f . 
. 52cf. Jeremias in TLZ 74(1949), col.532 and Black, Ara

maic 196. 
53Lk changed the aor. of the verb in Mk.5 30; 14,48; Mt. 

11,7.8.9.18.19, all to the pft. W wrote the pft. in Mk's text 
and D the aor. in Lk's. 

54see also 8,12;15 7 and 17,3b. The cognate 1-'--~T~voi~ 
(2/1/5+6), JJ-Ero1,voE1-J (5/2/9+5) is more frequent in Lk than in 
any other gOS:(Jel. See R. Michiels.,_ "La conception lucanienne 
de la conversion," ETL 41(1965), 4.::'.-78, esp. 54f. C, the 
Koine and Ferrar groups~ vg,sa,bo, added ~~ ~~T~veL~V in Mk; 
these plus 9 and syrs aaded it to Mt's text. 
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B. Searching the Oldest (Reachable) Form. 55 

We have already pointed out that the introduction has the 

earmarks of being a redactional phrase in view of relating this 

pericope with the call of Levi. Originally it must have had 

an existence separate from the vocation of Levi and must have 

begun with the introduction of the actors. This is done only 

in v.15b and Mt's l<P<t l6ou, which he always uses at the be

ginning of a pericope. Both are quite indicative in this sense. 

It is very plausible that the spatial frame was the house of 

Levi, and that it had been explicitly mentioned together with 

the participants. 56 

1. The Original Introduction. If one holds that the story 

originally began with v.15a, as some exegetes do, one runs a

gainst the following difficulties: (1) as an independent peri

cope (at least from the call of Levi) it could hardly have be

gun as vaguely as v.15a does; (2) the present introduction pre

sumes one knows who the person(s) referred to by the pronouns 

are; however, v.15b introduces them as if one did not know 

them yet! 57 As we already indicated, the classification of 

the tax-collectors with sinners could hardly have been the view 

of the early Church, and therefore that of the earliest tradi

tion, for which tax-collectors were not considered ipso facto 

as being lawless people --as they were in Judaism. Thus, o

riginally the reference to sinners (which is the standpoint of 

the objectors, i.e. the Jews) must have been absent. It would 

only at a later stage in tradition, when Jewish concepts were 

foreign to the Christians of Gentile origin, that ,1:..-}d~vo<l had 

tobe added to make sure that the content of the objection was 

understood and the pericope still serve its paradigmatic pur-

55To my knowledge, Pesch and Boismard are the only scholars 
who have so far attemp~ed to recover the earliest form. 
, J 6sundwall, Zusammensetzung 16 suspects that it began 

G-L s 011Cov KTA. Pesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 7lf, thinks that the pre
Mkan text mentioned Levi in lieu of andin the position of our 
present ~0Tou, in v.15a. 

57versus Pesch, art.cit., 71, whose argument that the 
actors could not have been named in v.15a because it would have 
brought about confusion_is not convincing. It could easily 
h1:3-ve - read ('>I;_ i("E:.ro<, IC,.cCT~KE:.1cr&_cv1 'l1cr~ü l(.o(I ,-o,! ~~01Tot1\, <lvTOU f,,J ,-;:; oti<.,·~ 
avTou (or AE.1.J1J k"Q', rro)),01 n,).vJ""" ""'' olr,t<:1p-rw~cl cru,.,~v~1<.E.1vro cc6-ro1~. 
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pose (cf. in!I:ß). 58 

2. The Objectors and the Objection: v.16. It is difficult to 

determine whether the original text read o'i yec1f-'-f-C1.T0s Twv 
c:pa.e1Q"a{wv or if it had a simpler form -and which. 59 Since 

this is a unique description, changed by Mt and Lk as well as 

in many MSS, historical pressumption dictates taking it as 

having been present in the earliest moment of the transmission 

of this account. 

The actual objection must have excluded the reference to 

"sinners," as in v.15b. Such a reference was as unnecessary 

in the mouth of a Jew as for the early Judeo-Christians: in a 

Jewish mentality it was understood that a tax-collector was a 

sinner. 

3. The Logia of v.17. It is at once evident that the two logia 

of v.17 have been artifiGially placed together since there is 

neither a direct grammatica160 nor a "content" connection be

tween them. The second logion does not follow on the first as 

a response, but only as a theological explicitation. Further

more, the theme of curing and that of inviting do not harmoni2e 

well: the first one is exclusive (only sick ones can be cured); 

the second one is not exclusive ~ fortiori (ouK- 6'He< is dia

lectic! cf. infra) since the just also have need of Jesus in 

order to enter the Kingdom. It is also unusual to find more 

than one logion climaxing a paradigm. At first sight the logi

on about the physician does not seem to constitute an adequate 

answer to the objectors, while the second apparently does: the 

objection concerned Jesus' company with sinners. While the 

first logion is formulated in impersonal terms, the second one 

is personal, having the form of a self-justification and the 

tone of a response-reaction. Yet, in spite of their parallel-

58simi~arly Fesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 73f. At that stage 
the conj. Kcit may well have had an epexegetic sense (so also 
Bonnard, Mt 129). 

59oxyrh. 1224 reads like Lk does: Yt'""l--lf-l"'Tici.1 l((ai1 Cf>"lc'i"a,] oL 
The Koine, Lake and Ferrar groups, A,C,D,e,syrP-h,sa,bo,it,vg, 
arm,eth, read 01 '6-f"'f'Af-Ao<·r0c\~ I(..,,_, o'i q,~elcr"'lfol. 

60rt is asyndetic, Mk being fond of such constructions. 
Cf. Turner, "Marcan Usage," JTS 1927, 15f. 
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ism, 61 one of these logia was originally absent in this peri

cope. 

The logion of v.17a can hardly have had an independent 

existence62 because it needs a frame in order to make sense 

and to refer to Jesus. If we suppose that it did have an iso

lated existence then we have to find a plausible reason that 

would explain the preservation of such a neutral saying. 63 On 

the other hand, the logion of v.17b could have had an inde

pendent existence, 64 as is evidenced by its use in Lk.9,56a 

(q.v.); 19,10 (a logion that resembles it), and the echo it 

found in 1 Tim.1,15; Barn.v,9; 2 Clem. ~g Cor.ii,4; Justin, 

Apol.i,15 and the Didache iv,10. In fact, v.17b by itself 

has a definite paradigmatic value that would justify its pre

servation by the early Church. It should also be noted that 

while v.17a would call for v.17b as an added explanation, the 

logion of v.17b hardly calls for that of v.17a. We can also 

observe that, in the controversies that follow, Jesus' response 

is also in terms of a wisdom saying (cf. Mk.2,19ff.27; 3,4). 

Jesus often used meshalim? 65 Finally, it should be noticed 

61 Both have an oü(~)-~\A~ construction, and a synonimic 
parallelism between healthy-sick and righteous-sinners exists. 

62schürmann, Lk 290, 292. To the contrary Haenchen \i.e.g 
111; Ninehamn Mk 98; Sundwall, Zusammensetzun~ 15~ van iersel, 
"La vocation 218 „ and Fesch, "Zöllnergastmah " 7?. P. Oxyrh. 1 , 
1.31-36 and the üospel of Thomas, log1on 31 --both being i
denticai-- have combined Lk.4,24 and 5,31: "A prophet is not 
acceptable in his own countri, neither does a physician work 
eures on those who know him.' 

63we find refrains using the figure o~ the physician in 
Greek literature (Pausanias ap. Plutarch, Apophth.Lacon.230f; 
Diog~~aert. 7 .~ntist~.viA6; $toebus, Floril.iii,462.~~! Artemi
dor 11,57; 111,39; 1v,2~; D10 Chrysost., Leg.orat.v111,5; 
Plutarch, y.Phoc.x,5), in the P.Oxyrh.1 and 1224; Gnostic (eg. 
Gospel of Truth 35, 1.30-36; Pistis Sophia c.100, p.161, 1. 
32ff; Gospel of Thomas, logion 31), Mandean (G.R. II,ii,l.14ff) 
and Samaritan (M. Margah, iv ~7: "He [Moses] was a good phy
sician~ healing and g1ving reward.") literatures, the Talmud 
(eg. j~aan.66d), as well as the OT (eg. Job 13,4J. See also 
J. Wettstein, Nouum Testamentum Graecum, I (Graz 1962) ad loc. 

64Gaechter, Mt 294; Schürmann, Lk 292; Boismard Synopse 
113; Dodd, Parables 117f, and Bultmann, ST 163. To the con
trary Fesch, art.cit. 75. Van Iersel, art.cit. 218, hesitates 
but finally concludes that it must be reckoned that "[v.17b] 
exista dans la tradition comme un logion isole." 

65see esp. Bultmann, ST 104f. 
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that v.17b makes no reference to the T~\w~~L. 
From the point of view of content, v.17a fits better as a 

response-reaction than v.17b does. In the logion about the 

physician the emphasis is on the ~oing to see the sick, i.e. 

to those who really need him, as behooves a physician to do. 66 

The story is also in terms of Jesus' going to a meal to which 

he is invited, as a physician goes to a sick one when invited 

to do so. It is an attitude contrary to that of the Pharisees, 

who do not go out of their way to save a sinner for fear of 

defilement. Different to the attitude paradigmatically nar

rated in our pericope is that presupposed in v.17b, where the 

stress is on Kci\lrral, i.e. to call, where the one calling 

maintains a rather passive attitude, waiting for the sinner 

to come, respond, move towards him. As van Iersel pointed 

out, v.17a provides a reason: it is to the sick that Jesus 

goes out, to those who are in dire need of him and show tobe 

receptive, which is not the picture painted by v.17b. 67 Still 

from the point of view of content, v.17b barely fits v.15b-16, 

which is about an "earthly" mean and not a question of a call 

to discipleship. But, in this story, where Jesus is not the 

one making the invitation, w\~lV, referring to sinners, means 

to call to turn from the state of sinner to that of just, i.e. 

to discipleship (in the broadest sense). 68 

0ne could conceive v.17b as having been introduced by 

association of ideas, constituting an inclusio with v.14, 

where we find a concrete example of one called to follow Jesus. 

In fact, Koi~LV has more affinity with v.14 than with v.15b-16. 

Furthermore, of two unconnected sentences, as are v.17a and 

v.17b, is it not logical to think that the last of these is 

the one added later? 

66we should keep in mind that it is figurative speech, a 
mashal, and therefore we should not get lost in details as 
Haenchen, @g 110: "Ein solches Fest ist keine Seelsorge"; or 
Lohmeyer, ~-56: does a physician heal by eating with sinners? 
These miss the point. Cranfield, Mk 107, rightly observed 
that, "For Jesus to refuse to have dealings with the disrepu
table would be as absurd as for a doctor to refuse to have to 
do with the sick." 

67 11 La vocation" 218. 
68The verb ~~~~w can mean an invitation to a meal (eg. in 

Lk.7i39; 14,7.9.16.17; etc.) as well as a call to conversion 
and aiscipleshi:(l (eg. Mt.4,21). If K.o.)..e.'t\7= to invite to a meal, 
then it is implied that Jesus was the inviter and that the III 
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To have Jesus speak of sinners referring to the tax-col

lectors who sat at table with him would imply that for him, 

and not just for the Jews, they are also sinners. It must be 

remembered that "sinner" in the lips of Jesus meant the not 

converted --thus Lk specifies it by adding E..t.S f-lE.T~vo1av. This 

differs from the conception of a sinner in the mind of a Jew 

who took it as synonimous with someone who did not observe the 

Law, as is the sense of Tt~~v~~ in v.16b. Hence, the under

standing of "sinner" in v.16b andin v.17b differs. 69 In view 

of this distinction one can suspect that the addition of v,17b 

was made at the same time When C1 /-ACi t_>iu.l~O{ was added in V .15b 

and v.16b, i.e. by pre-Mk.70 

The pre-Mkan redactor probably did not consider the ob

jection raised against Jesus as adequately refuted by v,17a 

and therefore added v.17b, which could have existed in a sort 

of "florigelium". Mt adds the reference to Hos.6,6 for a 

similar reason. The purpose for choosing the logion of v.17b 

may have been the same as that for writing v.15a, viz. to 

create a close connection with the call of Levi. 

Thus, we conclude that originally the pericope ended 

with the logion of v.17a. 71 Mt seems to have been aware that 

the pericope originally did not include the final logion: he 

inserts the reference to Hos. between them.72 

Summarizing the history of the composition of our peri

cope we have the following picture: 

/// meal must be understood in eschatological terms and not as 
an ordinary one (Schürmann, Lk 292) as that of Mk.2,15b-16. 

69cf. Schürmann, Lk 292 +n,33, 
70Pesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 75, holds that to say that 

v,17a is original is to assume that v.16b was a question, a
~ainst which he argues in n.4. However, it seems to me that 
if v.16b is a question (ÖT1 -interrogative) v.17b would serve 
as a better answer than v.17a. 

71Harnack, "Ich bin gekommen" 8, Lohmeyer, Mk 56, Sund
wall, Zusammensetzung 15f, and Fesch, art.cit. 74f, hold that 
the logion of v,17a is a later addition. Lagrange, Mk 45, 
Allen, Mt 90, and Carrington, Mk 64, imply that both logia in 
their opinion originally were an integral part of the pericope. 

72unfortunately the text of P.Oxyhr.1224, frag.2 verso, 
col.ii, is not much of a help here because it is damaged at 
the bottom and ends with the first half of v.17a. On the value 
and importance of this papyrus see the discussion of Boismard, 
Synopse 112. 
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Key:-==: pre-Mkan addition; ___ : Mkan addition or change. 

C. Form and Formative Factors. 73 

1. Literary Constitutive Form. 

a. The Pericope. Mk.2,15-17 par. is a conflict story, as the 

three essential elements that structure it indicate:an event 

(v.15b) occasions an objection (v.16) and a response (v.17). 74 

As most controversy stories, it was preserved for its paradig

matic value. 75 

The original extent of this story is disputed. For some 

v.15-17 constituted a unity from the beginning; 76 for others 

it began only with v.16, 77 while some think that the whole 

was constructed in order to introduce the logion of v.17b. 78 

However, most exegetes do agree that our pericope had at its 

73A summary of opinions will be found in Fesch, "Zöllner
gastmahl" 66ff. 

74The same schema is found also in Mk.2,lff.15ff.23ff. 
See further Daube, Judaism 170ff and Bultmann, ST 39-54. 

75van Iersel, "La vocation" 217; Taylor, Mk 203; Lohmeyer, 
Mk 57. -

76Pesch, art.cit. 64; Kuhn, Sammlungen 58, and Schulz, Q 
384. 

77That is the opinion of van Iersel, art.cit. 220, 225; 
Branscomb, Mk 48;and Taylor, Mk 203. 

78Thus Dibelius, Tradition 64 n.1; Bultmann, ST 18; Loh
meyer, !'1k 56f; Haenchen, ~.g 110; and Nineham, Mk 98. 
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origin an existence independent from the call of Levi. 79 The 

parallelism with Lk.15,1-7 is noteworthy and instructive: 

Mk.2,15-17 

> 1 
(Lk: E:1 S ~1;S-Evu1_~v ) 

Lk.15,1-7 
1. 0~ Te~~ll<lll K.Oil 01 ~µae-rwi\d 

come to hear Jesus. _ 
2. 9.1 4>~1crqiQ.! ''"'~ o, ye_<_>i_p-J~<:<_!".~~-~ 

§. iE:...J'._~u_kv ••. >-~ '( 0 v··r E:. $ 
~ OITTOS' (' (. 
~en.,_~Q.\tS rreo-:roffi-Xo:10l1 
l(Oll O"UV~<:i:._Q __ ~l CC~10tS 

Response: a parable 
logtop.: ..., , _ ., 
X°'0'.I f:.\/ 14' OUE'01V4' E:,(l'TO(I 

~rrl. ~:-''i ~~~T.!-!)) ½' t-,t1::.r01"oouvn 
t'J«E:.TTI 99_~_1<,__<'.\':0_1_$_,, 
o, 1,v1::c_; 9u ie1:.1nt•i E. 'f.ovfJ•" 
p-~ 0C \/ 0 1 0( $ 

The logion of Lk.15,7 has been thoroughly reworked by RLk and 

probably was influenced by the logion of Mk.2,17b. Further

more, many a redactional trait finds confirmation in the same 

parable. The similarity in the introductions adds weight to 

our conclusion that our pericope originally began with v.15b. 

b. The Logia. The logion of v.17a has the form of a wisdom 

saying. The content is that of a short _mashal. 81 The second 

logion, v.17b, has the form of a clarifying corrective about 

an assumed mission. Its outer form is that of a dialectic 

negative statement of fact (ouK-~~k~, as in v.17a) where the 

negative statement is not a categorical, all-exclusive nega

tive but a Semitic way of strengthening the positive statement 

which should be read "not so much Aas B. 1182 Such a relative 

negation is understandable from its polemic tone and also its 

subject matter. 

79To the contrary Knox, Sources I, 13. But our pericope 
is no langer concerned with LevIT ___ _ 

80Jülicher, Gleichnisreden II, 174 (a "Gleichnis"); Dodd, 
Parables 117; Filson, Mk 119; Johnson, !'1k. 63. _ 

81see esp. H. Kruse's study "Die 'Dialektische Negation' 
als Sei;pitiscbes Idiom," VT 4(1954), 385-400, and Zerwick, 
~ ~445. That is also the observation made by Cranfield, 
f:'.lk. 106 and Gaechter, Mt. 294. The absolute negation would read 
~&nov ... ~ ... (eg. Mt.15,24) or simplyout-4~. If the mean
ing were "I came Q!!1,y for the sinners" then it would have read 
~).Gov Ko<.h~a-d1 ~t-A-öterr.u>.oJs ~ovous (cf. Mt.4,10; 12,4; 17,8; 24,36; 
etc.). 
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2. Situational Formative Evolution. 

The original "setting in life" (Sitz im Leben) of our 

pericope is tobe sought inthe concrete reality of Jesus' fre

quent dealings with people thought by Jews tobe sinners. 82 We 

know that more than once he sat at table with this class of 

people. 83 0ur pericope has a historical core: it goes back 

to Jesus' meals with "outcasts". This, coupled with the fact 

that Jesus was often confronted by Jews in authority on account 

of his "revolutionary" behavior, are at the basis of our peri

cope.84 The problem that began at Jesus' time was still very 

actual in the early Church so that,the confrontation that 

Jesus' action provoked served as a paradigm for problems lived 

in the early Church: did Jesus also come to call "sinners" in

to the community? ought we to have dealings and meal-fellow

ship with "sinners"? These and related problems found an an

swer in this paradigmatic story. 85 The reason for the pre

servation of the story of Jesus eating with "sinners" and his 

confrontation with Jewish authority on this account,must have 

been precisely their paradigmatic (or exemplary) value as well 

as the Church's interest in the recurrent problematic question 

of table-fellowship. 86 

82The pte.~Q:~1 suggests a habitual or repeated behavior. 
83see the epiteth addressed to Jesus in Lk.7,34; 15,2; Mt. 

11,19 ("friend of tax-collectors and sinners"); as well as Lk. 
18,l0ff; 19,7; and Mt21,3lf. 

84Jeremias, NTTh I, 121; Schniewind, Mk 6lf. I do not 
agree with the opinion expressed in some circles that the peri
cope was created by the early Church, as Bultmann, S...T 18, Sund
walli Zusammensetzun~ 16, and Haenchen, ~~g 110, as well as 
Dibe ius, Tradition 4 n.1 and Lohmeyer, Mk 57. There is a 
historical core, many of the details havin~ been added later 
and others forgotten. It is not an "ideal scene either, as 
Nineham, Mk 100, thinks, and which Fesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 67, 
76, disproves. It is not the same to say that it was invented 
as to say that it was shaped on the basis of a historical mini
mum (cf. Taylor, Mk 203; Knox, $ource~ I, 14, and Boismard, 
i2X_nops~ 112), which is probably what actually occurred. 

85 schweizer, Mk 34, and Fesch, art.cit. 83, think that the 
question of acceptance of those who have sinned after baptism 
was also in play. This was rightly refuted by van Iersel, "La 
vocation" 218 n.16. 

86cf. Acts 11,3; Gal.2,llff; Eph.2,19; 1 Cor.11; Rom.14; 
etc. See also Taylor, Mk 204 and Kuhn, Sammlungen 84, 92. 
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The fact that the historical bones of our pericope were 

given flesh by the concerns of the early Church can be seen in 

a number of details. The question is addressed to the disci

ples (=leaders of the community87 ) and it is Jesus who responds. 

The Pharisees, traditional adversaries of Jesus, are the per

sonification of the Law. 88 Among the Judeo-Christian members 

of the early community there was for a long time a tendency to 

fall back on the legalisms of the Law (cf. Mt.5,17ff, q.v.). 

The paradigmatic shaping of this pericope can also be observed 

in the absence of a number of precisions: who gives the meal 

and where? how, when, and why did the objectors come? were 

they present at the meal? when, where, to whom, 89 and why does 

Jesus give a reply? etc. 90 These details were of no interest 

in a story which had a minimal historical core and was shaped 

in view of a paradigmatic and catechetical purpose. The peri

cope, as we possess it today, reflects a problematic within a 

predominantly Judeo-Christian community, 91 some members asking 

themselves if and to what extent they should be concerned with 

Gentiles. The decisive "setting in life", which is tobe 

sought in this community, may be precised. 

Our pericope received its defining shape at a time when 

the Tt.AuJVo<r were no longer thought of as sinners92 and the ma

shal (v.17a) was no longer clear. For this reason the epexe-

87Bultmann, ST 49; Lohmeyer, Mk 55; Kuhn, Sammlungen 59; 
Boismard, Synopse-i13. 

88cf. Lohmeyer, Mk 55; Schweizer, Mk 35 and Kuhn, Qll..cit. 
60 • 89The du,01s could refer to the disciples, in which case 
it would hardly be a conflict story. Cf. van Iersel, "La voca
tion" 222f and Fesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 77. 

90The absence of these precisions led Schmidt, Rahmen 85, 
Bultmann 2 ST 18 + n.3, and others to conclude that v.15f were 
created in function of the logia. 

91Lohmeyer, Mk 55i Schweizer, Mk 35i· Hummel, Auseinander
setzung 39; Kuhn, QQ.cit. 84f, van Ierse art.cit. 219 n.6 
and Bois~ard, Syno~se 113. Dibelius 2 TradifronbE, denies any 
such "setting in life" was at work, in opposition to Bultmann 
who saw the origin of our pericope there. 

92TE:\wvou may have served as a prototype of all those 
people who were considered by Jews as sinners. On the other 
hand, "sinners" in the Judeo-Christian mind meant "pagans/Gen
tiles", or those who resemble them as we can observe in Mt. 
18,17 and esp. Lk.6,32ff which reads 01f-Ao<{>Tt1.>)..o{, while the par. 
Mt.5,47 reads EGv1Ko(. See Fesch, art.cit. 83; Kuhn, g_p_.cit. 98. 
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getic d~r~w~o~ and the logion of v.17b were added. 93 It was 

a community made up of Judeo and Gentile Christians and the 

break with Judaism was not yet complete. The temptation of 

Judeo-Christians to fall back on their old categories and dis

tinctions of people continued tobe present. 94 The main problem 

however, was probably that of relations between Judeo and Gen

tile Christians around a common table-fellowship. 95 The di

lemma was posed by the former who must have been influenced by 

the attacks/objections coming from official Judaism. Thus, we 

find a community taking a position and finding a justification 

for it in the paradigmatic behavior of Jesus, as is the case 

with the other conflict stories in Mk.2,1-3,6. 

D. Authenticating Criteria and the Logion of Mk.2,17b par. 

Since Mk.2,17b is the first logion that we subject to a 

critical examination in view of determining the probability of 

authenticity, i.e. of its going back to Jesus and its being 

ipsissima vox, if not ipsissima verba, I shall briefly intro

duce each criterion used. Many different criteria have been 

proposed and discussed by scholars in the last decades. The 

most thorough evaluation and critique of all the criteria pro

posed has been, to my knowledge, that done by N.J. McEleney in 

his article "Authenticating Criteria and Mark 7:1-23. 1196 

Two warnings seem to me necessary: (1) the criteria in 

question are not "proofs of" but indications of a probability 

that a logion may go back to Jesus, and (2) no conclusion can 

be drawn on the basis of only one criterion, but on that of 

the ensemble of criteria. It is always the oldest reachable 

form of the logion under study that will be analyzed. lt is 

93Note that the logion of v.17b no longer speaks of r~~w
VQL -- only of sinnersT 

94zimmermann, Methodenlehre 178; Kuhn, Sammlunfen 84. The 
impft. ~~~yov suggests that the charge was repeated_y madet 
and that the Judeo-Christians had not yet given up hopes or 
"converting" their brethren to the ways of Jewish law. The ob
jection itself is not an accusation as much as an attempt to 
have r~lations changed. 

9'.Jcf. Acts 11,3 and Gal.2,llff; as well as van Iersel, "La 
vocation" 219 n.6 and Kuhn, QP.cit. 92. 

96cBQ 34(1972), esp. 431-4L~8. I wish to express my gra
titude to Neil McEleney for all the help he generously granted 
me on this question during our stay in Jerusalem. 
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important to bear in mind that the fact that a logion did not 

consti tute an :integral part of a pericope from the beginning, 

or that it seems to have existed in isolation,does not by it

self imply that it was "invented" or created by the early 

Church. There is no g priori reason why it could not go back 

to the historical Jesus. 

1. The Criterion of Multiple Attestation. The probabili ty 

of authenticity of a logion is enhanced whenever it is attest

ed in different writings (Syn, Jn, etc.) and also in different 

literary forms (parables, conflict stories, etc.). 97 The fact 

that several (thought tobe) independent witnesses exist is no 

proof of authenticity; that begs the question of authenticity 

at the source of these witnesses. The absence of witnesses is 

no destructive"proof". More reliable than the multiplicity of 

separate writings is that of literary forms, especially when a 

particular form has definite traits of its oral transmission 

(tradition). 0f these the most trustworthy are the simple nar

ratives and especially the parables. 

The logion of Mk.2,17b (par.) is not directly attested 

elsewhere in the NT, but finds an echo in the dogmatic formu
lation of 1 Tim .1, 15b cx~1nos 'lYj<rOÜS ~~~EV lc.~~ Tov KOCTt,JOV cq . .1.Q e-rw-
\cu s ~wcra1). Early Patristic tradition also transmitted it: 

Justin Martyr, Apol.i,15; the Didache iv,10, and Barnabas v,9. 

The same idea, though in different terms, is expressed in the 

logia of Lk.9,56a (q.v.) and 19,10. Jesus' concern for the 

;~~~Tw~o{, i.e. those rejected by Judaism as sinners, is at

tested as much in the parables (eg. Lk.15,4-7.11-32; 18,9-13), 

sayings (Mt.11,19; 21,31; Lk.15,lf; 19,10; etc.) as in other 

conflict stories (eg. Mk.2,6-10; 3,4; Lk.7,37-50), i.e. in 

several literary forms. The motif here verbally expressed 

has been preserved by tradition and is well attested in our 

Gospels: Jesus had frequent contact and dealings with "sin

ners", and not seldom was he rebuked for it! How often do we 

read "go and sin no more"! This logion preserves at least 

"the spirit of Jesus 11 .98 

97see McEleney, "Criteria" 433-436. 
98Taylor" Mk 207; cf. also Lohmeyer, Mk 58, McArthur, 

"Basic Issues 7.ffi, and McEleney, art.cit. 134. 
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2. The Criterion of Language. Behind this criterion lies the 

understanding that a logion containing Semitic modes of speech 

has a good probability of faithfully repeating a saying that 

was first formulated in Hebrew,or more probably in Aramaic, and 

in Palestine, i.e. of having originated with Jesus. 99 However, 

as N.J. McEleney warns, Semitisms "may (even) be products of a 

Semitic mind (other than Jesus') using Greek directly" or of 

the early Christians of Palestine. 10° Furthermore, almost any 
saying (in Greek) can be somehow retroverted into a Semitic 
language. An expression that is a literal translation of a 

Hebrew or an Aramaic expression points to a high degree of 

probability that it is quite ancient. 

A possible Semitic origin of our logion may be suspected 

in the terminology employed, understood in the light of our 

previous Observations. Thus ~>..Gov =n''J1X, Stl<.olLOl = cpn"r7~ (a 
Jewish theologumenon) and dl--'-d€"Tw).o: probably has in the back

ground the n•n or the Y7 )!(il -n.Y • The dialectic negation oui<. -

aHJ ( ... ~1,~ ••• ~~), frequent in Rabbinic writings, is a Se
mitism.101 The verb KctAfLV also has in Hebr. and Aram. the 

two meanings we pointed out for the Gk ward, viz. "to call" 

and "to invite". The logion would read in Aramaic: 102 

r~t,n X7N J'P'i';::i x,pl':>7 .n·.n~ ~7 
A Semitic background is therefore not at all impossible for 

this logion, especially in view of the fact that the meaning 

the different terms have is more common in the Jewish than in 

the Greco-Hellenistic world. 

3. The Criterion of Coherence. By this criterion we intend to 
determine whether our logion corresponds to and is consistent 
with the characteristic teaching and behavior of Jesus. 103 The 
conditions and circumstances to which the logion in question 

99cf. McEleney, "Criteria" 4-38ff, where he ~oints out 
the weaknesses of this criterion. Since it is difficult to de
termine with certitude whether Hebrew was also spoken in some 
circumstances I will keep both possibilities open. See the 
most recent study by J.A. Fitzmyer, "The Languages of Palestine 
in the First Century A.D.," QBQ 321.1970), 501-5~1. 

100Art.cit. 4-39f. 
101see n.81 above, esp. Kruse's article. 
102From the transl. of F. Delitzsch, the Hebr. would 

have run: n·~l!mn-n~ •:, n•p·,~il ~7p7 "J1~1 x'?. 
103see McEleney, art.cit. 4-4-3f. 
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alludes (religious, social, etc.) rnust also be consistent with 

those we know surrounded Jesus. 

The logion of Mk.2,17b par. is undoubtedly coherent with 

Jesus' teaching and outlook on man. We find an echo in the 

parables of Lk.15, esp. v.7 (par. Mt.18,13), v.10 and 11-25 

(see also Lk.19,1-10; Mt.9,36ff; 10,6; 15,24ff)~ It expresses 

in one sentence Jesus' universal concern for the rejected and 
. "'1 outcasts. The pte. t-Cftrl€:.L indicates that Jesus had "the bad 

habit" of sitting at table and dealing with "sinners", as Lk. 

15 ,2b Clearly indicates: O~TO) oq„lct-eTw)..o~s neocrbiiHdl 1(0{~ <ruv
E.irß~E:-l <:xUTOtS (note the pte. tenses ! ) • 

4. The Criterion of Distinctiveness (or Discontinuity). This 

criterion seeks to answer the question whether or not the lo

gion is a product of the early Church. It is cornpared with 

the known teaching of conternporary Judaisrn and the theology 

developed by the early Church as well as the preoccupations 

that new circumstances brought about. This is, in rny opinion, 

one of the most useful criteria, yet one which presupposes 

rnore information than is available and discernable to us. 104 

0ur logion could hardly have been cornpletely invented by 

the early Church: (1) she would hardly have come up with the 

idea of dealing with those whom Judaisrn considered tobe sin

ners if Jesus did not say it and give the example first, and 

(2) if it were due to the Church, would it not have been rnore 

precise and added a specifying object --as Lk felt it neces

sary to do by adding E.is f.lE.,-.;.vold."? 105 Thus, at least the core 

of our logion must have had its origin in Jesus himself. How

ever, there are grounds for doubting that its present forrnula

tion is due to Jesus. 

The negative clause, with the theologically pregnant 6(
~dLOL, giving rise to a dialectic staternent, serves to under-

104McEleney_., "Criteria" 440ff. This criterion is again 
discussed by D • .LÜhrrnann, "Die Frage nach Kriterien für ur
sprungliche Jesusworte - eine Problemskizze.i" in Jesus aux 
~ de la Christologie, Louvain 1975, ?9-72. 

10':5Pesch, "Zöllnergastrnahl" 80, and van Iersel, "La voca
tion" 224, ask whether the early Christians would have exclud
ded thernselves from the care of the Lord by putting in Jesus' 
mouth the affirrnation of the negative clause. However, this 
forgets that it is dialectic,1 not categorical; see Knox, 
Sources I, 14, Lohrneyer, Mk ?6, and Haenchen, 1tllig 111. 
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line the positive clause in view of compelling to missionary 

activity --especially among a Judeo-Christian majority. Fur

thermore, we must recken with the fact that v.17b is a pro

grammatic statement which does not fail to give the impression 

of looking back at the totality of Jesus' public ministry.106 

Since this logion cannot go back to a time when the Pharisees 

and other pious Jews were thought by Christians tobe false 

s;Ko.LOL, i t must have originated at a time when the true S{\(~10\. 

were indeed the Jewish Il'7bn. 107 It does not derive from Ju

daism for it is contrary to their generally-held exclusivism. 

Taking into account all the considerations we have expos

ed, it follows that Mk.2,17b is a very ancient logion, the 

idea therein expressed having originated in Jesus himself. 

However, its present stylized programmatic formulation is more 

probably due to the early Church than to Jesus himself, i.e. 

here we have the ipsissima vox but not ipsissima verba Iesu. 108 

E. From the Earliest Tradition to the Final Redaction. 

1. rhe~HA9ov-saying in the Redaction-history of Mark. 

As R. Fesch pointed out, 109 the main idea developed in 

Mk.1,1-3,6 is Jesus' ~tou~~d. In 2,1-3,6 this authority is 

shown precisely in the conflict stories where Jesus is insis

tent on the liberation of man from unnecessary ties, from false 

emphases placed on the Law, and from sin (=sickness!). But it 

does not stop there: Jesus calls those who want tobe liberated 

to follow him, and those who are open to such an invitation 

are rewarded with a table-fellowship with him. 110 

106The fact that the other ouK-ctÜd formulated ~Mov-logia 
hardly go back to Jesus, casts a shadow of doubt on the authen
ticity of Mk.2,17b. Furthermore, "to call sinners" suggests 
an understanding of Jesus as ~wT1e, as does the universalist 
outlook of the Iogion. 

107For Jesus the O~Ko.tot =sincere pious Jews and the O.f-A<\1-e_
Tw\ot'. = the f\~i'\-u:lol, as in COntemporary Judaism. in the early 
Church the applications and connotations changed: o(Kdtol =the 
Christians, while the Jews, who rejected Jesus, are the false 
6(KdLot .,_ and the ct,-,..d~Tw).oi. are those not yet converted. 

10öMost exegetes deem it tobe an authentic saying of Je
sus. Bultmann, fil' 93; Dibelius, Tradition 64; Haenchen~ Wgg 
111; Schweizer, Mk 35; Kuhn, ~ 59 (who in p.82r con
cedes that it maygo back to Jesus),-take it tobe post-Paschal. 

109 11 Zöllnergastmahl" 86. 
110see Perrin, Rediscovering 102ff, and Tödt, SM 308. 
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a. The Pericope. Once we observe that in its earliest written 

form v.15b-17a most probably followed v.1-12 (Jesus' power to 

eure and forgive sins), 111 we realize that the original point 

being made here was in terms of forgiveness of sins, i.e. of 

curing the sick. Strict Pharisaism forbade holding meals with 

sinners due to laws of purity. 112 For Jesus the sinners were 

not "contaminating people" from whom one ought to flee, but 

sick ones to whom one ought to go in order to eure them. That 

is to say, Jesus refused to take the Pharisaic (representa

tive) legalistic point of view but decisively took that of 

the loving God who seeks out the sinner. 

By placing the story of the call of Levi before our peri

cope, the pre-Mkan redactor points out the clo.se relation be

tween the act of welcoming Jesus' invitation to follow him 

(which presupposes conversion!) and the ensuing table-fellow
ship. The Mkan redactor further stresses the point when he 

adds that those who sat at table wi th Jesus ~cro1v (y;.i~) rrono; l(cl1. 

~~ohov9oov ~ur~ (v.15c). As a result a great paradigm about 

Jesus' mission to the "sinners" had been created with v.13-17. 

The logion of v.17b, which was added at the same time as the 

story of the call of Levi, served as a statement of the prin

ciple that guided Jesus and had been exemplified in v.14, viz. 

to go to those classed as sinners in order to invite them to 

convert. The fact that Mk did not add any further details to 

the story suggests that for him what matters is only Jesus' 

paradigmatic behavior and its verbal ratification. The main 

interest is what Jesus did and said, and not the conflict it

self. The main point is made by the logion of v.17b so that 

the rest falls into the background as an exemplification and 

support for it. 

111 one could easily consider the possibility that v.1-12 
indicate that the logion of v.l?b was originally an integral 
part of the pericope, as Fesch, "Zöllnergastmahl" 84f has ar
gued by taking &~deTwio( as the key term. However, as he also 
admits (p.83, also van Iersel, "La vocation" 218f n.16), the 
plural 011--lclen,,Xo{ was a sort of terminus technicus for "pagans" 
and to that extent differs from v.1ff. 

112see Berak.43b; jShab.3c (Shammai!); and the references 
given by Billerbeck, II, 510f; IV, 374ff.611ff, as well as the 
observations of G.F. Moore, Judaism IIj 74f~ and III, 178f. 
See already Jub.22,16; 3 Mac.3,4, and n.4,~! 
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b. The 9 H}9ov-saying. The addition of the ~\9ov-saying1 which 

constitutes the unquestionable climax of the grand paradigm 

(v.13-17), ties very closely the call of Levi and the meal 

with the "sinners". That is to say, the ambiguous \ü:l~tlV 

(which is· pregnant with meaning) covers the two meanings ex

emplified by v.14 and by v.15f, viz. a call to conversion and 

a consequent invitation to table-fellowship with Jesus. RMk 

has further stressed this double aspect of ~a).~tv by adding 

v.15c --which stresses the sense of conversion-following/dis

cipleship,-- and v.16b --which stresses the identity of the 

guests. The addition of v.17b establishes a loose defining 

parallelism between the ~~K.d.lOL and the i.a-~uovres • 113 The 

Kd~~s ixovTES are no longer the sinners but all those consider

ed in the eyes of Judaism not tobe S(K~lot. There was also a 

shift of emphasis, from that of Jesus' concern for the sick 

ones and their salvation, to that of calling to conversion 

(v.14) and table-fellowship (v.15f). 

When the ~)..9ov-saying existed independently of its pres

ent context it referred to the invitation or call to conver-
' L f C: f ~ "\ , 

sion: Kdk€(J""d..l a~e-rw).ou5. The oLKcttOl and the c:1-p.01en.uf\Ol were 

thought by Jesus tobe truly so. 114 However, when the logion 

was introduced into its present context, t>tKcitOl acquired an 

ironic tone. Now S~1<c11ol referred directly to the objectors who 

considered their criticism justified. Their condemnation of 

those who were not like them as ~>--lOl-(lTw)..o{ was considered jus

tified precisely because they thought of themselves as 5~~~tOl. 

Because of this attitude they rejected the invitation to con

version and consequently were excluded from the table-fellow

ship (cf. Lk.15,7; 18,9-13). It is ironic in as much as the 

terminology used assimilates the shades of meaning it has in 

the minds of Jesus' adversaries, only to invert them. 115 Not 

11 3r say "a loose parallelism" because Kci">.,t\J I te(c.1d.v 'E,)~w. 
114For Jesus not all Jews were hypocrites. He recognized 

in many an honest will to do God's will (cf. Mt.5,45; 13,49; 
25,31ff; Lk.15,7.10.13ff). Originally Ö~Kdl05 had a praisewor
thy sense, as indeed it almost always has in Lk. It is the 
story, where the logion was inserted, that gives it an ironic
al tone and robs &CKdtoL from its original sense. Cf. Fesch, 
"Zöllnergastmahl" 84f,for a different view. 

11 5Many scholars have argued against any suggestion that 
v.17b may somehow have an ironical tone. However, they have 
failed to distinguish between the sense of the logion before/// 
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only is there nothing positive said about Pharisaism in this 

logion, but there is an implicit condemnation of their lop

sided understanding of righteousness. Those taken tobe dfd~-
' ~, 

,~~Ol are, in Jesus' eyes, true OLK~101 in as much as they 

converted, i.e. Jesus reverted the conception of true righ-
c "\ 1 

teousness. By the fact that Jesus calls ~µaeTw~oLto convert 

and has table-fellowship with them, he makes himself at one 

solidaric with them --a solidarity that will eventually lead 

him to the cross. By eating with the "sinners" Jesus and his 

disciples are,in the final analysis, also sinners in the eyes 

of their objectors. 

The dialectic negative indicates that the b~Kct101 are not 

excluded from the invitation, even though Jesus' concern con

centrates on the ~~d€Twlo[. It is tobe noted that there is 

no article accompanying ÖLKd~OUS and ap.deTw\oJr, i. e. there is no 

specification of a group of people, there is rather a univer

salistic general application. 

c. The Meaning of~HAOov. What sense does ~).Bov have in this 

logion? When the logion is considered in itself, isolated 

from its present context as it originally was, there was no 

reference or allusion to Jesus' pre-existence. 116 The logion 

in effect reflects no interest on the question of Jesus' ori

gin, even if ~;\Qov prompts one to ask "whence?" 117 The stress 

is not on ~A~ov but on the infinitive of purpose: it was for 

this reason that it was added as a climax to this story. The 

primordial meaning of i)\Gov in this logion can best be ex-

/// and after it was integrated to the pericope; thus Schlatter, 
Mt 309 i. Jülicher \ Gleichm.sreden II, 175; HarnacK, "Ich bin ge
kommen 7; Schmia, Mk 65; Jeremias, m:'Th I, 147. Correctly un
derstood by Descamps 2 Justes 105f. Fesch, "Z51lnergastmahl" 
80, in spite of distinguishing the stages of composition of our 
pericope, holds that v.17a and not v.l'/b was added later, and 
denies any irony in the latter. 

11 6Jülicher QD.cit., 175· Lagrange, Mk 45i Lohmeyer, Mk 
56, and Cranfield, !'1k 106, hold that tne pre-existence of Jesus 
is alluded to here. But again, this may be concluded when the 
logion is considered in its present context, but hardly so be
fore it was introduced there; see our observations below. 

11 7The answer could be as much "from Nazareth" as "from 
God" --one could argue for any, but that would be missing the 
point since that was not in the intention of the logion 2 and 
neither the logion nor the context give the slightest hint in 
that sense. 
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pressed as "my purpose is to ••• ," "my Lebensberuf is to ••• ," 

f h . h -;-).· n · f 11 b · · · 1 · 118 or w ic ~ ~ov +in. may we e a circum oquium. 

When the logion was inserted in its present context,;ieov 

acquired a nuance it hardly had before, viz. that of a God

given mission. In the light of the re-interpretation that the 

context provided to our logion, and the new nuances it added 

to it, ~ ).Qov approaches the sense and implications of C(rr~aTct>-ti" 
coming to mean "my God-given mission is to •••• 11119 In fact, 

the verb i~~er9dL acquired an importance it did not have before, 

as Lk's change to the pft. ti~~uQ~ indicates. 

Since the mission of Jesus is said tobe to ~d~~~~ldp~~

T~\ous Which, as We already indicated, in its present context 

meant a call to that table-fellowship which is an anticipation 

of the heavenly banquet --as is so often painted in the para

bles,-- it follows that the one issuing this invitation must 

come from the "heavenly mansion" to which he is inviting all 

men of good will. In other words, the early Church was well 

aware that Jesus had indeed come from God and had invited us 

to become partakers of the Kingdom of God. Thus, once joined 

to the pericope, our logion's ~lGcv alludes to Jesus' divine 
. . "th t f . t ·t 120 . origin wi ou re erring o i. 

Even though according to the story the reproach was not 

addressed to Jesus himself, it is he who responds. It is thus 

underlined that although Jesus is only a guest in the hause, 

he assumes the functions of the Paterfamilias (as is his role 

in the Father's house!), 121 i.e. a position of authority. The 

118Cf. Zahn, Mt 337; Jeremias, "Schicht" 166f, as well 
as Best Temptation 139. 

11 9Lamarche, "L'appel" 135f, considers it tobe very 
close to the Johannine texts, such as 8,42 and 12,47, indica
tive of a contact between them. This seems to me unJustified 
for he places too much unwarranted weight on the verb ge~Eatr~L 
which for him is the most important element here • 

. 120The Le~ter of Barnabas, ~.Cat.v,9, contains the fol
lowing reflection: "As He chose his own apostles, who should 
~reacli the Gospel, who were sinners, with it he showed that he 
is not come, the righteous to call, but sinners, thus He re
vealed that He is God's son." 

121 In the final analysis, a narrow bridge was laid be
tween the earthly and the eschatolo~ical meal. The mission of 
Jesus led him to trespass the legalisms created by Jewish pi
ety but which ran astray of God's loving will. Thus he came 
to call those rejected by the halakah. He not only invited 
them to conversion but thereupon sat at the same table and /// 
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logion already by itself reveals a sense of authority and 

mission-consciousness. 

Do we find in this logion a manifestation of Jesus' 

"messianic consciousness"? Not necessarily (cf. c.VII). The 

invitation to sinners to repent and convert (sense of v.17b 

before being integrated into the pericope) was frequently ad

dressed by the prophets to the Chosen People, and lately by 

John the Baptist (Mt.3,1f par.; in Jesus' mouth in Mt.4,17). 

Thus, it is easier to think that,behind this logion stood 

Jesus' prophetic --not messianic-- consciousness and his 

awareness of a mission willed by God for him to carry out. 

This, evidently, if one assumes that the logion of v.17b goes 

back to Jesus. 

2. The 7HAec~-saying and the Matthean Redaction. 

The Mtan text offers two significant differences from the 

Mkan one: the addition of o ~Lb~~Kct~OS U~V in v.11b, and the 

citation of Hos.6,6 in v.13a. Both differences are related to 

each other: Mt presents Jesus' reply as a teaching, thus ex

plaining the title o bL~~~K~tos and the introduction of the 

citation from Hosea with a "school formula" typical of Rabbin

ic de bat es ( TTOQe.u0Jv-r'='s µJße.TE. = ,o'7t,) X~). 122 We therefore have 

a catechetical perspective occasioned by debates with Pharisa

ism. 

a. The Citation of Hos.6 26a. It is the citation of Hos.6,6a 

which commands our attention. We find the same citation again 

only in Mt.12,7; 23 andin both occasions Mt ties Hos.6,6 with 

a logion that follows by means of ~t He thus establishes a 

Scriptural support for the latter. 12 It is evident that Mt 

/// ate the same meal with them, i.e. entertained a Lebensga
meinschaft, a true ber1t (which originally signified a commu
nion effected by a table fellowship --cf. Qumran). This was 
also taught in the parablesi using the image of a banquet. On 
the rich meaning that a mea has in the Near East see esp. E. 
Pax, "Essen und Trinken," BibL 10(1969), 275-291. 

122cf. Sifre Nm.115 1 R.Lev.1,15; further Billerbeck I,499. 
Also in Mt.24,32 and 28,19. 

123only Mt cites it, an indication that it must have been 
important to his communi~y. Mk.12,33c alludes to it. 

124rt is not im~ossible that the citation of Hos.6,6 was 
already in Mt's special source (M), and that v.13b was /// 
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intended to create a link between the citation from Hos. and 

the ~~eov-saying. This is evidenced by the causal ~~e, mercy 

(t>.,c;;.os) being Ko.}--€.(!"<1,\ ()(,fAOl€TO}.ou~, which is what Jesus did, and 

Ou~~ referring to the concerns with the prescriptions of cul

tic purity which forbade Jews to have dealings with "sinners". 

The citation of Hos.6,6a is a verbatim quotation either 

from the MT or from the LXX. 125 In Hosea there is no intention 

of banning sacrificial cult; rather he calls attention to the 

primacy of mercy cn.;05 / 7ön ) ' relati vizing the external 

cult. 126 It is not impossible that Jesus might have quoted 

Hos.6,6 at some 

could have been 

a Mtan addition 

time, but it remains questionable whether it 

in this context; 127 it is easier to explain as 
128 --a more probable place would be 12,7. 

b. The Formative Milieu. The two closely related differences 

from the Mkan text, mentioned above, reveal a "setting in life" 

that differs from that of Mk (and Lk). For Mt it is not so 

much an inner-communitarian problem but, in the light of the 

reference to Jesus as Olb~UKa~os and the citation of Hos.6,6a, 

/// added to it by Mt from pre-Mk. In fact, if Mt had all 3 
sayings in the same source, the order 12.13b.13a would impose 
itself as most logical; if he only had the two sayings of pre
Mk and Hos.6,6 was added, then we would also have had that or
der; but, if he had only v.12.13a the present order of logia 
is understandable when passing from one source to the other. 
In this respect it should be noted that the conjunction ~Je, in 
v.13b, is awkward and puzzling as a link; ~~, would have been 
smoother. 

125stendahl, after studying the different versions, con
cluded that "It may be directl;y dependent upon the M.T., but 
also upon a Greek rendering." (S(hool 128). While Strecker 
thinks more in terms of the LXX ~ 135), Gundry, Use of the 
OT 111, 149, and Sand, Gesetz 58 n.12, think that it probabl~ 
was taken from the Hebrew. The Band Lucianic versions have~ 
while Aquila reads 1<.<>1'\. ou as conjunction> where the MT reads~lzt 
--the Tg (Jonathan) has instead '\JOOO ,="rather than"). 

126Hosea strongly op~osed idolatry (cf. 4,12-17; 10,5; 
11,2; etc.) but also considered the cessation of sacrifices to 
Yahweh as a punishment (3 4; 9 4). On the whole see the study 
of C. Lattey,, "The Prophets and Sacrifice: A Study in Biblical 
Relativity,' JTS 42(1941), 155-165, esp. 160. 

127stendahl Q12.cit. 128 observed: "Concise as it is, 
one could take it tobe a word of Jesus where the exact word
in~ in the O.T. source did not play any part." Similar is the 
opinion ?f Schlatter, l:1t. 308, Plummer, Mt 104, Allen, l'it. 90, 
and McNeile, Mt 119. 

128Thus also Hummel, Auseinandersetzung 44. 
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it is a polemic against Judaism around the question of exter

nal cultic purity, serving a catechetical purpose for his com

munity. 129 It is not a discussion about the value of sacrifi

cial cult, as is clearly the case in 12,1ff. 130 In the back

ground may be a concern with the relations between Judeo and 

Gentile Christians within the Mtan community. However, Mt is 

less concerned with table-fellowship than with the question of 

acceptance and integration of the Gentile Christians in a com

munity constituted predominantly by Judeo-Christians. 131 0ne 

must not exclude the possibility that a missionary concern may 

also be playing a role: Judeo-Christians wondering whether they 

should enter into contact with pagans. 132 The period with 

which we are dealing is shortly after the destruction of the 

Temple. 133 

For Mt the citation of Hos.6,6 provides a Scriptural le

gitimation for Jesus' behavior. It is also a key of interpre

tation for the ~ieov-saying which becomes its actualizing mes

sianic counterpart. 134 In fact, Hos.6,6 serves as a critical 

principle for the understanding of the Law: the precept of love 

should be the guiding principle for the understanding of the 

Torah as God intended it. The Jews do not know God's ultimate 

129This might explain the omission of ct.u,CLS in v. 12a; cf. 
van Iersel "La vocation" 227f. However, in my opinion the de
bate with Judaism cannot be considered as having been totally 
absent, as van Iersel seems to suppose when he places all the 
weight on the didactic intention of Mt. 0ne of the most sa
lient traits of the Mtan gospel is precisely its polemic with 
Judaism. The Rabbinic-type formula (which van Iersel ignores) 
rro~GU~&VTG~ ~e~.~ points in that direction, as does the refer
ence to the 0T. See the study of Hummel, Auseinandersetzung. 

130cf. Hummel, .QQ.cit. 97-103. As Taylor, Sacrifice 68, 
observes, if it were against sacrificial cult a better text 
could have been chosen. 

131For Sand, Gesetz 59, it is rather a community problem 
between pious legalists and non-legalists~ a situation similar 
to the one Jesus himself found. But see ttummel, QQ.cit. 39, 
whom Sand opposes. 

132cf. Lamarche, "L'appel" 135. 
133schweizer, Mt 146; Hummel Q.12.cJ.t. 98. Abot Natan 8, 

22, shortly after 70 A.D., cited flos.6,6 twice, reflecting on 
the new situation that developed without a Temple. 

134The particle rJe in v.13b indicates that for Mt Hos.6,6 
justifies Jesus' purpose to make God's innermost will manifest. 
It is not Jesus' action that justifies Hos.6,6 but the latter 
that legitimizes Jesus' action and word. Jesus places God's 
authentic will over against the Pharisees' "constructed" will 
of God. A similar understanding underlies 5,17 (q.v.). 
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will, 135 which is precisely what Jesus was accomplishing. Well 

in line with Mt's presentation of Jesus as the one who accom

plishes the Scriptures, Hos.6,6 is introduced primarily for 

its Christological, and not ethical, reference: Jesus' behav

ior is exemplary of God's will and is in full accordance with 

Scripture. The Pharisees' objection is confronted not first 

with Jesus but with Scripture, which has the effect of soften

ing the opposition between Jesus/Church and Pharisees/Judaism. 

Finally, the importance that Mt attaches to love/mercy is also 

put into evidence here: the greater context of the Mtan peri

cope is within a series of eures (8,1-9,35) and not, as in Mk 

(2,1-3,6) and Lk (5,17-6,11), within a series of controversies. 

c. The~A0ov-saying. While in Mk it is the ~\eov-saying that 

constitutes the climax of the story, in Mt it is the citation 

of Hosea that is the key to it. While in Mk the weight of the 

W}..Gov-saying is on the "what" of Jesus' mission, in Mt the 

"who" teaches thus has as much weight as "what" he teaches. 

Jesus' authority and messiahship comes stronger to the fore in 

Mt than in Mk: he is the hl~~~~~}..05 (v.11b) who refers the 

Scriptures (v.13a) to himself (v.13b). It is interesting to 

observe that both sayings in v.13 are expressed in the first 

person,as if Jesus were appropriating to himself a declaration 

that originally was Yahweh's (through the prophet's mouth): 

does Mt suggest an identity between them? is that the real 
· · t · ' ? 1 36 K . . . d . t function of the conJunc ion i~e. eeping in min i s pre-

sent context in Mt, ~).Oov in v. 13b acquires an importance of 

its own, viz. that of a divine epiphany: Jesus is the bringer 

of salvation for all men. It has the sense of an authorita

tively definite"! have come to •.•• " The Church's conscious

ness of Jesus' messianity is projected onto his lips from 

where it bounces back to the hearer of this story. 

135This is well underlined by ~~~TE! an invitation to 
scrutinize and make real (verwirklichen) the true sense of 
Scripture, aided by the example of Jesus' action; cf. 9,29. 

136Evidently this fact --which may well be unintentional-
should not be pressed too far; the citation of Hos.6,6 appears 
also in the first person in the OT, and the ~}..~ol/ -saying is 
taken over from pre-Mk. 
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3. The 7 H}Bcv-saying Within the Lukan Redaction. 

The Lkan text presents a number of differences with that 

of pre-Mk; these were noted above. Two differences interest 

US here, both OCCUring in the ~ieov-logion: the tense Of the 

verb "t:.-ejGa-9dt and the addition 1:1.5 P,.E.TC(V010\\/. These already in

dicate that Lk's outlook is markedly ecclesiological. 

a. The Call to Conversion. The addition E:1.5 1--'-€Tct\/01e1.v', 137 
1 

while specifying the meaning in which Kol~fOdl had been intended, 

restricts it to conversion. Lk gives primary importance to 

conversion as a condition sine qua non for any intimate rela

tion with Jesus. This addition establishes a closer tie be

tween the call of Levi and the ~\eov-saying than between the 

meal and the logion --a sort of inclusio. A similar schema is 

found in 19,1-10 (q.v.). Table-fellowship with Jesus is only 

possible once conversion has taken place: those who have been 

cured, who no longer are sick, can share in such a meal. This 

is exemplified in this case with Levi's call and meal. It is 

tobe observed that Levi is named on both occasions. 138 The 

K.O(l(WS iiol/iES and CAJA-de-n...>).o{ are those in need of conversion. 139 

The addition of t'ts t,lHd>\/otct\/ responds to an ecclesiolo

gical concern. To call to conversion is a mission that ex

tended from John the Baptist to the mission entrusted to Jesus' 

disciples in 24,47 (Kl'\.QutG~-Jcn ~TTL Ti:p Öv'op.t:1T1 aLJ'Tou JA~Td-Jo101v tlS 

:;,qn.=.<rl" ai,t~eT1wv eci.s Tl~I/Tdt T~ EGv~). 140 That Lk takes the point 

137This addition is also found in Justin, Apol.i,15.8 and 
Ps.-Justin, de Resur.7, while in Barn.v,9 it varies according 
to the MSS and is absent in 2 Clem.ii,4. 

138Lk establishes a continuity between the call to conver
sion and the invitation to the meal by the concrete example of 
Levi's call and meal, where it is noteworthy that only Lk men
tions that Levi was a rüu'.i\/1,s , which carries over to the spe
cific (and only) mention of theT~~~~nL as a class in v.29b. 

139The logion of the physician g~ins in transparency with 
the addition of ~is fJ-~T~"ou:,.\J: the KoK.ü;s ·~~o·ff~':. are the unconvert
ed ones to whom he goes. To offer them 'health" he has to take 
the initiative; the initiative is one of,the aspects that the 
logion of the physician and the verb K~~w~1 implies. Here we 
may quote the apostle Paul: "How shall they believe in him of 
whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without a 
preacher?" (Rom.10,14; see also 1 Cor.9,18). 

140There is a continuity between the Ba~tist's call to 
conversion in view of the coming of the Messiah (Lk.1,15> 3~2), 
Jesus' call to conversion in view of the Kingdom of God ,5,,2; 
15,7), and the Church's same call to men in the name of III 
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of view of this commission and projects it into the pericope, 

is suggested by the change of the verbal tense of ~e~f«9ctl from 

the aor. to the perf., and the addressee of the objection to 

the 2d person plural (v.30b). His concern is the expansion 

and growth of the Church. 141 

There is no doubt that the aspect of the "meal" is also 

important for Lk who, more often than the other evangelists, 

touches upon this topic. 142 This is indicated well in v.29a: 

errotl'\<iEV 5oX~v fJ-E.Yd~VJ", v.30b: (<r9~E.1~ Kai TT~\JHE (cf.22,30). 143 

Table-fellowship with Jesus is the logical climax of conver

sion; it is entrance into "the eschatological superlative." 

lt is not at all impossible that Lk might be thinking in terms 

of the Eucharistie celebration. 

b. The Formative Conditions. The changes that Lk has operated 

suggest a community setting in life in which Judeo-Christians, 

either were wondering whether they should work at the conver

sion of non-Jews or were criticizing (~ioyiu~ov) such an en

deavor. Thus Lk changed ctµae-rw}-i;>" to ,i>.~1.v\/, suggesting that 

converted Gentiles are not "sinners"; this contrasts with the 

reservations of the Pharisees and Scribes (characterization of 

legalist Judeo-Christians?), where orQ~TW~WVis preserved. He 

further adds ElS jJ-Hctl/01cN suggesting that, in the light of the 

command of 24,47, all Christians have the obligation to con

tinue Jesus' mission to preach the Good News and now to expand 

it to the whole (Hellenistic!) world. 144 

III Jesus, to convert (24,47; Acts 5,31; 11,18; 20,21; 26,20). 
lt is noteworthy that the theme of conversion recurs more often 
in Lk than in any of the other gospels· cf. n54 suprB, as well 
as Conzelmann, TheologJ of ~ 99ff, U. Wilckens, .!.lJ....e Missions
~ der Apostel~eschichte, Neukirchen 1961, 178-186~ and J. 
Behm, art. µHMOE.W - µ.~T(f,\/Ol<Jl, in TDNT IV, esp. 1000-lu03. 

141 Schürmann, Lk 290, thinks that a confrontation with 
Pharisaism on legalistic questions is in the background. 

142cf. 7„36-50i 10~38-42; 12,37; 13,26; 14,1-14; 17,7f; 
19,5-10· 22,14-38; c4,3u-35.41-43. 

143see Flender, Luke Theologian 80-84. 1 

144As Lamarche, "L' appel" 134f, has pointed out in Lk ÖL -
KQ10s has a positive sense„ designating the truly jusf ones (cf. 
1~6.17i 2,25; 12,57; 14,141, 15,7; 23,47 and 23,50 --in 18,9 and 
2u,20 it 1s said that the ~narisees ~ook themselves tobe just, 
bu~ not that they are just). In fact, the addi tion of Ei.~ l,lHCll -
vo1~v takes away any irony. In this connection we read in the 
Prayer of Manasses, 8: "0 Lord, the God of the just, you surely 
did not appoint repentance (~~~VoLa\/) to the just ones III 
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c. The Verb''Eej8f0o.t. The perfect Ek~~ue~ unquestionably 

represents a post-Paschal point of view: I have come and my 

work continues with the Church (nuance expressed by the pft.: 

a past event whose effect continues into the present). It re

presents a comprehensive view of the totality of Jesus' life 

among men and a retrospective look into his earthly career. 

The pft. (;}..t1~vBcx placed on Jesus' lips reflects on his pre

existence; 145 it has the same connotation here as it has in 
146 Jn where it is quite frequent. 

Conclusion: The~H~90V-saying. 

It has been shown that the ~}Bov-logion, which in its 

essence probably goes back to Jesus himself, originally existed 

separately from the pericope where it is now found. In the 

face of open criticism for his dealings with those whom Juda

ism classed as sinners, such a logion was a public statement 

of the mission Jesus had taken upon himself. It did not ex

press a messianic consciousness nor did it allude to his pre

existence. The verb ~ei~~Gctt had no particular significance in 

itself until it was included in the present context by pre-Mk, 

where this logion strengthened the paradigmatic value of the 

pericope. 

Originally ~}.9ov + inf. meant "my purpose is to •••• " 

/// (Öll(o.(oLS ) , to Abraham and Isaac and Jacob who did not sin 
against JOU~ but you appointed repentance to me the sinner 
(&,-.u,teTw~~). See also Justin, Apol.i,15. 

145schürmann, Lk 292. 
146cf. Jn.5,43a; 7,28b; 8,42b; 12,461 16,28; 18,37b (all 

of which will be briefly discussed in c. vI); see also 3,2b.19b. 
A relationship between the gospels of Jn and Lk has been recog
nized for some time and here we have one more indication of it. 
In general see the studies of J. Schniewind, Die Parallelveri
~ bei Lukas und Johannes Leipzig 1914, P. Gardner-Smith, 
Saint John and ~ Synoptic Gospels, Cambridge 1938i and more 
recently J.A. Bailey, The Traditions Common iQ the uospels of 
Luke and John (NovT Sup VII), Leiden 1963, and the overview 
given by J. Blinzler, Johannes und die Synoptiker (SBS 5), 
Stuttgart 1965, as well as Grundmann, Lk 17-22. The relation 
(or influence) seems tobe from Lk to Jn, as Blinzler, ~.cit. 
passim, and most recently Boismard, S~opse 40 and passim (and 
his forthcoming vol.III of the Synopse, indicate. R.E. Brown, 
The Gosvel according to John,I (AB 29), New York 1966, XLIV
XLVII,discusses many of the o~inions expressed on this subject, 
but is more selective than Blinzler's presentation. R. 
Schnackenburg,~ Johannesevan~elium,I (HThKNT IV), 2d ed. 
Freiburg 196?, 3Of, denies any inf 7 uence. 
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0nce enclosed in its present context ~}9ov acquired an impor

tance of its own: like the physician coming to the sick to 

bring them health, so Christ's soteriological initiative di

rects itself c~xeov) primarily --not exclusively: dialectic 

formulation-- to the sinners. Now ~}.9ov came to mean "my God-
, ' \ given mission is to ••• ," approaching ~nEaT~~~v and alludes to 

Jesus' divine origin, the source of his authority. In the con

text of Mk the logion's weight is on the object of Jesus' mis

sion. Lk presents a more ecclesiological outlook, while in 

Mt the stress is on the person, authority, and messiahship of 

Jesus. 

II. C0ME T0 CAST FIRE - C0ME T0 CAST THE SW0RD: Lk.12 249-50. 

51-53/Mt.10,34-36.1 

Mt.10, built in chiastic form, 2 constitutes a block3 and 

has been arranged into a discernable thematic structure4 --a 

sign of an intentional composition. Verses 32-39 are a col

lection of different logia concerning the radicality of disci

pleship: they intend to call to a definite decision for Christ. 

1Besides the standard commentaries, see the following stu
dies: ~1) concerning Lk.12,2.49f: G. Delling, "BATTTIEMA BATITI[-
9HNAI,' ~ 2(1957/581, 9c:-115;_ A. Feuillet, "La Coupe et le 
Bapteme de la Passion,(, RB 64(1'::167), 356-391; G. Graystone, "I 
have come to cast fire on the earth ••• ," Scr 4(1949-51), 135-
141; 0. Kuss, "Zur Frage einer vorpaulinischenc-Todestaufe_," 
MTZ 4~1953); 1-17;_ F.H. Seper, "Ka't-ct G~)..w eal llO~ ~\l~<\'BI'\ (.Lc 12, 
49b),' VD 3b(l9,58J, 147-153 and R.A. Ward "St. Luke xii.49: 
1<c1t rt'. G(i.">..w Got ~6'1 &v~~QYJ," ExpT 63(1951/52), 92f. (2) Con-
cerning Lk.12 51 par. see 0. Betz, "Jesu Heiliger Krieg" NovT 
2(1957/58), li6-137; M. Black, "Uncomfortable Words: III. The 
Violent Word," füm1'. 81(1969/70), 115-118; A. George, "La venue 
de Jesus, cause de d:ivision entre les hommes," in Assamblees 
du Seigneur 51 (1972), 62-71, and s. Legasse, "Approche de l' 
1:pisode preevangelique des Fils de Zebedee," NTS 20(1973/74), 
161-1~7-

lntroduction: v.1-4; A: v.5-15 (mission of the Twelve); 
B: v.16-31 (conseguences and implications of disci~leship); 
B': v.32-39 (as BJ; A': v.40-42 (reception of disciples). 

3Mt .10, 1, \l'.CÜ TT(?O(j"l(c:il}cü"dµ~vos TOUS bw~Ho ,-.ml}'lT~S ci,(JTCU, in
troduces a series of instructions, warnings, and exhortations 
to the Twelve. Mt.11,1 closes this discourse section with the 
classical Mtan expression 1<.011. ~~e.vero oTE= EoTÜE:<ie\J o ·110-ou) (cf. 
7, 28; 1 3, 5 3; 19, 1 ; 26, 1 ) . 

4This is especially noteworthy in the central section: /// 
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Verses 34--36 are preceded and followed by logia that sharply 

call, in a markedly categorical language, to a radical and un

conditional open option for Christ. It can therefore be sup

posed that the present position of v.34--36 is due to (pre-?) 

Mt. 
Lk.12,4-9-53 is found within a less (than Mt's) artistic 

composition, where material proper to Lk (L) with material 

having a parallel only in Mt (Q) is interspersed. However, 

these verses are framed by two parables (v.35-4-8.54--56) about 

the necessity to be attentive to the Koteo5. 

A. Literary Criticism. 

1. The Logia of Lk.12,4-9.50 

Lk.12,4-9f, without a parallel, has the distinctive air of 

being composed of two previously independent logia which have 

been placed together because of a similarity in content. 5 Their 

origin and relation will hopefully become clear with a literary 

analysis of them. The reason for their absence in Mt could be 

explained,as much by their having originated in a source known 

only to Lk,as by an intentional omission from the part of Mt 

(and Mk?). This hopefully will also find an explanation in the 

following paragraphs. 

Verse 4-9 betrays neither a vocabulary nor a grammatical 

structure that could be termed "typically Lukan. 116 The expres-

III B: instructions, 
a v.16-20: persecutions and confessing Christ; 
b 21-22: family divisions· 
a' 2~ : when persecuted flee· 
c 24-25: the master is above the disciple; 
a'' 26-31: not to fear those who can kill only the body. 

B': exhortations, 
a v.32-33: confessing Christ before men; 
b !4--36: family divisions; 
a' 7 : loving_Christ above one's family; 
c 8 : on taRing one's cross; 
a'' 9 : on not seeking to save one's "soul". 
5Grundmann, Lk 269 recognizes 3 logia: Lk.12,4-9.50.51-53 

as George, "La venue" 71, does, and indicates that their formal 
rythmic construction may indicate that thei were found together, 
all belonging to .Q. For George, w. tlt_. 71 , i t was Lk who 
gathered them (hence two sources?). According to Legasse, "Ap
proche" 164-f, Lk has two elements: v.4-9.50.51 "dont l'associa
tion est ancienne," even though they were independent logia, 
and v.52f of apocalyptic outlook similar to Mk.13,12f. Legasse's 
opinion is very close to my own. 

6Thus also George, art.cit. 69. The expression III 
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sion 1rü~ ßc:1.X6v may be a li teral translation of a Semi tic one 

(Hebr. v>;x iHJ77IAram. ~lll ~Oir')), with the nuance "to startlkin

dle a fire." Likewise, v.4-9b is very Semitic: Tt. is a Semitic

like rhetorical question (= i1r.>) which "performs the function 

of exclamation as well as interrogative," 7 and EI. serves the 

function of the Hebr. s.'-r or UX and Aram. "~n¼(x )I 17(')X to ex

press a wish. 8 The whole v.4-9b may be expressed in Aram. as 

n-ph 17) )bl7~ ~l~~J.~i\nl. 9 Thus, v.4-9 is not due to Lk but 

is very ancient and comes either from L or from Q (cf. infra).10 

The saying in v.50, built in a form similar to v.4-9, is 

most probably due to the Lkan (final?) redactor. The first 

half echoes Mk.10,38d; the whole pericope Mk.10,35-4-0IMt.20, 

20-23 was omitted in Lk. Even though the vocabulary of v.50a 

is not Lkan, the following observations connote a Lkan con

struction: (1) the Mkan parallel suggests that v.4-9 and v.50 

were originally unrelated, 11 (2) the noun ~<'.TTTl<if~ and the verb 

III. does not recur in the NT, and it is absent in the LXX where 
13 e"-X."'L" is most often used instead ( as also in Lk. 17, 29 ! ) • We 
ao .f'ind rrGe 1<0.re11ßatl/~L", in Lk.9,54-, as well as the frequent "to 
be cast into the eternal fire." Thec- verb c!V'o<rrT~\\/ occurs again 
only in Jam.3,5, and the formula ~1. i'\0 ti only in Mk.15 ,4-4- where 
it also has a temporal sense. 

7Black Aramaic 123j cf. also Bl-D §299(4-) and Moulton, 
NTGk II, 4-72. Its functJ.on js similar to the more Gk rrwsof v.50. 

8Again in 19,4-2 having an optative sense; cf. alsQ Isa. 
9,5; Num.14-02b; Jos.?07b~ Sir.23,i4-. See further Bl-D ~360(4-) 
and Seper, Ko(i Tl 0e).w 1 ?0f. 

9Retroversion according to sense not word by word by C. 
C. Torrei, in "The Translations made lrom the original Äramaic 
Gospels,' in Studies in the History of Religions ,FS C.H. Toy)t 
New York 1912, 315, and after him by Moulton, NTGk II, 4-72, ana 
Black, Aramaic 123, cf. also p.274-ff. Thus, it is not a ques
tion but, with optative sense means "And how I wish that it 
were_already ki~dled!" (Torrey, art.cit. and Moulton, ibid.). 
Zerwick, Greek ~4-05, contests this understanding on the grounds 
that it is "a desire inca:pable of fulfillment" that is expres
sed in v.50b· however, this opinion seems to spring from apre
conception about the message of this verse, and furthermore, he 
offers no alternative solution. Not few see it as (a sort of 
deliberative subjunctive) question..1_ eg. Ward, "St. Luke xii.4-9" 
92, Roberts 1 "Some Comments" 3060 .t'lummer,,_ 1k 334-, Burney, Po-
etll 90 ana Feuillet "La Coupe 368 n.4-v, 369. -
·· The Hebr. form wouid run: n,,rl 1:l.:> 17 'J\~~n-nn'\; see the detail
ed discussion of this retroversion by Seper, art.cit. 14-7-153. 

10According to Schulz, Q..258, v.49 may be due to Lk, in
spired by v.51 --see the discussion of this relation below. 

11 Bultmann, ST 153f, suspects v.50 tobe "a secondary de
velopment" of v.4-9. An original separate existence is recogn
ized by most exegetes but contested by Kümmel, Promise 70. The 
parti9le 64 is also frequently used by Lk to establish a link 
,cf. infr~Jt it is omitted by the Diates.Arab.,L,itc,q,syrs. 
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ßanna~~val ( "to be baptized wi th a baptism") occur together only 

again in Lk.7,29 and Acts 19,4, aside from Mk.10,38.39. (3) 

The Semitizing use of a verband its cognate noun is also to 

be found in Lk.2,9; 11,46; 22,15; 23,46; Acts 5,28; 23,14. 12 

(4) The connection between fire and baptism is tobe found 

again only in Lk.3,16 and Acts 1,15; 11,16, and (5) less sig

nificant, but nonetheless indicati ve, is the use of E.~E.W + 

inf. (1/1/5+6). The second half of v.50 presents indications 

of a Lkan vocabulary: crvl/f.~H\/ (1/0/6+3) and the expression e.ws 
ÖTou (1/0/3) are very possibly Lkan. It is also tobe observed 

that Lk uses T~~~w (in the passive) in the sense of fulfilment/ 

accomplishment also in 18,31 and 22,37, but this never occurs 

in Mt and Mk when referring to the Passion. The suggestion 

which presents itself is that this term, with the same meaning 

in 12,50, could be due to Lk. The similarity in construction 

with v.49 may also be indicative --especially if they did not 

originally exist together. 13 0ne may by tempted to conclude 

that it is highly probable that v.50 may be an arranged addi-
14 tion made by Lk, and therefore was unknown to Mt,if it were 

not for the fact that in 20,22f/Mk.10,38f Mt leaves out the 

reference to baptism. Therefore the possibility is not tobe 

excluded that Mt knew this saying but for some reason omitted 

it. 15 However, the former seems to me more probable. 

We may therefore conclude that v.49 and v.50 had differ

ent origins and that they were not always together. The lo

gion of v.49 had been preserved from a very ancient tradition; 

the saying of v.50 had most probably a Lkan tradition. It 

should also be observed that while v.49 has for its object the 

12For Delling "BATTTI[MA" 242, i t is very probably of Pal
estinian origin. This literary play on words 1s by no means 
exclusive to Lk even if it is more freguent there· see eg. 
Mk.4,41; Mt.22,11. _See further Bl-D ~1Y8(6), Moulton, NTGk II, 
443f, and Moule, Id1om-Book 177f. 

13According to Lfgassel "Approche" 165, the original of 
v.50 ma1 have been par. in rorm to,v.49 and would have read 
Y\}.Qo\/ ßqnTlO'fA<1. $0,rrnat,rivo-l , (.01\. T\ l1E.).w c.t ~b\'l ,-€.},.ecaf:)I'\. However, 
it is difficult to see why Lk would have wanted to destroy such 
a parallelism and changed only v.50 to its present form. 

14Thus also Boismard, Byno:pse, 285. For George, "La venue" 
69f, only v.50b is due to Lk; v.50a could go back to Jesus. 

15Hirsch, Fr_i,!_l_l~eschichte II, 122f, Manson, Saying_§_ 11 9 / / / 
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world at large, v.50 is concerned exclusively with Jesus' per

sonal fate. 

2. The Logion of Lk.12 751-53/Mt.10 2 34-36. 

Mt.10,34-36 apparently constitutes a well built unity: 

v.34 enigmatically states an aspect of Jesus' mission, v.35 

explains it by alluding to Mic.7,6, and v.36 summarizes the 

latter. The paral1e·1, Lk.12,51-53, also gives the impression 

of constituting a unity: v.51 states an aspect of Jesus' mis

sion, v.52 explains the latter and introduces v.53 which de

velops v.52. Whether the allusion to Micah was associated 

with v.34 from its beginning, as it is generally assumed, is 

open to question. The reference to Micah could have been in

troduced with a catechetical purpose: with Jesus' coming began 

the eschatological times, for he is the Messiah. 16 It expli

cates and amplifies the obscure saying of v.34 by drawing from 

the OT to make a present situation of adversities acceptable. 

While Mt.10,34 is a universal statement, v.35f turns to the 

particular. 

a. The~HX9ov-saying. The form of Mt.10,34 is 

same as that of Mt. 5, 17: tA~ "of-.l{''lTE. Ön ~~eov + 
object () 001( ;>.eov + the same inf. () 01ne1. (). 

exactly the 

inf. + direct 

This identity, 

which recurs nowhere else, points to the final Mtan redactor 

himself. The Lkan parallel (12,51) presents in turn an iden

tity in form with Lk.13,2f.4f: ~oKE.LTE. ßn ... ; ou~~, A~yw Ü~v 

o~.).' ... , which likewise points to the final Lkan redactor. 

Before we turn our attention to the individual components of 

this logion, I would like to point out that what follows is 

extremely hypothetical. The relation between the texts in Mt 

·andin Lk is difficult to determine,given the fact that both 

have been greatly retouched,and it is difficult to determine 

the possible role played by Lk.12,49 in their formation. That 

Lk.12,49 may have been known to Mt is not tobe excluded _g_ 

priori,on account of the similarity in form (not content) be

tween Lk.12,49a and Mt.10,34a. 

/// . .Schmid, Matthäus und Lukas 277, Grundmann, Lk 269, and 
Schurmann\ Trad2gesch. Untersuchungen 234, think that probably 
Mt omittea Lk.1 }i9.50 which had been together with v.51-53 in 
Q• 16cf. Schulz, Q_ 260, and our discussion below, p. 74 ff. 
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' , ,.,, 
The expression t,iY) VOf-!lO'Y)TE on is most probably due to 

RMt, 17 and 6oKe..'in. OTL to RLk. Which of the two, if any, is 

more primitive is difficult to ascertain, and must remain an 

open question even though it seems to me by far more probable 

that Lk intentionally changed the Mtan formulation, ~han the 
. 18 inverse. 

The expression h~8o\l ßa}..6v () e:rr\ T~" l~\/ in Mt.10,34a is 

identical to that in Lk.12,49a, while it is found in a much 

altered form (by RLk) in Lk.12,51a. This raises the possibil

ity that this formulation (and therefore 12,49!) could have 

been known to Mt through Q. 19 This also suggests that the 

17syrc has instead of µ~ vop.~<r'ln. Ön only the succint oÜK ! 
18we find voµt?E:1v 3/0/2+7, and ~oKE:.l\/ 10/2/10+9 times 

used. However it is tobe noted that Mt has 6oKE.lV a number 
of times when formulating a rhetorical question (18,21; 21,28; 
221-,17.42; 26,53.66) and that in 3, 9. we find the expression JL~\ 
66 fl\TE:., where the Lkan par. does not have it. This means that 
it is conceivable that Mt could have written the same in 10,34 
if his source had su~gested it. However, this does not neces
sarily mean that VOf-u?;e.1v was in Mt' s source even though it 
suggests that 601<E::1v was due to RLk and that RMt did not have 
it in front of his eyes. On the other hand, Lk uses boKe.tV on 
his own account several times (where there is no parallel): 1,3; 
10,36; 13,2.4; 19,11i 24,37 7 22,24, where Mt/Mk do not have 
this verb. For Schmid, Mat~häus und Lukas 276 n.2, Lagrange, 
Lk 51, and Hawkins, HS 168 the observation that Lk tends to 
omit questions and the fact that here we have a question is an 
indication that the Lkan formulation is older. However, see 
Lk.13,2f.4fA which are certainly a Lkan formulation! Grund
mann, Mt 29'1, and Strecker, Weg 144, consider ~~ \/Of-LLG"YJTE:: to be 
definitely due to RMt's hand. According to Schulz, Q 258, no
!<4lT~ was already in~! See further the interesting observa
tions made by Banks, 'Matthew's Understanding" 227. Given the 
fact that Lk presen~s a number of changes made to the version 
found in Mt, as we shall see, it is possible to think that Lk 
changed ~~ vo1-1-(crY)T'=- to 601<.e.'tn .• 

19If Mt knew Lk.12 49 it was either from Q or pre-Lk, but 
not from RLk since the iatter changed the Mtan text. For 
Grundmann, Lk 269 1 Lk's v.49f originated either in L or more 
probably in Q, ana has been left out by Mt. For Schürmann, 
Trad.~. Untersuchungen 234, Lk.12,49f came from the "Rede
\tuelle , while in ~.213 n.24 he admits that Mt.10,34 ma:y be a 
'matthäische Reminiszenz an Lk 12,49", only to reject this view 
in p.234. Hirsch, Frühgeschichte II, 122f, and Rengstorff, Lk 
166 consider them as coming from a special source (S), and 
Taylor, Sacrifice 165, considers the block Lk.12,49-53 as be
longing to L. Manson, Teaching 226 n.1, and Schmid Lk 225, 
postulate different sources for v.49f and for v.51-53:for the 
former v.49f come from Land v.51-53 from Q, while for the 
latter v.49f come from an isolated tradition to which Lk ap
~ended v.51-53. Hoffmann, Logienquelle 41, concludes that it 
is difficult to ascertain whether or not v.49f was in Q. Others 
suppose different sources for Mt and Lk~ thus Allen, Mt 110, 
Plummer M:t. 156 n.2 Lagrange, Mt 211, rtobinson, Mr 96 and 
A+bright-Mann,.Mt 130. All this shows the literary difficul
ties inherent in these sayings! 
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original saying read ouK ~ A9ov ßo.).E.'i.\J '=:'te~v~v (irrt. T~'I/ l~V ? ) 

01A).a f-~O.~r:Alf.c:Av, 20 which later was conflated. If this is so, i t 

becomes possible to think that Lk.12,49 and 12,51 (in its most 

primitive form, as given above) were together, tied by the 
'>' \ n A .... \ ~ , ' ' - ( ) 21 hook-expression(s) Y\"'t10V' 1.,..,./\Elv and f'.nt •YJ'-' ~Y)" ? ; v.49 was 

omitted by Mt. That becomes more plausible inasmuch as v.50 

was a Lkan insertion. It should also be observed that the 

shorter form, ovK ••• ciAA~, was also the primitive one in Mt. 

5,17 (q.v.), and is that found in Mk.2,17b; 10,45a par.; Lk. 

9,56a; it is also witnessed to by Irenaeus I,3.5 (without~rrl 

T~v t~V!). It is impossible to determine whether the comple

ment ~TT1. T~\/ f~\/ was originally in the logion of v. 34b. If 

this logion had been placed together with that of Lk.12,49 at 

an early stage, then it is probable that, having been a term 

that attracted this union, it was part of the logion and was 

later moved up to v.34a, as was the case in Mt.5,17 with ,bv 
' \Jo~ov. However, it could have been added later, in the Mtan 

tradition, under the influence of the logion of Lk.12,49. It 

should be noted that all other 001< h>--9ov ... O.A~O. logia, in 

their primitive form,did not have a complement and that there 

was a tendency to amplify and complete them. 22 

The curious expression @o~fL\/ Etenvnv is explicable as be

ing a Semitism, 23 for which we have several examples: Lev.R. 

9(111b): mh>7'1'i1, Pea 1,1b:mlr10n~"1il, 24 Mek. to Ex.20,25: 

r1 U)1\Ll m~-~b (= T.Baba k 7, 7) and Sifre Num.16: 7'2.:Ji17 
r:i D){ILJ. 25 RLk changed it for another, more current Se-

20Thus also Albright-Mann, Mt 130; cf. also Schürmann, 
Trad. ~esch. Untersuchungen 234. Both left out E:11i. T~V ~~v. 

1Thus also Schürmann, QQ.cit. 234, who also considers Mt 
to have preserved the oldest form. 

22Here €rrl. TYJV yr\\J could have served to precise that the 
logion applies only to this world's existence, not to that in 
the Kingdom. The addition, if it was such, would have taken 
place in the Mtan text first. 

23Never found used in the LXX nor in profane Greek (as 
far as I could check tbem). In the LXX the current expression 
is e:t~Yl"Yl" 'bo'üvo<l (= n_,11!J )Jll ), which is the one used by Lk, and 
also in Jn.14,27; 2 Tim.3,16. 

24supplied by Billerbeck I, 586. 
25supplied by Schlatter, Mt 349, who also gives an example 

from Josephus, Ant. l.~8, wherean abstract noun is used with 
ßo..">,.E.i.v: IAY\6E:l--'-i.ct~r'l" ecrr'i. Tt\V y~v ÖJJ-Cld.V ß~Kiv. Albright-Mann, 
Mt 130, point to 1 QGenApocr.xxii,8 where i"\IJ7 = "to impose", 
""hurl". 
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mitic expression that is acceptable in Greek, viz. ete~v~ boü
V~L.26 It is not impossible that Mt took the expression~}.~o~ 

ßo.At;:LV de~vriv in v. 34a from v. 34b, where ß0<k1.v is a misuse due 

to pi,.X~Le~v. 27 The actual origin of this expression is diffi

cult to determine, but it seems tobe very ancient. 

It is almost certain that v.34a was formed by Mt in view 

of v.34b in order to stress the point made there (but may also 

reveal community questionings), as we also find in Mt.5,17. It 

is a literary procedure serving to reinforce the affirmative 

Statement. RLk wrote TI~€E1~\/o~~\/ in lieu of ~A0CY, as he did 

in 8,19 (par.Mk.3,31) andin 19,16 (par. Mt.25,20:neo~~\Bwv)~8 

The changes by RLk in v.51 may have been made not only in order 

to improve Mt's text but also to avoid repeating the formula

tion of v.49a. This established a closer link between v.49f 

and v.51-53, so that the latter becomes the explanation for 

the former. That is also the way Lk used '6oic1=.tTE- Ön KT>... in 

13,2f.4f. Since the link v.49.51ff would have been better 

without v.50, the latter can be thought as due to pre-Lk in 

spite of the Lkan vocabulary, kept by Lk as an indication that 

that which is announced in v. 51 ff had already occur.ed to Jesus. 

The O\JK - c:t,).}.a clause in Mt preserves the saying under 

study in a more primitive form, 29 as we already suggested. If 

it is correct that the preceding clause was formed by RMt in 

view of v.34b, then the latter is at least pre-Mtan, if not 

26Bla!k Afa~aic 132f, studies this expression. The Diat. 
Arab. ,itb, ,q,r •. ,syrs,P,sa, read ßci}.e.W, and D,syrc, readnot~
O-OlL. It should be remarked that ßa.kw is used with a certain 
frequency in Mt: 34/17/19+5. 

27one verb governing 2 objects in an oÜK-~~l-d clause is 
tobe found also in Mt.7.7i21j 9~12.13b; 16,12.17.23; 19,11; 
22,32· 26,39, andin Lk on y in ö,27. 

28That is also the opinion of most exegetes, with the pos
sible exception of Banks, "Matthew's Understanding" 227, who 
does not think that TTcx-ectt~"oJ-lO!L could be a Lkan term. However 
see Cadbury ~ 178. This verbis used often in Lk's writ
tings: 3/118+20. Grundmann, Lk 271, suggests thatTiaee.tEvJ~nv 
and '1}..Sov come from a common Aram. verb ,_ n~n~ 1 and further in
dicates that Mt's ~~Qov reflects that or Lk.-12,49a. A common 
Aram. verb at the basis of irC1eE.yt\10µ'1" and t)l-Go\/ is th:i,nkable 
if we admit that either Q was in Aräm. or its source ~oral). 
In view of other similar changes, it is easier to think that 
Lk changed the Gk ?j).0ov. 

29Thus also Lagrange, Mt 212, Lk 373, Schmid Matthäus y. 
Lukas 276, Hahn~ Hoheitstitel 167, Schürmann~ Traä.gesch. Un
fersuchungfill 23'+, and Legasse, "Approche" 16::>. 
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from Q itself. 

Only in 10,34 is µ.a~dlEQ used in Mt with a metaphorical 

sense. 30 The verb ßo.~flV was aiready present in v.34b, primar

ily because of the reference to the sword. This is precisely 

the point being made: ouK () ~te~vri" serves to reinforce the 

affirmative clause in a typical dialectic fashion, as we have 

already encountered in Mk.2,17b par. Pre~Lk must have had the 

same logion, following v.49 --brought together by pre-Lk and 

attracted by the hook-words ~~eov ßaXE.t",-- because the differ

ences with Mt's text are all due to changes operated by RLk. 

The strengthened ou~~ (9/0/18+3, cf. Lk.13,3.5), 31 >-iyw Uf-Al\/ 
(0/0/14), 32 --the expression ovXL,~~yw U~lV recurs again only 

in Lk.13,3.5,-- and very probably bto.~e.E,crf,1-~V, the verbal form 

in v.52a.53a certainly being due to RLk (1/1/6+2), are all due 

to the pen of RLk. The change of p..l,.~O.l(2_~ for Su:l.f-AE.Etcr~bv is eas

ily understandable as a desire to avoid any possible misunder

standings, as v.52 makes plain. 

b. Open Questions. As we try topull the results of our anal-

ysis of this verse together, we are confronted with a number 

of questions for which no clear answer seems tobe available: 

(1) was Lk.12,49 already in Q and did Mt know it? (2) did Mt 

know the saying of Lk.12,50? (3) was the reference to peace 

already in Q or is it a Lkan tradition? 33 We can however safe

ly assume the forms of this logion, as we possess them today in 

Mt and Lk, tobe due to the respective final redactors. It is 

RLk who changed the form and some of the terms of the Mtan ver-

30The other five uses of ~oial~O in Mt are in a real and 
concrete sense, and occur in the account of the arrest of Jesus 
(26,47-55). In Lk we do find it used figuratively in 2,34f; 
21,24 and 22,36. , 

31ouXl .•• bna is used 0;0;5 times. 
, 32without a preposition or particle preceding or between 

A6)'W LI '-:_1-tv • It may be worthwhile noting the frequenc;y of other 
uses of H-)'.W Ü~l\/: \~rw yc1,~ up.Tv, 4/0/6· -A~\W 6€. Oµ<V, '!/0/5; e-e,_ 
}..iyw öf-A-rv ~ 7 /Oi'1; o<fA11v ( )'o11:J At)W u~,v .i 28/10 (but never with rc!..e J / 
4; preceaed by other particles, 7/)/7. 

3 3 Aside of v. 34 ~t~~"'1 recurs in Mt again onl;y in 10, 1 3 
(par. Lk.10 6), but is frequent in Lk's pen (14 times in the 
gospel and? in Acts). The expression ~TT1. )(~S" E.lQ~VYJ ~ in Lk.2, 
14 being noteworthy. One ma;y likewise wonder about ~he figu
rative use of fotJCJ.1€d.; cf. n.:50 above. 
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sion, and not vice versa. 34 It is very probable that the Q
saying consisted only of an oi'.,K- b.">.Xcx clause' preserved in Mt' 

and that Mt.10,34a is a Mtan creation, but whence he could 

have been inspired for its composition --from Lk.12,49? from 
> > \ \ 1 the Q Ot>K - CJ/\~()I statement?-- is impossible to determine. Fi-

nally, Lk.12,50 is a composition of either pre-Lk or RLk. 

c. The Reference to Mic.7,6. In v.35 the expression~Aeovtoce 

Öl~~cra1 is possibly a Mtan formation in lieu of a non-Christo

logical introduction to the allusion to Mic.7,6. It is impos

sible to determine whether the hapax legomenon bl~~~~tv 35 is 

due to Mt or was already in his source. It is not impossible 

that instead Of '~}..{)oy btf,,c;r:1.t it read something like ?)L~C:XO'~~(iOV

TO.l (ycie), a passive to which the Lkan buiq.Af.Q1G"~~<ToVTO.l could 

be a witness. 36 Not only is the heavy concentration of~\Oov 

+ inf. sayings in Mt very striking, but also the introduction 

of an allusion to the OT by ~ieov is not tobe found again. 

Church conditions, especially persecutions, may well account 

for this Christological-prophetic formulation, as well as for 

the allusion to Mic.7,6 (cf. further, infra). Since the first 

~\9ov (v.34a) is very probably due to Mt, it is not at all im

possible that the last one might also be attributable to him/7 

Lk.12,52 is almost certainly a creation of RLk to intro

duce v.53: 38 the expressions bno TCll vüv (0/0/5+1) and &tClf!--'-f('UJ'

~lvot are Lukan. It is a midrashic reworking of the second 

34Besides the opinions presented in n.19 above Bonnard, 
Mt 154 and Roberts "Some Comments" 306, think that Mt and Lk 
constitute the deveio~ment of two traditions that had a same 
source at the basis without any further literary contact. Ac
cording to Legasse, "Approche" 165 n.1 there were two not 
identical sources. For Derrett, "Herod's Oath" 246, Lk's ver
sion is earlier than Mt's. Streeter, The Four Gospels 494 n.1, 
contends that "Mt.x.34-36 looks like a conII'afion of Lk.xii. 
49-53 (i.e. Q) with the passage in Micah." 

35rt is not found in the LXX, except in the recension of 
Aquila to Lev.1l17 and to Dt.14,6. It is very rar~ in profane 
Gk literature. Ll and D*, by a scribal error, read 'ötKO(<TOL. 

36The fact that Lk has a preference for the passive (cf. 
Cadbur~, Style 164f) does not mean that Mt could not use it. 

3'!Thus also Banks "Matthew' s Understanding" 227 Bult
mann, ST 154, and Klostermann, Mt 91f. According to Schulz, Q 
259, it was already in Q. 

38?ame opinion expressed by Creed, Lk 179, McNeile, Mt 
147, Boismard, Synopse 285 and Schulz Q 258f. To the con
trary Klostermann, Mt 91, for whom v.52fnave the original form. 
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half of Mic.7,6 (preserved in Mt.10,36). 39 

Mic.7,6 is only alluded to in Mt and Lk; neither iscloser 

to any 0T text known to us. 40 

MT LXX Mt.10,35f Lk.12,53 

1J.101r·::i uiosb.nµd4€L 
).~ lTO.T~QC( 

J.vl:l-ewtTov i<<Xro - \ , --
fT'1.T~e E.TTl ut~ KC(l 

ufos E:n1.. 
rTOITel, 

IV'-S ').'-X 

''ll JX 
1Jl"1 

TO U TTctT€OS O.IJTOU 

(\ ' ' ,(\ ' ' 
CU'lf<Xil'\{:> ~TTC1\/olü- ~l 1::11.l tOIT,eCX l<'.clTOI 

T~(J"b'tOl ~TIL 
Tt'\\/ )-A~TE-ea otÜ"T~S -rf\s tJ-'lTEo~ o6Tfi ~ 

µ.~iYJe '"'" 9uio.T~e0! 
lh-'tCX"Tl1€ ~TTl 

\ I 

T~Y µ)FEe.o, 
tT i-.\J 0E.€0 ~TT\ 

' ' \ ' 1 h" \IU~~:) O.UT~S 
VUf-l't'Y\ E-tTL l(o.L VtJµ~Y\V KdTQ \(ol \/U~llprJ ern 

T~\I rr~\1~€,<X\/qUit\S T~ s 1TE." eeeas öU"TY\S, T~\I tT€\J t3E:QOIV 

e.i9eo'i. ~vbeos 
1Td\1Tq 

ot &" 6ee.\ oi.. 
~'I ;~ ?L K4J 

QIJTOÜ, 

K011. E.~8e.o\ TOU O'\/\}ewnol.l [ 8rOVTOl ••• 
••• v.52] 

' , ' 
OL OL\<.\Cld(Ol 

Comparing both versions with the MT and the LXX, an influence 

from the latter seems plausible, especially in Mt, as the pos

sessive pronouns reveal. The first of the three members in Mt 

(v.35b) has been arranged in view of the following (v.35cd): 
' 1 0' /<' bb OI\/Gel,.mos, instead of the T s p Utas has been chosen pro a ly 

under the influence of v.36, 41 possibly also to cover the mean

ings of son and husband. The pronoun dUTOU was added in v. 35b 

to parallel the other two. The choice of prepositions, how

ever, (KoT~ in Mt and ETTL in Lk) as well as the cases governed 

by these, is due to the governing verb. 42 The paratactic Kot's 

in Mt are not necessarily due to the use of "a Semitic text," 

as R.H. Gundry supposes, 43 but are natural to avoid anacolutha 

39It is interesting to observe that in Lk.12,6 and 19,18. 
19 the number five is introduced where the Mtan par. has "two", 
andin 14,19 Lk adds "five pairs of oxes" andin 16,19 men
tions "five brothers". In Lk we also find. the number two men
tioned in opr,ositions: 15,11; 18 11. In Lk.22 7 38 there is a 
question of 'two swords (µci'l,me~L)". Finally in 17,34.35 we 
read iO"ovT,M 6uo ~m'. (twice), where Mt.24,40.41 has l<iovTO(\ once. 

40cf. Stendahl, School 90f, and Gundry, Use of 0T 78f. 
41 Gundry, (212.cit. 78. It is tobe noted that the it,syrS,C 

and D read u\os: evidently a correction based on the 0T text. 
42stendahl, Ql).cit. 90. This point was overlooked by 

Gundr~3 QJ2...cit. 78, who had placed weight on these details! 
Q:Q.cit. 78, from where he concluded that "the first /// 
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since it is not a direct quotation. The Lkan version is an 

expanded form, each member forming a chiasmus. The expansion, 

which is of the first half of each member, is certainly due to 

RLk, as his introduction (v.52b) allows us to perceive. 44 

While Lk has omitted the second half of Mic.7,6, having 

obtained a similar --even more emphatic-- effect by his intro

duction in v.52, Mt has preserved a text that is identical 

neither to the MT nor to the LXX, but renders it idiomatical

ly.45 Verse 36 is hardly an addition made by Mt but rather is 

omitted in the Lkan version because of v.52. 46 

We may conclude by noting that for the most part, Mt's 

text is more primitive than Lk's and that Lk knew the Mtan 

text. At the origin of the announcements we are studying we 

have a collection of separate logia: Lk.12,49 + Mt.10,34b + a 

midrashic exposition of Mic.7,6 --these last two already tied 

in Q. To these Lk.12,50.52 and Mt.10,34a(.35a?) were added by 

the final(?) redactors. 

B. Form and Formative Factors. 

1. Form and Formation of Lk.12,49.50. 

It is at once evident that the logia we are now consider

ing have a prophetic character. Lk.12,49 is a prophetic I-word, 

using apocalyptic language. It indicates, in figurative terms, 

/// evangelist must have been working from a Semitic text in 
which the conjunctions were present, for the 0T Peshitta has 
waw's exactly where Mt has kai's." Lagrange, Mt 211, and Rob
inson, Mt 96, also supposed that the MT was at the basis. 

44.kccording to Gundry, 1I.w..e of the 0T 79 "the expanded 
form of Lk is more primitive, for whicnGundry refers to a 
study by G. Quispel (in VC 11(1957)i 198f) about Logion 89 in 
the Gospel of Thomas. But, he shou d have observed that Quis
pel's conclusions are not mutatis mutandi applicable to our lo
gion since we are dealing with an 0T substratum-allusion and 
esp. since Lk.12,52 indicates the redactor's intentions. Simi
larly, for Grundmann, Mt 300, Mt has shortened the Lkan text. 

Since for Lk there are five persons involved 3 vs. 2 and 
2 vs. 3, it is tobe assumed that the mother and the mother-in
law are the same person, as most exegetes recognize. However, 
for Grundmann, Lk 221 n.7, and Schulz, Q._259 n.568, the daugh
ter and the wife are the same person. 

~5rt seems closer to the MT(= Tg Jonathan) than to the 
LXX, 01v9ewTTOS = lll'X, and ot ot1<.la.Ko\ oi.oTou is idiomatic (RMt 's? 
cf. 10,25) for1Jl'1 '\!JJx. Cf. Stendahl, School 90f, Gundry, 
Q:g.cit. 79, and Lagrange, Mt 212. 

---z\.6Thus also Schulz, Q 259. To the contrary Manson, Say
ing§_ 120, and Schmid, Matthäus und Lukas 276 n.1. 
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an aspect of the eschatological times inaugurated by Jesus' 

coming. Lk.12,50, likewise using figurative speech, is a pro

phetic saying about Jesus' impending personal fate. The form 

of both logia is identical: a statement followed by an exclama

tion of "emotional longing". 

The formative "setting in life" (Sitz im Leben) of v.4-9 is 

a situation of anxiety; where it originated will be determined 

when its authenticity is discussed (§D).4-7 Many exegetes con

sider it to have originated in Jesus' messianic consciousness. 

On the basis of linguistic considerations its origin is most 

probably Palestinian. Lk.12,50, as we already pointed out, 

was formed in view of a historico-salvific interpretation of 

Jesus' fate. It gives verbal expression --and as such it is a 

vaticinium ex eventu4-S __ to Jesus' awareness of his approach

ing tragic end. The ambiguity of the expression (301rrT1CTf-lQ ß'-ITT

Tl~e~v~l, although possibly inspired on Mk.10,38d, may be in

tentional: figurative and sacramental meanings are interwoven~9 

2. Form and Format,ion of Lk.12,51-53/Mt.10 2 34--36. 

Mt.10,34-.35a are prophetic I-words, using apocalyptic im

agery and having the form of mission sayings similar to Lk.12, 

4-9. The Lkan parallel has softened the apocalyptic force and 

the apparent implication ttat this is Jesus' intention. The 

OUK - oncx form in its present context does not have a dialec

tic sense, 50 as the framing v.34-a.35a as ~ell as Lk's emphat

ic ouX~ make plain. However, the primitive logion, i.e. v.34-b 

by itself, may well have had a dialectic sense; the radicalism 

produced by the addition of v.34-a.35a responds to a situation 

4-7Accordin7 to Rengstorf, Lk 166, McNeile, Mt 14-7, and 
Derretti "Herod s Oath" 245f, there may be here an Qpl)osition 
to an E ijah Christology; according to Mal.3,24(4-,6) Elijah 
would come to restore peace. 

48Bultmann, ST 153, extends this judgment also to v.49. 
49Rom.6 3f: baptism is a dying with Christ. However, 

there is no direct reference to a sacramental baptism, as Del
ling, "BATTTI[MA" 96f, has convincingly shown. The logion n.10 
of the Gospel of Thomas ("Jesus said 2 I have cast fire upon the 
world [Koa-,-..os], and behold, I guard it until it is ablaze") has 
been left out of consideration for it is based on Lk.12,49 
which it interprets in line with its Gnostic tendencies; cf. 
Schrage, Verhältnis 58,and Schürmann, Trad.~esch. Untersuchun
gen 234. The same holds true for L0gion n. 6 which combines 
Mt.10564- and Lk.12,51. 

Against Gaechter, Mt 347. 
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of adversity. The allusion to Mic.7,6 maintains the prophet's 

apocalyptico-futuristic perspective. 51 These verses point to 

the eschatological messianic times which for Lk are near, as 

his &.rro :roo vüv (v.52a) underlines. Their "setting in life" 

was double. The expression p.~ VGp.icrY\n / OoKun: Ön indicates 

some sort of possible misunderstanding about the consequences 

of Jesus' mission. 52 It seems that such a misunderstanding 

had already arisen in the early Church from the experience of 

adverse circumstances: "if Jesus were the Messiah, the bringer 

of peace (cf. Lk.1,79; Jn.14,27; Eph.2,17; etc.) why then these 

adversities that plague us?". The adversities in question were 

certainly the persecutions, betrayals, and martyrdoms; this is 

also the topic of most of Mt.10. Consequently, it was thought 

convenient to point out "to its comfort in suffering, that 

Jesus himself has both willed it and brought it to pass. 115 3 

That is to say, the adversities suffered by the early Church 

constituted the defining "setting in life" of v.34-36, and 

their most primitive "setting in life" was very probably anal

ogous.54 This suggests that it is not impossible that at an 

early stage Mic.7,6 was associated with,and helped to explain, 

the adverse circumstances that the early Church was living, 

i.e. that to the logion of v.34 was tied the allusion to Mic. 
7,6.55 

The logion of Mk.13,12.13a par. ("brother will deliver up 

51According to Hoffmann, Loßienquelle 72, v.34-36 are 
apocalyptic-sapiential sayings. 

52Thus also Bultmann, ST 155 (a defense against doubts or 
Church debates), Plummer, Mt 156 (in Jesus' own time), Grund
mann, Lk 299, Mt 300; cf. further George, "La venue" 66, and 
Albright-Mann, Mt 131. It is not polemic at all (against Bon
nard, Mt 154). r,H~0ov + inf., although having the form of a 
mission7purpose saying, within its present context cannot be 
taken as having the sense of a directly intended purpose but 
rather that of an inevitable consequence; cf. Mt.10,22 and our 
discussi9n below. Such a sense is not rare in Hebrew; see esp. 
Joüon~ Hebreu Biblique 518. 

?3Bultmann, ST 155. 
54schulz, Q 260 n.575, indicates that their "Setting in 

life" is tobe sought in the Q community (Hellenistic-Judeo
Christian). 

55cf. L~gasse "Approche" 164f, and the subtle remarks of 
Albright-Mann, Mt ~31. According to Roberts, "Some Comments" 
306 1 v.52f are a Lkan expansion. The primitive 00K - l;.).).ci state
men~ and the allusion to Mic.7,6 most ~robably already consti
tuted a uni ty in Q; cf. Hoffmann, QJ2_. ci t. 5 , 41. 
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brother to death, and the father his child, and children will 

raise against their parents etc.") is a midrashic adaptation 

of Mic,7,6 and was inserted into the apocalyptic discourse of 

Mk.13 at a later stage, the saying itself having had a sepa

rate existence. 56 Here we find an added indication that prim

itively the logion of Mt.10,34b was unrelated to the reference 

to Mic.7,6, 

C. The Primitive Meaning of the Logia Lk.12 249 and Mt.10 2 34b, 

and the Redactors' Interpretative Work. 

1. The Legion Lk.12,49 and the Lukan Interpretation. 

From our literary analysis of Lk.12,49f we had concluded 

that, while the logion of v.49 is of a very ancient tradition, 

that of v.50 is a creation of RLk or, more probably, pre-Lk, 

and is possibly inspired on v.49 and Mk.10,38. The intention 

behind the addition of v.50 was to provide a key of interpre

tation for v.49, An exegetical intention can be deduced from 
57 the form in which v.50 was constructed, parallel to v.49, 

and from the meaning of the baptism metaphor which orients 

that of fire in v.49. The adversative ~ 58 also indicates an 

intention to relate both sayings. It is generally conceded 

that, in the light of its similar use in Mk.10,38 --where it 

is associated with the cup of suffering,-- ßo.rrn<ip.o. is meta-

56It is not, however a secondary formation of Mt.10,35f/ 
Lk.12 52f, as Schmid, Mk 240, and Taylor, Mk 509, suppose; cf. 
esp. ~- Fesch~ Naherwartungen. Tradition und Redaktion in Mk 
13, Düsseldorr 1968, 133ff, 137f. 

57In the first half of each the subject is Jesus but, in 
v.49 Jesus is the actor (ßQi~lV, a centripetal action) while 
in v.50 he is the one being acted upon (ßarrT1U~~v~t, centrifu
gal). The objects differ. The second half of each verse be
gins by 1<.01l and ends with a verb in the aor. passive, compris
ing an expression of deep emotional concern --but here again 
there is a difference: in v.49 it is a positive wish, but in 
v.50 it is rather negative. The similarities in construction 
have led some exegetes to conclude that both verses were origi
nally togetherA thus Beasley-Murray, Baptism in the New~
ment~,London 1~62, 74, Taylor, Sacrifice 165, Kümmel, Promise 
70, Legasse, "Approche" 164. 

58According to Delling "BATTTII:MA" 104, &<:'. is relational 
(="namely") and not adversative, because it am:plifies (!) v. 
49. However, neither v.50 amplifies v.49 nor 1s there any im
perative reason for taking &~ in a sense other than its normal 
one. 
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phorical for Jesus' sufferings and death. 59 In the 0T andre

lated wri tings (3onTtcri-ta/~E.LI/ is frequently a symbol of calami

ty. 60 Furthermore, the verb T~~~w, meaning to bring a task to 

its completion, is used in Lk.18,31; 22,37; Acts 13,29, in con

nection with Jesus' Passion. 

Given that Lk.12,50 is a sort of Passion prediction, what 

is then the sense that was seen in v .49? If the ß~rTT1<r, . .1.a. of 

v.50 refers to Jesus' Passion, then the rrue of v.49 must have 

been understood as related to it. Before its meaning can be 

determined, some observations about v.49 are necessary. (1) 

The fire is something positive: Jesus wants (9l).w) to see it 

kindled (contrast with Lk.9,54f! ); (2) the use of (301}.~1" car

ries no destructive connotation, for which l(o,aßo:\/€1\/ or ßee
Xr:.tv are used (cf. Lk.9,54 and the LXX). (3) It follows the 

Passion event with which it contrasts. 61 The aor. ßt::J.>..€t.\/, may 

be futuristic (cf. v.49b). (4) It has a universal scope: ~TTL 
,.~,,. {~V (cf. eg. Lk.2,14; 11,2; 18,8; 21,23) contrasting with 

v.50 which is personal to Jesus. And, (5) like v.50, it re

fers to an event (nG~ ß~}etv), also referred to in figurative 

terms. 

With these observations in mind,v.49 could have been un

derstood as referring either to the pouring out of the Holy 

Spirit following Jesus' death and resurrection, 62 or to the 

ensuing eschatological divine judgment. 63 Which of these in-

59see esp. Kuss, "Zur Frage" 11, 13-16, andFeuillet, "La 
Coupe" 356, 381, and passim. 

60The noun is absent in the LXX and never (so far) found 
outside the Christian literature; not so the verb. Fora de
tailed study of the uses and senses of ßcinna~La- /;el\/ see Kuss, 
art.cit. 7-12,,_ Feuillet.,_ _art.cit. 378ff, Delling, "BATITitMA" 
1 00f, and A. uepke, in TDNT I~ 29-5 35. 

61 V.49b expresses a wish, while v.50b a necessitJ. The 
relation betwe~n these verses is causal and chronological:cws 
Örou (50b), €t ~'oY') (49b). Thus ß()j)..f1v may be an ingressive aor. 

62Thus Grundmann, Lk 270, George, "La venue" 64, Legasse, 
"Approche" 166,_ and Boismard, Str"nopse 285. For Graystone, "I 
have come" 139r, and Feuillet, 'La Coupe" 369 it extends to 
the Spirit's operative effect of charity; anaiogously Harnack, 
"Ich bin gekommen" 12: "Erregung[!] der Geister." 

63This is the opinion of Black "Uncomfortable" 118, 
Rengstorf, Lk 166, Schlatter, Lk 22~l Beasley-Murray, Baptism 
in the New Testament 75f. For Schmid, Lk 225, Creed, Lk 178, 
Klostermann, Lk 140, Plummer Lk 334, Manson, Sayings 120, 
Hirsch, Frühgeschichte II, 123, and Conzelmann, Theology 109, 
v.49 has the same content as v.51-53, viz. divisions. /// 
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terpretations (or both?) was in the redactor's mind is not 

easy to determine with certitude. The latter is more probable. 

In Scripture and related writings nue, when used figuratively, 

pictures the divine judgment as well as the divine presence in 

theophanies. 64 

0riginally, when v.49 was not related to v.50, n0e proba

bly referred to the divine judgment (cf. Lk.3,16f par.)65 

which would also justify Jesus' mission. That is also suggest

ed by the context in which the logion was placed, which was 

due to-Q (Lk.12,22-34/Mt.6,25-34.19-21; Lk.12,35-48/Mt.24,45-

51; Lk.12,54f/Mt.16,2f). 

The fact that in Lk.3,16/Mt.3,11 the Spirit and fire are 

distinguished --the fire surely referring to the divine judg

ment (cf. 3,17/Mt.3,12),-- and that, when the Holy Spirit is 

pictured as a descending fire it is always w5(~() rroe(o'5), as 

is the case in Acts 2,366 and also in the interesting passage 

in the Test.Benj.9,4, 67 indicates that it is less likely that 

/// According to Mees, "Jesusworte" 302,_ and Delling, "BATTTii
MA" 108, v.49 corresponds to the demand ror decision, for or 
against Christ, with the consequent judgment. Bultmann, ST 
154, on the basis of the 0des of Sol. (24,1-4) thinks that v. 
49f might have originated in "the gnostic myth of salvation," 
where the fire pictures the final judgment and the baptism the 
consecration by the Spirit. For Zahn, Lk 516, the fire is the 
post-Paschal faith of the disciples which is the basis for the 
comin~ of the Spirit. 

4The former is frequent. Theophanies are pictured as 
fire in the 0T eg. in Ex.3,2f· 19 18; 24 17, andin the NT in 
Acts 2~3 (cf. also Hebr.12\29). See further V. Hamp, art. vx 
in TWA·.1· I, col.457-463, ana F. Lang, art. nG~ in TDNT VI, 931-
941, as well as Graystone, "I have come" 136-139 J. Kremer, 
Pfin~sbericht und Pfin™eschehen, Stuttgart 1973, 112ff, and 
Dellin~, art.cit. 105- 0. 

6 Thus also in the Agrapha cited in p.82 (infra) andin 
the logion n.82 of the Gospel of Thomas. Similar opinion ex
pressea by Montefiore, ßm. Gospels II, 4~51 see also Jeremias, 
Unknown Sayings 72, and George, "La venue' o9. A summary of 
op1n1ons is given by Grundmann, Lk 270. 

66Kremer, Qil.cit. 112 n.85, is opposed to any association 
betw~en Lk.12~49 and Acts 2,3 on the grounds that, according to 
him \p.112 n.ö3), Lk.12,49 is tobe related to the reference to 
Elijah in Sir.48,1. 

67To be found in c (Vatican Library, Cod. Graec. 731), ß 
(2d Hebr. version in Gk), andin the 1st Slavonic recension, 
but is absent in the Armenian recension. The text reads: "the 
veil of the Tem~le will be rented K~t ~~T~~~GeTcit(c and the Slv. 
read KP\Tc:l(ßr\cr~TctlJ To TTl/'~il~ ToU ElE.ou lTTt Td lO"'I olS rri1~ i1<.~UvO)-lNOv. 

The fact that it be a Christian interpolation does not 
diminish its interest for us. 
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TTüQ was understood as referring to the Spirit than to the judg

ment of the end-times. Furthermore, since Lk has reworked v. 

51 so as to establish a close interpretative nexus with v.49, 

as the bol(e."i.TE. Ön ••• oü~L, Xiyw U\-llV Cl..).).' form (also found in 

Lk.13,2f.4f), the change from ;ieov to ~aee}evo~~v, as well as 

the midrashic addition of v.52 indicate, Lk is thinking of the 

nearness of the end. For him the fire, opposed to peace, is 

the bLOf-A~et~µ~v. This had already happened to Jesus who was 

betrayed by one of his own! It is now the division, strife, 

on account of faith in Christ which is a sign of the beginning 

of the end. 

2. The Redactors' Orientation of the Logion Mt.10,34/Lk.12,51. 

We have already indicated that Mt.10,34 (preserving the 

original core saying) and Lk.12,51 were shaped into their pre

sent forms by the respective final redactors. Lk's change of 

~).9ov for rroiee..tE.VOJ-lYJ" and the omission of the 2d ~).8ov are not 

just literary niceties, but reveal the intention to shift the 

emphasis from Christology to eschatology. For Lk,the adversi

ties are a consequence and sign of the fact that we are well 

in the final times; thus he concentrates on the allusion to 

Mic.7,6 --note especially the ~no TOV vüv in v.52! For Mt,the 

adversities were foreseen by Jesus andin fact they came with 

his coming --note the triple ~).Gov. While Mt's outlook is 

Christocentric and catechetical, Lk's is more Theocentric and 

ecclesial. 

The rl:X)cJ.te_o. was used from the beginning metaphorically68 

and, contrasting with cte~v~, referred to some kind of unpeace. 

But, can we somehow precise its probable primitive sense? The 

sword is a term used in the OT and related writings (often lit

erally) to indicate the in-breaking of the eschatological (mes

sianic) times (cf. Isa.34,5; 66,16; Ezek.21; 1 En.63,11; 91,12; 

100,1f; 2 Bar.70,6). It was part and parcel of the apocalyptic 

vocabulary. In Isa.66,16, together with fire, it is a symbolic 

instrument of God's judgment. Furthermore, it was generally 

believed that the messianic times would be times of peace, but 

68According to Lagrange, Mt 211, and Schlatter, Iit 152 
the sword referred to Jesus' teaching, as it does in Eph.6,i7; 
Hebr.4,12, and Apoc.1,16. 
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that this would be preceded by judgment, by the sword, when 

the righteous are vindicated and the sinners brought to naught. 

Thus, it can well be thought that this logion, by referring to 

one of the most striking signs of the announcement of the (mes

sianic) end-times (which precede peace), is referring precisely 

to this: the change of aeons is taking place with Jesus' coming 

and the inauguration of the Kingdom which he announced. This 

would also explain. why Mt could leave out Lk.12,49. We are re

minded of Mt.11,12 par.: "the Kingdom of heaven suffers vio

lence," and the warnings of persecutions. Thus, this logion 

would have said "I have come to bring in the eschatological 

times." There was no question of a "holy war" of some sort, 

as 0. Betz suggested. 69 

RMt kept fJ-ataieo probably because it fitted the general 

context in which he placed these sayings, viz. persecutions and 

martyrdom (cf. v.16-33.37-39) which will be suffered by those 

who confess Christ. Lk has interpreted it, under the influence 

of Mic. 7, 6, as a hlOfJ-~Q.1tq.1.os. The all usion to Mic. 7, 6 narrowed 

the scope of v.34 to the family circle. That the allusion to 

Mic. was understood tobe explicative of v.34 is indicated by 

Mt's v.35a (especially yct~), and Lk's v.52 and change from µd
'fp.1ec,. to hlof-lE.elaJ,Aov. As B. Reicke has pointed out, in NT times 

"the prophecy is no longer understood to·be concerned primarily 

with an individual biographical situation, but rather with a 

general eschatological perspective1170 which consequently was 

applicable to the NT eschatological outlook. Lk, whose v.51f 

are strongly influenced by Mic.7,6, is apparently thinking of 

his own times as the final ones, the end and the Parousia be

ing near (cf. also 12,40.54-56). Finally, Lk's addition of the 

conflict between the older and the younger generations may in

dicate that for him the division is kindled by the older (un

converted) generation, i.e. by those in authority. Mt is less 

concerned with the division itself, which for Lk is important 

inasmuch as it indicates the nearness of the end of times, than 

with the question of an unconditional decision for Christ: "he 

who loves father or mother more than me ... " (v.37-39). 

69 11 Jesu Heiliger Krieg," NovT 2(1957/58), 116-137; simi
larly Albright-Mann, Mt 131: "to make war". 

70 "Liturgical Traditions in Mic.7," HT'R 60(1967), 366f. 
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D. The Authenticity of the Logia Lk.12 249 and Mt.10 234b. 

1. Come to Cast Fire: The Logion Lk.12,49. 

Is it conceivable that Lk.12,49 could have been uttered 

by Jesus? In order to answer this question we must examine 

this logion under the light of the most helpful authenticat

ing criteria, as we did for Mk.2,17b. 

a. The Criterion of Multiple Attestation. This logion is not 

attested (in any form) elsewhere in the NT. A reason for this 

fact may well be its outer harshness as well as the difficulty 

in understanding that this puzzling saying poses. However, it 

is interesting to note that this logion is not only cited by 

early Church Fathers (Clem. Alex., Eclog. p_nuili. 26; Philastr., 

156; Macar. Horn. xxv,9; de cust. cor. 12) but also that the 

Gnostic circles showed an unusual interest in the first half 

of it. In the Gospel of Thomas, logion 10, we read: "Jesus 

said: 'I have cast fire upon the world and behold, I guard it 

until it is ablaze'." In the Pistis Sophia c.116 71 it is 

written: "Du sagtest: 'Ich bin gekommen Feuer auf die Erde zu 

werfen' und wiederum 'was wünsche ich, dass es brenne' •.. ," 

and again in c.141: 72 "Der Geist dagegen zieht allen Seelen 

entgegen und führt sie zu dem Orte des Lichtes. Deswegen habe 

ich euch gesagt: 'Ich bin gekommen, Feuer auf die Erde zu wer

fen' d.h. ich bin gekommen, die Sünden der ganzen Welt mit 

Feuer zu reinigen." A related, but not parallel, saying is to 

be found in the logion 82 of the Gospel of Thomas: ·"Jesus said: 

'He who is near me is near the fire, and he who is far fromme 

is far from the kingdom."73 

b. The Criterion of Language. From the linguistic point of 

view, we have already observed in our literary analysis that 

71P.194,l.27-p.195,l.17, ed. C. Schmidt. 
72Idem, p.242,1.30-33. 
73Interesting to note is its understanding and antitheti

cal parallelism to "kingdom". Origen, Hom.Jer.xx,3, commenting 
on this logion doubts that it could have been uttered by Jesus. 
Dydimus the Blind, Expos. in Ps.88,8, also quotes this logion 
probably from Origen --Origen cites it again in Lib.Jesu Nave 
Hom.iv,3. See the studies on this strange agraphon by Jeremias, 
Unknown Sayin~ 66-71, Perrin, Rediscoverin~ 44-46, and es~. 
J.B. Bauer, "as Jesuswort 'Wer mir nahe is '," TZ 15(1959), 
446-450. 
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Lk.12,49 is very Semitic andin fact it may be a Greek render

ing --in a non-Lkan mode of speech-- of a Hebr. or Aram. origi

nal. This suggests that we are considering a very old tradi

tion, very close to Jesus' time. See the retroversion in p.65. 

c. The Criterion of Coherence. Since the original meaning of 

Lk.12,49 is practically impossible to determine with certitude, 

it is difficult to determine whether it is coherent with Jesus' 

teaching. However, its eschatological outlook is not incoher
ent with nor contrary to the overall eschatological outlook of 

other sayings, especially if rrue referred to the divine judg

ment. 

d. The Criterion of Distinctiveness. It is extremely difficult 

to find a convincing reason that could attempt to explain this 

logion as a creation of the early Church. Would the Church 

have created such an obscure logion? For what purpose would 

such a difficult and puzzling logion have been invented or put 

on Jesus' lips? To the contrary, the fact that it seems to 

have been incomprehensible at a later time --reason for which 

v.50 was attached to it-- coupled with the fact that it was 

nonetheless deemed worth of preservation, points to its primi

tiveness. There is no saying from among the Jewish writings 

that, to my knowledge, resembles this logion or which might 

suggest an influence from that directi.on. Finally, its unusual 

formulation and veiled prophetic tone suggest its authenticity. 

Summarizing, all indications favor the authenticity of Lk. 

12,49, i.e. there are very high chances that it be ipsissimum 

verbum Iesu and can be considered as authentic. 74 

2. Come to Cast a Sword: The Legion Mt.10,34b. 

The possible authenticity of the oldest reachable form of 

Mt.10,34b, viz. OllK ~}Qov ßoü,~w c:.1.e~vt1v o,).}.c, µ.!;.'jc.lqd.V is like

wise tobe studied with the aid of the same criteria. 

7½he authenticitJ is admitted bJ most exegetes. However, 
for Bultmann, fil'. 153, it is a yaticiniwn ~ eventu and (p.154) 
if ,roe = the Church or the Spirit working in the Church then it 
is simply a Church invention. For W. Manson, Jesus the Messiah 
126, Grundmann, Lk 271, Kümmel, Promise 70, and Feuillet, "La 
Coupe" 368, also v.50 is an authentic ward of Jesus (for George 
"La venue" 70, onl;y v.50a is Jesus') on the grounds that it 
shows Jesus shrinking from suffering. 
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a. The Criterion of Multiple Attestation. This logion, which 

gives the impression of contradicting other logia, is not di

rectly attested elsewhere in the NT probably because of its 

unmessianic tone. However, an echo may be present in Jn.16, 

33: '"These things I have said to you in order that you may 

have peace in me. In the world you will have tribulation, •• ," 

a logion that undoubtedly does not go back to Jesus but springs 

from the Johannine theology. Mt.10,34b may have been preserv

ed because it served to explain the adversities suffered by 

the early Church, but it is equally possible that it was com

posed precisely for that purpose. It is cited by Irenaeus (I, 

3.5) in its short form, as well as by Origin (QQ:Q.iii,188). 

Like Lk.12,49, the same Gnostic writings also reveal an inter

est in this logion. Thus, in the Gospel of Thomas, logion 16, 

we read: "Jesus said: 'Men perhaps think that I have come to 

cast divisions upon the eath, fire, sword, war. For there 

shall be five in a house ..• 1 • 1175 The Pistis Sophia c.116 

(cited above) quotes Lk.12,51 and goes on to give an explana

tion, followed by Lk's v.52 but not the allusion to Mic.7,6. 

b. The Criterion of Language. From the linguistic standpoint, 

it is not impossible to think that the OOK ••• o~}o ... saying 

be a Greek render~ng of an older Hebr. or Aram. saying. In 

this respect it is tobe noticed first that in its earliest 

moment oÜK - ~).).~ most probably did have a dialectic sense (lat

er removed by the addition of v.34a.35a): "not so much peace 

but much more the sword." And secondly that the Greek ßa>.t'1.v 
is probably a translation of the Aram. ~l'),r.:,, or more probably 

~¼ l!>i10 meaning "to set up, establish (a condition of)", ap

plicable to both predicates, p.~~a1eo being figurative and con

trary to €. teY\VY). In Aram. the logion may have run ~r.f'lr.>? .n·n~ -X7 
XJ""\fl X7~ m'?w. 76 If these observations are correct then it 

can be said that this logion constitutes an old tradition and 

that, from a linguistic point of view, it could have been ut

tered by Jesus. But, before a conclusion can be drawn two 

other important criteria must be considered. 

75It is a conflation of the logia in Mt andin Lk; cf. 
Schürmann, Trad.gesch. Untersuchunge_n 234f. 

76Thus also Albright-Mann, Mt 130. The Hebr. would have 
run: ::i,n-o~'::> 0~'11u ~'t:>ni -.mn ~'r. 
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c. The Criterion of Coherence. At first sight Mt.10,34-b con

tradicts other sayings such as Lk.1,79; Mt.10,13/Lk.10,5f; Lk. 

7,50; 8,4-8; 19,4-2. 77 However, the incoherence is more formal 

than material for, a proper understanding of the sense of our 
> I 'V 

logion is primordial. In Mt.10,34- E.let'l"ll, as opposed to 1-Wflo.L -

~a, is not the "peace of soul", the type given by the risen 

Christ andin his name to the believers, but is that type of 

external peace expected since 0T times from the Messiah, i.e. 

a material this-worldly peace (eg. in Ps.72,6f; Isa.7,17; 9,6f; 

11,3-9; 32,17; 4-9,2; 52,7; 57,19; Ezek.34-,23-30; 37,24-ff; Ze.ch. 

9,9f; Mic.5,4-). This lends support to our contention that we 

are dealing with a logion that had been formulated in typical 

dialectic fashion: it negates external peace without negating 

interior peace. It is furthermore coherent with Jesus' pos

sible prevision of adversities and opposition,and with the par

ables on watchfulness and vigilance. Jesus appears as a sign 

of contradiction who did not fit into the mould of this-world

ly expectations (Lk.2,34-b). Nevertheless, it must be admitted 

that this logion does not square smoothly with the general tone 

of Jesus' message and his approach to men. 

d. The Criterion of Distinctiveness. At the outset it must be 

noted that it is hazardous to think of this logion as a "bor

rowing" from contemporary Jewish expectations, for it is con

trary to them. Judaism admitted possible divisions (family 

and other), but only as a sign of the nearness of the end of 

times, not as as the final result of the coming of the Messi

ah.78 It must be admitted that it is not impossible that this 

logion be the product of the early Church. 
It is not difficult at all to explain this logion as a 

Church product serving to give a Christological explanation 

for the adversities suffered by Christians, as is the case with 

77see further Jn.14-,27; Acts 10,36, and often in Paul. 
78see esp. 1 En.99,5; 100,1f; 4- Ezra 5A9; 6,?4-; 2 Bar.4-8, 

32l 70i6; Jub.~~L16Ä19~ 4- QFlor.1,10-13~ 4- ~Test.iv Fragm.15f 
(ea. A legro 7?(1~56), 184-); Sota ~ 15• bSanh.97a. See 
also in tlie 0T Isa.3,5; 19,2; Jer.12,6; Ezek.3P,21; Zech.13,3. 
In general see Reicke "Lit;urgical traditions" esp. 355-361, 
BilleJ'.'beck IV, 977-98!5, and also our considerations in c.VII, 
p. 329f. 
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Jn.16,33 (cf. also Mt.23,34/Lk.11,49). Nevertheless, it must 

also be said that it is not impossible that Jesus could have 

pronounced a statement like this one, on the basis of his own 

experience of rejection and his awareness of the fate of the 

prophets of old79 and lately of John the Baptist. It is not 

difficult to conceive that he could have foreseen a similar 

fate for his own followers. As was the case with Lk.12,49, 

this logion by itself --i.e. without the reference to Micah-

is obscure, lending itself to multiple interpretations. Would 

not the Church have been clearer and univocal? Furthermore, 

the early Church was opposed to violence and thought of Jesus 

as the prince of peace (Acts 10,36; Eph.2,14f). 

Taking all these considerations into account,we can con

clude that it is not impossible that Jesus could have uttered 

a saying like that of Mt.10,34b toward the end of his earthly 

career when hostility was reaching its climax. 80 However, the 

possibility that it was a Church product is not completely ex-
81 cluded; rather, in my opinion, it is easier to understand 

and explain this logion this way in view of its Christological 

density. It reveals a Christological outlook wherein Jesus 

appears as the Messiah. His coming was the dawn of the messia

nic times which are marked by acceptance/rejection and conse

quent judgment. It is a time of decision. To bring the sword 

appears as a circumloquium for the end-timcs which precedes 

peace itself. The perspective is therefore hig~ly eschatolo

gical. It assumes the understanding of the "who" who speaks, 

and concentrates on the "what" he provokes. With the inaugura

tion of the Kingdom come the adversities: a messianic paradox 

brought about by a paradoxical figure. It is, nevertheless, a 

logion of very ancient orif,in; almost certainly Palestinian. 

79see Mt.5,12; 13,57; 23,29-35; Lk.6,23; 11,47-50. 
8~anks, "Matthew's Understanding" 232; Hoffmann,~

quelle 41; George, "La venue" 71· Schweizer Mt 162, as well 
as Harnack, "Ich bin gekommen" 4:t; Hirsch, Prill:l~eschichte II, 
123, and :i;:,agrang~, Mt 211, among others, -cake i tobe based 
on a §enuine saying of Jesus. 

1Thus Schulz, Q 260 +n.575, conside~s it as coming from 
the Q community" and for Bonnardi Mt 153f, they are "paroles du 
Christ mattheen even if faithfu to the historical Jesus. Ac
cording to Hahn, Hohe;tstitel 167 n.2~ v.34 may be a creation 
of the Church on analogy to Apoc.8,5.·;; 14,16. 
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E. The Significance of'H\8ov in Lk.12,49 and Mt.10,34(.35a). 

1. -;HX9o\/ in the Logion Lk.12,49. 

In Lk.12,49a ~i9cv + inf. indicates a purpose for which 

Jesus says he has come. It has a definite sense of a mission, 

a task tobe accomplished. There is neither a looking back to 

the totality of Jesus' earthly life inherent in this logion, 

nor is there any allusion to his divine origin. It is a mis

sion that has a universal import (~TTL T~v t~" ), but which has 

not yet been accomplished (v.49b). Yet this logion,which is 

not Messianic, and more Theological than Christological, 

does not reveal Jesus' messianic consciousness, even if it 

could be proved that it was beyond any doubt uttered by Jesus. 

It would, however, make his prophetic consciousness transpar

ent. It is not said that Jesus himself would "kindle a fire," 

but v.49b suggests that this is left to God's providence: bv~,
GYJ (a divine passive?). The fire, viz. the divine judgment, 

is readied with Jesus' coming and proclamation of the nearness 

of the Kingdom of God but it will be kindled, i.e. brought in

to full operative effect, by God in due time. He knows that 

he has God on his side and that he is proclaiming God's authen

tic will, and therefore that he is bringing about the hour of 

decision, of "the fundamental option", formen. 

In Mt the three ~A9ov + inf. clauses 

grammatically indicate a purpose. However, the content and 

present context forbids us to consider them as final clauses 

--as Lk also perceived it-- but rather as having a consecutive 

sense: what inevitably occurs, because of Jesus' coming into 

the world and being believed,is less peace than strife. 82 How

ever, as we already suggested, the logion of v.34b in its ear

liest moment of tradition had a final sense. The bringing of 

the sword was an elliptic way of saying the end-times are at 

hand; it was an eschatologically intended statement.and figu

ratively said what we could translate as, "the purpose of my 

coming is to bring in the new (messianic) times." It is one 

of the signs pointing to the inauguration of the Kingdom by 

82see Zahn, Lk 516; Lagrange, Mt 212; McNeile, Mt 147; 
Gaechter, Mt 347; and Moule, Idiom-Book 143f. 
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Jesus. The apocalyptic term "sword" is therefore an expression 

pregnant with meaning. It encompases the necessity to decide 

for or against Christ, and it implies an awareness of the con

sequences it entails --tribulations as well as judgment,-- as 

well as an awareness of the fact that the time for such ade

cision has come. 

In v.34a ~}.Gov + inf. can be understood as referring to a 

purpose or messianic mission, viz. to bring the peace expected 

in the Messianic age. However, this expectation is followed 

by the affirmation that i t is not taking place: p-Y). • • o0K •.• 

~U~ ... ; it is unpeace that is brought about. In its present 

context, the logion of v.34b has been re-interpreted by Mt, and 

because of its application to the concrete situation of adver

sities, as well as the denial of an expected peace, it can no 

longer be considered as a final-clause. Even though the adver

sities were brought by Jesus, it is not because that was his 

primary intention but because that is the result or consequence 

of his coming, his proclamation of the Kingdom, and his call to 

decision. That is, with his coming c;~eov) comes strife and 

adversity: the world is split around and about his person, be

tween those who accept and believe in him and those who do not. 

Jesus' mission is implicitly said tobe to bring mankind to a 

decision or option vis-a-vis his person and message, andin 

him vis-a-vis God's salvific plan. Acceptance brings strife, 

enmities, persecutions, even martyrdom, i.e. the fJX~iect, in 

the hands of those who reject him. It follows that ~~0ov + 

inf. cannot be taken now in any other but a consecutive sense: 

it is not a directly willed and intended but an inevitable con

sequence, and as such it is intimately bound with his salvific

historical mission. Hence, the form ~}.9ov + inf. was preserved 

and even re-used by Mt. 

From our foregoing discussions, in v.34a and v.35a Y)~8ov + 

inf. is looking back at the totality of Jesus' accomplishment: 

it is the community's viewpoint. 83 It is not impossible that 

v.34b also portray such a standpoint. 84 The weight of the lo-

83similarly Schulz, Q 260. ,, 
84There is no indication whatever that ~~Gov implies a 

reference to Jesus' pre-existence, as Plummer, Mt 156 n.2, as
sumes. 
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gia (v.34b included) is not on ~\0oy but on the infinitives of 

purpose, which is well underlined by the f-,L~ \/O p.lcrrFt-clause. 

The one speaking falls into the background, even if one is led 

to ask "who is the one uttering such a prophetic statement?" 

The answer is presupposed and self-evident for the early Church. 

Mt.10,34b, on Jesus' lips, leaves a clear impression of a 

mission-consciousness, of an awareness of the weight and impact 

of the message he proclaims, and the consequences it carries 

for those who heed his call. Here Jesus appears as one aware 

of being God's spokesman and of introducing a decisive moment. 

All of this points to the prophetic mouth of the Church as 

source of these statements. All three f\A9ov-clauses have an 

ever present prophetic sense: with Jesus' coming the final 

peace did not come yet, but it is preceded by a time of adver

sities. Jesus is the crYHAttoV c.':ANTL}.E.l(Oj-AE\/O\/ announced in Lk.2, 

34. 
It is evident that~~9ov is important for Mt: he uses it 

three times in a row! By this heavy concentration of ~1~ov + 

inf. Mt apparently intends to bring out the impact of Jesus' 

coming into the world. His outlook is definitely Christocen

tric and serves a parenetic purpose: with Jesus' coming came 

the call to decision and unconditional commitment; it is the 

time of the Kingdom and of judgment. Lk's TT~~~t~vo~~v por

trays Jesus' coming as a "public appearance, 1185 an epiphany, 

i.e. Lk is bringing out the universal impact of the revelation 

through Jesus. It parallels the universality of 12,49. 

Conclusion. 

We have studied two '?iiijov-sayings, that of Lk.12,49, most 

probably omitted by Mt, and that of Mt.10,34b which was in Q 
and was faithfully preserved by Mt. Both originally had a sep

arate existence. While the logion of Lk.12,49 was found tobe 

almost certainly ipsissimum verbum Iesu, that of Mt.10,34b is 

by far more doubtful, even if it does go back to the early mo

ments of tradition and is very probably of Palestinian origin. 

The obscurity of these sayings provoked the necessity to render 

85 see Bauer, ad voce. 
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them more understandable. Thus Lk.12,50 was coined (probably 

by pre-Lk), and Lk adapted Mt.10,34 to serve as an explana

tion of the difficult v.49. By the time these logia werefound 

together (in Q ?), the allusion to Mic.7,6 had already been as

sociated with them in order to clarify Mt.10,34b. Each of the 

final redactors reoriented the interpretation of the logion 

Mt.10,34b in the direction of the preoccupations their commu

nities had,faced with a hostile world. While the Mtan tradi

tion gave it a Christological orientation, Lk marked it with 

his conviction that the end was near. 

The form of Lk.12,49a is that of a mission to accomplish, 

a specific purpose, and ~}-tlov + inf. means "my intention is to 

" An awareness of doing God's will is transparent in this 

logion. Here ~AGov does not lock back at the totality of Jesus' 

earthly career, but does suggest the source of his mission as 

God-entrusted. There is no question of his "having come from" 

(God) either. The weight of the logion lies on the purpose. 

The logion Mt.10,34b originally expressed a purpose, viz. 

to bring in the final times. It is an eschatologically (and 

messianically!) oriented logion which assumes an understanding 

of the person and mission of Jesus, as would spring from post

Paschal reflection. It is, in fact, from this post-Paschal 

reflection that it can bebest understood as having originated 

in the Church's prophetic consciousness and placed on Jesus' 

lips. The experience of adversities must have played a sig

nificant role in the formation of this logion. In its present 

context, as framed by Mt, it can hardly be taken as a purpose 

clause for,the dialectic form has been obliterated through the 

~~ VOj-L~ITl')i"€-clause and v.35a. It has become a statement of 

consequence, that which flows from acceptance of Jesus' mes

sage and messianity and which is adversity from the part of 

those rejecting Christ. That is to say, the Good News and a 

consequent violence are bound together as a two-edged sword. 

There is something definitive in this overturning of the con

temporaneous messianic expectations. Here, with the triple 

~ieov, it is as much the person of Jesus as the purpose in

dicated that are in the forefront. 
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Mt . 5 , 1 7 ( -20) • 
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Mt.5,17-20 constitutes a block which undoubtedly is re

lated to what precedes and is oriented toward the Antitheses 

which follow. Verses 17-20 may give the impression of consti

tuting a coherent unity but the origin, problematic, and even 

vocabulary of the sayings that have been thematically chained 

together (as it is known that Mt is so prone to do), suggest 

that primitively they did not constitute a unity. We shall 

examine these sayings one by one. 

A. Brief Historico-Critical Study of Mt.5 2 18-20: A Way Toward 

the Understanding of v.17. 

The relation between v.17 and the other three sayings will 

be the first of our concerns. This means that we must study 

the literary development and "setting in life" (Sitz im Leben) 

of each verse independently before being able to reach any con

clusions about their relations with each other and with v.17. 

1. Durability of the Law: Mt.5,18. 

a. Literary Analysis. 0f the four sayings under consideration, 

only that of v.18 has a direct parallel 

outside Mt, viz. Lk.16,17. A comparison of the two will help 

us to determine better the redactional elements in Mt.5,18. 

Mt. 5, 18 

ct}l~" )'Qe )~1w uµ1v 
E'.w s clY noei~9~ 

C. ., ' ' C. .... 
o ouec:J.vos K~L 11 ~'1, 
>- C' >' ; ' 
lWTO. E.\/ Y\ 1-'-lO.. Kt~l<ll. 

oö t-A~ rro.ef~ev;i ano .ov "otlou 
lws ~" TTo\lTo. yivtF<11L. 

Lk. 16, 17 

' , ' ' ' .... 
T0V OUQo.VOV KO.L TY)V '(Y\\f 
\T01ee1e~1v ,., - ' , / fl Tou_ vop.ou p-to.v Kfeot.t~V 

lT€<fE.l\J. 

The expression Olf-l~\J ( )"~-(') \iyw u0v is 

RMt. 2 Not only is it absent in Lk but 

without doubt due to 

it is extremely frequent 

1The bibliography for Mt.5,17-20 is immense. For this 
reason I decline giving it here. In our study of these verses, 
besides the classic commentaries, I have endeavored to take in
to account the most helpful studies. 

2Thus also recognized by the majority of scholars. As 
Schürmann, "Wer Daher" 128, points out6 Lk tends to keep this 
expressioni cf. also Cadbury~ Style 15 • To the contrary, 
Jeremias, ABBA 145-152 and orten, and rundmann, Mt 146, /// 
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in Mt (31/13/6). It gives a Christological highlight to this 

saying and underlines the firmness of the statement that fol-
>- .., 

lows. It is also easier to think that Mt has added lWT~ €V 

(the Gk equivalent to the Hebr. ~) than that Lk omitted it: 3 

the latter prefers the Greek to the Hebrew/Aramaic expressions 

in view of his audience. 4 Finally, the second tws o.\J clause 

is likewise due to RMt, as most exegetes admit; 5 not only is 

it absent in Lk but it is also tobe found again in Mt.24,34, 6 

Both ~ws~v clauses cannot have a temporal sense because 

that would be tautological: the first one is, in hyperbolic 

(Semitic) fashion,a temporal clause, equivalent to "never", 7 
C/ ,, 

while the second tWS ctv clause gives the terminus ad quem in a 

modal and prophetic way: "till all be fulfilled." The first 

expresses a Rabbinic "dogma"; the second provides a Christolo

gical qualification. V.18d adds a new restrictive thought to

the absoluteness of v.18bc, which remained foreign to the older 

Lk.16,17, 8 The reason for the addition of the second EWS &v 

/// hold that o.µl1V is an indication of ipsissima verba Iesu. 

?976~i~s~:r71~7~,e~~d ~de~~r~Ä~~n~iicftm:~g~0 ~~~h~TTs~NWB~3tt972), 
45-5c~ as well as V. Hasler, AMEN, Zürich 1969, ?7 and passim • 

.?similarly Schulz, Q_ 114, Schürmann "Wer Daher" 128, and 
Banks, "Matthew's Understanding" 234 n.28. To the contrary Du
pont, Beatitudes I, 116 n.2. For McNeile, Mt 59, q µld K~e~t~ 
was absent in the original Aram. and is due to Mt who would 
have intended to harmonize his text with Lk's. 

4see Cadbury, Style 154-157, 
5To the contrary Davies, "Matthew, 5,17-18" 451, and Ber

ger, QP_.cit. 73f, who are of the opinion that Mt copied the 
first {ws äv clause from Lk to serve as an "Anhang" to v. 17. 
For Schweizer, Mt 62, the first ~ws~v was introduced from Mk. 
13,31 at a time when the second lws~v clause was no longer un
derstood. In his art. "Noch einmal Mt 5,17-20" 69f, Schweizer 
conceived the addition of the first f~~äv clause to have taken 
place on the basis of Lk.16,17, while in his first study, in 
TLZ 1952, col.480, he held ~ha~ the second clause was RM~'s. 

6Mt.24,34c has changed fA-'-1~LS oo (Mk.13,30) to tws i!:J.\J. 
7According to Schulz, Q 115 n.156 it has a pregnant sense 

= till the'-a~cnev; similarly McNeile, Mt 58 (= ~1~ TO\/ a.°Lwvc.). 
For Davies, art.cit. 453, it is equivalent to the present age, 
till the world to come; similarly expressed by Strecker,~ 
143, Descamps, "Essai" 163, and Bonnard, Mt 62. 

8For Schulz, Q 115 n.156, and apparentll also for Dupont, 
Q.12.cit. 117, Mt's form is older than Lk.16,1'/ --leaving out v. 
18d~ich they also consider as due to RMt. It is true that 
the present form of Lk is not entirely the oldest --EukOTTWTf~OV 
lcrTLV and rrur1;."tv are Lkan retouches-- but certainly is older 
than Mt's in form and content and is closer to the form it had 
in Q. 
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clause is understandable in the light of the additions made to 

the logion of v. 17 (cf. infra). Thus, the pre-Mtan form of v. 18 

read: tws äv Tl~Q~HJ~ o oÜ~<liVos K~l ~ '(~ 
~l(Q K.Eeo{o. ou p-~ rrc,1.ee.kGri OITTO TOÖ \JOf-J-OU. 

b. Form Criticism. In its oldest form v.18(bc) was a prophet-

ic saying about the Law, a Gesetzeswort. 

It expressed a fundamental Rabbinic "dogma" about the Law. 9 

The "setting in life" of v.18bc is, therefore, tobe 

sought in a Judeo-Christian community where its "conservative" , 
members held fast to the 0T Law with all its prescriptions: ~1~ 

• , , , n • , - ' 10 
1<e.ea.Lo. ou 1--AYJ ncree.X-o·t;t dTTO Tou v oµou . It can hardly be 

sought in Jesus' time for,he did not observe such a strict at

tachment to the Law, to every one of the details of the Law as 

understood in his time, as the disputes over the Sabbath rest, 

ritual purity, etc. reveal. 11 Whether the origin of v.18bc is 

due to a situation of conflict within a community composed of 

conservative/legalistic Judeo-Christians and liberals, 12 or 

whether it was composed of non-Judeo-Christian members 13 advo

cating a liberation from the Law in the name of Jesus, as the 

majority of scholars suppose, is in reality difficult to deter

mine with certitude. What can be determined with high proba

bility is that the origin of this saying is Judeo-Christian, 14 

expressing a legalistic Rabbinic-like outlook about the Law, 

9~he perpetuity_of the Law began tobe upheld ~s 11 9-ogma" 
ever si~ce post-Exilic times; see Ps.119,89; Tob.1,b~ Wis.7,?6; 
18,4; Sir.24,23-28;. Bar.4,1~ Apoc.Bar.77,15; 4 Ezra ~~37; Philo, 
~.MQß...1 1 12 7 Vita Mose iil14f.136; Josephus, Ant.iii,c?2f; ~-~· 
11,277; Abo'C 1,2; Shem.R.b,33; Ber.R.10,1. See also Billerbeck 
I, 245ff, and 'Che remarks of Davies, Torah, esp. 54-76. 

10Lührmann, L..Q.gieng_uelle 117, and Hoffmann, "Gerechtigkeit" 
177, think that it is the Q community that is a'C its origin. 

11 Against Dupont, Beatitudes I, 136, Davies, "Matthew, 5, 
17-18" 451ff, and Banks 11 Matthew's Understanding" 238, who 
conceive the most primitive "setting in life" to have been in 
Jesus' own ministry on account of conflicts with Pharisees. 

12Thus Trilling, Wahre Israel 181 n.80. 
13For a number of scholars the op~onents were Hellenists 

of antinomic tendency; thus Käsemann, Die Anfänge" 166..,_ Schmid, 
l'1t: 88, Bultmann, ST 138 1 Barth,. "Gesetzesverständnis" 6ui and 
Schweizer, "Mat1;haus 5,17-20" 481 +n.8. Bultmann, NTTh , 54, 
and Schweizer, Mt 61, suggest that Paul and his communities may 
have been in 'Che background of v.18f. 

14This is the opinion of the majority as well, exception 
beinfi Banks, art.cit. 238, and those who find a "setting in 
life in Jesu~lifetime. 
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and that in consequence it is pre-Mtan (possibly from Q). 15 

The "setting in life" that occasioned the final shaping of v.18 

is almost certainly, given its present context, one of confron

tation between legalistic Judeo-Christian and antinomian ele

ments. Mt adopted this logion --against the "liberals"-- but 

not without some reservations --against the "conservatives"--
... , ,, 

which are found in the addition of the second ~ws~v clause and 

also in the anteposition of v.17. 

2. Attitude Towards the Law: Mt.5,19. 

a. Literary Analysis. In v.19 the (discernable) redactional 

elements are minimal. 16 The expression 

Mtan (32/0/0), and the concern with 

teaching may also be due to RMt, as in 28,20. In v.19a the 

reference to '0t'cdCJl(.eL\/ stands like an afterthought that barely 

fi ts together wi th ~UE.LV ,i0\/ E:vTo).wv. It is most probable that 

the oldest form of v. 19 spoke only of klJtL\I and TTOlf.lV , two re

lated attitudes --analogous to v.17 1 s ~To.)..u~w-Tl)IY\~oüv. 17 The 

presumed addition of (~at) ~t&~~~ (twice) was probably due to 

Mt's catechetical and missionary concern. The introductory Ös 

i~v o~v may be due to Mt as well: 18 he tends to use a legal 

generalizing terminology. Thus the pre-Mtan form of v.19 run: 

15For Lohmeyer, Mt 104, Mt.5 18 and Lk.16,17 come from dif
ferent sources, and for Schniewind, Mt 54, it comes from M. 

16According to Seynaeve, "La Justice" 69, the whole verse, 
because of its catechetical concern and softening of v.18, is due 
to RMt. McNeile, Mt 58,_ 60, thinks that it is probably "a later 
gloss". Most exege-Ees .rind no redactional traces in v.19. 

17similarly Schürmann, "Wer Daher" 13.Q. Banks, "Matthew's 
Understanding" 240, considers only OL6atr;i ouTci to be redactional. 
Possibly bl66'.~>'1 has in mind the ~yw 'o~ }.~yw l.lf-llV of the Anti the
ses. It is tobe observed that Mt underlines that teaching is 
the disciple's special task: 10,25; 23,8; 28,20. 

18s:iJnilarly Strecker We~ 145 n. 3. Banks art. ci t,. 238 
sees in r;_w Mt' s "inf~rentiaI intent\on. We fina Ö~t )1:1.-.t 32/ 
21/17 ,,_ ou" 57/5/31,2, ~Cl(" 56/29/26, and t.0..V oöv 4/0/0 times. Be
yer, öyntax I/1, 1r2f, points ou~ that with resRect to the dis
s~milarity between OOTOS and oü,w~ in v.19a.d, wahrscheinlich 
ouTos aus oünus verschrieben und in V.19b wie in 19a KcÜ ~l.ßcl~v:\ 
oiSTu)~ zu lesen [i~t]", a phenomenon which, he points out, is riot 
at all rare, eg. in M~.5,47; 7,12t 9,33; Mk.4,26; 15Ä39; etc. 
SY,rs tried ~o amend this by in~roaucing o5,w~ in v.1~d after6l
&;ii~. However, all evidence is for the reading as we possess 
today, and if that is correct then we would have an added indi
cation that the reference to od:,da-1<.E.LV is a clumsy addition 
due to the final redactor. 
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ös e.t1.v (?)Mai;\ µ.(ex-.., TWv e.vTo)..w" TOUT(J.)\I (T~v i) ... 0)1.nwv [cf. in
fra]) t"XoXuTTos K).Y\9~ano.L, Ös b'd.v TTOL~cn:1 o1'Tos f-l€to.s l().t'\8~(1'E.T~l 

b. Form Criticism. The particular form of this saying, a con-

ditional-relative phrase with casuistic ex

igency followed by an apodictic statement of consequent reward/ 

punishment, is typical of what E. Käsemann termed a "Satz hei

ligen Rechtes 11 • 19 This form of legal speech is frequent in 

Jewish halakic literature. 

The original "setting in life" of v.19 is , like v.18bc, 

tobe sought in a Judeo-Christian milieu, as its form allows 

us to perceive. 20 However, it can hardly have originated out 

of the same legalistic mentality. While in v.18bc the uncon

ditional perpetuity of the Law in its totality is affirmed, in 

v. 19 a breach of the ~vTo).wv ,wv ~Xa~L~Twv recei ves no greater 

punishment than being called "the smallest". 

In its oldest form v.19 was concerned with one's personal 

attitude toward a certain set of precepts (e.VTo}.w\l TOUTwV): he 

who rejected them (~Jcrn) was considered and treated as of a 

lower "rank" (e.}.c:11~1a-T05 KXtjG~cr,To.t) than he who observed them 

(rroL~an). For someone of Jewish mentality and background it 

would be incomprehensible that, in spite of setting aside part 

of the Law, one still could reach eternal bliss. 21 However, 

this theological problem was very probably absent: the refer

ence to the f.,o.a-t).€:.~d. TW\/ OU(lctVblV was added by RMt. Originall"y, 

v.19 made no allusion to heaven but referred to the place within 

19cf. NTS 1(1954/55) and again "Die Anfänge" 165. For Loh
meyer, l':1t 11T, v.19 is built as the Jewish sapiential rules. 
Hoffmann, "Gerechtigkeit" 177, sees in v.19 a "Debattewort". 

20cf. Tilling, Wahre Israel 181 n.80: within a community 
and not in opposi~io~outside elements or Gentile Christian 
communities. For Descamps, "Essai" 168 1 Banks, "Matthew's Un
derstanding" 24-0 n.4-7, and Davies, "Mat,:;hew 1 5 717-18" 4-31ff, 
the original "setting in life" was in Jesus lifetime. 

21 According to Schweizer, Mt 62f, we should not take "small
est in the Kingdom" literally because it was composed for the 
sake of parallelism with E.VToXwv ~io.)({aTW\/, and it actually meant 
exclusion, proned by the expectation of the nearness of the 
judgment. A literal sense, according to Schweizer, is also ex
cluded on the grounds· that it would fiave been unacceptable for 
Judeo-Christians to think that even if part of the Law remained 
unheeded one still reached eternal bliss. He presupposes that 
the tvTo~a~referred, to are those of the Decalogue, and that M~s 
audience knew that '-.)cil)(,trTOS K}..Y\-e'1crf...,cH meant exclusion wi thout 
the redactor needing to change the terminology. This is, in my 
opinion, a questionable hypothesis. 
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the community; 22 it had an ethical concern (as also often in 

Paul). Mt added his concern with teachings and linked the 

whole to the Kingdorn of heaven. Behind both stages of tradi

tion we can divine a division within a cornrnunity cornposed of 

Gentile Christians and a rnajority of Judeo-Christians; the 

opinion of the latter is given expression in v.19 in a con

ciliat_ory rnanner. 23 The differences between both groups are 

not with respect to the perpetuity of the Law (as in v.18bc) 

but concerned the observance of certain concrete precepts: one 

could think for instance of sorne precepts of cultual purity or 

even ethical ones. 24 The concern of RMt was rnost probably rnis-

22sirnilarly Lohrneyer, M:t 110, and Feuillet, "Morale" 127; 
see also Mt.11,11; 18,17 par.; 20,20 par., where a sirnilar view 
is present. K>-'l~~uecTl)lt has the sense of y~v~a"-To.t or Eü'T<ltl ( see 
eg. v.9.45), as Klostermann, Mt 41, Manson, Sayings 154, and 
McNeile, Mt 59, recognized, and is not a divine passive as 
Jeremias, NTTh I, 11, proposed. 

23cf. Seynaeve, "La Justice" 68, who suggests a situation 
similar to that which arose in the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 
15). See also Knox, Sources II, 19, and Grundmann, Mt 149. 
The original statement of v.19 rnay well be the result of polern
ics, not on the value of the Law (vs. Hoffmann, "Gerechtigkeit" 
177, and Strecker,~ 137 n.4), but on the necessity to observe 
cer~ain precepts which probably were questioned by the Chris
tians of non-Jewish background. 

24While v6~os refers to the ~i~n especially in its legal 
content, the ivTc~~[ are the individual precepts and translate 
m~1:> and u~,,pD. The Rabbis found 613 '-"To)..d.l'. in the Torah. 
The difference between both terrns is clearly indicated in Mt. 
22, 36: "which ~11-.9l-~ is the greatest "'" T4> vdµ.'-1-' • " See further 
G. Schrenk, art. ~v,oi~, in TDNT II, esp. 548, and W. Gutbrod, 
art. vc,~los, in TDNT IV, esp. 1059; also Sand, Gesetz 33-36. 

What ~11-.0>-.~[ were in rnind is impossible to deterrnine: we do 
not know to what -rooTwv referred to. For rnany exegetes -ro1J-rw11 
refers back to the (lwnx 'f" '1 ) 1---~°' 1C.eeao.[o. of v. 18 where IC.e.E!a..{o. = 
~i~il~ToL figuratively. For sorne (Manson, Q.12.cit. 154, Barth, 
"Gesetzesverständnis" 61 n.3, Torrey, Gospels 290) it is an 
Ararn. idiorn = "one of the ••• ," and refer us back to G. Dalrnan, 
Grammatik .daa Jüdisch-Palästinischen Aramäisch 2d ed. Leipzig 
1901, 113f. According to Montefiore, Gospels iI, 51 , Twv tvTc>..wv 
TOUT""" is a gloss, and Strecker, We.g 145 n. 3, thinks that TCUTuJ\J 
is probably due to Mt. 0ther scholars deny any reference of 
Tcu-rwv to v.18; thus Knox, QP.cit. 19, Grundmann Mt 149 n.41 
Schrnidi Mt 86, Hummel, Auseinandersetzung 67, ana Lohrneyer, Mt 
110. t seerns to rne ~hat Twv tv,-o)..~v should be understood epex
egetically. It specifies --perhaps at a period in tradition 
when the precepts referred to were no longer known-- which type 
type ofivTO~~l were rneant and did not lead to exclusion frorn 
the cornrnunity or frorn heaven. Twv ti~~lffTl>YI./ could have been in
spired by the reference to~~ctj,u-ros ~)..~~~~To.t. Thus, the prob
lern is less to find out to what T00Twl/ refers to, as which the 
"srnallest J?recepts" are. These cannot have been those of the 
Decalogue (vs. Schlatter, Mt 158) nor the precepts bequeathed 
by Jesus (vs. Lohrneyer, Mt 110f, and Banks, "Matthew's Under
standing" 239), nor those indicated in v.21-48 which were /// 
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sionary, and the need to satisfy a Jewish and a Gentile audi

ence must have played a decisive role. These elements thus 

reveal why ßl bd(l"l(6ll/ was so important. 

Whether v.19 was originally in Q, as H. Schürmann has ar

gued,25 is not possible to determine with certainty and is of 

no great importance for our particular study. 

In spite of their similar "setting in life", it seems that 

v.18bc and v.19 were not originally together. The following 

differences are tobe noted: (1) v.18bc states that nothing of 

the Law (vo~os) will pass away, and presupposes an exclusion 

from the Kingdom if any part (li;rn"- KE.ectLct) is omitted; v. 19 

says that some precepts of the Law (~VTOAwv) may be left unob

served without for that reason being excommunicated from the 

communitylKingdom. While v.18bc is radical and uncompromising, 

v.19 is conciliatory. (2) While v.18 is a dogmatic principle, 

v.19 is a casuistic-oriented legal statement. (3) The "setting 

in life" of v.19 was a concrete situation of dispute within a 

community concerning the obligatoriness of some concrete pre

cepts; that was not the case behind v.18bc. 26 It should fur

ther be noted that the particle oüv is often used in Mt as a 

hinge to tie two elements that previously were separated; it is 

hardly inferential given the incoherence between the verses. 

Thus, we can conclude that these sayings were originally sepa

rated.27 However, given the redactional traits we have pointed 

III uncompromising (vs. Kilpatrick, Origins 26, and Walker, 
Heilsgeschichte 135). All we know is that they must have been 
of such a nature that they did not lead to excommunication. 
Fora discussion of the term "small precepts",,._ analogous to the 
Rabbinic "light precepts", see Dalman, Worte -:12ff and Jesus-
Jeshua 64ff, and Billerbeck I, 249. ---

2511wer Daher einer dieser geringsten Gebote auflöst ••• " 
in Trad,gesch, Untersuchungen 126-136. In spite of the erudi
tion there deployed it has failed to convince the scholarly 
world, given the conjectural nature of the arguments put for
ward. However, for Manson, Sayinga 154, Bultmann, ST 138, 
Butleri Originality 43, and Lührmann, L.ogienquelle 117, v.18f 
were a ready in Q. 

26Ke.eciu'.cc is not a figurative term for ~vTo}.o<'t ,~c1,'l-1<rTOl. The 
former is a rhetorical way of saying "the totalit;z of" the Law, 
without exception; against S~Qürm~nn, art.cit. 12'!, 129, and 
those who hold the same for ,wTa iv , viz. Klostermann Mt 41, 
Ljungmann, Gesetz 48ff, Trilling~ Wahre Israel 181 n.82, Hum
mel, Auseinandersetzung 67, and .t!'eui11et, "Morale" 125. 

27To the contrary, besides Schürmannt art.cit. (esp. 127), 
also Allen, Mt 45, McNeile, Mt 58, Bonnara, Mt 61, and III 
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out, it is highly probable that they were found already togeth

er by the final redactor. 28 Verse 19 served to nuance and 

soften the absoluteness of v.18, giving it a halakic concrete 

orientation. 

3. Christian Righteousness: Mt.5,20. 

a. Literary Analysis. It is generally recognized that v.20 

is due to RMt, serving the purpose of 

immediately introducing in a nutshell (like 6,1 for 6,2-7,27) 

the theme that is developed in detail in v.21-48. 29 The redac

tional character of this logion is not only discernable in the 

particular purpose it serves, but also in the terminology em-
, I L ,_ '-' 30 ,- ' -ployed. The expressions /\E.'(W up-w OTl, re011-1µaTElS i(C)IL cpae_l<fOll-

Ol , 31 E..t.<,Ü0~v ~i.s T~V ß01.crL>.da...v -riJ.>v ou~o.vwv, 32 and the key term, 

bLK~1ouuv~ (71011), found again in 6,1.33, are all from the fi

nal redactor's pen. 33 The expression ~~" ~~ + subj. (2d pl.) 

+ a comparison + 0~ ~~ e.'t(l"~}-8Y\TE. E.l!; T~V ßct(TL\€.LCN TWV oue_c,..vwv is 

found again only in Mt.18,3. The "additional character" of v. 

20 becomes patent once we observe that (1) there is a change 

from the apodictic 3d person (os ~~", v.19) to the direct 2d 

III Bultmann ST 138 assume that v.18f were always together. 
A totally independent existence of v.19 is hardly tenable since 
"Tt>OTw'-1 presupposes a mention of such concrete iNTo).c,.~. 

28Thus also Käsemann,-1 "Die Anfänge" 165, Descamps 1 "Essai" 
163, Strecker,~ 137, 1?9, Trilling, ~ Israel 18-1 n.82, 
182, and Schweizer~ Mt 62. According to many scholars it was 
RMt who joined v.1ö and 19, thus Descamps, in Justes 121, Kil
patrick, Ori~ins 18, Gaechter, Mt 162, Schniewind, Mt 54, Loh
meyer, Mt 10, 110f, Schmid, l:1t 86, Suggs, Wisdom 116, Hamer
ton-Kelly, "Attitudes" P.assim. 

29However, Knox, Sources II, 20, and Kilpatrick, Q:Q.cit. 
26, are of the opinion that v.20 served to introduce 6,1ff and 
not 5 21ff. 

30Mt uses the solemn ~~ywuµ.'t" rather frequently (77114140 
out of which 3715111 are with ÖTL). 

31101215; Mk and Lk always distinguish them by means of 
the article: o{ '(,€dj-l. l(at ot q,aQ, 

32cr. Mt.7,21(2x); 18,3; 19 1 23.24; in Mk only,: in 10,23.24. 
25, and in Lk in 18, 25. See fur-cher the uses of E..\.<iE:c'l.(h,i" wi th 
an implicit reference to the Kingdom in Mt.7 13; 18,8.9 (par. 
Mk.9,43.45 .47); 19, 17; 23, 13.14; 25 ,21.23. The expression ,'3a«H
)._~[~v Tio'I oueo.vwv was already mentioned in n. 19, above. 

33The other terms used are not "typical" in Mt =~~eUJcre.u~lV 
(51114) --however recurring in v.37 and 47,-- n~(i:ov (71119). 

'E e1v t:U\ may be due to RMt ( 101613) as pointed out by Lohmeyer, 
Mt 112. 
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person (u~1v); (2) while v.19 does not specify any exclusions, 

v.20 does so, i.e. it is not the external observance of pre

cepts that saves (v.19) but the interior attitude backing these 

observances: the Christian bt1<aLo~uvri (v.20); (3) while v.20 

refers to the "Scribes and Pharisees", v.21-48 refer to the 

-tradition of "the elders". Thus, we may safely conclude that 

v.20 is due to the final Mtan redactor. 34 

b. Form Criticism. This introduction-word, in spite of its 

Jewish terminology, does not refer to any 

concrete situation but constitutes an exhortation to live the 

Christian commitment radically, as expounded in v.21-48, and 

is addressed to the community(ies) at large. 35 It is a con

centrated parenetic exhortation. Verse 20 brings into rela-
, C , 

tion the Vot-4os and the Oll<O.lO<nJVtj to which the former should 

serve. It was added to v.18f by RMt in order to directly in

troduce the Antitheses which develop, by means of some examples, 

the content of Christian ht1<cHoa-uvtJ --in contrast with Jewish 

external righteousness. 

B. Critical Analysis of Mt.5 2 17. 

After having examined, albeit briefly, v.18-20, we can 

turn our attention to v.17, the object of our main concern. 

1. Literary Analysis - The Oldest Form of Mt.5 2 17. 

The hand of the final redactor can be discovered in two 

element s: ( 1 ) the form of the logion, a ~~ 'IO j,Alcrl'jTE: clause pre

ceding the 001< - o~ltA statement, 36 which is found again only in 

Mt.10,34 (q.v.), and (2) the introduction of Tousneo~~T~\. 37 

34According to Manson, Teaching 36, v.19f were in M, and 
for Butler, Qti~~~ality 43, v.17-20 were in that order in Q, 
while Dupont, Ba itudes I, 133, seems to deny the redactional 
character of v •• 
- 35Hummel Auseinandersetzung 67 and passim and Walker, 
Heils~eschichte 135, are of the opinion that v.20 has as ~ur
poseo challenge the Pharisaic nomism; but see the judicious 
observations of Strecker, klgg 137 n.4, and esp. Trilling, Wahre 
Israel 183f. -

36Thus also Barth, "Gesetzesauslegung" 62 n.3 Boismard, 
Synops~ 137. Gaechter, Mt 162, is of the opinion that Mt gives 
back bis source "formgetreu". According to Banks, "Matthew's 
Understanding" 232, the original form resembled that of Lk.12, 
51: -instead of oÖK ~Hlov K.~TcÜO«rcu it read ou'/,.1.. 

37Most exegetes are of the same opinion. For Descamps III 
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Whether the logion in its oldest form spoke ofn).Y\e~aatthe Law 

is an open question: 38 the verb TTA~~ouv is quite frequent in 

Mt (161319+16), especially in the sense of fulfilment of Scrip

ture when introducing Erfüllungszitate, and could be thought 

to go conjointly with the addition ofn-eo~~TCI.S· However, it 

is also possible to think that the reference to the prophets 

was introduced on account of the already presentn~~~WU~l. lt 

is noteworthy that we do not have ·the passive of ni~~ouv, as 

is the case when an Erfüllungszitat is introduced, but rather 

the active voice (again only in 3,15 and 23,32). The particu

lar nuance of n>.~eoüv here, as we shall see, differs from the 

one it has in connection with Erfüllungszitate. 
. . ' , The shorter form of v. 17, 1. e. wi thout the f-l11 vo µLO'Y\TE. 

clause, was the one used by Marcion, who inverted the saying 

to fit his anti-0T views. In Adamantius' Dial. [Rect.Fid.] 

II, 1784, we read: 
TOÜ,o ot 'loohlx'(urai. fiea-l'av, TO 01J1<. ~).8ov KaTc,.).Q._,-aL Tov 
voµov b.).\il n).V\ewcral' ouj O~TWS ~e ~1n(:v C, 'XelO'TOS 1 

>.lye.L '{<Af! OUK YJ}.9ov tr>.'r\EWGO.l TO'I( vop.ov o.).).Cl( l(cxTa.).üuOlt. 

Tertullian, refuting Marcion (cf. Adv.Marc.IV,7.4;12.14) also 

cites the shorter form. This use of v.17b by Marcion is all 

the more interesting in that, as M.-E. Boismard has pointed 

out, 39 he used almest excl usi vel.Y the text of Luke, the only 

one he considered canonical. Since this logion is absent in 

the text of Lk we possess, it can be conjectured that Marcion 

III "Essai" 161, this is the only redactional element in this 
verse, while Resch, Aussercano~ische I, 74, and Klostermann, 
Mt 41, in turn deny its redactional charac~er. We find'lfo~os 
and rreo~~TaLtogether in Mt.7,12; 11,13 (in inverted orderJILk. 
16,161 22,40. Lk speaks rather of Moses when adding rr~oq>"\Tat, 
cf. 1b,29.31i 24\27.44. Schweizer, Mt 63, thinks that the 
original logion aid not speak of i<o.,~~Oo~t at all: this would 
be a Mtan addition (cf. Descamps, art.~. 167). For an inves
tigation of the Patristic witnesses see Zaphiris, Le texte de 
l'Evan~le 233-240. 

3or Hoffmann, "Gerechtigkeit" 177, Hummel, Auseinander
setzun~ 66, Strecker, lie.g 144, Tt}lle(ä)(Tcn as well as "law and 
prophe s" are due to Mt.,. from where they concl ude that v. 17 is 
in 1 t s entirety due to 1v1t. In a similar vein are Barth, "Ge
setzesauslegung" 62.,_ Grundmann, .Mt 142, Trilling, Wahre Israel 
172, 1~3 n.51, and öand, Gesetz 183. 

3 StnoBse 137. See f~rther J. Knox, Marcion and the. New 
Testamen ,hicago 1942, with ample bibliography, and the re
appraisal by L.E. Wilshire, "Was Canonical Luke written in the 
Second Century? - A Continuing Discussion," NTS 20(1973174), 
246-253. -
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used a pre-Lkan text and that RLk left this logion out --as H. 

Schürmann contends. 40 The shorter form is also the one cited 

by Origin in Num.Hom.XI,2; Jos.Hom.XV,4; Mat.Com.fragm.97f; 

Rom.Com.II,13; III,11; by Tertullian in Adv.Marc.IV,9.10; V, 

14.14; Ftolomeus in his letter to Flora, quoted by Epiphanius 

in Haer.XXXIII,5 (cf. also XXI,5), andin the Didascalia VI,19 

as well as the Ps.-Clem. Hpm.III,51.2 (reporting the gospel of 

the Ebionites). 41 Though slightly altered, it is found also 

in the short form in Clement Alex., Strom.III,6.46; 42 the .§;y-
4-3 biline Oracle I,332, and the Babylonian Talmud, Shab.116b. 

These suggest at least one thing: the shorter form of v.17 was 

well in vogue among early Christian writers, and this probably 

because such a form was known from a source other than our pre

sent text of Mt. 44 Finally, in our study of Mt.10,34 it was 

also found that the r~ ~O~lff~T~ clause was due to RMt. 

One could trace the formation of our present v.17 through 

the following stages of development: the primitive logion was 

a simple o uK - 0J.>..e1. statement ( v. 17b) which later was reshaped 

into a ~~ vo~[G~Tc-saying, as was the case with Mt.10,34. 

Whether the present form of v.17 and the addition of ~ Tousneo-

4011wer Daher" 131f,_ where he argues that v.17 was already 
in~ and that a trace or it is left by Lk in his sole reference 
to 'law and prophets" (16,16). Resch, Aussercanonische I, 73f, 
had already supposed v.17 to have been in Q! Similarly Butler, 
Originality 43, Bultmann, ST 138, and Boismard, Synopse 137. 

41 To these should be added Eusebius, Dem.evan~.I,7.1; Hil
ary, ~ Tz:in.11, Enar. in Ps.118 and Enar. in Ps.1 9; A~hraates, 
Hom.II 15. Other Patristic references are given by Zaphiris, 
Le t.filrr.e. dß. l'ßvangile 235ff. 

42on the value of Clement Alex.'s witness to a reading 
other than that of our canonical Mt, see the observations of 
Zaphiris, Q12.cit. 233-240. 

~ L· 
n·.n.~ i'"\IL'P7 ~J\'"l\~ ~y '!101,'I:~ ~~.\' n·.h~ il\llOl XJl"'l\X 1n .nnt:l'r.l7 87 

on which see the remarks by Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua 56f, Jeremias, 
Unknown Sayin~s 24f, and esp. K.-G. Kuhn, "Giljonim und sifre 
minim,2," in Ju entum-Urchristentum-Kirche (FS J. Jeremias), Ber
lin 1~60, 53-58. The tradition dates of the 3d cent. A.D. In
teresting are also the two anti-Christian uses of this logion 
by R.Isaac in his Munimen Fidei, and which are reported by J.C. 
Wagenseil's Tela t.gnea Satanae, II (Schönnerstaedt 1681), I c. 
49, p.380, and II, c:-fO,_ p.401 --Mt.5,17 is cited in Hebrew, 
in exactly the form we rind in our gospel. 

44In all fairness it should be mentioned that we also find 
the langer form in early Christian writings, thus Irenaeus in 
Adv.Haer.IV,34.2 (but only the Latin and Armenian versions) and 
Cyril of ~lex. 1 Com.Zach.XI,14. However, these are rare and 
are outweightea by thefrequent uses of ~he shorter form. 
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~~T~S belong to the same hand is impossible to ascertain. 45 

What seems certain is that the reference to the prophets is 

due to RMt, as is v.18d --which have a related optic. 

2. Form and Formative Factors. 

The oldest "setting in life" of this programmatic state

ment46 is tobe sought, either in the disputes with the official 

representatives of Judaism;7 or in the debates between Gentile 

and Judeo-Christians about Jesus' teaching and behavior vis-a

vis the Law. The final "setting in life" (the Sitz im Leben 

der Kirche) is clearer thanks to the addi tion of the JA~ vop./crl'\TE. 
clause: there existed a continuous tendency to question the 

applicability of (at least part of) the Law. The prohibitive 

1-l;l vi:,1--11'.a-tFE:. says what the emphatic "don 't you ever think that" 

says. From a grammatical point of view the subj. aor. \/O~i'.o-riTE;, 

preceded by the negative f~, indicates that i t is a matter of 

preventing eventual false opinions. This suggests that the !-l~1 
vo~[o~r~ clause was introduced occasioned by the fact that mis

understandings had already taken place. However, it does not 

necessarily indicate that a situation of factional conflict is 

at the origin of this addition. 48 This concern with the stand-

45I can find no convincing reason for thinking that the 
present form of v.17 is due to pre-Mt. The conclusion reached 
when Mt.10,34 was studied strengthens my conviction that both, 
the t-A-V\ vop.ia'ln. form and the addition of "prophets" are due to 
the final redactor. 

46schmid Mt 86. Jeremias ABBA 183, calls it a "Thema
satz" while Berger, Gesetz I, 588 sees in v.17 a "frühnach
österiichen Hoheitschristologie mit 'präsentlischer' Eschato
logie." 

47Whether this oldest "Setting in life" is tobe sought 
in Jesus' lifetime can be conjectured only oncA the probability 
of authenticity has been valued (cf. infra). That the original 
"setting in life" is tobe sought in Jesus' disputes with Phar
isees is the opinion of Descamps, Justes 121 (who changed his 
mind in his art. "Essai" 167), and Zahn, Mt 211. 

48similarly Trilling, Wahre Israel 171 f, for whom ~-;1 vc-, .. ~:ü,ftl 
is nothing but a rhetorical device serving to strengthen the 
r,ositive statement; see further Strecker,~ 137 n.4, Banks, 
'Matthew's Understanding" 226, Grundmann, Mt 144, and Turner, 

NTGk III, 77. However, many scholars think that v.17 is apolo
getic, to counteract existing false opinions about Jesus' posi
tion vis-a-vis the Law, thus Schlatter, Mt 152, Bonnard, Mt 61, 
Grundmann, Mt 144, Gaechter, Mt 163, Lohmeyer, Mt 105, Barth, 
"Gesetzesverständnis" 62, Schweizer, Mt 63, and Boismard 1 Syn
opse 137. For others it resulted from actual community ais
putes, thus Bultmann, ST 138, Schmid, Mt 86, Descamps, "Essai" 
167, Hoffmann, "Gerechtigkeit" 176, Hummel, Auseinandersetzung 
66. 
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ing value of the Law must have originated in a mind of Jewish 

background. 

A comparison between the "settings in life" of v.17b with 

those of v.18bc and v.19 reveals the difference between them. 

Furthermore, v.17 programmatically expresses Jesus' mision to 

TT~iewaal the Law; v.18 is concerned with the perennial value 

of the Law in se; v.19 deals with the problem of observance of 

the "smallest precepts," and v.20 is attributable to RMt. While 

, v.17 looks back to the OT (become old aeon), v.18f look for

ward, to the turn of aeons. Thus, we may conclude that v.17b 

originally was unconnected to the verses that now follow it. 49 

C. The Original Meaning and Posterior Interpretations of Mt.5 2 17. 

Before being able to discuss the question of authenticity 

it is indispensable for us to understand the original sense of 

this logion. This means that we must endeavor to grasp the 

meaning of the key term, viz. 11).Y\e~O'~l (TO" vop.ov). 50 And, for 

the sake of thematic unity later interpretations of v.17 will 

also be considered. However, since it is not my purpose to 

carry out an exhaustive study of v.17 I shall be rather brief. 

1. The Original Meaning of v.17b. 

Some observations will serve to orient us in our search 

for the oldest meaning of the logion of v.17b, which depends on 

that of Tii~eouv. (1) No specific Hebrew or Aramaic (supposed) 

equivalent can serve as a starting point, for an equivalent can 

be determined only once the originally intended sense ofrr~~~oü" 

has been graspeq. 51 (2) The choice of the term n~~eoov must be 

supposed to have been intentional and not arbitrary. For this 

reason the Specific meanings COVered by ße.ßo.tow, l<TTY\~l, TTOlE.W, 
1 \ 1 1 \ f 

TE.}.lw, TC./\f.lOW, Tt'\~€;.w, q,u/\O.<r<rw, and the like, are excluded and 

49That is also the opinion of most exegetes today. However, 
Gaechter l1t 162, and Lohmeyer, Mt 104, think that v.17 and 18 
existed fogether, and Robinson, Mt 37, Allen 1 Mt 46, McNeile, 
Mt 58, and Klostermann 1 Mt 41, think ~hat v.·17 and v.20 exis~ed 
together and introduced the Antitheses. 

50A convenient summary of opinions will be found in Dupont, 
Beatitudes I, 138(ff) n.3, and Ljungman, Gesetz 19-36. 

51Delling, art. ~~~eow, 'l'Jlli.T. VI, 293f, and Strecker, We~ 
145, are of the same advise. To the contrary, Jeremias !IT'J'h I, 
84, Descamps 1 Justes 116 1 and to some extent Moule, "Fuifilment
Words" 313-317; this leads to a vicious circle! 
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delimit that of u}~eoüv . 52 (3) Since we have the active voice, 

and the shorter form of the logion is at least pre-Mtan, we 

cannot automatically identify ni~ewaa1 with the sense this verb 

has when used to introduce Erfüllungszitate (which uses the 

passive voice). 53 Furthermore, (4) the object of rri~ew(f"C(l can 

be delimited: vo~os cannot refer to the prophetic character of 

the 0T but must refer to the le.gal one be.cause 1(~01).'üaorl is on

ly applicable to the latter. Were the opposite true, the ad

dition of "prophets", as we shall see, would have been super

fluous.54 Finally, (5) since K01TaXu~LV is used in a figurative 
, - . 55 sense, TI~~eouv is probably also used thus. Keeping in mind 

these observations, one can say that, in the earliest reachable 

stage of the tradition of this logion, nX~~wcr~t referred to 

Jesus' teaching about the 0T seen from its legal-normative an

gle, i.e. it touched on Jesus' concern with the ethico-moral, 

not revelatory-heilsgeschichtliche, content of the voµos. 56 

52That excludes, therefore, in J?articular the sense of "to 
perfect" (= "TE.}.e10w) --as if the Law in se were imperfect. What 
was imperfect was its understanding and1nterpretation, which 
had concentrated on the external legalism and forgot the inte
rior basic attitude, as is pointed out in v.20.21-48. Seynaeve, 
"La Justice" 59, Ljun~man„ Gesetz 60 and J?.assim, Robinson). Mt 
35 Feuillet "Morale 12'+ Plummer, Mt 76, Lagrange, Mt '13-,
and Dupont, Beati tudes I, 142, take niY\eü")a-1:111. in the sense of "to 
perfect". Lührmann, Logienquelle 117, orients rr}.t"\efuattt in the 
sense of rro1,w, but see Ljungman, QI>.cit. 19ff. Descamps, Jus
t.e.§. 130, thinks that v.17 in itself ="observer entierementn-
--but this is expressed by T')e~w. 

53This means that the sense of "to fulfil", as applied to 
prophecies expected tobe accomplished, is excluded: against 
Seynaeve, art.cit. 61~ and Lohmeyer, Mi;_ 106. See the remarks 
of Delling~.cit. <::'.93 +n.45, and Moule, "Fulfilment-Words" 
317f. Hence, rr).~41:0-u\{ F u-~p ; cf. Ljungman, QI?.cit. 26-33. 

54cf. Trilling, Wahre Israel 178 and Hummel, Auseinander
setzung 135. Against Suggs, Wisdom 1l8, and Dalman, Jesus
Jeshua, 56f. 

55 nelling, art.cit. 293 n.45. Against Ljungman, Q.12.cit. 
17 60f, who takes l(OTa~ua~t almost literally. It is also tobe 
noted that KO.TO.~GG"CAl is not eg_uivalent to \(O.Ta.eylw or to Ol(Uf)ow. 
Hamerton-Kelly, "Attitudes" 26, wrote, with respect to1<.C11Tcüuactt 
,ov V<,µov , tha,:; this is "an exaggeration ••• too strong a de
scription ••• this is the sort of word a legalistically fanatic 
would coin." He is evidently taking Ko.To.}:ü<ro.1 in i ts narrowest 
literal sense. 

56we rejoin the conclusion reached by Trilling Q.12.cit. 
178. Similarly also Strecker ~ 144, Davies, "Matthew, 5 17-
18" 430, Hoffmann, Logienquelie 1 '/8, and Moule, art. ci t. 31 '7. 
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I 

The primitive sense of n~~ewu~l (Tov vo~OY) could hardly 

have been that of accomplishing or obediently fulfilling/keep

ing the Law's prescriptions, codified into 613 precepts. How

ever possible that seems, more than that must have been meant; 

as a Jew, one would naturally expect him to keep the Law and, 

in that case, such a logion as v.17b would have been superflu

ous. This logion has its root, therefore, in the impression 

gained that Jesus had not been totally abiding by the Law. 

There is no doubt that this impression was justified: he ate 

with sinners, did not keep the Sabbath as regulated, etc., and 

the clashes with Law-abiding Jews served to sharpen the picture. 

This image of Jesus also contributed to his condemnation and 

eventually his death. 

What was then the meaning of n), Y\-ewCJt:'l? Evidently i t was 

not to abrogate or abolish, nor to substitute the Law with a 

nova lex, 57 nor to preserve or confirm the understanding of the 

Law that Judaism had developed. From the behavior of Jesus, 

especially his conflicts with Jews,where an implicit Christo

logy is discernable, the principle on which Jesus acted and 

which he defended was the primacy of love. Love of neighbor 

was presented as the authentic expression of love of God. That 

was for Jesus the first precept andall the others are meant to 

serve this one; that was for him God's intended wil1. 58 The 

pregnant n>."\ewo-cM TO'I/ vop.0\/ meant to give the intended place 

and value to the Law, and to subordinate all precepts to the 

principle of love. It points to a qualitative, not a quanti

tative re-appraisal of the Law. 59 That had already been the 

problematic of Lev.19 when it added to the negative precepts 

of Ex.20 (cf. Deut.5) that of love of neighbor (v.18; cf. also 
60 Hos.4,2). 

57There is no question of a "new Torah" as Davies, "Mat
thew, 5, 17-18" 450, and Feuillet "Morale" 125f, insinuate. See 
in this res+;>ect Trilling,2, Wahre Israel 178f, Barth, "Gesetzes
verständnis 63f, 143-14~, and Strecker, Weg 146f. 

58see esp. Schweizer.,, "Matth.5,17-20" 482f, Strecker, ~ 
147, and Barth, art.cit. 10-80. 

59There is no question of adding new precepts to the Law, 
and therefore ~~~eo~'I/ I ib~ ~ as Jeremias, NTTh I 84, Schweizer, 
~.cit. 485 n.5.,, and Dupon~, Beatitudes I, 142, holdi this is 
the sense of v.11 when it was related to v.21ff (cf. infra). 

60cf. Boismard, S?,nopse 137. He interprets v.17b in the 
light of "The Two Ways'. 
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, 
Fulfilment of the vo~os by fulfilling the law of love was 

also what Paul proclaimed, --in terms that echo Mt.5,17b.-

when he wrote to the Romans: . . • o ( i,.e) &~TTwv 10" ·~TE.eov voµov 

TTtrr}.new1<~v. • •• rr}.~ew,-..ci (ouv) VOt-,iou ~ drarrri (13,8ff), andin 

his letter to the Galatians: 0 (y01e) rras \/0µ05 ~V €.VI. '}-o~'f 
ne.n}.i)ewT0tl, ~V i~ 'Arc:An~<T~LS TC\/ TTA'1VlOV<fCU WS <rtO.UTOV (5,14- [= 

Lev.19,18!]; see also Mt.5,4-3; 7,12; 19,19; 22,39f; Lk.10,27; 

Gal.6,2; Jam.2,8). 

The logion Mt.5,17b had a dialectic outlook, as its con

struction already suggests. The negative clause meant "not so 

much to abrogate" implying that, although that is not the main 

intention, there is an abrogation of whatever precept(s) is an 

obstacle for the accomplishment of that of love. The positive 

clause meant "to revalue the Law by restituting the primacy to 

the principle of love." 

2. The Meaning of v.17 in the light of the Antitheses. 

When v.17b was associated with the Antitheses in pre-Mt 

(or Q?), it acquired an added significance. The key termri}:r1eou"' 

found its explicitation in the Antitheses. What was it? 

In the light of the Antitheses, where we find "You have 

heard ••• but I say to you ••• ," as a rhythmic refrain, the op

position established is that between the external observance 

of the Law and a radical new exigency that touches the heart of 

man. The radicality of God's will,to which the examples brought 

forthin the Antitheses point, is a "new" aspect of the command-
' , 

ment of love. n~Y\~WO"Clll ,ov vop.ov came to mean "to complete, 

deepen, perfect" the Law, in a word, "to fulfill in the sense 

that He revealed the ultimate intention of the Law or uncover

ed its radically absolute meaning. 1161 This becomes most clear 

in the last antithesis (v.4-3-4-7): one should love even his en

emiesl 

The Law is not done away with, it remains at the basis of 

Jesus' perfecting, but at the same time there is implied that 

an aspect of the Law had been left unfulfilled. There is a 

continuity and a discontinuity with the OT Law that reveals 

6 1Davies "Matthew, 5,17-18" 439; see also McNeile, Mt 58, 
Descam~s, Justes 129ff, Trilling, Wahre Israel 179, Strecker, 
v1filJ: 14-?" Banks, "Matthew's Understanding" 231; against Hamer-con
~ly, Attitudes" 24-. 
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itself in the authoritative relativisation of the Rabbinic tra

dition chain (~eele~ ... )andin the unveiling of the radical

ity of God's will (e.-x-wb~ ).~ru) Uf-ll'I/ ••• ). Jesus' teaching is 

valued as a re-orientation of the Law in the direction of God's 

authentic will,which is addressed to the heart of man, and now 

is unveiled by God's envoy. Without the reference to the pro

phets and as a preface to the Antitheses, n~riewcrr,.l Tbv vop.ov was 

understood to take place primarily in and through Jesus' teach

ing, not his deeds. 62 

It can therefore be said that TT}l'\-('OU\I keeps its fundamen

tal meaning of "to fill", (= ~1r.,). 63 V .17b says that Jesus had 

the mission to make known the will of God and, with respect to 

the Law, that meant to unveil its spirit. This innermost dimen

sion of the Law had been veiled by the heavy concentration on 

the letter of it. The Law is not modified but its radicality 

as expression of God's will is brought to the front; an atti

tude different to the one hitherto demanded by official Juda

ism is required --one which gives primacy to the "heart" and 

relativizes the external ritual-like observances (v.21-45; 15, 

1-20; etc.), to the commandment of love and not the multiple 

precepts for their own sake. The Law is therefore envisaged 

as a guide and instrument for the implantation of God's sal

vific will which was set forth through Jesus: TT).~~wcref.L TCN 
, 64 

VOf-AO\I• 

We now gain a new understanding of the expression oü~~\8CN 

l((lra).ucr~l (ro~ voµov). Even if the Law in its essence is pre

served, the traditions of "the elders" and the current inter-

62cf. Trilling, Wahre Israel 176f· Davies, "Matthew 5,17-
18" 430; Barta.1- "Gesetz~sverständnis" 64; Strecker, W~ i47o 
Klostermann .L:.IL 40f• McNeile, Mt 58. For Lohmeyer, 106; 
Schlatter, Mt 154i· Schweizer..,. ~och einmal" 71; Descamps, J:.uß
tes 130f, and Del in?, T.Dl'il. vI, 294, "TT">-Y\eouv takes place pri
marily through Jesus deeds; but, as we shall see, this aspect 
comes into the picture only with Mt's addition of "prophets" 
and of v.18d. This means that rr">-~eoü'I/ here differs from that 
in 3, 15. 

63The Hebr. X71') is therefore the most appropriate equi
valent. The LXX translated ~~o mostly byTI}~eou'I/ (ca.70x) and 
the Tg rendered it by ~~-p (on which see Ljungman 1 Gesetz 28 1 
32). See Descamps, Justes 123ff, and Moule, wFulrilment-Woras" 
308-318. 

64see Barth, art.cit. esp. 138, and Trilling, QQ.cit. 178f, 
202-211. 
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pretations of the Law are subordinated in order to make room 

for a return to God's authentic will. Thus, given the conti

nuity and discontinuity that n}.Y\~fu(l"a.L TO\/ \/01µ0" implies, 001<. 

;Mlc" Ko.T01)-Go-c:lt ,cv \/Oµo\/ does not simply mean "to abrogate the 

Law" but "to abrogate the Law in the way you think. 1165 We have 

already encountered a similar understanding in Mt.10,34 (q.v.). 

In fact, Judaism expected a definite interpretation of the Law 

at the end (messianic)-times: the Messiah would bring out the 

full and complete force of the Law. 66 

3. The Final Matthean Redactor's Outlook. 

With the addi tion of q 67 TCu\ n QC <f~T«S a new dimension was 

brought into the picture. Not only did it explicitate (and ex

pand) the "~~Os as referring to the whole body of (Jewish) 

Scripture,68 but it also amplified the aspect under which it 

was considered by v.17b to include the prophetic one, as the 

addi tion of the 2d tws Ö.v clause in v. 18 indicates. That RMt 

intended, by the addition of "prophets", to include the pro

phetic character of the OT is further indicated by what I have 

suggested was the inspiring element for this addition, viz. the 

verb nX~~ouv which Mt so often used to introduce Erfüllungszi

tate. If vo~os already covered the normative-ethical content 

of Scripture then, to have added "prophets" only to produce the 

terminus technicus for the whole of Scripture in v.17 and not 

to have done so in v.18, would have been strange and even su

perfluous unless he had the prophetic aspect of the OT in mind. 

But, in order to better grasp the content and implications of 

65similarly Ljungman, Gesetz 11. 
66see esp. Davies, Torah in the Messianic fge, and Schäfer, 

"Die Torah der messianischen Zeit"; further Bil erbeck IV/1, 1ff. 
and Isa.2,3; 59,21; Jer.31,31ff; Ez.36,25ff; CD7,5;12,23; 14,19. 

67~ does not have a disjunctive sense, but is used on ac
count of the negative sentence; it has the same function the 
conj. Kol has in an affirmative one. Cf. F.-M. Abel, Grammaire 
du Grec Biblique, Paris 1927\ §78(i), and E. Mayser, Grammatik 
der Griechischen Papyri aus aer PtolemäerzeitJ II/3„ Berlin
Leipzig 1934, 138 (with examples). See also n.8,1~ and Acts 
1,7· 11,8. Syrs,c Hilary, and Aphraates read "and". On the 
contre.ry, Bl-.. D §445(2) takes it tobe disjunctive, equivalent 
to O\JTe • • • OUT~ •••• 

68on the meaning of the expression "law and prophets" see 
esp. Berger, Gesetzesauslegung I, 209-224. He promises a thor
ough study of Mt.5,17ff in his forthcoming vol.II. 
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Mt's addition of "the prophets" we must grasp that of v.18d 

for, as we already indicated, they were added at the same time 

and are closely related: Mt rooted v.17 in v.18 --tobe noted 

are the causati ve )'Of> and the solemn ~t-J,-~V ~i)(W 0t,AtV. 

In the expression EWS c;v TTovTo )(tVY\TOl, in v.18d, the verb 

)(lVOJ..Ull has the meaning of "to happen, occur," as it does else

where in Mt (73x); only in 6,10 and 26,42 does it have the 

sense of "doing" (the will of the Father). 69 The same expres

sion recurs only in 24, 34/Mk. 1 3, 30 ( fJ-E.~{H s ot) /Lk. 21 , 32 ( + ct-.ÜTYJ ) ,7° 
where it refers, in prophetic manner, to the events that an

nounce the nearness of the Parousia. Thus, we have to deal 

with a terminus ad quem. 71 Tio.vTa. (yevrinn) very probably refers, 

in Mt' s mind and intention, to TT~Y\€wa-ch ,b\/ vciµov K.o.t TOUS neo

~T~s, 72 i.e. the full realization of God's will in and through 

Jesus Christ and his followers,as indicated in 3,15 (TT~~€WcrdL 
n-00-01\/ blKO.lOGIJV'lV), 28, 20a (SlbOl<rKo\/TE.\ a0Tous T'1€tlV rr~VTo. Öcro. 

e:v€.nl).o.~viv Ü~tv), and in 23, 3. 

Not only is the language of v.18d prophetic, but also the 

expression TOÜTC () l(~yoi~" \vct TT~"\ewn~ occurs in 1 ,22; 21 ,4; 

26,56 (cf. also 26,54), with reference to "the prophet(s)".73 

From here that '(E-VY\TOl and nlviewcra.l ,ous TTeo<p~Tos were probably 

meant by Mt tobe understood as mutually explicative. Hence, 

69cf. Ljungman, Gesetz 54f, and Bauer,ad voce. 
70ne:vra. yi.voµ_c)L is also found in Mt.18 31b and Mk.4, 11 

(omitted in the Mt and Mk par.); cf. also Jos.21,45: 

man, :i~~iih~;l?·1~~~erwes~~~xaf~~~d~3I~di;!ie~ii~!iet~~Yf~~~iy-
~ws &v clause imposes no temporal limitation to the perennity 
of the Law, being a circumloguium for "never"; the 2d E'-"S l:itv 
clause does, at least implicitlJ --there is no tautology involv
e,d then. The indication of a limitation inherent in the 2d €WS 
~v clause is recognized by a good number of exegetes also. But, 
for Feuillet, "Morale" 125, Schniewind .Mt 54 von Sybel "Vom 
Wachsen" 380i Seynaeve, "La Justice" 61, 65, Dupont, Beafitudes 
I, 135, the imit is the Jesus-event, while for Davies, "Mat
thew" 4-51 and Hamerton-Kelly, "Attitudes" 21, 30, the limit is 
found in Jesus' death (and resurrection)! Bonnard Mt 62, Al
len, M:t 47, Klostermanni Mt 41~ Knoxl Sources II, 19, Schweizer, 
"Noch einmal" 70, McNei e, Mi ?9 ana Ljungman, Gesetz 47, see 
the limit in the end of the world or the Parousia. However, it 
should be observed that1T~VT~ / final events. 

72Descamps, "Essai" 162.2, Rothfuchs, Erfüllungszitate 52, 
Schweizer, "Mat-ch.5 7 17-20" 4ö1, Trilling, ~ Israel 170, and 
esp. Ljungman, Qll..cit. 54-59, which is formally contested by 
Strecker, Weg 144. 

73Never in Mk and Lk/Acts, but in the late Jn.19,36. 
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v.18d does not refer to the end-events or to the Parousia, but 

to the goal and the finality of the "Law and Prophets"; it is 

thus implied that the "road" that leads to the goal is also 

contemplated. 74 When the goal, i.e. God's will, is fully 

achieved it can be said that then all that must )'~\/Y)TCI.\ has 

taken place. 75 Since y(vo},lal refers to "events" it is under

stood that alongside Jesus' (and his followers') teaching his 

deeds are also contemplated, i.e. the REALization through prax

is.76 Mt is contemplating the TT~VTd ~~V~T~L not only under the 

aspect of tr\~~l~Hrm rov \IO~ov, which the pre-Mtan v. 17b had paint

ed, but also --and this through his addition of "prophets"-

under that of rr).~ewo-cu TOUS ne.o<V~n,,s through Jesus Christ and 

his followers,77 i.e. the total and all encompassing c~~vra) 
realization of God's will which is the end-purpose of all 

events. 78 

Therefore, RMt has injected a (salvific-) historical di

mension with an eschatological outlook --which is one of the 

traits of his gospe1. 79 The outlook expressed in v.17 can be 

well summarized in P. Hoffmann's words: "Für den Evangelisten 

gehören Erfüllungsaussage und Gerechtigkeitsforderung zusammen; 

Jesus erfüllt die prophetische Verheissung so, dass in ihr die 

Gerechtigkeitsforderung ~es Gesetzes erfüllt wird. Die Erfüll

ung der Verheissung in seiner Person (die heilsgeschichtliche

christologische Erfüllung) ist zugleich eine ethisch-exemplar

ische Tora-Erfüllung. 1180 

74Earth..,. "Gesetzesauslegung" 65; Rothfuchs.,, Erfüllungszi
tate 52; A. vögtle~ Das Neue Testament und die ~ukunft des Kos
mos, Düsseldorf 1910, 10~ 

75This corroborates the understanding of the Law (and Pro
phets) expressed in v.17, viz. that it exists for and as instru
ment of the implantation of God's will, which is Jesus' mission. 

76Denied by Strecker ~ 144. I fail to see why v.18b 
would forbid thinking of Jesus' deeds. Strecker does admit 
that if v.17 is related to v.18d then one has to think of Jesus' 
deeds as well, which he rejects. 

77Here we run into Mt's conception of the Church as the 
new and true Israel~ on which see the study of Trilling, Wahre 
Israel. The prophe~ic aspect is acknowledged by a good number 
of exegetes; however, Trilling, @,cit. 16~, 172f, and Strecker, 
Weg 14~, consider it as referring only to the ethical aspect. 

, 78 ndvr« is not just qualitative but also quantitative, as 
y~VY)T~l indicates; cf. Ljungman, Gesetz 56-59, 67-69. 

79see esp. Strecker's study, ~, esp. p.86-122, 236-242. 
80Logienquelle 178, See eg. Mt.11,28ff and 12,16ff. 
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D. The Authenticity of the Logion Mt.5,17b. 

The question now facing us is whether the historical 

Jesus himself might have uttered the saying of Mt.5,17b --in 

its oldest form, i.e. as a simple ouK-0\AA.OI statement, refer

ing only to the Law. 

1. The Criterion of Multiple Attestation. This most categori

cal and forceful logion about the relation of Jesus' mission 

to the Law is not attested elsewhere in the NT. An echo may 

be present in Rom.13,8ff and Gal.5,14, as well as 1 Tim.1,8. 

The Patristic witnesses to the shorte.r form which we brought 

forth, only indicate the extent to which this logion was used 

and that it was considered tobe an important saying of Jesus. 

The same motive that led most early Christian writers to use 

Mt.5,17 could have propelled the early Christian community to 

coin this saying, viz. the need for a clear statement that 

Jesus' intention had not been that of abrogating the Law but 

rather to bring out its fullest and deepest meaning. 

2. The Criteri_9_r1 ___ ~.f L.a:Eg~~_ge. From the linguistic point of 

view little help is found. The dialectic negative suggests a 

Semitic background. A retroversion into the Aramaic is always 
possible: '!lo,~'r ~7~ ~n·,1~ Jb .nn~~o'r .n~1w ~7. 81 However, it 

should be noted that our logion makes good sense as a Greek 

expression as well, 82 and the linguistic ambiguities are pre

sent in both languages. It is therefore not imperative to 

presuppose an Aramaic original at the basis of our present 

Greek formulation. 

3. The Criterion of Coherence. If we ask whether the logion 
of v.17b is coherent with what we know of Jesus' teaching and 

behavior, the answer must be nuanced. On the one hand, there 

is no saying that either advocates or suggests a derogation of 

81 Adaptation of Jeremias' retroversion in NTTh I 27 83f. 
Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua 61, proposed: lä limebattälä atet eliä 
lime~a~j~ The Hebr. would run: iY1lni1 Jl~ .n~'lo~-'O~ ":l ,:>n1 '.~J. S7. 

8 K~T~1v~l~, in relation to the Law, is found in 2 Mac. 
2l2? 7 4l11; 4 Mac.4,16i 5i33 7 17,9. Neither rri~eoüv~nor ~ny 
or i~s lik or Hebr. equiva en~s, with respect to the Daw, is 
found in the OT and related writings; from here that thisterm 
be given so many different senses by exegetes. 
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any of the components of the vop.os . On the other hand, there 

are sufficient examples of sayings and deeds of Jesus that re

flect a basic observance of the Law. However, Jesus' under

standing of the Law, from all evidence, was not equivalent to 

that of the Judaism of his time. That is what TT).V\~wa-m (TtN vo-
1-"-ov) carries and points to. 

There is no doubt that Jesus refused to comply with some 

of the legal prescriptions which, in his view, made of the Law 

an unnecessary burden (Mt.23,4.23, compare with 11,29f) or 

which were an obstacle to the accomplishment of the fundamental 

commandment --that of love (Mk:.12,28-31 par.). 83 It follows 

that the logion of Mt.5,17 is coherent with the ensemble of , 
Jesus' teaching and behavior. The VOJJ-OS is primarily under-

stood in terms of andin service of the commandment of love, 

i.e. in terms of God's salvific will formen. However, it would 

have been most strange that this man Jesus, who does not keep 

all of the v~~os (in all its prescribed details) as it was un

derstood in his time, would say that his purpose is not only 

not to abrogate the Law but to TT).Y\(l'G'}(JO(L i t. This sort of state

ment would hardly have been believed if uttered outside a dis

pute (precisely what is missing as supporting frame to this lo

gion) and a longer explanation accompanied it, or if not point

ed out by Jesus to his astounded disciples. 

4. The Criterion of Distinctiveness. A saying like that of 

Mt. 5 , 17"0 in which there is talk ab out K.O.TC)~Ü<Jo.L the Law could 

hardly have been "borrowed" from Judaism! For the Jews it was 

unthinkable to do away/abrogate the ~east portion of the Law 

(cf. v.18!). The perennity of the Law in all its parts was a 

"dogma". We have the evidence of bShab.116b and Rabbi Isaac 

(see n.43) who used this logion to ridicule Christianity. Thus, 

its origin is tobe sought either in Jesus himself or in the 

early Church. 

We have already indicated that it is nQt unthinkable that 

this logion could have been coined in the early Church, and 

there would be ample reason for wanting to do so. The need 

83see for instance Mt.9,14f par. (on fasting); 12,1-8 par. 
(on working to eat on a Sabbath); 12,9-18 par. (curing on a 
Sabbath); 15,1-20 par. (on qorban and eating with unwashed 
hands). 
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for such a saying, with such an apologetic tone, could have 

been felt in face of the objections coming from Jews as well 

as Christian antinomians. This programmatic saying concerning 

the Law, "quoted" without a reference to a concrete- situation 

in the life of Jesus that could have occasioned its pronounce

ment, renders it extremely suspiscious. lt should also be 

noted that Jesus' main concern (as far as we know) was never 

the Law, i.e. looking back to what now was becoming the old 

aeoh, but rather the announcement of the nearness of the King

dom of God, i.e. looking forward to the new aeon. Such a con

crete and direct concern with the Law as v.17 shows (so much 

that Mt amplified it!) begins with the early missionary com

munity which, engaged in preaching the Good News, was confront

ed with Jews --among them prospective converts-- and eventually 

Judeo-Christians confronted with Gentile Christians. Evidently 

all of this does not necessarily mean that Jesus co~ld not have 

uttered a saying like that of Mt.5,17b, but it does diminish 

considerably the probability that he actually did so. 

Cognizant of all the considerations we have advanced and 

the different criteria have led us to, one perceives that it 

is by far more likely that Mt.5,17b is a product of the early 

Church, though reflecting Jesus' mind, than that it is ipsissi

mum verbum Iesu. 84 The chances of authenticity diminish once 

we take into account the fact that this logion asks about the 

totality of the Law and that Jesus was not directly concerned 

with the Law as such, nor with every prescription therein con

tained. The ascertion of v.17 seems more a conclusion drawn 

from a comprehensive understanding that is read out of Jesus' 

teaching and behavior, such as is suggested by the gospel of 

Matthew. Furthermore, the accent of the logion lies on the 

theologically pregnant term rr~~ewrr~twhich suggests a Christo

logy such as is developed in Mt, wherein Jesus is the perfector 

84For those who take v.17 tobe due to Mt (cf. n.38), this 
logion is evidently a Church product. To the contrary, Manson, 
~g_s_ 15(,;_ Seynaeve,,_ "La Justice" 59, 62· Lohmeyer Mt 106; 
Feuillet, 'Morale" 12';1; Descamps, Justes 121,_ "Essairl 169fu7;n, 
l':1:t 211;. Banks, "Matthew's Unders1;anding" 232r; Bultmann, TTh 
I, 16 1,.! but see S'.I 149), and Barth, "Gesetzesverständnis" , 
contend that the essence of this saying, if not its formulation, 
goes back to Jesus himself. 
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of the Law. This term evokes a comprehensive salvifico-his

torical understanding of Jesus' messiahship. The statement is 

of such a nature that it leads one to ask who it is who can 

say this, and why he does so. In itself, the accent lies to

tally on the "what" precisely because the "who" it is who says 

this is known. This suggests a post-Paschal understanding of 

who Jesus is and a sure grasp of his messiahship. 

E. Significance of 7 H}.Gov in Mt.5,17. 

In 5,17 we encounter the first and the most programmatic 

;}eov-saying in Mt's gospel. The logion's composition does not 

seem to have been accomplished by sheer chance but rather by 

design: one of Mt's concerns throughout his gospel is to bring 

out Jesus' position vis-a-vis the Law and the fulfilment of 

prophecies in him. This logion could serve as subtitle to Mt's 

gospel! On the basis of Jesus' position and teaching, Mt.5,17 

answers a key question: the position of Christianity vis-a-vis 

the Old Testament. 

As an isolated saying, ~\9ov + inf. in v.17b, on account 

of its content, means "my purpose is •••• 1185 It is a statement 

of fact. Formulated in the first person, -~}.Bov indicates a 

free undertaking. Having the Law, which is re-evaluated in 

the light of the precept of love, as content, the "public" 

statement of v.17b presupposes a sense of authority: a state

ment as that of v.17b with the implications it has can be con

ceived as fitting only in the mouth of someone in full author

ity to deal with the Law, as he then does in the Antitheses. 

Associated to the Antitheses, v.17b, in pre-Mk (or Q?) 

presupposes a knowledge of the will of God such as a messenger 

of God would have; ~\Gov therefore approaches ctrrEüT~}~v without 

being equivalent to it. Taking into account the oppositions 

expressed in the Antitheses, the authority, implicit in our lo

gion, finds a higher pitch: ~\Sov is analogous to the k~'w~~ 

X~yw U~tv of the Antitheses. Furthermore, in view of the new 

radicality expounded in them, to which v.17b served as preface, 

the origin of the authority and mission to rr\~ewaal, to bring 

the fulness of the Law's intention, had tobe understood as 

85similarly Jeremias, NTTh I, 83. 
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having come from God himself. 

With Mt's addition of "prophets" and v.18d we find a wider 

perspective, a salvific-historical one, wherein Jesus is defi

nitely understood as being superior to all the prophets and as 

being the final envoy of God. ~H~eov receives a Christological 

hightening, looks back at the totality of Jesus' dealings and 

their legal implications, and sees in him the coming of the 

Messiah. v.17 puts Jesus' mission to explicitate by word and 

deed God's real salvific will in a nutshell; here RMt correlat

es Law and Christology as he does throughout his gospe1. 86 

There is nothing in this logion that allows us to conclude 

that behind ~)..9ov is implied "the ideal pre-existence of 

Christ. 1187 However, it does look back at the totality of Jesus' 

accomplishment and legacy. 88 There are not grounds for seeing 

Jesus' messianic consciousness in this logion --all the more 

so if it was coined in the early Church. Nevertheless, that 

it has his messiahship in mind can be deduced especially from 

the addition of the f~ \/O~La~Tc clause. 

Conclusion. 

We have seen that the present introduction to the Antithe

ses was formed out of four separate sayings. The logia v.17b. 

18bc were probably already together in Q, possibly along with 

that of v.19 which served to nuance and soften v.18. The say

ing of v.20 is due to RMt, who is also responsible for the ad

dition of "and the prophets" in v.17, for v.18d, and the asso

ciation of observance and teaching of certain precepts to the 

Kingdom of heaven in v.19; RMt may also be responsible for the 

f~ vop.~<J"YjTE: clause in v. 17a. 
Three moments in the tradition history of the logion of 

Mt.5,17 are discernible. (1) The oldest form of the program-

86Tödt, .QQll. .QI Man 75; also Hoffmann, Logienquelle 178. 
87view held by Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence 76f, who ex

plains: "If Christ is the fulfilment of scripture he must have 
been present -at least as an idea in the mind of God- when the 
plan of salvation to which the scriptures bear witness was for
mulated." This is eisegesis and not exegesis! 

88This is evident from the redactional additions. Bult
mann, ST 156 ("only serves to r;ather up the significance of the 
appearanc~ of Jesus as a whole) Hoffmann, Q.12.cit. 177 and 
DupontJ- Beatitudes I, 143~ areof the same advise. To the con
trary eremias, NTTh I, 8.?, and Montefiore, Gospels II, 47. 
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matic logion of v. 17 is that of the simple oul( - «nd state

ment, referring only to the OT Law. It was found tobe most 

probably a saying coined by the early Church, where K~To\u~ol 

meant "to abrogate, derogate," and n }_Y\~Wtf()l referred to a re

consideration of the Law in the light of the fundamental and 

all encompassing principle of love of neighbor. Here ~~Gov + 

inf. has the sense of an authoritative "my purpose is .••• " 

(2) When associated with the Antitheses, TT~'f\ewa-01.1 acquired the 

sense of "to complete, perfect" the Law, by bringing out the 

radicality of its exigency, viz. the inclusion --and primacy-

of the interior attitude which is appraised in the light of 

the principle of love. Now ~\9ov implies a God-given author

ity to deal thus with the Law, approaching &nE.a"T~~~v. (3) 

The final Mtan redactor, by adding "and the prophets" and the 

interpretative v. 18d, extended the concept of TI~Y){)WO-<H to in

clude Jesus' deeds as well as his teaching, giving n~1~~al a 

Christological orientation. Consequently ~\9ov implied the 

coming of the Messiah who fulfilled the prophecies and showed 

God's definite salvific will formen. Undoubtedly it looked 

back at the totality of Jesus' mission. 



C H A P T E R T W 0 

"THE SON OF MAN CAME" SAYINGS 

I. COME TO SERVE: Mk.10,42-45/Mt.20,25-28/(Lk.22,25-27). 1 

The pericope which we are about to study is found in all 

three Synoptics. The Mkan and Mtan versions are practically 

identical. But, even though the Lkan text embodies most of 

the important components of the discourse found in Mt/Mk and 

has the same structural development, it shows considerable 

differences. This leads us to suspect that we are before the 

same discourse transmitted, interpreted, and adopted by two 

different traditions. The existence of different traditions 

may be postulated on the basis of context dissimilarity, the 

considerable verbal differences, and the climaxing logion. 

A. Dirfering Contexts. 

While Mt and Mk present the discourse about service as a 

means to true greatness in the greater context of the Zebedees' 

request for the highest rank in the Kingdom, Lk has it immedi

ately after the Last Supper. It is evident that, if it is the 

same discourse, it was hardly pronounced on both ocassions. 

One of these (or both?) is misplaced. This observation, and 

the fact that Lk did not preserve the discussion with the Zebe

dees, indicates that the pericope may have had an independent 

existence. 2 This initial suspicion receives further support 

from the difference in point of view expressed in the two peri

copes that are found as one block in Mt/Mk: v.35-40 are con

cerned with rank in the Kingdom of heaven, v.42-44 with rank 

in the community. While v.35-40 show an eschatological per-

1Tons of paper and gallons of ink have been used to study 
this pericope, especially the final (ransom) saying. For this 
reason I desist giving a bibliography here. A partial biblio
graphy can be gathered from the footnotes and the Bibliography 
itself. 

2That is also the opinion of the majority of exegetes. 
Taylor, Mk 443 however considers them to "follow well" and 
Feuillet, "La Coupe" 35?, thinks that it is more likely ·than 
not that the connection is historical, even if v.41 is "editor
ial." 
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spective, v.42-44 have a this-world one. And, while v.35-40 

contain no reproach to the Zebedees' request, v.42-44 do. The 

two pericopes are united via v.41-42a. In Lk the same dis

course is also artificially tied to the Last Supper: suffice 

it to note the Lkan seam E:ylve,-ro 8rb in v.24a, and the unexpect

ed abrupt change of situation only to come back in v.28 to the 

lamentation made in v.22. 

The absence of the Zebedees' episode in Lk cannot be sat

isfactorily explained as having been absent in his special 

source (L, or proto-Lk) once he departed from his Mkan source. 

In Lk the Mkan outline has been followed up to Mk.10,34 (Lk.18, 

33) and then picked up again in 10,46 (Lk.18,35). This sug

gests that the omission of Mk.10,35-45 was intentional. It may 

have been made "in the interest of the disciples themselves. 113 

A similar consideration may lie behind Lk.8,25/Mk.4,40 andin 

Lk's omission of Jesus' rebuke to Peter in Mk.8,32f/Mt.16,22f. 

However, another explanation is possible for this omission, 

viz. RLk's understanding of v.35-40 as an allusion to the mar

tyrdom of the Zebedee brothers. Lk, who knew of James' martyr

dom (cf. Acts 12,2), either knew or assumed John's non-martyr 

death since he was exiled in Patmos at old age, and considered 

this pericope tobe questionable. It rem~ins also possible to 

think that Lk left th1s episode out in order to avoid a doublet 

with his special source, 4 preferring that located at the Last 

Supper. In any event, Lk must have understood Mk.10,35-45 as 

a unity and as such left it out in c.18. 

B. Literary Criticism. 

We shall first study separately the Mt/Mk text and then 

that of Lk, aided by the source of Mt/Mk, because of their as

sumed different developments in tradition which the consider

able verbal differences reveal. 

3cadbury S:t..Yl..e 95· similarly Feuillet, "Le Logion" 378, 
Büchsel, in TDNT lv; 34~ n.17, and Boismard, Synopse 317. 

4Schürmann, Abschiedsrede 93, rejects this view. To the 
contrary, it is upheld by Schelkle, Passion 135, T.W.Manson, 
Saying_§_ 337, Feuillet, "Le Logion" 377, Schulz, ~13.ch_fQl._gg_ 256 
n.13, and Gaboury, Structure 56. 
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1. Mk.10,42-44-/Mt.20,25-27. 5 

There is no doubt that v.41-42a is a redactional transi

tion which has been shaped by each final redactor6 with the 

purpose of best linking two pericopes that treat a similar 

subject matter. The indication that Jesus neoa-1<.oi},.E:.cr~IAl:"05 

~urous said etc., in v.42a, is tobe considered as a redaction

al element tying what precedes with what follows and introduc

ing the discourse of v.42b-45 with the same formula we find in 

Mk.3,22 and 10,23. That we are before a Mkan seam may be de

duced from the added fact that the pronoun O(IJTO~S is ambiguous: 

does it refer to the Zebedee brothers, to the other ten, or to 

the twelve? The verb TTfO~KQA€iv is frequent in Mk. 7 It is al

so a known fact that Mt often changes the historical pte. in 

Mk to an aorist (and at times to an impft.): 8 here A~y~l to 

"1 rrcv. Mt often has &e'. where Mk has 1<,a{. Likewise the pleo

nastic ~UTOlS of Mk is absent in Mt, a frequent Mtan amelio

ration.9 It can therefore be assumed that Mt depends on a 

Mkan text for the introduction of the discourse. 

a. The synonymic parallelismus membrorum of v.42bc is proba

bly the best indication of what may have been the original 

form of this saying,since rythmic parallelism is characteris

tic of ora1 transmission. We read: 

5For the sake of simplicity, I shall use the versification 
of Mk, being understood that Mt's parallel is meant when refer
ing to Mt without naming his own versification. 

6Mt 's 1"ree1 ,w" öuo o<d~l..cpwv implies a dependence on the 
Mkan text; so also Taylor, Mk 44-3. The ~leonastic ~~xo,..,_~L, 
whi9h ~s_more frequent in ~-(27~),than ~n Mt (13x) the_naming 
of individuals, the expression ot &:'.K~ which ressembies his 
frequent ot ÖwöecK~ (3/10/6), are all Mkan traits. 

7Found 9 times, only 6 times in Mt. In the part. aor. 7 
times in Mk and 6 in Mt. The simple 1(01}.12.,v , in the sense of 
callin~ someone to come, is more frequent in Mt (10x) than in 
Mk (3xJ. 

8similar changes are tobe found for instance in the par. 
to Mk.2 15.8~24.25; 3,22.23.33-34; 4i11; etc. It is rare to 
find Mk s t1 rr€v as >,..lyH in Mt, ana most of these cases are 
due to either theological or grammatical reasons. See Zerwick, 
Markus-Stil 67ff. 

9see the Mtan ~ar. to Mk.1 740.41; 2,8.17.18; 4,2.11; etc. 
In some cases Mt omits the dative pronoun in order to ~eneral
ize. Jones, Mk 165, indicates that Mk's is a typical Semitic 
repetition, and Kuhn Sammlungen 149, points out that K~, + 
part. aor. + A~fE-.l + dative of object is generally a pre-Mkan 
formula. Mk's is KO(; n~r~v o<<irnLs (ibid. 158). 



Mk. 10,42 

ot bo1<.ou11rt:.~ .;jeXuv TWv H,iv~\/ 
l(01TCXKue1~UOU<fl\l düT~v 

ot f-lEJ~AOL cxu,wv 
"l(Cl( Tt:.~ouo-1e1.toucr-,11 .:,..,:; TW\/ 

Mt.20,25 
0~ &exovTt.S T~\/ ~Gv~v 

1<..o.Tcxt<.ue1b'.iou,:;,v 0\0,wv 
KQ'1 o\ µ~,~AOL 

\(~TtlOUulci~oucr-,v OIÜT~V 

The differences·between the two texts are evident. It is quite 

probable that the Mkan redactor changed his source's ~eXovr~s 
. . Mt t . . <' - ,, V 10 . d as we find in -- to he ironic 001<cuvrt.5 cce "E: ,v in or er 

to point out that God is the ultimate and definite ruler. 11 Mt 

would have preserved the original form, which is parallel to 

fE.y~\ot. In the first half of the 2d. member, what may seem a 

pleonastic a ~TWV in Mk is absent in Mt. However, on the basis 

of the parallelism, au,wv must refer to -rwv e:-Gvwv : while the 

rulers lord over the nations, it is the great ones (~E:y~loL) of 

the peoples who tyrannize (l(,~,E.~oucr-,~~oua-,v ) them. It is ad

mittedly an ambiguous pronoun, for which reason it was probably 

Mt who omitted it. It is impossible to determine whether in 

the original form i t also read TWV eGvwv as in v. 42b, or ct0nl\/; 

for the sake of parallelism one of these most probably was pre

sent, and since Mk is not prone to remove ambiguities (see tho

se in 2,15!), it may have been civT~V that was in his source. 12 

The number of terms rarely used in the NT and the mention

ed changes suggest that both, Mt and Mk, depend on a common 

source. 

b. The sayings of v.43b-44 are verbally the same in both 

gospels, with the exception of two variations: the change in 

the syntactic order in v. 43b and the al ternation 0p.wv - rr~v-rwv 

in v.44. This double saying apparently had at the origin a 

separate existence, unrelated to that of v.42. 13 This suspi-

10Taylor, Mk 443· Cranfield, Mk 340; Knox Sources I 121 
n.1. See also 3 Mac.~,6.22; 4 Mac.13,14; Gal.~,2.6.9; 6,~. 

11 Thus also Lohmeyer, Mk 223. I cannot agree with Klos
termann's statement, in Mk 108, that Mt left out co.;.owvn:::s 
showing an Opposition to the earthly rulers. In both, Mt and 
Mk, there is an underlying negative evaluation of the manns:_:r. 
in which those in authority rule, but not about the far-t that 
they rule! 

12Klostermann, Mk 108; also hesitates whether a~ri1:vrefers 
to the Ö<e)(ovrc.:::, or to .wv dv~v. For Allen, Mt 216, ,110-rwv is 
a Mkan addition. 

13so also Sch1.~lz, Nachfolge 252 n.3; Bultmann, ST 87f, 
11+3, ~68; Sundwall, Zusammensetzung 69; Kulm, Sammlung§D 174. 
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cion becomes more serious once we take into account the fact 

that not only do we find them (though slightly varying) in 

other contexts as well (v.43b/Mt.23,11; v.44/Mk.9,35) but also, 

while v.42 focuses its attention on the manner in which those 

in authority exercise their power, 14 v.43b-44 are concerned 

with the question of ranks within the community. 15 

These verses are built in an almost perfect synonymic par

allelism: 

v.43b. 

v.44. 

Mk.1O,43b.44 

85 &.v Güi;-i . , 
t-:/-'(cJ.S )'E:.Y"~(T'eül, ~V u p~v, 
€<rro<1 Ofl'-WV Ol'~1,ovo<,, 

Kat ös cJv G~Av;J 
ev ti,-...iv Eclva1 rrewros 1 

i.;o-r:,.t rr&vrwv öOÜAos 

Mt.2O,26b.27 
<-'- .. \ p , \ 

a 0 s &o.v -E.M,1 

b ~V 0,.,...W, t-A~)(O(~n xeV~(l"~oll, 
C ~cr",Ql V!-AWV Ot<:ll(OVO~, 

a ' 1< c{1 Ös Öiv H_). 1~ 

b' EV üt,'-IV d'v,:n rrew,o-;, 
c' Eicr-,-ci., UJJ--WV 6ou},o~ 

The position of the associative dative in v.43b differs, and 

very probably was in its pre-Mkan form as now found in Mt; RMk 

may have changed it in order to stress the communitarian di-
~ - , 

mension. It also must have been RMk who changed Uf-A1.,,N for navTw-v 

in the apodosis of v.44 in order to underline the "limitless" 

extent of service. To the ~" up.7v of v .44 would naturally corres

pond in a rythmic parallelism another uµwv, and not rro.Y,W\i, as 

in v.43b. 16 Therefore, while Mt has preserved this double lo

gion as he found it in his source, thus maintaining a perfect 

parallelism, RMk made some changes to it. It follows that, if 

our analysis is correct, the common source of Mt and Mk is 

other than one of these. On the basis of other analyses, it 

is pre-Mkan. 

It may further be thought that the saying of v.43b and 

14Against T.W.Manson, Teaching 313. The verb l(cmicK~f'lE:.üE:.tV 
has the sense of having dominion over someone or something to 
one's advantage; see eg. Gen.1,28; 9,L7; Jer.3,14j Acts 19,16; 
1 Pt.5,3; etc. On the other handi1<.~r1aoiou-:i-10.~E111 is relative
ly raret never being used in the XX~ by Josephust nor by Philo, 
but is round in the Acts of Thomas 4?, :)8. It rerers to the 
use of power in a tyrannous manner. 

15This suggests that v.43b-44 was the original main answer 
to the Zebedees' request. Thus also Bultmann, ST 144, Schulz, 
Nachfolge 253 n.4, and Boismard, Synopse 317. -

16If originally v.43b-44 was Jesus' answer to the Zebe
dees' request, then o~~v, and not ~dvrw~~ ~ust have been used. 
Note the same use ofrrocv,w\J by Mk in 9,3:J (.2x!). According to 
Klostermann, Mt 163, Mt chansed the original rr01v,w" to tr,,cwv. 
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that of v.44 had different origins: this is suggested by the 

parallels these have elsewhere (see further p.129f). 

The introductory words to the logia of v.43b-44 are re

dactional. This conclusion may be drawn from the (already in

dicated) difference in stress between the logion of v.42 and 

that of v.43b-44. It is certain that v.42-44 already consti

tuted at the pre-Mkan stage a unity, as attested by the verbal 

agreement between Mt and Mk, not only of the logia themselves 

but also of the seam of v.43a, where Mk inserted the adversa

tive Sf:. and changed €G"Tal for E:.<iT(v. 17 The original is most 

probably Mt' s E.u·raL, where the future is used in Semitic fash

ion with imperatival force, as in v.43b.44 (cf. also Mk.9,35 

and Mt.23,11!). 0ü + future indicative, a legal (categorical) 

prohibition, is very frequent in the 0T but most rare on Jesus' 

lips. 18 RMk would have changed it to the pte. in order to 

stress the perennial value of the community rule that follows. 

c. The Logion of Mk.10 245/Mt.20,28. This logion is verbati~ 

the same in both gospels except for the introductory connec

tive.19 Mk's Kq~ 10'E' i~ certainly more primitive than Mt's w<r
TTt.Q• 20 In fact, K~t y~p is used only twice in Mt and Mk (14, 

70), while wurr~e, which is never used in Mk, is tobe found 

ten times in Mt. In both the intention is to introduce the 

17Mk: 1 s ~crnv and Mt's E.uTCü are ver~ we~? attested. A,C, 
K,X, the Ferrar and Lake groups, itq,syr ,P, ,l,bo,gotp,arm 
geo, read instead ~tf"TotL in Mk, and B,D,itd,sa,geo, t;;<rTIV in Mt. 

We may also poi~t out the chiasmus established by v.42-44: 
ot äe'J(.ovr~s. TuJ)/ e.Gvwy •••••• oi. e1;('51A.OL 

~~1"'-':. )'1:::v~crBc11 •••••• TTQw·r-o~ 
18 il\n~ with Jussive force 1 it is Gnomic. See Bl-D §362; 

Moulton, NTGk II,, 45ß, and Schtirmann, Ab§_Q_:t)._j_eisreq..§ 76. ,.For 
Pl ummer, Mt 279, "a-~ '" would have been the original and ~cr,ci L 

a harmonization. 
19some MSS, viz. D,syrc ,it, have added LJp.t€..1s 01:::.~Y)T1::;r1ec t.1<.. 

J-llKeou oiu°Ft)(f"~l Ko1L, •• 1<.r).(see a critical ed. of the NT) after Mt. 
20 128b. A detailed study of this addition and its origin was 
maa.e by H.J. Vogels "Ein apokrypher Zusatz im Mt-Evangeliums 
(20,28)," ;az, 12ll914-) 369-390. MS evidence is unquestionably 
against its originality. It is a weak reproduction of Lk.14,Sf. 
For Resch, Agrapha 38, it is a "thatsächliche [sie] Fragment 
einer aussercanonischen Uebersetzung der hebräischen Quellen
schrift" and hence considers it as pre-canonical. 

20 s . tc d ., . Mt . f . , syr ,1 , rea wufiE.E>, as in , , instead o 1<01 yde. 
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example of the Son of Man, for which w<J'rr'°e is certainly a 

clearer and better particle. 21 

The original connective, Mk's KctL y~e, has an artificial 

tone and leads one to suspect that v.45 has been linked with 

the discourse on true greatness at some stage in tradition. 

That v.45 originally was unattached to v.42ff can be deduced 

from the fact that while v.42-44 are an ethical imperative, 

v.45 presents an~ P.Osteriori exemplary cause. 22 And, while 

v,43f probably constituted the original response to the Zebe

dees' request --concerned with greatness,-- v.45 is concerned 

only with humble service; not at all with greatness. We may 

also notice that v.45 is a saying about Jesus' mission (~~e~v), 
independent of the disciples' attitude, capable of an inde

pendent existence, while v.42-44 concentrate on the manner of 

becoming great in God's eyes. Since, as we have seen, Mt has 

been relying on a pre-Mkan text, the linkage of v.45 with 

v.42-44 must also go back at the latest to that moment intra

dition. The connective in v.45a is not a Mkan seami 23 

Not only was v.45 originally not tied to v.42-44, but al

so the logion of v.45 was constituted by the union of two in-
24 dependent logia, viz. v.45a and v.45b. The fact that Mt, 

who had pre-Mk as his source, has both sayings indicates that 

at the pre-Mkan stage of tradition these were already togetherf5 

probably at the artifice of pre-Mk himself (cf. p.130f). 

In the same manner as the logia of v.45a and v.45b have 

been linked because of a common idea, viz. Jesus' exemplary 

service, so also v.45a has been probably attracted to the pre

sent context by the thematic hookword $l~Kov-. 26 And, as v.45a 

21 Mk' s Kol~ rcte implies that here the basis for that on 
which the exhortation of v,43f rests is given. It is causal, 
while Mt' s W(l'"rree is comparati ve. 

22cf. Schulz, Nachfolge 303f and Schweizer, Mk 126. 
23see Knox, ,So:u:rces I,--72; Higgins, J_es.._uQ. 39; -Schulz, Q.Q, 

Q.it. ?64; Kuhn, Qcl,!Il!lllungen 155; Roloff, "Anfänge" 51f. 
24That is also the opinion of most exegetes. To the con

trary 2 Jones, Mk 166, and is implied by Feuillet, ''La Coupe" 371. 
/Thus also Tödt, §M 206f and Roloff, a;r>t. Q.:i,,t. 51. 

. 6sundwall, Zusammense_t3 _11_gg 69; Tödt, 9111 209; Schulz, 2.E· 
cJ_t, 257, V.45a did not develop out of v.45b: the former is 
parenetic and suggests a meal framework, the latter is keryg
matic and falls back on Isa.53. It can also be affirmed that 
the contrary did not take place either. i.e. that v.45b /// 
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attracted v.45b, so v.43f attracted the former. 

d. History of the Formation of Mk.10 242-45: its transmission 

and composition may be pictured thus, on the basis of our fore

going considerations. Originally a series of separate andin

dependent logia existed in the early Church's tradition, viz. 

v.42bc.43b.44.45a.45b. At first v.43b-44 (or only v.44?) 27 

constituted (part of?) the answer to the Zebedees' request. 

Then v.42 was attached to it as an introduction and linked with 

what preceded it; v.45a was also added at this time. Finally, 

v.45b was added by pre-Mk as the supreme example of true great

ness and service. All of these logia already constituted a 

unity in pre-Mk. 

It is extremely difficult to go back beyond pre-Mk in or

der to find the possible tradition he might have known. The 

sayings themselves show no tensions nor major anachronisms 

that would allow us to determine redactional additions or 

changes to a still older form. The terminology employed sug

gests a composition in a Greek-speaking milieu. However, it 

may be suspected that originally the pronouns in v.43-44 were 

all absent since Uf-J-WV refers to a formed group and, in most of 

the occasions wherein it is used, there is a community preoc

cupation.28 This may explain the facility with which RMk 

changed the position of ~v &0v in v.43b, and from 0p.wv passed 

to rr~vTu.1\/ in v.44. Finally, the expression "Son of Man" in 

v.45a may well be due to pre-Mk: Lk shows a use of the first 

person ! (cf. p.135). A more detailed study of the saying of 

v.45 will be carried out in §D. 

Graphically, the development of our text looks thus: 

III deyeloped out of v.45a. As will be clarified, v.45b had a 
separate existence. Fora similar view cf. Roloff, "Anfänge" 
51f. 

27rf any, it would seem that it was the logion of v.44 
that was part of, if not the actual answer given to the Zebe
dees' request: i~ speaks of ~laces c~ewT05). If this is so, 
was it then moved away from its original position by the in
troduction of v.38-43, conflating the response of Jesus? See 
Kuhn, Sammlungen 174. 

28cf. Bultmann, ST 144, 148 and after h~m Supdwall, 
Zusammensetzung 69. Gaechter, Mt 650, calls ev u,.,._,v "ein pe
dantischer Zusatz"! 



v.4-2b. 

c. 

v.4-3a. 
b. 

v.4-4-. 
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KN: ---- pre-Mkan addi tion or change; - - - - - Mt an change; 
----Mkan addition or change. 

2. The Lukan Text. 

a. Comparison with Pre-Mk. Placing the text of pre-Mk next 

to that of Lk one observes that, on the one hand,both present 

the same general structure: 

Mk.10,4-2/Lk.22,25: the way politica~ ~uthorities exert their 
power: OL ••• ~q10L ••• ; 

Mk.10,4-3f/Lk.22,26: two sayings on the path to follow in order 
to become truly "great"; 

Mk.10,4-5a/Lk.22,27b: a logion on Jesus' exemplary humble 
behavior. 

The identity in structure indicates that either Lk had pre-Mk 

as a source, or Lk's own source (L) had pre-Mk (or its source) 

at its basis. Given that, on the other hand, there are many 

important differences, not only of context but especially of 

vocabulary where several important terms occur only here, and 

others found in pre-Mk are surprisingly enough absent in Lk, 29 

29some of the terms used are found in both versions (Lk 
and Mt/Mk): 1wv tGvwv, (K01rc,.) Kve1(.uou<1w otuTwV, (1<°'r)<:~01.10-,&~oucr- ,v / 
ovn.s ctöT.;)..,, 61011<ovwv/os • Others can be explained as Lkan adap
tations to a well established community situation: OL ß~GlAtLS 
corresponds to ot äeXovre:5, o 1..1,e:f~w11to f-A~t-:,cS, o VE.wTteos to 8,~ -
1(.0\/0S' 6 ~ you~~vos to rrewTOS ' 0 &o.t<.OVWV to C'c.,ü},.05 i and OLOIV-OV
_ij:<TOIL -eo ~ s ö 61 c(K'ovwv. For the stud;y of the vocabu ary used in 
Mk and Lk see esp. Schürmann, Absch~edsr~4~ 63-99. Vocabulary 
used in pre-Mk which could be taken tobe Lkan but is absent 
in Lk includes the composites with ~~T~ in v.4-2bc (composites/// 
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we can conclude that while pre-Mk (or its source) was an in

direct source of Lk, it was proto-Lk (L) that was his direct 

source. This was a wri tten source because there remain lin

guistic contacts with Mt/Mk which cannot be otherwise explain

ed, and the same structural development. Thus, the transmis

sion of this discourse had followed different paths. The dif

ference in perspectives and interests which dictate the vocabu

lary tobe employed are witnesses to this fact. 30 

b. Lk.22,25-26. The number of classical Gk expressions ($tko

VE.l K(O/' 1:cU'-erl-rri~' KUetei'.iE:t\) ' E.~oua-1~4€.t\/) which do not recur 

in Lk/Acts, as well as the use of expressions not proper to Lk 

(o J-Ad~wv(?), CXV<h'.'.ELl-4o(l, ~y2u El~l+ Object) indicate that the 

complex v.24-27 is not a Lkan creation but refers back to a 

special written source. Technical terms such as ~ ~you~~vos 
and o öt01i<ovi7>V 31 point to an ecclesial concern with those in 

authority and a consequent adaptation of his source. 

The following expressions can be safely considered to come 

from the pen of RLk: 1:.ylvfTo &/:.. (cf. 3,21; 6, 1.6a.12; 8,22; etc,), 

8~ K~L (10 times) and ,ö introducing an indirect question (cf. 

2,18; 5,14; 6,36; 9,6; etc.), all in v.24. This indicates that 

the original introduction has been reworked by Lk. 32 It is 

noteworthy that v.24 has the air of repeating 9,46: ~tcr~\G~v 6b 
Öu:s.'>.oyL<ri-,tos ~\/ O\UTOl~, TO ,{s cAV <;;.'t'1 µ~(4wvdu-rÖ)v. It may be a 

conflation of a langer introduction, like that in Mk.9,33ff. 33 

In v.25 the aor. dm=,V (181/80/297) and Kci>-.EtV in the sense 

of "tobe called/named" (16/1/30) are probably Lkan. 

In v. 26 the semi tizing use of i{vop.et.t instead of El\/cH 34 
f C L I C ("' .-

may be Lkan. The terms V<=.WTE:.eos, 0 1(OUt-A~V0S' and O 0t~KOVuJV 

/// according to Hawkins, HS 142, occur 245/238/425+447 times) 
~e'/.ovn .. '), ösB-v ,rrew-rcs. 

30Lk's motivation is wholly ethical: to the leaders of his 
communities, on the correct use of authority; Mk's and Mt's in
tention is primarily kerygmatic. 

31The substantivizing of participles is a Lkan trait which 
Cadbur~, Style 135f, has pointed out. 

3 Cf. the detailed analysis of Schürmann, Abschiedsrede 65L 
~~Thus also T. W. Manson, Say_:i,ng?_ 338. 

Cf the par. to Lk.6A36.494· 11A30J 17,26; 19,171 20~14.33 
or the Lkan par. to Mt.7i2t; 12, O; c5,?1 and to Mk.1c,7.c3. 
See further Cadbury, Sty e 179. r,"clf0w, a future in lieu of an 
imperative, is a Semitism, cf. Moulton, NTGk II, 458. 
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are Lkan substantivations of participles. 35 It is not exclud

ed that RLk used the participial form b <5°tdKovwv of a more 

primitive öl~Kovos, to rhyme with the parallel v.26a. 36 It is 

very likely that v.26b is a Lkan creation, because of the 

technical ministerial terminology used (o ~yoLir'-evos, Acts 15, 

22; Hebr.13,7.17.24; and o ö1t:1Kovwv, Acts 6,1f; 19,22). They 

substituted at some point those still found in Mt/Mk v.4-4-: 

rrewros for ~youµi::vos and Soü>..os for ~lCl'l(OVwv. 

c. The Logion of v.27. 0nly the use of ou~L instead of the 

simpler ouK (9/0/18), ~1~ oi, which aside of Mt.5 is found 

only in Lk/Acts, 37 and the participial form 61~Kovwv (cf. v. 

26b), are possibly due to the pen of RLk. 

d. History of the Literary Formation of the Lukan Discourse. 

It is probable that the logion of v.26a be an adaptation 

(altering one like Mk.10,43) made already in Lk's source in

fl uenced by that of 9 '48c. ( 0 l-l"<eo-rq,05 tv TTO(<TlV U/J'lV UTTOI~~ wv 
OÜTOS Eo-nv JAE.y~s).38 To this v.26b was later added by RLk, re

placing a logion like that found in Mk.10,44, so as to provide 

a direct application of v.26a to the situation in his communi

ty/ies .39 The conj. K~t, linking v. 26a. b, would then be epexe

getic: the ~~!4wv, i.e. the ~you~~vos among you, should be as 

the Vt~T~eos, i. e. as the ones OlC:XKovZov among you. Since v. 25 

can hardly have existed isolated, and v.26b is very probably 

due to Lk, then v.25 and v.26a had reached Lk as a unity. 

35cadbury, Jt7le 135f. VG..05 2/2/6, the comparative V<c.W
n:eos occuring 0 0 3+1 times. ;toui-,lGo.vos is never found in Mk, 
onl;y in Mt.2,1,6 and Acts 7,10; 14,12; 15,22. o 01o<1<.ov~voccurs 
again in v.2( andin Acts 19 22. Lk never uses the substan
tive öLdKovos (3/2/0) while the part. form is absent in Mk and 
Mt. 

36Thus also Schürmann, Abschiedsrede 78, 95. 
37cf. 15,17; 122,32, as well as Acts 22,8.28; 25,25; 26 15. 

The adversative 8~ is very often used by Lk, cf. Hawkins, HS 
121 • 

38The absence of E:~VOIL for the more Lkan )'LVEcrt}ctt, in Se
mitic fashion, may be an indjcation of an earlier stage of com
position.1 We find oö-rws + ~LvaL in 11,30; 15,7; 17,24.26; and 
OÜTW.S + r1vE<rtlotL in Lk.10,21; 12,54; 15 10. Cf. Bl-D §480,5), 
and Schürmann, QQ.cit. 73. For Knox, Sources I, 122, v.26a is 
"a Lucan insertion~ 

39Black, in Aramaic 222, ön the basis of a retroversion 
to the Aram. concludes that the two versions, Mt/Mk and Lk, go 
back to a common source. Thus f--\-'-Y~s = fJ-E(twv = ~'"1.l, newT05 = 
~YOUf-lEoVOS = W'7 , cSoü)-05 = OtC4KOVWV = l\1lV' Ötdil<O'\/Oj= VE,w,q~os = x~~?l!>. 
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The double question in v.27 is not at all Lk's formula

tion, but is Semitic.40 The absence of the auxiliary e1VQI 

may also be indicative of an origin other than Lk. The fact 

that v.27 is the actual response to the problem about who is 

greater and forms an inclusio wi th v. 24 ( t,A'=-!Z,wv), and further

more, that v.25f are concerned with those actually in authori

ty and the manner they are to exert it, while v.27 comes back 

to the question of who is greater, are indications that v.27 

originally was unrelated to v.25f. 41 It may well have been an 

adaptation made by pre-Lk of his source. 

The response-reaction to the rhetorical 2d. question by 

its dialectic contrary, pointing to Jesus' example, seems to 

have originated from a Hellenistic milieu (analogous to the 

diatribe!). It may thus be posterior to v.27a which, in its 

double question, reveals a Semitic mode of expression. However 

this is conjectural,for one could doubt that no applicative

answer would follow v.27a --otherwise one would be left with 

the impression that superiority was being advised. 

Summarizing. The earliest stage of the Lkan tradition 

had the same structure as we possess today, but was worded 

differently. V.27a may have been absent. Lk's source proba

bly changed v.25. RLk synthetized v.24 and changed v.26b to 

serve as an application for his community/ies. 42 

40see the Lkan par. to Mk.2,18; 4,21.38i 5,35.39i 6,37; 
8,16; 11,17.· 12,15.24.26; 15,12; 16,3 where -ehe quest1on1,.s) 
have been 'flatened" to a simple sentence. Cf. also Billerbeck 
II, 257. Jeremias, NTTh I, 293, points out that there is a 
play on words in the Aram. behind ~tti~1„11/o1"«1(1c-.'p.lvo5 : rab');gi/:r2 -
be< a. 

41 since the same structure was already found in pre-Mk, 
this means that a logion like that of Mk.10,45 or Lk.22,27b 
was known by both. The wording was later changed. If sepa~ 
rate existence of this logion is postulated it is not in the 
sense that it existed from its origin in two different sources: 
it is the same logion that was adapted by two different tradi
tions. It would oe too coincidental that both pre-final re
dactors would have independently found an analogous logion and 
placed it in the same position! 

42Bultmann, .ß'J' 276, is certainly right when he affirms 
that v. 24-30 are a complex of dominica_l sa;yings. T. W. Manson, 
Sa;yi~gs 338, and Schürmann, hJ>~gh:i,.~_q§_:r.ede 99 had already 
poin ed out that these sayings constituted aiready a unity 
when they reached Lk, but in·their present form --which ex-
cl udes the final redactor' s acti vi ty. Higgins, J.em1.e. 37, is 
of the opinion that Lk, or his source, created v.27 so as to 
fit the setting of the Last Supper. 
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1. The Discou.rse in Mt/Mk." 
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a. The Question of Greatness: v.43-44. The series of logia 

that constitute the discourse under study definitely served a 

parenetic purpose: v.43f are an instruction, in halakic form, 

on the manner of exercising authority for those holding author

itative positions within a community. The first and final 

verses strengthen this instruction: v.42 is the statement of 

the evidence found in political rulers, 43 and v.45 poj_nts to 

the example given by Jesus. The parenetic intention that led 

to the composition of this discou.rse is all the more evident 

when one observes the general context in which the sayings have 

been placed. Mt.18,1-19,15 is totally concerned with instruc

tions for the early Church, part of which we find in Mk.9,33-

10,16. Following this section we find a sequence of a para

digmatic example followed by a consequent instruction (setting 

aside the third Passion prediction44); the most noticeable are: 

Mk.10,17-22/Mt.19,16-22: the rich young man ••••• paradigm. eg. 
23-31/ 23-30: on riches and reward ••• parenesis 

Mk.10,35-40/Mt.20,20-23: the Zebedees' request •• paradigm. eg. 
42b-45/ 25b-28: on using authority parenesis. 

The greater ensemble, v.35-45, constitutes, as in the preceding 

ones, a paradigm for teaching purposes. 

The saying of v.43b has a parallel in Mt.23,11 (o o~, .. u,i"?wv 
u,-i-wv ~H.it Ut,1W~ 61,hcovos), where there is also a teaching about true 

greatness (v.1-12). That the saying of v.43b is older than Mt. 

23,11 can be deduced from the fact that the latter is found in 

a discourse addressed to the Church leaders (o fG~4wJ, and the 
pronouns which are dependent on the context cannot be removed.45 

Mt has probably reused and adapted in 23,11 the logion of 20,26. 

43The whole is constructed in parabolic fashion: on the 
basis of the observation of concrete realit~ (v.42) a lesson 
is drawn (v.L~3f). See also Mt.6,32ff; 12,33f.f; 24,32ff; 26,2 
and parallels, besides the parablcs themselveG. 

4l'"Mt .20, 17-19/Mk.10 32-34 and the parable of the workers 
of the vineyard (20 7 1-16, which constitute in Mt the exam
ple for the prediction of the Passion that follows it. 

45see Boismard, Synopse 355. The superlative use of~l~W~ 
is not found in Mk but occurs twice in Mt (18,4; 23,11). As a 
comparative it is used 7x in Mt and 3 in l"ik. Note also that 
bL°'!(.CVo~ is used, . wi th the exception 0f' Mt. 22.l 13 1 on;i..y in the 
logia about service (Mt.20,26; 23,11; Mk.9,3?; 10,43). 
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The saying of v.44 has a parallel in Mk.9,35b where, to a 

dispute about priori ty, a lesson on service follows: ~i'. n5 OD.u 

n~&lTOS b1Vc:.tl €.tTTCIL rTOVTWV ~cr';.~TOS l(~l TT:XviwV ÖLdKOVO\. This logion 

seems to have been used by pre-Mk in lieu of the saying we read 

in Mt.18,4/Lk.9,48c. 46 At first sight it would seem that Mk.9, 

35 is a conflation of 10,43b.44 with €cr~~To~ corresponding to 

Oou~os and with bL~Kovos serving as an explicative expansion of 

to-x~Tos. However, in 9,35 there are no personal pronouns, which 

suggests that originally 10,43b.44 did not have them either. 47 

In Mk.9,35, as in 10,44, TTQVTWV is most probably due to RMk. 

The existence of these parallels suggests furthermore that the 

sayings of v.43b and v.44 may either have had separate (inde

pendent?) existences or may have come from separate sources. 48 

b. The Logia of Mk.10 245/Mt.20 228. A number of observations 

indicate that v.45a and v.45b did not always exist together. 

Thus, v.45a is an oul(-ttA\~ c.onstruction and, as other such 

constructions, it is a unitary simple saying where, in Semitic 

fashion, what is first said negatively serves only to underline 

what then is added positively (see Mt.5,17b; 9,13b; 10,34b par.). 

While the presentation of v.45a is ethico-parenetic, that of 

v.45b is catechetico-kerygmatic; and while Jesus' life of serv

ice is an aspect that may be imitated, his redemptive death is 

not. 49 Furthermore, while v.45a hinges on the concept of true 

greatness, v.45b hinges on Jesus' redemptive death, i.e. v.45b 

applies to Jesus what was laid down as a principle in v.43f 

46Lk's version is older. See the analysis made by Bois
mard, Synopse 263f. 

47similarly Bultmann, ST 87f. 
48Thus also Haenchen, 1de.g 368; see also Nineham, Mk 280. 

It is noteworthy that, when compared with the logion of v.42, 
in v.43b-44 we do no have an equally perfect parallelism: note 
the posi tion ,,.of iv up'iv and the verbal difference from y(ve,Cl"~at 
in v.43b to ~LVQL in v.44 in spite of the fact that the other 
verbs are the same in both members of the parallelism. Further
more, outwardlJ both say the same thing but envisage different 
aspects of humility. 0ne may therefore wonder whether v.44 
actuallJ prepared the way for the introduction of v.45b as 
v.43b did for v.45a. 

49cf. Tödt, SM 207 and Kuhn, Sammlungen 152 who rightly 
remarked that "the disciples cannot be summoned to give their 
lives as a ransom for many, or all." (Tödt). See also Schulz, 
Nachfolge 265. For Feuillet, "Le Logion" 371 v.45a.b are 
Jesus' example and the disciple is to follow the master and 
continue his work, which means that v.45a.b were a unity. 
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and as an example of life in v.45a. The conj. ~o~ in v.45b is 

therefore epexegetica1. 50 We pass from the idea of service to 

that of ransom. 

The two logia which constitute JVIk.10,45 par. are of a 

different form. V.45a belongs to the group of sayings about 

the SM's activity on earth, as Mt.11,18f/Lk.7,33f and Mt.18,11/ 

Lk.19,10 (q.v.). V.45b is tobe classed among the Passion pre

dictions.51 The iuTeov-saying is a sort of credal formula of 

the type of 1 Cor.15,3, i.e. it is a theologumenon used for a 

kerygmatic purpose. It is noteworthy that Jesus' deat~ serves 

a parenetic purpose only in late texts (1 Tim.6,13f; 1 Pt.2, 

20f; 4,1ff.13), and is not found thus used in the Pauline writ-

ings. These two logia tie Christology and Soteriology thru 

the underlying conception of Jesus as the Servant of God. 52 

c. The Formative "Setting in Life" (Sitz im Leben). The pre

JVIkan "setting in life" is tobe sought in a community that is 

already fairly well organized. The terms referring to minis

terial charges point in this direction, as well as the added~v 

u~1v. A Judeo-Christian milieu is deducible from these func

tional terms (which contrast with the Lkan more Hellenistic 

ones), as well as from the use of the MT instead of the LXX of 

Isa.53 for the interpretation of Jesus' death in v.45b (§ D.1). 

The original "setting in life" of the complex v.42-44 is 

probably tobe found no further back than the period of organ

ization of the early Church. 53 It was during this period that 

Christianity began tobe a no.ticeable phenomenon to the secular 

authorities and felt itself underestimated by them, as the com-

5ücf. Lohse, Märtyrer 118; Jeremias, "Löse~eld" 261; 
Schulz Nachfolge 257, and Feuillet, "Le Legion 373. 

5 ~.öoÜ\/..(l, inf. aor., has apregnant futuristic sense; cf. 
Zerwick, Greek §252. There is nevertheless,a fundamental dif
ference between v.45b and the Passion predictions: while the 
former is a self-giving (öo~v~L-av,oiJ), the latter speak of a 
handin~ OVer c~~eQ610cvdL). 

5 The intimate connection between these two dimensions 
(Christological and Soteriological) is formally welded by hav
ing placed "Son of Man" as the common subject of both logia. 

53cf. Schweizer, Mk 126, Jones, Mk 165, Bultmann, ST 146f. 
It is difficult to determine whether the stringing of these 
logia responds to a situation of power strifes wi~hin the com
munity (Haenchen, Weg 367) or even if it was meant to counter
act a certain au~horitarianism (Bonnard, Mt 297). 
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parison with the &.eiovTES and r-,t.E::(«AoL suggests. This however 

does not necessarily mean that the individual sayings were all 

shaped in the same environment. 

The final "setting in life", which may have been the rea

son for the linkage of the pericope of the Zebedees and the 

instruction on true greatness (thus forming a paradigm-dis

course), was probably the existing rivalries between those in 

authority (be it an authority within the community or in so

ciety). Indicative is the observation made in v.41: and the 

ten began f:I. '(OI von<T~iv against the Zebedees. 

d. The Determining Environment of the Logia of Mk.10 245 par. 

It is doubtful that the original setting where the logion 

of v.45a was formed was a meal situation,as some scholars up

hold on the basis of the verb öL~Kov~tv and the Lkan parallel. 

The verb Olo.1<.ov&"iv , which here has no object attached to it, 

has the generic sense of "to serve, minister;" understood 

this way it was placed in a context where the use of authority 

is the main preoccupation. We must nevertheless reckon with 

the fact that ÖLctK.OVftv frequently has the pregnant sense of 

waiting at table, 54 and was thus understood in the Lkan tra

dition.55 However, we should not press this question too much 

since 61011<.ov~,v is probably used metaphorically. 

As we shall later see in greater detail, v.45b is an in

terpretation of Jesus' death on the basis of Isa.53 (MT) and 

on the understanding of a just-martyr's death,which is proper 

54cf. H.W. Beyer, art. 81dle.O\/~W' TDNT II, 81-86. 
55The Last Supper as original "setting in life" (Feuillet, 

"Le Loe;ion" 378, Higgins, Jesus 49) is tobe excluded. Lk.24, 
24-27 is artificially linked to the Last Supper, as we already 
indicated: it has no relation to the immediately preceding ref
erence to the betrayal 1 1:rt!:\/uo c!,~ is a well known Lkan seam; 
one may also wonder wha~ kind of greatness they argued about 
and what occasioned it. It is most probabl~ v.27 that led Lk 
to place this complex near the Last Supper (Schulz, Nachfolge 
264 n.27). If it originally had been part of the ~radition -
about the Last Supper, why would it have been removed from 
there by pre-Mk? See further the observations of Schürmann, 
Abschiedsrede 82f, 88, ~4f. 

For Roloff, "Anf~nge' 50, the "setting in life" of the re
demption-texts is tobe found esp. in the Eucharistie celebra
tion; similarly Tödt„ fil1 210. Even though this is plausible 
in the light of Mk.1~ 24b it is still tobe shown that it 
must have been so. For Schulz, QI?.cit. 258, v.45 has its ori
gin in Jesus' own messianic consciousness --an ascertion easy 
to make but most difficult to demonstrate or defend. 
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56 to Judaism. This suggests a Judeo-Christian origin of v.45b. 

For some exegetes it is the term "Son of Man 11 , 57 while for 

others it is the use of the MT of Isa.53 that reveals a Pales

tinian "setting in life 11 • 58 Yet, one must reckon with the 

fact that the term A0Teov poses a problem of origins all of 

its own. In fact, the }...~reov qv'TL no)..)..wy by the life of one 

is a conception that finds no equivalent in Judaism. The other 

uses of the root AuTe- either do not connote a Substitution/ 

equivalence or are definitely Hellenistic usages --see further 

p.150f. It is possible to think that the original milieu in 

which v.45b was formed was Palestinian,and later was modified 

in a Greek-speaking Judeo-Christian community to include aVTl 
and ).J,eov. 59 The logion of v.45b unquestionably constitutes 

a theological reflection on the meaning of Jesus' ignominious 

death. Finally, one may wonder whether the presentation of 

Jesus' death in Mt/Mk as an example does not correspond to a 

period of persecution,in which the idea of martyrdom was com

ing to the fore. 

2. The Lukan Version. 

a. The Form and Purpose of the Lukan Discourse. In the Lkan 

version of the discourse found in Mt/Mk several formal differ

ences from the latter are discernable. The overall tone is 

more than that of a simple instruction: it is an ethical exi

gency for those in a position of authority in a community. 

The sayings of v.26 are formulated as categorical imperatives: 

)'Wlcr8w (Lk's!). They are community rules~ 

b. The Climaxing Logion: v.27. The double rhetorical question 

and the affirmation that follows constitute a dialectic couplet; 

56This is recognized by most scholars but denied by Bult
mann, ST 144, Klostermanni Mk 109, and Barrett, "A Ransom" 21, 
who ~hink ra~her of a Hel emstic origin. 

57Lohsei Märtyrer 117; Schulz, Nachfolge 257; Jeremias, 
"Löse~eld" 2b1 and NTTh I, 293. 

8Thus Tödt, SM 210; Best, Temptation 141· Feuillet, "Le 
Logion" 387; Roloff, "Anfänge" 51, as well as Lohse, Q.P_.cit. 
117 and Jeremias, art.cit. 261f. --

59cf. Schweizer, Mk 125, and Kuhn, Sammlungen 190. It can 
be argued that the ~~T€OV-concept was known among peo~le who 
spoke Gk, even in Palestine. The centuries of Hellenistic in
fluence in that part of the world is not tobe ignored. 
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the former, formulated in impersonal terms, serves to make the 

self-witness of the latter more impressive by their being log

ical contraries. The logion of v.27b, though not an ;\e~v
saying as in Mt/Mk, formulates a self-witness (~y~ - 1:,.'t~t) of 

an example being given and intended for imitation. 

c. The Formative "Setting in Life". The organization of sev

eral sayings into one discourse,having one predominant topic, 

had been done with a parenetic purpose in a Judeo-Christian 

milieu (cf. SUfil.g, 131). RLk intensified it by giving an im

peratival tone to the sayings of v.26, and directed it par

ticularly to the ~6o01-t1c\Jos, i.e. to those actually in authori

ty within a community. 60 These details presuppose an organ

ized group of communities wherein their leaders became overly 

impressed with their authority. The fact that this discourse 

was placed in the frame of the Last Supper,and that it used 

the image of table-service (v.27), does not necessarily mean 

that it had the Eucharistie celebrations in mind. The context 

and figure employed are meant to give maximal weight to the 

exhortation to humble service. 

The adaptations and changes made by pre-Lk to his source, 

such as &eiov,~<::, for ßO(cr1\1:15 and the addition of EuE~y~To.L 

KC\'\.oüv,01L, suggest a universalistic outlook,such as would be 

proper to a movement expanded in the Hellenistic world where 

these realities were well known. 

As in Mt/Mk, the final shaping of the instruction given 

in v.25f seems to have been the result of jealousies among 

those who were in authority within the community/ies. Most 

instructive is the introduction in v.24: "c/>t}-ovE.L1d01. began among 

them (Gv OllJTotS ) about who might be greater". The logion of 

v.27, which was formulated in terms of table service so as to 

illustrate through this picture the lesson intended tobe 

taught, presupposes a strong sense of community which is lived 

especially in table-fellowship. Whether the actual origin of 

this saying took place within the frame of a Eucharistie cele

bration is another question --and needs not to detain us. 61 

60on the role and position of the ~ommunity leaders see 
A. Lemaire, Les Ministeres aux Ori~ines de ~lise, Paris 1971, 
and F. Büchsel, art. i\rfo~o<l 1<,A., DNT TI, 907f. 

61 see n.55 above, and our observations in p.132f. 
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D. The Logia of Mk.10 245/Mt.20,28 and Lk.22,27. 

In this section we shall endeavor to find the oldest form 

of the logia under study. By comparing them with other relat

ed logia this will be further precised. 

1. The Logia of Mk.10,45/Mt.20,28. 

We have already seen that Mk.10,45 is a composition of 

two originally separated logia, v.45a and v.45b; the latter 

was appended to v.45a by pre-Mk. 

a. The Title "Son of Man". The use of "Son of Man" in titular 

fashion, as is the case here, can hardly go back to Jesus; it 

is due either to pre-Mk or to its source. In Dan.7,14.27 and 

1 En.46,3-6; 48,5; 62,8 the SM is an authoritative figure who 

is served and not who serves! This indicates that originally 

SM was certainly not the subject of v.45a. However, the pre

dictions of the Passionare spoken in terms of the SM, which 

indicates (1) that it comes from a Church interpretation of 

the role Jesus, the SM, has played as the Suffering Servant; 62 

"Son of Man" takes the place of "Jesus" and not "a man 11 , 63 and 

(2) that SM was the subject only of the /\~T(?Oli-saying --an 

added indication of the separate origins of v.45a and v.45b. 

Jesus' reference to himself as the SM who serves would hardly 

have bfen understood in any other way than a contradition in 

terms. Jeremias' study on the uses of the term "Son of Man" 

has convincingly shown that there was a tendency to introduce 

this term, often substituting an older first person. 64 It can 

therefore be presumed that in its origin v.45a was formulated 

in the first person, as Lk.22,27. 65 

62The link between the SM and the Suffering Servant may 
have been already present in the titles "The Chosen 0ne," "The 
Just 0ne" in 1 En. Cf. Lohse, Märt_yrer 120 n.6. 

63versus Gaechter, Mt 650. 
6411 Die älteste Schicht der Menschensohn-Logien," ZNW 58 

(1967) 159-172, esp. 166. 
65That the first person, and not SM, is more primitive 

rece} ves further ,mpport from expressions such as aG:;y,{., µc,u, 
ctl~ci ~ou, and others; compare Lk.6,22 with 9,26/Mt.J,11; Mk. 
8,38b with Mt.10,33b; Lk.12,8b with Mt.10,32b. Tödt, §l"I_ 208, 
is of the opinion that "Son of Man" was introduced before v.45b 
~e~~use_ \t is,still coherent with the pericope. C. Colpe, art. 
o \Jios ~ou .-,,,vB-ewn"-'lj, TDNT VIII, 455, assumes that v.45a was a SM 
logion from the beginning. Cf. also Hahn, Boheitstite~ 57. 
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b. "A ransom for many". In contrast to v.45a, 66 the logion of 

v.45b is quite Semitic in tone and echoes Isa.53. Since the 

vocabulary of this logion has often been studied in detail, 67 

I shall limit myself to some succint observations. 

(i) L:;.oüvtt.l is equivalent to nn1, verb which is frequently 

used when a sacrificial offering is mentioned. Also D"l!.lt is 

used in this connection, but less frequently. 68 

(ii) tjJu~6, in the sense of one's life, corresponds to the 
• 1 

Hebr./Aram. i.!J''!>). Better Greek is (f.)l'IUTOV (cf. 1 Mac.6,44; 

Lk.9,24; Mt.12,18; Acts 2,27; Hebr.10,38; 1 Tim.2,6; Tit.2,14). 

(iii) The expression bouvo.L Thv ~uMv Cl.üTOLJ is equivalent to 
the Hebr. ~y 1\!J!>] 7.n) and the Aram. il·t!J;)) lOb(as in the Tg to 

Isa. 5 3, 10). 69 lt corresponds loosely to Isa. 5 3, 1 0a: )\!):)) Il'l.!Jn, 

which literaly would have tobe translated by the Johannine ex

pression T~9f\µL .,.~V q,\J~1v· 70 l!,.1u',(~v bc,LJVO.L is common in Gk and 

66sM= IIJl~ ""\"l and ~}..~~" = ~.n~ but, as we shall see, they 
have been introduced later. lt is noteworthy that Su,,1<.ove,.·lv is 
not ~ound in the LXX. According to J.A. Emertont "The Aramaic 
background of Mark_x.45," ~_11(1960), 334f ana. Higgi:r;is 
Jesus 48, the pass1 ve bLCf.1<.0v'1€l":)V°'l cannot be translatea. 1nto 
Arail'aic, ~iven that the Ithpe 'el of ,·:iy means "to be made, done, 
to become • However..,_ we do find \L.11".)\LJ~ in Aramaic, used in this 
passive sense: cf. bber.52b! See fur~her n.103, infra. 

67see esp. the studies of Jeremias, "L6segeld" esp. p.260, 
Lohse, Märtyrer 118-120\ Feuillet, "Le Legion" 374f, 379-384, 
and Barrett, "Backgrouna." 2-10. 

68 ~ib~J-1-L, used in connection wi th crw14o. is found in Dan. 7, 
11;with 41u')(f1,in Ex.21,23; 1 Mac.2,50; 4 Mac.13,13.; with ~,.rrbv 
in 1 Mac.6 L+4. n~'V7 1s used as equivalent to Jl.n7 in Ex.4 11. 
15.21; 8,23 (19 MT); 17,14; 21,13; Jos.24,7.25; 1 Sam.22,15; 
etc. BarrettA art. ci t. 5, argues on the basis of the verb il7Y 
which in the t1ifIT,1n Isa.53,12 (and only here!) means "to un
cover, lay naked." However, 1t seems to me that Isa.53~10 is 
closer than 53,12 to Mk.10,45b; cf. Hahn, Hoheitstitel J8. 

69rsa. 5 3, 12b reads '\UJDl n·w, which corresP.onds to the "11uT'ov 
E-Kivu>«:rE:v of Phil. 2, 7 and resembles the d.l..t,AO( E.KiuwofA<c.vov of 
Lk.22 220b. Rabbinic texts witnessing to the use of this ex
pression will be found in Schlatter, Mt. 602 (Tos.Berak.7i7; 
Sifre Deut. 306; Mek.Ex. to 15,20 and to 21,1). The ref exive 
is never used in the 0T. 

70cf. Jn.10,11.15.17.18; 13,37-38; 15,13; 1 Jn.3,16. The 
LXX and the Tg have changed the sense considerably. ~he LXX, 
addresses i_t to the people in exile: ~" E,G).,.~ tr~e'tc:l1-A,<\en01s, ri 1\1'-'X'l 
t,1-Awv (Bi V: 'r'\\Awv) Öq,e:TaL <ine_eµor f,lQ~cl31ov: the 11,uX!'.\ is no longer 
the subJect of Swr~/U"W~. Jeremias, NTTh I 292 points out 
that \\'u~Y)= otµ.a in a Semitic mind r\lJ::>J = n7ji and hence there 
would be an explicit connection between our ogion and the 
words over the cup (cf. infra). Barrett approaches it to Isa. 
5 3, 12 (LXX! ) • 
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hence may be a Hellenization of a possible Semitic expression. 

(iv) A~Teov means, in non-biblical literature, the price paid 

for the ransom of a war prisoner or of a slave. It is also 

used cultually to refer to what is paid to a deity by way of 

gratitude. It also means compensation, expiation. In the LXX 

it is used in the same sense as in profane literature, but 

cultual references are more frequent. 71 Since it refers to 

what is paid by way of compensation or indemnification, t-UT('OV 

is most often used in the plurai. 72 In the LXX it is never 

used to refer to a guilt offering, but always to mean the 

price paid to satisfy the one who has the right to demand a 

satisfaction. Hence it is a legal term. 73 

The discussion on the precise sense of AJrecv in Mk. 10 ,45 

invariably leads one to consider its relation to DibX in Isa. 

53,10a. The substantive TIW~i means an offense, guilt (cf. Gn. 

26,10; Ps.68,22; Prov.14,9; Jer.51 ,5); in a cultual context 

it means "an expiatory offering" (cf. Lev.5,6; 6,10; 7,14; 19, 

21.22; Num.6,12; 18,9; Ezek.40,39; 42,13; 44,29; 46,20). 74 In 

Isa.53, 10 DVJX has the cultic sense of a sacrifice having re

demptive value. 75 It is tobe noted however that nowhere is 

71 Concerning the various uses of ";,../.ne_ov, see Büchsel, in 
TDNT IV, esp. 340. Words other than AUT~ov, meaning a ransom 
or compensation paid and found in the LXX include o.},J..cqµ.:i owr -
6.)-\.d"tµd(cf. Mk.8,37; Mt.16,26),avT(\vreov (cf. 1 Tim.2,6),ö.v
Ti'\\'uXov , ~~0.ll<rJ-A·:,,, tr~et1<o1~o<ff--l·'.X, TT\':.e<\\l'lf'-l°'· 

72It is only found 3 times in the sing. in the LXX (Lev. 
27,31; Prov.6~3; 13,8). The plural is found 17 times. Barrett, 
"Background" o, sharply points out that in \1heov "the idea of 
equi vc3:l_ence is cen-f::ral." See further the -qses in Josephus, 
Ant. xu,28.33.46; xiv, 107.371; xv, 156i· War 1,274.384; '?-nd P. 
0xyrh. n.48,1.6 and n.49,1.8, as wel as Deissmann, Licht 278. 

73A. Medebielle, who studied all the uses of J..1J,eov ("La 
vie donnee en ran~on," Bib. 1923), concluded that in the 0T it 
always means a ransom, not a simple deliverance, i.e. something 
is paid and something received instead. 

74cf. Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Le.xicon of 
t_:t)._e_ 0ld Testament, and Köhler-:i'3aumgartner, Lexikon in Vet§r:i,._§. 
Testamenti Libros, §.!J.b VOQ_~, and the recent art. Uw~ in TWA'J'. 
I col.463-471, by U. Kellermann. See further G.R. Driver, 
"Confused Hebrew Roots, 11 in Gaester Anniversary Volume, London 
1936, 77f, and L. Moraldi Espiazione .sacrificale e riti es
P.i~tori ne:Ll~i;!.JTibiente bibiico e nell_' Antico Testamento, Rome 
19 6, esp. 1J9-181, where he studied the uses of o~~. 

75Moraldi, QJ;)_.cit., after studying this term cannot de
cide whether in Isa.53 owx has a technical ritual sense or 
that of a gift offering (p.167). Brown-Driver-Briggs~ Lexicon 
M loc., consider it as referring to a compensatory 01fer1ng, 
the people's substitute, and explicitly state that it is not a 
sin-offering as transl. in the RV and AV. Kellermann, /// 
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D\lJ;'\ in itself a restitution: it contains neither the idea of 

equivalence nor that of exchange, senses which are implicit in 

AuTeov. On the other hand, AUTfov implies the something given 

in exchange for something; not so DllJ~ • 

Gi ven the fact that the LXX never translated DllJX by ~~Tf?OV, 76 

most exegetes turned to the understanding that the Suffering 

Servant is allowed by God to suffer and die as a guilt-offer

ing,77 for deciding on a possible relation to Isa.53. One 

thing is certain: AuTeov is not equivalent to DIV~ of Isa.53. 78 

In Mk.10,45b }uTQOV is most probably used metaphorically and 

in the sense of the LXX. It could hardly have been meant lit

erally: Jesus did not pay a ransom men had to pay; he did not 

become a sinner himself. Thus, Aureov means what is given as 

a compensation, to give satisfaction so as to obtain favor. 

Since that is also the primary sense of DILi~ in Isa.53, t-t'.neov 

may be a free rendering of it and chosen in order to avoid the 

streng cultic sense of Isa.53. While, according to Mk.10,45b 

the ransom is paid with Jesus' voluntary self-sacrifice, ac

cording to Isa.53 the suffering of Yahweh's servant is neither 

chosen nor is it a ransom but an expiation. However, in both 

texts the one receiving satisfaction is God, the beneficiaries 

are the no}\ol/0'::17, and the cause is their sins. 79 Thus, Au -
Teov not only echoes O\lJ.'< but apparently reinterpret s i t in the 

light of the Jesus-event. As A.J.B. Higgins rightly pointed 

out, we should not expect the early Church to have lavishly 

/// art. ci t. col.470 affirms: "Das stell vertretende Leiden des 
Gerechten ist das Schuldopfer für die Vielen. Der Tod des 
Knechtes bewirkt wie ein Schuldopfer eine Sühneleistung), näm
lich die Rettung der Sünder vom Tode." See further E. Kutsch, 
Sein Leiden und Tod - unser Heil, Neukirchen 1967, and W. Zim
merli VTS 17(19691, 238ff. 

76rn the LXX UVJX is translated more often by 3'~~er(')(, as is 
the c~se in~I~~-~3,10a, ~.e. as a sin~offerin8! (~f. also Gen. 
42,21, Lev.,,r, I,ium.18,9, 2 Kgs.12,16, 1 Chr.c.1,3, 28,13). It 
is also translated by &ivoLCI, 6/oLKLo( , ßCl'a-avos, n>.iw~ür:.,,x. On the 
other hand, 1'.ureovtranslates i.,~n, ,~J, 7'nrJ, ill;) and )'7~. 

77rsa.53,5.6d.8d.11d and esp. 10b and 12c, indicate that 
the reason for his suffering and death is,FOR the eeople's 
iniquities/sins:XIV) D'J7-~l)n/oL,°'1 r01~ .jfA-Xe_1"l'.'{~ (v.1c'.d). 

78This was convincingly demonstrated by Barrett, "Back
ground" 6. Differently Lohse, Märtyrer 119. 

79While these elements are ment.ioned in Isa.53, in the 
~ureov-saying there is no reference either to God or to sins, 
but are presupposed, as evidenced by 1 Cor.15,3 (cf. also Tit. 
2,14). 
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80 borrowed and used only the vocabulary of the LXX. Further-

more, for Jews the ideas of ransom and of expiation were akin; 
81 

hence the passage from the one to the other was easy. 

(v) The prepositionciVTl, which in Mk occurs only here, has 

the sense of an exchange (one thing in lieu of another), with 

a consequent substitutionary connotation "like the genitive of 

price, 1182 and not "on behalf of. 1183 The sense of o.v -r~ can 

hardly be precised linguistically except in its context: its 

relation to ~uTeov, which indicates that it "belongs to the 

imagery of the )..uT-{'ov. 1184- It has the same meaning as ')1 n in 

Aram. andnnn in Hebr., which is used in Isa.53,12b when re

ferring to the Servant's fate. 85 The use of dVT{ instead of 

vrde is not accidental, as can be seen from the words of In

stitution where urr~e is used (cf. Mk.14-,24-[urr~e -rro}},.~v]/Lk.22, 

19.20/1 Cor.11,24-). Thus a close relation to Isa.53,12b is 

plausible. 86 

(vi) The substantive TTo\\wv, of many,which is predicated of 

\.üreov, not of öoÜVo<L, has the Semitic inclusive sense of D'Jl/ 
r~')ö, as in Mk.14-,24-/Mt.26,28; Rom.5,16; Hebr.9,28. 87 It 

80Jesus 4-6, versus Barrett's dogmatism. 
81Büchsel, TDNT IV 34-1. The Aram. ]P11!> means "a ransom" 

and also "redemption". It is used in tlie syrc,p,s versions of 
Mk.10,4-5b. See also the Tg to Ps.4-9,8f and Job 33,24-. Dalman, 
Jesus-Jeshua 118ff, analyzed the uses of the Aram. 

82Bl-D §208(2). See also Turner NTGk III, 258, Moule 
Idiom-Book 71 i Zerwick, Greek §94-, and Büchsel, art. divn'. , TD~T 
I, 373 as we 1 as Bauer, ad loc. 

83This sense is given by Bonnard, M..t. 298 ("en faveur de"), 
Gaechter, Mt 651 ("für-.2. zum besten von"). That is the precise 
sense of urrie though. 1.f we relate oc,,1T1. rro).).wv to oouvo<l, in
stead of to iuTeo~ that sense is also obtained. 

84-swete, Mk 24-1. 
85 The LXX translated J1nJ1 (7\IJ>.') bydvQ'wv, and the Tg 

reads ~'m. 
86Jeremias, in JTS 11(1960), 14-3, reviewing M. Hooker's 

book Jesus and the Servant, rightly pointed out that the use 
of c,1.v-r1 instead of urrle "is scarcel;y e:iq,licable wi thout taking 
into account Isa.liii --the connection 1s of course obscured 
if only the LXX, and not the Hebrew text, of Isa.liii is reck
oned with." 

· 87see Jeremias, art. TTo\.\o( T.DNT VI, 536-539 and idem. 
Abendmahlsworte 171-17LJ-, 218-22i. Further 0. Culimann, rTTynEP 
('ANTI) 00/\1\..0N," TZ 4-(194-8), 4-71-4-73, The absence of the ar
ticle suggests that no restrictions were in sight nor a speci
fication of the kind of persons meant is in view. It refers 
to an indefinite (open) multitude. 
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opposes the 0ne to the many. A better Gk term is TT;VTwv, as 

is actually used in 1 Tim.2,6 and which leads one to wonder 

whether rrc\\wv in the sense of 0'~7, the not-countable many, 

is not echoing Isa.53 where it occurs no less than five times 

in the rarely used inclusive sense (52,14a.15a [adj.]; 53,11b. 

12a. b). 88 

(vii) The expression ~VrL rrol\~~ is a current Semitism. 89 

Better Gk is the expression found in 1 Tim.2,6: o(Vr:\u-reov(no\

)-wv). The substitutionary sense of dvT~ and the inclusive sense 

of ~o\~~v, both found in Isa.53,10ff, do not preclude a possi

ble inspiration from Isa.53. 90 

We may now better pose the important question whether 

Mk.10,45b is inspired or dependent on Isa.53. 0ne conclusion 

can be drawn from our analysis of the vocabulary used in Mk. 

10,45b: any relation to Isa.53 is based on the MT, not on the 

LXx. 91 Not only the number of Semitisms, but also the simi

larity in ideas and the fact that Jesus was understood by the 

early Church as being the Suffering Servant, make a direct in

spiration from Isa.53,l0ff possible. However, it is not a 

literal translation. 92 The confluence of so many terms found 

88The ~ossible relation to Isa.53 is carefully analyzed 
by J. Jeremias in art. nollo(, TDNT VI, 544. The all-inclusive 
sense of n-~1 is rare in the OTand 1s peculiar to Isa.53 
(ibid. 538); see Ex.23,2; Ps.109,30; Est.4~3; Dan.9i27; 11,33; 
1~ 1 QS 6,1.8.11.14.16f.20.25; 7~3-16.1':J; CD 15,ö. Hebrew 
and Aramaic do not have a word for 'all" in our sense of a sum 
and totality. (S)11.:> indicates a totality D'J."'l/]'X')ö an un
countable sum. Cf. P. Joüon 7 Grammaire de i 1 Hebreu biblique, 
Rome 1965, 125, e.nd J. Jeremrn.s, Abendmahlsworte 171, and art. 
cit. 536 n.4. 

89The expression 'D'). 7 Jlnn is never found in the 0T. How
ev.er noteworthy are the uses of Jl llJl in Ex. 21 , 23 i 1 Kgs. 20, 39. 
42; and 2 Kgs.10,24, all of which have O!VTL. in -ehe LXX. 

90Denied by Gaechter, Mt 651 n.22, and Tödt, SM. 205, as 
well as Barrett, "Background" and M. Hooker, Jesus and the 
Servant, London 1959, '/4-79. But see most recently Hahn, 
Hoheitstitel 58-61! 

91 However, Schweizer, Mk 124f, sees the influence of Isa. 
53 coming from a Gk speaking community's use of the 0T, thus 
implying the use of the LXX and not the Hebrew text. Mede
bielle, "La vie donnee" 26, attempts to reconstruct a possible 
Aram. version thus: i)'lV5'J l.Jlln'70) pt'W 'nnlJ1 ~li),l!l and Dalman, 
Jesus-Jeshua 118: wejitt~n naphscheh pur~än ~uläp~ saggtin. 

92For Jeremias, NTTh I 292, Mk.10,45b "relates word for 
word to Isa.53,10f.,_ and indeed to the Hebrew text. 11 A posi
tion he has been derending throughout his writings. 
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in Isa.53 andin Mk.10,45b is not sheer accident! Further

more, two of the three main realities enunciated in Mk.10,45b 

correspond to two ideas announced in Isa.53: the laying down 

of the Servant's soul as a redeeming offering (v.45b~ -Isa.53, 

10a), and the beneficiaries of that act (v.45bß -Isa.53,12d). 

Somewhat different is the key term ~uTecv-DtlJ~ which, as we 

have seen, are not so far apart even if not identical. There

fore, a relation to Isa.53 cannot, in my opinion, be denied. 93 

2. Mk.10,45 and Lk.22 2 27: The Logion of Service. 

Mk.10 245a/Mt.20 2 28a 

o u\os -roO o(V~etilrro\) 
ouo<. l,>.hv 
0Ld.l(~v„e~"o1t c;. üd. 
Olo.KOV~(f""O(L 

Lk.22,27b . ' 
~'(W I ~ - , 

lc:V f E.GV;J Uf,LWV E.l f,l L 

w~ o sld.Kovwv. 

Even though the terminology differs, the fundamental idea 

is the same in both: Jesus came to serve. To determine which 

of these two differing forms of what was one logion preserves 

best its primitive form,can not be done by literary criteria 

alone because they come from different traditions. It is espe

cially the terminology employed, the tendencies, and the par

ticular viewpoint expressed that have tobe taken into account. 

a. "Son of Man" or "I" ? It is generally recognized that 

where the term "Son of Man" is employed in a parallel to another 

not having it, the latter is more primitive since the early 

Church tended to add "Son of Man", not to eliminate it. 94 That 

is the case here: Lk' s (GyllJ) i;:1.t-4-{ is older. 95 Since the term 

"Son of Man" is invariably used in the Passion predictionsf6 

it is most probable that an original (~yw) fL~l in v.45a was 

substituted by 6 UlOS' roüb.v9ewnou when v.45b was linked to it. 

93Isa.53 is actually echoed and used quite often in the 
NT (see the list at the end of the Greek New Testament ed. K. 
Aland et al.). A relation to Isa.53 is challenged by Barrett 
in "Background" and again in "A Ransom", as well as by his com
patriot M. Hooker, Jesus and the Servant, 74-79. 

94see esp. Tödt, SM 208, 211, and Jeremias, "Schicht" 
166-169. 

95Thus also Colpe,, in TDNT VIII, 448. To the contrary, 
for Higgins, Jesus 38, ft~ is a product of a Hellenistic commu
ni ty, replacing the Palestinian 6 uto5 ,-00 6/v\iewTTou. 

96Mk.8,31; 9,31; 10,33; Lk.11,30; 17,24f; 22,48; 24,7, 
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V.45b is an interpretative prediction of Jesus' death. We may 

further precise that it is highly probable that while v.45a was 

an 6yw-saying, v.45b was a separate SM-saying which falls into 

the same general category as the Passion predictions. 

It is difficult to determine whether in the oral stage the 

saying was in terms of "coming", as in Mt/Mk, or of "being pre

sent", as in Lk. On the one hand, it may be argued that since 

the whole Lkan pericope is in terms of "being 11 , 96 and the pre

sent tense~t~~ indicates a continuous presence which corresponds 

to the Lkan conception of Jesus as the K0e10) , 97 then (i1w) E:'.'Lj-lL 

would be a product of the Lkan tradition. On the other hand, 

it can also be argued that Mk's ;~eGv C+ inf.) was introduced 

at the time when o u'tos ,oü av8eu'>rrou took the place of an origi

nal ~yw, and v.45a.b were linked. In fact, a verb of movement, 

especially E.eXE.<r&on, is associated wi th "Son of Man" more than 

half the time that that title is used. 98 It is not impossible 

that both are variant interpretative renderings of the same 

Aram. verb .Ynx which primarily means "I came" but also "I am 

here. 1199 

b. The Oldest Form of the Logion and its Later Development. 

We have noted earlier that pre-Lk, as pre-Mk, already 

found the present structure in his source and that each one 

developed it in line with his own presuppositions and outlooks. 

The double rhetorical question of v.27a was already in Lk's 

source. The logion about Jesus' exemplary service, which dif

fers in Mt/Mk and Lk, is the result of different tradition 

., 96v.24:,E.tVd.Lj v.26a: a tacit E.lVctL; v.26b: Lk's y,vJa~w for 
'='crTw ; v. 28: ~0-TI,. .. 

97The duration and permanent existential presence of Jesus 
si:r,ice„ his coming wi;i.s already expressed by the pft. E.\~\ußc( (for 
Mk s ~ia~v, q.v.) in Lk.5,32; see also Lk.7,34. Schurmann, Ab
schie~srede 87, expressed the opinion that if Lk had before him 
Mk's ~X9GV he would neither have rejected nor changed it. This 
is also true of their pre-final redactional sources. 

98with 1€XE.cr9dL we find it in Mt.10,23; 11,19; 16,27.28; 
18,11;_ 24,30.44; 25,31; Lk.9,56a; 12,40; 18,8; 19,10. 

~9cf. Roloff "Anfänge" 57 and Jeremias "L5se~eld" 259. 
It is difficul t ti concei ve. a change from µGS 'ul-'-wv E.Lf-lL or ~v 
µ.E.crw up.wv f::.'1,-.1.1 to Y\>-0o'IJ, or viceversa, on the basis of the Gk, 
but 'not so on that of the Aram. n• J7 t . This may also indicate 
that it was at this stage that "SM" was probably introduced in
to the picture in the Mkan tradition. 
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developments but had at the origin the same saying: what was 

it? 
We have already pointed out that v.4-5a was not a SM-say

ing but had been in the first person. The alternative terms 

~).eov -(~yw) tip[ were probably the result of different Gk ren

derings of the same Aram. verb : n ~ n ~ . 1 OO In the pre-Mkan 

version, once v.4-5b (which was a SM logion) was joined to 

v.4-5a, the subject of both sayings was unified to create a 

solid unity. This brought along an inconsistency, viz. the SM 

is said to serve, while in Dan.7 and 1 En. he does not serve 

but is served! Thus, the clause 001< ~AG~v Ol~1Cov'1 G ~\l<Xl dUd was 

introduced as a corrective by pre-Mk. 101 Because v.4-5b is a 

Passion-related saying, ~}GEv, and not ~uTIV was used (aovvaL 
cannot have E.'tvo<t as a verb), and then moved to v.4-5a. It is 

to be noted that the OUK (+ fe~E<i"EloH) - ex\).~ clauses always 

point to some sort of corrective. 102 This would leave us with 

~ ).9ov 6t~Kov~<rQCL as logion in the source of pre-Mk which, as is 

at once evident, is too brief to have constituted an indepen

dent logion~ It remains possible that, esp. if the verb was 

E.ifJ( and not ~Hlov, instead of the verb 6'1011<oviiv the substan

tive Öl~l(O\/OS (cf. Mk.9,35) or even 8ou}os(cf. v.4-4; Mk.12,1-

12 par.; Mt.22,1-10) was present in pre-Mk's source and which 

was changed for the verb to indicate purpose in connection with 

;~Gov. 103 At any rate, it must have spoken of Jesus' servitude. 

" , . 100,see n,-99, ,aboye. Th~ Codex Bezae reads tyw ••• ~>..eov o'uX 
w5 ~V01KE:1µ~vos 01\\ ws o «5Lo.l(O\lu.)\I , • • • • A. de Santos Otero, Evan-
gelios A~6crifos 121, classes this as Agraphon n.9. See the 
remarksy H.W. Beyer, in TDNT IIi 84-, and Black, Aramaic 128f, 
who considers it tobe an origina Aramaic logion. 

101 rf, as I su~pose, the ouK-clause was added later as a 
corrective, then this would be an added evidence for the older 
form as preserved in Lk --where there is no ouK-clause. 

, -~~~Cf. Mt.5,17b; 9,13 par.; 10,34-b. The Semitic dialectic 
ovK-Cl/\1\0I is absent in the Lkan par. to Mk.3 26.29; 4-,17.22; , 
5,19.26; 9,37; 11,31f; 12 125.27; 13,11a.b.20. However, from 
this one cannot conclude ~hat LK avoids this type of formulation 
because we find it in Lk.8,27; 12,51; 13,3.5; 16,30; 18, 13; 
24-,6, none of which has a par. in Mt or Mk. See also Schürmann, 
Abschiedsrede 84-, who concludes that there is no reason why Lk 
wouid have omitted ou'ic-o.ncl< if he had had it before him. 

103Jeremias, "Lösegeld" 262, maintains that ~~e<i<.ov"'IB1v<C(~ -
Stdi<.ov~u~l is original. However, we have no example of a use of 
oL~~ov~e~v~L in Hebr. or Aram. --certainly not with the verbs 
7:lY and JT""\lll (Qoh.5,8 is doubtful and the Nif. of ,~Y disputed: 
is the king served by the earth or is he an agriculturer?). On 
this see n.66, supra. Nevertheless, there is at least one III 
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In Luke the expression "v J->-'-<r4' Llj-t'i:iv may have been an ad

aptation of an older expression for "being with", such as f-),-E-8' 

Uj--tuJ\i (n:::,n,-t). A change to "in the midst of you" is understand

able as an expression of a community's awareness of the pre

sence of Christ (cf. Mk.18,20; Lk.24,36; Acts 2,22). Such a 

change could be thought as operated by Lk himself in view of 

the meal context. 104 It was already indicated that the part. 

öLO!Kovwv was probably formed by Lk from his source 's bt~K.ovos, 

to match the preceeding participial nouns; it repeats v.26b. 

Thus, it results that, if our analysis is correct, the 

oldest form of the logion was better preserved in the Lkan than 

in the MtlMkan tradition. 105 The history of this logion's for-

III example of the passive of IUr.>IV (in Hitpael), a verb not 
used thus in the 0T, viz. in bBer.52b: "you must not be waited 
upon (WCJ\ IUi\7) by an ignorant servant" i this is also the verb 
used by the syr. at Mk.10,45a. In fac~, it seems probable 
that this verb would lie at the origin of Ot<:\11..0v~iv .2. thus also 
Dalman 2 Jesus-Jeshua 117f and Roloff, "Anfänge" 5c. 

Besides the problem with the ~assive ~L~Kov~B~v~l, two other 
considerations seem to argue against the antiquity of the ou~
clause, viz. the dependence of ~~~~von SM and the fact that a 
correc~ion to the current conception of the SM as one who was 
served had tobe made. 

104 E.v ~f..crc+) + gen. occurs 31217+4 times. For some exe
getes Lk.22,27 says in words what John reports as Jesus' wash
ing of the disciples' feet (13,4-17), thus Jeremias, "Lösegeld" 
260, Feuillet "Le Logion" 378, but is formally rejected by 
Schmid, Lk 328 and Roloff, art.cit. 58. In this respect it is 
tobe noted that (1) this suggestion supposes that v.27 was al
ways linked to the Last Supper, and (2) that at the Last Supper, 
as reported by Lk, Jesus acted as pater familias and not as 
servant. The washing of feet, according to current custom~ had 
tobe done at the beginning, before the meal took place. John 
places it after the meal to show the connection between table
fellowship and service. This was what Lk probably also wanted 
to convey by placing v.24-27 after the Last Supper. 

105To the contrary Bousset 2 ~r.iQ.ß Qhrist~os 9 n.1, Bult
mann, ST 93, 151, and Büchsel, in TDNT IV 342 n.17, who con
sider the Mkan lo~ion tobe a reworking of Lk's. Best, Tempta
tion 140; sees Lk s as an adaptation of Mk's; similarly Rese, 
Motive 1o2f. For Suhl, Zitate 115, and Hooker, SM 143f Lk's 
logion is older because it does not contain the title rtson of 
Man". According to Branscomb, Mk; 190f, Lk's is older because 
it is "in line with what preceeds". Schürmann, Abschiedsrede 
92 1 concludes that because there are few redactional changes in 
Lk s logion it is older. Klostermann Mk 109 Hahn, Hohe.Jet[2-
titel 4? n.2, Schweizer, Mk 124, and Schmid, tk 329t likewise 
consider Lk's form more primitive than Mk's. 0f a aifferent 
o~inion are Lohse~ Märtyrer 117ff, Feuillet, "Le Logion" 373, 
378, Jeremias, "Lc5segeld 11 261f, who deem that Mk's logion is 
older because of its Semitisms. But~ even though this is true 
for v.45b 2 it need not be so for v.4?a! Higgins, Jesus 38, is 
of the opinion that Mk's is older because SH is older than~y~. 
According to Roloff, art.cit. 52,Mk's is older on account III 
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mation followed the inverse path of that which was so far de

lineated. 106 Its earliest form can be conjectured to have been 
"'l'~-pe:B'ufJ,WV tc:1~l ws ÖlOIC.Ovos/~is«S10(i<OV~l'.T<Xl( ••• ). This, I admit, 

is highly conjectural. What is certain is that it had the form 

of a declaration in the first person sing. and for content the 

position of Jesus as servant, with the root ÖL~KOV-. It is by 

far more likely that it was formulated in terms of dvo.L than 

of ~ei€a-Go-t. 

c. Did the Lukan Tradition Know the Ransom-logion? 

There are two possible explanations for the absence of the 

\0Teov-saying in Lk: either it was intentionally omitted or it 

was not known. Both possibilities have been proposed and de

fended as explanations for the absence of Mk.10,45b in Lk. 

The explanation as an intentional omission begins from the 

presupposition of the Syn "Two Sources Theory". It is pointed 

out that Lk omits other references or allusions to atonement.107 

As a counterargument Lk.22,19f can be pointed to. In fact, 

Lk.22,19f could be invoked as an argument for the omission of 

the \uT€ov-saying on the grounds that Lk did not want to repeat 

III of the absence of redactional traces. For Bonnard, Mt 298, 
Schulz, Nachfol~ 253, 264, and Boismard, Synopse 386, Mk's may 
be older --but it is not absolutely certain. 

velop:~:~o~~s~:1~Y~~~8o~~r~~tE~: 91~i~tr~ä~~tI~~ ~~l},~~~~g2~I~-
troduction of the formula ~ie~v, 3. introduction of the phrase 
oüi<. o'1dKov'1S~v«L as opposition-phrase, and 4. a gloss:j_ng over 
the SL«Kov~~aLthrough the reference to the sacrificial death. 

Higgins, ~ 49, contemplated the following stages of de
velopment: 1. a saying of Jesusil "I shall give my life as a ran
som for man;y," 2. change to "SM, and 3. the present form of the 
saying and insertion of the reference to service suggested by 
the theme of v.43f. 

Most recently, Roloff, "Anfänge" 59 n.2, distinguishes the 
following phases: 1. a logion about service, Lk.22,27b (or 27a. 
b?) as part of a meal-story (Lk.20i15-20), 2.enrichment through 
the ".Jüngerlogien" (Mk.10 42...;44), ~. beginning of the mutations 
in the.two traditions: (a, pre-Mkan tradition: separation from 
the meal story by taking on v.45b, (b) S-Lk tradition: pare
netic transformation within the meal story through constitution 
of a community rule. Finall;y, 4. a redactional phase: (a) 
Mk.10,42-45 is incorporated into the rules for the disciples 
given in 10,35-45; (b) incorporation into the Lkan farewell 
speech~ 

öchürmann, Abschiedsrede 82, 90, had come to similar conclu
sions as Roloff. 

107cadbury '.l1h.e. Making of Luke-Acts, New York 1927, 280, 
and Rese, MotivJ 98, lOOff, 16lf. 
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h t 1 d . d f 1 . . 1 1 08 w a was a rea y sai a ew verses ear ier in so emn manner. 

It is also plausible to think that Lk omitted the ransom-say

ing simply because it did not suit the main argument of v.25f 

as it had been developed. 109 

The alternative to the explanation of omission is that of 

not having known this logion. 110 This is argued mostly on the 

bases that Lk would be following a special source where this 

logion was not found. It would have been added by pre-Mk or 

by Mk. This contention finds support in the fact that SM is 

never left out by Lk when he finds it in his Mkan source (ex-
111 cept Lk.22,22b/Mk.14,21b). This would support our conten-

tion that Mk.10,45a had not been a SM-saying, and that Lk did 

not know Mk directly. However, a counterargument would be 

that Lk did omit Mk.10,35-45 intentionally (cf. §A, supra) and 

also that, as we already pointed out, Lk wanted neither to re

peat v.19f nor to force the \0Teov-saying into the argument of 

v.25f. The omission of Mk.10,35-45 does not mean that it was 

transposed but rather, in the light of our analysis of the 

Lkan discourse, that Lk depends directly on a special source. 

108see esp. !I. Schürmann "Die Dublettenvermeidungen im 
Lukasevangelium," ZTK 76(1954,, 83-93. Verse~ 19f have more 
chances of being authentic than not~ ita,d,ff ,i,l and syrh 
omitted them. See Grundmann, Lk 39?ff (+ bibliography) and 
esp. Jeremias, Abendmahlswor~e 133-145. 
. 109For Bultmann Supplement of 1962 to ST (p.144 n.1), 410, 
Lk does not proceed from a special source, as the majority of 
scholars hold, but Lk and Mk are in his opinion "literarily 
connected"; see also his p. 93 and 335. Best, Temptation 140f, 
holds that "the Markan saying has been modified to suit the 
Lukan context of Church discipline" and that "to this Mark x. 
4-5b was irrelevant, and it was therefore dropped." Cf. also 
R.H. Fuller, The Mission and ./1.chievement Qf J"esus, London 1954, 
57 

0 J. Jeremias, "Perikopen Umstellung bei Lukas?," NTS 4(1957/ 
58), 115-119, like Schürmann, Abschiedsre~e, and often in his 
articles, does not consider it a transposition but the use of 
a special source. To the contrary, F. Nei!';)l:!lck,,_ "The Argument 
from Order and St Luke' s Transposi~ions " ETL. L}':1(1973) '/84-815, 
and H.F.D. Sparks, "St Luke's Trans:12ositions," NTS 3(1956/57), 
219-223, argue in terms of transpositions of material done by 
Lk. Bu~ see F. Rehkopf's dissertation Die lukanische Sonder
quelle Tübingen 1959. 

1~0Hirsch, Früh5eschichte I, 116J Colpe in TDNT VIII, 
455, Grundmann, Lk 4 Of and esp. Schtirmann, Abschiedsrede esp. 
8~ propose this explanation. But see Rese's comments, Motive 
163. 

111 cf. Schürmann, @.cit. 86, and Jeremias, "Schicht" 159. 
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The explanation that the ransom-saying was not present there 

seems to me the most probable. 

3. Mk.10,45b, 1 Tim.2,6a, and Tit.2,13c.14a. 

Mt/Mk 

0 u105 roü otveei:.irrou 
••• (l(OIL) OOÜVCll 

T~V '4-'ux~v O\llTOU 

)..1heov 
ctv,l n-oUwv. 

Tim. 

&vQ~11.1n-05 xE',n~s 'I~O"OUS, 
/:i bo~5 
EQ\UTOV 

c1.vTO..uTeov 
Llrr~e TTdVruN, 

Tit. 

'I '10-0U x{2_l(T1""0Ü, 

?S 'E.~ w l((a.V 

E-OUTO'V 

yrrle l'}f;luJV , • 
~\IQ _).u~ew<TtJTO(l i~J-,tCi~ 
~rro TTO\CT~\ cl.VOfJ-l~5 •••• 

There is not much that needs tobe said about these texts 

for they speak for themselves. It is at once evident that 

1 Tim. and Tit. are exactly the same formula as that of Mt/Mk, 

but transcribed into good Hellenistic Greek. Their differ

ences put the Palestinian tone and origin of the text in Mt/Mk 

as well as its priority, into evidence. 112 It is hardly con

ceivable that pre-Mk, writing in Gk, would have reverted the 

polished formulation of 1 Tim. and Tit. (if he knew them!); 

the contrary is much more plausible. 

4. Mk.10,45b and the Words over the Cup (Mk.14,24b par.). 

We shall not engage ourselves in a full study of the 

words of institution pronounced over the cup as transmitted 

by Paul and the Synoptics, but will content ourselves with a 

few observations that the comparison with the Aureov-saying 

suggest. 

112Jeremias, "LOsegeld" 260, Lohs,e, Märtyrer 119 and 
Suhl, Zitate 119 , consider the comparison of both texts of 
capital importance for the determination of the Palestinian 
origin of Mk's text, and rightl~ so. . 

According to Branscomb, Elk 11)1, the term \01€ov is due to 
Pauline influence and "the Gospel belongs undoubtedly to the 
Pauline school." Schniewind Mk 143, considers v.45b tobe 
due to an interpretation of Jesus' death in Pauline communi
ties - which seems to me quite plausible. For Feuillet "Le 
Logion" 369, there was a literary contact but not dependence. 
However, it should be observed that in none of the Pauline 
writings we find the terms SM, }.'.iTeov, or rxv,..L TTo).)..U:,v • There 
also exist other terms used by Mk ana which are frequent in 
Paul's pen (cf. Taylor,~~ 125ff). Should we expect them to 
use different words for the same ideas? After all they use 
the same language and lean on the same basic tradition on the 
foundations of which each community developed its own theology 
and interpretations-explanations. The ideas of ransom and of 
redemption were not totally foreign in Judaism. Finally, /// 
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The concept of Jesus' self-offering for the many is tobe 

found on his lips only again in the words over the cup at the 

Last Supper. The close relation between these words and the 

1'u,eov-saying will be at once evident when placed synoptically: 

Mk. 10 245b par. 

... i<ctt. &00110L 
T~\/ l\'uX~v Quroü 

A~Teov 
o<.v'T1. noUu.>v. 

Lk.22,19b.20b 

Mk.14 2 24b 

TOUTO E.G"TLV 

ro cii ~6. t-tou 
T~S ö,cJ\J~Kf\S 

ro iKiU\J\I~ ~-Hi,1/0V 

u rrf.e TTO \ )._ W\J . 

Mt.26 2 28 

,~G~o {Y~e) L:rnv 
T: d,L f-lct ~lO U 

1·ru 81ci~'\IO)S 

TO ~§-6_ rro}.. ).CJ,1 

is.1e:1u\/llüplc.VOV .... 

1 Cor.11,2~E._ 

... .,.;, a-w,-,..d. tJ-DU To ~ri:.1=:r ut,t~v 
ÖLOOt,u:.vo11 .•• 
TOuro TC TTOT1ie1ov ,oürc To rrc,~e,cv 
~ Kd.f\/11 81cdl~><'1 
fY "!"«+>, c(°i'.~ct~i ~ou 
,TO \.lTT(.€

1 
upW\/ 

(.K~\JVI/ 0 ~E.V O\/. 

,n_ k•X~ "~, b~ ~~~ Yj f.a- 1\.V 
E.V T~ {;. µ4-> c( lf-Aol T'l' ,. .. 

Mk's text preserves best the original words over the cup. 11 3 

In all there is question of Jesus' self-offering and of his 

doing so "for many (Lk/1 Cor. for us)". The "Bildwort" dif

fers but has the same basic reality in mind: 4JU°X~ (un:)]) and 

ciu~tt (Dl) are terms which in a Semite's mind refer to life, 

contemplated under two complementary aspects. Furthermore, it 

is remarkable that, as it was for Mk.10,45b, the key terms ([K

'f...Jvw, urr~e no).\wv) and concepts (cti~, ota01,01) echo Isa.53. 

The expressions bouvott T~V 4JU~Y)V a.i'.rrov and ro Of;!-lc:i p.ou E.K
'i,_uvvorf:.-vov correspond to each other and echo Isa.53, 12b i\1)1 i'\ 

(Jl~0?). 114 The preposition unEe, "for", "on behalf of", 115 

supposes a Hebr. or Aram. Urtext and is a translation variant 

/// 1 Tim.2,6 shows that if there was an influence it was from 
Mk.10,45b to the former and not the inverse. See the reflec
tions of Taylor, Mk 125-129. 

113see among others Jeremias, Abendmahlsworte, esp. p.165 
and 1814 and H. Schürmann, Der Einsetzungsbericht, Münster 1955. 

11 The LXX reads TT~~~soB~ C'-'s 8ct\/~TOV). Cf. Wolff Jesaja 
22 66, Hahn, Hoheitstitel 61, and Jeremias, QQ.cit. 17Ö. In 
p.218, Jeremias (QI?.cit.) proposes the reconstruction of the 
A.ram. as probably having been: rri\b 7Y T!>lllur.n. L , 

11 5see Bauer, ad voce, H. Riesenfeld, art. unE.e, TDNT 
VIII, 507-516 (esp. 510f), and Hahn, Q:Q_.cit. 55-57. 
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, , 116 . 
of Mk.10,45b's ctVrl. Though not used as such in Isa.53, 

un;eis in line with v.5.11.12 (Jln!l). As in Mk.10,45b, the 

Substantive rro\\~y, and the expression IJTT~€' TTOAA~V, allude 

likewise to Isa.53,12 (MT). 117 The close connection between 

the concept of ÖL~g~K~ (a very Semitic/OT concept) and of 

pouring one's blood (=one's death) for the benefit of many is 

already present in Isa.53. 118 There is, therefore, an indica

tion of the antiquity of Mk.14,24b, versus 10,45b, not only in 

that it echoes the MT --and not the version of the LXX-- of 

Isa.53, but also in its Semitic construction. 119 

We may ask whether the formulation of Mk.10,45b or that 

of 14,24b is older. While 14,24b is closer to the Passion and 

is directly related to that event which it anticipates, 10,45b 

looks back at the whole of Jesus' life, all the more so once 

attached to v.45a. The preposition ~rr~e, in 14,24b, does not 

bear any marked implications of a substitution, but limits it

self to underlining the beneficial quality of Jesus' death 

(analogous to the qualities of the OT sacrifices~ and echoes 

the Jewish conception of the redemptive value of a martyr's 

death. In Mk.10,45b ctvT~ includes the idea of substitution 

and shows a deeper understanding of Jesus' death in the light 

of Isa.53. Thus, it would seem that 14,24b was an earlier 

step in the interpretation of Jesus' death in the light of 
120 Isa.53. 

11 6Jeremias.'. Abendmahlsworte 165, 171. H. Riesenfeld, 
art. 0TT~€, TDNT VIII, 510, 511 n.21. 

11 7The fact that urrie is not found in the LXX of Isa.53, 
and that it expresses the same fundamental idea as c/.-JTL in 
Mk.10 45b which reflects back on tl'1.7 ••• nnn of Isa.53, 12 is 
an indication that it was already part of the Palestinian tra
dition before the LXX was fullJ in use. Jeremias, QQ.cit. 
165, 171, and Ri~senfeld, art.cit. 510, rightly consider u~~~ 
rro)..;x,.iA)v as belonging to "-ehe oldest stratum of the Gospel tra
dition'' (ibid.). 

118wolff, Jesaja 23 2 65, Dalman Jesus-Jeshua 162ff. I 
suspect a close association between the concepts of covenant 
and urr~e: the benefit of the rro~~wv is a (newJ ~ovenant. 

11 9Noteworthy is the word order, which is that of Hebr./ 
Aram., as evidenced by the position of the preposition bn-ie., 
which forced the redactor to use a participial construction. 

120Roloff "Anfänge" 59, points out that giving his life 
"for many" in fo,_45b is a formal abbreviation of Mk.14,24b. 
On the absence or tbe ~uT€OV-idea in 14,24b see below. 
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Compared with 14,24b we may advance the following hypo

thesis: the key term i~Teov, with its definite Greek connota

tion of equivalence (&VT~), may have been added to the logion 

of Mk.1O,45b by pre-Mk. If we remove \..:neov the saying con

tinues to make perfect sense and shows a close dependence on 

Isa.53, and likewise a resemblance with the (older) saying in 

14, 24b. It can also be thought that \0,,eov took the place of 

a Gk equivalent toD'lJX, such as <f>J,d.yr-,tQ or E.~t\o1cr,-i-o(, in order 

to bring out in full the sense of Jesus' death and to depart 

from any cultic connotation-. This phenomenon would explain 

the difficul ty we find wi th the term }..~ ,eov in a logion that 

otherwise is Semitic. 

Nowhere else do we find on the lips of Jesus a logion 

giving as purpose of his death the ransom of many. We do find 

a number of texts referring to this quality of Jesus' death: 

Rom.3,24 (ct110kuT('W<TE,cus); 1 Cor.1,3O (o1no/\u,ewcr-t5); Eph.1,7 (arre;

}-u,ewo-1v); Col.1,14 (&rrc,~_:;-,ewo-tv); 1 Tim.2,6 (~v,1.1..u-reov); Tit. 

2, 14 (Aurewa-17TO(L) and Hebr.9, 12 (,l,.~rewa-1\/) as well as other texts 

which, without using the cognate ~uTe-, show a similar under

standing of Jesus' death. 121 

The oldest reference to Jesus' death as a salvific event 

seems tobe that found in v.3b of the credal formula in 1 Cor. 
\/ , , , n • , - ~ ~ • " , 1 22 

15: /\e1a-To) Q(TTe.-oct11.,_v UITE:€ iW\/ ot,-i-ot-ern . ..iv ~p-wv K<l/io< ••• • This text' 

like Mk.1O,45b alludes to Isa.53. The abundance of similar re

ferences emanating from Paul (esp. Rom.3,24; 4,25; 5,6f; 14,15; 

1 Cor.8,11; 2 Cor.5,15; 1 Th.5,1O) suggests that such an 

understanding of Jesus' death had in effect an origin other 

than in Jesus himself. In this respect it is tobe noted that, 

while found often in Paul's and later NT writings, in the Syn 

it occurs only in Mk.1O,45b par. and 14,24b par. Furthermore, 

the technical term ~~reov does not occur again in its simple 

form in the whole NT, and if it was said by Jesus as giviI'-g the 

key to the sense of his coming death, one may wonder why it was 

not used again. The other uses of the cognate Au,Q- occur only 

121Eg. Jn.11,5Of; 15,13; Mt.Z6.t28b~ Rom.3,24; 4 1 25; 5,6ff,t 
8,32; 14,15b; 1 Cor.8,11,t 15,3b; 2 vor.::>,15; 1 Th.5,·1O; Eph.5,.:::'.; 
Gal.1 14~ 1 Pet.1,18f; 2,.:::'.1-24; 3,18. 

2 See among others H. Conzelmann,,_ "Zur Analyse der Be
kenntnisformel 1.Kor.15,3-5," EvT 25(1';165), 1-ll. 
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in texts having a Helleni-;;tic "setting in life", and the idea 

of substitution is found only in late texts (Jn.11,50f; 15,13; 

1 Tim.2,6; 1 Pet.2,21-24). 123 

Conclusion: The Ransom-Saying and Jesus. 

The outcome of our foregoing discussion is, among other 

things, an awareness that the logion of Mk.10,45b par. in its 

present form could not have been pronounced by Jesus. A shad

ow of doubt about the authenticity of this logion has project

ed itself over it. 

An added result of our analysis is a closer approximation 

to the form this logion may have had if one could think it was 

actually pronounced by Jesus. Thus, the following affirmations 

can be made: (1) if Jesus ever announced his death with a say

ing like that of Mk.10,45b, it was not in terms of the SM for, 

that form belongs to the Passion predictions which, as is 

almost universally recognized, were not formulated by Jesus 

--certainly not in their present form. Likewise, (2) the key 

word ~UTEOV, a product of later Hellenically influenced re

flection, could hardly have been included in this logion, as 

the Words of Institution testify. And, (3) the value of Jesus' 

death would have been said to be une..e (not <X\/il.) tTO ).).fuv -- if 

mentioned at all. That means that the older form of the ran

som-saying probably read: ~\eo\J bcuvot "f')'1 tuX1v f-lOlJ unfe1to)J~v. 

E. The Authenticity of the Ransom-Saying. 

We have reached the point where we have to take a closer 

look at the question of the authenticity of the ransom-saying, 

in its probable earliest form, which we have just reached. We 

shall therefore examine the logion in the light of the four 

authenticating criteria which we have been applying to other 

logia. 

1. Criterion of Multiple Attestation. It has already been 

noted that the same idea as that contained in our ransom-say

ing, is attested mostly in texts which are either late or of 

Hellenistic origin. Without the terms OVTL and lu,eo~, i.e. 

in the simpler (and earlier) form, our logion is in resonance 

123s d. · f .. ' d .. ' b 11 ee our 1scuss1on o urr~e an ~v~L, a ove, as we as 
Roloff, "Anfänge" 44ff. 
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with the Words of Institution, especially those over the cup 

(cf. §D.4, above). The ~-eventu predictions of the Passion, 

on the other hand, are formulated in different terms. Our 

logion, however, finds repeated echo in the Gospel of John. 

Thus, in the discourse about the Good Shepherd, we find four 

times a direct reference to Jesus' giving his life for his 

sheep: ~"~ !:Lt,-'-\. o TTOII-'-~" o ~00.~05 • o TTOL~'-~" o Kcx1os T~V 41uX~v 
• - , I\ 124 .. ' ,.... fJ..' ( 10 11 ) d ' ,,, V ' 

O'.IJTOIJ TlOY)ITL\7 UTTE:.Q TWV TTQOtJ0rTI.OV ' an ' Triv ..,,u ,..,,v J-lOU 

T"r'S~µL UTTE,e -rwv neoßchu>v ( 1 O, 15b; cf. also v. 17), and more ex-

plici tly in 10, 18a: e.yw ,iel')f-ll OOT~V [i.e. T~I/ 41uX>1v µou J c,,rr' 
Ef.J-0.VTOÜ. In the same vein runs the Johannine comment made in 

11,51b-52. Finally, in Jn.15,13 we find the moving affirma-
,._, ' " .., -

tion, "greater love than this no one has, LVO. ·ns -rii" q,uX'l" atJTOLl 

eu bttE.e -rwv q,1.\.wv CllUTOÜ". Our logion also finds a direct echo 

in the kerygmatic assertions of Gal.1,4a ('I'1aouiet~TÖU,TOÜ 
OOVT05 E..ttUTOV Ürre..e 1"LOVOlf,l0'-eT•Ü>V~~V ... ; cf. 2,20b), 1 Tim.2,6a 
and Tit.2,14 (cf. p. 147, above), as well as 1 Jn.3,16. Evi

dently, all of these are post-Paschal. These show the extent 

to which Jesus' death as a self-offering was understood and 

appretiated in the early Church. 

The kerygmatic affirmations are all late formulations. 

The logia in Jn above mentioned, are all products of the Johan

nine theology. 124a And, compared with the words over the cup, 

we had concluded that Mk.14,24b was probably more primitive 

than our ransom-saying. 

2. The Criterion of Language. The Semitisms and the allusion 

to the MT of Isa.53,10.12, suggest a Hebrew or Aramaic speak

ing "setting in life". Even though it alludes to Isa.53, it 
is tobe observed that our logion does no more than that: no 

portion of it is cited. A retroversion into Aram. (and Hebr.) 

is not impossible; 125 this is, however, no guarantee of au

thenticity, only of possible antiquity. 

124T.'.0\'\6lVis the reading of P66.75,~c,B,ita,aur,e,f,l 
syrP,h,sa, et al., while in F45,.\'* ,D,vg 1 itc,d,syrs,bo, we 
find OLOW6lV. The former is more Johannine and hence probably 
the ori!inal reading. Similarly in v.15b. 

12 aSee the commentaries to John, especially by R.Bultmann 
and R.Schnackenburg, ad loc. 

125 -
L See n. 91, ~- The Hebr. would rea·d: "IV!>J nn'r 'Jl~:l 

0""117 
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3. The Criterion of Coherence. We already pointed out that 

the logion under study is in perfect resonance with the words 

over the cup, and shows a more developed understanding of the 

sense of Jesus' death. However, nowhere else is it reported 

that Jesus saw death as the purpose of his mission. By far 

more frequent are the statements that death (and suffering) 

would be inflicted upon him, i.e. that it would be imposed 

upon him by others! 

4. The Criterion of Discontinuity. It is this criterion which, 

even though not named, is the decisive one for most exegetes. 

We must first take a closer look at the Jewish background 

and understanding to which our logion may correspond. The idea 

of an expiatory death, which was foreign to the Greco-Hellenis

tic world, was not at all foreign in contemporary Judaism. The 

death of the just (already in Isa.53!) and that of a martyr 
"d d h . t . 1 126 Th" · were consi ere as aving an a oning va ue. is is par-

ticularly apparent for the latter since the persecution of 

Antiochus in Maccabean times. 127 The idea of a vicarious ran

som is nevertheless absent in the Books of Maccabees, but the 

aspect of corporate personality is dominant. However, even 

though the idea of a just's and/or a martyr's death may have 

had its part in the formation of this logion, 128 at least 

three aspects inherent in our logion bring out a difference in 

views: (1) a suffering Messiah (and his atoning death) was 

foreign to Judaism, (2) Jesus' death was understood tobe an 

unsurpassable and unique event which differs in its once-for

all aspect from the death of other just men and martyrs, and 

126cf. Lohse 7 Märtyrer 29-32 and Roloff, "Anfänge" 47f. 
See further Jeremias, "Lösegeld" 250-257, for an analysis of 
what or who could have served an expiatory purpose. 

127cf. 1 Mac.2~50; 2 Mac.6~28; 7~9-18.33-37f; 8,21t and 
esp. 4 Mac.1,11; 6,c8f; 17,21f.c7f; 1ö,4. See further uosephus, 
Ant.I,230f(on Isaac's death)1 jSanh.xi~30c.28; Midrash Ps.118, 
18 and Sons of Songs 1,14; öiphre to Dt.32,43. To these may 
well be added the tradition on the Aqedah! Fora detailed 
analysis see Lohse, QQ.cit. 29-32, 64-110i and most recently L. 
Ruppert, Der leidende Gerechte, Würzburg 972. 

128L. Ru~pert, sinthesizing and applying the results of 
his Habilitationsschrift (QJ2..cit), has studied this subject in 
detail with regard Fo7esus in ,Lesus als der leidende Gerechte, 
Stuttgart 1972. It is noteworthy that Jesus is called "the 
just", as a sort of title in Mt.27,19; Lk.23,47i Acts 3 14· 
'/,52; 22,14; 1 Jn.2,1, and these in connection with his death! 
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(3) a limited corporate dimension, as that dominant in the 0'l' 

and Judaism, is absent in Mk.10,45b par. where the concept of 

an unlimited universal redemptive value is introduced. 129 

The influence of Isa.53 on this logion seems to me unques

tionable, not only because of the resemblances in terminology, 

but also because of the same fundamental ideas that relate 

these unique texts. It is not improbable that the current 

concept of a martyr's death as redemptive led to a more solid 

basis, viz. Isa.53, which describes most clearly the sufferings 

of a man of God. Isa.53 was indeed a text well suited for the 

interpretation of Jesus' death. In it we already find the suf

fering-exaltation schema. It is the same schema that frames 

the interpretation of a martyr's death. 130 An identification 

of Jesus with the 'Ebed Yahweh, though somewhat modified, is 

to me also unquestionable. However, here also do we find a 

difference between Isa.53 and our logion: not only the (later 

added) }..~Teo\/ ~vrt'. is absent in Isa, 131 but also the unlimited 

extent of rroiXwv. Since 1st. cent. Judaism did not interpret 

--as far as we know-- Isa.53 as referring to a suffering Mes
siah,132 the interpretation and application we find in our lo

gion did not come directly from Judaism but from a Judeo

Christian milieu. 

We can press this question one step further and ask 

whether Jesus could have understood his impending death in 

terms of Isa.53, or as that of a just-martyr. He most cer

tainly did not interpret it in terms of the understanding of 

Isa.53 common among his contemporaries. If Jesus was aware of 

the current understanding of Isa.53 and did consider himself 

tobe the '~ Yahweh,then considerably more explanation and 

129Lohse, Märtyrer 120; Roloff, "Anfänge" 48ff;_ Hahn, Ho
heitstitel 56. See also Justin's Diai. Tryphon, 14u. 

13°see further Ruppert, Jesus passim, esp.74f. 
131The idea of a substitution, as is clearly expressed by 

l:he ~reposition ~v~{, does not come from Isa.53, nor from the 
Jewish conception of a just/martyr's death. It probably orig
inated in the early Church when Jesus' divinity became appar
ent --with the resurrection as central event-- from which the 
hope that God himself would redeem his people, a notion which 
had been expressed in the later prophets and ~he apocalyptic 
literature had prepared the way (cf. also Lk.24~21!), was awak
ened. Cf. Lohse, .QQ.cit. 121, and Hooker, SM 144. 

132cf. Lohse, Q:Q.cit. 104-110, and Roloff, art.cit. 44-f. 
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clarification than just this logion would have been necessary. 

It is also tobe noted that here Isa.53 is not being used as a 

fulfilment or proof-text but as a source of interpretation and 

as background. 133 Jesus could have foreseen his death as that 

of a just-martyr and have expounded on its atoning value, but 

whether he saw it as substitutionary and as a A~Teov is most 

doubtful. The idea of his death as a ransom may have come in 

with that of sin as slavery (cf.Rom.6; 8,2; Col.2,13f; 2 Tim. 

2,26). As already indicated, the ~~Teov-idea being a Church 

understanding probably goes back to a Gentile-Christian mi

lieu. 134 It follows that Jesus could have understood his ap

proaching death, not necessarily in terms of Isa.53 but, which 

is more likely, in that of the current understanding of a just

martyr's death as having atoning value with a corporate dimen

sion, or even as suffering the fate of the prophets of old} 35 It 

follows also that Jesus could hardly have pronounced the logion 

of Mk.10,45b in any of its forms: it says much more than what 

he as a son of his times could have foreseen. What was be

queathed to us was a theologumenon, a Christological-soterio

logical interpretation based on Isa.53. 136 In its final form 

133see Suhl, Zitate 120, Tödt, SM 206, and Hahn, Hoheits
titel 57. I think this answers Feuillet's ("Le Logion" 398) 
and Wolff's (Jesaja 23, 59) question why, if Isa.55 was used by 
the early Church --and not by Jesus,-- was it not cited. 

134Thus also Johnson Mt 180, Bultmann, ST. 93 (tla well
known dogmatic transformation"), 144 (Mk "has formed its con
ception of Jesus from the redemption theories of Hellenistic 
Christianity"), Klostermann, Mk 109; cf. also Barrett, "Ran
som" 21. To the contrary, Wolff, Q12.cit. 59f, Jeremias, "Löse
geld" ,262f, Higgins, Jesus 48, and McNeile,_ \':tt 290, consider 
the ~uTeov idea to go back to Jesus himselr. 

135Jones, Mk 1~6, Wolff, op.ci_t:_. 55-71, Jeremias, lately 
in his art. rrci.•~€ov, TDNT V, 706f, 712-715, van Iersel „ Der 
Sohn 65 are of the opiniön that Jesus interpreted his rorth
coiiung Jeath in ter~s of Isa.53. An intermediate position is 
adopted by H. Schürmann in his studies now collected in idem, 
Jesu ureigener Tod, Freiburg-Basel-Vienna 1974, c.I. --

136conzelmann, NTTh 134i Bultmann, ST 93; Lohse, &~rtyrer 
116ff; Higgins, ~ 48; Tönt SM 207; Hahn, QQ_.cit.; Kuhn, 
Sammlung~ 154; Haenchen.,_ ~ 367i Branscomb, Mk 190; Schweizer, 
I'.'.lk 125; Grundmann, I1k 22u; Barret,:;, art. ci t. 2'1""7 Rolaff, "An
fänge" passim, likewise consider this logion a Church dogmatic 
interpretat. ion. For Schelkle, Passion 135i Manson, Messiah 127; 
Wolff QQ.cit. 59f; Jeremias, "Lösegeld" 2o2f; Feuillet, art. 
cit. 401; Cranfield, Mk 343; McNeile, Mt 290i Gaechter, Mt 651; 
and Taylor, Mk 446, this logion is an authen,:;ic saying of Jesus. 
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it is a crystallization of an understanding, well thought out 

and assimilated by the early Church, of the sense of Jesus' 

death. To this witness not only the texts we referred to in 

p.150, but also the fact that a life as a ransom for all was 

foreign to Judaism. 

Conclusion. In view of the long, and at times tedious andre

petitious foregoing discussion, the following can be affirmed: 

Jesus did not use the term (and idea strictly therein contain

ed) \~~eov, and there was no thought of substitution in stricto 

sensu. To put it briefly, this logion (in any of its forms) 

was formulated by the early Church and not by the historical 

Jesus. 

F. The Redactor's Outlook. 

Throughout the previous paragraphs we had to point out the 

redactional elements and motives that brought about the present 

composition of our pericope and climaxing logion. Consequently, 

I will not repeat these but limit myself to some additional re

marks and observations. 

The intention behind the piecing together of the discourse 

of Mk.10,42-45 par. and its linking with the Zebedees' request 

is clear: a teaching for the community (hence the additions ~v 

vf-Üv and 0fAIJV) on true greatness, be i t in the Kingdom ( v. 35-

40) or within the community (v.42-45). Pre-Mk has preserved 

this motive and composition of his source. The key is given 

by v.42b-43a (greatness is not tobe thought of as the world 

does) and v.45a (Jesus' example), followed by a concrete des

cription of what this principle involves. This paradoxical 

principle of greatness through humility, which is foreign to 

Judaism and the Gentile world, undoubtedly has its origin in 

words and deeds of Jesus himself. 137 A social order, differ

ent from that of the world, is proposed: humility and altruism 

are opposed to ambition and egoism, a feature that is unique to 

137The theme of true greatness in humility recurrs esp. 
in Mt.5,19; 11,11; 12,6; Mk.9,33-37 par.; 12,38ff; Lk.20,46, 
and runs throughout the whole NT. On the primacy of service 
see also Mt.23 6-12; Lk.11 43; 14,7-11· 16,15; Jn.13 12ff; 
Rom.15,25.31; ~6,1; 1 Cor.4,6-10; 16,15; 2 Cor.4,5; Col.1,7. 
25 ; 1 Pet • 5 , 3 • 
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Christianity. 
The climaxing logia, v.45, served to support the instruc

tions for the community leaders by pointing to the example of 

Jesus. The Mtan redactor removed any doubts in this respect 

by introducing this verse with wvrrEQ. The addition of the ran

som-saying was made by pre-Mk to point out the supreme example 

of service and the limitlessness of an imitation of Jesus. 138 

The title "San of Man", which pre-Mk extended to include v.45a, 

enhanced the imitatio Iesu in as much as the former is a fig

ure of full authority: Jesus, having full authority gave the 

example of service, not demanding tobe served as would have 

been his right. For the redactors Jesus' redemptive death was 

the climax of his service. It is not impossible that the link 

of the two final logia was made in the light of the figure of 

the Suffering Servant. We have seen that Jesus' death was in

terpreted especially through the prism of the Song of the 'Ebed 

Yahweh: in Isa.52,13 Yahweh calls him '7JY. The pre-Mkan re

dactor, who saw in Jesus the 'Ebed Yahweh, also saw it fit to 

join a logion where Jesus speaks of his mission as Servant 

(v.45a) with another where his mission of service is specified 

as that of the Suffering Servant, i.e. a soteriological ser
vice.139 

By the combination of the figures of the SM and of the 

Servant, pre-Mk brought out (consciously or not) the well known 

schema of the just man's suffering and glorification. This 

schema is already present in Isa.52,13-53,12, and we find it 

also in the hymn of Phil.2,6-11. The SM is a glorious figure; 

138since the idea of imitating Jesus was well rooted in 
early Christianity (see 2 Cor.5,14; Eph.5,2.15; Jn.10,11.15. 
17f· etc.) and only in Mk.10,45 par. Jesus is said to have pre
sented himself for imitation, we have sufficient reason to 
think that the imitation-motif was not enunciated by Jesus. 
This is also observable in Mk.8,34 par.; 10,38f; Lk.14,27; Mt. 
10,38. Schulz, Nachfolge, after studying this question con
cluded that "Die geistige Heimat der Imitatio Christi ist nicht 
Jesus selbstj sondern die Paränese der urchristlichen Verkündig
ung." (p.265 

139Barrett, "Background" 4, rejects any suggestion that 
Isa.53 served to link v.45a.b on the grounds that ilY is trans
lated in the LXX by not"l s and never by 8tdKovos • However _, i t 
should be borne in mind that it was the MT and not the DXX-of 
Isa.53 that was being used and that in v.45a there is no ques
tion of terminology but of concepts. See also Roloff, "Anfänge" 
62f. 
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tbe 'Ebed Yabweb of Suffering. Moreover, tbese two figures, 

personified in Jesus, indicate tbe beginning of tbe final aeon. 

Botb, tbe SM and tbe Suffering Servant, were escbatologicaland 

messianic figures expected to come at tbe final times wben a 

new relation to God, a definite new era, would begin. 140 Hence, 

tbe redactors looked at tbe wbole of Jesus' life, back into 

bis coming --and even pre-existence (SM!)-- and forward into 

tbe escbatological implications of tbe new era inaugurated 

witb bis coming. 

G. Tbe Meaning of 'E~':{E.<r9-ott in Mk.10,45/Mt.20,28. 

We bave already pointed out tbat originally tbe logion of 

Mk.10,45a par. was an (€.yw) e-'tµt'., and not an ~\~ov-logion. 

Pre-Mk may bave received it as an ~\9ov-logion, wbicb would 

bave been an added element tbat belped tbe unification of v. 

45a and v.45b under one common subject. Tbe ransom-saying bad 

been formulated as an ~\.t)Ev o u1.o~ -roü "-vGewnou-saying by tbe 

early Cburcb, wbicb pre-Mk extended to include v.45a, tbus 

soldering tbe two logia into one. 

Witbout tbe SM as subject, ~\9ov+ inf., in v.45a would 

bave expressed primarily·an intentionality: "my purpose/in

tention is •••• " Tbat tbat may also bave been tbe original 

sense of tbe ransom-logion seems questionable to me. 

Witb tbe SM as subject; ~\OeV + inf. bas undoubtedly, in 

botb logia, .tbe sense of "tbe SM came (to tbe world) in order 

to ••• ," i.e. it expresses at once a dynamic movement towards 

(come to men) and tbe causal intentionality for it. As an 

ecclesial product and an interpret~mentu~, ~\0f~ looks back 

at tbe totality of Jesus' life among men; v.45a looks at bis 

ministry, and v.45b at tbe sum tgtu~ of it. 

''Eex~crtlott is closely related to tbe understanding of SM. 

Two aspects cbaracterize tbe apocalyptic figure of tbe expect

ed SM: (1) be is an escbatological figure, and (2) be is some-

140 Tbe Targum to Isa.52,13 calls tbe Servant ~n·w~; also 
in 53,10. Cf. likewise bSanb.98b; Midrasb Rabba to Rutb 2,14. 
For tbe interpretations of tbis song see S.R. Driver-A.Neu
bauer, Tbe Fifty-Tbird Cbapter of Isaiab according to tbe 
Jewish Interprete~reprint) New York 1969, and C.R. Nortb, 
'l'__be Sufferin~ Servant in Deutero-Isaiab, Oxford 19562, witb 
an abundant ibliography. 
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one coming in glory and having full authority. The authority 

of Jesus is evident in our pericope: he speaks as one invested 

with authority to give instructions. The title SM here is 

used in lieu of and to underline the authoritative "I". Since 

the apocalyptic SM is a glorious figure, and most often an 

all-encompasing one, we can suspect a direct relation between 

Jesus' coming and the coming of the Kingdom of God. In fact, 

the SM and the Kingdom are both eschatological figures. 141 

Whether Jesus understood himself as the expected SM is most 

doubtful, but that the early Church did so is certain and, in 

this sense ~). e~v \<'.rA. is a reflection of the Church on Jesus' 

career. Therefore ~ej(~BdL expresses a retrospective theolog

ical understanding and implies the Incarnation in view of Re

demption: his "pro-existence". The descent-ascent schema is 

visible. Jesus' pre-existence may be presupposed here on the 

basis of that of the figure of the SM (cf. 1 En.48,3.6; 46,1f; 

49,2; 62,7; 4 Ezra 12,32; 13,26) and his role. By speaking of 

Jesus as the SM who came, his origin is understood tobe from 

God himself, as a once-and-for-all event (note the aorists!) 

freely undertaken, having eschatological repercussions, and 

--what is more important-- fulfilling the messianic expecta

tions in so far as the awaited SM has come. 

The coming itself is stressed as much as the reason for 

it. The coming is underlined by the insertion of the title 

"Son of Man", and the reason that occasioned it is highlight

ed by the common denominator of both logia, viz. service. 142 

CONCLUSION. 

The pericope we have just studied at some length develop

ed in two separate traditions: through the pre-Mkan to Mt/Mk, 

141see Ashby, "The Coming" 362, and our remarks on the 
comin7 of Jesus and the coming of the Kingdom in p.302f. That 
Jesus coming was understood in v.45 as an eschatological event 
is tobe seen not only from the use of the title SM but also 
from the use made of the Song of the Suffering Servant. It is 
furthermore tobe noticed'that when reference is made to the 
Parousia it is almest invariably in terms of the apocalyptic SM. 

142That v.45a and v.45b were meant to constitute a unity, 
where v.45b is the concrete culminating act of service, is to 
be Seen in the fact that V .45b is also governed by O uiCS TCÜ 
Oll/~~WTTO\J ~).0~"-
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and through a proto-Lkan to Lk. The former placed it in a 

wider context of instructions for the early communities; the 

latter followed the Last Supper. In both it has the form of 

an instruction: it served a parenetic purpose, a community 

rule having in mind especially those in authority. The main 

point made is that of true greatness through humility: a 

Christian paradox! 

The older form of the logion of Mk.10,4-5a was better pre

served in Lk than in Mt/Mk. It was an "I" saying that spoke 

of Jesus' service. In tbe Lkan tradition it was formulated so 

as to fit the table-fellowship image; in the Mt/Mkan St·:i11<.ov1:'i'v 
took the sense of slave-like service. The ransom-logion, 

which primitively had a separate existence and was introduced 

into the pericope by pre-Mk, was unknown to Lk's source. To 

establish a better link between v.4-5a and v.4-5b, pre-Mk ex

tended the subject of the latter to include the former. This 

also made the understanding of Jesus as the Suffering (v.4-5b) 

Servant (v.4-5a) transparent. What originally had been a ke

rygmatic-intended saying came to serve a parenetic purpose. 

The ransom-saying, which primitively may have been for

mulated in the first person, is in no event retraceable to 

Jesus himself: the term \~1-eov, the idea of universal substi

tution (~vr~ rroi\~v) and the form ;A~ov + inf. of purpose hav

ing as object his own death and are only understandable as ex

eventu resurrectionis expressions that put in words the early 

Church's explanation of the scandal of the cross. 

V.4-5b, by its SM formulation and its content, resembles 

the Passion predictions but has the form of a credal formula. 

It captured Jesus' pro-existence in a nutshell. The use of 

the term \u,eov refers US to the Hellenistic, Greek-speaking 

world. Yet, before that term was included in this logion we 

had an expression of the understanding of Jesus' death in the 

light of Isa.53, which it has as a background and whose ter

minology it echoes. It was conceived on Palestinian soil but 

given final shape elswhere. 

In the fact that "I am" of v.4-5a was absorbed by "the Son 

of Man came" we find an attestation of the early Church's ten

dency to portray Jesus as the Son of Man. A clear confirma-
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tion of the fact that not all ;i~0 V-sayings are Jesus' was al

so found, not only in the modification of v.45a, but already 

in the formation of v.45b. We are furthermore led to wonder 

whether in the last analysis the negative clause, as is the 

case in Mt.10,34 par., is not due to the early Church herself 

in an attempt to correct certain misconceptions about Jesus' 

ministry and his messiahship. 
The verb E e°X.E"<rGc:1.L, closely related to the ti tular SM, im

plies that he who came from God came bringing the definitive 

"reconciliation". His career was contrary to that expected 

from the SM and yet he is the authoritative envoy of God:'E€

'J..<=a0ol has here its fullest sense of "to have come" and pre

supposes an understanding of his pre-existence. These impli

cations behind ~Ae~~ are all the more understandable as the 

Church product that it is. 

II. COME TO SEEK AND SAVE THE LOST: Lk.19 15-10. 1 

This pericope, strongly marked by Lk's vocabulary and 

style, has been preserved only by him. This may be due to the 

fact that he found it in his special source (L) and because of 

its poor-rich theme, which was of special interest to Lk. 2 It 

is preceded and followed by other pericopes which deal with 

the powerful/rich-helpless/poor theme, 3 and shows a relation 

by contrast with 18,35-43. 4 In many respects it resembles 

1Besides the Commentaries, to my knowledge only the art. 
b;y K. Löning, "Ein Platz für die Verlorenen " BLeb 12(1971) 
1Y8-2081 W.P. Loewe~ "Towards an Interpretaiion of Lk 19:1-~0," 
CBQ 36(1974), 321-3,1, deal with this pericope at some length 
but are not historico-critipal studies. 

2see the extensive study of H.J. Degenhardt, Lukas, Evan
gtlis:t d..e.I' Armen~ Stuttgart 1965; surprisingly enough he does 
not study 19,1-1u. 

318,18-23: the rich .ruler· 18 24-27: difficulty for the 
rich to enter the Kingdomt 18,28-30: reward promised to those 
who leave all and follow Jesus; (18,31-34: 3d. prediction of 
the Passion --in Lk it serves here an ethical purpose for 
Jesus' followers); 18,35-43: the blind beggari 19,11-26: Par
able of Talents --using well the goods entrus~ed. 

4The contrast between the two men in Jericho, the blind
~ and the rich Zachaeus who ~ tg see Jesus, isnaroly 
accidental: /// 
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that of the call and meal in Levi's house, 5 and presents a sim

ilar outlook: conversion, translated by detachment, as a funda

mental condition for an intimate relation with Jesus. 

Luke has placed the story of the eure of the blind beggar 

at the entrance of Jesus to Jericho, not at his departure as Mk 

(10,46) and Mt (20,29) have it. This was done intentionally, 

probably to establish a closer link with the story of Zacchae

us.6 It constitutes the last soteriologically intended rela

tion of Jesus with any particular individual before going to 

Jerusalem, to the cross (cf. v.11). This story marks the end 

of his missionary activity, and it is the last time that Jesus 

calls a Jew to salvation. Lk.18,35-19,27, which frame our pe

ricope,7 clearly indicate that here Lk intends to bring out 

Jesus' messiahship: in 18,38.39 the beggar calls Jesus "son of 

David" (contrast with v.37!), and the Parable of the Ten Pounds 

is framed with allusions to Jesus' kingship (19,12.27: only in 

Lk!) which is rejected by his people (v.14, only in Lk!). 

A. Literary Criticism. 

We shall concentrate out attention on v.5-10, which con

stitute the core of the story and lead directly to our logion. 8 

/// a) contrasts: 
18, 3~ : an unknown (Ti$) beggar 

(~'li~lTW\/ is absent in the par. ! ) 

36f: 

38: 
41: 
39: 

he is blind; 
he did not know Jesus was 

passing· 
he cries Jor merc;y; 

19,2: Zacchaeus is wealthy 
(his name is underlined) 

he seeks to see Jesus; 
3: he knew Jesus was 

passing; 
4: he is silent curious; 
5: J c,.va1n,iw01s tells Zac ••• 
7: all murmur vs. Jesus; 

b) 
42b: 

he asks: lVcx Öt,to( !'> l-1:.ll>w 
the crowds rebuke him; 
similarity: 
TT (a-T1~ «r..:.aw1<.~\J O''-< 9c: o-w-r11e[ti1 came because 

"also he (!) is a son of Abraham". 
We can already suspect that "son of Abraham"= a man of faith. 

5Bultmann, ST 34, considers it a variant of Mk.2,15ff. 
6cf. n.4 above. The two pericopes together suggest a paral

lelism with Jesus' entrance to Jerusalem. Both are marked by a 
recognition of his messiahship; he is welcomed as Messiah (18, 
37ff; 19,37f) but not all approve of him (19,7.39). 

7rt is noteworthy that 18,31-34 (3d Passion prediction) and 
19,28-38 (triumphal entry to Jerusalem) are closely related. 
They antithetically paint Jerusalem, i.e. official Judaism, as 
the conscious rejectors of the Messiah. Note in 18,31 the ref
e~ence to accomplishment of pr9phecyt andin 19,39 the op~os~
tion between "some of the Pharisees rrom among -ehe crowd lÖi1To 
Tov Ö'i().ou)" and "your disciples" (cf. v.37b!). 

8For a literary analysis of v.1-4 see Boismard, Synopse 
322. 
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As a whole, the story constitutes a rather well built unit, 

with the exception of v.8 which breaks the flow of the narra

tive and brings about an inconsistency in v.9 (cf. infra). 

This indicates that Lk used a written source. The great num

ber of Lkan terms and expressions make it extremely difficult 

to recover the text of his source. 0ne has the impression that 

Lk has completely reworked his source. However, some elements 

can be singled out as being probably due to RLk's hand. 

1. The Encounter: v.5-7. In v. 5 the temporal conj. w S ( =when) 

the use of hrL + acc., ~rre.v necs + acc. instead of a dati ve, ma;y 

be due to RLk. 9 Similarly the soteriological <r~µ~eov, the ac

tualized kairos of the visitation, 10 which is underlined by Ötl 
andvrr~J~~s, indicating the urgency of the moment, are most 

11 1 

probably due to the final redactor; ~~~~eov echoes v.9 and 
may be herein view Of the latter in the same manner as vTTeüU~S 
is anticipatory of the same in v.6. 

It is not at all impossible that (1<.o.l.) UTIE:.bE.~IHO ~urov ja,'ewv, 
in v.6, may be due to RLk. 12 It is noteworthy that Lk several 

times presents similar encounters with the option of accepting 

or rejecting Christ, as in 1,14; 2,10-20; 4,24; 7,6-9.30; etc. , 
In v.7 one is puzzled by the indefinite TTOVTt\ and the 

reference to Zacchaeus as a CA!-AaeTw}os 0(\/t\e. Both may be due 

to Lk. TT ~1/TE.\ may stand in place of oX~os and refer to those 

of v.3b, where they also had a negative role for they prevent-

ed Zacchaeus from seeing 

01,.,..oen,J}.o~ citv~e, while in 
T~iwv~S, is not strange. 

Jesus. That Zacchaeus is called a 

v. 2 he is presented simply as an o.e_~l

It 's intent is to remind Gentile 

Christians that, in the eyes of the Jews a tax-collector was 
classed as a sinner, a distinction no langer remembered in Lk's 

community (see Mk.2,15b.16, in c.I, p.30f). We may assume that 

9n\ conj. occurs 2/0/26+74, and i.TTl + acc. 68/35/99+107 
times (Morgenthaler); UTT'-" n~os + acc. 0/1/19; see Hawkins, HS 
49. 1 

· . 10En~~eov is used in a soteriological sen~e tn 2 11; 3,22 
(D,it); 4,21; 5~26 7 13,32b.33a; 23,43, and again in 19,9. Never 
in Mk and Mt. un -chis see Flender, ~ Luke i51f. 

11 6~1 occurs 8/6/18+24 times;(T{Te.ocra.s, a graphic part. in 
lieu of a coordinate is quite Lkan: 0/0/3+2. 

12Again, in 10,38 and Acts 17,7; urrobi~oµl:'/.l is never in Mk 
and Mt. X«iee.lv used gra:Qhically, indicates as in 1, 14.28; 
10,20; 13,17; 15,32; 1~,3'!, a joy due to the nearness of salva
tion. 
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' \/ I 1 3 Lk' s source read ~e,-LTc.}u>v11s. We already encountered a simi-

lar change in 5,30 par. It would seem that v.7 has been re

shaped by Lk, inspired by 5,30, not only because at the moment 

of objecting to Jesus' behavior we have the object referred to 
• 1 ~ , 

as Clf,laeTL1>).os, but in both cases Lk mentions that they 1,.vl)~'tot-

yu4ov ~iiovTe~; 14 his source might have simply read ~i~iov. 
2. Conversion: v.8. We have already indicated that v.8 is due 

to RLk. This fact can be divined in the following observations: 

(1) v.8 breaks the flow of the story: to the objection raised 

against Jesus' behavior, the response given in v.9 is expected 

to come at once; (2) the response of Jesus in v.9 is provoked 

by Zacchaeus' acceptance of Jesus into his o~Kos and not be

cause of the declaration of v.8; (3) v.9 is not addressed to 

Zacchaeus but to the objectors; and (4) the words of Zacchaeus 

are totally unexpected, they respond to no remark that Jesus 

might have made about his riches and, in fact, there is no re

action to Zacchaeus' short discourse. It should also be noted 

that only in v.8 is Jesus referred to as KU~to5, and that the 

theme as well as the vocabulary are Lkan. 15 Finally, v.8 in

troduces a new, ancillary theme with a clear ethical view, and 

not soteriological as the rest of the story. It has a didactic 

purpose in mind. 16 

3, The Assurance of Salvation: v.9. By trying to integrate 

v.8 into the story, Lk also brought about a striking inconsis

tency in v.9. While v.9a introduces Jesus' speech as address

ed to Zacchaeus (<lrr~v n~os~0Tov, as in v.5!), 17 the statement 

13That 01>0(eTu.>f.o<;. is due to Lk is further confirmed by the 
addition of~v~Q, a term he uses frequently (8/4/27+101!). 

14ötet'toyru7.w reccurs only in Lk.15,2 (see also 5,30). It 
is known that Lk frequently uses a descriptive participle with 
another verb of speech. 

15concerning the vocabulary we observe that (1)aT~0EL~ is 
used again only in Lk.18,11.40 and Acts 2,14; 5,20\ 11,13l J7, 
22; 25,18; 27 21 --for Grundmann, Lk 358, it is ~k s. (2;~tTI~V 
n~cs (cf. v. 5 ~ is qui te Lkan~ a.s is the use of l(U(!lOS for the 
historical Jesus. (3) Tot urrt1.e~ovH1. 3/0/8 (verb: 0/0/7+24)·, 
TTT(,)t os 5 /5 / 1 0; cru1<.o q>lllvriw only again in Lk. 3, 14. 

16cf. Leaney, Lk 241; Bultmann, ST 33f, and Löning, "Ein 
Platz" 201. 

17Klostermann -Lk 185, thinks that rr,eot a.ÜTov means "con
cerning_him," but to express this irE.ei. o.OTOü is used; cf. Bult
mann, ~ 33. Lagrange, Lk. 489, trying to defend th~ uniti of 
the narrative suggests that one understand ne~s ~tlrov as in /// 
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itself uses the 3d person sing., referring to Zacchaeus (rouTl1/ 

instead of ~ol 18 and ~ÜTOS), and addresses itself evidently to 

the objectors of v.7. This inconsistency reveals two things: 

~eos auTdv in v.9a is due to RLk19 in an attempt to harmonize 

v.8 with the statement of v.9, and the statement itself --cer

tainly part of it,-- was already present in his source. It is 

interesting to observe that, while the sentences of v.1-7 are 

always connected by ~~~, in v.8 and v.9a the connective ßi is 
d . t d 20 use ins ea. 

The logion of v.9 is constituted by two sayings (v.9a.b) 

that had separate origins. This can be observed in the fact 

v.9a refers to the whole house of Zacchaeus, and v.9b points 

only to Zacchaeus, justifying v.9a on the basis that Zacchaeus 

is a "son of Abraham". Let us take a closer look at these. 

It is not impossible that the adverb ü~j-lt(?O\/ in v.9a, as 

in v. 5 ( q. v. ) , is due to Lk himself. The theme of <rwT~€lCI oc

curs almost exclusively in Lk. 21 'J;'he use of oiK.O\ in the sense 

of "household", "family", is frequent in Lk's writings; 22 and 

so is the Semitic-like ~yiV~To. 23 These observations indicate 

that v.9a is due either to pre-Lk (note the frequency with 

which the various terms occur in Lk.1-2) or to the final redac

tor. The former is more probable on account of the dissonance 

between a.~TOV and TO\JT!f, and v. 8 and v. 9ao. are due to RLk. 

In the saying of v.9b the explicative K~90TL is an addi

tion made by Lk in order to link v.9a and v.9b. 24 Even though 

the expression k~l~uT~S is frequently used in Lk, 25 and the ex-

/// Mk.12,12, i.e. as addressed to those present --but see Mk. 
12, 12! TTt1bs aoTo~s (cf. also v.5, where e1nt" n~os oi.oTov ung_ues
tionably refers to Zacchaeus since he is named). For Löning, 
"Ein Platz" 201, it is superfluous. It is noteworthy that R 
has rre~sauT6s, similarly the old Latin versions a,b,c,ff2,i,l, 
s, read "ad illos". 

18Admittedly v.9a can be thought as said to Zacchaeus with 
TOur~ acting as a demonstrative of nearness, but is awkward. 

19cf. n. 9 above; ~l TT~V n~os Cll)TOV in V. 5 is Lk I s. 
20This was already observed by Boismard, Synopse 322. 
21 · 

Cf. 1,69.71.77; Acts 4,12; 7,25; 13,26.47; 16,17; 27,34. 
0nly in Lk is Jesus called 6WT~Q: 1,47; 2,11(!); Acts 5,21;13,23. 

22cf. 1,27.33.69; 2,4; 10,5; etc. and Hawkins, HS 44. 
23rt occurs 13/16/71+52 times. 
24used only in Lk.1,7; Acts 2,24.45; 4,35; 17,31. 
25occurs 4/5/41+8; cf. Hawkins, HS 41f, z erwick, Gk §150. 
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pression utos 'Aßee<~t-'- resembles that of 1 3, 16 (BuyoiT~~ct '.Aßeao.1-1), 
it is reasonable to assert that this saying constituted the 

original ending of the story. This becomes all the more clear 

if we observe that Zacchaeus had been rejected as a ~f-W-€Tw}os 
because of his profession, and that Jesus replies to his ob

jectors. Jesus contradicts their traditions by going back to 

God's will, free from the Rabbinic interpretations and narrow

ings, as he often does in the controversy stories. For him 

Zacchaeus is a Jew and that by itself justifies his "scandal

ous" behavior. This saying responds in full the objection; it 

is a short, brisk answer with no added explanations. The de

duction of its implications are left to his audience (as else

where, eg. in Mk.2,17a par. [q.v.]; 2,27; etc.). Here we see 

reflected a period when Jesus' mission was understood to have 

been exclusively for the Jews, and therefore had a Judeo

Christian "setting in life" (note the \(Cl~Ol,üTOS!). 26 

Concerning the sayings of v.9 we can therefore assume that 

v.9b constituted the original answer, to which v.9b was later 

added. 27 

4. Ther,H~9o" Logion: v.10. The final logion, which alludes 

to Ezek.34,16, provides the fundamental reason for Jesus' be

havior. With the majority of scholars, we can safely consider 

this logion to have been introduced by RLk. This conclusion 

is warranted by the following observations: (1) there exist 

several logia which resemble v.10 and express a stereotyped 

post-Paschal synthesis of Jesus' mission and which is placed 

on Jesus' lips for a aidactic purpose. It is found in a 

slightly different form in Lk.9,56a andin Mt.18,11, both al

mest unanimously rejected on textual grounds (see p.180-192), 

as well as in Lk.5,32/Mk.2,17b. It is the reference in Jn.3, 
17 ( Oü '(OQ &rrun.l}..f.v o B€.O~ TO\I Ul.0" E.lS iO" l(O(fµov ~1.VCA l(~lv~ 

26It must also be mentioned that the introduction and the 
saying of v.9a seem tobe due to two different hands: notice
able is the unexpected use of the 3d person after the introduc
tion ~1TT€.v rr('o~ auTov : one would expect the 2d person to follow 
(OTl is recitative). The introduction is probably RLk's. 

27Thus also Hirsch, Frühgeschichte II, 231f; see also 
Dupont, Beatitudes III, 161f. Higgins, Jesus 76, thinks it 
ended with v.9a. Leaney, Lk 241f, rightly indicated that v.9b 
could not have been due to RLk because for him salvation was 
now addressed especially to the Gentiles. 
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TO\/ KOOJJ.OV, b.}.).'tvo. (T(J)e~ ö l(OIT,.,..OS bl' ciÜTOLI ) , and 1 Tim.1, 15b 

(Xel<TTO~ >I"<rC\JS 11}.9€v E:ts TOV 1<.00-µov ~J,AO-eTw).ous uwa-~l) which 

strengthen our suspicion that v.10 is a post-Paschal logion. 

(2) The theme of seeking the lost is most frequent in Lk; suf-, 

fice it to recall his grouping of three parables (even if of 

pre-Lkan origin) on this theme in c.15. (3) Only Lk has pre

served an explicit reference to Ezek.34,16, in 15,4. If we 

consider the logion within its present context we further ob

serve that (4) we have two reasons given for the statement of 

v.9a, viz. v.9b, "because he is also a son of Abraham", and 

v.10, ~~ßev yae .... The two are only loosely related, and 

neither follows from the other. The former is a statement of 

fact, the latter a general fundam~ntal reason for Jesus' be

havior which is equally applicable in other contexts (cf. (1) 

above). (5) With the explicative y~e28 v.10 intends to give a 

Christological/Messianic basis for the logion of v.9; it am

plifies and clarifies the designation utos 'Aße~~µ: he is the 

one who no langer is cmo}..w).05. While for Ezekiel the cxrro).w}.~S 

is the Chosen People in the diaspora, the Evangelist under

stood it as the one in need of conversion (cf.15,6f.9f.24.32). 

(6) The logion of v.10 turns our attention from Zacchaeus to 

Jesus, and adds nothing to the story itself which is concerned 

with the former. Finally, (7) the last logion could have bad 

an independent existence, which is not the case for that of v.9 

which requires a context like the present one. The ~).9~v-say

ing is here due more to the general tenor of the narrative than 

to its composing elements. 

If the ;ie~v-saying bad been the original response of 

Jesus, then the inconsistencies of v.9 would hardly have aris

en. It is precisely these inconsistencies that strengthen our 

assumption that it was the logion of v.9 that was already pre

sent in Lk's source and that Lk added v.10, probably because he 

considered v.9 tobe insuffic1ent and narrow as an answer giv

en by Jesus. With T.W. Manson we can say that v.10 is "a say

ing with no place to lay its head; 1129 its present position is 

28syrs, c read 1<.~l ön °f\).0~" 1ci:}. • The text of von S„oo._en 
shows the separation of these logia by a period before ~i&.v. 

29Teaching 224f; see also Schmid, Lk 287. 
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artificia1. 30 

The fact that the logion of v.10 was introduced here by 

Lk does not necessarily mean that it is due to him. Being 

the only "the Son of Man came"-saying in Lk that refers to 

Jesus' earthly career and which echoes Ezek.34,16, it is al

mest certainly pre-Lkan in origin, 31 however reshaped by Lk. 

The term (1<.ot'i.) CTWITOll is almest certainly due to Lk' s pen. 

It is absent in the text that apparently inspired it, viz. 

Ezek.34,16, as well as in the parables of c.15 (pre-Lkan!) 

where the same theme is treated. 32 It appears in the late 

reflections of Jn.3,17 and 1 Tim.1,15b: here is no longer a 

question of "seeking" but only of "saving". It may be ex

plained as a Lkan addition by the fact that the concept of 

crwn1e~()(/CJ"wl,ew is quite frequent in Lk33 and that here 1<.o~ - . , o-wcr0tl 1s probably attracted by the reference to cr1.0,11elo in v. 

9a.34 The term riwo~t denotes a theological reflection: it is 

only after Jesus' death and resurrection that it became obvious 

that he had come for the purpose of saving mankind (Tc ono}-.w

).05). No other "lucanisms" are discernible. 

B. Form and Formative Factors. 

For M. Dibelius this story is a "personal legend" which 

may have been used in preaching as an example of forgiveness/5 

R. Bultmann classed it among the "Biographical apophthegms. 1136 

According to K. Löning we have to do with a "legend" serving a 

didactic purpose.37 V.10 is a mission-saying with a soteriolo-

30For Klostermann, Lk 184, it was most probably already 
in the original text. 

31Tödt, SM 133: because this is the only text on the 
earthly mission of the SM Lk may have received it from tradi
tion. For Hahn, Hoheitstitel 8~, even if it were redactional, 
it may have its or1g1n in L. 

52Also witnessed by the Gospel of the Traditions of Mat
thias (earl? 2d cent.), reported by Clem. Alex. i~ Strom. IV, 
vi. 209: ö 1.)10) T00 bv9ewnou hOwv a-.;1--1-&ceov TO OlliOXwAOS E.uefcv. 

33 E:10z.~lV in the soteriological sense „ is found in 7, 15; 
8,12.48.50; 9,24.56; 13,23; 17,19; 18,26.~2. 

34liahn, ~.cit. 45 n.6. According to Hirsch, Frühgeschich
te II, 231, v.~a and v.10 existed together, which is not im
possible. 0ne may wonder whether t<:0.1. a-wn~l is epexegetic, pre
cising the purpose of ~Y\TY\O"llll. 

55Tradition 118, 131. But there is no question of forgive
ness here, rather conversion is the point. 

36sT 33f. 37 11 Ein Platz" 207. 
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gical content, serving a kerygmatic purpose. The didactic 

value of this story may account for its preservation and ex

pansion by Lk. While the pre-Lkan form of this pericope show

ed an interest as much on the soteriological initiative of 

Christas on the attitude necessary for conversion (viz. re

ceptivity, openness) and its importance for salvation, RLk 

precises this attitude as detachment (v.8) 38 and underlines 

Christ's initiative by adding v.10. 

1. Form of the Pericope. 

With its rather lang narrative section (v.1-6), the pre

Lkan text had the form of a mild conflict story: a revolution

ary action of Jesus provokes criticism (v.7) and a response by 

him follows (v.9b). The final redactor introduced the para

digmatic element of detachment (v.8) and the soteriological 

motivation (v.10). 

The story of Zacchaeus shows a number of resemblances with 

that of Levi (Mk.2,14-17 par.): 

, -in both Jesus is going through 
Gc:x>.o.,nro.\l/8l~Q~€TO T~" ']E,Q\x\JJ ; 

-Where there is a (o.~~l)TdWV~S, 
given; 

a certain place: tnxe~ Tll" 

whose name (OVO-P,~Tl) is 

-Jesus goes out of his way and addresses an invitation to 
him: Ün~v + an imperative; 

-which receives a positive compliance; the call and the ac
ceptance are described by the same terms: 

01.l(O}.o,j9€l },lOl - l(QI. ~l(o\ou9e.l OIUT½) 
<rrre:.ucras 1<c,-ro.ß'18' - K~1. arrE.ucros •<.cXTlßY\ 

-then Jesus enters in the h~use, 

-which then brings about the objection, which is not address-
ed directly to Jesus himself but is murmured: (5l)E.'(OXYV~ov, be
cause the hast is a CIJ-lc:AQTWXos in their eyes; 

-Jesus' response follows, justifying his behavior; 

-an ~\8ov-saying is appended, concerning Jesus' mission to 
call/seek the &p-aerw}.ous/ano}.wXos to salvation. 

These similarities led R. Bultmann to consider Lk.19,1-10 

tobe "manifestly imaginary, an extended version of Mk.214 

which, combined with vv.15-17 gave rise to this story. 1139 The 

38cf. also 5,28; 6,29b-30.34; 9,3ff.25; 10,4a.38-42; 12, 
33f; 14,13f.33; 18,28ffj 21,1-4. It contrasts with the atti
tude of attachemen~ t;n,ical of the rich, cf. 6,24ff; 12,13-21; 
16,13ff.19-31; 1s,1s-,o. 

39sT 34. 
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question of probable historicity of this account is not going 

to detain us since it is unimportant to our main subject, even 

though its setting gives it a degree of historical probability. 

Let us turn our attention to the logion of v.10. 

2. The~H}8Ev-saying: its Earliest Form. 

The I1>-.91c.v -saying is to be found in various forms in Lk. 

5,32 par; 9,56a; in Mt.15,24; 18,11, as welI as in Jn.3,17 and 

1 Tim.1,15b. From here one may be tempted to conclude that it 

comprises an important and quite ancient tradition. 

Mt.18, 11 is a copy of Lk.19, 10 --excluding i<o1. uoocrou. 

0f these, 

Lk.9,56a, 

as will be hopefully shown below; is a step earlier than Lk. 

19,10. Jn.3,17 and 1 Tim.1,15b are, as already mentioned, late 

kerygmatized formulations. 

a. The Logia in Lk.19,10 and Mk.2,17b par. 

Let us take a closer look at our logion comparing it with 

that of Mk.2,17b par. 

Mk.2,17b par. 

001<. Y\\9ov 
l(.O.).€.()"C,.L 

8uc.ollous ö).}..a 
b.µ.o.~TW ).ou). 

Lk.19,10 

I1~tkv o u\os roü c,.v~ei.:,TTOU 
l.'7T~0'0ll ~\ (fWUO-l 

TO cxnoAw~os, 

The two logia are thematically identtcal: the same statement 

is made in different words. 

The following correspondences are most illuminating: (1) 

while in Mk we have an ~\0ov-saying (the only one in Mk!), in 

Lk we have an ;).0ev SM-saying. Given that the tendency was 

to change the former into the latter (see Mk.10,45!), if the 

same logion lay at the basis of these, or if one used the 

other, then that of Lk would be posterior. (2) In Mk the ex

pression 1<.a1. O-WCT'1L is absent, while 1<.o.).e.u01L and 4Y\T~Oo.L cor

respond to each other; both have as purpose the invitation to 

conversion. We may have here an added evidence for the con

tention that l(0.1 o-wcrciu was added later to the logion in Lk. It 

is also to be noted that Lk likewise added an explicative E.~S 

f.le..TO.VOLa.." to the logion o.f Mk.2, 17b. (3) It was already in

dicated when we studied Mk.2,17 that ~µaeTWAOU\ belonged to 

the primitive form of the logion. Lk's TO &rro>-w>-.os is taken 

most probably directly from Ezek.34,16a and hence is a later 
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reflection. Finally, ( 4-) the polemic oul<. - clause of Mk is ab

sent in Lk. It was unnecessary on account of the justification 

already found in v.9b. While Mk.2,17b has a polemic tone, Lk. 

19,10, in an exclusively positive and calm tone, summarizes the 

crwT~~'s loving concern for "the lost ones". 

May we therefore conclude that Lk.19,10 represents a later 

adapted use of the logion in Mk.2,17b? The correspondences 

above indicated and also the similarities in context suggest 

such a re-use. However, we must also reckon with the fact that 

the logion of Lk actually has Ezek.34-,16 at its basis, which is 

not the case for Mk.2,17b, but is so for Mt.15,24-. We must 

therefore compare Lk.19,10 with Mt.15,24- before an answer may 

be given to our question. 

b. The Logia in Lk.19 2 10 and Mt.15 2 24-. 

The logion in Mt.15,24- is in itself narrow in perspective 

(but see our analysis in c.VI, p.315ff), more than Lk.19,10. 

In 

Mt.15,24- Lk.19,10 Ezek.34-,15a.16a 
ötTTE:a"TO.~UY q},0~V O \ll.0$ TOÜ d.V~p. e..xw ß?vK1a;w 
G.I.S Tel neof.,0<TO. T(X TT ~O ßOTO- ,-...ou 

TO orroXw)OTO. 
OLKOU 'lcre01~ ).. 

l,~T~O"C.l l<.O. l <T~HTal 

TO c,.rro>.w}.05. 

Mt the verb ~rr~rrTo}.~v is simpler (1st 

TO OITIO~W ).os 
~Y\T~O-w ••.. 

person) than ;~OGV SM, 

and, in a text that alludes to Ezek.34-, is reminiscent of the 

sending of the prophet. It contrasts with the heavy ;~e~v SM 

in that the latter carries the underlying implications of a 

self-possession of divine authority. Lk's logion indicates a 

clear understanding of Jesus' coming as having inaugurated the 

eschatological momentum: it is the San of Man who came. While 

Mt.15,24- preserves the nationalistic tone of Ezek.34-, Lk's 

changes this: there is no reference to Israel.4-0 

The reference to Jesus as San of Man may have been al

ready in the pre-Lkan form of this logion.4-1 It is the only 

4-0it is noteworthy that Lk does not contain the pericope 
about the Canaanean woman; indeed none Qf the two logia of na
tionalistic outlook, viz. Mt.10,6 and 1? 24-. One may wonder 
whether these were known in the Lkan tradition, especially if 
that of Mt.15,24- was changed in form in the light of the Eas
ter-event, to constitute that of Lk.19,10. 

4-1Thus maintained by Colpe, TDNT VIII, 4-53: it was added 
before Lk received it, possibly by pre-Lk. 
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occasion in Lk wherein we find this term applied to the earth

ly mission of Jesus. A more primitive form, as seen in Mt.15, 

24, may have been in the first person given that the tendency 

was to introduce, not to eliminate, "Son of Man". 0ne has, 

therefore, the impression that the logion in Lk is modelled on 

that in Mt.15,24. 42 Since K~L~w~~l is almost certainly due to 

RLk, the more primitive form of our logion, closer to Ezek.34, 

16, might have been i)>.Oov (or ~TTf;u"T«x)..11") ~Y\T~CT<Xl TO cmo\w.Xoc;. 43 

c. The 11 Son of Man" and the Shepherd Figure. 

In the logion of v.10, which alludes to Ezek.34,16, the 

term Son of Man used in connection with the figure of the shep

herd, may be an indication of their identification. Eventhough 

we possess no evidence clearly pointing to such an association 

of concepts, it is not impossible if the figure of the SM was 

understood in the early Church as being the Messiah-king. 44 In 

the 0T the kings are often pictured as shepherds, and so is 

Yahweh especially in Ezek. (34,10-16.23ff; 37,24)45 and Zech. 

(10,3.8; 11,4-17; 13,7ff). 46 Interesting is 1 En.90,14: 
I saw till that man, 47 who wrote down the names of the 
shepherds (and) carried up into the presence of the 
Lord of the sheep came and helped it and showed it 
everything: he had come down for the help of the ram. 

42cf. Jeremias, "Schicht" 166. Bultmann, ST 34 contend
ing that it is inspired on Mk.2,17 overlooks Mt:1"'5,24. See 
further Higgins, Jesus 77. 

43The logion Lk.19,10 in its earliest form could have been 
a re-reading of Mk.2,17b par. in terms of Ezek.34, independent
ly of Mt.15,24. The various possibilities must remain open for 
lack of conclusive evidence. 

44cf. 2 Sam.24,17; 1 Kgs.22,17/2 Chr.18,16; Judit 11 19; 
Mic.5,4b.5a; Jer.2,8; 10,21; 23,1f.4; 27,6.44(LXX); 29,19lLXX). 
It is known that the Mesopotamian, Assyrian, and Babylonian 
kings were pictured as shepherds of their people and in texts 
explicitly. use this picture;it is equivalent to the Hebrew ex
pression 'the savior of his people"; cf. Mowinckel, He That 
Comet~ 47. 

5For Ezek. the shepherd is Yahweh, who will deal with his 
sheep differently from the manner by which the kings did (34, 
1-10) and who will reign through his Messiah. The lost sheep 
are his chosen people scattered in the diaspora (v.12f). 

46cf. CD 19,Sf (=Zech.13,7); further Isa.40,11; 63,11; 
Jer.23,1,3.5( ! ); Sir.18, 13b. 

4tAccording to Charles, inan. to the text it is Mi
chael. For T.F. Glasson, The Second Advent, London 1945, 28f, 
it is a Messianic figure. """See further D.S. Russell, The Method 
and Message of Jewish Apocalyptic, London 1964, 343f. 
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In 1 En.89 God is constantly referred to as "the Lord of the 

sheep". Evidently these texts do not establish a connection 

between the figures of the SM and of the shepherd. However, a 

relation may be clearer when we remember that Jesus is report

ed to have spoken of himself as a shepherd. 48 

Interesting is the identification between Son of Man, 

shepherd, and king in Mt.25,31ff: "When the Son of Man shall 

come in his glory ••• before him shall be gathered all nations 

and he shall separate them one from the other, as a shepherd 

separates his sheep from the goats •••• Then shall the King 

say unto them on his right hand •••• " We should also point out 

that the figure of the Suffering Servant in Isa.53 is pictured 

as a sheep led to the slaughter (v.7) for the benefit of the 

sheep (v.6). It is well known that the early Church saw a 

link between the SM and the Suffering Servant, as is evidenced 

by the Passion predictions (see further Mk.10,45b). 

If I am correct, and an association between the figures 

of the SM and of the shepherd, inspired by Ezek.34, lies at 

the root of the term Son of Man here, then the latter is an ad

dition, the "setting in life" of this logion is tobe sought 

in a Judeo-Christian milieu, and it is not "an Hellenistic 

product" as R. Bultmann holds. 49 

d. The Formative Cradle. The "setting in life" of the story 

preserved at the beginnings of the particular Lkan tradition, 

is tobe sought in a community composed mostly of Judeo-Christ

ians,50 as the details and especially the saying of v.9b reveal. 

In view of v.10, a dispute (v.7) about the re-admittance of 

members of the community who had fallen away c~~ ~no~w~~s), 51 

possibly because of their wealthy background (additions in v. 

2~and v.8), constituted the latest "setting in life" of this 

pericope which, as we already mentioned, served a didactic pur

pose. The change from oce~tTE.};u.,vri~ (v.2) to <X)AOC,:'TWAO~ (v.7), 

48cr. Mt.26,31(=Zech.13~7!)/Mk.14,27; Jn.10,1-8; further 
Mt.2,6;_ 9,36 par.; Hebr.13,3u; 1 Pet.3,25; and esp. Lk.15,1-7. 

4~ST 105. For Hahn, Hoheitstitel 45, it comes from a 
Hellenistic-Judeo-Christian milieu, which is quite plausible. 

5°ttirsch, Frühgeschichte II, 232. Löning, "Ein Platz" 
207, narrows it down to .a Palestinian milieu. 

51To ctno\wio) implies a previous belonging to and a sub
sequent loss; one does not loose what one did not have. 
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suggests a community composed mostly of Christians of Gentile 

origin, as was the case in 5,30ff. 

C. The Authenticity of the Logion Lk.19 2 10. 

From our foregoing discussions it can be divined that the 

probability of authenticity of Lk.19,10 is rather slim, all 

the more so for its present form. 52 We must, however, study 

this question more attentively, considering the presumed prim

itive form of our logion ( ~)..Qov [or O.TTE.(J"TaAY)V?] ~l')T~(t~L iO drro
A~~os) in the light of the most helpful authenticating criteria. 

1. The Criterion of Multiple Attestation. It was already men

tioned that our logion is found in varied forms in Lk.5,32 par; 

9,56a; Mt.18,11; 15,24; Jn.3,17, and 1 Tim.1,15b. It is echoed 

in the parables of Lk.15,1-10. That is, we find witnesses to 

our logion in other contexts and literary forms, which allows 

us to think that it is not impossible that Jesus could have at 

some time made such a reference to his missionary career. 

2. The Criterion of Language. The terminology used is most 

probably borrowed from Ezek.34,16a --the vocabulary not being 

markedly Lkan, even if the theme is. It is not difficult to 

think of a possible Semitic substratum such as: (?J\'n7Jlllll<) n·n~ 
7-:i~n ·~c 'il ll").07. 5 3 This would suggest a very ancient origin 

of our logion, possibly Palestinian. In view of its simplicity, 

it could have been uttered by Jesus; it is however its content 

and underly.ing implications when approached to Ezek.34 that 

cast a shadow of doubt on its authenticity. 

3. The Criterion of Coherence. There is no doubt that our lo-

gion is wholly coherent with Jesus' overall teaching and par

ticularly his continuous invitation to conversion. The expres-
' ') \ / sion Toarro~~}os is elsewhere used to refer to the Jews gone 

astray (thus in Mt.10,6 and 15,24), who do not recognize God's 

52Thus Tödt, Son of Man 134; Bultmann, ST 105; Higgins, 
Jesis 77· H. Conzelmann, An OWtli~e of the Theolog~ of the New 
Tes ament, Lo~dor, 1969, 134:it 1s a generalized 1nterpretaH1on 
by the community'. E. Ashby, "The Coming" 361 considers it 'un
likely that the Early Church would have 1nvent'ed sayings of this 
kind 11 · because there are so few of them and it is a difficult say
ing in that it speaks of Jesus as Son of Man. 

5 3The Hebrew would run thus: -r::i~il-n."< 11.1p:ü (•nn½11,1) 'J)-X:1. 
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ultimate wil1. 54 In Lk.15,4.6.24.32 it has a more theological 

and universalistic outlook: it is God who seeks, who awaits 

the return of the lost, without distinction. Given the fact 

that the logion Lk.19,10 was introduced following a designa

tion of "son of Abraham" and that it alludes to Ezek.34,16a 

where T~ QTTO}W}OS refers to the Jews, we may assume that that 

is the original sense of the expression here. That is what a 

Jew would understand by this term, whether Lk intended it so 

or not. The fact that TC &rro~WAOS, outside of the parables of 

c.15 ,. does not occur again in Lk/Acts may well be an added in

dication of an origin other than Lk. It does not occur again 

in the NT, aside from the references given above. 

4. The Criterion of Distinctiveness. More important than the 

previous considerations is to inquire whether the only source 

of this logion could be the early Church --or Jesus. There are 

several indications that suggest an origin in the Church. First 

the parables of Lk.15 refer to God's, not directly Jesus' con

cern for the lost ones. The fact that here it is Jesus who 

seeks them suggests an identification between Jesus and God. 

Second, the citation of Ezek.34 which constitutes the back

ground --even linguistically-- of our logion, is what "the Lord 

God says" (v.11). This suggests that in the logion Lk.19,10 

there is an appropriation by Jesus of what Yahweh had said of 

his salvific purpose. We find again an identification Jesus

God! These two observations lead one to think that it is quite 

plausible that our logion, even in its earliest form, was coin

ed by the early Church. A Church reflection may lie at the 

basis of this logion; it may well be an explicitation of Jesus' 

messiahship: he is the shepherd of Israel; in him came the 

shepherd Yahweh --announced in Ezek.34 and later writings. 

In view of the above established as well as previous con

siderations, it seems more probabl~ that the present logion, 

in any of its forms, is a prophetic formulation due to the 

early Church, than that it is ipsissima vox (or even verba) 

54It is noteworthy that, even though Lk has the pericopes 
wherein these logia occur, he does not fiave the logia them
selves --most probably because he found them inconvenient to 
his universalistic-ecclesiological outlook. I have omitted 
Mt.18,11 for it is an int~rpolated duplication of Lk.19,10 (see 
our discussion in p.191ff. J. 
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Iesu. However, even if one would be inclined to consider this 

logion as a product of the Church's reflection, it is not to

tally ruled out that in its earliest simple form, Jesus could 

have uttered such a saying unpretentiously as an expression of 

his missionary zeal. 
' , \ , 

The expression -ro ano1w~o~ and the use of Ezek.34 places 

us in a Jewish milieu, possibly Palestinian: we are not far 

from Jesus. We sense the still restrictive concept of salva

tion as addressed quasi-exclusively to the Jews, as it was al

ready in Ezek.34; such an outlook is hardly what the later com

munity would have contemplated. In fact, the logion was broad

ened with the change to SM and the addition of uw~~L, which had 

for effect to render the reminiscence of Ezek.34 remote. Thus, 

even if our logion did not originate in Jesus' lips, it was put 

there very early. 

D. The Redactor•s Perspective. 

The additions which, from our literary analysis of the 

pericope , could almost certainly be assigned to the final re

dactor, indicate a definite concern with the problem "riches

salvation".55 This problem, which is touched upon more fre

quently in Lk than in any other gospe1, 56 is here attested by 

the detail added in v.2a that Zacchaeus was n~o~~lO~ and espe

cially by the declaration in v.8. RLk wants to indicate, in a 

pericope serving a didactic purpose, that attachment to one's 

riches is an obstacle that separates man from God and that 

makes any intimate relation with him difficult. 57 

It is particularly in v.8 that Lk reveals his thinking: 

the reference to Jesus as ~u~1os (twice!), and the offer to 

make restitution and share his goods with others, indicate 

that the establishment of a positive relation between Zacchaeus 

55 While originally Zacchaeus' salvation was directly re
lated to his faith (v.~b), for Lk he was lost (6rro>-w>.os) be
cause of his concern with riches (v.2a.8). 

56cf. 6i24i 11,42; c.12; c.13; 14,7-14; 16,19-31; c.21; 
all found on y in Lk. 

57The general context of the pericope also indicates this 
theological perspective. Noteworthy are also the number of 
times·that Lk inserts a note on the importance of detachment, 
for instance in 3,11; 6,29b-30.34; 5,28; 7,5; 8,3; 9,57-61; 
10,4.25-42; etc. 
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and Jesus, between the rich and Christ, has now been made pos

sible. The offer to make restitution and to share his goods 

with the poor are tangible signs of Zacchaeus' conversion 

(note the solemn 'lSou); the resul ting cni.>Tl"\e1oc is confirmed in 

the affirmation of v.9a. In contrast with the story of the 

rich young man, in 18,18-30 par., there is no question in our 

story of abandoning one's riches. What matters and is deci

sive is conversion, which is prepared by the attitude of re

ceptivity (v.6) and is translated by sharing with the needy 

(v.8b)58 --not just restitution. 59 
1 

While in the pre-Lkan account <iWTt']ela is seen as coming 

with Jesus' €l~fii9~v KnT~iu~~l (same perspective as in Mk.2, 

15ff) which in turn is only possible if one heeds to his call 

(v.5cd.6), in the account bequeathed to us by Lk detachment

faith-salvation are seen as interrelated. In this way Lk con

trasts Zacchaeus' attitude with that of the murmurers. 60 

Furthermore, Lk's addition of the logion of v.10, where 

4~T~~«l echoes v.3a, indicates that he understood salvation to 

be due to Jesus' initiative (as in 5,32) and not man's, thus 

reversing the point of view recorded in v.3a where it is Zac

chaeus who sought to see Jesus. It is Jesus, not Zacchaeus, 

who is the central figure --like the father in the parable of 

(the so often called) "the Prodigal Son". 

By the addition of v.9a, 0to5 'Aßeoo~ ceased to have an ex

clusivist sense of race and came tobe synonimous with "a man 

of faith". 61 This is the reason for which uwT11(::a came to him 

58Half of his goods, a right measure of sharing; it is 
twice that which was legally reguired (see n.59). See 1 QSvi, 
19f.22.24f, and Josephus, War ii,122. 

59on the legal aspects of Zacchaeus' obligation of resti
tution see Ex.21j37; Lev.5,21-44; Ezek.33,15. Further details 
are provided by .D.M. D~rrett, Law in~ New Testament, Lon
don 1970, 278-285, and Billerbeck II, 249f; IV,546ff. 

60The contrast is already given by the adversative ßi in 
v.8a. See further Loewe, "Towards an Interpretation" 322f,329f. 

6111 son of Abraham" in its normal usage designated those 
of Jewish race, with the added connotation "son of the promise, 
heir of God's blessings". It included race as much as faith. 
In the present context it means what the biblical phrase "count
ed as son of Abraham" did, i.e. one justified by faith --con
cretized in deeds. Contrast the reference in Lk.3,8/Mt.3,9with 
Jn.8,39; Rom.4,3; Gal.3,6f, and Hebr.11 78. See N.A. Dahl~ "The 
Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts " in Studies in Luke-Acts (.t!'S P. 
Schubert), Nashville 1966, 139-158, and Loewe, art.cit. 326. 
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and his household. 62 By the addition of v.9a and the preser

vation of v.9b, pre-Lk pointed out that salvation was also the 

lot of the Jews but under the condition that they be true sons 

of Abraham, i.e. that they believe in Christ (cf,3,8!). 

With the addition of "Son of Man" a universalistic extent 

was given to the logion of v.10. The expression TO ~rto}w}.os 

became a moral judgment passed by the Church on those not yet 

converted. This also explains the addition of ffW~~l. We are 

beyond Ezek.34, The addition of this logion, which probably 

responds to a desire to clarify v.9 and to give a broader basis 

to the whole narrative, makes it the climax of the whole peri

cope. The main point becomes: whoever is open to Christ's ini

tiative will find him andin him salvation. lt echoes back to 

the question posed in 18,8b: "when the Son of Man comes will he 

find faith on earth?" 

E. The Verb "'Ee'iw-BcM in the Legion Lk.19, 10. 

In its simplest form as an ~\9ov-saying, the verb E.e~eu8~L 
+ inf. on the lips of Jesus refers to a task to accomplish. 

The precise nuance of ~\9ov is obtained from the task precised 

by the infinitive of purpose. "To seek the lost" may be a 

self-assumed mission, as that of a person zealous for the prop

agation of the "ideology" he defends. Could it also be consid

ered as a mission entrusted by another? lt does not approach 

~rreerT~~~v for the one who seeks is also the one who judges who 

the "lost ones" really are. Formulated in the first person, 

as a declaration of intentionality, it is equivalent to "my 

purpose/intention is to •••• " lt presents a missionary out

look. 
The change from ~">-9ov to ;ie~" o u't'os TOu &"9~!AlTTOU in a 

saying that refers back to Ezek,34 suggests, as we already in

dicated, an identification of the figures of the SM and of 

Jesus as the shepherd. By designating Jesus as the Son of Man 

a tag is put on his God-given ~~ouuL~, 63 --that authority 

whereby he offers salvation. In connection with the verb ie-

62similarly Klostermann, Lk 185. To the contrary, Lagran
ge,Lk 490, Schmid, Lk 287, and Schweizer, in TDNT VIII, 365. 
See further Billerbeck II, 251. 

63cr. Tödt, Son of Man 134. 
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~"1"8DL his origin from God is apparently presupposed, the more 

so. if the words of Yahweh are appropriated. It has an eschato

logical outlook, not only on account of the titular "Son of Man" 

but also because of the reference to salvation and to "thelost 

ones" (see already 18,8b). 

By applying to Jesus the words of Yahweh in Ezek.34, Jesus 

is understood as the epiphany of the Lord, the actual coming 

of Yahweh to lead his fleck and seek the lost, i.e. the real

ization of the prophetic words of Ezekiel --which is underlined 

by the verb t~je:aG~L: he came! In this logion, the role of 

Jesus as actualization of Ezek.34 and the figure of the SM have 

been combined. It has therefore Messianic connotations. The 

sentence has, therefore, the strict sense of "the SM came in 

order to ••• , 1164 and looks back at the totality of Jesus' ca

reer. 

Conclusion. 

We have seen that this pericope, which was received by Lk 

from his special source, had been considerably reworked by the 

final redactor, especially noteworthy being the addition of v.8 

and of the logion in v.10. Originally it ended with v.9b as a 

response to the murmurers of v.7. The saying of v.9a was later 

added by pre-Lk so as to broaden the "nationalistic outlook" 

left by v.9b. The pericope served a didactic purpose and was 

preserved by Lk especially for its rich-poor theme. This peri

cope thus complements the account of the eure of the blind beg

gar (18,35-43). 

The logion of v.10, having had very probably a separate 

(independent?) existence, was introduced by Lk. It was added 

so as to create the climax of the story by giving a definite 

Christologically oriented response to the murmurers. Lk al

ready received it as a SM-saying to which, because of a lack 

of explanation for Z.riT~4TCH and the reference to CTWTY\~lOl in v. 

9a, he added KOl~WG~L. Comparing our logion with two other lo

gia analogous to Lk.19,10, viz. Mk.2,17b par. and Mt.15,24, we 

reached the conclusion that even though the terminology of our 

64Harnack 1 "Ich bin gekommen" 13, rightly observed that: 
"Emphatisch tritt hier Y\'H\E:\/ voran." 
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logion corresponds to that of Mk.2,17b par. --which helped us 

to precise an earlier form of our logion,-- there has more 

probably been a development from that of Mt.15,24, and not 

Mk.2,17b, towards Lk.19,10 on account of the reference toEzek. 

34,16a. In any event, the earlier form had been in the first 

person, formulated either as ;}~o~ (as Mk.2,17b; which seems 

more probable) or as ocrrEGTtJlAt1'/ ( as Mt. 15, 24), and made no re

ference to saving but to seeking. Even if it could be con

sidered as having been uttered by Jesus, it is more likely 

t-hat it was the resul t of the Church' s reflection on Jesus' 

mission and was placed on his lips. As an ;~9ov-saying, it 

would have said: "my purpose/intention is to ••.• " 

As a Son of Man-saying the figures of the shepherd, of 

Ezek.34, and of the SM were combined, thus giving at once a 

messianic and an eschatological (not lastly by the addition of 

uwaol) import to our logion. The logion said what the expres

sion "the Son of Man came to ••• " means in the strict sense of 

"came". Jesus is understood as having accomplished the pr6-

phetic announcement of Ezekiel as the epiphany of the Lord. 

III. THE DUBI0US L0GIA: Lk.9,56a and Mt.18,11. 

Lk.9,56a and Mt.18,11 are two ~\9~v-sayings which are in

variably relegated to the critical apparatus, i.e. they are 

considered by the majority of scholars tobe late interpola

tions. We shall briefly study these, concentrating on the 

question of their textual origin and antiquity before giving 

an appretiation of their eventual significance. The first and 

decisive question to answer is whether they were an authentic 

and integral part of the gospel(s) bequeathed to us. 

A. The Son of Man Came to Save Souls: Lk.9 256a. 1 

' , A number of MSS contain two logia, following ETTETl~~qEv 

1This saying, as well as the immediate]y preceding ones 
have been the obJect of at least two detailed studtes: J.Mj 
Ross "The Rejected Words in Luke 9,4-,6" ~ 84l1972/73 
85-88~ and J.M. Bover, "Autenticidad de Lc 9,54-56 1 " EstEcl 27 
(1953; 347-349. T. Zahn in his commentary to Lk ctedicated 
several pages to it (401}, 765-768), as did A. Harnack in "Ich 
bin gekommen", 14-16. 
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., ~ 

~UTOlS in v.55, which in all our editions of the Greek New 

Testament are relegated to the critical apparatus. These are 

v.54c.55b.56a. 2 Behold the dialogue in full: 
v.54 b. Kue1E., 9f>.e.ts E:l"lil.UJ-1.E:\/ TTIJ'2 K<Xrc.ß~"CXL O(ITO ,ou cue.a.voD 

l((lll. ct\lC\}. WO"O.l OlUTOU~(j) 

C. WS Ka1. '\-{).(g S E.TTOl ~<iE:\I; 

V. 55 a. <T'Tea.q:,E:1.5 ß~ E.TTETlJ.lY\Ci"E.\I O..UT"OlS 
b. l(a1. E:iTTE:\I, ou1<. ol'.ßa,E:. rrotou rrvE.&µO(ros e.crr~ llt,J-E.lS ; 

v.56 a. o YC:Ae utos TOÜ &v\)ewrrou OUK. ~>-9Ev ~o~o.s avGe~.HTWV 
oc rrc},.~c;m bl->.o. uw<r~L. 

In keeping within the limits of our main subject of study I 

shall concentrate mostly on v.55b.56a. 

1. Text Critical Considerations. 

The various criteria used for the establishment of the 

probable originality of a given text, or part of it, concern 

two areas of relations: the witnesses (mostly manuscripts) to 

its origin --external criteria,-- and the relation of the text 

in question to the context wherein it is found --internal cri

teria. We shall study our text in the light of these criteria. 

a. External Criteria. 

The witnesses to v.56a are: the Koine and Caesarean (8, 

the Lake and Ferrar groups) texts, the Vulgate and Old Latin 

(aur,a,b,c,e,f,q,r1 ) as well as the Syrian (c,p,h) versions, 

the Coptic (boh.), Armenian and Ethiopian versions, and a num

ber of minuscules and Lectionaries. To these should be added 

the witness of Ambrose, 3 Epiphanius, Antiochus, and especially 

such early witnesses as Cyprian, Tatian, Marcion and Tertul

lian.4 The witnesses to v.55b are all these plus D, itd and 

the Georgian version. 

The majority of scholars consider v.55b.56a as late glos

es on the basis of MS evidence which is late, while, it is ar

gued, they are absent in the most reliable ones (~ ,B,P45 -75 , 

2There is another "gloss" in v.54b, viz. W\ K«l 'H~ld\ ~TTo~'l"'\
~Ev, which I will leave out of the discussion for the sake of 
simplicit~. Fora clear presentation of the textual variants 
see esp. ~ Greek New Testament, ed. Aland-Black-et al., ad loc. 

3~. fill.. Luc. vii,60: "filius enim hominis non uenit 
animas hominum perdere, sed saluas facere." 

4Ambrosiaster, Quaest. 102,1, should also be named. 
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syrs). V.56a is generally explained as being an interpolated 

gloss that copies Lk.19,10. However, little attention has 

been paid to the attestation of the early writers named above 

who must have received this logion from a tradition known to 

them. Thus: 

(i) Tertullian, in Adv. Marc. iv,23, though not citing 

this logion as having been used by Marcion in his Antithesis, 

gives the impression that the latter actually did so for, he 

writes: 

(8) 'Repraesentat creator ignium plagam Helia postu
lante in illo pseudopropheta.' Agnosco iudicis seve
ritatem; e contrario Christi< lenitatem increpantis> 
eandem animaduersionem destinantes discipulos super 
illum viculum Samaritarum·: agnoscat et hereticus ••• 
(9) non in igni, inquit dominus, sed in spiritu miti 
•••• (10) Et utique damnauit quem recusauit, non 
consecuturum silicet salutem. Nam sicut ad salutem 5 
uocat quem non recusat uel etiam quem ulto uocat, ••• 

If Tertullian wrote this against Marcion, is it not because 

the latter misused the "excised" clauses? 

(ii) That Tertullian himself knew a logion like Lk.9,56a 

is suggested in de Garne Christi xii,7: "Et ueni, inquit, ani

mam saluam facere." This saying is understandable as coming 

from Lk.9,56a, not from Lk.19,10 or Mt.18,11. 6 

(iii) In Cyprian's Letter n.64 we read: "(2) Nam cum Do

minus in euangelio suo dixit: Filius hominis non uenit animas 

hominum perdere, sed saluare quantum 

find here Lk.9,56a being cited. 

'in nobis est, " We 

(iv) Even though we do not have direct access to Tatian's 

Diatessaron, it is known that the Curetonian version was in

fluenced by Tatian's text. Lk.9,56 reads: "you know not of 

what spirit you are, for the Son of Man came not to destroy 

lives [lit. souls] but to save [lit. give life]."7 It is like

wise tobe found in the Arabic (= to the Peshitta), Tuscan and 

0ld Dutch versions, which have· the same reading as syrc. 8 

5see the observations of Zahn, Lk 401, 766f, and Harnack, 
"Ich bin gekommen" 15. -

6see Zahn' s discussion, Lk 767. 
7Text and English version: Burkitt, Evangelien Da-Mephar

reshe. It is absent in the palimpsest of Sinai. 
8The Tuscan version reads "Son of the Virgin" in lieu of 

"Son of Man". The Venetian version has a lacuna at this place. 
A discussion on these and other related versions will be /// 
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Whether here it is the Diatessaron, or the Latin version 

(which would seem more probable given the absence of "because" 

and "of men", as in the Vg) that is echoed is most difficult 

to determine with certitude, but the former remains probable. 

The value of these witnesses is not tobe scoffed at for 

they are earlier than the majority of MSS, including our "most 

reliable ones." They are approximately contemporaneous to 

P45 and p75 (3d cent.), the latter witnessing a tradition that 

did not possess these logia. This suggests the existence of 

two lines of tradition that ran parallel. The citation made 

by Cyprian (+258) --which echoes no other logion than that of 

Lk.9,56a-- indicates that this saying circulated in a written 

gospel and that it was considered tobe authentic. Since MSS 

witnessing to v.56a also have v.55b, it follows that they were 

bequeathed together. It is tobe noticed that nevertheless 

v.55b.56a do not follow as two propositions logically inter

locked. However, the witnesses to v.56a also contain v.55b! 

0ne may therefore wonder: if these were created deliberately 

by a late scribe, would he not have been clearer and made them 

flow into a logically related unity? Is v.55b a statement or 

a question? The explicative Joe (absent in the vg,it,syrc,p, 

DiatAr,T,N) barely connects them. From both possibilities, an 

addition and an omission, the latter seems more probable. 

The number of variants witnessing the absence of one or 

several of the three clauses (54c.55b.56a) is most indicative. 

According to the text they transmitted, the MSS can be classed 

into five groups, depending on whether or not they contain all 

three clauses, two, or even one of them.9 If these, especially 

v.55b.56a, were added later we would expect a greater uniformi

ty of witnesses. Yet, what we find is a great disparity in 

their origins and tendencies, as J.M. Bover had pointed out. 10 

Furthermore, v.55b.56a are absent in those MSS that tend most 

III found in the study of F.C. Burkitt,1, "St Luke IX 54-56 and 
the Western 'Diatessaron'," JTS 28(192(), 48-53. 

( ) 9The f9llowing MSS do not contain the following clauses: 
1 v.54c: ite,vg,syrc,arm; (2) v.56a: D ita; (i) v.54c.56a: 

geo; (4) v.55b.56a: A,C,E,G,H,V,Xif'l.' itr2,syrPa ,eth, 047,028; 
(5) all three: p45.75,x, B,L,itg, ,syrs,sa,bo. 

10"Autenticidad" 348. 
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to add glosses, viz. A,E,G,H,n, 028. That first one clause 

was added and later a second one is excluded,given the fact 

that v.56a has witnesses that are earlier (esp.Cyprian) than 

that witnessing to v.55b without v.56a, viz.D (5th cent.). It 

is easier to think that D, itd and the Georgian version drop

ped v.56a than to find a reason explaining why v.55b may have 

been added once v.56a was there. Now, if the original was 

the longest text, i.e. containing v.54c.55b.56a, it is easier 

to understand the omission of one or more of these clauses in 

the different manuscripts, i.e. their disparity. 11 

b. Internal Criteria. 

On examining the account of Lk.9,51-56 one is at once 

struck by the absence of a climax. As M. Dibelius 12 and R. 

Bultmann13 remarked, if v.55b.56a were authentic then we would 

have a Paradigm/Apophthegm. A second, more important observa

tion, is that when the verb E,TTlTl~€.L\/ is used (in Lk) it never 

remains by itself as a sort of absolute, i.e. it is never 

found without a reaction-response, or the statement or a rea

son, or the observation of the consequence of the rebuke. 14 A 

third, yet more conjectural, observation is the Semitic-like 

expression f uXo.s CX\/9@~rrwv ( = Dl~ 11,:l)J , statum constructum), 

which recurs only in Rom.2,9 and Apoc.18,13 (=Ex.27,13), 15 The 

fact that some MSS (vg,itaur,c,e,goth) and Tertullian (de Car

ne Christi xii,7) have omitted ~vQ~~TTwv is explicable as hav

ing been considered, according to their anthropology, as super

fluous. On the other hand, it is noteworthy that Cyrpian knew 

this expression. One may well wonder whether a non-Semitic 

mind would have invented such an expression. The use of "the 

11 see Bover, "Autenticidad" 348. 
12Tradition 48: "If this change may be regarded as proba

ble[!], then we may recken the narrative in its original form 
as a Paradigm." 

13sT 25. 
14Lk.18,15.39; 19 39· 23,40 provide a reaction-response; 

4,35.41; 9,21t 17,3A 18,39 are followed by the reason for the 
the rebuke ana, 4,3~; 8,24; 9,42 state the outcome of Jesus' 
"rebuke" on adverse natural phenomena. Harnack, "Ich bin ge
kommen" 15, had already observed this unusual ending in v.55. 

15rn the LXX it is found in Lev.24,17· Num.9 6.7.10; 19, 
11,13; 30{3; 31,-?5.40.46; Isa.13,7; Ezek.27,13; 44,25; Wis.14,5 
(invertedJ.11; Sir.21,2; 1 Mac.2,38; 9,2. 
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Son of Man" is not necessarily an indication of the primitive

ness of v.56a: it could have been used by a scribe who desired 

to give it an air of authenticity. However, given the fact 

that later this title fell into disuse, it could witness to 

the originality of v.56a: a late copist could have used~i~o~ 

instead. 

c. Searching for an Explanation. 

Could Lk.9,56a be a reshaped duplication of Lk.19,10? 

Let us compare the two texts, including the suggestive phrase 

in Lk.6,9c/Mk.3,4c: 

Lk. 9 ,56a 

o )(°'e u'ic<:i Toü a.vEl~~rrou 
OUK. r,>-.ee..v 
l\JV~CXS O-IJ0QWTT(.uy 

Lk.19,10 
Y\\e~\J I 

't0l€ 0 ULCS T00 CJ-/~~WTfOU 

Lk.6,9c/Mk.3,4c 

~Y\T~cro~ Ml 
o.rro}..l<To.L &}..}a <J'W<TO.l. (fW<f"O.l TO &rro}..w}..os. CJ"WCJ"O.l ~ tll'TO°XE:<r[f.l 

We observe that the opposition ('\Ju1~v) ~rro~~cro., - <TW<TOtl of 9,56a 

is found again in 6,9c/Mk.3,4c --and also in 9,24 par. In 6,9c 

and 9,56a the context refers to a concern for man's natural 

life. However, by using q,uX11, which for a non-Semitic mind 

meant as much as "the soul" does to us today, and especially 

by the non-uni vocal G"WO-Oll, the soteriological dimension of 

Jesus' mission is brought to the fore~ This suggests that the 

relation between 9,56a and 6,9c is close, indeed closer than 

wi th 19, 10. 16 In the logion of 19, 1 0 the term crwcro.l no longer 

has the natural sense of "to render whole (including salva

tion)" which it still preserves in 9,56a. Rather, 19, 10 has 

an exclusively soteriological meaning. As in 19,10, "Son of 

Man" in 9,56a may be a later substitution of an older "I" 

--whence the soteriological orientation of 9,56a would have 

been precised. 17 (4'u~o.s) ON~e~nwv may be older than the flat 

'fuXY)" of 6,9c, since it is a Semitism for "man's life". Fur

thermore, ~rro~iuol in 9,56a and 6,9c (to destroy-condemn) does 

16similarly Zahn, Lk 402 n.45. Jeremias, "Schicht" 166, 
and NTTh I, 263, sees Lk.9,56a as a logion that has originated 
in 6,9c: i~ was formed into a SM-saying, according to him. 
, , 17It is tobe noted that, except for Lk.19 10, neither 
orrO~l:.(l'etl nor crwcrl)., are elsewhere associated with the SM. Was, 
therefore, "the Son of Man" inspired on Lk.19,10? 
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' . ' ' ' not have the same sense as TO arro~~~os in 19,10 (lost but not 

yet condemned). This suggests that, if there was any influ

ence, it was from 9,56a to 19,10 and not the inverse, and it 

strengthens our contention that KOll 0"~0-17-L had been added by RLk 

to 19,10 (q.v.). 
If the terms rATTo~lcro.L and (J"Wcr-0'.L had their ordinary mean

ings then 9,56a could hardly have existed independently but 

needed a context to make such an affirmation understandable. 

On the other hand, if it always was a SM-saying, and (there

fore) Jesus' purpose was soteriologically understood, it could 

have had an independent existence. We must recken with the 

fact that the impression left by the text, especially the non-
, . 

consequent ){o.e (cf. supra), is that the logion did not consti-

tute an integral part of the story from the beginning --and 

therefore existed independently-- since it was soteriological

ly understood. However, it is not totally impossible that it 

was RLk who inserted v.55b and added ~~e (and SM?) to v.56a. 

In fact, references to TTV~Üp.~ are quite frequent in Lk and not 

rarely with a negative qualification. The question, however, 

must be left open for lack of evidence. What is observable is 

that,neither the logion of 9,56a nor that of 19,10 could be 

transposed to the context of the other without an adaptation 

and change of formulation, i.e. they are not interchangeable. 

Verse 55b as a statement would have sufficed and been 

clear enough as Jesus' reason for rebuking the disciples. Co

dex Bezae, itd, and geo. --which have only v.55b as a state

ment,-- may have realized this and therefore ~-among other 

possible reason-- omitted v.56a. 

It is relatively simple to attempt to explain the pres

ence of these sayings in the MSS that contain them: the story 

is without an expected climax that could give it a richer cat

echetical value. The need of an addition of an appropriate 

logion would have been felt so as to have all the elements 

making up an Apophthegm. That would also provide a profound 

reason for Jesus' rebuke to the sons of Zebedee. But could 

their absence in other MSS be equally explained? 

Any reason for wanting to omit the logia of v.54c.55b.56a 

would be of a theological nature: a dangerous tendency to mis-
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understand and misuse them. 18 This danger could have come 

from the Marcionite and/or other circles, and therefore were 

omitted at an early stage. Later, once the danger was no 

langer present, they were rehabilitated. 

It can hardly be denied that the logia of v.54c.55b.56a 

would have given an added occasion to the Marcionites to op

pose the NT to the OT; the spirit of Jesus in his search for 

salvation, to the spirit of Elijah as hard punishing judge 

to which reference is made in v.54c --both are synthetized in 

the logion of v.56a. This would evidently have been a good 

and, in my opinion, most plausible reason for the various ex-
. . 19 

Cl.Sl.Ons. 

The possibility of scribal distraction (homoearcton) is 

tobe excluded. The fact that there exist so many different 

"distractions" as those witnessed by our MSS is the result of 

anything but "distractions" --they are intentional alterations 

of the text. 20 

Finally, it should be noted that, as J.M. Bover indicated, 

other difficult passages have also been omitted (eg. Lk.22,43f; 

23,34; Jn.8,1-11) in the main MSS which also omitted the pas
"d . 21 sages we are cons1. ering. 

Thus, we may conclude that, all considerations taken into 

account, the probability that v.54c.55b.56a were an integral 

part of the gospel of Luke are by far higher than that they 

were not. 22 

2. Did Jesus Pronounce the Logion Lk.9,56a? 

Assuming that we are dealing with a logion that was pre-

18other possible reasons for the omission of Lk.9,55b. 
56a are given by Ros~, "Rejected WQrds" 86f. These include: 
scribal liomoearcton tbut see aboveJ and the desire to excise 
what was derogatory to the disciples' good reputation. 

19Thus Zahn Lk 401; see also Harnack, "Ich bin gekommen" 
15, and Bover, "Au'centic1.dad11 348. The argument is rejected 
by Ross, art.cit. 87 (as improbable), and by Lagrange, Lk 285 
(who th1.nks they are of Marcionite origin! ). -

20Against Ross, art.cit. 87. 
21 - -Atl..cit. 349. 

. ~2Similarly Ross, art.s;<.i.!.; Bover, art.cit.; and with cau
t1.on Zahn and Harnack. It 1.s noteworthy that the only two in
depth_studies on this ~assage (viz. Ross and Bover) conclude 
that 1.t was part of Lk s gospel;that is also Zahn's inclination. 
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sent in the gospel bequeathed to us, we must now ask ourselves 

whether or not Jesus may have uttered the logion of 9,56a in 

its probable oldest form, viz. ou1t ;).eov ~u'j..iJ.~ o.'t't3Q~tru>\I cino}.w-cu 
6.UrA (TWO"'D.L, 

Before we proceed to consider the question of authentici

ty under the light of the authenticating criteria, we must 

precise its sense: did it ref'er to physical "salvation" ·cas 

the context seems to suggest) or is there a soteriological 

·meaning intended. Seen within its present context, ~v~o.~ () 
üWU~L must mean more than just to procure health: the Samari

tans were evidently nei ther sick nor d.ying and therefore a~o.t 

cannot refer to this aspect; tha~ is also what 2 Kgs.1,10.12, 

which is in the background, suggests. Furthermore, Jesus' con

cern was not primarily with one's physical well-being but with 

the will of God and its implan~ation, i.e. ~ut~s ()cr~uaL would 
entail the whole existence of man intended to share in the 

heavenly banquet. To think of "I did not come to destroy" as 

a possible statement of Jesus would be most strange if "to de

stroy" did not mean "to condemn" but "to harm/kill". As a re

action to the allusion to Elijah (v.54b), it suggests a rather 

figurative (apocalyptic) representation. Thus, we should 

think of this logion in a soteriological sense. We have al

ready indicated that, if the logion existed separatedly then 

it must have had a soteriological meaning --which would ex
plain its continuous preservation. 

a. Attestation. This logion is not directly attested else

where in the NT. However, it finds an echo in Jam.4,12a: ~1S 
~ll'"tl\/ \IO!-lo9~Tf1\ \<.a'i. Ke\T~~, b 'owc!J.~Evos CTLllc:raL 1(~1. ÖnoXe.m~L, as 
well as in Jn.12,47 and 1 Tim.1,15. These, as well as Lk.19, 

10, suggest that we are dealing with a logion that has its 

origin in the early Church rather than in Jesus. 

b. Language. From the linguistic point of view, the vocabu

lary of this logion is not in its entirety "Luk~n". While ~o

~[~~L, with respect to salvation, is not rare in Lk (4,34; 9, 

25; 13,3.5; 17,33), the opposition to crwcnn occurs in 6,9c/ 

Mk.3,4c( ! ) and 9,24 par. The expression ~u~t:A\ ÖlvG~~nt.ll\/ is 
unique, and the 0~1< - b.).}tx formulation is not one he uses of

ten (contrast 12,51 with Mt.10,34, q.v.). Thus, it is doubt-
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ful that we are dealing with a Lkan "creation". 

The retroversion into Aramaic (~\l.11~ 'l }:nllJ'!l) il7:l1~7 Jl\fl~ X~ 

il~n~7 ~7~) is not impossible, but the couplet o.rro\~craL - uwcrct1 
is not what could be termed Semitic, but rather of Hellenistic 

provenance. 

c. Coherence. The criterion of coherence, or consistency, 

between what we know of Jesus' teaching and activity and our 

logion, brings to mind that Jesus called to conversion, repen

tance, to welcome his preaching and message, but it was not 

characteristic of his preaching to announce that he was grant-
' -

ing sal vation. In fact, crwl,f.LV , when referring to the even-

tuali ty of eternal salvation, in the Syn is almost invariably 

used in the passive voice (see eg. Mt.9,22; 10,22; 19,25; 24, 

13; etc.), meaning that salvation is granted by God only. 

d. Distinctiveness. From the outset it must be said that it 

is easier to understand this logion as a Church product than 

as an utterance of Jesus. That is what our previous consider

ations have been suggesting. In its negative dialectic form 

it says "I have come not so much to destroy/bring eternal con

demnation as to save." The negative clause contains a view of 

Christas final judge, and this was the understanding gained 

by the Church --it is post-Paschal. Furthermore, the affirma

tive clause, giving as object the salvation of men --which 

echoes Mt.1,21; 1 Tim.1,15, and esp. Lk.19,10,-- is hardly 

what Jesus would have said for all other similar statements 

on his lips have the (divine?) passive of '1'~7.,H\J (contrast 

with 1 Cor.1,18 and 2 Tim.1,9). 

We may therefore conclude that, as a soteriologically 
intended statement Lk.9,56a most probably had its origin in 

the early Church and can be assumed tobe "inauthentic 11 • 23 

3. The Meaning of Lk.9,56a and the Significance of "EQ},E«r9o,.t 

In its presumed earliest form, i.e. as an "I" saying, our 

logion mentioned in general terms the object of Jesus' minis

try. As a simple statement of fact ~~9ov + inf. meant "my 

ministry has for purpose ••• ," i.e. the weight is on the side 
of the infinitives of purpose --which the context highlights. 

23Bover, "Autenticidad" 349, considers it tobe authentic. 
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As a SM-saying the logion was given an eschatological ori

entation. Now ~no~~6~L refers to the eternal judgment, albeit 

condemnation, and the negative clause implicitly contains the 

affirmation --in dialectic fashion: Oll"- - a).'}.(1. -- of this role 

of Christ. This aspect had been overemphasized by Marcion. 

Yet, the weight of the logion lies on the salvific will of 

Christ. "Son of Man" establishes a contrast between Jesus' 

mission and Elijah's; it looks back at the totality of Jesus' 

mission on earth and to the continuous salvific will of Christ. 

The effect of the expression J-,}.~e.'1/ o uios l(T ~ • is, as 

elsewhere, to bring out the God-given authority with which 

Jesus carried out his mission. 24 It suggests the divine ori

gin of Jesus himself • .,H>-f'e.v therefore approaches &n1:cuTO~') and 

contrasts with Elijah's return. Elijah, it was understood, 

had appeared in the person of John the Baptist (cf. Mt.17,11ff 

par.); Jesus in turn was the final and definite envoy of God 

who came to offer God's salvation. ~H~~~" + inf. therefore 

means, when transposed to the first person, "my God-given mis

sion (for which I came to the world) is •••• " 

In its present form, our logion serves as an exhortation 

to conversion and acceptance of the path to salvation inaugu

rated by Jesus and continuously offered by Christ. Implicit 

in the whole story is therefore a call to early Christians 

(missionaries!) not to expect an immediate divine vengeance or 

punishment on those who refuse to accept Christ, but to over

look them and to move forward announcing the Good News. 

Conclusion. 

We have found that the ~}efV-logion, which by the majori

ty of scholars is too quickly dismissed as a late gloss, has 

very high chances of being an integral part of the gospel of 

Luke. Furthermore, on the assumption of its originality, it 

was found that it is difficult to find an origin for this lo

gion other than the Church herself. The omission of v.54c.55b. 

56a by a number of MSS was probably due to the misuses of 

which they were object, quite probably by the Marcionites. 

The expression ~}~E.v o u\os ,. b.. --which is possibly a 

change from an older ~iQov form-- points to Christ's continu-

24Rightly underlined by Tödt, SM 134. 
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ous sal vific will wi thout denying his role as a judge, and ac

quires a kerygmatic value. What at first meant "the purpose 

·Of my ministry is ••• " became, through the influence mainly of 

SM and the addition of v.55b, akin to d.TT~noX'l" so that it sees 

Jesus' mission as a God-given and entrusted one, and contrasts 

with that of Elijah (v.54c). 

B. The Son of Man Came to Save the Lost: Mt.18 2 11. 

We shall study this logion --which is rejected by all 

scholars as a late gloss which copies Lk.19,10,-- proceeding 

in the same manner as we did with Lk.9,56a. 

1 •. External Criteria of Textual Authenticity. 

Even though absent in our most important manuscripts and 

among the early Church Fathers, the logion ;x~:kv ('(o.'-') o u,o~ 
TOÜ 0.'\19~1TTOU (fWIJO.L TC O.l'TC}w}-o\ is to be found in the Codex D 

and W, the Koine and Old Latin, vg, Syriac (c,p,h), Bohairic, 

Ethiopic, Armenian and Georgian versions, as well as in many 

minuscules and Lectionaries. It is also attested by Hilary, 

Chrysostom, Augustin, and the various Diatessaron versions 

(Arabic [=Peshitta], Old Dutch, Tuscan and Venetian). 1 

This logion is identical to that of Lk.19,10, except for 

the absence of ~~T~U~l --which is found in the it 0 , syrh, bo, 

and eth. versions, as well as a number of Lectionaries, evi

dently in order to harmonize the two sayings. 2 This fact sug

gests e ither a "borrowing" of Lk.19, 10 --which is otherwise 

absent in Mt,-- or the possible independent existence of this 

saying --which would confirm our contention that it was so for 

Lk.19,10. 

2. Internal Criteria of Textual Authenticity. 

When considering the context in which this saying is 

found, one observes that it neither fits adequately nor is 

necessary to the pericope. The passage from v.10 to v.12-14 

is obscured by v.11. This verse would in fact be pleonastic 

since it bears the same basic idea as v.14 (even if from a dif-

that 
this 
that 

1Clement of Alex. alludes to it in Strom.III,xiv,94.2'. 
2Jülicher Gleichnisreden II, 328, was of the opinion 
because of the absence of z;,.'.,\T'r\<rO<l, the word most needed in 
context, it is very doubtfuI tha~ Mt.18,11 is a gloss and 
it was ~aken from Lk.19,10. 
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ferent standpoint), 3 and verses 10 and 14 (hookword ~lt Keo.'.) 

constitute an inclusio to the Parable of the Lost Sheep. It 

is likewise important to observe that not only is the form and 

vocabulary identical to that of Lk.19,10, but it is more dog

matic in so far as it omits ~Y]T~uo.t and leaves only crwrro.l, thus 

being akin to Jn.3,17 and 1 Tim.1,15. 

3. Searching for an Explanation. 

Reasons for wanting to insert v.11 in its present context 

are not difficult to find. The idea of the "lost"4 sheep 

could have attracted this saying, to give a Christological 

foundation to the Parable and to serve as a bridge between 

v.10 and v.12-14. 5 The pericope (v.10.12-14) stresses the Fa

ther's --and not Jesus'!-- concern formen, i.e. it gives a 

Theological, not Christological(as v.11), point of view. 6 

While in v.10.14 the term used for those who are easily lost 

is 1-'-ll(eo.'., in v.11 it is TC b.no)..w).o~, i.e. those actually lost 

(cf. Lk.19,10!). That a need for a connective between v.10 

and v.12-14 was felt tobe necessary may come from the fact 

that while v.10 refers to the ~t1<.eoL as those who belong to the 

Church, i.e. the followers of Christ, but who are simple as 

little children and easily scandalized (=lost), in v.12-14 the 

f-UK~ci'. are those actually lost and who have to be sought out; 

they are the lost sheep. 

4. Significance of Mt.18,11. 

The parable was originally polemically addressed to the 

Pharisees that were scandalized at Jesus' habitual dealings 

wi th the outcasts. The f-\.11((:0[ were originally the simple fol

lowers of Jesus who, like little children, are easily scandal

ized and lost. 7 Its original "setting in life" in Palestinian 

3Not with v.10b, as Jülicher, Gleichnisreden II, 328, 
supposed and gave as reason for the exc1s1on in many MSS. 

4Eowever it must be noted that the term used by the par
able is the Mtan n).o.vii.w, and v. 11 uses a synonym, 6mo,\w~os 
which is that used in Lk.19,10. 

5see Montefiore, Gospels II, 249, McNeile, Mt 264, and 
Metzger, Textual Commentary 45. 

6on this see esp. Tödt, SM 134f. 
7It hardly refers to the poor, as held by Schniewind, Mt 

199, nor to the Church as such, as had been proposed by Bult
mann, ST 145. 
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soil is easily detectable from the vocabulary used8 and the 

presupposition of an acquaintance with Palestinian life. Mt 

placed it in its present ecclesiastic context (c.18), as the 

context (v.6-9.15-17) indicates. Thus, a pericope that origi

nally thought of the f-A1Keol as those who were like children, 

simple, easily scandatized and lost, now are understood tobe 

those already lost, who have cut themselves off from the com

munity. What originally was polemic in nature now, through 

the working of Mt, has become a community rule, and v.10.12-14 

acquired the tone of an admonition against possible discrimi

natory practices.9 The implication is an exhortation, nay, a 

rule,to try by all means to bring those who have gone astray 

back to the community. A parable has become a parenetic 

Church rule. 

Understood as a community rule, v.11 would have been ad

ded in order to reinforce the always actual ecclesiastic con

cern for all men, especially for the "lost ones", by having 

recourse to the Lord's authority as expressed in a saying as 

that found in Lk.19,10 --wherein a concrete case exemplified 

it; note that Mt did not include the story of'Zacchaeus in his 
gospel. 

Conclusion. 

That Mt.18,11 is spurious and probably borrowed from Lk. 

19,10 should be clear. The different witnesses to it are rel

atively late and come from different traditions. We can con

clude that we are dealing with a real gloss. 10 

8Angels, the face of God~ heaven, the will of God 
circumloquiums for God, the ou~ - clause in v.14 as weli 
su~erfluousTouTwv, are some of the most evident traces 
original Palestinian origin. 

the 
as its 
of an 

It hardly refers to Church ex
McNeile, Mt 264, but at the 
themselves"; i.e. to the sin-

9cf. Manson, Sayings 208. 
communications, as suggested by 
most to those who excommunicate 
ners, who are the lost ones. 

10That is universally admitted. However ~ülicher, 
Gleichnisreden II, 328 1 doubts that it is a gioss and thinks 
tbat we probably have ~wo traditions of this pericope: a Syr
iac one, having v.11, and a Roman one without v.11. 



CHAPTER TH RE E 

OTHER HA90N-RELATED SAYINGS 

In this chapter we shall study four sayings which, al

though they are not "I have come/the Son of Man came to 

sayings, they are closely related to them. These are: 

1. "I came forth/was sent (to preach)": Mk.1,38/Lk.4,43, 
2. "Did you come to destroy us?" : Mk.1,24/Lk.4,43 and 

Mt.8,29/Mk.5,7/Lk.8,28, 
3. "John - the Son of Man came ••• ": Mt.11,18f/Lk.7,33f, 

II 

4. the question of Elijah's coming: Mk.9,11-13/Mt.17,10-13. 

All except the 2d are on Jesus' lips and it is for this reason 

that these are singled out among other significant uses ofEe
tta8~t--others being considered in c.VI. 1 The second one re
ceives special attention because it is the only statement made 

by anyone, addressed to Jesus (not pronounced by him), about 

the latter's coming and its significance. The first two say

ings concern the purpose of Jesus' public ministry and are, 

indeed, complementary. In the last two Jesus touches indi

rectly on the significance of his "coming". 

I. COME FORTH TO PREACH: 2 Mk.1 235-38/Lk.4,42-43. 

The pericope constituted by Mk.1,35-38/Lk.4,42-43 and ab

sent in Mt, paints Jesus' first attempt to broaden his minis

try. It is immediately preceded by an implication that Jesus 
had spent the night in the house of Simon Peter whose mother

in-law he had cured, and a summary statement about his thauma

turgic activity in Capharnaum till late that evening. It is 

followed by another summary statement, Mk.1,39/Lk.4,44. In 

1Two other sayings are treated at length not here but in 
c.VI, on account of the terminologi used: the only~rrEaTo}~~
sayin~, Mt.15,24, and the uses of o ie't.ct-,1-e\10~. 

Recent detailed studies of this pericope include R. Fesch, 
"Ein Tag vollmächtigen Wirkens Jesu in Kapharnaum," BLeb 9 
(1968) 1 261-277 and M. Wichelhaus, "Am Ersten Tage der Woche," 
Nov* 11(1969), 45-66. To these among the commentaries H. 
Schurmann's massive commentary to Luke should be singled out, 
(HTKNT III/1), 255f. 
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both, Mk and Lk, the position of this pericope is totally ar

tificial: the immediately preceding and following activity of 

Jesus is not found to have been that of preaching, as the main 

point of our pericope would like us to believe, but rather a 

thaumaturgic one. As if to soften it, Lk has placed the call 

of the disciples (5,1-11) between our pericope and the eures 

of the leper and of the paralytic (5,12-26). Furthermore, Mk 

has Jesus back in Capharnaum (2,1), which clashes with the in

tention manifested in 1,38. Lk avoided such an inconsequence. 

Mt simply omitted our pericope as superfluous. 3 

A. Literary Analysis. 

Since the alternation between ~i~}Oo\J and &n~crT~~~v is 

the center of our interest, v.35-37/Lk.4,42 will be considered 

only in so far as they help us gain a better insight into the 

meaning and implications of v.38. 4 

The expression E°~--Y\MlEv KO..t b.rrrf}JlE\J, in v.35, 5 has a Semitic 

flavour which may warrant its antiquity. 6 Lk shows his pref

erence for a participle instead of a coordinate + Kot', as he 

does elsewhere, 7 and he avoids using the same cognate verb 

3Mt would have found no reason for repeating the beginning 
of Jesus' ministry throughout Galilee, nor for including aßto
~y which did not fit his reworked schema since he had already, 
in a developed summary (4,23-25), pointed out the extent of 
Jesus' ministry and mission. Mt.8,5-9,34 is a cycle of events 
around Capharnaum that Mt has grouped together. It is within 
this cycle that he would have had to insert our pericope, af
ter 8,16 (8,14-16/Mk.1~29-34!), if he had slavishly followedthe 
Mkan schema. In 8,18 Mt ~ortrays Jesus intending to flee from 
the crowds (8,18 has no direct ~arallel in Mk and Lk!), andone 
may wonder whether it is not Mt s adapted way of saying i,,rhat 
Mk and Lk describe by means of our pericope. That our perico
pe did not fit into Mt's coherent rearrangement of the Caphar
naum cycle is clear from his final summary statement in 9,35f. 
Thus, it can be assumed that Mt left intentionally our pericope 
out --and therefore knew it. 

4The versification of Mk's gospel will be used throughout 
except when is necessary to single out Lk's. It is assumed 
that 1 as for previous pericopes, the reader has a Synopsis in 
from; of him. 

5w and it. omitted b.rrr1>·l)~y, and Band 28 omitted ~~ri~Or\J, 
both omissions being intentional --to avoid redundance? 

6Haenchen, ~g 92, and Hirsch, Früh~eschichte I, 7, are 
of the opinion that there may have been wo diff. Aram. words 
at the~r origin and, according to C.C. Torrey, in illlli_ 53(1934), 
23, this could have been nefaq we,ezal, however he warns: "It 
is not ~n Aramaism' at all, but simply the very familiar juxta
position of two Semitic verbs." 

7see Cadbury, ~ 134f. 
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twice by introducing ~oeE,üt~e~l (similar change operated by Lk 

to Mk.6,36.37), a verb more of his liking. 8 The reference to 

prayer, which is surprisingly absent in Lk,9 is unessential to 

the story. It may be safely considered tobe a redactional 

addition; it is distracting: why did Jesus leave? in order to 

pray or to preach elsewhere? As we shall see, the reference 

to Jesus' prayer serves a theological purpose. 

The last verse of our pericope gives the immediate reac

tion of Jesus by way of a protest against the very idea of 

having to remain in Capharnaum. In Mk it is introduced by the 

simple KaL 10 ~iv~l ouTOtS, a historical present which is char

acteristically frequent in Mk and may be his, 11 while Lk uses 

his favorite tlTTtV rreos + acc. 12 The direction in which Jesus 

intends to go is given in Mk by a doublet which, in view of 

its three hapax legomena, seems to have been in pre-Mk: b.\}~
~ou1 3 e.i.s TO.S l:.~o~~vo.s Kw f-A-OTTo)ets. Lk has modified this expres
sion to read ,c1ii:s '-lE;C!o.1s no~EtitV. The adj. ET~~os, in lieu of 

Mk's adverbial modifier, is quite Lkan, 14 and rrö'}.ts is more 

8rt is found used 28/1(in 9,30)/49+39 times. 
9Most exegetes are of the opinion that the reference to 

Jesus' prayer is primitive and that Lk omitted it; however, 
they struggle to find a satisfying reason for the supposed 
Lkan omission. Nineham, Mk 84, and Wichelhaus, "Am Ersten 
Tage" 61, consider it tobe due to Mk while Zimmermann, Me
thodenlehre 241, Schramm, Markus-Stoff 89, and Schürmann,-tk 
256 n.262.1 think that Lk has transposed the reference to pray
er to 5 1b a possibility which is not tobe totally excluded. 
If one toliows the "Two-Sources Theory" then one must assume 
that Lk omitted this reference to Jesus praying. However, 
nothing militates against the possibility that Lk, who more 
often than any other evangelist refers to Jesus' prayer (cf. 
3,21i 5,16i 6,12; 9,18.28f; 11,1; 22,41.44) would also have 
mentioned it here if he had known it from bis source. Sur
prisingly in both, 1-1-,42 and 5, 16, y,e find E~l'\~to~ ; why did not 
Lk then omit the reference to the E-C2\')~c,~ Tortos in 4,4-2 also? 

10The conjunction has here an adversative sense (="but"); 
cf. Zerwick, Markus-Stil 7f. 

_ 11see Hawki:r:i-s, Hß. 143-148. Ko.'i. ~i~H 0.1.ho'ts.1 used absolute
ly, is pre-Mkan in 2,25; 3,4; 7,18; 10,11; 12,1b (Kuhn, ~
lun~n 131 n.39). On the historical present in Mk see now W. 
Henriks, "Zur Kollektionsgeschichte des Markusevangeliums," 
in L'tvangile selon Marc, Louvain 1974, 35-57. 

12see Hawkins, Ha 45f, and esp. Cadbury, Style 203 7 where 
many examples of this Lucanism will b~ found. The particle6i, 
also used in v.42a, instead of Mk' s l(C,.t is also quite Lkan, on 
which see Cadbury, QQ.cit. 143. 

13omi tted by A, D, W, e, Koine, Ferrar, Lake, i t, vgJ syrs 'P·. 
149/0/33+17; cf. Cadbury, QQ.cit. 151f and Bl-D ~306(2). 
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frequently used in Lk than in the other gospels (26/8/40). 

RLk achieves a more compact and precise sentence than his 

source's. Mk's hortative &yw~ev is obviously addressed to and 

dependent on the fact that it was "Simon and those with him" 

who acted as spokesmen for the crowds that were seeking Jesus. 

Lk is obliged to omit it since he deleted the reference to the 

disciples in favor of the öX~Ol (v.42b); in its place he in

troduced the imperatival &u (8/6/18+24) which he is so prone 

to do when there is question o~ an urgent submission to God's 

ordinance (cf. 9,22; 13,33; 17,25; 22,37; 24,44). 
The purpose for Jesus' departure to other towns is re

corded in Mk quite simply as 1vo. l(<lll E.l(E-.l l<..f\euf~. Instead of 

Kl'\€Ud'tTE.lV, Lk has his customary Eu«nd.14E.tV. Each is a term 

characteristic of the evangelist that uses it. 15 However, it 

is to be noted that lcUO.'('tE:.).i.~€lV / '-Uo.yyl)..loV had become in the 
• . 1 

early Church a terminus technicus and, for this reason K~eva-

J~lV, which is a more neutral term and here is objectless, may 

have been present in pre-Mk. While in Mk there is no object 

of Kl'}.eocraelv given, in Lk we find it to be the ßo.(f't).EtO. "t'. -tlEoÜ, 

as is so often the case in Lk (and Mt), 16 in view of which we 

may assume that it is a Lkan addition. The inclusive Kol is 

found.in both versions and was most probably in pre-Mk. 17 

The last phrase, the one which is the concern of our 

study, already betrays a Christological point of view in Lk, 

who uses the verb crno<rT~U tl\/ (by God ! ) • 18 Since Lk tends to 

change ~eXt69o.tfor another verb, 19 we may conclude that the 

more primitive form is that found in Mk, where the verb€iie

~Ea9~t is used instead. 20 By using ~TT~~ToA~V Lk would have 

15K'1'\~uacr-H\/: 9/12/9, while ~~ane~t~El" occurs 1/0/10x. 
16ir~v ßo.cn).E:i'alv -rou 9~oG: 4/14/32. On <:vo-!yÜlL,Ecl\/ see Dal

man, \-{orte 84~87, and, Conzelmann, Luke 221f. ~ changed T~\/ 
/A«ctÜEl0." to TO E.IJO}'ye,">-.,ov. 

17Even though it is not a strong argument, we may point 
out that in v.35 the reference to Jesus' prayer uses the con
tracted form ~o·K~t while in v.38 we find the non-contracted 
formJ..and if the former is due to Mk then the latter may be 
pre-1•ucan. 

18A ,e and the Koine group changed OnE.<rTo>.wr,, to CATTE<tTa).µat 
and this lesson was adopted by von Soden. 

19Eg. to Mk.1,31; 3,31; 5,1; 11,27b; cf. Cadbury, Style 
177f. 

20w. Ferrar and O~O r,ead ~i~\u8o, while A,D,Koine and 
Lake, 0104, 0130 read E:~'-)..'l~uQo;; they remove the ambiguity. 
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removed any ambiguity, since ~i~i9ov leaves the reader with 

the question "whence?" That Mk did not understand the sense 

of ~i~~8ov very well may be the reason why he preserved it. 

Finally, Lk has substituted the causal y~e in Mk for ÖTl, as 

he does for instance to Mk.1,22.27; 6,35.36. 21 

The clauses of the pericope Mk.1,35-38/Lk.4,42f, relevant 

for our understanding of the final logion, which we have ana

lyzed, suggest that Mk has preserved almost faithfully his 

source. Lk changed it in view of a strenger Christological 

orientation. 

v. 35 

v.36-37 
v.38 

The pre-Mkan form of tbese clauses ran: 

. .. tiY\}.9e.\/ o 'lY)(l"OÜS 
l<Dll CITTY) ).{'.)~v €.lS eel"\p.OV TOtTOV 

K.0.l G\Eax-E:\/ Ci\JTOL~, 
~yw,-..~~ ~).~1oü ~l~ TO.S 'i4op..~\/C1.S K.wµ..orro).ElC,., 
lVO\ 1<.CH ~1<.H l<.Y}eU~W 

E:lS TOÜTO )("-€ E:~Y))d~ov. 

B. The Earliest Reachable Form. 

On the basis of the above established pre-Mkan form of 

the clauses relevant to our study, we may attempt to recover 

its earliest form. This may be done by observing the tensionsi 

doublets and "theologizations" in these. I am well aware that 

the more one attempts to return to the times of the earthly 

Jesus, and to the earliest form of an account, the more hypo

thetical the conclusions become because the ground is extreme

ly "slippery". It is my contention that the most primitive 

account was oral, simple, and quite neutral. 

1. The Departure: v.35. The indication that Jesus went to an 

~e'71-'-0S Torrcs is possibly an addi tion made by pre-Mk. Its sharp 
contrast with the crowds (and the town) renders it suspicious. 

The use of two composites of eexe~9ot strengthens this suspi

cion: orn~>.ee:v is undoubtedly related to E.lS E.eY)µov TOTTO\/ and 

can be understood as having served to introduce it. The same 

relationship is to be found in Mk. 6, 32 (Ko.1. orr~ ).l°)ov E,\/ T4,l n).('.I\~ 

c.:h ~el'\!-'-0\/ Tonov 1<.01T'°L'öi'e1,v). Furthermore, if we observe the 

21 Lk' s choice of Ön may well have been "to secure closer 
relation" with the precedenti see Cadbury, Style 139. Lk's 
eni. ToUTo is certainly finer -chan Mk' s ~1.s TOüTO, on which see 
ibidem 204. 
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22 
other uses of this expression, in Mk.1,45 and 6,31f.35, we 

notice that in all cases it stands in contrast with thecrowds 

and is the place of reflection. This clause may therefore 

have been introduced with a pedagogical purpose. 23 One may 

also wonder whether it was not meant to serve as an inclusio 

with v.45. Hence, we may assume that the oldest account did 
, • - , n > •1 ' 24 not contain the clause Kot o.rrri 11TJEV <=-lS E-eyttJ<OV ToTTov. 

2. The Reason Given: v.38. In the climaxing logion we find 

the following doublet: 'ct.Uo.toü €.1.5 TO.S Exo,-.,..€\/0.S \(t.utJ.OTTOAE.lS. 25 

Even though one might be tempted to conclude that because here 

we have three hapax legomena it belongs to the oldest tradition, 

it is evident that ~i.s ro.s E'i-OI-A~\/OCS l<.Wt,-lOlTO~HSis explicative of 

b~~oxou. 26 If we stop for a moment to scrutinize the phrase 

about Jesus' intention to go to preach, our suspicions about 

E.i.s TOS €~oµe:va.s Kwµono~EclS might be cleared. 

The reference to preaching must have been absent in the 

primitive account because the term ~~euGOEW was, though loose

ly, a terminus technicus for preaching the Good News and was 

used especially in the Mkan tradition. Furthermore, the in

clusive K~~presupposes a wider context, viz. one in which it 

was known that Jesus had actually been asiduously preaching; 

it implies an~ P.osteriori knowledge that he had been doing so, 

22rn 6 35 the refere,nce is simply to a desolate place. If 
we place ali the uses of t~~µosTorros in line, we observe that 
while in 1,35 Jesus could still be alone there; andin 1,45 and 
6,31f the crowds make this more difficult, in b,35 Jesus can 
no lon3er be alone. Is here a designed crescendo? 

2 An ie~µo~Torros, which is not necessarily a desert --cer
tainly not in Galilee-- is an uninhabited, empty place, thus 
contrasting with the crowds --and the city. On the whole see 
G. Kittel, art. E~')l>-OS, in TDNT II, 657f. 

24B and 28 omitted a.n~~(}"" and W and it. omitted i~t;)..0~\/; 
cf. also Mk.6.1.1 (D) and 14,45. See further Turner, "Commentary" 
155, Fesch, "~in Tag" 264, Best, Temptation 26, as well as 
Schmidt, Rahmen 58. 

25A Kwµonc~LS is a city having the status of a village; 
Vcf. Strabo xii,2.6; also E. Schürer, Geschichte .~ ~d\sfuhen 

oJkes II, Leipzig 1907, 227. It is absent in the LX, u 
broadly corresponds to the ,:>:> in contrast with the 'l"Y. 

, 2~Haen9hen, ~ 93~ considers it tobe a gloss. The adv. 
0l )..}.c::c. Y.ou strictly means in another direction 11 , but in NT times 
the d.istinction betw!ien "where 11 and "whither" had vanished, as 
pointed out in Bl-D ~103. By itself it is too vague and there
fore calls for an explicitation, which was provided by pre-Mk's 
addition "to the neighbouring villages 11 • 'A~\o-~cO could hardly 
have been added later: for what purpose? 
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at least after his visit to the town in question (Capharnaum?), 

as KatfKEl underlines. On the other hand, the general context 

presents Jesus as a thaumaturge and it was because of his mir

acles that he had been sought out. Pre-Mk would have felt it 

necessary to include the reference to preaching in order to 

avoid leaving the impression that Jesus only concentrated on 

miracles and forgot about preaching. For these reasons we may 

assume that the reference to preaching originated with pre-Mk:J? 

Now, if €..1.5 T<XS e.~op.ivcxs Kwµorro'>-EL~ is dependent on and 

closely tied to the clause on preaching --as is evidenced by 

Ko.1. ~KE:l-- and the latter was absent from the oral tradition, 

then the former most probably was also absent from it. 28 

Finally, the expression c.LS TcÜrc YC(€ Et~ ">-9ov is also 

closely related to the clause about preaching, as indicated by 

the relational €.LS roÜTo l(CX€ ( "for this reason"). If I am cor

rect in saying that the preaching clause was not included in 

the primitive account, then its dependent clause was also ab

sent from it. If Jesus already stated that he was going else

where --excluding the town from which he just left-- the ex

pression ~l5 rOUTC y~e €f>l~9ov would be purposelessly stating 

the obvious! 29 

Taken by itself, Jesus' reply and invitation, Ö.xwp.r::v ano.
~ou, was a sufficient confirmation of what the one(s) who 

sought and found him probably suspected, viz. that he had set 

his mind on leaving town. This could have been the oldest end

ing of this souvenir of Jesus. 

C. Form and Formative Factors. 

The pericope, as it was bequeathed to us, presents a very 

27same conclusion reached by Pesch, "Ein Tag" 266. 
28cf. Haenchen, ~ 93. 
29Pesch, in art.cit. 266, contends that even though the 

preaching-clause did not belong to the primitive account, the 
~~Y) ~ g°'!-clause did belong to ~ t because i t corresponds to E.~ -
~~e~v in v.35. However I fail to see how one could satisfac
torily tie v.38d and v.38b (which for Pesch was primitiv~ in 
its doublet form) without including v.38c. Furthermore,E.t
~~9ov, first person sing., refers exclusively to Jesus while 
~iw~c\l, first person plural, includes those to whom Jesus ad
dresses himself. Hence would one have to read "let us go 
elsewhere, that is why i came out/left"? See furtherwichel
haus, "Am Ersten Tage" 5"7. 
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simple structure: 
narrative: 

v.35: setting: spatio-temporal indications that introduce the 
story and link it with the preceding one; 

v.36f: action: (Jesus left). A search and finding of Jesus. 
He is appretiated as a thaumaturge but his real 
intention is misunderstood. 

pronouncement: 
v.38: reaction: Jesus points out his real mission: to preach 

(everywhere?). 

From this schema one can observe that we are dealing with a 

mild form of a conflict story (departure-stay!-can't stay!). 

While the crowds want to retain Jesus in Capharnaum he refuses 

to comply because, as his reply implies, his mission cannot be 

confined to one particular place. While the crowds go after 

Jesus because of his miracles, he points out that his mission 

is that of preaching and there is no mention of miracles in 

his reply, i.e. his mission is not that of a settled thauma

turge but rather that of a wandering/itinerant preacher. There 

is also a dramatic crescendo: from a simple neutral action of 

going to a deserted place to an active search of the wonder

worker, thus provoking an emphatic reply on his part as if he 

were unsatisfied with them. 

The main point of this brief story is provided by Jesus' 

reply to those seeking him. The logion of v.38 contains a 

double saying: the first half mentions Jesus' intention to go 

elsewhere in order to preach, while the second half gives the 

ultimate reason that lies behind this intention, viz. that he 

has a mission to carry out, a God-entrusted task to accomplish. 

The logion could hardly have had an independent existence be

cause it is of such a nature that it requires a context to sup

port it and give it a sense. Likewise, the story without the 

logion is pointless. Thus, in view of the mutual dependence 

between logion and narrative, we cannot say that one was "con
structed" in view of the other.30 

The Primitive Recollection. If we take into account the rea-

son that most probably moved the crowd's search for Jesus, viz. 

his miracles, as well as the probable absence of the preaching 

30cf. Bultmann, ST 69, and Fesch, "Ein Tag" 268. 
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motive, one has the impression that the story originally pre

sented Jesus in his dimension of a thaumaturge. The presenta

tion of Jesus as a preacher, in v.38c, corresponds to that of 

v.21f (!) and seems to have been a consideration introduced at 

a later stage (pre-Mk) in order to point out that Jesus' min

istry consisted not only in working miracles but also (and, 

indeed especially) of preaching. 31 It is tobe noted that in 

its primitive stage it presents no particular Christological 

emphasis: we have a very simple story that can be thought to 

be close to the historical Jesus, containing a historical core. 

It was a "biographical" paradigm, preserved because it pointed 

out the universalism of Jesus' mission.32 

Some Observations on the Context and Origin of Mk.1 235-38 par. 

The most primitive account could hardly have existed iso

lated since it had no interest in itself, 33 but may have been 

part of a village•s34 folkloric tale about the thaumaturge 

Jesus who came but refused to settle there. Fre-Mk, when he 

arranged the material he possessed, placed this pericope (em

bellishing it) where he did in order to serve as a bridge be

tween the beginning of Jesus' ministry in a fixed city (his 

workings there having been developed as a sample of his multi

ple activities) and its actual broadening to the whole of Gali
lee.35 

31similarly Fesch, "Ein Tag" 268; Schmidt, Rahmen 59. 
32For Bultmann, ST 135, followed by Sundwall, Zusammenset

sung 10, Schreiberi Theololf. 102, Wichelhaus, "Am Ersten Tage" 
61, and Kuhn, Samm ungen 1 f, this pericope is totally editori
al. They provide, however no solid reasons nor show a detail
ed study of the pericope. Gaboury, Structure 125, does give some 
good reasons for taking a similar perspective but one may ask 
him whether it is not easier to think that Mt omitted it (cf. n. 
3, above) than that Mk created it. Klostermann, Mk 19, hesitates. 

33Lohmeyer, Mk 42, and Grundmann, Mk 48, suppose an origi
nal independent existence of the pericope. 

34whether or not it is Capharnaum is uncertain (cf. Fesch, 
art.cit. 274; for Schürmann, Lk 256, it centered on Nazareth) 
but what seems certain is that v.35-38.40-45 constituted one 
block: v.35 introduces a change in scenario and, in v.35 and 45 
the i;~i,µo~ roTT05 is mentioned as a sort of inclusio. See the 
detailed analy~i~ of Fesch, art.m. 262. Schürmann, Lk 256, ex
presses the op1n1on that v.38 or1g1nally preceded the Nazareth 
perico~e (Lk.4,16-30/Mk.6,1-6). For Gaboury, .Q.11.~it. 124-134, 
the original core had been the summary statemento"f v.39! 

35cf. Kuhn, QI1.cit. 18 n.22,and Boismard, Synopse 99, as 
well as Lohmeyer, Mk. 44. 
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The origin of this account is, in my opinion, tobe found 

in an ancient tradition36 tied to a village (Capharnaum?),37 

which recalled Jesus' wonderful deeds, and was passed on till 

it reached our evangelists through pre-Mk. Fora number of 

scholars it goes back to a personal recollection of Peter, on 

account of the special mention of Simon in Mk. 38 

D. The Meaning of'E~5}Qov in Mk.1,38 and Lk's 'ATTeuTo.).r)V, 

1, From the Oldest Reachable Form to Pre-Mk. 

We had concluded that in the most original account the 

reference to Jesus' intention to go to preach and the phrase 

€.1.5 TOÜTO )(°'e €.~~AOov were absent. We also pointed out that in 

the earliest tradition of this pericope Jesus was remembered 

as a wonder-worker. Pre-Mk considered this appreciation of 

Jesus tobe incomplete and misleading; consequently v.38c (and 

v,38d) was introduced as a corrective: Jesus was not just a 

thaumaturge but primarily "a preacher". Thus v,37b was intro

duced to occasion the reaction of Jesus which gives the reason 

for his departure from town (v.38cd). 

Within the pre-Mkan frame, ~~~X9ov had no Christological 

significance but served a paradigmatic purpose: the mission of 

preaching is not tobe confined to any particular geographical 

area. Since here Jesus is presented as speaking to those whom 

he had called not long before and who admired him mostly for 

his miracles, these would hardly have understood E~~\0ov in a 

sense other than that clearly expressed in v.35, viz. going 

out of town. 39 The €t~AQov-clause is an intentional accentua

tion of the obvious: "I have gone out of town in order to go 

to preach in other towns as well." For this reason pre-Mk al

so explicated b.U01Xoü in v. 38b by adding ~·ls TO.S lXo~e.v«s 1<wµo
noAE..lS, 

36Thus also Lohmeyer, Mk 42, 44; Johnson, Mk 50; Fesch, 
"Ein Tag" 273; Marxsen, Mark 61. 

37see n.34, above. 
38Thus Swete Mk 26; Cranfield, Mk 88; Branscomb, Mk 36; 

Lagrange, Mk 27; Taylor, Mk 182; Schmid, Mk 48; Grundmann, Mk 
48; Schweizer, Mk 30; Knox, Sources I, 33; Jeremias, NTTh r,91. 

39This is all the more so if we consider the high proba-
bility that e.~_;i~Qov was inspired on the Vorlage's ~~li}9e\l of 
v.35, with which it constituted an inclusio. 
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2. The Interpretation of the Markan Final Redactor. 

The final redactor allows us to perceive his understand

ing of the E~~i~oV-clause by the retouches and additions he 

made to his source and the uses of the verb e~~~1t.Cr9~t elsewhere. 

a. Jesus' Prayer. The most noteworthy change is the introduc

tion of the praying Jesus in v.35. This occurs in Mk almost 

always at a critical moment, when an important decision is at 

stake. As he prayed in Gethsemani (14,32f.39), at the end of 

his public ministry and before definitely taking over the 

weight of the Passion, so also here before he fully takes over 

the weight of his public ministry. On both occasions it is a 

submission to God's will that follows. It is important tonote 

that Mk introduced this indication ( l<'..1>,K8 rT(!OC;")llJXno) between 

his secret departure and the verbal confirmation of his deci

sion, and not after the latter --in this manner Mk suggests 

that Jesus' decision responds to a divine ordinance: he had 

consulted God in prayer. 40 The response put on Jesus' lips 

in v.38 reflects, therefore, the Church's understanding of 

Jesus' prophetic mission as one willed by God and freely under

taken by Jesus. 

b. Uses of 'E€leX~c;-Qor.t Elsewhere in Mk. From the uses of the 

verb €~~1E..crGo.l made by Mk, a more precise understanding of the 

sense of the same in 1 ,38 becomes possible. This is necessary 

because in 1,38 ~~~A9ov, which is used absolutely, is impre

cise: we are not told whence he came forth. Such an undeter

mined use of G.~~~i~a90\L is also found in 4,3 and in 6,34. In 

none are we told whence he came out. 

In Mk.4,3 the Parable of the Sower opens thus: t6ou ~~-

40see also Best, Temptation 136f. It is, noteworthy that 
the prayer is said to have taken place in anE-eY\P-"~ TOlTO~, a 
lonely plac e, away from the crowds. As in other oc,casions, i t 
does not take place in the full light of day. The~e~~o~Torro~ 
has also a theological significance: for the prophets it was 
the place of encounter with God;, cf. Schreiber, Theologig 168f, 
and Wichelhaus, "Am Ersten Tage' 54. The imperfect ,rreoa-riuX~TC 
may indicate either a customary practice of Jesus, or it maybe 
that he was absorbed in prayer when "Simon and those with him" 
found him. Both are plausible, and we will not get lost in 
such details. On the whole, there is a touch of hiddenness in 
Jesus' secret'departure to a deserted place, which recurs in 
v.45: it ~recedes an open manifestation and may have served 
the Mkan Messianic Secret" motif. This is by far more strik
in Mk's than in Lk's version. 
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~}Q~v Ö crrr~~ewv <rrrii:ecn; we know that the o-TTE.i'.ewv is none other 

than Jesus (cf. 4,14). In 6,34 we learn that Jesus "(Si€,-9wv 
saw a great crowd;" it was from the E.e'lµo.s TOTTO<; (v.32) that 

he came out --note the similarity 6,32-1,35b, 6,33-1,36f, and 

6,34-1,38d. In these two cases, as in those where we find an 

imprecise EiieY~oe~L but with respect to someone other than Je

sus, viz. 1,45 and 6,12, the "going out" is in order to an

nounce the Good News! Thus, ~~~e~~oQ~l, used absolutely, 

means "to break out into the open" wide world. We find our

selves close to a possible answer to our query: ~~i€X~a8~L 
means leaving the hidenness (cf.6,34!). A further clue is 

found in 4,3: the sower f-tV\\9E.'1, whence? from chez lui ( ! ) and, 

--without pretending to say that Jesus' pre-existence is given 

implicit expression,-- we may suspect that it means flfrom the 

Father's house". Somewhat parallel is 6,12 wherein we are told 

that the disciples E.~üt'l6v,Ec5 E.K~ev~otY , and if we were to ask 

whence they went forth we would have to think that it was "from 

Jesus' company" since the context gives no further hint. The 

same holds for the leper whom Jesus had cured and who ~i~}..9wv 
'tje~()(TO l<.t'\eU(T<T~l\/ ( 1 ,45a). 

c. The Meaning of 'Efry>-.9ov in Mk. 1 , 38. 

From the uses of ~~ie~~e~lwhich we have considered and 

which contrast with others wherein the origin is either imme

diately specified (as in 8,27; 11,11.12) or easily known (as 

in 2, 13; 6, 1. 34), we may assume that in 1 , 38 E~Y]A-9o\/ means 

more than just "I left town". To this purpose serves the ad

dition of Jesus' prayer in v.35. However, it cannot be affirm

ed that E-~Yl}..Gov means "from the Father", or some similar ori

gin; nothing in our text allows us to draw such a conclusion 

--the more so if we realize that Mk's interest lies elsewhere. 

From the general tenor of this pericope, it is not diffi

cult to realize that Mk has preserved v.35-38 to indicate par

adigmatically the universal mission of Jesus. This is further 

underlined by his inclusion of the summaries in 1,14.39; 2,13. 

In this perspective ~~~}9ov would have tobe understood as im

plying "to do God's will", as the reference to his prayer sug

gests. God's will, i.e. the mission of Jesus, is to announce 

the nearness of the Kingdom, as the intimate relation between 
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the E.iYl).Qo\/-clause and the explicit statement i.'\/o. "-Y\QU~(i.) indi

cate. It is analogous to t-if)).Oov IC'lle'ü~l, i.e. a purpose clause 

similar to the ~'>-Gov-logia! KieucrO"E:lV is the mission Jesus 

was entrusted with by God and is the fundamental reason for 

his "going out of Nazareth" (1,9) and into Galilee at large. 

If KY)€00"0"El\/ is a God-entrusted mission, then E.~Y) \\}ov corre

sponds to it, and would read into Jesus' mind: "Because I am 

God's l(~~Uf- I am leaving the closedness of this place, as I 

left Nazareth, in order to make known God's salvific will 

throughout all of Galilee. 1141 

If we observe the uses of te.~eJJ9c,,.t in Mk.1, we cannot fail 

to notice that it is used in a number of passages that slowly 

build up to a climatic point in v.38. In 1,7 John the Baptist 

announces that e.e~€T0tl O ~(iXueoTe.eos; in 1 '9 Jesus is said to 

Y\).Ge.v cxno No~aeh in order to be baptized, and in v.14 he fi

nally i\).Br:v ~h T~" io.\t\o.{av lc'.:'1,eucrO'w\/ TO ellatyE:l..lOV TOÜ 9~ou ! 

In 1 ,28 it is his fame that spreads (f.~Y)).0~") to all Galilee_, 

and finally in 1 ,38 it is Jesus himself who announces that i.'vo. 

Ko.l ~Ke;"i K"\~üiw EfY)}-~", to those who sought to prevent his de-
' 'l, A • > •• , ',.. parture, to which Mk adds: K.~L \"\At:~V KYJeumrwv ••• E:cLS 01\l')V T„V ,o.-

)..L\O.LOlV \(~L Ta Sc,,.q.1.ovux EKßch\.wv(v.39), the casting of demons be
ing the eschatological (universal!) sign of the irruption of 

the Kingdom (cf. especially 1,24 and Lk.11,20). 

There is no concensus among scholars about the most prob

able sense of ~~~)..~ov in v.38d. The disagreement is partly due 

to the ambiguity of the term itself, and partly to the failure 

to distinguish the various moments of tradition. For some it 

has the same meaning as OTTE:Grä'>,J)\/ does in Lk: sent by God or, 

come from heaven/God/the Father. 42 For others ~~r')).\)ov has 

simply a motional sense, related to the E:~~)..Q~v of v. 35. 43 Fi-

41 Galilee, in the summaries of 1,14.39 is, for Mk, not 
just that geographicallJ limited region of Palestine, but it is 
the place of Jesus' manifestation. It is there where he goes 
after the resurrection (14,28; 16,7),. and it is from here that 
the universal mission begjns ~cf. 6,~5-8,26). It contrasts 
with Jerusalem. See Marxsen, Mafk c.III.,_ Schreiber, Theologie 
170-184 --but see the commen~s o W.G. Kummel, in Einleitung 
in ~N..e..ue Testament, Heidelberg 1973, 60f. 

Swete~ Mk 27· Klostermann, !';'!k 19; Schniewind, Mk 54· 
Schmid, 11k 4ö; Grundmann, Mk 48; Nineham, Mk 85; Hamer-Eon-Kelly, 
Pre-E~~stence 48. 

Harnack, "Ich bin gekommen" 2; Jones, Mk 75; Gould /// 
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nally, some see it as unrelated to v.35 and pointing to Jesus' 

mission to preach. 44 The first opinion is hardly tenable for 

it reads into the text the idea of pre-existence; the view ex

pressed by the second group corresponds to pre-Mk's and, that 

of the last group corresponds to that of the final redactor. 

Interesting is also the Christological interpretative change 

of ~i~1eov to (~{)~i~~ve~ in a number of MSs. 45 

To summarize: while for pre-Mk ~~~}~ov had primarily a 

motional sense ("I left town") and served a didactic purpose, 

"Mark has in mind the mission of Jesus in Galilee: 'it was for 

that purpose I undertook my mission•, 1146 as suggested by v.39. 

For Mk it translates the imperative to fulfil the task of 

preaching, which had been entrusted by God. It is highly 

doubtful that the Mkan tradition was thinking, at any moment, 

in terms of a pre-existing Jesus predestined by God to come to 

preach. 

Having been absent in the earliest moments of the tradi

tion of this story and, not being able to have an independent 

existence, it is evident that the ~~~~9ov-clause did not orig

inate in Jesus' mouth. 
, '\ 

3. Luke's ~TTE.aT~ADV· 

Both, Mk and Lk, show a missionary concern, even if seen 

through different lenses: while Mk shaped the story ecclesio

logically, Lk did Christologically. The crowds seeking Jesus 

are introduced by Lk with a Christological purpose: they in

directly witness to Jesus' messiahship, even though they want 

him to do their will and not his will. Lk shaped v.42 in such 

a way as to bring out the logion of v.43 --this can already be 
obs·erved in that almost half of the pericope is dedicated to 

the logion of Jesus. 

Bu using the term <me<rTo~~v, which only recurs in Mt. 

/// !'1k 29i Rawlinson, Mk 19; Johnson, Mk 51; Branscomb, Mk 36; 
Fesch. "Ein Tag" 266; Turner, "Commentary" 156. 

44Schmidt Rahmen 58 (a "christologischer Terminus"); 
Lohmeyer~ 11k 4~; Cranfield~ l'1k 90; Ta?,lor, l':'Ik 184; Haenchen, 
~ 93; öchweizer, Mk 30; Lightfoot, 'Three Passages" 23; 

c reioer, Theologie 100. 
!~See n.20, above. 

Taylor, Mk 184. 
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15,24, Lk has interpreted the ambiguous ~~~\Qov. 47 Evidently, 

C11TWT0.ir,v leads to the question "by whom?" and the answer can 

only be obtained from the whole gospel as a background for 

this logion. An immediate answer is not given but discernible 

in the imperatival 6~1, a particle which is used to express 

submission to God's will, viz. a divine charge or mission that 

is tobe accomplished. It implies a pre-established plan and 

a road that one is compelled to follow. 48 ".ATTE.<TTO.XY)V has a pro

phetic implication: it is the prophet's claim to have beensent 

by God (cf. 4,18!). 49 Placed on the lips of Jesus, orreaTa\riv 
implies the divine origin of his mission: he is the sent one. 

Among the different dimensions of Jesus that Lk wants to bring 

out, one stands out in particular: that of bis fulfilment-of 

God's promises, essentially that of sending a Messiah; Jesus 

is the long-awaited awT~E sent by God. It is with this back
ground that Lk' s interpretative O\tTE.trTa).l"\V has to be understood. 

As in 4,18 and 5,32, Lk gives in 4,43d a wider sense to the 

saying than Mk does: he refers this clause to the salvifico

historical totality of Jesus' ministry on earth as the prom

ised one sent by God. 50 

The choice of the term oTTE.~T~\~v as interpretative of his 

source's i~~).9o¼ responds to Lk's particular salvifico-histor
ical (heilgeschichtliche) understanding of Jesus as "die Mitte 

der Zeit". The logion, as shaped by Lk, underlines once more 

Jesus' mission as already announced in Isa.61,1f which Lk had 

cited in 4,18f: "The Spirit of God is upon me, for which sake 

he anointed me (~~eLtr~v t>--~) to evangelize the poor, he has sent 

me (arr~cr-ra\K~" 1-1-e.) to •••• " It found concrete realization in 

Jesus' mission, as stated in 5,31f. 

47Lk seems to interpret his source in many occasions, thus 
in 5,21.37; 6,13· 8,16.18.22; etc. Fora list of these see de 
Solages, Composition 123ff. According to Jeremias, NTTh I, 13 
n.1, the change made by Lk obeys to stylistic reasons only. 

48Äelis quite Lkan indeed: 8/6/19+25. On this see the 
excellent study by E. Fascher, "Theologische Beobachtungen zu 
SE-1„ 11 in Neutestamentliche Studien (FS R. Bultmann), Berlin 
1954, 228-254. 

49cf. Isa.6,8; Jer.1,7; Ezek.2,3; Hag.1,12; Zech.2,15; 4, 
9; Mal.2,23. It is noteworthy that Lk has the prophets inmind 
more often than the other evangelists. 

50see esp. Cad:mry, Style 117f, and Schürmann, Lk 255. 
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Luke specifies Jesus' mission by providing the content of 

his preaching: ,~v ßo.cn).~lo.v TCO @E;.OU. It is the first time 

that it occurs in this gospel. To assure the continuity and 

expansion of his mission, Jesus will call his disciples, and 

this, in Lk's gospel occurs immediately after our pericope 

this reveals most clearly his salvifico-historical optic. 

Since none of these forms of the saying that concerns us, 

whether in Mk or in Lk, is an ipsissimum verbum Iesu, there 

is no question of a messianic consciousness. 

Conclusion. 

The study of the saying we have just concluded revealed 

that the clause 't'.vo. •.. l<'le_u~w .•. '=~Y\H)ov was introduced by 

pre-Mk. It was added at this stage of tradition in order to 

counteract the impression that Jesus was primarily a thauma

turge. At that moment the meaning of E."l;.Y)H)ov did not differ 

from that of e~~iG~v in v.35a. Mk's addition of Jesus' prayer, 

and the observation of other uses of tt~~tea0~t in Mk, led us 

to suspect that RMk considered ~~~).0ov as meaning "to go into 

the open in order to proclaim God's salvific will everywhere." 

Most interesting, however, proved to be Lk' s change of f~
~}..9ov to OITTE.a·rCA~l'\V: he gave it --as to the whole pericope-- a 

Christological orientation. It echoes back the citation of 

Isa.61,1f in 4,18f: Jesus is the expected final envoy of God. 

Together with the changes made by a number of MSS of~i1~0ov 
to (~~)cl~).u9~, one should especially note the tendency tofind 

" V " a Christological meaning in the verb eQ~tG~~l --it becomes the 

expression of Jesus' messiahship: he was sent by God, he is 

the definitive i<11evi. The change from ~~Yf~.9ov to cxntc<rio.~Y1V 
shows the kerygmatizing movement within the early Church. 

II. DID YOU COME TO DESTROY US? Mk.1,24/Lk.4,34 and 

Mt.8,28/Mk.5,7/Lk.8,28. 

The reaction of the demons to Jesus' presence is of inter

est to us inasmuch as we find there an explicit reference to 

Jesus' coming and the consequence his presence had for the de

moniac world. 
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A. Literary Considerations: Composition of the Demons' Reply. 

0ur literary analysis shall be rather brief, concentrat

ing mostly on the demons' saying(s), in an attempt to discover 

the composing elements and if possible its earliest form. We 

shall first consider the two sayings (Mk.1,24/Lk.4,34 and Mt. 

8,29 par.) separately and then compare them. 

1 1. The Demoniac in the Synagogue: Mk.1,24/Lk.4,34. 

The demons' reply in the account of the healing of the 

possessed at the synagogue in Capharnaum is exactly the same 

in both Mk (1,24) and Lk (4,34). It is therefore impossible 

to determine a literary origin and dependence from theseverses 

only; consequently we have to examine those framing them. 

In v. 232 we find the expression E.'1 trv~vµ(.(n o~~TY~ this is 

relatively frequent in Mk (2/11/5), while Lk' s e:~w\/ ... 'öolµCN1ou,. 
which is never found in M~., recurs in Lk.4,35; 7,33 and 8,27. 3 

If we turn to v.25, we observe that while Mk has the conversa-
,. ~ ""- > 1: ) - ) ) tional fr~~= ~~ äuTou , Lk has the smoother and better Gk,arr 

<XUTOV which is a literary improvement; it would be hardly 

thinkable that the inverse operation took place. While~rr~e~

O'~Lv is not foreign to Lk (cf. 9,39/Mk.9,26), he seems to have 

nevertheless changed it for a term more to his liking andwhich 

is never found in Mk, viz. ~ITTTE::t\f ( 3/0/2+ 3). In v. 27, while 

Mk has €.~c:q . .1.ß~8tia01v (a verb only used in Mk, 3x!), Lk has the 

Semitizing expression ~yiv~To ~~µßos (the noun recurs only in 

Lk.5,9 and Acts 3,10). Thus, from these observations we may 

assume that Lk depends literarily on a Mkan text. Sufficient 

redactional traits suggest that it was pre-Mk that served as a 

source to both, Mk and Lk. 4 

The demons' reaction in Mk.1,24 is most probably modelled 

1Among the few studies of this pericope those made bl R. 
Pesch.2. "Ein Tag vollmächtigen Wirkens Jesu in Kapharnaum, BLeb 
9(196ö), 116-128, and K. Kertelge, Die Wunder Jesu im MarkuS::
evangelium, Munich 1970, 50-60, are tobe singled out. 

2The Mkan versification is followed for simplicity sake. 
3Lk mentions the b'11L~"-ov1ov very often: 9/11/21. 
4Among the additions due to the final Mkan redactor we 

find €:ü&os , (\'W\/)\O"ot'l ~I.IN~ 1--'-E:l(ri).~ , T«).L ~nl'.o.s. Pe sch, fil1;. ci t. 118, 
considers it of pre-Mkan tradition. See further Boismard, Syn
opse 94ff. 
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on the reaction of the widow of Sarepta to the arrival of Eli

jah, i.e. on 1 Kgs.17,18 as a synopsis of these shows: 

Mk.1 224/Lk.4,34 1 Kgs.17 2 18 
(a) ,:( t\l,J-LY KC\. CJ"OL T~ ~µo;. 1(0'.1. aoi. 

'1-.,crou Ncx'~o.e'lvi; ct\J~ew1te. Toll 8e.<N; 
(b) ~}...0e.~ ~·l<r~\~es neos 1-,kE:. 1 

,ou a\/O.~'IY\CTCXl T~S otHl<.l~S µou 
O.TIO }~O.l ~\J,<l~; 5 

o'L So. a-E:. .~s t t 
1(0.l 0o.vo.Tu>'10l ,O" uto" ~OLi; 

(c) 
0 o'llOS TOU 9'-0ll. 

This comparison is most instructive in many respects. Thename 

of Jesus in the mouth of the demons and the defensive phrase 

~S6. cre. T~S E:l is brought to our attention. The appellative o 
&1105 TOÜ Ekou corresponds to c,cvt}.Qwrr<co TOLi {koD (later qualified 

as ~~lOS, in 2 Kgs.4,9). 

The phrase o1S~ <TE: ,1s il is known from Greek magic papyri, 

and is not intended as a manifestation of knowledge but is 

rather a defensive formula, 6 as it was in 1 Kgs.17,18. It in

tends to keep the undesired one at a distance and thus guaran

tee self-protection from a menacing presence. 7 In its present 

form though, followed by the appellative o o<-W-LO~ T00 Ekou, the 

phrase serves as a confession formula. 

The defensive clause in Mk.1,24c may well be an addition 

made to the original reaction of the demons. This is suggested 

by the Messianic secret theme to which it leads and the confes

sional form it has, as well as by a possible play on words. F. 

Mussner suggested that there is a play on words in N~4ae'1"~ and 
.. , 8 
01lOS· He remarked that in Jgs.13,7 and 16,17 the MT reads 

5It is not certain w~ether it was meant as a guestion or 
a statement. In Bover's (Greek) text and the New~ Bible 
it is a statement; otherwise always taken tobe a question. A 
statement is what Taylor Mk 174; Rawlinson Mk 16· Lohmeyer 
Mk 37f; Klostermann, Mk 20; Grundmann, Mk 41j and Schweizer, ~k 
'26, take it tobe, and tha~ is what I tmnk is more probable.-

6see Kertelge, Die Wunder 5(,, and H.J. Held, "Matthäus als 
Inter~ret der Wundergeschichten,' in Ueberlieferung und Ausle
ggng im Matthäusevangelium, Neukirchen 1960, 163. -

7see further Jos.22,24; Jgs.11 12; 2 Sam.16,10· 19,23; 
2 Kgs.3,13; 9,18f; 2 Chr.35,21i· Jn.2,4. This is not an adjura
tion bu~ a distan~iation formu a. 

811 Ein Wortspiel in Mk 1 24?," :az. NF 4(1960), 285-6. See 
also E. Schweizer, "Er wird l¾azoräer heissen1 " i:n Judentum-Ur
christentum-Kirche (FS J. Jeremias)A Berlin -,964~, 90-93. But 
see the objections of Taylor, Mk 17/f. 
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D'i17N 1'll , and was translated by MS A of the LXX as VO.~leo.1.w'I/ 

(kau, and MS B as o 01iLos \}E;oll • This is explainable on the 

basis of the Hebrew ",~) = No.Z,~eY)vE., which would echoe ,~n. 
Thus, o Öqrios TOÜ Qe.oü could be "eine sachliche Interpretation" 

of C'IY\O"oü) N01.l,01Ql1V~: it says who Jesus is. 

The confessional form of the o·\bo. crEa. clause and the con

sequent command tobe silent (~l~W~~Tt, v.25a) are at the ori

gin of the "Messianic Secret" motif. W. Wrede considered it 

tobe the backbone of Mk's gospel. It can therefore be assum

ed that it was added to serve that motif. It should also be 

kept in mind that the demons call Jesus "son of God" in Mk.3, 

11; 4,3.6 par.; 5,7 par.; and Lk.4,41, which is analogous to 

"the holy one of God" and may have been an influencing factor. 

Also noteworthy is the change in person from the plural (~µtv, 
~~ä~) to the singular (o\~Q) in the same cry. The plural can 

be considered to correspond to the totality, the demoniac 

world, and the singular as being a confession of the possessed 

himself. This would, therefore, be an added indication of the 

posteriority of v.24c. 9 It is easier to explain the addition 

of v.24c than of 'I~uou No.~Qe~vi. The parallel to 1 Kgs.17,18, 

and the use of the name (= Semitic concept of power over the 

one whose name is used? ), suggest v.24ab is more Palestinian 

than v.24c --which possibly is of Hellenistic origin. We may 

therefore assume that the original verbal reaction of the de

mons did not include the ci\SO! ITE:. clause (v.24c). 

2. The Gerasene Demoniac: Mt.8,29/Mk.5,7/Lk.8,28. 10 

We shall now briefly consider the demon(s)' reaction to 

9scholars have attempted to explain these changes, which 
also occur throughout the story itself, in different manners. 
Taylor, !:'!k 174, considers it as dramatic effect; Lohmeyer, Mk 
36, as the spokesman and representative of the group of demons; 
while Grundmann, Mk 43 and Schweizer, Mk 28, consider it to 
have been what we would call "schizophrenia". In .!\ and bo. we 
read otß~µ~v in Mk's text, and ~ contains it in Lk's text. It 
seems to me that this change of persons deserves by far rnore 
attention than it has hitherto received. 

10Detailed studies include H. Sablin "Die Perikope vom 
gerasenischen Besessenen," ST 18(1964), 159-172; K. Kertel~e, 
w~edeB Jesu 101-110; J.F. Craghan "The Gerasene Demoniac 
C ~ 3 (1968), 522-536; Boismard> Synopse 199-208~ and R. Fesch, 
Der Besessene von Gerasa (SBS 5b), Stuttgart 197~, which in
cludes a long oTil1iography. 
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Jesus' presence in the story of the Gerasene demoniac. Placing 

the three versions synoptically, alongside the reaction of the 

demons' of Capharnaum, we obtain the following picture: 

Mt.8 229 

1(.0.l .l'öou 
i.l<.~<l~O.\I 

i~ro~TE.s'. I 

n~ KOlCl"Ol 

u·1~ TOG G,:00; 

Mk.5,7 

qiwvn ~I.E)'IX). ':\ 

}Jx€.l, , . 
n 1c+1.ol 1<.al O"ol 

·1~crcu 
u\~ ToO Ge.ou 

TOÜ UI\Jl(J'TOl.l; 

Lk.8 228 Mk.1 224-/Lk.4- 2 34-

i.Si::iv <c,E: TcN 1YfioÜ" , K.0.1. 

°'"°'"~d,fo.s , _ . : iivE.\<.~~iev 
lT e_O(J"E. lfEc<rEo\/ 0.L1•\f> ~l ; 

<\'_W\/~ 1,,1.E:'lCl},.t;\ : (\"WV~ ~E:y-cii}.r;i 
~~f!"E-\1, , , : , • ~lywv. , 
Tl tp.Ol K.O.l (1'0\. : Tl ~'{ l(.Ol (J'ol 
'h1<i"oÜ :'lviaoü No~O.QY\Vi; 
uU. TO\l e~oCi : 

Tou u I\JLcrTou; : : n ).{)E.~ 

~E-tlf,J-1).l CJ'CIJ , 

' µt, 
,-,..~ ßo.<TO.\/ l(it_H 

' 
: ~rro,iicr(lll, ~µ~\; 
: otoo. cre. TIS ~t 
; o Öl'X'IO\ TOU Qeoou. 

At first sight the demon(s)' reaction appears as a doublet 

with that in the account of the demoniac of Capharnaum. In 

fact, they are verbally and structurally (cf. §B) very close, 

not only in the demon(s)' reply but also in Jesus' rebuke and 

command; the demon(s)' violent reaction and departure, and the 

observation that "all were amazed". Furthermore, Mk.1,23f and 

5,22ff show several points of probable literary contact: no

where else in Hk do we read cxvOec.mos ~\( tf\/E:1.Jµon ~KC1.9Cl€•'f, Tl 

'-J,1.0l/~µ1v 1<«1.1. a-ol , and to cry q,wv~ f-'Etcx>-r;\ ( except at the cross, 

15,37). The challenging reaction of the demon, as given in 

Mk/Lk shows a definite literary dependence either of one on 

the other or both on a common source, while Mt's differs con

siderably: it was reshaped by him. 11 

a. Mk.5,7 and Lk.8 2 28. As is frequently the case, Lk has 

changed his Mkan source 's }.~l(~l to fLlTE.\I. Lk uses the compound 

form &va~~~~~s, as he is so prone to do. In the demon's reply 

itself, we observe that while Mk has the rare oe\(~;w (0/1/0) 

Lk has a verb he uses several times and is never found in Mk, 

viz. &~o~al (1/0/7+7). Thus, the dependence would be of Lk on 
a Mkan text. 

11 For Lohmeyer, Mt 167, Mt's is a "selbständige Version," 
similarly for Grundmann, Mt 262f. 
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The Mkan embellishment of the description of the pos

sessed, well beyond what Lk had before him (v.3-5), the refer

ence to the sea in v.1, and the absence of the boat in Lk are 

some indications that Lk's source was not final-Mk. 12 It is 

interesting to note that the use of ~v~~~ in Lk.8,27 comes al

so into use in 23,53 and 24,1, where Lk follows pre-Mk. Lk 

ignores the quantitative references of Mk.5,5.13, when he is 

very interested in numbers: did he know them? 

b. Mk.5 27 and Mt.8 229. While Mt and Lk speak of a plurality 

of demons, Mk speaks in 5,1-10a of a unique demon, andin v. 

10b-13 about a plurality. If at first sight this is striking, 

several other inconsistencies seem to indicate that Mk hasmix

ed two different accounts --from two different sources. In 

v.1 Jesus is said to go to the region of Gerasa andin v.2 he 

disembarks from the boat; however, if Gerasa is the present 

day Jerash, some 35 miles east of the lake of Galilee, hecould 

not have been in that region as soon as he disembarked. While 

in v. 2 Jesus is met (uTI"~'ITY\CTE'I ) by the demon possessed, in v. 6 

we are told that the man ä~o µaKeoG&v iöe~µ~v towards him! Not 

only do we find two forms of the noun "tomb", µv\')µE:i:o\l (v.2) 

and ~v~~ (v.3.5), but also v.6 seems to introduce a newstory: 
K"-L °lSwv + a first (?) encounter with Jesus. 13 0nly after the 

demon has been ordered to leave (and did so: aor. li~}9~), 
does Jesus ask the demon for his name (v.9). The reply, "le

gion", probably serves to tie the accounts; only in v.12 are 

we formally informed that they leave the man. 14 Thus, Mk very 

probable used two accounts and conflated them so as to produce 

a unique story. 15 Mt's account is only in terms of two demo

niacs/demons and the whole is perfectly coherent. It is from 

here that one may suppose that a close relation exists between 

12see further esp. Boismard, Synopse 201-206. 
13cf. D.H. Cave, "The 0bedience of Unclean Spirits," NTS 

11(1964/65), 94. 
14see further the analysis made by Boismard,. ~.cit. 201ff, 

and Cave, art.cit. 94ff. Pesch, w Besessene 14, is well 
aware of these and other incoherences but tries to explain them 
away. 

15Pesch, Ql2. • .Qil. 16f, 49; Kertelge, lli..e. Wundyr 101f, as 
well as Bultmann, ST 210, and others, consider Mk s account to 
to preserve almost intac~ the original form of the story. 
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Mt's account and the pre-fusion Mkan account. 

Mt has probably combined the story of Mk.1,23-26 (which 

he had omi t.ted ! ) wi th the earliest storcY ab out one dem0niac 

(Mk.5,1-10a); the combination performed in v.29 lends support 

to this hypothesis. 16 The story of the demons and pigs, on 

the other hand, may have been related not to Gerasa but to 

the land of the Gadarenes, S.E. of the lake of Galilee. A 

different story, the one about a man possessed by one demon 

and having nothing to do with the colorful story of the pigs, 

may have been located in the region of Gerasa. 

c. The 0ldest Form? The inquiry as to which might have been 

the oldest (reachable) form of the demon's reply in the story 

of the Gadarene demoniac still remains. Lk's is directly de

pendent on the Mkan one, as we have seen, and Mt's differscon

siderably from these. 

The Mkan reaction of the demon shows no traces of redac

tional retouches and employs a vocabulary that is rather rare 

in Mk. 17 However, the qualificative TOü u\\)t(TTOU may be an ad

dition made by RMk under the influence of (pre?) Lk: as an ap

pellative for God it is frequent in the Lkan gospel (0/1/5+2) 

and is absent in Mt.8,29. 18 The brevity --as the whole story-

and Christological concentration of the Mtan form can be ex

plained as primarily due to RMt. 'f\µ1\1 , in Mt, is necessary 

on account of his presentation of two demoniacs; 19 ;i~t~ () 
ßo~av~~l~~S picks up Mk.1,24, a story he is integrating here, 

{30.(TO.V~GO.l replacing cxno).E.'1C11l, and Glbf. neo KO\lQOU is added to make 

up for the adjuration which did not fit into the apocalyptic 

picture painted by Mt. 20 Thus, Mk.5,7, omittingTOüll~t.CiTou, 

was the oldest form of the demon's reaction in this story. 

16Similarly Boismard, Synopse 201-205; see also Fesch, 
Der Br,essene 52. 

u,tos (Toll) Q~oü : 9/4/6; 0'21(l~U): 0/1/0+1; Ul\ll(J"TOS: 1/2/7+ 
2; ß01(J"01v~-z,w: 3/2/1. 

18Boismard. Qll.cit. 206, who also points out other Lucan
iems. See also Acts 16,17 (also an exorcism!). 

19According to T.A. Burkill, "Concerning Mk.5,7 and 5,18-
20i" ST 11(1957), 161, the fact that one has the sing. (~j,-lOi.) 
ana the other the plural (~~l~), implies that there was no di
rect contact between them but a common formula: 1 Kgs.17,18. 

20Boismard, .QQ.Q.li. 200, assigns Mt.8,29 to "Doc. A", on 
the basis of Epiphanius' version; Mk's had a different source. 
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3. The Earliest (Reachable) Form of the Demon's Reaction. 

If one asks which, Mk.1 ,24- (minus the confessional olßoco-e. 
KT~.) or Mk.5,7, is older, the answer would be the former. The 

reaction in Mk.5,7 is markedly impregnated with a Christologi

cal-confessional outlook: Jesus is "son of God" and this in 

the mouth of a pagan (!). It probably combines the two desig

nations of Jesus in Mk.1,24- and hence would have known a later 

stage of Mk.1,24-. 21 The adjuration, which one would expect in 

the mouth of the exorcist and not the demon, takes the place 

of tit6~ a-E. -~~ €:l; Ö~K~;w tr~ takes 0160. cre 1:LS e:t for granted. 

The confrontation is sharpened by the adjuration: it places 

God against God as if ironically wanting to take the side of 

God; it is no longer defensive but offensive. The verb ß(J,.(j~

VL~oo is used for the end-time sufferings in apocalyptic de

scriptions (cf. Apoc.9,5; 11,10; 12,2; etc.; T.Asher 6,5). The 

request not to torment him presupposes the superiority of Je

sus and the useless resistance of the demon. Mk.5,7 no lon

ger mentions Jesus' coming: his presence itself is already a 

menace; moreover, ~}Ge~ would hardly have fitted because it was 

the man that approached Jesus --not so in Mt. Thus, the ear

liest form, if any, would have been: 
'tl ~µw/~j-\O't Ka.\ CTOL '1Y\<TOU No:~o.eriv~; ~}.~€.\ omo).E.<TC,.l ~~~; 

which brings us full circle back to the form of 1 Kgs.17,18! 

B. Form and Formation of the Demons' Verbal Reaction. 

The verbal reactions we are studying all have the same 

basic structure: 

1 • the demon shout s ( \C.Qa.2;€.Lv ) ; 
2. begins by T: 'i\t-'-'-" / tµ.oL ~o.\ <r01., and 
3, Jesus is addressed by name, followed by 
4-. a rhetorical question or statement about their fate. 

To these, tradition added a confession formula and a defensive 

cry (0166.a-e. T[S e.1) or an adjuration formula (OQ\Ci.J;w tre). The 

stable elements are also those found in what I presume was the 

earliest form of the demons' words. This form was found to 

be an adapted copy of 1 Kgs.17,18. 

21 Similarly Fesch, Der Besessene 25; see also Mk.1,1! 
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1. Mk.1 224/Lk.4 234, as bequeathed to us, are built in a cre

scendo: one passes from a precautionary distancing formula, 

through a recognition of the meaning of Jesus' presence, to an 

open confession of who he is; · from "Jesus of Nazareth" to "the 

holy one of God". It became an open revelation of Jesus' hid

den nature. This construction is not accidental, but Christo

logically intended. The opposition is in fact between the 
- ( ' ) , n · ( ) .. - n ~ 22 rt'\1€.UIJA 601lµOVlOU ~l(Qol'.l~TOU V. 23. 27 and the OtLOS ,ou c,E.OU. 

Whether the story is in its essence historical or not is 

of no importance for our study. What is certain is that the 

words of the demons --modelled on 1 Kgs.17,18-- are due to the 

early Church. The formative "setting in life" of these words 

was the catechetical interest: it shows the significance of 

the coming of Jesus of Nazareth, his God-given authority and 

superiority. He is the ta1ueos (cf. Mk.3,26 par.) who came to 

Q~o~ia~l the demoniac powers. At his coming (~X9~s) the de

mons are compelled to leave (~~~~9e, v.25f; cf. also Lk.11, 

24ff). In its final stage, v.24 served to underline the di

vine origin of Jesus, his messianity, through the addition of 

v.24c. The story of the expulsion of demons served to support 

the authority of Jesus and his "new teaching" (v.22,27). In a 

word, it did not cease to serve the catechetical interests of 

the Church. 

2. Mk.5,7/Lk.8 228 had been Christologically oriented from the 

beginning: the first words we find are an open confession by 

the demoniac of Jesus' divinity: ut~ Toü e~oü. 23 The recogni

tion of the presence of Jesus was at the center of the story: 

it was an epiphany-account. 24 

22Noteworthy is the opposition Q.1(01:)ae,or- &tlOS : two terms 
of cultual ring. The Ö~lo~ -clause may well have been added in 
order to bring out this opposition. 

23It seems that v.8 was added .later. Not only does it 
break the exchange between the demons and Jesus, but the im~f. 
O.~ieav (y-ie ! ) and the renewed mention of <lll(~~o.eTos renders it 
most suspici011s. Thus also Knox, Sour~es I.t 40; Klostermann,_ 
Mk. 49i Lohmeyer l':1k 35f• Bultmann, ~ 10· ttaenchen~ ~ 197r; 
Schweizer,~ 63; Kerteige, l2ll Wunder 102, and SchUrmann, Lk 
480 1 487. To the contrary Fesch, Der Besessene 16, and Bois
maru, ~apse 202f. 

2~hmeyer, Mk 98; Kertelge, Ql!.cit. 107. The epi~hanic 
character comes to the fore when one compares the demoniac's 
confession with the heavenly words at Jesus' baptism and at /// 
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The formative "setting in life" of this story at first 

was catechetical, in the early Church: the sovereignty of Je

sus, his presence is of such a nature that it brings about an 

open recognition even by the demons. Whether it was from its 

beginnings that the story was shaped out of missionary inter

ests is not certain. Nevertheless, such an interest soon play

ed a formative role: it is situated in a heathen land; the con

fession is in the mouth of the demoniac (a heathen!) himself; 

he kneels (n€o~~Kuv~cr&v, v.6) before him --which contrasts 

with Lk.4,7,-- they are "legion" (v.9 -TToHot Ecrµe,.v), and the 

cured demoniac is ordered to remain and proclaim what happened 

(v.19f). The thus constituted mission-story carried within it 

a lesson: go also to pagan lands, Christ is also acknowledged 

there, Jesus gave the example bringing salvation also to pa

gans.25 It contains an implicit exhortation to broaden the 

mission field and to accept those coming from outside Judaism. 

We have a community composed of Gentile and Judeo-Christians, 

and the exhortation was probably intended for the latter. 26 

3. Mt.8,29 is a recognition of the epiphanic presence (~~0~s) 

of the "son of God", supreme rnaster and judge, clothed in the 

form of two rhetorical questions (cf. Mk.1,24ab). As we already 

indicated, it cornbines the demons' outcries in Mk.1,24 and5,7 

giving it a heavily concentrated Christological orientation. 

The Christological concentration is observable no only in 

the dernons' words thernselves, but also in the story which has 

/// the Transfiguration: (Ti., €:1 o u1os µ.ou o b,'(O.TTl')TJs -
(i.e. Mk.1,11; 9,76 par.)'lY)O-OÜ Ui.~~E.OU•OÜ OlVi«rTOU 

25 The epexegetic Toü u,v\.cr-rcu is a Palestinian circurnlo
quiurn for God which was also in use in the Hellenistic cornrnu
nities (cf. Acts 16 17 [also an exorcisrn!]; Hebr.7 1). It is 
frequently used in the OT (11'7Y-cf. Gen.14,18.19.22; Nurn.24,16; 
Dt.32,8; 2 Sam.22,14; etc.). It is interes~ing to observe that 
in the OT it is frequent in the rnouth of non-israelites as a 
title for God. Finally, it is noteworthy that the expression 
To'w 6-l,,i'.cnou corresponds to f\}9€.S from heaven. 

26The two confessions of the demons 1 Mk.1 24 par. and 5,7 
par. take ~lace in two different localities. The first in a 
synagogue in Capharnaurn (hence Jewish!) and the second in hea
then territory lhence Gentile!). The second was probably in
tended to cornplement the first. Note that 5,7 is based on and 
expands Mk.1,24, and thus, in its limited way, shows the uni
versalisrn of Christ's presence, contrary to any nationalistic 
concern. 
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been reduced to the essential, in function,of the picture of 

Christas lord over demons. 27 The confrontation is short and 

sharp: the demons know themselves doomed (neo K~leou); just a 

word of Jesus (uTTJl~T~, v.32a) and they run to their destruc

tion (brr~0ovov, v.32d). The two pillars of the story are in

troduc ed by K.C.l looU (V. 29a • 32c) • 

The formative "setting in life" of Mt's account is there

fore evidently catechetical: it paints Christ's supremacy over 

the demoniac world and his authority to judge and 11 split" the 

aeons. 28 The missionary concern of Mk/Lk is absent in Mt, who 

concentrates on the Christological; Jesus was even asked to 

fJ-€.•Cl~Y,1 cxrro ,wv Oe_~wv (1,l)TWV. For Mt the time of the mission 

outside Israel breaks into the open only with the resurrection 

(compare 10,6 and 15,24 with 28,19), 

Because the demons' words in the three versions we have 

just considered contain a confessional formula, they are load

ed with theological considerations which proceed from a reflec

tion of the relation between Christ (risen!) and the demoniac 

powers. There can be no doubt that these originated in the 

early Church. 29 

C. The Significance of 'H M)E.s . 

In both, Mk.1,24/Lk.4,34 and Mt.8,29, ~~8E5 undoubtedly 

refers to the presence of Jesus which the demons see in itself 

as a menace to their security. However, we must ask for the 

particular nuances ~A9Es has in these verbal reactions. 

1. In Mk.1 224/Lk.4,34 ~~e~s had from its beginning an escha

tological significance besides the local one. The local sense, 

27see the observations esp. of H.J. Held "Matthäus als 
Inter~ret der Wundergeschichten," in Ueberlieferung urul Ausle
gl.lllg im Matthäusevangelium, Neukirchen 1960, 162ff, and Fesch 
~ Besessene 51-56. 

28The global outlook of the demoniac world in Mt's mind 
can be read from the adj.rro)-}..wv (v.30; Mk: µ.~l(Cl~I'\) andrrö..ro. 
(v.32c; absent in Mk/Lk). TT~o l{'1,lecuimplies a recognitionthat 
Jesus had this power to destroJ them even before he came. The 
expression rr~c ~~leou is a messianic reference to the end-times, 
when the Satanic powers are overcome by the Messiah: see Jud. 
10,8f; Isa.24,22f; En.15f; 1 En.49,27; T.Juda 25; T.Levi 18; 
Ass.Moses 10,1; Jub.23,29f; Lk.4,13; 10,18; Apoc.20,10. 

29cranfield, Mk 76f, however maintains that the demons' 
reply is historical! 
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which predominated at its inception, can be deduced from (1) 

the first rhetorical question, which was conceived to show a 

warding off the one intending to impose his will (cf. 1 Kgs. 

17,18), and (2) the fact that the story belonged to a cycle of 

accounts about the itinerant mission of Jesus, whose power is 

shown in this account in a most forceful manner. The eschato

logical dimension is observable in the fact that it is Jesus' 

presence which is the cause of the demons' irritation and, fol

lowed by the infinitive of purpose ~noi~a~L, it suggests to the 

reader the apocalyptic representation of a decisive confronta

tion between two powers --an eschatological war. The naming 

of Jesus of Nazareth indicates that ~~Bes pointed to his con

crete, historical coming. By the addi tion of o 5ito~ TOü 9ecü 

it is the epiphanic character of his coming that is brought to 

the fore, i.e. the presence of God thro 1.1gh Jesus. While the 

demons cry ~}..01:.s KTA., Christ' s command is ~~dlk ~t (o.uToü) ! 

The presence of the two is incompatible and the strenger one 

remains • 
..-H).9es b.no).ecrc,.t Y)µii{S, similar in form to some of our ~}.0ov -

sayings (Lk.12,49; 19,10), is programmatic: it says what Jesus 

came for, and looks back from the standpoint of the Resurrec

tion, at the totality of his activity and mission as destruc

tive to the demons' unchallenged power. "HA9E-S + inf. means in 

itself "is your purpose to .•. ?" but in the light of the story 

it means more than that because the cause of the demons' cry is 

Jesus' presence, i.e. the fact that he came, and his coming 

brings along the menace of destruction for them. This is all 

the more clear once we consider 1 Kgs.17,18. In a word, ~}Bes 
has an epiphanic sense. Even though it is not said whence he 

came, it is evidently his divine origin, his "with-Godness" 

that is suggested by the addition of o ~rL05 TOÜ Beoü. 

2. In Mt.8,29 ~A9~s preserves, as was the case in Mk.1,24/Lk. 

4,34, the local and an eschatological aspect which ~Q~~~B~l of

ten has. The local sense is brought to light by the spatial 

adv. i!.i6E.., whereby Mt seems to want to underline the reality of 

the event and of Jesus' presence. The eschatological character 

of ~}.9~~ can be deduced not only from the Christological orien

tation Mt gives to the pericope, but already from the apocalyp-
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tic Tif'~ i<.tHeoü (see n.28). Likewise, Y\X{)E.s () ßo.(l'Ol\/1lO'"(M ~µas is 

programmatic and constitutes the heart of Mt's presentation, 

which has as main topic the lordship of Christ over the demons. 

The divine origin of Jesus is assumed in the defensive

turned-confessional T {. ~~1v KT>. • cry, as well as in the n~o \<.O.le<)Ü 

expression. It is not impossible that the awareness of Jesus' 

pre-existence floats in the background of the demons' outcry. 

That ~)..91;s () rTQo KO.leoü ß0tcrotvlO"ClH ~µä~ refers to Jesus' mes
siahship is doubtful for it was not the Messiah but God him

self who, according to current Jewish conceptions, 3O woulddef

initely overcome the demoniac and all evil powers. 

Conclusion. 

In the uses of '-Q~€.U90il by the demons, which we have just 

considered, it became evident that ~ie~s + inf. has a verycon

crete local sense along with a deeper eschatological one. It 

means more than just "is your purpose/mission to ••• ?" It re

fers primarily to the epiphanic coming and presence of the 

long-awaited final envoy of God whose coming corresponds to a 

specific purpose: to inaugurate the period of the Kingdom of 

God. He can therefore say "if I cast the demons out by the 

finger (Mt: spirit) of God, then the Kingdom of God has come 

upon you" (Lk.11,2O/Mt.12,28; cf. 1 Jn.3,8) --with his coming 

comes the Kingdom of God, indication of which is the fate ac

knowledged by the demoniac powers. 

III. THE SON OF MAN CAME EATING AND DRINKING: Mt.11 216-19/ 

Lk.7 231-35. 

This pericope, which constitutes the final witness of 

Jesus to John the Baptist, is the third in a group of sayings 

about the Precursor. 1 It is occasioned by John's inquiry 

about the mission of Jesus (Mt.11,2ff/Lk.7,18ff), and follows 

Jesus' solemn attestation that the Baptist was he whom Malachi 

30see Billerbeck II, 167f; IV/1, 527. 
1The following studies deal especiallJ with this pericope: 

F. Mussner, "Der m.cht erkannte Kairos," Bib 4-0(1959) 1 599-6'13; 
R. Leivestad, "An Interpretation of Ma-ct ffi9," JBL 71(1952) 
179-181; as well as in Hoffmann Logienguelle 96096f, 224--231; 
Lührmann~ Logienquelle passim; Schulz, Q 379-386; Suggs, Wis-
dom 33-51. -
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(3,1) had prophecied that would come as precursor of the Mes

siah. The whole section about John the Baptist (Mt.11,2-19/ 

Lk.7,18-35) is absent in Mk, and the close resemblances of the 

texts of Mt and Lk indicate that either they had a common 

source (Q) unknown to Mk, or one used the which the other had 

received from a special source. The general setting in both 

gospels is Messianic, but each paints it in his own way. 2 

A. Literary Analysis. 

1. The Parable and its Application: A Unity? 

At first sight v.16-193 constitute a perfect unity: a par

able followed by an explicative application. However, on 

closer analysis one has reason to doubt whether or not the two 

were always together, and whether the explanation was not link

ed to the parable by the early Church. The following observa

tions are indicative: 

(i) In v.16f the introduction to the parable, the rhythmic 

complaint of the children, 4 the description of Palestiniancus

toms, are very Semitic (cf. infra). V.18f are quite Hellenis

tic: &o.tµOvLOV t~E.lV, Cl'Ol}OS, cpt).os, ixp.a-eTC.,>AOL. 

2In Mt: the Baptist heard of the l12ya. Too '1-121.arou ( 11 2); 
Jesus announces that JnB is the expected Elijah, closing fhe 
prophetic era (11,12-14); in fact, he delimitates the eschato
logical times. 0ur pericope is followed by the pronouncement 
of the woes against the,Galilean cities (11,20-24). becausethey 
did not recognize his Suvoq„1.1.s and did not convert ( v. 20). That 
Lk also ~aints a Messianic background can be observed in the 
explanation he introduces in 7 21 so as to leave out any doubts 
that the prophecy of Isa.29,18t was actually accomplished in 
Jesus' great deeds --thus explicitating what Mt meant to say 
withT~tQtCllToüXe_urTOÜ in 11,2;-- the addition of v.29f, esp. 
Tt')v f->ou).~1" TC,u eE=o'\J. In Lk our pericope is followed by the 
forgiveness of the sinful woman during the meal at Simon the 
Pha~isee (cf. esp. v.39 and 49b). Both Mt and Lk include the 
references to Isa.29,18f as Jesus' answer to John 1s queryabout 
him and as Jesus' witness to JnB. These references to Isa. are 
messianically understood. 

3For the sake of simplicity the versification in Mt is 
followed as long as there is no need to specify Lk's. 

4Black, Aramaic 161, points out the rhythmic parallelism 
preserved in the Peshitta and.0ld Syriac, for v.17: 

zemarn 1ekhon wela raqqedhton 
w~'lain 1ekhon wela 'arqedhton. 

Jeremias, in NTTh I, 26, sees the following "kina" (3+2) meter 
in Aramaic: zemarnan 1ekon we1a raqq~dtUn 

•a1inan welä 'arq~dtUn. 
This not only suggests its Semitic origin, but also its antiq
uity. 
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(ii) The parable is concerned with the general attitude of 

"this generation"; not so v.18f which centers on "reception" 

accorded to Jesus and his precursor. 

(iii) V.18f use the parable allegorically, which was not its 

original purpose (cf. infra). 

(iv) While v.17 paints two different pictures (v.17a.b.: 

wedding - funeral), v.18f use only one (eating-drinking). If 

the whole was a unity from the beginning why did not v.17 use 
only one picture, such as Y\ö).~crap.E.v u~1v 1<0.\ 001<. w~~,,CJo.a9e., 

CUK. '1u}.t\ae11µ"" \(a.l ~~~Y\CTo.cr9E. 1 

Thus, in view of these observations, we are justified in sus

pecting that the parable (v.16f) and its application (v.18f) 

had originally a separate existence. 5 Whether they already 

constituted a unity before they reached the final redactors 

can only be concluded after completing our literary analysis 

of the whole pericope. 

According to P. Hoffmann v.18f were probably appended to 

the parable in order to serve as an explanation (note the ex

plicative y~e in v.18a) at a time when the parable was nolong

er understood. 6 However, it is also possible that it was the 

parable that was introduced here to serve as a backbone to the 

explanation for the rejection of JnB and of Jesus. The parable, 

which most probably did have a separate existence, is messianic 

in tone and therefore fitted best here, in this messianic con

text. It is tobe noted that Mt.11,2-11ILk.7,18-28 present 

Jesus' witness to John the Baptist, as do Mt.11,18f par. (!); 

the parable is the one element that is foreign in this context. 

2. The Parable: Literary Analysis. 

The parable is introduced in Lk by a double question; only 

the first of these is found in Mt. In the first question,,lV\ 

Of-\Olwcrw •.• , Lk has added TOOS ~v¾,wttous7 in order to specify 

5Thus also Bultmann, ß1'. 172 199; Klostermann Mt 99· Hahn, 
Hoheitstitel 44 (vs. Schweizer, ~Menschensohn" 199f);Hoffmann, 
mie~quelle'224f; Lührmann~ Logienquelle 29; Schulz, Q_ 381; cf. 
a so eeple, "The Origin" 2;,5. Perrin RediscoverinB 86, holds 
that while v.16f is Jesus' v.18f is not, but in p.12 f he holds 
that v.16-19 were a unity from the beginning! 

6Logienquelle 227. 
7That seems tobe the unanimous opinion of the exegetes. 

However Schmid, Matthäus und Lukas 286 thinks that Mt III 
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and vivify ,~s 1E-"€.&~ TC'/\ÜTY\S, as in 11,31, and possibly also 

to make the rejection of Jesus, as an ävflewrros (\'Ol)(OS 1<a1. oi.vo

rro,~s, by his contemporaries more striking. It is of no vital 

importance to our study to know whether Lk has added the sec

ond question or Mt omitted it (which seems to me more probable 

than that Lk added it). 8 

Luke's ~V &toe~ (pio~), is more primitive than Mt's gen

eralizing plural 6-v TC:ÜS O.)!oeo-1 ~ • 9 However, Lk has replaced 

the verb (Kcx(h)µivoL5) in accordance with good Greek syntax. 

Noteworthy is Mt's change of &)..)..~~OLS (in Lk) toroi.~ E.T~eou;. 

Tbat it was Lk who has kept the original can be deduced from 

the observation that Lk quite often uses EH.eos (810133+17) 10 

III omitted it. Harnack, Sprüche 17, calls it "Eine stili
stische, aber pedantische Verbesserung"! It can hardly be said 
that Mt omittea it since he uses this noun proportionately as 
often as Lk does, and there is no compelling reason for his 
wanting to omi t this vi vifying term. 

8Klostermann Lk 91; Schmid, Matthäus und Lukas 286; Jüli
c~~iieGleichnisreäen 24; Grundmann, Mt 311i Hoffmann,~-
q 196, and Schulz, Q 379 consider Lk s double questionas 
primitive. However, Hirsch, Prüh~eschichte II, 93, Boismard, 
Synopse 168, and Schweizer, Mt 16, are of the opinion that i~ 
was Lk who added the 2d question. In this respect it should 
be observed that (1) Lk tends to avoid rhetorical questions 
(cf. Cadbury, Style 81); (2) the other examples of a similar 
formula, viz. Lk.6,47/Mt.7,24 and Lk.13,20IMt.13,33, indicate 
that either Lk adds or Mt omits the question, but Lk.13,181 
Mt.13,311Mk.4,30 suggests that it is Mt who avoids the use of 
this ~ypeof question --not the contrary. It is tobe noted 
that in Lk.13,20IMt.13,33 not only Mt has no question but he 
uses the same formulation he has been using in c.13 to intro
duce the parables. It must be pointed out that it is bad me
thodology to argue that simply because this form of guestion 
recurs in Lk, in 13,18 and esp. 13,20 (see also 6,47) then 
that in 7,31 must ~ fortiori be due to him. The parailel(s) 
must also be considered, the uses of Mt also be studied and 
the question of a possible avoidance by its parallel (Mt) must 
be considered as a real possibility. Finally, (3) this ques
ti6n reflects the Semi tic formula non i:l1il nnt h,n when trans
lated into Greek (cf. Billerbeck II, 8, for other examples of 
this usage in Rabbinic literature; see further Zerwick, Greek 
§65; Jeremias, Parables 100ff). It should furthermore be ob
served that Lk, contrary to Mt, tends to preserve the question 
or questions introducing a parable whenever they are found in 
his source. In fact Mt never introduces a parable with a 
question, except in ~8,12 and 21,28, both with a formula of 
his own: Tl() öp..iv ßc1<.e:i: ; and only here does he introduce a pa
rable wi th the formula Tl.'/L Öµ.ou.'..,(jw ••• , which means that i t is 
a formula not due to him bu~ to his source. The double ques
tion, AS Lagrange, Lk 222, points out, is typical Rabbinic. 
· 9cf. Hoffmann, QQ.cit. 197, and Schulz, Q 379. The para-
bles begin eg. "a man -not, when men ! - went ouF t o sow •••• " 

10 'Al-).1\'l-.0Ls: 2(24,10; 25,32: no par.!)/5111+8. 
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and one may wonder if he would not have done so here if he had 

found it in his source. Moreover,Tot5 ~Tieols indicates that 

Mt understood v.16f in terms of v.18f and that he is probably 

echoing the messianically oriented iT~eos of v.3. 11 Although 

Lk' s ci,.).X~~OlS is better Greek than the more popular TOl~ he.eolS' 
in Mt, it corresponds to the original sense of the parable. 12 

While Mt introduces the children's rhyme with the impersonal 

A~yooolV (to correspond to that of v.18.19?), Lk has preserved 

what is "most difficult as Greek1113 but probably is a Semitism: 
~ \ 1 14 Cl "E.te.l (='lr.>~,). In the complaint itself, as is generally 

recognized, Lk has changed the Palestinian ~Ko4101.o-9e:. (Mt) to E.
K~~u~~Te, a Hellenistic term more to his liking (2/3/11+3). 15 

From our analysis of the parable we may conclude thatboth 

depended on a written text, which probably read: 
' C. ' ' \ , ' , ~ ' 

TlVl, 01-!-ol<-9crw T'l'f, tEVE:<X\/ To.uy11v, ~m ~lVl ~nv 
Ot,A,OlCX E.aTW TT_?l'cl.0,LS ~0'9YjµE:'OlS, ~V ö\-X-oeq,. 
ICO:l rreoo-q,wvouo-w o.}.}11 AOl\, o. >,.~.-~ Eol • 

!'\llAl)tT~j-lE.\/ IJµlV K..Xl ov~ !fe1~cro.a8e:. 
~{)C2Y)Y")Cf0.fAEV l<.~l OIJK ~KO~Cll.0"0E:... 

3. The Application: Literary Analysis of v.18f. 

In the second part of this pericope, viz. v.18f, it can 

be asserted that the following differences reveal RLk's hand: 

(1) the change from the aor. ~ADE\/ to the perf. €.),~).u\)Ev (2x), 

as he did in 5,32 (par. Mk.2,17b/Mt.9,13). 16 (2) The addition 

11 Lk has instead ~~~ov (v.19b.20c). It is tobe noted 
that bQth adj. were often confused in the Koine: see Zerwick, 
Greek ~153, and Bl-D §306. 

12cf. Hoffmann, LQgienQuelle 226~ and Jülicher, Gleichnis
~ 26. To the contrary Schlatter !Jk 495, Schulz, Q 379 and 
Boismard, Synopse 168. ,The common form in Mt was corrected by 
G, lat, syrl sa, to lT~l~ots, while c,w,e, the Koine and Ferrar 
groups addea ()\UTW\I to '{TeeoLs. 

13Black, Aramaic Approach 304 • 
. 14cf. Beyer,_Syntax 280 (Judeo Palestinian) and Black, 

QQ.cit. 304 who gives as examples Erµb.5,1; Kil.9,7 and Sheb. 
2,10. Lagrange, Mt 223 considers ~~rouatv more natural! The 
changes made bJ diff. MSS a~e noteworth?: A,8, Koine, vg, syrP, 
sa, bo, harmonized Lk's ~ '>-e:rel with Mt s (l<ilt'l) )..e.you<nv · ~ ,D, 
L, Ferrar, it, read X~~ovT~S, which Jülicher, g_p.cit. 25, pre
ferred as "lectio difficilior" and on accoum; oI' R.~ c has }.e. -
lOVTa1 and syrS omits it altogether. 

5similarly Harnack, Sprüche 17, Hoffmann, Q.P.cit. 197 
Schulz, Q_ 379, Boismard, ~.cit. 168. Kilpatrick, Örlgins 15, 
holds ,;hat Mt tends to avoid~~t'-.LV. 

16 See also the changes to Mt.11,7.8.9; Mk.5,30; 14,48; as 
well as Cadbury, Style 163. 
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,, ., ( ) 
ofaeT0't' and 0l\/O\/ as in 14,1a.15, since he tends to supply 

the object of the verb. 17 The reference to abstinence from 

wine recalls John's consecration as a Nazarite (Lk.1,15!), 

which may account for this addition. (3) The change from the 

indefinite \lrouaLv to the pointed 2d person, as Lk is so 

prone to do, thus turning it into a rebuke addressed to the 

crowds(?). 18 Finally, (4) in v.35 Lk adds TT~v,wv which cor

esponds to his tendency to generalize by using this adjec

tive.19 It most probably served to form inclusio with rr~s o 
~«OS in v.29. 20 On the other hand, it was probably Mt who 

omitted the qualificative Ö ßorrTLUT~S in v.18, and not Lk who 

added it since he tends to omit it,as a comparison with the 
21 parallels to Lk.3,2; 7, 16.28 and 9,7 clearly shows. "O l~nitCi-

T~~ probably formed part of the (antithetic) parallelism with 

ö u'ios Tou et.v8~1A)tTOü , but Mt found i t to be superfluous since 

he had already qualified John as "the Baptist" in v.11.12. 22 

17cf. Cadbury, Style 151 (where examples are provided), 
Pernot, ttudes 4ff. These additions may be herein order to 
stress the type of abstinence of John. What it says is that 
JnB did not feast nor frequent the well-to-do (cf. art. &€TOS 
and o'tvos , in TimT). Mt did not need such a precision: cf .3,4. 
Grundmann, Mt 311, seems to suggest that Mt omitted these pre
cisions in order to strengthen the reference to JnB's fasting. 
They are omitted by D,it,syrs,c. 

18syrC reads ).a~eT~ in Mt. According to Hoffmann, Lo~iin
quelle 1~7, }~r~T~ is original because v.i8f were addresse o 
the crowds --but, would Jesus have rebuked them~ or his adver
saries? Rightly, Iagrange, Lk 225, Schulz, .Q 3r9f, and Bois
mard, S~oQse 168. Cadbury, Q.12.cit. 124, points out that in a 
number O-passages Lk operatesachange to the 2d person pl.; 
see the examples given by Cadbury in p.124ff. We have already 
encountered such a change in Lk.5,30c7Mk.2,16/Mt.9,11 (ta-~[e,-,-~, 
to which Lk also added (. ! ) 1<0.1. n(\/~TE..). 

19cf. Cadbury, QJ2_.cit. 115 and the examples he provides 
there. ~c,D,L,8,tl>, Lake group, syrc, arm, Irenaeus, 0rigen and 
Epiphanius have omitted it. The Ferrar group, itk and some mi
nuscules have added rr6.v,wv to Mt' s text. For Plummer, Lk 209, 
ITOVTWV is "genuine". 

20 - , , , . / / rr~~ o ~«os is undoubtedly due to Lk: 1 0 10+6. 
21 rn 7,20 there is no parallel in Mt/Mk, andin 9,19 it 

is exactly as in Mt/Mk. It is never used in Acts when refer
ring to John (7/2/3). Thus, Schulz, .Q..379, can rightly say 
that it belonged to Q. According to K1ostermann, Lk_ 91, and 
Hoffmann, QQ.cit. 197, Lk has added it. 

22T • ß , he reference to John as o 01rrTuTn1s may well be a fur-
ther indication of the original independence of v.18f fromthe 
parable. 
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,, ' 
There still remains the problem of the variant~eÄwv/T~K-

Vwvin v.19d, From the point of view of textual transmission, 

Lk' s T'-1(\/W'I/ is very well attested (only the Sinaiticus has ~Q

rwv instead), while in the textual transmission of Mt we read 

T~KV1µ\I instead of €e)'WV in many MSS. 23 If these intended to 

harmonize Mt' s text wi th Lk' s~4 and not the inverse ( ! ), then we 

have an indication that TEKVWV was considered tobe more primi

tive, especially for such early witnesses as the 0ld Latin and 

Syriac versions, Irenaeus and 0rigen. From the literary point 

of view ~~~ov is not rare in Lk (6/2/2+111 nor is ,i~vov a fa

vorite (15/9/14+5; metaphorical in Lk.13,34/Mt.23,37 and Lk. 

19 ,44), It is very likely that €e)'WV ( T~\ (f"Oq>;O.$) was intend

ed by Mt to constitute an inclusio with the beginning of this 

section on John the Baptist: Ta leiOl TCU )(~t<iTCU( 11 , 2) , which 

carries on in 11,20 (n>,(:;.tcrTOll 'ouvixµe:l5; cf. also 11,21.23). Lk's 

T'-KVWV (Tq~ CTCl\'~CXS) may reflect a Semitic genitive. 25 From the 

point of view of coherence with its overall context, TiKvwv is 

more likely to have been original because it includes John and ., 
Jesus but, the ~er~, though evident with respect to Jesus (as 

Mt makes manifest in 11,2), are not so with respect to John. 26 

It is questionable whether ,~l(VW\I and ~el(WV are two different 

translations of (S )7J ~, as some exegetes have suggested, 27 

23c D Koine and Lake groups ita,aur,d,f,h,k vg syrc,s ' , ' ' ' Diatarab, sa, arm, eth, Irenaeus, 0rigen, Hilary, Epiphanius, 
Chrysostom, Augustin --to list the most important ones. 

24cf. Metzger, Textual Commentary, llil loc. 
25see Zerwick, Greek §43, 
26Whether T~~\/WV refers back to the children mentioned in 

the parable, as Lührmann, Lo~ienquelle 29, suggests, is ques
tionable because they are ca led 11ot6{d 1 and especially because 
v.19d originally was unrelated to v.18-19b (cf. infra), not to 
mention again that v.16f and v.18f originally existed separate
ly. It is possible that the reference to the ,€K\[<.ü\/ ( .. ,,s ac~l'.~s.) 
attracted this saying into this context; cf. Suggs, Wisdom 35n,9, 
If uc~(~ refers to God, it makes sense to speak of his children 
as witnesses to his justice, not so the works themselves -whose? 
which? miracles? creation? TE~vwvao~(a is Semitizing, as is 
the expression"child(ren) of •• ," as a qualificative. 

27Resch, AgJ::ElJilia 227f; Zahn, Lk 316 n.11; Klostermann, Mt 
100; Colpe, TDNT VIII, 457 n,390; Mussner,. "Der nicht erkannte" 
611; Bonnard, Mt 164; Schweizer, Mt 168; urundmann, Mt 312 n.6, 
and very emphaticall;y Leivestad,. "An Interpretation" 181 1 all 
suggest such an original. For uaechter, Mt 371 n.30, Lk s,~~
vwvis a variant misreading of mi-ma'alalim for m.e-'olelim, as 
C. Jaeger had proposed in RHPR 16(1936), 246f. 
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because, as we can conclude, Lk and Mt depended on a common 

(in Greek) written source and this one could have had only one 

of the two readings. Moreover, it still remains tobe shown 

that ,1v = T~~\/WV, and not TTO.L\ or E,oG}.os. 28 In view of all 

these considerations, Lk's TiKvwv is most probably origina1. 29 

Origin of the Sophia-clause. There is one more problem which 

we must tackle: did the reproach-clause q,(>.os ,üu.,vw" 1(.0.1. op.ae
Tu>Xwv (v.19c)30 and the aoq,i'.a-clause originally belong to v.18f? 

That they were already present in the source of Mt and Lk is 

indisputable. 

Concerning the reproach-clause, which echoes Mk.2,16 par. 

and Lk. 15, 2, i t should be noted that TÜwv•1 ~ and rAf-Acte,w }o's are 

placed side by side. It is known that for a Jew a T~\wv~~ was 

considered a ~µ~eTw}.os. This last adjective, as we have al

ready indicated in Mk.2,16 (q.v.) and Lk.19,7, came tobe used 

at a time when the moral implication of being a tax-collector 

in a Jewish context was no longer known. It should be observ

ed that this clause, not only has no parallel in the objection 

raised against John the Baptist, but extends the one raised 

against Jesus by indicating that &v9ewnos (pOl'tO~ Ko.t oi.vorroTY\~ is 

a reproach due to his reclining at table with the outcasts. It 

is easy to understand the probable addition of v.19c because 

this was a well known accusation against Jesus. The purpose 

behind such an addition is clear: to point out Jesus' concern 

for the outcasts, because love was for him above ritual obser

vances (cf. Mt.9,13a) --a consideration ancillary to the orig

inal v.18-19b. Therefore, we may assume that v.19c was an ad

dition, i.e. it was not originally part of rejection refrainJ1 

28Also observed by Lagrange, Mt 223· Schmid, Lk 146 (Mt 
corrected Lk); Hoffmann, Logien~uelle 19?; Metzger-;-Textual 
Commentary ad Mt. 11 , 19. The LX never transl. ,:i..Y by TE-'t.\JO" ! 

29This is also the opinion of most scholars. To the con
trary Gaechter, Mt 371~ Colpe, TDNT VIII, 457 n.39ol,_Leivestad, 
"An Interpreta-cion" 18uf Jeremias, Parables 162 n.'-l4, and 
Boismard, Synops~ 168. Resch, Aussercanonische II, 118, has 
scrutinized the atristic witnesses: all have i"E.(.1/wv ! 

30Mt's order is probably the original one; Lk's corre
sponds to the intention to create a parallelism with ~v@~wtr0s 
q,.xlfOS K.~1. olvorroTl'\S· 

31 similarly Lührmann, Logienquelle 29iand Boismard 
opse 167. To the contrary Mussner, "Der nicht erkannte" 
Schulz, .Q. 384f, indicates that it belongs to the oldest 

fual.-
601. 
III 
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Turning our attention to v.19d, it will be observed that 

the reference to the~o~;~, which is a circumloquium for God 

as author of the salvifico-historical designs (cf. Sir.24; 

Wis.6,22-9,18; Prov.8), is foreign to the outlook of v.18-19u. 

It belongs, as D. Lührmann pointed out, 32 to a series of other 

logia impregnated with late Jewish wisdom conceptions.3-:3 V.19d 

alludes to those who accepted (i-wv re.1<.vwv) John and Jesus, but 

of this there is reference in v.18-19b. We may therefore pre

sume that the (J'"Ocp~o.-clause was originally unrelated to its 

present context. 34 

What may we conclude about the source(s) of our present 

texts? First of all, and most evidently, that a common writ

ten (on account of the identity in vocabulary) source is at 

their basis -- known as Q. Second, the vocabulary, especial

ly of v. 19c, is what may be termed "typical Lukan": thus oc.1,.ui1e

Tw\os (5/6/17) and especially ~l~OS (1/0/15). 35 To these may 

be added TT~oa-q,1,.wiwin v.16b (1/0/4+2), bll(O.LOw (2/0/5+2) and 

also ~o~~a (3/1/6+4) in v.19d. From here one would be tempted 

to conclude that there is also an influence from the Lkan tra

dition (pre-Lk?) on Mt. 36 The respective final redactors op

erated the changes that produced the texts we posses today. 

/// strata of Q because it stresses the supremacy of loveover 
cult. Its aptiquity is not tobe doubted, but the terms~[)os 
and °'I-L°'~Tw).os suggest a non-Jewish composition. 

32Logienquelle 97; see also Schweizer, Mt 168. 
33see Mt.11,25ff/Lk.10,21fi Mt.12.41f/Lk.11.31f; Mt.23,3LJ!t1 

Lk.11 47f. It is not unlikely ~hat, as Lagrange, Lk 226, and 
Schmid, Lk 145, pointed out, Lk introduced v.2yf in view of v. 
35, thus forming an incl usio. Thus the ßou).~ To'CI €Jeao0 ( v. 30a) 
would correspond to ~o~(~ (thus Christ, Jesus So)hia 78, Plum
mer, Lk 208, Feuillet, "Jesus et la Sagesse"167 and f.bll(«Lwao-.v 
TOV e""«N (v.29a) to l'ölK<XlW°'l, 

34similarl~ Lührmann, ?cienquelle 29; Suggs, Wisdom 33f; 
Schweizer, Mt 168; see also chulz, Q..384f. 

35Whether v.19c is due to (pre?) Lk is difficult to sayin 
spite of the "Lkan vocabulary". Nevertheless\ the difference 
in syntactical order is to be noted: Mt has TE.>,wvwv and o-µd~TW
iwv separated by the change of position of ~(\os, while Lk pre
serves what probably had been a stereotyped couplet. Mt's is a 
stylistic change. 

36Boismard's contention, in Synopse 165, 168, that pre~Mt 
stood between Q and Lk becomes therefore questionable. Schmid, 
Matthäus und Lufah, passim~ had postulated a Qmt and a Qlk; 
Mussner, ""Der nie~ erkann~e" 605 conceived two different 
sources which were at the basis of our present Mt and Lk. 
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B. Form and Formative Factors. 

We have already observed that our pericope is composed of 

a parable and a subsequent application. The latter was enlarg

ed particularly by the sapiential saying of v.19d. The chil

dren's complaint, as well as the criticism levied against John 

and Jesus, are constructed in antithetical parallelism, an out

ward indication of their antiquity. 

1. The Parable. 

Verses 16f constitute a severe judgment passed againstthe 

~~Vf~ ~üT~ in the clothing of a parable. A similar procedure 

is tobe found in Mt.12,43ff/Lk.11,24ff (the return of the im

pure spirit), which is at once a judgment and a warning in the 

eventuality that conversion does not take place on time, and 

in a lesser manner also in Mt.16,2f/Lk.12,54f (on reading the 

signs of nature) where, like our parable, it is a question of 

recognizing Jesus as the Messiah and of deciding for or against 

him. 37 

The parable reveals a good knowledge of Palestinian cus

toms, and that must have been its primitive "setting in life". 

Further indications are provided by the general Semitizingtone 

of the parable and, in particular, the complaint-refrain ofthe 

children (see n.4). It is quite possible that it was uttered 

by Jesus.38 The complaint-refrain of the parable constitutes 

its core and it could hardly have been addressed to the crowds 

(as is often supposed), which approvingly followed Jesus and 

marvelled at his deeds, but to his opponents who, not only did 

not approve of Jesus' behavior and rejected him and his message, 

but who sought to destroy him. This last observation is sup

ported by the other, that l(eve.a 01Ün7 was used as a sort of ter

minus technicus to refer to the unbelieving Judaism represent

ed by its religious leaders, especially the Pharisees.39 This 

37see also Mt.6,22f/Lk.11,34ff. It is noteworthy that 
these proceed from Q. 

38rn an ostracon (n.49, found at the Herodium, dated from 
the 1st cent. A.D.!) published by E. Testa, it becomes apparent 
that a similar "wisdom concept" was well known in the 1st cent. 
A.D. Cf. the publication "Un Ostracon sull'elogio funebre e 
Mt.11 316ss e paralleli," in Ri)ill 16(1968), 539-546. 

9cf. Mt.12,39/16,4/Mk.8,12/Lk.11,29; Mt.12,45/Lk.11,26;/// 
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. ' .., 
observation opens the question whether YJ )'EV'-a O.UTY\ , which is 

almost exclusively found in MtlLk (Q) texts, is a term due to 

the early Church and therefore would reflect a Church re-use 

of this parable in its own controversy with Judaism. 40 That 

seems to suggest its uses in Acts 2,40; Phil.2, 15 and Hebr.3, 

10. Lk seems to have understood it this way because he adds 

TOOS ~vGewnous, thus suggesting that he has to deal with Juda

ism at large --probably the Jewish community that surrounded 

Lk's own community,-- and not just with the Jewish leaders. 41 

Furthermore, there is a direct relation between "this genera

tion" and the application of the parable which, as we saw, was 

originally independent of the parable. Thus, as will be true 

of v.18f, the whole pericope was preserved, adapted, and used 

with a polemic and apologetic (v.19d!) purpose. 

2. The Application. 

We have already seen that v.18f originally existed sepa

rately and that v.19c.d were added later. Neither these nor 
42 the parable originally had their present context. The whole 

was introduced here later, either by Q or by pre-Lk, on account 

Of V. 18. 

V.18-19b, built in antithetic parallelism, has an air of 

relative antiquity, but its present form is not the primitive 

one, as the term "Son of Man" and the very Greek CJl~tOS and o'wo

TTOTY\S revea1. 43 The accusations that Jesus was "a feast lover" 

and a friend of sinners is well rooted in his earthly life 

--hardly due to a creative imagination!-- and was a well known 

aspect of it, ae Mk.2,16.18 par. show. From here it may be de-

III Mt.12,41.42ILk.11"31.30; Mt.23i36/Lk.11,,,_50f; see also Lk. 
17,25. M. Meinertz, Dieses Gesch echt im ~euen Testament," BZ 
NF 1(1957) 283-289, maintains that this expression refers to
the whole Jewish people. See also Walker, Heilsgeschichte 35-8. 

40schulz, Q_ 381, responds affirmatively. 
41 rn 11,29 Lk has Jesus' objection to the search for asign 

addressed to the crowds, while Mt (12,391Mt.16,4: a doublet)has 
it addressed to the Scribes and Pharisees, and Mk (8,12) only 
to the Pharisees. 

42similarly Schmid, Mt 191. 
43cf. Bultmann, fil'. .172, and Köster, Synoptisghe Ueberlie

ferung 27f, who point out that it is ancient but not in itspre
sent form --a conclusion to which I also arrive; evidently this 
does not mean that it was not formulated first in Aram. (or 
Hebr.) 
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duced that the original "setting in life" was Palestinian. 

V.18-19b, when it existed without the parable, was polem

ical against the Jewish leaders (as the parable was!):44- these 

were the ones who openly criticized John45 and Jesus. It is 

not impossible that at that time it concerned a question of 

fasting according to Jewish laws and customs: John and Jesus 

were extremists in this respect. 46 A similar conflict situa

tion may have existed at the time of Q and of the final redac

tors (a reason for preserving this pericope), as Mt's distant 

AiyouaLv seems to indicate. 47 

3. "The Son of Man" Came. 

There is no doubt that ;M~v o v'tos TOÜ b.v9~t.0TTO\J refers 

to Jesus, as is the case in other ~).Gbv-logia. If o v1.05 ,oü 
owGQWTTOU was a colorless term, meaning "a (certain) man"' 

"someone", equivalent to the 01v8QWTT05 that follows (v.19b), 48 

then we may ask (1) why o vtos KT~. --note well the definite 

article Ö-- is used, and (2) why was not the customary (~v9Qw
rro5/ci.v~e) TL5 used instead. 49 It is noteworthy that o vios TOÜ 

~v0Qwrrou stands in perfect parallelism with 'IwawY'\S o ßOirrTur

T~\, and probably was used here with such an intention. 50 It 

is therefore being used with a very specific purpose. 

44Tödt, SM 115, sees a resemblance with a controversy 
story as that in Mk.2 15ff. But, here we do not have a con
troversy story and v.~8f are not defensive or justificatory. 

45cf. Mt.3,7ff/Lk.3,7f and Mt.21.25f.32. 
46ttere we have an added indication that v.19c was added 

later: it deals with the type of company Jesus kept, and not 
with his "feasting" or not-fasting. 

47The original most probably read i~y~T~, but when tied 
to the parable was chan~ed to ~~lou,lV, which Mt kept and RLk 
either preserved the original or changed back to XE--'i~Te.. 

48Thus Jeremias, Parables 160 n.37, "Schicht" 165 and 
~ I, 261f; for him the original Aram. was misunderstood -
similarly Schniewind, .l':1t 146, Gaechter.,, r:tt 370 ("dieser Mensch") 
and Bonnard, r1t 437, following Colpe, ~DNT VIII 431f. 

49cf. Manson, Teaching 218 1 and Vielhauer, "Menschensohn" 
165 (without a precise subject it gives no "Pointe"). If SM 
meant as much as "I" then why was not 7,).eo\/ used instead? If 
SM is a mistranslation of the Aram. ~J~ 1J and SM is equiva
lent tonthe ~V9Qwnos that follows, then what was the Aram. be
hind ONtt.QWTTOS ? was i t also \l) J ~ ,:l.? We find the impersonal ;).v
e ewrro s Tl S in Mt. 18, 12; Lk. 10, 30 i 12, 16; 14, 2. 16; 15 , 11 ; 16, 1 • 
19; 19 1 2; and OI/Y\~ Tl S in Lk. 8, c7. 

50cf. Mussner, "Der nicht erkannte" 602, and Hoffmann, Lo
gienquelle 228. 
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On account of the following considerations, it is unlikely 

that "Son of Man" here is due to Jesus himself. (1) It serves 

a literary purpose: the parallelism with "John the Baptist"; 

(2) it is very probably used in titular fashion to designate 

Jesus as t.he eschatological, definitive envoy of God, in con

trast to --and therefore superior to!-- John the Baptist; (3) 

SM intends to stress Jesus' sovereign authority (to bypassfast

ing observations for the sake of love), 51 within a Messianic 

context, as we also find in Mk.2,18f par. (4) The use of SMin 

sayings referring to unbelief and to the rejection of Jesus is 

rather frequent, 52 and (5) it gives an eschatological and 

christological dimension to the whole pericope --as it did in 
53 Mt.11,6.27. 

It can therefore be presumed that "Son of Man" is due to 

the Greek speaking Palestinian community54 who used it as a 

terminus technicus with titular import. 55 It did probably re

place a more primitive "I"(~>-9ev), 56 or even ;).0c;.vci"8~wnosTlS, 
by which Jesus could have referred to himself in an indirect 

manner, as he does in certain parables. 57 The latter is quite 

51 see esp. Tödt .fil1115f. According to Hoffmann wgien
guelle 149, and Schuiz, .Q 383i there is no question of Jesus' 
authority here: true, not exp icitly, but it is implicit. 

52cf. Mt.9 2-6 par.· 12,1-8 par.; 12,31f par; 12,38-42/ 
16,1f.4/Mk.8,11t/Lk.11,29-32; Mt.16,27 par.; etc. 

53For Schulz, .Q. 382, it may imply an expectation of the 
Parousia as being close at hand; but see Vielhauer, "Menschen
sohn" 165. 

54similarly Tödt, fil1117f. Bultmann, ~ 155, followed by 
Köster, Ueberlieferung 27f, and Schulz, Q 382, consider it to 
be a purely Hellenistic product. 

55Perrin, Rediscoyering 120 ("a confessional reference to 
Jesus"); Hoffmann, QQ..cit. 91; Tödt, fil'! 115f; H;i.ggins, Jesus 
1901 Black, Aramaic 329;Vielhauerl art.cit. 165, and Schulz, 
Q 3ö2f, see it as titular, admittea even by Jeremias, "Schicht" 
T66f. 

56Thus Higgins, QQ•G.li• 123; Tödt, ßl':1116; and ColJ;>e, TDNT 
VIII,432 n.240; cf. also Bultmann, NTTh I, 30. Ashby, The 
Coming" 360, considers it doubtful that SM="I". While for Viel
hauer, art.cit. 164f, SM is the original, Fuller, ChristoloWe 
125 , 1 28, and J eremias "Schicht 11 166f, consider ~1). ecv as t e 
oldest form. Manson, Teaching 217 and Saying§_ 70, and Jeremias 
in NTTh r, 30, consider SM tobe a periphrasis for "I" and at
tribute i~ to Jesus himself. 

57see for instance Mt.13,24 (cf. v.37!); 18,12; 20,1; 21, 
28.33; 25,14 (cf. v.31!) 1 andparallelsi whereÖ:'10QwrTO~is used 
in this indirect way. Vielhauer, art.c¼t• 165, rightly indi
cates that it remains tobe shown that ~ SM replaces an/// 
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plausible in view of (1) the following ;vQQwrros (v.19b), (2) 

the fact that it is conceivable as a free translation of 1:l 

\!JJ~ , 58 and (3) that it may have suggested its "absolutiza

tion" into the titular o utos TOÜ ixvOe.wnou. An original ~)8e.v 
ö.vGewnos ns/ \lJl~ ""l:l. would present Jesus as an envoyfrom God 

as much as John was, and that may also have been its original 

sense. Which the original form was remains nevertheless diffi

cult to determine with certitude. The substitution for "Son of 

Man", however, probably took place when v.16f and v.18f were 

joined. It follows that "Son of Man" in our pericope implies 

that he who rejects Jesus as the Christ rejects the Son of Man 

(who will come as final judge), as is clearly stated in Mk.8,38 

par. and Lk.9,26 (cf. also 2 Tim.2,12b). The change from~)9ov 

or ~~9~v &v9ewnos ns/ llll~ ···1:1 to ö utos TOÜ ctVO(!_WTIO\J may re
flect the Church's consciousness of its own rejection by Juda

ism following the rejection of Jesus, as Lk.6,22f allows us to 

percei ve: t--lQK°'~lO\ ~Te. ÖTcxv f-llG'~CTw<n\/. • • E-ve.Ka ,oü ui.oü T~ c,.v

Qewnou ... (par. Mt.5,11f, which reads instead ivE~~V i~OÜ!); 
see also Lk.12,10f/Mt.12,32. 

Interesting to observe is the relation Son of Man - ao~~a 

in the Pseudepigrapha (4 Es.13; 1 En.37,1ff; 48,1.7; 49,3; 51,3; 
etc.)59 and the rejection of theO"ocp~o. in Prov.1,24f.29f.32; 

8,36 (4 Es.5,9f; 1 En.90,7; 91,6; 93,8; etc.; 1 Bar.48,33-36). 
It seems therefore probable that, given that "Son of Man" is 

being used in a Messianic context of rej ection, the crc cp ~ o. -

clause is the product of Palestinian wisdom reflections. 60 One 

may wonder whether the triad YJ ~e:.vE.o. o.uT~-SM-<roq,~o. is not due 

to the early Church. 61 It should be noted that v.19d has a 

/// older first person form, and that therefore SM is not orig
inal in the Q logia. 

58Thus Higgins, Jesus 122, and Manson, Teaching 218. 
59cf. Feuillet, "Jfisus et la Sagesse" 168; Suggs, Wisdom 

48f, and Christ,~ Sophia P.assim. 
60see further 11QPs.18,8.15.18, and Grundmann, Mt 312, as 

well as Christ, Q:Q.cit. passim. 
61 Lührmann, Lc>.gienQuelle 43, considers the op~osition be

tween Jesus and this ~~veo tobe a redactional motif that serv
ed to bring out the element of decision. It is tobe notedthat 
the opposition between the SM and the present generation recurs 
in Mt.12,40f/Lk.11,30, and here also.in connection with ~o~L~! 
The schema of rejection by this i~v~a, followed by a consequent 
judgment by the SM, is also found in Mk.8,38 and Lk.17,24ff. 
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polemic-apologetic tone, clothed as a proverb. 62 

C. The Authenticity of the Logion Mt.11 2 18-19b/Lk.7 2 33-34b. 

In order to answer the question as to whether Jesus may 

have uttered the statement of v.18-19b in its earliest form we 

must examine it, as we did with other logia, under the light 

of the most helpful authenticating criteria. 

1. Attestation. There is no other direct attestation of this 

logion in the NT, and witnesses from Church Fathers are almost 

lacking --it is found in Clement of Alex., Strom.III,6.52 (cit

ing, with minor modifications, v.19a-c of Mt's version); Paed. 

II,ii,32.4; and Eusebius Caesarea, Com. Ps. 68,10-13. 63 It is 

probable that this logion was not cited more often because of 

its lack of parenetic usefulness and especially because of the 

uneasiness felt before such an uncomplementary saying. 

2. Language. In its present form this logion barely reveals 

a Semitic mode of speech. Thus, ho.q .. 1.ovlov 'it"-1. was a current 

expression, not rare in the NT where it is used especially 

against Jesus (Jn.7,20; 8,48.49.52; 10,20; see also Lk.8,27), 

but it is absent in the L:xx. 64 This expression, though Greek 

in form, comes from Jewish soil where it was used to indicate 

the reason for a radical rejection of a person, on religious 
65 ' , ' grounds. The terms cpo.ros and OlVOTrOTt'\S are very Greek, also 

absent in the LXX --except for 01.\IOTTOT'lS = r'--~ :lö, in Prov. 
23,20. 'I&ou Ö.vOewno~ may be Semitic: Hebr. u,·~ ~lil/Aram. ~il 
\V)~, 66 but it is also required in Greek as a substantive gov

erning the adjectives that follow it. However, even though 

the form of this saying is more Greek than Semitic, the possi
bility of a Semite writing in Greek lingers in the air. Wehad 

already indicated that its original "setting in life" was Pa

lestinian. 

62According to Leivestad, "An Interpretation" 180f, it was 
a proverb; where?. 

63It is interesting to note that v.19a.b find an echoe in 
the, Te~t. Aser, 7: Kal OIIJTO~ E:).8wv U)~ cN9ewlTO~ ~Glu,N l<Dl\ iTL\JW\I 
f,U,TCl "TWY /1.',I 8~WTTu.>'-' (V. 3) • 

64It corres:gonds to our colloquial "he is craz;y"· see P. 
J oüon 6 in E§R 18( 1928), 346. It may be retroverted into 11 -rw. 

6~See W. Foerster, in TI2!'IT II, 19. 
Cf. Moulton, ~ II, 433. 
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3. Distinctiveness. 

the early Church? 

Could this saying have been created by 

It has frequently been pointed out that the 

early Church lowered the figure of John the Baptist as a re

sult of conflicts with the Baptist's sect. 67 Undoubtedly the 

accusation that Jesus is a <ttx)'OS 1(01. oivorr~T'lS was shared by 

the Baptist's disciples (cf. Mk.2,18 par.!), but here it can 

hardly come from a conflict between Christians and the Bap

tist's sect since it is preceded by an accusation leveled 

against the Baptist himself, which can hardly be attributed to 

the same group. 68 Not only the picture of John is not lowered 

but the authenticity of his prophetic mission is being implic

itly defended. 69 The accusation against John is in view of 

that against Jesus. If the community had invented this logion, 

would it not have used the judgment bO<q.t0\110\/ ~x!ol, or similar, 

also for Jesus (cf. Mt.10,25; 9,32-34/12,22-30 par.)? It is 

difficult to think that the early Church, which held Christas 

its KVQlO\, would have downgraded Jesus with such an accusation 

as that of v.19b. The primitiveness of v.18-19b is su~gested, 

not by its "setting in life" but by the antithetical similarity 

between John and Jesus.70 

The accusation i:xvOewnos q:,cx~os l{OL OlVOTIOT')S, or similar, 

contrasting with JnB's style of life, could have been uttered 

by Jesus --echoing back his adversaries (Mk.2,16.18; Lk.15,2; 

19,7)-- in a situation of conflict against the legalistic mea-

67see Perrin, Rediscovering 120; Higgins, ~ 122; Lühr
mann, Logien<J.uelle 42, 85; Vielhauer "Menschensohn 164. By 
way of contrast~ it can be observed that while here JnB is also 
accused, in Mk.c,18 the Baptist's disciples share in the accu
sation against Jesus, that he does not fast. In the parallels, 
viz. Mt.~,14/Lk.5,33, the accusation comes only from the Bap
tist's disciples! Thus, we have an added indication that M.11, 
18f is a very ancient piece of tradition. 

68Köster, Ueberlieferung 28 sees here an accusation by 
the Baptist's sect, equal to Mk.2,18 par. Schweizer, "Menschen
sohn" 200, and Teeple, "The 0rigin" 235, are of the opinion that 
its ori~in is in the rivalry between the early Church and the 
Baptist s sect. However, it must be observed that the general 
esteem that people had for JnB, which is mentioned in Mt.21 725f 
par.; 21,32 1 and Josephus, Ant.XVIII, 116-119, are in a similar 
vein as Mt.-11 7 18. See further W. Wink, John i;he Ba3tist inthe 
Gospel Tradition, Cambridge 1968, passim, esp:-T8-2. 

69v.19d also presupposes an equal footing between JnB and 
Jesus: both are equally TE.KVO(. "TY)~ '101\>~0( ~. 

7oThe form ;).Gi:v C-t~Q) 'IwtXVVY)S is found again in Mt.21,32 
which is on Jesus' lips as well. 
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suring standards of the Pharisees: opposite life styles are 

equally rejected. Such a logion can hardly be explained as 

having originated in conflicts of the early Church with Juda

ism, even if it could have been employed on such occasions. 

It is not at all unthinkable --and it seems more likely-- that 

its essence was uttered by Jesus in polemic circumstances, 

given the fact that he did indulge in banquets (cf. Mk.2,15 

par.; 14,3 par.; Lk.11,37; 14,1). 

We may, therefore, conclude that the present form of this 

logion, which reflects a Hellenistic mode of speech, does not 

go back to Jesus, but the essence of it, viz. the analogy with 

John the Baptist, the grounds of objection, and a correspond

ing "rejective accusation", has very high chances of having 

had its origin in an utterance of Jesus, i.e. that it is ipsi

ssima ~ Iesu. 71 

D. From the 0rigin to the Final Redaction of Mt.11 2 16-19 par. 

Two important moments in the transmission and formation 

of our pericope have been discerned: a separate transmission 

of the parable and of the saying of v.18-19b, and the coupling 

of t~ese plus the addition of v.19c.d. 

1. Primitive Message of the Parable. 

The parable itself, i.e. independent of v.18f, pointed to 

the fact that the Jews were missing the kairos, i.e. the chance 

of actual salvation that was coming to them in the person of 

Jesus. They expected him to dance or lament whenever they 

chose: the Messiah --and God's will-- was to conform to their 
laws and pre-established expectations. They did not read the 

signs of the messianic time (of decision) but rather concen

trated on "the rules of the game". Consequently, since Jesus 

71Mussner, "Der nicht .erkannte" 605 611 Manson, Teach
;i..ng 217, Higgins Jesus 190, Colpe, ~ VII±, 431 followed 
by Bonnard, m 43?, G. Rochais, in ~Jesus?, Montreai 1974, 88f, 
and vaguely Schweizer, M:t: 168, consider it tobe an authentic 
logion of Jesus. To ~he contrary Tödt, SM 125, Hahn, Hoheits
titel 44, Hoffmann, I&gienquelle ~28, Schulz, ~382, as well as 
Bultmann, ST 155 7 consider it tobe a Church product. Conzel
mann, NTTh 134, is reluctant to pronounce himself and contents 
himself with simply stating that "This saying, too, is not 'un
inventable'." 
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did not conform to their "whimsical" expectations he was re

jected and with him the opportunity for conversion was not 

only being bypassed but flatly rejected.72 

2. The Allegorizing Process. 

When v.18f was joined with the parable, the latter was 

allegorized. It is John and his followers who did not dance, 

and Jesus and his own who did not mourn when expected. In view 

of the established opposition, theTT~lbLOL are qualified as ~ 

~ev~~aÜT~- The messianic and eschatological outlook of the 

pericope was further brought out by the context in which itwas 

placed. The allusion in v.19c to Jesus' table-fellowship with 

the outcasts, a clear sign of the messianic joy (cf. Mk.2,18f/ 

Lk.5,33f!),73 and the allusion of v.19d to God's wisdom which 

is justified by its envoys and those who welcome them, enhance 

the messianic and eschatological outlook of our pericope. 

3. The Final Redactors. 
As we reach the third step in the formation of our peri

cope, RMt operated two important changes, viz. from &~\~10L5 to 

TOtS ~T€~OLS in v.16, and from,t1<.\/<.uV tot~tuY•Jin v.19d. Mt's 
TOLS lTieolS indicates that, in the light of v.18f, he under

stood the parable allegorically, opposing two groups:74 the 

ncxLSto. /~ "~\/E-0. 01.Üi'l and John and Jesus/SM, and their disciples. 
The former complain about (reprimand!) the latter for not en

tering into the game they expected them to play. 

72since we need not to detain ourselves in a full expose 
about the sense of the parable, we refer the reader to the bib
liography given in n.1. However, I would like to point out 
that the complaint-refrain comes from the children, i.e. from 
those to whom Jesus referred (and probably addressed) the para
ble. These are the ones who piped -nuptial joi- and wailed: 
note the 1 st persons plural in their mouths (l\u)..•\aoq.l~I/, e.~Q."t)V~
~~µ~v). It should also be not~d that sj.nce Jesus speaks the 
parable, he cannot be part of n i~ve~ ~UT~, and consequently 
it is not he who sings the complaint-refra1n. It is Jesus and 
his followers who did not dance and did not mourn. The tertius 
comparationis is the children's attitude and expectations. Jü
licher, Gleichnisreden II, 31, and after him a good number of 
exegetes, consider John and Jesus tobe the ones who piped and 
wailed but see the remarks of Schweizer, Mt 171. 

73cf. Mussner, "Der nicht erkannte" 602f; Tödt, SM 115; 
Perrin, Rediscover1ng 105f, and Walker, Heilsgeschichte 120-127 • 

. 74see Lagrange Lk 223; Mussner fil'.t.cit. 599f; Hoffmann, 
Log1enguelle 226. To the contrary Piummer, Lk 206, sees this 
opposi tion in Lk' s l,i. }.).~ \Ol\· -
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RMt' s substitution of T~K\/w\/ for i~lW\/ specifies his un

derstanding of e:6uco.1wO'l. For Mt i t is the deeds that are the 

measure of true bll(CMO<TUVti; in fact, they are the manifestations 

of it (cf. 5,16.20; 6,1; 12,33-37; 23,28) 75 as seen in thelives 

of Jesus (cf. 3,15) and of the Baptist (cf. 21,32). Thei~~a 

here mentioned are not just Jesus' wonders, signs of the ir

ruption of the messianic times, but also his striking behavior 

(cf. 11,4b: ÖKOU~T~, and 11,6), cause of reproach and rejec

tion. However, here Mt is more interested in Jesus' powerful 

deeds --as the context well indicates: 11,2.5.20-24,-- proba

bly with an apologetic purpose, in that these proved God's sal

vific plan personified in Jesus, tobe correct (~blK~lw0~).76 

As F. Christ rightly pointed out, setting ~Qy~ with ffc~~~ not 

only precises ~hlK~lw9~more than in Lk, but also historicizes 

it. 77 The divine wisdom finds rejection by the ~~V€o ~ÜT~ in 

the rejection of Jesus (cf. Lk.10,22/Mt.11,27) because its em

issaries acted in a manner unacceptable to the ways of this 

world, bypassing their calculations and expectations (cf. Lk. 

10,21/Mt.11,25). That is why Jesus refuses to grant a sign to 

the '(~"""' cxÜn) in Mt. 12, 39 par. (cf. also Mk. 9, 19 par.) 
Luke understands the T<i1<va. as including all those who be

lieved in Jesus, i. e. the non-yE.vEo. 1).lJTt), as his addi tion of 

75see our analysis of Mt.5,17f, and also Strecker, ~' 
esp. 149-158 and 175ffi Trilling, Wahre Israel 183ff, and Berg
er, Gesetzesauslegyng , passim. --

76'ESl1<~Lwe11 __ !!1~Y be a timelessj- gnomic aorist; thus Plummer, 
Lk 108, Turner,~ III, 73, and eremias, Parables 162 n.42. 
However, as Moule, I.dimn.-Book 13, adds, it can also be a state
ment of a past fact: "it was proved right." The preJJosition 
&~6 has the sense of un6, i.e. causal; cf. Bl-D §210(21. 1 Moule, 
Qll..tl:t.. z~~,_Zerwick~ ~ §63, 90, Moulton, NTGk II, %1, and 
Turner,~ III, 2J8. 

Christ, Jesus Sophia 66-69, 77, 79, and passim, after ana
lyzing a number of texts from the 0T and Pseudepigrapha, con
cluded that on the basis of these and certain thematic similar
ities, Jesus himself is, in our text, the sophia. However, that 
seems to me unlikely: the sophia is ~he one that sent both, JnB 
and Jesus (cf. Lk.11,49!) --both give reason to the sophia, and 
the logia are found in Jesus' mouth! It would be more precise 
to say that Jesus is the bearer of the divine wisdom (cf. Lk.2, 
40.52; Mt.12,,_42/Lk.11,31). Leivestad, "An Interpretation" 180, 
followed by uaechter, Mt 371, thinks ~hat it refers ironically 
to the wisdom of the Jews -for which I can see no basis. 

77Jesus Sofhia 76. This is also one of the important con
clusions abouthe whole tendency of the Mtan gospel, to which 
Strecker arrived in his dissertation, Der~ Q&J: Gerechigkeit. 
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rr~vTwv reveals. 78 The theme of rejection is clearer in Lk's 

version by the opposition ~ '(EVEO. OI.UTY) -SM(+ ,i1<vo. ). Con

cerning the implications in Lk's change of ~\9Ev to the perf. 

tense see below. 

E. The Meaning of HEe~~~~~l in Mt.11,18f/Lk.7,33f. 

1. We have already indicated that the expression ~}.9e'i o 
utos TOÜ ~V9QWITOU is due to the early Palestinian community, 

and most probably replaces an earlier ?1)..80..,/n·.n~ or an ~X\kv 

Ötv9Qwrro~ TLS / \lll~ 1"J. ~n>:. In its earliest .form, i.e. without 

the parable and v.19c.d, it described in programmatic fashion 

(parallel to JnB's), Jesus' peculiar behavior which, not char

acterized by the observance of the fasting laws as known and 

demanded of Jews, drew the scorn and objection here enunciated. 

In view of the parallelism with the Baptist's coming, the pre

SM form indicated a prophet's mission, especially in so far as 

he also dashed against the traditions and prescriptions as the 

prophets of old did. The prophetic roles of both are rejected 

and both were doomed to 11 martyrdom" just as was the case with 

other prophets.79 The logion tells us the manner by whichthey 

lived their prophetic roles by pointing to what is most charac

teristic of both and at once most irritating to those who re

ject them. This logion, in its earliest form, certainly need 

not lock back at the totality of Jesus' mission on earth from 

the point of view of the early community. The reference tothe 

Baptist, while not~ fortiori looking back at the totality of 

his career, most probably did so. However, the fact that the 

same verbal tense (aor.) was used for both in what are two par

allel phrases, does not necessarily imply the same outlook on 

the one uttering it. If behind the present "Son·of Man" stood 
'> n ~}uov;n·n~, then it had a streng authoritative tone, analogous 

to the E.)'W e:tµL of the Fourth Gospel, implying II I came among you 

as God 's emissarY'. 11 

2. The change to o ufos ToÜ i,,..vQQwrröu gave a definite es

chatological and messianic orientation to v.19. Jesus' coming 

78For Hoffmann, Logienguelle 118, the TiKv~ are the Q -
community. 

79cf. Mt.5,12; 23,30-34-~37, and par. in Lk (Q!), and Mk. 
6,4- and par. 
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is seen as the coming of the Son of Man inasmuch as it inaugu

rated the eschatological times and with it the divine irrevers

ible judgment (cf. Mt.11,20-24ILk.10,12-15). 80 This is allthe 

more evident when placed in a salvific-historical relation to 

the Baptist, as Mt.11,12flLk.7,16 points out. The SM came in 

the person of Jesus, and with him the Kingdom has been inaugu

rated. Hence, it can be said that ~A~~V-SM has an epiphanic 

character. It looks back at Jesus' unique manner of approach

ing men in order to offer them membership in the Kingdom. 81 

3. Luke's l~~Xu0~v (perf.) is without any doubt looking 
back at the totality of John's and Jesus' earthly career from 

the point of view of the community. 82 The perfect tensepoints 

to the fact that their coming has not been valueless for it con-
' tinues to be manifest in their 1€1<\/o • 

4. When the ~o~~o-clause was added, v.18f acquired an 

added meaning: John and Jesus are the emissaries of the ~O~l~. 
The latter is the sender of the former, as he was of the pro

phets (Lk.11,49), and through them, especially Jesus, the uo~ia 
revealed itself definitively. Thus, i)'}..QEv approaches the sense 

of etrr~cncx\r,. 83 However, the sense of ~TTE..(iTC,.).Y) is hardly de

tectable in Mt's version in which Ti~vwv is substituted by~~1w~; 

Lk's addition of TTaVTWV weakens it since he also sees the fol

lowers of Jesus under T~~vwv. 

5. When our pericope was placed in its present context, 

~~e~v came to correspond to John's question whether Jesus is 

the ö ~Q~o~E..vos (Mt.11,3ILk.7,19), whom Habakkuk (2,3) and Mal

achi (3,1) had foretold would come. It is not impossible that 

the o ~Qxo~~vos of Mt.11,3 par. became (in what now is part of 

Jesus' public testimony about John spurred by the latter's que

ry) ~Ae~v O UlOS TOÜ CXV9QWTT0U under the influence especially of 

80rnteresting is the apocalyptic statement of 1 En.62,14: 
"And with that Son of Man shall they eat, •••. " 

81 cf. Bultmann ST 155, Tödt fil'I 115 +n.1, and Schulz, Q. 
382. For Colpe, 'l'..DNT VIII,431 n.238, ~AQ~v does not look back 
at Jesus' earthly existence as a whole, mainly because we have 
the 3d, and not the 1st person (?)} but see Vielhauer, "Men
schensohn" 164. 

82This is also acknowledged by Co1pe, art.cit. 457 n.390. 
83cf. Hoffmann, Logienguelle 180, 229f, Suggs, Wisdom 44, 

and Schulz, Q 386. It is interesting to observe that Origen III 
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Dan. 7, 13 where i t is said: ws Ulo~ ~v8ewtrou ~e_~f.To. 84 Wi thin 

the general context of our pericope, ~\9ev has the sense of 

"coming as a messenger sent by God" in the case of the Baptist 

(cf. Mt.11,10ILk.7,27) and of "coming from God" in an epiphanic 

sense in the case of Jesus-SM. Jesus is the one for whom the 

Bap~ist had prepared the way and the one who came as the unre

cognized, yet majestic and authoritative Son of Man. 

Taking the grammatical construction of the phrase ~).\k..., () 
EaOi'.wv KT).. into consideration, i t is not ~e~Ecr&cH but ~a-~t'.w" 
KT~. that is the focus of attention, as the reproach it occa

sioned clearly indicates. The indicative provides the time of 

the beginning of the action which in the aorist takes it glob

ally, while the present participle indicates the aspect of the 

action, the manner in which it is carried out, i.e. ~1e~v in

troduces the action that is next describect. 85 It is a Semit

ism of the type ••• 1 7¼~1 , where 71n serves the function of 

introducing the action next mentioned. This usage, with the 

verb "to comelgo" is typical (and frequent in the OT!) of that 

used to describe the activity of a messenger (eg. Jn.1,31b). 

Thus, we may conclude that what the ~~9~v-clauses portray 

is the particular manner in which John and Jesus, as envoys of 

God, approached those to whom they came. It is not "that" but 

"how" they presented themsel ves which consti tut es the main idea 

behind these clauses, an idea supported by the ~~~~V+ part. 

form. That there is no question of pre-existence86 nor of 

messianic consciousness is evident. 

Conclusion. 

The pericope we have just studied was found to have been 

composed by the union of two previously separately existing 

components: a parable touching on the fact that many a Jew was 

unable to recognize the beginning of the new kairos, and a lo

gion about the lack of acceptability John and Jesus had found 

III stated, in Jer.Hom. xiv,5: lX"ITOaTÜ}.~l ~croq,~cxTo. T~~vo.011'.>rr\s. 
8;The version of Theodotion reads: W!i utcs OIV9ewrrou €.tz'1.o

~'-'0S l'\\f, a literal transl. of the MT: il1i\ nns: Ull~ ,").:>. 
85 cf. Zerwick, ~ §371. 
86Against Hamerton-Kellyi !x,e-Existence 42f, who sees 

Jesus' pre-existence in this ogion. 
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on the part of the Jewish leaders on account of their behavior. 

The two were found together in Q. As a result of their union 

the parable became allegorically reinterpreted through v.18-19b. 

The parable has been found to have been better preserved in Lk; 

not so the "application". While the saying of v.19c may have 

come from L, the wisdom-saying was already in Q but primitive

ly had been unrelated to v.18-19b.c. 

The statement of v.19a was not originally in -cerms of "the 

San of Man" but either ~).~ov or, more probably ~).8e.v (Öl"9,ewTios) 

TLS. This was easily changed at an early stage into a SM-say

ing, so that Jesus' superiority over the Baptist, as the final 

eschatological envoy, possessor of supreme authority, could be 

brought out. 

After closely studying the saying of v.18-19b in its pre

sumably earliest form, we saw that this uncomplementary state

ment could hardly have originated anywhere but in Jesus' sur

roundings and very probably in Jesus himself, although not in 

its present Hellenistic wording. Here we are hearing Jesus' 

ipsissima vox (not verba). The verb ~e~w9~L had no particular 
significance except to bring out, with the description of JnB's 

and Jesus' personal approach to men, their role as messengers 

of God. As a SM-statement, Eeje.crG~L acquired an eschatological 

and messianic tone. However, it is always the manner of their 

appearance, and not the fact that they "came" that is in the 

forefront. 

Here we see how, in a most ancient logion, the verb ~Q~Ea(J"

e~L had no greater significance than that Which it has when 

used to speak about a messenger "coming" to his addressee. 

Here, as in previous pericopes, the introduction of the titular 
"San of Man" gives an added dimension to the whole saying,and 

very particularly to the verb ~e1~a9~L, inasmuch as it brings 
to mind the realization of Dan.7 and 1 En.: that "San of Man" 
came in.the person of Jesus; it is Jesus! 

IV. THE COMING OF ELIJAH: Mk.9,11-13/Mt.17,10-12.13 

It is well known that Judaism expected the return of the 

prophet Elijah at the end-times on the basis of the account of 
his ascension, in 2 Kgs.2,11f, and of the prophecy of Mal.3,22f 
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"Look, I will send you the prophet Elijah before the great and 

terrible day of the Lord comes •••• " This expectation, which 

was vivid in the intertestamentary period, 1 also found its way 

into the NT. People were wondering whether or not John the 

Baptist is Elijah (Jn.1,21.25). Herod heard that some were 

saying that, on account of his works, Jesus is Elijah who has 

reappeared (Mk.6,15 par.). When Jesus asked his disciples who 

people say he is, the answer included the opinion-of some that 

he is Elijah (Mk.8,28 par.). 

The question of Elijah's coming/return is bluntly treated 

in Mk.9,11-13/Mt.17,10-13. This short pericope, which we shall 

briefly analyze, originally had --as most exegetes today recog

nize,-- an existence separate from the Transfiguration, and 

probably followed Mk.9,1 par. It was omitted by Luke because 

he never identifies the Baptist with Elijah and he tends to 

minimize the figure of JnB. For Lk there exists a clear demar

cating line between JnB and Jesus (cf. 16,16!): up to John in

clusive reigns the old order; the new order begins with Jesus' 

baptism. That is why JnB is no longer mentioned in 3,21f asin 

Mt/Mk and the Baptist's end is anticipated in 3,19ff --not af

ter 9,9, as would fit according to Mk's sequence. For Lk Jesus 

is "the new Elijah": he performs the same miracles (7,11-16) 
2 and is raised to heaven (24,51; Acts 1,2.9.22; cf. 2 Kgs.2,11). 

A. Literary Analysis. 

In the overall structuring of this pericope, Mt has changed 

the position of the reference to the SM's sufferings so as to 

clarify the text which in Mk is obscure. Mt has, furthermore, 

omitted the ilyeonT~L-references on account of their obscurity 

and introduced two clarifications. In v.12a Mt added ouK ~rr

e.yvwar,.v ~ÜTov o.}..\u, 3 and in v.13 the conclusion that the disci

ples realized that Jesus was talking about John the Baptist -

which echoes back to 11 '14: ~i. 9ÜE.Te Si~aa-0ou, (X\JToc; E.O'TlV 'H}.lns 

1see G. Molin "Der Prophet Elijahu und sein Weiterleben 
in den Hoffnungen des Judentums und der Christenheit" .sll!d_ 4 
(1952), 65-94; J. Jeremias, art. 'H(1c.)~(o.si in TDNT Ii,,_ 931-934, 
936, and esp. the excursus in Billerbeck V/2, 764-79ö. 

2see Boismard 2 Synopse 68 2 and W. Wink, John the Baptist 
in the Gospel Tradition, Cambridge 1968, 42-4~ -

3cf. Klostermann, Mt 143, and Allen, Mt 187. 
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o µÜ}.wv t ~~~(iQal. 

The question is posed in exactly the same way in Mk and 

Mt, the latter having given it a better syntactical order. The 

response-allusion to Mal.3,22 either has been harmonized with 

the LXX by Mt or Mt has preserved pre-Mk inasmuch as he uses 

the future ÖnOKQT~O'"T~CJ"cl, and not the present tense (as Mk). 

Mt also has the present ~Q~E:TO.l (Mal. 01rroo-Te.Hw) and not the 

aorist as Mk. Mt omitted n~wTovsince it was already mention

ed that 'H).t'.«s ßE.1 E;).9Q.1v TT~WTO\/. In Mk the actual explanation 

about Elijah's coming takes the perspective of his account of 

the Baptist's fate in 6,14--29: E~~).uQ~~ (perf.) - ~9E~OV(impf.) 

while in Mt it takes a purely historical perspective: he uses 

the aorist. In the use of the aor. ~ei).~a~v and the unusual 

lv OUTQ Mt may be retaining his source's formulation, while 

~St) ~~Oev is most probably his own formulation. 4-

The reference to Jesus' Passion has been changed by Mt: 

it no langer refers back to Scripture, as it does in Mk, but 

now refers it to its prefiguration which is the Baptist's fate. 

This re-orientation of the material cause of Jesus' own fate, 

as presented by Mt, can be observed in the adv. OUilOS and the 
• "' , ,_ , , , > ' , ' 

parallelism between urr'ooT<.eJV and ou1<. ~1lec:~vwcroN OIUTOV ••• e.nou1-
tro.v ..• 'i 9~>. ricrow. 

The oldest form, with the exception of the reference to 

Mal.3,22, seems therefore to have been preserved in Mk. At an 

earlier stage it most probably did not speak of Jesus' Passion 

(cf. infra). 

B. Form and Formative Factors. 

The form of the pericope under study is that of a questio 

disputata, and objection-response. The original pericope most 

probably did not refer to Jesus' forthcoming end. 5 Mt had to 

4-Mt uses ~6~ + a verb in 5,28; 14-,15.25; 15,32 (not so in 
Mk). The perf. IO. t\ ).utt~" of Mk has been changed to Mt' s ~E-Y) ~i'~e~v (aor.) by C,W(in inverted order) and the Lake group. 

5similarly Robinson, l':lt 14-6 who sees its origin in a dif
ferent source; Allen~ Mt 187, and Hahn, Hoheitstitel 377, who 
consider it a Mtan aadition; Bultmann ST 125, for whom it is 
an interpolation, and Lohmeyer, Mk 183 n.1, who considers it to 
be a gloss. See further the discussion by Tödt 1 SM 194--198, 
who considers it to have been part of the text rröiii the very 
beginning. 
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re-place it so as to clarify the sense of the whole pericope. 

The reference to Jesus' Passion is illogically used in Mk: one 

passes from Elijah's coming to the SM's suffering; it breaks 

the natural flow of the topic under discussion, between the 

question and the response. The repetition i).8~v (tt~WTO") in 

v.12a and ~A~~u~ev in v.13a, is a kind of Wiederaufnahme nec

essary on account of the insertion of the SM's fate. The com

plement to v.12b is tobe found in v.9b --which refers to the 

Resurrection, The introduction of this ancillary topic is un

derstandable inasmuch as the futility of the objection raised 

--which is drawn from Scripture,-- is answered with a reference 

to Scripture --but to our knowledge nowhere explicitly fore

told-- viz. the suffering of the SM: it plays Scripture against 

Scripture, Mal.3,22f against an allusion to Ps.21,7 and Isa. 

52,14; 53,2a.3, 6 transposed to the figure of the SM. The par

allelism between Elijah and the SM is intended in view of their 

analogous fate, i.e. that of the former (in the person of JnB) 

prefigures that of the latter, as Mt made it plain: OüTW~ 1(0,1. 

KTX. A parallelism between the rejection of the Baptist and 

of Jesus was found in Mt.11,18f/Lk.7,33f. In Mk Elijah's fate 

is said to have taken place Ka0ws ~t'l(eCltTTOll ~rr· aUTOV. This is 

again a play on Scripture and prefigurations: Elijah's suffer

ings, related in 1 Kgs.19,2.10.14, prefigures --as his prophet
ic career7 __ those of JnB, as the latter's prefigures those 

of Jesus. 

The earliest "setting in life" of our pericope is hardly 

tobe found in Jesus' lifetime. It serves an apologetic pur

pose, to counteract a Jewish objection8 which was still alive 

6Ps.21,7: "I am a warm and not man [cf. Isa.52,14; 53,2b. 
3 ! ] , reproached by men and e.~ou6(vr, t,10. by the people." 

7The parallelism between Elijah and JnB can be suspected 
in the following details: Jezebel plays the role Herodias will 
play --two wives unacceptable to the religious folk,-- the hus
band-kings playing at their hands. Elijah openly rebukes the 
kins•s behavior (1 Kgs.21 18ff) as JnB will also do. Elijah 
anoints his successor (1 Kgs.19,16), as JnB baptized Jesus. In 
our text JnB is pictured as a disguised Elijah, as Jesus isthe 
San of Man in disguise. 

8similarly Lohmeyer, Mk 183; Bultmann, ST 124; Tödt, SM 
196ff. The objection to Jesus' messiahship comes from the
Scribes, i.e. the scholars of Judaism. Note also the emphatic 
Se.1 in "the question and the likewise emphatic °").~/&l in the 
actual response. 
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in the time of Justin Martyr (cf. Dial.49,3-5!). The question 

of Elijah's coming could only have arisen once Jesus was ac

knowledged and proclaimed to have been God's definitive (mes

sianic!) envoy. If Jesus is the final revelation of God, why 

had not Elijah, who should according to Mal.3,22f precede it, 

come yet? The answer to the objection leads into the messiah

ship of Jesus: if Elijah had already come, then so did "the 

day of the Lord", the day when he would i:tncpo1.v~ (Mal. 3, 22b); 

Elijah did come but was not recognized. 

C. The Significance of "E~'j,.e.crQO'\l. 

The coming of Elijah, an apocalyptic topos, as well as 

the reference to Jesus as Son of Man, introduces us into the 

apocalyptic representation-world of the end-times. Yet, the 

outlook is historical: Elijah already came and so did the Son 

of Man; hence, Elijah must have come in the person of John the 

Baptist as the Son of Man did in that of Jesus. 9 

The change from CJ.lTO<TTE.}.}..w to (e_ x~T:(J..L is noteworthy. 

Speaking as the mouth of Yahweh, Malachi had announced in 3,22: 

9The identification of Elijah with JnB is formally stated 
by Mt in v.13. Mk did not need to do so because he refers the 
reader to his account of the ~aRtist's fate (6,14-29) when he 
writes "1(018ws ~~teomTo.l in' o.uTov, meaning the J?refiguration of 
1 Kgs.19,2.10.14 and probably also the tradition from which he 
received this account. For a number of scholars 1<.o.GLüS -X'=reo.rr
TOl refers not to the OT but to apocryphal writings -which?
thus Klostermann, l':1k 89; Lohmeyer, Mk~ 183f; Taylor, Mk 395; 
Hahn, Hoheitstitel 377; Jeremias, TDNT I+, 939ff. 

From the Qumran documents, some have interpreted the "Inter
preter (or Seeker) of the Law" as Elijah, on account of the 
former's identification with the Aaronic (priestly) messiah, on 
the basis that it was expected that Elijah would settle the 
Rabbinic disputes about the Law (cf. Ed,7,7i· Menach.45a; A.Z. 
36a; Git.6b; etc.) and would be the escha~o ogical High Priest 
(cf. T.Reub.6; T.Sim.7i etc.). Thus A.S. van der Woude and E. 
Cothenet. For others it is the "Teacher of Righteousness" who 
is Elijah, thus G. Vermes, A. Dupont-Sommer, W.H. Brownlee, K. 
Schubert. Whether these two appellations correspond to the 
same individual remains an open question. See the latest eval
uation of the research so far done, in W:S. LaSor, ~ Dead Sea 
Scrolls and the New Testament, Grand Rapids 1972, 120ff. 

Finally, a note on terminology. Scholars often speak of 
Elijah redivivus. It seems to me that that term should be bur
ied: there was no expectation that Elijah would come to life 
again 2 as if he had died --it applies well to Herod's suspi
cion in Mk.6,15 par. The expectation was of his re-apparear
ance, since he had "ascended into heaven", not of his "resur
rection"! 
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"I will send (aTTc.neHw) you the prophet Elijah before " 
Our pericope echoes this announcement in terms of coming: "Eli

jah indeed is to come (t~iETClll/~)..0wv) .... " While OITT~O"T€).).w 

takes the point of view of God, ~~'x_e:TCH takes that of the envoy. 

And, while OITTOcrTli)..\w places the initiative (promise) on God, 

l~ieT«L takes that for granted and concentrates on the REAL

ization of the awaited fulfilment. 

The use of ~QiEa9aL in connection with Elijah, now an 

apocalyptic figure, has the same force and significance iej~G
G~L has when used with respect to the final coming of the SM, 

viz. that of an epiphanic appearance/presence. Furthermore, 

placed in parallel with Jesus (v.12b), it indicates that E-e'l,e:1r
G~L has the same significance with respect to Jesus' coming, 

i.e. that which constitutes the background of ~~0ov in the lo

gia we are studying, viz. in Jesus' coming we encounter the 

epiphanic appearance of God, whose mouth and hands he is. It 

is also tobe observed that Elijah's coming was not a mere re

appearance but had a specific purpose: aITO~aGlaT~Vtl TTnv,n --a 

purpose that was frustrated by those who "did to him what they 

wished." 



PARTIAL C0NCLUSI0N 

Having concluded our analysis of passages where the ~~Qov 
and related sayings are found, and before we turn our attention 

to complementary questions, it is convenient to gather the re

sults of our study of these logia. 

1. In every one of the pericopes analyzed in c.I and II, 

when the earliest (reachable) form was sought it resulted that 

at that stage the ~19cv-saying had been absent. All the logia 

we have studied originally had ~ separate existence before be

ing incorporated into the account or the discourse now contain

ing it. 

2. Whenever the ~}9ov-saying is found within a story 

(Mk.2,15-17 par; Lk.9,51-56; 19,1-10; also Mk.1,35-38 par), the 

pericope has g paradigmatic character which is directed at the 

community. The logion is, furthermore, found (at the end!) as 

the element that illuminates the Christological explicative 

light on the story. In fact, the ~).9ov -sayings were found to 

have been included as the explicative tN --thus the y~e in 

Mk.10,45; Lk.9,56a; 19, 10. 

3. The ~}.9ov-sayings are programatic statements of Jesus' 

soteriologically intended career or of the consequences thereof 

(Mt.10,34). Not all these were found to have originated in the 

"prophetic mouth" of the early Church. Thus Lk.12,49 has high 

chances of being ipsissima verba Iesu and, while Mk.2,17b 

and Mt.10,34b could have been pronounced by Jesus their for

mulations are most probably due to the Church. None of the 

"inauthentic" logia were found tobe a final redactor's cre

ation; rather they proceed from an older tradition. 

4. The ovK ... 6'X\01 form of some of the ~\Oov -sayings 

was found tobe in all cases a dialectic formulation ("not so 

mu9h •.• ·as... ") meaning that not only the affirmative clause 

is underlined by means of the negative one, but that thelatter 

was not intended as an absolute negation. 

5. The Son of Man logia were found to have originally 

been "I" (~\SQY) sayings. This became most evident in Mk.10, 

45. None of the SM-logia was found to go back to Jesus --in 
any form. 
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6. The change from Y)).0ov to n \~E.\7 0 Lll.OS TOl) &v~e_W'ltOU is 

understandable inasmuch as these logia look back at the total

ity of Jesus' earthly career and intend to bring out his su

preme authority, his God-given mission, and possibly reflect 

on Jesus' pre-existence. They have an eschatological orienta

tion. SM was used in logia that already had a specific OT pas

sage as background (Mk.10,45: Isa.53; Lk.19,10: Ezek.34,15f; 

Lk.9,56a: 2 Kgs.1,10.12). 

7. The significance of fQ,.~~fltk,.l, which to a great extent 

is determined by the inf. of purpose that follows, is not iden

tical in all the ~)Bo~-logia. It differs not only between lo

gia but also in the different discernible levels of tradition: 

from its separate existence up to its final form within the 

present context. 

a. Before being integrated in their present contexts, it is 

the infinitive of purpose that generally bears the weight and 

stress. As was also found tobe true for the logia that were 

used to constitute a discourse, at that early stage when the 

logia had a separate existence, ;\Dov + inf. had the sense of 
11.!!!J'.:_purpose is to !..!_!_," i.e. ~\~cv itself had no particular 

significance. 

b. Determined by the context in which they are integrated, 

which constitutes a sort of illustrative preamble, the t\}.Bov -
logia acquired an added significance (note the triple ~}.~ov in 

Mt.10,34.35a!). They became statements of one having a God

given authority; the task indicated by the inf. is a God-given 

mission. This is clearer in the uses of Son of Man. ~HX9ov 
acquires therefore a significance of its own in that it ap

proaches cxne.cr,c,.}.\)V and thereby becomes the verbal expression 

of Jesus' coming by the design of God. 

Lk' s change to 11cx~e.i~vOf-Al1'1/ in 12, 51 , and 

in 5,32 and 7,34 (cf. also 4,43). Wh.at 

purpose saying became a mission saying. 

This is observable in 

to the perfect f>,.~\u~Ol 
originally had been a 

c. All the~}9o~-sayings, in the stage of tradition which 

fixed them in their present contexts and thereby determined 

them --with the exception of Lk.12,49-- respond to a catechet

ical --and often also parenetical-- interest of the early 

Church, and as such look back at the totality of Jesus' earth

g career (see Lk's change to the perf. ,~~\u~~ in 5,32;7,33f). 
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Less frequently is there a hintat Jesus' pre-existence, and 

therefore to God's preordained pl~n of salvation. 
8. A tendency to mul tiply w~J)o'1 -sayings is Observable in 

Mt.18,11, in the change from a more primitive (i1w)~tµt-saying 

(Lk.22,27) to an ~~~0'1-saying in Mk.1O,45, andin the triple 

¾\8ov of Mt.1O,34.35a. Likewise., a tendency on the part of Lk 

to explicitly orient E~icq9~L Christologically was observable 

in the changes to the perf. tense in 5,32 and 7,34, and~~Y\~90'1 

to ~TTtaT~X~v in 4,43. 

9. While ~>.tlo\l incarnates Jesus' historical presence 
among men, its substitution by "the Son of Man came" looks more 

at the divine envoy, the eschatological personage who came from 

God for the salvation of men (Mk.10,45; Lk.19,1O) and will come 

again as judge. By the introduction of the figure of the SM, 

~~~Ev gains an added dimension: it reflects on Jesus' divine 

origin (Dan.7; 1 En.), marks the event of his authoritative 

coming as a once-and-for-all event, and projects the continuous 

value of this event and the reason for it into the future. 

The study of the closely related logia in c.III has pro

vided further support to some traits we thought to discover in 

our study of the 'l}.~0'1-logia. 

1. An (sf)tQiE~D~L-saying constitutes the climax of the 
story of Jesus' departure from Capharnaum (Mk.1,38), and the 

core of the accounts of the exorcisms at Capharnaum (Mk.1,24 

par) and Gerasa (Mt.8,29). In both the saying did not have a 

separate existence and it was soon given a Christological ori
entation. 

2. In Mt.11,18f par., which is ipsissima vox Iesu, we 
found an added case where "Son of Man" replaced an older~}.()ov

saying. There likewise we observe the tendency to extend;~~ov 

to the whole of Jesus' (and the Baptist's) earthly career, in 
Lk's change for the perfect tense. 

3. Mt.11,18f called our attention to the use of E€~EU9~L 
as a term characteristic of a messenger's presence. As a SM 

statement this presence is an epiphanic ephapax. 

4. The discussion about Elijah's coming, in Mk.9,11ff 

par., reinforces the impression gained in Lk.19,1O that Jesus' 
coming is seen not only as the REALization of Yahweh'spromises 
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but of God's actual presence in the person of Jesus. Lk.19,10 

leads us back to Ezek.34,15f: Yahweh, the good shepherd, will 

seek the lost; Mk.9,13 alludes to Mal.3,22: Yahweh will send 

Elijah. Both came. The coming of Elijah and the coming of 

the Son of Man, i.e. the coming of two apocalyptic figures of 

the end-times, points to the change of aeons, the definite 

eschatological era has been inaugurated. 

5. The demons' cry "did you come (~X~~s) to destroy us?" 

(Mk.1,24; Mt.8,29) brings out in a most forceful manner the 

eschatological character of Jesus' coming, to which the ques

tion about Elijah already hinted. There it became clear that 

~}.Go'7 + inf. soon meant more than just "my purpose is to ••• " 

but refered to the epiphanic coming and presence of God's a

waited envoy (cf. Mt.8,29) who came to inaugurate the Kingdom 

of God among men. 

Summarizing, ~\~0'7 (+ inf.), which served as a rhetorical 

means of expressing "my purpose is to ••. " was soon given a 

Christological significance. In ~\~o~ Jesus' epiphanic com

ing as the envoy of God found expression; it gained an escha

tological mission. This was further hightened there where SM 

replaced ~ l~o\}. 



PART TWO 

ORIGIN AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HA80N-FORM 

After having examined all the ~\9ov-logia within their 

contexts and considered the significance of ~~9ov within this 

framework, we shall now examine the uses of the same and anal

ogous forms of speech outside the Synoptics. Three main ques

tions will guide our research: under what particular ~ircum

stances andin what milieu was this form of speech employed? 

what class of individuals and when were they prone to use 1j}9ov? 
and did it have any special significance? Following this anal

ysis we shall reconsider the ~\Gov-logia in the light of the 

results obtained. Our purpose is to uncover the ultimate 

meaning of these logia and the ultimate significane of ~}9ov. 
The method followed is rather simple. With the aid of 

concordances, whenever these exist, I have scrutinized every 

usage of the verb "to come", paying special attention to the 

first and third persons singular and to those where an inf. 

follows. I have, furthermore, read all of the Pseudepigraphic 

and the most important Gnostic literature that was available 

to me, although for these there exist no concordances~ Helle

nistic literature, which is a world in itself, has been check

ed only when a concordance or vocabulary index existed. Most 

collections of papyri have an exhaustive vocabulary index. 

Verbs closely related to "to come", especially "tosend", have 

also been taken into consideration. For the last chapter I am 

dependent upon Chapter Six and on a number of studies on the 

Messianic expectations known to have been alive in First Cen

tury A.D. Judaism. 

* The paragraphs dealing with the significant uses of "to come" 
in the Gnostic, Mandean and Manichean literature have been 
omitted in order not to overextend the dissertation and to re
main within the limits set to our investigation. 



C H A P T E R F O U R 

EXTRA-BIBLICAL LITERATURE 

In an area of preoccupations that are common among people 

concerned with the relation between the divinity and man, there 

are always general conceptions that are more or less common to 

all --for instance the explanation of creation. This is espe

cially true with respect to many myths. However, this does 

not mean a priori that influences or dependence of one group 

on another exist, but rather that similar religious concep

tions may be the product of the religious thinking man in gen

eral. There can be historical inter-relations, but also indi

vidual particular religious ideas and conceptions, and even 

formulations. That these converge does not necessarily mean 

that there is a dependence of one on the other. No matter how 

close religious beliefs may be and regardless how well they re

semble one another, one must not ju~p to the conclusion that 

the essential of one has been transposed from one to the ot~er: 

differing faiths vary in their essential beliefs. Thus, it 

would be better to speak of "correspondences" instead of rela

tions. The essential is preserved; the accidental, such as 

formulas, is borrowable. However, we spould not jump to con

clusions. But, in the realm of concepts, unless proofs are 

conclusive, we should talk of "possibilities". Often there is 

a psychological or even a logical explanation: "anyone would 

have thought of this!" 

In the NT the belief of God's supremacy is bound to the 

Jesus-event: it is bound to a concrete person. The substance 

of the new conception about God and his relation to man had to 

be put in words that would express it and make it transmittable. 

It may well have been expressed in borrowed terminology, as it 

in fact often was, and frequently i t is done in "mythical terms": 

it had tobe somehow expressed and given body. The unspeakable 

had tobe spoken of in idiograms. In so far as it is "mythical" 

(i.e., expresses the unexpressable) we are justified in search-
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ing for approaches to other cultural modes of thought, of ex

pression ••• it is the origin of the "dress" that is sought 

in as far as it may not all be wholly original. After all, it 

is a child of its times and cultural milieu, and mythical modes 

of expression were commonplace. 

Our primary concern will be more with forms than with con

tent since, in our belief, the Christian faith is based on 

faith in Jesus Christ, in his person as the God-man, and that 

the Christian faith-content has its own unique personality. 

Thus, we shall not be concerned with possible similarities (or 

differences) in content but only with form, and particularly 

that wherein a divinity or an envoy of the divinity announces 

"I came in order to •••• " 

As for religions of Iranian origin, time and place make 

a direct influence very questionable, but indirect influence 

is possible. In this and similar culturally and temporally 

remote religious movements, at best we could speak not of sub

stantial but of a formative influence on already existing be

liefs c.loser in space and time to the NT world, i. e. the for

mer may have helped to give shape to the latter. The writings 

from Gnostic circles which we possess and know of have in their 

great majority been influenced to a high degree by Christianity 

and therefore,there will hardly be a question of an influence 

of the former on the latter. However, Gnostic writings may 

reveal the extent to which a given formulation was used and 

may even have preserved logia otherwise unknown to us (as eg. 

in the Gospel of Thomas!). 

In the religionsgeschichtliche question one ought to keep 

in mind the time and space possibilities of influences. For 

this one must go back to the very origins of a given belief, 

not to its final expression. Influences are generally at the 

very beginning, at the starting point, and here the influences 

could be substantial. Thus, we shall be concerned as much with 

the formula "to come in order to ••• " as with the expressions 

that reveal the hope for such a coming in analogous terms, es

pecially in the world that helped shape that in which Chris

tianity was born. 
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Finally, neither the idea of a coming savior nor his ex

ternal form and qualities is peculiar to Judaism. Thus, the 

religionsgeschichtliche question is not useless. 

It is generally conceded that the influences on the NT 

came from two sectors: (1) the Hellenistic culture and reli
gious movements and (2) the OT and related (esp. Pseudepigra

phic) literature circulating in Palestine in the first cen

tury A.D. Both currents have in turn been influenced by other 

remoter ones which, evidently, did not directly have a bearing 

on the conceptions that worked their way into the NT. 

A. THE GREEK AND THE HELLENISTIC WORLDS. 

After having spent quite a bit of time and having con
sulted a considerable number of papyri and ancient texts, I 

must confess that I have found only one text where fe~s~ß~t + 

inf. of purpose is used. 1 ~H~9ov is indeed rarely found in 

1That the expression "I have come (in order to ••• )" was 
used in remote antiquity is indicated by the Hymn of Victory 
of Thutmosis III to Amon Re where, in ten consecutive verses, 
he sings: 

I have come, that I may cause thee to trample down the ••• 
I cause them to see thy majesty as (the lord of radiance) ••• 

(Text in J.B. Pritchard~ ANET 374f). It is dated from 1470 
B.C. and was reused by öethos I and by Ramses III. 

In the Mazdeans' (Zoroastric) Avesta we read in Gathas 
XLII, 12 that Mazda, the supreme god, origin of all, is quoted 
by Zarathustra as having told him: 

Je suis venu pour t'entretenir de la saintete. 
And Zarathustra continues, 

Je te reconnais esprit de vie, 8 Mazda Ahura, car il 
[Qraosha, a messen~er of Mazda] est venu a moi avec le 
bon esprit, pour m apprendre les choses dignes de desir. 

(Texts from the transl. by C. de Harlezi Avesta, 3 vols. Paris 
1875-1877.). See further the Gathas XLI ,15 and Yesht I,7f; 
XIII,41 (" ••• le pur Zarathustra, chef du monde corporel, tete 
du monde bipede, venu pour (cooperer) a chaque oeuvre (de la 
loi) ••• "); Yasna X,1-3. In the Gathas XXXIII,?; XLIII,1 we 
find an invocation for Mazda, in Yesht X,5 for Mithra andin 
Yasna X,2f for Ashi-Vanuhi, to come to the praying ~etitioner 
to satisfy a particular need. The pur~ose of this invocation 
is most often the indwelling of the spirit, illumination, the 
gnose! See eg. Gathas XLIX 22; XXVIII,6f; XLII,12f; Yesht X, 
177. Similar invocations will be found also in the Greco-Hel
lenistic world, for theJ were common in the ancient world. 

Evidently, though interesting as they are, these texts 
are too distan~ in time, and the latter in space, that it 
would be foolhearted to think of an influence of these on the 
NT. 
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written texts, and when found it is almost always without spe

cial significance. However, I have discovered a number of 

texts wherein i~~ecr0eH was used in a cul tic or a religious-ex

perience context in order to invoque the divinity's help. 

As far back as Homer we find ~€Xe.<rGctL used in a cul tic con

text. Il .1 ,207 depicts the goddess Athena saying 11 ~\0ov e.y~ 
I ' ' I 

TTd1Ja-ouao1 -ro a-ov /)-E.Vos , ••• , 11 and in 23,770 Ulyses prays to Athe-

na 11 ~,-8~no8'i:tv 11 •2 In Plato's Le_g.IV,712b we encounter an Athe

nian praying to a (unnamed) god 11 ciKoucras i'>.~ws ~upe.v~s ,e. ~0v 
E..)..9oL cruv0LC4KOO-f-l+rwv ••• 11 to which Clinias, with whom he was dia

loguing, answered 11 ''E),80L y«e o6v. 11 

The invocation for help, when formulated with the verb 

€e~t~e~L, in many cases contains also an implicit desire to ex

perience an epiphanic manifestation of the deity. Thus, for 

instance, an Egyptian magical-prayer reads: 11 ••• (6) ~\9€ 1<0.\ 

qio.vriGi'. JJ-Ol, 9E.E:. f)e.wv , ••• (7) Gtcre).9~ c:pctv~'tl( ,-_i.ol, 1<ue1E., •••• 11 3 
These petitions follow a rather well fixed pattern: f)..0€ (foL), 

followed by the name or an attribute of the divinity invoqued, 

and then the actual personal demand in the vocative. The ~\8~ 
(1-4ot) formula is qui te common in the prayers found in magic pa

pyri, a good example of which is the prayer of Astrampsychos 

to Hermes: II (1) 'E).9.t f>OL, 1<ue1eo 'Ee1--1ri' w5 .~ ße~G'1 E1lS T~S l{OlA{a~ 

TW'II 1VVdll(W\I. (2) ••• [Ü9~ J p.ot, k0e1eo 'Eef--l~ ' Kct'l 8ds f-AOl 'A~e1v 
, I :,, 1 ) ('."" / ( "'; (' >\ '- , r. '1 1 

Teo</>riv VLl<l'j\/ '-Ut'\f-AE€l0l\l '°TTOl<peoöLIJ'tcN TT(:?O<TWTTOU f,loo5 d11.Kl'\Y dLTio TTdvTWV 

1<c,1't. TTd4f"WV •••• 11 4- These E.)..0E:'. (~oL) invocations for the coming of 

the divinity have been found spread throughout the Hellenistic 

world; 5 the greatest number of examples of them are tobe 

2cf. also Cer.36O and the ~ to Hestia II,4-. 
3cited by Reizenstein, Poimandres 27. See also the text 

cited in ibid, 153. 
4-cited by Reizenstein, QI2.cit. 2Of. See also the prayer 

found in an EgY.(Jtian magic ~apJrus cited in ibid 226, and the 
Papyrus Leidensis W, given in tb~d 15-18. See further the 
texts given in K. Preisendanz e .)i Pa~fri Graecae Magicae, 
2 vols. Leipzig-Berlin 1928 1 31: ,21 296 II 83f; III 
51, 338f; IV~1032f, 1031, 104-1, 104-5, 274-6, 2786, 2868; V,32, 
35 , 249; VII1., 2ff, 14-f. 

5see L. Weniger, 11 Theo~hanien, altgriechische Götterad
vente,11 in Archiv für Religionswissenschaft 22(1923/24-).,._ 16-57, 
who gathered a number of examples. See esp. there the velphic 
Hymn to Zeus' Muses Phi ol.5? (p.23), the Iakchos song in 
A:ristflphanes 324-ff lp. 6, anl 11Adventslied11 to Dionysius, in 
Dio C r~s. Qr. II,l.75 p.28, to Aphrodite in Dionysius, de 
Comp.c. 3 and to Poseidon in ristophanes 559 (p.29). /// -
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found in the Orphic hymns. 6 We also possess texts wherein the 

actual coming of the divinity is mentioned, as for instance 

Euripides,Ql:. 1628, where Apollo says: "o~H0'"i',/{lb~S c~s q>~ewv 

~KW 1'oyous; 11 and a hymn to Apollo: 11 ~"">-tle.~ KctT~ l(ol1eo" dVolTOA~S 
noto[ ••• ] "'ts TO\/ o-'o\l O""l'\K.ov. 117 It is not without interest, in 

this respect, that Josephus also recorded this religious form 

of invocation. In Ant. IV,46 Moses is pictured as calling on 
, n' i;:-, - ,, c- , , 

God for intervention: ""1-.t1e., 01carrOTCll TWV o\.wv, oLKctcrTY\~ µou Kdl 
1 > C' c , 

,Uderu5 ~oweooOK')To5, ••• " -- the same structure we have encoun-

tered above. Again, in Ant.XX,90 Izates, the son of Queen Hel

ena of Adiabene, prays to God: "E) ... ~~ crupf.A-d.~CS out urr~e ~J-tDÜ 

fAOl/o'I/ •••• " ( compare wi th Mt. 6, 1 O) • 

Among the Hermetic writings, 8 in Hermes Trisgemegiste XIII, 

8 we find a straightforward report of the coming of divine gno

sis: "~}.0tcv 1~" yv;;')ins 9E.oÜ ••• ~'X.St.V ~ ~v yvwa-ts "f...c:1.ed..,/ •••• 119 

In the most ancient Sibylline Oracle (III), as well as in 

the later ones, the formulation "to come in order to ••• " is 

never found. However, Clement of Alex. relates, in Strom.I, 

108.2 that the Sibyne came to Delphi, and that it is known 
that people have kept the following saying about its origin, 

as said to have been spoken by the Sibylle: 

/// Interesting is also the Ostracon n.25029 addressed to 
Thot, f~om Ramessidian times (cited by Reitzenstein, Poiman
~ 19). In the papyri from Ftolomaic times published by U. 
Wilc~en (U~kunden der Ptolemäerzeit, vol.I, Berlin-Leipzig 
1927) we find three1;°hat relate invocations made in dreams for 
the divinity to come: Papyri n.78 (lines 23ff) and 81 (col.II, 
lines 12f) where ~~e~ µoL is used in the invocation, and papy
rus n.77 (col.II, ,line 24) where Ptolemat·os relates: tv ,wti1tvw 
'f;rTE.lKo.'>-Hv P:~, <0\/ )-1.~)'lCTTOV ''Aµµu)Vol E.€'1,cO"Bcil 61 IT()] ßo€e'ct ).AOU „e'fros i.:>v, 
I'\ WS TTol eo< 1 [ l] \/ Y)Td,L. 

6cf. texts edited by E. Abel, Orphica, Lipsiae-Prague 1885, 
where the last quarter or almost every hymn has the invocation 
for the coming of the divinity (t~Gi). 

7Given in F. Preisigke (ed.), Sammelbuch Griechisc er Ur
kunden~ A.eg:yp.:te.ni vol.I, Strassburg 1915, n.4127 lines 15f), 
see also there-the ove charm, n.7452 (lines 23ff). 

8corpus Hermeticum~ ed. A.D. Nock, transl. by A.-J. Festu
giere 4 vols. Paris 1945-1~54. 

9Two otber texts use {i)...0ov but in figur~tive speech:, I.16, 
"Ö Poimandres, vraiment oui, j'en suis arriv~ maintenant a un 
desir extr~me (tmßu~Cc1..v ;).eov) et je br-Ole de t' entendre," an9-

~
• 39, "Et me,voici donc, rempli du souffle divin de la verite. 
9E:orrvous yf:VO}J--~\lo~ T~\ l,<Xl'\B~l""~ h">-8ov ) • " In these two texts ~}.. -
o\/ evidently reveals a sense of authority, of self-assurance 

and decision. 
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Delphians, worshipers of Apollo whose arrows go far, 
I have come to reveal to you (~l9ov ~yw 1e~~ou~«) the 
mind of Dios the shield-bearer, furious against my 
brother Apollo. 

This is in fact one of the rare t ext s wherein ; \ 8ov + inf. of 

purpose is employed, andin a manner ahalogous to that found 

in the NT --indeed the J ohannine ~ )..-Oo\/ E:'X't.'.u (cf. 1 , 31 ; 10, 10; 

cf. also 5,7.43). 

Finally, we should mention an interesting text from 

Flavius Josephus, wherein he uses a prophetic manner of speech, 

to Vespassian when Josephus was a prisoner: 

but I come to you as a messenger (Eyw &'c;l'(rE.Ao5 ~Ku:, crot) 
of greater destinies. Had I not been sent on this er
rand by God, ••• (War, III,400).10 

Conclusion. The verb €e~E:Cr9ctt, used in a religious context, 

designates the call for or the actual epiphanic coming of the 

divinity. It is interchangeable with ~l(ft\J. The coming of the 

divinity is for a personal, selfish purpose. 11 However inter

esting the texts we have referred to may be, they are not of 

the same form as the ~XGov (+ inf. of purpose) texts we find in 

the Gospels. Furthermore, they do not refer to a real concrete 

historical event of coming but only either to a wish that it 

take place or to a spiritual "gnostic" experience. Thus, any 

thought that the NT formula ~A9ov + inf. of purpose expressing 

a mission or task comes from the Hellenistic milieu is unfound

ed. I have been unable to find an example in the Greek-Helle

nistic literature where a divinity or one of its envoys uses 

this formula except for Clem. Alex.'s citation of the Sibylle 

in Delphi. 12 

10~r,is text has been pointed out and disc~ssed by 0. 
Michel 1 'Ich komme' (Jos.Bell.III,400)," TZ 24, 1968), 123f. 

11 0n the question of epiphanic appearances see the detail
ed study by E. Pax, ETII~ANEIA 20-99, and our remarks below. 

12R. Bultmann with all his interest in the Hellenistic 
influences on the NT and Christianity at large, has not been 
able to provide us with a single example of the ~~6ov t+ inf.) 
formula. None of the examples he and·G. Theissen-P. Vielhauer 
in the Ergänzungsheft of 1Y71~ to Syn.Trad. have this form. 
See further the observations of J. SchneideT, art. ieto,-,.,,1.l, TDNT 
II, 666ff. B.G. Mandilaras, The Verb in the Greek Non-literary 
Papyri, Athens 1973, ~330 gives the following table: 

out of 100 50 106 270 (MSS checked) 
from II BC I BC I AD II AD 
~X8ov is used , 1x 2x 7x 18x 
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There is still one important element in the Greco-Helle

nistic world that must be accounted for, and that is their my

thology. Greek mythology seems to play on two worlds: the 

heavenly and the earthly, with a constant interplay between 

these: divinities are pictured with human traits, leading a 

quasi-human life. In fact, Greek (and other) mythology is 

built on the basis of the experiences of life combined with an 

imagination of ideal situations. Furthermore, frequently what 

is experienced on earth is explained by some relation with a 

similar and related occurrence in the Olympian world: cosmog

ony and theogony are interrelated. Annual celebrations com

memorate mythic theophanies and epiphanies. 

The well known myth of Prometheus, recounted by Hesiodus, 

tells us that Prometheus came on earth to gain men for his 

cause and rob them from Zeus', and thus is punished by the lat
ter. Heracles comes to save the chained Prometheus. 13 

We learn that Hermes was considered the messenger and ex-

ecuter of Zeus' 
. th . 14 in eir war. 

and the Eleusis 

and fought with 

will, so for instance, he guides the Trojans 

Dyonisius is said to have come on the Parnasus 

(cf. Philodamos, 2) and that Athena descended 

the heroes of Troy. We also learn that the 

Greeks thought that Hera, Zeus' spouse, came to aid warnen that 

are at the point of child-birth, and that Asclepius, the son 

of Apollo, came to reveal to the sick persons that invoked 

him the remedies that would eure them (similarly Serapis, a 

later rival of Asclepius), as many ex-votos found especially 
in Epidaurus testify. 15 

Faced with these (and many other) myths one may well sup

pose that Greek mythology chanted the coming of some of these 

div.inities to earth, among men, for a specific purpose, a sort 

of "X came to ••• " conception. An inkling of this we find in 

the frequent mention made of divine epiphanies in the Iliad, 

the Ödyssey, and the Homeric Hymns, as well as invocations of 

13rt is interesting to note that the m:vth of Prometheus 
led some writers to see a prefiguration of Christ in it, thus 
eg. Felix-Faure-Goyau,. "Un pressentiment paien du calvaire," 
~ Correspondant, 1914, p.1157ff. 

14cf. Euripides, Helena ¾; Homer, Il.24,24,360f, 677f, 
etc. 

15see E.-L.Edelstein, Asclepius, 2 vols, Baltimore 1945. 
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the sort we have already considered (~AB~). 16 

To all this may be added the current conception of Kings 

and Emperors as manifestations or incorporations of divinities 

or even as gods in person. 17 When such dignities made their 

appearance in a given place for a particular purpose, it would 

not be strange that at some time they might have used a solemn 

formula such as 11 I have come herein order to II However, 

I have not found any written texts containing such a formula. 

B. QUMRAN TEXTS. 

The formula 11 I have come (to) 11 ,~J\X), is not found in the 

published manuscripts from Qumran. As would be expected, the 

verb ~1']. is found used in connection with the future coming of 

the Messiah. Thus in 4QPatr.Bles.I,1ff it is affirmed that: 18 

There shall not] cease a ruler from the tribe of 
Judah; ••• (3) 'j)7!:iil n•lllr.iX1)7Y, the shoot of (4) Da
vid, for to him and to his seed has been given the 
royal mandate over his people for everlasting gener
ations; •••• 

andin 1 QS IX,9ff the members of the community19 

16see the study b;y K. Kerenyi, 11 Apollon-Epiphanien II in 
Eranos Jahrbuch 13(194,), 11-48, andin general Pax, ETTf~ANEIA, 
20-99. In Euripides' Fragm.353 (cf. Tragicorum Graecorum Frag
mental. ed. ,A. Nau_gk, ,.Leipzig 1889) ,. w;e read: 6\0Xu4e.,•, w yuv~li<t5, 
c!isll~'l:l 0tcd. ieucr11v E.'{..oucro. ro€yov'(ö;rru<.ou~os. rroAE::.L , and 1.n 
the 2d cent~ E.C. Papyrus Ghoran (cf. Bulletin de Corresponden
~ Helleni%ue 30(1906) 141 lines 3f), Eros Aphrodite suppos
edly _had s ated, e:~t0yä[(j. 01.hb"'-AW\I >oloGi-o TTeöiH.\°' n / rrea J,-..1_o1] n 
T'OLOU,0\/ [b.y ]yÜwv [e.)J "\ }.u8o(. 

17on this whole question see H. Frankfort, KinBship and 
the gods,.Chicago 1948; and I. Engnell, Stv~~;s inivin~ 
fügsm .J..ll. th.e Anc1enJ; l'iesi.r Bast, Oxford • Concern~n 
Israel 1.n parficular see A.R.<lO!inson's study Sacral Kin s i 
in. Ancient Israel, Cardiff 1955. We know from co1.ns tlia a 
least some) Roman Emperors adopted divine attributes, thus 
Augustus appears on a coin as EEBAtTO~ 9EOU UIOE, T1.berius as 
TIBERIUS CAESAR DIVI AUGUSTI FILIUS AUGUSTUS and as TIBEPIOE 
KAI[AP 9EOU EEBAtTOU UIOL rEBA~TOt. In an inscription of the 
1st. cent. B.C. we read ANTIOXOS 9EOt ßIKAIOr ETTI~ANHr ~IAOPn
MAIOt KAI löD\EMHN. See the ~tudies by A.D. Nock, 11 Notes on 
Ruler-Cult I-IV, 11 JHß 48(1928), 21-43i and 11Ruler-Worship and 
Syncretism, 11 ~.Journ.Philology 63( 942), 217-:-223. 

18Text published by J.M. Allegro in JBL.. 75(1956), 174f, 
who indicate~ for further comparison Tg Onkelos: i'"'\'17'71 }.'n'wl":l 
'J'r', 1!1 XJnJ'n:) .X'il and Tg Ps.-Jonathan: ~r,•11.1r., ~:;:,1n:> 'inJ:l TYT. See 
also the comments of van der Woude, Messianische Vorstellungen 
171f. 

19The English texts, though not a literal translation, are 
taken from G. Vermes' translat1.on, unless otherwise stated. 
Concerning this text see also van der Woude, QQ.cit. 75-89. 
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shall depart from none of the counsels of the Law, 
(10) to walk in the stubbornness of their hearts, but 
shall be ruled by the primitive precepts in which the 
men of the Community were first instructed 
(11)'7~1\l,)'' ,n71~ ·n·wn, ~·:i] ~n. 1~ (cf. Jub.23,11). 

This last text, which should be interpreted alongside CD XII, 

23f; XIX,10f and XX,1, leads to the interesting observations 

that, when compared with the latter, the verb 70~ is used in 

the same sense as ~r:1. All of these are conc.erned wi th the 

expectation of the Messiah. In CD XII,23-XIII,1 we read: 

Those who follow these statutes in the age of wicked
ness 7~11V') f""'i\~ n'u>b i)t:)Y ,.Y shall form groups ••.• 

In CD XIX,10f they are told that20 

These will be saved at the time of seeking, but the 
remaining ones will be deli vered to the sword rrwo ~1Tl 
( 11) 1~---.w·1 pn~ 

and CD XX,1 speaks about a time of definite appurtenance to the 

new covenant: 

Those who abandoned the community will not be taken in 
from the time the Teacher of the Community "'7'\1:::>-Y 1-Y 
7~1\).)'r.:n 1nm:n n ... vr:,. 

The coming of the Messiah is related to his pardoning mission 

in CD XIV,18f: 

This is the exact statement of the statutes in which 
[ they shall walk] ( 19) 7l!t11lJ'1 p11t nhun 1W)hl ,'tl J 
D1,~ -nr:,·1 

In CD VI,10f the coming of a Teacher of Righteousness is an

nounced, also with the verb 7Y)~ 21 CD V ,5 speaks in similar 

terms of the past coming of Zadok as the marking point when 

the Law was unveiled. 
We have a group of texts that speak of the coming of the 

Messiah by direct allusion to the prophecy of Balaam (Num.24, 

17ff). Thus, in CD VII,18ff we read: 

The star is the Interpreter of the Law (19) who shall 
come (~:::li\) to Damascus; as it is written, A Star 
shall come forth (7'7) out of Jacob and a sceptre 
shall rise ("Of,>) (20) out of Israel. The sceptre 
is the Prince of the whole congregation, and when he 
comes (1]r?~:l) he shall smite (21) all the children 
of Seth. 

20My translation. See the comments of van der Woude, 
Messianischen Vorstellungen 61-66. 

2 111 ••• the;y should walk in all the age of wickedness ••• 
until he comes \i~Y 7~) who shall teach righteousness at the 
end of days." See the remarks of van der Woude, Q,E.cit. 73f. 

22There is also a relation with 1 Kgs.19,15. See the 
observations of van der Woude, QQ..cit. 53-58. 
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We find the same citation of Num.24,17ff in 4 QTest. 12f and 

1 QM XI,6f, 23 with the same verbs employed, and including not 

only the task of treading on the children of Seth but also of 

smiting the temples of Moab. 

In 4QFlor. I,10f a free citation from 2 Sam.7,11-14 is 

given. We find the verb 11':>Y in the sense of ~YJ. (line 11b) 

in the comment that follows: 11 That is the sprout of David, who 

will come (,r:i,yn) with the Seeker of the Law •••• 1124 

So far we have only brought out those texts wherein there 

was a question of the 11 coming11 of the Messiah. There is also 

a text Wherein We find the expreSSiOn 11 he COffieS tO • o o II c-~ ~1]_) o 

In CD VIII,11f we read: 

And the head of asps is the chief of the kings of 
Greece, who Jl1ILIY7 .'-J.i1 (12) vengeance upon them. 

This reference is found again in XIX,23f. In CD VIII,14f and 

XIX,27 we also find the combination of ~IJ with an infinitive, 

but does not have the sense of a task tobe accomplished: 11 You 

enter to possess (nu,,1;, ~J.. ) the nations, 11 a reference to Dt. 

9 ,5. 
In the Genesis Apocryphon (1 QapGn) XIX,26 we also find 

the formulation 11 to come to •••• 11 There we learn that three 

nobles of the Pharaoh came to Abraham but the purpose of their 

visit is unknown due to a lacunae in the text: 25 

they came to the place (?) in order to [ J 
( [ ]"1 rlJ npYJ7 p.n:s) 

In II,24f, a text with many lacunae, Methuselah speaks to his 

father Enoch: 

my father and my lord, since I [have com.e (.rrn~) to 
you [ J and I say to you< 'Do not be angry with~me, 
because I have come (.n ·nx J here to [you ••• J' 

One can suppose that, from the construction of the phrases and 

from what precedes, a purpose for the coming was mentioned, as 

II,25 suggests. It may have been 11 to learn the truth about 

everything •••• 11 (II,22), or something similar. 26 

23see the remarks of van der Woude, MessianischeiVorstell
un@n 119-124. 

24My translation. It refers to the Davidic Mess:i.ah; cf. 
4 QPatr.Bles.3f as well as Jer.23,5; 33,13. 

25Text and transl. taken from Fitzmyer, Genesis Apocryphon. 
26see further the less important but yet interesting 

texts in XIX,15; XX,21; XXI,23-25. 
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C. SAMARITAN LITERATURE. 

We do p9ssess but a few works of the Samaritans that can 

be judged to contain traditions that go back at least to the 

period when Christianity found its origin. The oldest, evi

dently, is the famous Samaritan Pentateuch, which differs from 

the ("orthodox") Jewish one in the particular slant it gives 
to some passages so as to stress the importance of Mt. Gerizim 

and of Moses as the insuperable prophet. 27 The other two ma-
28 jor works are The Samaritan Liturgy ed. by A.E. Cowley, and 

Memar Marqah's teachings which date from the second century 
A.D.29 

In the teachings of Memar Margah we find the formulation 
"to come in order to" in the song of VI,§3 (p.221): 30 

The angels came to magnify (n~7n¼ 1J1~) what was glo
rious and they were all assembled for Adam. 

andin IV,§12 (p.188), where Ex.3,7.8 is cited: 

See now! I have seen ••• and I have come down 
to deliver them. 

There are also three references to Moses' future coming. 

In.II,§8 (p.63), a poetic song in five verses repeats: 
Come in peace, 0 great prophet Moses •••• 
( •••• i"IUJr.l n:i, n-J.1 0711.J'J. '.t1") 

In III,§3 (p.97) it is announced that 
He [Moses] will come ( ~n--) with greatness and will 
seek out their enemy and deliver Israel, until what 
the True One said has been manifested. 

andin IV,§12 (p.187): 
One will come in peace to bring in relief. 
( i"\n1TT nm9 n111.rJ. -n-~) 

27unfortunately the Samaritan Pentateuch has not --to my 
Knowledge-- been translated. The existin~ edition, in Hebrew 
characters (A.F. von Gall (ed.), ~ Hebraische Pentateuch der 

·taner (5 parts), Giessen: Verlag von A. Töpelmann 1911i= 
1918. offers the problems of a particular (Samaritan) dialect 
and t e absence of a concordance makes research painful for 
the non-expert. 

28Published in Oxford, 1909, 2 vols. Unfortunately it was 
unavailable to me. 

29M.e.il:lill: Marqah, ed. by J. Macdonald (text and transl.), 
Berlin 1963 

30citations are taken from J. Macdonald's renderings. 
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Conclusion. In view of the scarce evidence of the use of the 

expression "to come (to)" there can be no thought of an influ

ence from here. However, it is interesting to note that XlJ., 
as well as iOY --verbs that became interchangeable-- are fre

quently used in Qumran when referring to the expected coming 

of the Messiah(s), well in line with the OT usages. This leads 

us to suspect that, at least in some of the logia, ;\eov has 
in the background the idea of accomplishment, of realization 

of the messianic hope. The one saying "~X0ov ••• " is none 
other than the one it was said that would come, whom the monks 

of Qumran openly called "the Messiah". 

D. RABBINIC LITERATURE. 

Even though Rabbinic literature is in itself chronologi

cally Post-Christian, many of its traditions are much older, 

having been transmitted orally during many centuries before 

they were committed to writing. Their influence on our Gospels 

is undeniable. However, we can speak of an (oral, not writ

ten) influence in a particular form of speech only when it is 

attested in texts that have a long tradition behind them and 

are found with certain frequency in these. Only these could 
reflect a usage that may go back to the First Century. 

1. The Mishnah. 

In this compilation of old halakic traditions, put down 
in writing by R. Judah at the turn of the Second Century A.D., 
we find no significant uses of "to come", and a non-idiomatic 

"to come" (~Y:l) followed by an infinitive of purpose appears 
only four times. 

In the Tractate Shabbat 16.6 it was taught that31 

If a gentile came to put out (J11:l:)'7 ~:::l.) the fire they 
may not say to him, ·•Put it out', or 'Do not put it 
out', since they are not answerable for his keeping 
the Sabbath. But if it was a minor that came to put 
it out (.n,~~~ ~:i) they may not permit him, since· they 
are answerable for his keeping the Sabbath. 

In the Tractate Sukkah 2,9 the following question is treated: 

31 English text taken from the transl. by H. Danby, The 
Mishnah, Oxford 1933. 
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If rain fell, when may he empty out [the Sukkah]? 
When the porridge would spoil. They propounded a par
able: To what can it be compared?32 to a slave who 
came to fill the cup (1'11)}~ )Hr.>'7 X".). ) for his master 
and he poured the pitcher over his [the slave's] face. 

In Sotah 1,6 we read that R. Judah33 legislated the following 

for the woman suspected of adultery: 

If she bore ornaments of gold and chains and nose
rings and finger-rings, they were taken from her to 
shame her. He then brought an Egyptian rope and tied 
it above her breasts. Any that wished to behold came 
and beheld (Jl'\~1'7 ~J. J'1'1-,'7 il~nil 7:>), excepting her 
bondmen ••.• 

Finally, we find a most interesting text in Edduyoth 8,7: 

R. Joshua said: I have received as a tradition from 
Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai, who heard from his teacher, 
and his teacher from his teacher, as a Halakah given 
to Moses from Sinai, that Elijah will not come to de
clare unclean or clean, to remove afar or to bring 
nigh • . • • ( •.•. ')7p7~ pni'?, ii1ö71 ~Y.)~7 ,~J. in·'?~). 

In this last text, ::-:r:i is to be taken li terally, as in the pre

ceding ones, i.e., it indicates a deplacement. However, the 

statement, taken as a whole, has the implied meaning of "to 

have as a purpose to •.. ," as is clear from the citation of 

Mal.3,22f which then follows. Thus, Ed.8,7 is tobe understood 

as saying that Elijah will come "not for the purpose of ••• 

[but] to turn the hearts of the fathers etc." (Mal.3,22f, which 

echoes Mt.10,35 par.). This meaning of ~,~ + inf. is also 

found in Shebu.1,4.5, where there is question of making atone

ment. 

We find the verb ~~:l followed by an infinitive in other 

Mishnaic texts, where it constitutes an idiomatic expression. 

Thus, 1'7:)7 ~)., in Ned.10,7 has the sense of "to fulfill, keep 

a vow", andin Sanh.8,1, Demai 2,3, and Hul.9,5 has to sense 

of "to come within the scope of (a given prescription or law)." 

In Maas.5,5, Hallah 3,4 and Peah 4,8 we run across the expres

sion .nn\l):YY.)i'\ .rm::17 ~:i. meaning "the time for ti thing". 

The use of the formulation ~~~ + inf. is also noteworthy 

in R.Sh.2,9, where R. Joshua is reported to have told R. Dosa 

32Hebrew: nr,n "1')7i\ i1b1 again in Erub.4,6; Nid.9,5 and 
Zeb.1238. Compare with Mt.13,24,31.33. 

3 Judah ben El'aj, belonging to the 3d Tannaitic genera
tion (130-160 A.D.). 
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b. Horkinos: "If we come to inquire (1117 '1~ r~:i. OX) the law
fulness of the decisions of the court ••• ," meaning "if we 

wish, or decide, to •.•• " 
It is noteworthy that nowhere in the Mishnah is the verb 

~~:i used in connection with an expectation of the Messiah, but 
is used with respect to Elijah (1i\~~:{ s:i.~w 7.Y) in Ed.8, 7; Shek. 

2,5; B. Metzia 1,8; 2,8; 3,4.5. 
From all the texts pointed out, one can observe that ~\1 + 

inf. was used for a variety of idiomatic expressions. This 

leads us to suspect that that was also the case in our (now in 

Greek!) ~~eo~ + inf. logia, viz. that they originally proceed

ed from a Semitic manner of locution. Furthermore, the idiom

atic uses of ~ri + inf. in Ed.8,7 and R.Sh.2,9, lend support 
to our contention that originally ~).80\J + inf. meant "I have 

the purpose/intention to •.•• " 

2. Mekhilta (to Exodus).34 

In this halakic midrash to the book of Exodus, whichdates 

from Tannaitic times, it is extremely interesting to observe 

that the Scriptures are personified. Thus, we read that the 

Scripture --meaning the text cited-- speaks, shows, explains, 

brings, and also comes. 

The greatest number of passages wherein ~1'1 followed by 

an infinitive of purpose is found, are precisely those wherein 

it is said that "the Scripture comes to teach" (it,H J.\11:li\ XJ.). 

Thus, in M. to Ex.12,4, for instance, we read: 

Die Schrift (der Vers) kommt dich zu lehren (11n:m ~1 
77~7~), dass man stets zum Pesach hinzuzählen und 
die Hände von ihm zurückziehen kann, ••• 

and again in M. to Ex.12,11: 

Die Schrift kommt, um uns aus der Thora die Rechte 
Art für die Reisenden zu lehren, . . • (1J11')77 :nn.:>i1 ~l. 
i1i1nil JC r~ 7i7 ) . 

See the same usage in M. to Ex.12,19.21.29; 13,7.22; 14,31; 21, 

14.15.18.19.22.23; 22,4.25. This formula seems to go back at 

least to R. Akiba since it is found in a declaration quoted 

from him, in M. to Ex.22,4. 

34The Mekhilta referred to is that of R. Ishmael, ed. I. 
H. Weiss (Vienna 1865).. The German translation is that done 
by J. Winter and A. Wünsche, Mechilta (Leipzig 1909). 
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However, to teach is not the only function of Scripture 

mentioned in the Mekhilta. In M. to Ex.12,8 it is said toset 

a limit: 
Die Schrift kommt nur, um eine Grenze zu geben (~JS7 
••• . '7 ainn p·7 ~'?....: :nn:>i'\), den Morgen des Morgens. 

a formulation we find again in M. to Ex.12,1O. According to 

M. to Ex.12,6, Scripture comes to equalize: 

Die Schrift kommt, um das erste dem letzten und das 
letzte dem ersten gleichzumachen (1,~s, .n•UJ'il? 'Jlff:>i1 ~'J.). 

In M. to Ex.13,3 its function is to forbid: 

Die Schrift kommt nur, um es zur Nutzniessung zu ver
bieten c,,o~7 ~',;;. 11.n-:>n ~'.l ~7 ; i. e. the leavened food) 

Scripture also comes to divide or distinguish. Thus in M. 

to Ex.21,29 we read that: 
Die Schrift kommt zu teilen (scheiden) zwischen (~J. r'J. 1)1'7n'r :nn:>i)) einem nicht verwandten Ochsen und 
einem verwandten. 

The same expression, viz. "Scripture comes to divide/distin

guish," is also found in M. to Ex.22,2 (between day and night); 

22,7 (between protections, and later again, between silver, 

things and beasts). In M. to Ex.22,5 it is said that 

Allein die Schrift kommt, um den Zwang wie den (frei
en) Willen zu machen • • • (11'~'T) 01\'-il .n.~ 1'\IU\17 .J'\.ff)i\ s::i). 

M. to Ex.19,17, citing Dt.33,2, refers to God's coming: 

zum Sinai kam er [viz. God], um die Israeliten die 
Thora zu geben (7~,,,r1 n,,n yr'-7 K:l. .. r·o1). Oder 
vielleicht sagt sie (die Schrift) nicht so, sondern: 
Der Ewige kam vom Sinai, um die Israeliten zu emp
fangen ( '?~il.t.J" .n.-.:. '7.:lp? SJ.) . 

In all of these cases, the expression "Scripture comes 

to ••• " is idiomatic. It has the sense of "Scripture has the 

function, task, to ... ," or "serves the purpose of ••.• " Thus, 

it is less a personification of Scripture than an idiomatic 

locution to express the normative function of Scripture. This 

corresponds to the understanding that God's salvific purpose 

has been revealed in and through the Torah (cf. M. Ex.19,17!). 

The expression "to come in order to" is also found, with 

the same idiomatic meaning, in M. to Ex.22,5: 

die Dornen kommen nur, um ein Mass zu geben 
(,t~'IV ln'"7 :.-:7~ D .. ~::np 1~'1 ~7 ) 

andin M. to Ex.21,28. Similarly in M. to Ex.21,1, where re

ference is made to the one "who comes to steal and murder. 1135 
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~1.:J., used absolutely is not found in the Mekhilta. 

3. The Tosephta. In the Tosephta we do not find any text 

which might shed any further light on the uses of "to come 

to .... " In B.M.3,25 and Yom Kip.4,1 g:i has the strict sense 

of "coming", i. e. of desplacement. The expression ••• ~fl. n~ 
is found quite often in legal contexts to introduce a par

ticular case which then is ruled upon. The expression so 

frequent in the Mekhilta, "Scripture comes in order to •.. ," 

is found only once, in Pesah.8,1. 

4. The Talmud. In the (Babylonian) Talmud, the expression 

"to come in order to" is found in a proportionately small 

number of instances. All the uses of this expression in the 

first person are banal, non-significant. However, in a number 

of instances ~,1/~J1~ + inf. is used idiomatically, andin a 

few cases has the sense of "to have the purpose/intention", 

as for instance in Berak.58a: "if a man comes to kill you ••• ;" 

Shab. 18b: "R. Akiba comes only to explain the words of Beth 

Hillel" meaning that the former's intention is to explain 

what the school of Hillel had said. The expression "Scripture 

(or simply "this", referring to the text mentioned) comes to 

. . . ( --"', J.,n::,n ~:L)," which we have been encountering, is also 

tobe found in the Talmud, for instance in Shab.24b, 133a, 

Yom.4b, Yeb.74a, Sotah 33b. 

It must, however, be taken into account the fact that the 

majority of statements wherein "to come in order to" appears 

are late traditions. Most are halakic pronouncements, as is 

tobe expected from the very nature of the Talmud. 

The most interesting paragraph of all, because it refers 

to the N.T. and also includes the "to come to" expression, is 
that found in Shab.116ab. It is a tradition which claims to 

go back to R. Gamaliel II, and alludes to the logion of Mt.5, 
17. 36 A foreigner tells R. Gamaliel: 

Since the day that you were exiled from your land 
the Law of Moses has been superseded [lit. taken 

35see further M. to Ex.12,6.49; 14,30, and 23,12. Jeremias, 
"Schicht" 167, had already pointed out some of these idiomatic 
usages. 

36English transl. by I. ~stein, The Babylonian Talmud. 
On this text see K.G. Kuhn, "G1.ljonim un~ sifre minim" in Ju-
dentum-Urchristentum-Kirche (FS Jeremias , Berlin 196ö, 53-5E: 
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away] and another book [Cod. Oxford: and the law of 
the Evangelium has been] given, wherein it is writ
ten,. 'A son and a daughter inherit equally.' The 
next day, he [R. Gamaliel] brought him a Lybian ass. 
Said he to them, 'Look at the end of the book, where
in it is written, I came not to destroy the Law of 
Moses nor [var.lec.: but] to add to the Law of Moses 
(XJ1'"11~ 7Y •!>t:>1~7 ~7~ .n·m: i1wr.n ~n"'""\1~ lr.l .nn;)'Y.>7 'g7 
.n·n~ nwr::,,), and i t is wri tten therein, A daughter 
does not inherit where there is a son. 

In Sanh.98ab there is a discussion about the coming (X1~ 

and ~n~are used) of the Messiah. This presents the conception 

that the Messiah is already on earth but will not make himself 

known till the end-times (Amorite, 1st. generation view).37 

Conclusion. The results of my research into the uses of "to 

come" followed by an infinitive, has been more rewarding in 

the field of Rabbinic literature than it had been in that of 

the Greco-Hellenistic world. In fact, the Rabbinic writings 

contained a number of examples where "to come" + inf. was used 

as an idiomatic expression, meaning "to have the intention, or 

purpose to ••• " as well as others meaning "to have as a task, 

or mission to •.•• " Given that Greek-written literature con

tained no examples of this idiomatic usage, and that the con

trary is the case with the Rabbinic writings, I feel justified 

in, supposing that ~\eov + inf. is in reality i! Greek rendering 

of ~ Palestinian idiom, having the above indicated meaning. 

37see esp. E. Sjörberg, Der Verborgene Menschensohn in 
den Evangelien, Lund 1955, 41-98. 



C H A P T E R F I V E 

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND PSEUDEPIGRAPHA 

I. THE OLD TESTAMENT. 

The OT, being closer to the NT than any other literature, 

and to which Jesus and the NT owe many of their modes of ex

pression -- not to speak of the continuity and discontinuity 

between both Testaments -- deserves very special attention. 

We shall bring forth all the relevant texts where "to come" 

is used in a significant way and show some analogy to the ~A-
9ov-logia. Our main question is whether the NT ;AGo\J form of 

expression, with all the implications and overtones it can 

hide, echoes a similar OT usage, or some particular concep

tion as would be the coming of Yahweh. 

A. ~JlXJ./ 5A8ov in the OT (MT/LXX). 

The expression "I have come in order to ••• ," contrary to 

a natural expectation, is qui te rare in the OT. In the MT, S1) + 

inf., which is the most natural formulation, 1 occurs only seven 

times and ~}9ov + inf. ten times in the LXX. Of all these, in 

Jgs.20,4; 2 Sam.14,15; 19,21(20) and 1 Kgs.18,12, "I have come" 

has not particular force or significance, and to some extent 

that is also true of 1 Sam.16,2.5 where the prophet saves 

himself from Saul's wrath by saying: 2 

I have come to offer a sacrifice to the Lord 
('11x1 mn-'7 nJ.t'r /9uiri~ Tlfl Kue,Q 1Kw). 

From the context, "I have come" refers to Saul's trip, i.e. to 

movement with a particular purpose. 

111 I have come" is also expressed by other verbs such as 
nTr,nn,mv,~~~,)JJ>"(Hif.),il~-i(Nif.), but these express other 
nuances. Since €.f iEaGolt and ~KE:l\/ are -ehe most natural and most 
frequent translations in the LX¼ of~\l, I have examined very 
particularl;y the uses of these three. In the LXX ~E'~Eco8ctL trans
lates over 30 Hebrew verbs but over 95% of the timeXl~. On the 
uses of ~,~ iry the OT see esp. H.D. Preuss' art. in the TWAT I, 
col. 536-568 (.esp. 562-568) as well as E. Jenni, "'Kommen' rm
Theologischen sv.rachgebrauch des Alten Testaments," in Wort
Gebot-Glaube, Zürich 1970, 251-261, and F. Schnutenhaus;-rrrias 
kommen und erscheinen Gottes im Alten Testament," ZAW 76(1964) 
1-22.2 

The En~lish text, unless otherwise stated, is taken from 
the New English Bible. 
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In Ex.5,23 Moses complained to the Lord: 
I 

Since I first went (" n 8. J./rr~rroe~u J-Acü) to Pharaoh to 
speak (1:117) in thy name he has heaped misfortune on 
thy people, and •••• 

The most interesting texts are found in the Book of Dan

iel. In 9,23 the archangel Gabriel tells Daniel, as he appears 

to him: 

I _h?-ve C(?me to :pass on to you (l"li17 ·:mn •JX/E-yw ~}Glov 
rou a,.v·O(ytEL).c(t a-oL) for you are a man greatly beloved. 
Consider well the words, consider the vision: •••• 

and again in 10,14 he tells him: 

I have come to explain to you (71'1i'l7 ·n~J./~).Sov o-uv
~T1<rnt ~e.) what will happen to your people in days to 
come; for this too is a vision for those days. (cf. 
also 10,12.20) 

The case is similar in the LXX version of Dan.11,2 (~}0ov is 

absent in the Theodotian recension and the MT). 

In these passages, "I have come in order to" is in the 

mouth of an envoy of God who speaks as one who has a mission 

to accomplish.3 

Besides the mentioned texts, there are others wherein 

"I have/will come" is used in an emphatic manner and a par

ticular mission or purpose is deducible, even though an in

finitive is not used. Thus, in Ex,3,13 Moses is told by God: 

"I have sent you (7•.nn1w, again in v.14): ••• , " to which he 

replies: 

If I go (\'J. 'J)x / eyi:., ~1t.uiro,-,..ctt) to the Israeli tes and 
tel1 them that the God of their forefathers has sent 
me (•JO¼u, / OllTE.(TTOC.\t<~V), , , , 

In 1 Sam.17,45 Goliath is told by David: 

I have come (g) 'J)~ /Kcit~ rroee.uop~t) against you in the 
name of the Lord of Hosts, •••• 

which resembles Balaam's manifestation to Balak, in Num.22,38: 

I have come ('JlKl/~KbJ), as you see. • •• whatever the 
word God puts into my mouth, that is what I will say. 

and the response of the mysterious "man standing in frcnt of 

Joshua with a drawn sword" to his query, in Jos.5,14: 

I am here ('Jl~J. /trd,eol re.~ovo.) as captain of the army 
of the Lord. 

3The verbX1J + inf. in persons other than the first per
son sing. is not rare in the 0T· see for instance Gen.19 9; 
Ex.12,23; Nm.4,3; Jgs.19,154. 1 Sam.26,154· 2 Sam.3~2; 13,5; 
2 Kgs.4,1b; Isa.16,12; Jer. 2,22; Ezek.1 ,7; 38,1.?; etc. 
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In these last two texts"IlXJ has a very official tone; it is 

solemn and authoritative. 

Nehemiah relates in 2,9.11 his activity as an envoy of 

Artaxerxes to his people: 

Then I came (~11~V;}.8ov) to the governors of the prov
ince Beyond the River, and gave them the king's letter • 
••• I came to Jerusalem ••• and I told no one what my 
God had put into my heart to do for Jerusalem. (cf. 
also 13,6.7) 

In Job 1,15b.16b.17b the messanger tells him: 
71 l').n1 '1J7 ·1~-p1 nci1ox/~yii) JAovos ~).ßov TOO qrrane.1)aL aOl. 

In these texts, "I have come" is found in the mouth of 

special envoys sent with a particular mission to accomplish. 

In this perspective the exchange between Joab and Absalom, in 

2 Sam.14,32 is most instructive: 

Absalom told J oab: "Behold l I sent ('nn ~ w / c:iTT'-'l"r~L}.cx) 
word to you, 'Come (~1/~1<.E.J here, that I may send 
(nn1w~/a~o~T~i}w) you to the king, to ask, 'Why have 
I come (".ll~J./ ~).eov) from Geshur? ••• '" Then Joab went 
(x :rl /E.ia~ }.{h.v) to the king and told him; •••• 

B. The Coming of Yahweh. 

There are a good number of texts where ~'l::1/ee~ca9ol is used 
in connection with Yahweh's theophanic appearances and a num

ber of prophecies about his future coming to his people. 

1. Yahweh's Theophanie Appearances. There are some texts 

wherein Yahweh speaks in the first person alluding to his dy

namic appearance. Thus Yahweh in Ex.20,24b tells Moses: 

Wherever I cause my name tobe invoked, I will come 
O{lJS/~fw) to you and bless you. (cf. Mt.18,20!) 

Again, in Ex.19,9, speaking to Moses Yahweh makes reference to 
his theophanic appearance: 4 

4The difference between a Theophany and an E~±phany is not 
always easy to draw. In great traits it can be said that a 
Theophany refers to God's coming to an individual who serves 
as a medium betwee~ God and his people; the manner of his ~p
parition ·may vary ~eg. in a fire, wind, etc. or ~ersonally;. 
It is momentaneous and has for purpose to communicate a mes
sage. In an Epi~hany we find an aspect of concreteness, even 
humanness, and is marked by a prolonged presence of the di
vinity; its ~urpose is primarily to procure salvific help. 
See J. Jeremias, Tht~anie. Die Geschichte einer alttesta
mentlichen GattungNT,10)~ Neukirchener Verlag, 1965, and 
E. Pax, ETIItANEIA, München 19?5, as well as F. Schnutenhaus 
"Das kommen und erscheinen Gottes im Alten Testament," ZAW 76 
(1964), 1-22. -
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I am now coming to you (7'7Y ~'.l "'Jlx i"\1i\/ e.y~ Tiaectr1.vopaL) 
in a thick cloud, so that I may speak to you in the 
hearing of the people, and their faith in you may nev
er fail. 

In Hos.11,9 Yahweh assures Ephraim: 5 

I will not come (~\ ).~ / f.L<rÜc.üa-o~l) in the ci ty to de
stroy. 

A similar metaphorical mode of speech is found in Ezek.16,8: 

Again I came by (~n~, /SL~).flov) and say that you [the 
chosen people] were ripe for love. (cf.Isa.50,2a). 

2. Yahweh's Messengers. The verb ~11./E('~~<Tßo.l is used with re

spect to apparitions of angels in Gen.19,1 (to Lot), Jgs.6,11 

(sat at 0phrah); and 13,9 (to Manoah; LXX reads rr~eeilv~,o and 

B reads ~AG~v) Job 1,14-18 (cf. v.15b,16b, and 17b). 

In Dan.10,12 an angel comforts Daniel: 

Do not be afraid, Daniel, ••• , your prayers have been 
heard, and I have come (~Jl~J/dcr~)..Sov; Theod. Y))..Sov) 
in answer to them. 

andin 10,20 Michael asks Daniel: 

Do you know why I have come ('J1X1 / ~).0 ov) to you? •••• 

In these texts "I have come" has a very official and authori

tative tone in the mouth of a messenger. 

We also learn of Yahweh's "comings" in dreams. Thus he ap

peared to Abimelech (Gen.20,3), to Laban (Gen.31,24), to 

Balaam (Num.22,9.20), and to Samuel (1 Sam.3,10), always to 

convey a message. 

Manoah's wife tells him, in Jgs.13,6, that "A man of God 

came (8'J/ ~). 0G-v ) to me; • • • • he said to me •••• " More directly, 

the widow of Zarephtah faces "the man of God" Elijah with the 

cry: 

You came (n.·n /f1.0"i)).ßEs) here to bring my sins to light 
and kill my son! l1 Kgs.17,18; cf. Mt.8,29b par). 

Malachi prophecies, in 3,22f: 

I will send you the prophet Elijah before the great 
and terrible day of the Lord comes. He will reconcile 
fathers to sons and sons to fathers [cf. Mt.10,35/Lk. 
12,53!], lest I come (~u~-1~ /t,l~'e.)..01,.)) and put the 
land under a ban to destroy it. 

5My translation. 
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It is most interesting to note that no prophet ever says 

"I came," and that there is not even mention of his coming 

but, on the contrary, there is frequent reference to his hav

ing been sent. 6 The prophets are conscious of their having 

been sent by Yahweh, as indicated especially by Jeremiah's 

remarks in 23,28; 26,12.15; 43,2; etc. 

3. Witnesses to Yahweh's Presence. Moses speaks twice of 

the theophanic presence in terms of God's having come. In Ex. 

20,20 he tells the people, after his descent from the mountain: 

Do not be afraid; God has come to test you, ••• 
( n·n•nrn ~:l n::>n~ J11b1 7DV::l7 /rroeqt"..,Y\~'1) 

andin his farewell discourse, shortly before his death, Moses 

begins thus: 

The Lord came (xJ/~~~t) from Sinai; he shone forth from 
Seir. He showed himself from Mount Paran, •.• (Dt.33,2) 

The Philistines, when they realized that the Ark of the 

Covenant had been brought to the camp of the Israelites and 

heard their shouts of joy, exclaimed: 

A god has come ('o·,hx X:l. ; LXX: 01. g~Ol fll<.d.ul\/) into the 
camp. We are lost! No such thing has ever happened 
before (1 Sam.4,7). 

Here Yahweh's presence in the Ark is localized. The permanent 

presence of God in the Temple is explained by Ezechiel thus: 

No man may enter it [the outer gate of the sanc
tuary], for the Lord the God of Israel has entered 
it (n ~::V~i.oE:.}E:v<rHo.9 (44,2; cf. also 43,4). 

The texts we have relevated could hardly have been in the 

background of the NT ~\~o~-sayings. In fact, they have found 

no echo in the NT. They are for the most part addressed to an 

individual and their content is of a different nature. The NT 

;A~c~-logia do not copy nor concretize the 0T past appearances 

of Yahweh. It remains for us to ask whether they actualize 0T 

prophetic announcements of the future coming of God. 

6 See Gen.45,5; Ex.3,10-16; 7,15f; Jgs.6,14; 2 Sam.7,15; 
24,12; 1 Kgs.21,18f; 2 Kgs.20,5; Isa.6,9; 7,3; 48,16f; Jer. 
1 , 7. 1 7; 2, 2; 26, 12. 1 5 ; Z.ech. 2, 1 3; 4, 9; 6, 1 5 . 
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C. The Announcements of the Future coming of God. 

It is noteworthy that a conception of the future coming 

of God developed around the Exilic time. Fast comings of God 

are rarely mentioned, as. we have seen, and this is mostly be

cause there existed in pre-Exilic times a strong consciousness 

of the perennial presence of God. It was only with the menace 

and actual experience of the destruction of Jerusalem and the 

Exile that a questioning of God's protective presence develop

ed. From that time on a more concrete coming of God in the near 

future was prophetically announced and expected. Thus, we are 

touching into the realm of messianic expectations. 

1. Whence Yahweh comes. The coming of God is announced in 

Theophanie terms in Isa.30,27a: 
See, the name of the Lord comes (gj/g~~~T~L) from afar, 
his anger blazing, •••• 

andin 60,1: 
Arise, Jerusalem, rise clothed in light; your light 
has come ( T"~ ,'{J./ Y)Ke.L )'~e crou To q>Ü)s) and the glory 
of the Lord shines over you. (cf. Lk.1,78; Jn.1,14). 

Ezechiel in 43,2, describing his prophetic vision, mentions: 

I beheld the glory of the God of Israel coming (~:l./ 
tie~r.,o) from the east. 

while Habakuk indicates that 

God comes (X\~'/~~~L) from Teman, the Holy One from 
Mount Paran; ••• (3,3; cf. Dt.33,2). 

Further, Isa.63,1 rhetorically asks: 

Who is this coming (~:l/l"tctec''61vot,Ae:vos) from Edoin, coming 
from Bozrah, ••• ? 

-and the Psalmist sings:7 

Lift up your heads, you gates, ••• that the king of 
glory may come in c~u~1~tcre.).e,ucrno1LL (24,7.9) 

Zechariah (14,5b) in turn precises that 
The lord my God will appear (~J/ ;;l(El) with all the 
holy ones. (cf. Mt.25,31; 1 Th.1,7; Jude 14) 

2. Yahweh will come to Judge. A number of texts announce a 

future coming of God with the purpose of judging. This is very 

bluntly stated by the Psalmist in 96,13 and 98,9: 8 

7Psalms are cited according to the MT. 
8It is most interesting to note that the LXX has trans

lated the same Hebrew verb, ~\1l in two identical sentences, 
by two different verbs. In Ps.9b(95),13 it is translated /// 
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He comes, he comes (XJ../f.e~E:.rc:1.L) to judge the earth •••• 
(cf. Ps.9,8; Acts 17,31; Apoc.19,11) 

andin the liturgical hymn of 1 Chr.16 was sung: 

••• let the trees of the forest shout for joy before 
the Lord when he comes to judge (~\'91Ll7 s1-'.::>/il\}-(3e.v' 
K('LV~t) the earth (v.33). 

Likewise Isa.3,14: 

The Lord will come in judgment (XlJ."' b;)1tm::i/~KE-t) 
against the elders of his people and their officers. 9 

and Hos. 10, 10: 

I will come ('n~J./ ;i9~v [B omitJ ncwS~üG:,/i) against the 
wayward people to punish them; •••• 

Ezechiel, speaking as God's mouthpiece, says: 
\ 

I will bring about such ruin [on Israel] as never was 
before, until the rightful sovereign comes (-,w~ KT7Y 
l!>'DUH:>il 17 / tws oo ~)..9t;l). Then I will give him all. 
(21,32) ' 

That is also the idea expressed in Isa.66,15: 

For see, the Lord is coming in fire (Xn" l!J~J./ws nue 
~x~0, ... , to strike home with his furious anger, 
(cf. 2 Th. 1 , 8) 10 

More nuanced are Habakuk 2,2f: 

(2) Write down the vision, inscribe it on tablets, .•• , 
(3) for there äs still a vision for the appointed time. 
At the destined hour it will come in breathless haste, 
it will not fail. If it delays wait for it; for when 
it comes will be no time to linger. 

and Ps.50,3: 

., 
Our God is coming ( ~YJ.' /r\f<H) and will not keep si
lence. 

3. Yahweh will come to Save. In other texts there is ques-

tion of God coming to his people in order to bring them sal

vation, which'was an expectation developed in Exilic times 

and nourished hopes. The bridge between his future purpose of 

judging and of saving is put forward in Isa.35,4: 

/// by €,e)\nctL and in Ps.98(97),9 by ~l<~L. This .:mggests that 
both verbs were considered as interchangeable, even if ~itw is 
used especially in cultic and epiphanic contexts. 

9My translation. 
10This text should be related to Mal.3,19:uBehold the day 

[MT: Til'il; B,S,L,C: V\~~.eol ;A,Q: i<uefou!] comes (€e1HctL/XJ.), burn
ing like an oven, when all the arrogant and all evildoers will 
be stubble; •••• " 
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See, your God comes (~,~·/not in LXX!) with vengeance, 
with dread retribution he comes to save you (~\).' X\n 
D:>Y lV') / O(uTOS ~l(E.l l(olL cr-°i:luo(L). 

More specifically, God's coming to save is proclaimed in Isa. 

62, 11 : 

Tell the daughter of Zion, Behold your deliverance 
has come (~'J. T'\O' il1 i\ / o crwT~e rrc(ectl!'1v1:,o<l). 

A text that should be related to Zechariah 2,14(10 LXX): 

Shout aloud and re~oice, daughter of Zion; I am com
ing (~J.. -•J1 il /~iu.i e:.eY.OJ-A-QL), I will make my dwelling 
among you, says the Lord. 

and Zech.9,9 (cf. Mt.21,5/Jn.12,15): 

Rejoice, rejoice, daughter of Zion, ••• , for see, 
your king is coming (X1~' /iie1e·ro.1) to you, his cause 
won, his victory gained, humble and mounted on an 
ass, .... 

as well as Isa.59,19f: 

(19) So from the west men shall fear his name, fear 
his glory from the rising of the sun; for it shall 
come like a shining river, the spirit of the Lord hov
ering over i t, ( 20) come (~:J.1 /~\CH) as the ransomer of 
Zion and of all in Jacob who repent of their rebel
lion. (cf. Rom.11,26). 

Besides the two particular purposes seen in a future com

ing of God, to judge and to save, a third one is mentioned by 

Isa.40,10a: 

Here is the Lord God coming (~lJ.' /~äHm) in might, 
coming to rule with his right arm. 

In the same vein is Isa.66,18: 

I am coming ([n]~).; A, it, Tg and Syr:'.nNJ./i'.e'iop.aL) 
to gather all nations and tongues; and they shall come 
and shall see my glory. 

While Hosea exhorts his people: 

.•• it is time to seek the Lord, seeking him till he 
comes c~n:·-7Y/tws TOU t'I-Bciv) and gives you just mea
sure of rain. (10,12b). 

the Psalmist cries: 

when will you come (~nn/1~HS) to me? (101,2). 11 

Ps.11.8,26 is the only text wherein the absoluteX)il/o 

f.fj.op..f.Vo5 is used, sung at Jesus I entrance into Jerusalem in Mt. 

21,9/Lk.19,38 (cf. also Mt.23,39/Lk.13,35). 

There remain three other texts that have been variously 

11My translation. 
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variously interpreted. In Dan.7,13 the prophet relates: 

I saw one like a son of man coming (nnx ~JX 1:1.J /LXX: 
1e)Ho; Theod.: tt'{.,Of-'-E\/05) with the clouds •••• 

In the puzzling phrase from Jacob's farewell prophetic speech 

before his death, in Gen.4-9,10, he tells his children: 

The sceptre shall not pass from Judah, 
nor the staff from his descendants, 
;-\7'lll .\'J.' -'J 1)1 / tw5 'o\l ~\t)".] TC( citTOl(~i'p.~Vd qu,~ 
and the obedience of the nations is his.12 (cf. Hbr.7, 
14-). 

To this text should be related the oracle of Balaam: 13 

I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not near: a 
star shall come forth (117/QV~T~itl) out of Jacob, a 
comet arise from Israel. (Num.24-,17; cf. Mt.2,2) 

and Ezek.21,32 (cf. supra). 

Finally, in Mal.3,1f, a text cited in Mt.11,3.10/Lk.7,19. 

27; Mk.1,2/Lk.1,76 and Jn~3,28, we find evidence of the inter

changeability of the concept of God's coming and his appear

ing, as well as the closeness between the messenger sent and 

the Lord who comes: 

(1) Look, I am sending my messenger who will clear a 
path before me. Suddenly the Lord whom you seek will 
come (c\'n:/v{~GL) to his temple; the messenger of the 
covenant in whom you delight is here, here already 
(sJ.-ilJil/te~~Tcü), says the Lord of Rosts. (2) Who can 
endure the day of his coming (l~l:l/~i.a-,o6ou),? Who can 
stand firm when he appears (1nY)-.:ll7J. /OTTTCll<rto_)? 

We may conclude with H.D. Preuss that "Israel erwartet 

das endgültige Kommen des gekommenen und kommenden JHWH. 111 4-

Even if it is not impossible that this expectation be given an 

actualizing expression in Jesus' ~AGov; it is almost impossible 

to prove that it really does so. The texts we possess are not 

very numerous and, with the exception of Gen.4-9,10; Num.24-,17; 

Dan.7,13;Ps.118,26; Zech.9,9 and Mal.3,1f, are neither cited 

nor alluded to. However, precisely these exceptions, especially 

12The crux interpretum is the word 0~'W, for which many 
interpretations and meanings have been put forward. See, besides 
the standard commentaries,_ the studies b~ W.L. Moran,. "Gen 4-9, 
10 and its use in Ez 21,7ic II B..ib 7i9(1958, e 9p. 4-05-4-16, and 
L. Sabottka, "Noch Einmal Gen 4-9, ~O II Bi 51 \ 1970), 225-229. 
The variant readings are listed by ~oran, art. cit. 4-14-. 

13see the study by J. Blenkinsop:p, "The Oracle of Judah 
and the Messianic Entry," JBL 80(1961), esp. 56f. 

14-Preuss, art.~1~, TWAT I, col.568. 
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the citation of the only text having the absolute ~]illo cpfJ -
fE.vos (Ps.118,26) and the expression "the Son of' Man has 

come ••• " which alludes to Dan.7,13, suggest that behind the 

NT ~ l0ov lies the veterotestamentary expectation of a final 

and unsurpassable personnage that would come to inaugurate the 
15 Messianic era. 

15The coming of \./isdom (a-oq,(a), to which Wis. 7, 7; Sir. 24, 8. 
10b.11 and 4 En.42,2 refer, is so rarely mentioned that -- in 
spite of its personalization -- it cannot be said that behind 
the NT ~\ecv lies the coming of Wisdom. 

The coming of "the day of the Lord" should also be point
ed out, in as much as it is another expression for the coming 
of the Messiah. See Joel 3,4(2,31 LXX); Zech.14,1; Mal.3,23 
(4,5 LXX); Isa.13,9. 

Besides the texts we have cited, wherein there is a direct 
usage of "to come", there are some wherein the verb D'l4L (Hifil )I 
ctVL<TT~~L is used -- a verb that in Qumran will have great im
portance in relation to the Messianic expectation. In the past 
God raised judges (Jgs.2 1 16.18), prophets (Am.2,11; Jer.29,15), 
and even is said to have raised a king to himself (1 Kgs.14,14). 
God is also called to rise (iln\ p I tlVo.Cfror or dVOluTY'j~l ) , in the 
sense of "to come" and help: Num_.10,35; Jgs.18,9; Jer.2,27 and 
esp. the Pss.3,8; 7,7; 9,20; 10,12; etc.; 2 Chr.6,41. The sense 
of "to come" is also present in Ps. 12,6; Isa.14,22; 33,10; and 
"to bringlcause to come salvation" in Jgs.2,16; 3,9.15. How
ever, there are three texts in particular that deserve special 
attention for their messianic outlook. In Dt.18,15.18, the key 
text (v.15-19) for the Samaritans' Messianic hope, Moses says 
to his people: "(v.15) The Lord your Gcd will raise up (o~p'I 
ct\l'o<Tr~creL) a prophet from among you like myself, and you shall 
listen to him •••• [And Moses reports that God told him:] (18) 
I wil:l raise up (D'J)X I d..-./::J.a- r~crw) for them a prophet like you, 
one of their own race, and will put my words into his mouth." 
(Cf. Mt.17,51Mk.9,7; Lk.24,27l Jn.1,21.45; 3,34a; 5,46; 6,14; 
7,40; 12,49f; Acts 3,22; 7,37). The second important text an
nounces the royal Messiah: Jeremiah tells his people: "The days 
are now coming, says the Lord, when I will make a righteous 
Branch spring ("II Pp il 1 I a.vrM r ~a w) from David' s 1 ine , a king who 
shall rule wisely, maintain law and Justice in the land." (23,5 
cf. 1 Cor.1,30). Finally, Jer,30(37),9: "they [the foreigners] 
shall serve the Lord their God and David their king, whom I 
will raise up (D·p~lct.vdcr-T~crw) for thern" (cf. also Arn.9, 11; the 
therne of service is antithetical to Mk.10,45 par.!). 

Finally, a note concerning the Targums. I have checked 
the Tg 0nkelos, for which a concordance exists, as welJ as 
Neofiti 1 thanks to the help of Prof. A. Diez-Macho who sent 
rne the pages of the forthcorning concordance which contained 
the verbs gnx and xn.. I found however no special use of "to 
corne" which rnight be of interest to us or which was not already 
in the MT. The only relevant and interesting passage in the 
T~rgums Jerushalrni I and Neofiti 1 which has corne to rny atten
ti~n has been the haggadic expansion to Gen.18,2 concerning 
which, see the next page. Unfortunately researctl in the III 
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Note on the Targums to Gen.18,2. 

In the haggadic expansion which we find in the Targums 

Jerushalmi I (=TJ I) and Neofiti 1 to Gen,18,2 --absent in 

the Tg Onkelos,-- the three men that Abraham saw standing 

near him are pictured as three envoys of God, each having a 

very concrete mission, which tradition there describes as: 

"to announce (to Abraham) that Sarah will bear him a child," 

"to save Lot" and "to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah." 

Tg Jerushalmi I (Gen.18,2) 

X'~'fJ .n1.J1 7n;i¾ in7Jl\il~ 
7 n x1~D 11),"I\'½ ~n"1 nVJf:) 

~,w:in1 .q,~ 7 n 
ill1" ill u, ••• 

~n~7m 
... ~17 Jl' X)T"\!JY.ll 

~n.~ ,m 
.... D\1ö Jl' l!li1'r.>l 

Tg Neofiti 1 (Gen.18,1) 

... r~·n J1¼.n~ m+.nw~ ... 
n,-~:i ill n ,n l"J\'' i17"J. n1 rnv" 

~,IJJ.:Jn7 n1.nl!)" il~t:np ~Jxh:i 
... 1\7~' rnv '7 ... 

n¼ Jl\US i1J'')J1 .-..::1~¼ 01 

~)17 i1Ji"WD¼ ... 
n1nl!.ls nxn•1.n s::i~h)1 

.... DlO 1"9"r:>7 

Wnat is quite instructive, and concerns our particular study, 

is the interchangeability in the above texts between''he came" 

and "he was sent": while the TJ I says that these envoys 

"came" (n~n) the Tg Neofiti says that they were sent (177J1ill:\'). 

The use of n 7nll1.\', and not .\:JlS, in Neofiti is intentional, in 

view of the sovereignty of God. This phenomenon of alternat

ing between "to come" and "tobe sent" brings immediately to 

mind that of Mk.1,38 (~~rp,.Pov) -- Lk.4,43 (cxne.cr,cx>.riv) and 

shows once more how easily one passed from the one to the oth

er; it underlines the complementarity of the two standpoints 

--which is especially clear in TJ I where both verbs are used. 

The expression S:l r~\Vt:l7 8ns (he came to save) in TJ I deserves 

attention inasmuch as it finds an echo in Lk.9,56a and 19,10: 

~\Bcv (earlier than "the SM came") crwcron. Coupled with the 

mission of the third envoy, viz. l:)7'"D7 (to destroy), this 

haggadah reminds us of Lk,9,56a where, in a similar perspec

tive (within the context of the pel;"icope 9,52-56), there is 

also a question of saving/delivering-destroying/annihilating • 
... 

/// Targums has been greatly handicapped by the non-existence 
of concordances and my limited familiarity with Aramaic. 
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II. THE PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. 

The Pseudepigraphic literature presents the interest 

which a literature that originated in Palestine, in its great

est part around the time when Christianity came into being, 

can present. 1 Many Pseudepigrapha have suffered Christian in

terpolations, which indicates that it offered a definite in

terest to the early Christians. Being sufficiently close to 

the NT times, it gives us a good source to search for the pos

sibility that a recurrent "to come in order to" pattern of 

speech is present in it. 

At the outset it should be noted that, since most of the 

Pseudepigrapha is interested in painting divine revelations, 

there is a rather frequent mention of the "coming" of angels 

and other messengers to a given 0T personnage to mediate the 

revelation intended by God or to bring some specific message. 2 

A. "I have come in order to" Texts. 

The formula "to come in order to" is very rare in the 

past tense. Four examples I have found are: 

- The Apoc. of Moses 16,3, where the devil tells the serpent: 

I hear that thou art wiser than all the beasts, 
and I have come to counsel thee ••• , 

- 4 Ezra 6,30, where the angel Uriel announces to Ezra: 

These things came I to show thee this night ••• ; 

- and again, 4 Ezra 7,2: 

Up, Ezra, and hear the words that I have come to 
speak unto thee ••• (cf. Lk.1,19; Apoc.22,6.16!); 

- and the Test. Job 34,20, where Eliphas' friends tel1 Job: 
e,).~~u0d.t,Al=V (yo1e) -L\JO! TiC(eo11-1-u8110"t.'.>r-,tE:0ct ~UTOV .... 3 

1For a discussion about the origin, date of composition, 
and MSS 1 see esp. A.-M. Denis 1 Introduction aux Pseud~p:i,g;raphes 
Grecs d Ancien Testament, Leiden 1970. -- - ----- -----· ·-

2An angel comes to Baruch (3 Bar.1,3; 8 1· 11,4; ParaJjJ,. 
Jeremiou 6 15), to Ezra (4 Ez.6,30; 7 2; 10,29) to Abimelech 
(Paralip. Jeremiou 6,2). The archangei Michael comes to Judas 
Maccabee (1 Ez.90,14, cf. 2 Mac.11,68), to Abraham (Test. 
Abra~. II and often) to Adam (1 E~.71,14;. Book of ~dam and Eve 
25,3). Angels come to judge Adam \Apoc. noses 22,2) and to 
bury Eve (43,1). Further, death (personified) comes to Abraham 
(Test. Abrah. (A) XVI); ~he word of God came to Baruch (10,1; 
13,1)i "The Lord came ~o Abram in a dream" (Jub.14,1), and 
also ~o Paradise (Apoc. Moses 8,1); etc. 

3s.P. Brock (ed.) Testamentum Iobi, Leiden 1967. 
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B. The Future Coming of the Messiah. 

In this literature there are a number of places and oc

casions in which there is a specific mention of the future com

ing of God. Thus, for instance in 2 En.32,1 God says to Enoch: 4 

Then I can take thee at My second coming. 

andin 1 En.91,7 Methuselah says that: 

the holy Lord will come forth with wrath and chastise
ment to execute judgment on earth.5 

These refer to a coming after that of creation (cf. 58,1f -

version A). In 2 Bar.48,39: 

the judge shall come and will not tarry, 

andin 4 Ez.12,32: 

This is the Messiah, who shall spring from the seed of 
David, and shall come and speak unto them; he shall 
reprove them for their ungodliness, rebuke them 

In the first Parable of 1 En.1(v.3-9) it is prophesied: 

(3) The Holy Great One will come forth from His dwell
ing, And the eternal God will tread upon the earth 
(even) on Mount Sinai, •••• 
(9) And behold! He cometh with ten thousands of His 
holy ones to execute judgment upon all, and to destroy 
all the ungodly: and to convict all flesh •••• 

V. 3 should be compared wi th J er-. 10 in The Live_~ of the Proph

et s: 6 

The Lord departed from Sinai into heaven, and he will 
again come with might (c>.c,'.1ucro-t Ev iuvo.~-'-H). (cf. 2 Mac. 
2,8) 

In the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs we find several in

teresting sayings that reveal the Messianic expectations in 

terms of coming. In the T. Levi 5,2 God says to Levi: 

I have given thee the, blessings of the priesthood until 
I come and soj ourn (tws ~>-Bwv u..o.rot K 170-i..i) in the midst 
of Israel. (cf. Zech.2,14!) 

The angels inform Levi, in 8,11: 

thy seed shall be divided into three offices, for a 
sigI]- o:t: the gl9ry of the Lord who is to come (oci1:t\ ~ 
l<uetou EnEey.o,-.,r_vou). 

· 4The English translations, unless otherwise indicated, 
are taken from R.H. Charles~ Apocripha anq Pseudepi§rapha of 
the Old Testament, vol.II: ~seudepigrapha, Oxford 1 13. 

2 2 
5see further 1 En.90,15.18; Pa:rßl,ip. ,Ie_:rJtm:i,ou 6,6; 2 Bar. 

7 , • 
6c.c. Torrey (ed.), The Lives of the Pro~hets. Greek Text 

and Translation, Philadelphi~6:-I-Fls da ed by Torrey before 
80 A. D. See also De_nis, Introduction aux Pseudepigraphes 89f. 
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In the T. Juda 22,2, the Patriarch says to his children: 

among men of another race shall my kingdom be brought 
to an end, until the salvation of Israel shall come. 
(fws Tou h9~7v To o-wn\eioV TOD 'lcr('~~).. ; cf. also T. 
Levi 2,11). 

Naphtali, in 4,5, says to his children: 

And the Lord shall scatter them [the chosen people] 
upon the face of the earth, until the compassion of 
the Lord shall come cc1ie1s ob ~\.Sn TO crrr)-.~"~ vov Kue1'00 ), 
a man working righteousness and working mercy unto all 
them that are afar off, and to them that are near. 

This text finds an echo in Mt.9,13. In the late Testament of 

Abraham7 , Recension A, XIV, Michael explains to Abraham why 

a soul he saw was "abjudged to the middle" of the scale: 

Because the judge found that its sins and its righ
teous deeds were equal, and he neither handed it 
over to judgment nor to salvation, until the time 
y,rhErn the judge of all comes (tws o'S nev;\ 0 1<.e1T~~ TW\/ 

dTTCIVTL&)V) • 

Besides these texts, two others which express the same idea 

but use the verb "to raise" (o1v1crTI'\ p.l ) should be mentioned 

because of their importance. These are the T. Juda 24,1 and 

T. Simeon 7,2. In the T. Juda 24,1 a clear allusion to Num. 

24,17 is made: 8 

And after these things shall a star arise (~,h/dT~}-f't) 
(to you from Jacob in)9 for peace. And a man shall 
arise (&v'cxO"ri-\,:;-1=-rc:H) (from my seed) 10, like th~ sun of 
righteousness, walking with the sons of men in meek
ness and righteousness. (cf. also T. Levi 18,3). 

Simeon tells his children, in T. Sim.7,2 that: 

the Lord shall raise (&v·0(un1cr€:L) up from Levi as i t 
were a High-Priest, and from Judah as it were a King 
(God and man); He shall save all (the Gentiles and)T1 
the race of Israel. 

This terminology and allusions we shall find again in Qumran. 

7M.E. Stone (transl.), The Testament of Abraham Phila
delphi 1972. The Hebrew Vorl~ is acc. to7ienis, Introduction 
i;D!X PseudeRiBraphes 89f., pro ably of the first half of the 
1 st cent. • • 

8on the use and importance given to Num.24,17 in the Test. 
of th~ XII Patriarchs and Qumran see M. Philonenko, Les tnter
polat1ons chr~tiennes 8-12. 

~Absent in the Armenian MSS, as is the sentence that fol
lows 'And a man shall arise .•• ," but the Greek MSS are tobe 
preferred. 

1°For R.H. Charles,n. ad loc., it is an interpolation, to 
the contrary Philonenko, Oll. :::i t. 10. 

11 This and the previous parenthetical expression are in
terpolations acc. to Charles, but only the 2d one is an inter
polation for Philonenko, QQ... ci t. 7 
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We find Christian interpolations in T. Asher 7,3, the 

Vita Adae et Evae 42,2-5, and the Paralip. Jeremiou 9,15f. 

20f., in which there is mention made of the coming of Jesus 

in futuristic terms. Thus, in the T. Asher 7,3 we find Mt.11, 

18 echoed: 

Until the Most High shall visit the earth, coming Him
self Jas rpan, }vitp. men, ea}ing and drinking (~s ~-J8ewrro~ 
µHot 11.\1 ~,ew'llui\/ ~cr{)1wv K~ l TTt \/ wv)] 12, and breaking the 
head of the dragon in the water. (cf. also T. Simeon 
6,5.7). 

In the Vita Adae et Evae 42, we find the following interpola

tion: 

When five thousand five hundred years have been ful
filled, then will come upon earth the most beloved 
king Christ, the son of God, to revive the body of 
Adam and with him to revive the bodies of the dead. 
(3) He Himself, the San of God, when he comes will 
be baptized in the river of Jordan, then he will 
anoint from the oil of mercy all that believe in Hirn. 
(v. 2f.). 

Finally, in the Pa.raleipomena J eremiou 9, 15 f we read that: 13 

after these things there shall be 477 years more and 
he comes (leiETaL) to earth. 

andin 9,20f: 

For he shall come (Ek6~~T~L) and he will go out and 
choose for himself twelve apostles to proclaim the 
news among the nations -- he whom I have seen adorned 
by his father and coming (f~~oi,i-.e.~ov) into the world 
on the Mount of Olives -- and he shall fill the hungry 
souls. (21) When Jeremiah was saying this concerning 
the son of God -- that he is coming (an E.e_\e.i:ctL) in
to the world -- the people became very angry •••• 

What may we conclude? evidently that the formula "to come 

in order to" is so rare in this literature that it is useless 
to think of an origin in this milieu! 

CONCLUSION. 

From our research into the non-NT uses of the formula "to 

come (to ••• )" we can draw the following conclusions: 

12cf. M. Philonenko, Les interpolations chretiennes, 40. 
13R.A. Kraft and A.-E. Purintum (ed. and transl. ), Para

lei~omena Jeremiou, Philadelphia 1972. Dated ca. 130 A.D.;or 
Jew1sh origin. Cf. also Denis, Introducti)n aux Pseud~jirraphes 
74f S~e further the late (3-'+ cent. A..D. Oracula S~ 1 i;oa 
VIIi,3·;f.218.2J6.326f whicli speak of the com1ngs ofesus in 
futuristic terms' using -~rel. 
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1. In the Hellenistic religious movements, the formula 

under study is most rarely found so that one could not speak 

of influences. It should be kept in mind that almost every 

religion envisages a contact between the divinity/ies and 

man. Thus, it is not surprising to find a frequent invoca

tion "come (i}Gi) ! " addressed to a divinity. However, since 

we rarely find a reference to an actual coming of a divinity 

or an envoy, it would be foolhardy to think that the NT "I 

have come (in order to ... ) 11 formula has its root here. More

over, there is no evidence,to our knowledge, of a historical 

(in the strict sense) spatio-temporal coming of a divinity 

and particularly as a human being --unless we count as a 

divinity's coming the person of a king or ruler, which is 

in reality an hypostatisation or a simple representation. 14 

2. Israel did not adopt the concept of God coming to men 

from its neighbors, as Jörg Jeremias demonstrated in his 

monograph Theophanie (esp. p.151-164). Israel was marked by 

a key event: the Sinai theophany. In fact, the Sinai tra

dition, which marked Israel's conceptiqn of God's relation 

to man, indicates the oldest and first appearance of Yahweh. 

Thus, the Sinai tradition lies at the basis of the conception 

of the covenant and subsequent interventions of God. Yahweh, 

faithful to his covenant, is seen as coming to help hispeople, 

and since Exilic times his coming in a more concrete fashion 

to bring salvation is expected and hoped for. It is therefore 

not surprising to find a number of references to God's coming 

in the past and the hope of more in the future. This line of 

thought was kept alive in the Pseudepigraphic literature and 

within the Qumran community, as well as in post-Biblical 

times. It is therefore not impossible that ~\B°" might be 

the expression, in one word, of the awareness that Jesus is 

the REALization of the hoped for coming of a Savior. That 

this could be so is further suggested by the titular use of 

the unique o ~e¼>~~vos (Ps.118,26) in several NT passages 
(cf. p. 288-300). It is also suggested in the Baptist's 

query whether Jesus is the Ö '-e~o~~~os (Mt.11,3/Lk.7,19.20), 

14on this see esp. the studies of A.D.Nock, "Notes on 
Ruler-Cult I-IV," in JHS 48(1928), 21-43· "Ruler Worship and 
Syncretism..2." in Amer.J"our.Philology 63(1942),. 217-223..,_ as 
well as H.~·rankfort, Kingship and w Gods, vhicago 1-:,48. 
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meaning "the Messiah". 

It is not tobe forgotten that the religious conceptions 

and faith of Israel were marked by its very particular and 

personal historical experiences, and vice versa. This is 

evident in its development of a Messianic expectation. A 

key concept within Judaism is that of revelation, of God's 

salvific initiative and absolute lordship over time and space, 

as well as the consciousness of God's salvific (and at times 

exclusive!) will for his people. These elements, which sub

stantially remained unchanged, account for the certaintythat 

a savior/Messiah would be sent by God or that God himself 

would COME --either personally or through an envoy. 

"I have come" has been found especially in the mouth of 

envoys who, through this expression, invested their presence 

with special importance. Their presence and mission, gener

ally a message to transmit, is given an added seal of au

thority even if they are only intermediaries who carry out a 

mission entrusted to them. They are invested with authority 

by the one who sends, and they reflect this authority when 

they say "I have come to ••.• " Finally, all these personages 

who say "I have come to ••• " come from and are close to a su

perior being who, in a religious realm, generally is God. 

3. It is interesting to observe that, in contrast with 

the OT, Rabbinic literature almost does not speak of the 

"coming" of the Messiah. Among the Rabbinic literature, we 

found ~,:i;~n~ + inf being used idiomatically to express a 

purpose, intention, or a function, task. This led us to as

sume that ~l9o~ + inf. in our logia, is a Greek rendering of 

a Palestinian idiomatic expression, and lends at one support 

to our contention that at their origin our logia expressed 

Jesus' intentionalit;y, the verb "to come" having served to 

constitute the idiom "my purpose/intention is to II 

While the 

idiom, it was 

expectation. 

expression "I have come to ..• " is a Palestinian 

soon interpreted in the light of the messianic 

It was in this light that some of our logia 

came into being, and the verb "to come" acquired a signifi

cance it did not originally have. 



C H A P T E R S I X 

FURTHER CHRISTOLOGICALLY-ORIENTED USES OF EPXE[8AI 

In this chapter we shall thematically bring together the 

remaining significant uses of~elea9aL as well as of closely re

lated verbs. This analysis may shed further light on the uses 

of ;\~ov in the logia we have just analyzed. However, not be

ing the central object of our study, our considerations will 

be, in contrast with the previous chapters, very sketchy: it 

is only a general survey. I am omitting all references to the 

future coming (Parousia) of the Lord. 

A. The Expression 11 '0 'EeXoe:i..vcs II. 

The most revealing usage of the verb fetf.liP~L in connection 

with the historical Jesus is that Of the absolute O ~exop.<=.Vc5 • 

Used as a titular substantive, as a sort of terminus technicus, 

it encompasses the Messianic expectations of Judaism and the 

Christians' realization of its accomplishment. It is found 

on the lips of the Baptist, of the crowds near Jerusalem, and 
> " 1 of believers alike. When Jesus is called the 11 0 ~e/\o~•e\JOS II 

his Messiahship is invoked. 

1. The Baptist's announcement of the coming of the Messiah 

occurs in different terms in our Gospels and Acts: 

!"lt. 3, 11 b 

Q. (S'~) OliltTW fJ-0\J 

G.f~c,-,.E.Vf:S 
tcr~ued-re.eos 
p.oG tcrnv, 

?l, O~K c.LJ--ll. 
tKCI.VüS ••• 

Jn. 1 , 15b 

6 OITLJ"W 1-'0L., 

teio l"'"t"os 

Mk.1,7 

~Q'J_~,:olL 

~ LrXueoTE.eo s 
t-:"Ou. 
c':!t<Tw r'-ou, 
ou CUK 1<.'q..1.L 
lKctVOS ••• 

Jn.1,27 Jn.1,3O 
' ' f 

-, ' 
Q. c-rro .rw 140v 011 l 0-W }'L' U 

Lk.3, 16b 

~ e'Lncu (b~) 

Q_ 'i..r'j_UE~H-E'C) 
/-'-CU, 

?0 C ~ K E.'q„L l 
lKcl.VOS ••• 

Acts 13,25b 

€.fjo,-.~vos, ,, ~ ., ·' E,e E.T"dl otVYj,e 

~~tq~ocr-8iv /J-OU 

yeiovrcv, 
(ön n~wTo~ 
p-OU ~V.) 

ou OL>K c.lP,l 
11-~lO~ ••• 

ös :~~neo.rG~" .... QU 

'(E:.ycVl:..V, 
(Oil Tf~WTd S 

t,,-OU ~v.) 

't: ) > ' 
OU OUK Hp.l 

cj.~lO\ ••• 
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It should be noted that the original logion spoke only of the 

two baptisms: John's and Jesus'. The term (o) 'lo-'1,ueoTEeos is 

a later addition: it is absent in Jn and Acts, and its addi-
, ' 

tion led to the introduction of the verb ~cr,lV in Mt. The 

reference to Jesus as 1.a-Xue~Te:eos implies a comparison ( of su

periority) with the Baptist whereby Jesus is considered tobe 

"strenger"; it echoes Is.40,10a: "Here is the Lord God coming 

(~l:J'/E.~XH~L) in might, COming tO rule With hiS right arm. 11 

The superiority lies in the power he had as judge. This is 

evident from the verse which follows (absent in Mk and Jn), 

which echoes Is.40,10a as well as Mal.3,2f, another important 

announcement of the coming of the one who will purify with 

fire. In Lk.11,22 (diff. Mt.12,29/Mk.3,27) we find the same 

comparison, wherein Jesus alludes to himself as defeater of 

Beelzebub (cf. also 1 Cor.10,22). 

Observing the seven texts above displayed it becomes ev

ident that only the Syn speak of Jesus as t~Xue~Te~cs; of these 

Mk and Lk are similar (t€~tT~l); Jn.1,15b/1,30 and Jn.1,27/Acts 

are dissimilar. Which of all these is closer to the earliest 

form? In Acts p.e-c'~f-Ai removes the ambiguity of cm:;rw f--'OU (tem

poral or figurative local?). The expression o oTT:<>W 1-4ou ee't,o
µ~vos in Jn.1,15b and 1,27 is probably taken over from Mt; Jn. 

1 , 30 plays On Je SUS I primacy ( 0 TT [~w - E.i-,trreoa-e(.1/ - IT ~WTOS) , and 

hence is the latest of these four. From the three Syn ver

sions, Lk has preserved the oldest: (1) Örri~w ~ouis absent, 

and one may wonder why he would have omitted it if it had beer 

in his source (he could always have changed it to ~~~·iµ~, as 

in Acts 13,25b!); (2) Mt has taken over orr:~w ~ou from his 

Mkan source, now placed in a better position; and (3) he also 

exerted two further transformations, viz. the change from ~e~€ 
"- () > V , 

~~l to o t€~o~~vos and the shift of the accent from the cor 

ing of the Messiah to his quality of t~iue~Tceo5. Thus, since 
:, , ) ' 
urJuQoTeeo\ and orncrw 1--'-ou where primi ti vely absent, the oldest 

form probably read something like: ~e~HCl(l oi 001< iq.,1..1. ~~tos/ 
C. ' l~~vos ... , i.e. that preserved by Lk and Acts. The text of 

Acts echoes Mal.3,1f (cf.infra). Even if here we seem to fin< 
t ) \} I 

a tendency to turn to the expression o E~~o~~vos, it should b, 

noted that here it is not used as a Messianic title, but a 
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qualification: the article is pronominal and Leioµ~vos has a 

purely verbal function; the expression is not interchangeable 

with any known title. That this is so is indicated by Jn.1, 

15bl1,30 where it is put side by side with y;~yovE.V: 
o E.ejo f--l'=-"OS / cm~crw /J-OU : : ye. yovE.\/ / E. 11.meocr-6~\/ µou 

2. In Mt.11 23ILk.7,19(.20c) the imprisoned John sends some 

of his disciples in order to ask Jesus: 1 

uu E-1 o E.et~µE.vos 1 e'.n„eov /o.},).ov neocrSoKWt-A-=" ~ 
Given the deliberative rreoo-~01<t0~-H=" and Jesus' reply which al-

ludes to Isa.35,5f; 42,18 and 61,1, as well as the reference 

to the ~e 'llc,, ToÜ Xet<rToÜ (Mt. 11 , 2), i t is evident that o f-et~,-..E:.Jos 
is a circumloquium for "the Messiah", with which it is inter

changeable. In the Baptist's question, o feto~~~os is used as 

an absolute having a substantival function which is underlined 

by the definite article and the absence of any further quali

fier. It has, as in the previous text, a futuristic sense: it 

asks about the expected one who is to come. Thus, the question 

posed to Jesus is used in a titular fashion in so far as "the 

Messiah" can be considered as a title and o e..ej~JJ..El/o) is here a 

circumloquium for it. Are Jesus and o ~e~of1:.Vo~ (=the Messiah) 

equivalent? i.e. can Jesus be called 11 0 ~et~111:.vos"? The E.TE.Qovl 

~\lov in the question posed by Jöhn, which contrasts emphati

cally with cr-u, implies that other o G.e~~f-A'=-Vo5-pretenders had 

appeared before and therefore JnB is asking whether Jesus is 

the o tet~µfvo5, i.e. the true Messiah. 

3. During Jesus' entrance into Jerusalem the people accom

panying him shout, citing Ps.118(117),26: 

Mt.21,9 Mk.11,10 Lk.19,38 

Wu().VvCI r.i;i u'i.Q L\aui'S, wcr-<Avvo.· 
E-u)..oyl'1 i,ttVOS e:u>,o~'."\f-A~VO~ 
0 t...e1oJAf..Vos O E.Q~O ,,.Hi:\/DS 

E.u\orri r-,t~ vo s 
6 lejop.E.VOS 
o ßolcr t}... 1:c u ~ , 
f:_V 6vo~Ad.Tl \(V{_)lOU 

Jn.12,13 . . 
WO-O(V\/0( • 

~u),D'J."J,t-,IE. VO S 
O E:.~j'.Of-AE:.VCS 

€V ,ovoµcnt KUe~oU, 
l(.ctl 

1see the study by J. Dupont, "L'ambassade de Jean-Bap- III 
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The additions made b~ the Evangelists to Ps.118 in the above 

synopsis have been underlined. These are quite revealing. 

0riginally only the Hallel Ps (i.e. without the above addi

tions) was sung, as was customary for the pilgrim(s) coming 

to Jerusalem at the feast of Tents (Sukkot). It is unmes

ianic. From this simple fact Jesus' entrance to Jerusalem 

was developed by tradition into a "triumphant entrance" and 

accordingly Ps.118 was given a Messianic tone. 2 Indicative 

of this transformation is the reference to Zech.9,9 by Mt in 

v.5 and by Jn in v.15: toou O ß~<rlhUS vOl.l ee~Uo.l KT}.. The 

transformation of Ps.118,26 into a shout of a (royal) Messi

anic import is evident by the various additions made to this 

citation. In Mt TW u'tij ~dui~ has been added, well in accord 
' ' 

with the main stress of this Gospel where "son of David" is 

the most important title applied to Jesus (cf. already 1,1 !): 

it is a Mtan addition. 3 The Mkan addition is unjewish and 

springs from the religious-political outlook of the nearness 

of the Messianic eschatological times: the Davidic (messianic) 

kingship would be restored. Mk's addition is understandable 

if the implication intended is that Jesus is David's son, 

where the Kingdom of David= messianic Kingdom promised to 

the descendant of David. The parallelism in Mk, between the 

two ~u\ol~~~VO\ acclamations establishes an identity between 

the E.e1or~"ti ,30.1.n">-.tl~ and the f.äo~E:\/0S : wi th the EE~~F1<:Vo5 comes 

the ße1.cr1Atld.. Luke has omi tted the wcro.vva.., as he does wi th oth

er Hebr./Aram. expressions, in view of his Gentile-Christian 

/// tiste", NRT 83(1961), 805-821 (and 943-959) as well 
as M. Brunec, "De Legatione Ioannis Baptistae", VD 35(1957), 1 
193-203,_ and M. Völkel, "Anmerkungen zur lukanische Fassung 
der Täuieranfrage Lk.7,18-23", in Theokratia (FS K.H. Rezigs
torf), Jahrbuch des Institutum Delitzschianum II(1970-72J,166-
173. 

2see E. Lohse, "Hosianna," NovT 6~1963) 113-119; H. 
Patsch,. "Der Einzug Jesu in Jerusalem,' ZTK 68(1971), 1-26, 
esp.15If. See Further H.-W. Kuhn, "Das Reittier Jesu in der 
Einzugsgeschichte des Markusevangeliums," ZNW 50(1959)~ 82-91, 
P. Zarella~ "L'entrata di Gesu in Gerusalemme nella reaazione 
di Matteo,' in La distru~io~e de Gerusalemme des 2Q, Assisi 
1971, 111-133, and W. Tr1ll1ng "Der Einzug Jesu in Jerusalem," 
in N~utestamentliche Studien \FS J. Schmid), Regensburg 1963, 
303- 09. 

3see esp. C. Burger, Jesus als Davidssohn, Göttingen 1970, 
72-106 (esp.81-87). 
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audience. 4 The addition of o ßo.cn)..EJS, a title s·erving an ep

exegetic function alongside o te~o~~l/o~, probably introduced 

under the influence of Zech.9,9, 5 turns the entrance proces

sion into a royal enthronization. This reflection was already 

put forward in Lk.1,32f and 23,2f.37- Finally, the addition 

found in Jn, similar in perspective to that of Lk, is certain

ly an anticipation of the reference to Zech.9,9 in v.15, and 

finds an echo in 6,15; 18,37 and 19,19b.21. 

As we have already pointed out, originally the citation 

from Ps.118 was unmessianic. However, early tradition --as 

evidenced by the present contexts and the additions made-- has 

given it an unmistakeable Messianic tone so that the o €~t~
~Evo~ is not just the pilgrim entering Jerusalem but now is 

"the son of David", "the King". Nevertheless, ~ tei~~e:vor 
does not have the value of a title since it is not used as an 

absolute but is qualified by ~'II OV~!--l~TI Kue/cu from which i t is 

inseparable; the exception may be Lk's version; the interpo

sition Of O ,.SctO"L).fU~ (which makes O E.e_f~p.r;,1/05 par. to O ßo1q1)..e:J_r) 

absolutizes O ~etof-E:1/0~, but the original text is difficult 

to determine with certainty from the different MS readings. 6 

If Ps.118 was indeed interpreted messianically, then o 
(eXof-lecvo~ would be a variation for o iettrTds, i. e. the Messiah. 

Even though o ~ex~~~vos is not in se a Messianic title, that 

seems to have been the early Church's interpretation when it 

applied this Ps to Jesus. We find Ps.118 used in the NT in a 

Messianic sense applied to Jesus in Mk.8,31; 12,10f; Lk.17,25; 

20,17/Acts 4,11/1 Pt.2,4.7; Jn.10,9; besides Mt.23,39/Lk.13,35 

(cf. infra). To come E.V ovop.clT1 1<ue[ou is equivalent to "sent 

by God" and implies an "ambassadorial mission" like that of 

4cf. H.J. Cadbury, Sty+e 156. Lk never uses the title 
"son of David" except when it constitutes the core of a dis
course and is already found in his source: 18,38.39; 20,41 
and Mkan par. 

5J. Blenkinsopp "The Oracle of Judah" 59, suggests a 
probable influence of the Tg to Gen.49,10 (cf. infra). 

6A number of MSS have different readings. Thus ~* ite,l 
as well as Origen omit o ßo1a-1}-~us; ~cor ,A,e, the Koine, :lake, 
and Ferrar groups,itaur,f,qJvg,syrli,sa,bo,arm~ read o~ejo~evo~ 
ßd.a-1).E,us, and D, W omit o G.e,-d~~vor. Zahn, Lk b32 n. 31, under..: 
stands 6 ~eto~~vo~ as having titular force in Lk's text on the 
grounds that the use of two separate definite articles distin
guish ~-d.of-A<cvos and ßcicr1}-~us. 
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the prophets, as in 1 Sam.17,45, wherein David tells Goliath 

"I have come against you in the name of the Lord of Rosts (011Jl 

n)~J.::1il1i°f'/E.V OVOfAc:4Tl \(\JQIOU 0-dß~wtl)"; cf. Jn.5,43; 14,26; Mk. 

13,6 par.; Acts 9,28. 

It is not without interest to note that Gen.49,1O, which 

in the egrly Church as well as in Judaism was interpreted mes

sianically, speaks of one coming and obtaining universal rule: 

The scepter will not depart from Judah ••• until 07'~ 
comes and unto him shall gather all people; 

and v.11 refers to a foal and a colt tied to a vine. We find 

the following interpretations of the puzzling i\1'\l/: 

-Tg Onkelos: ~ Jl lJ1V) ~'il il+'l7 ~n'llJ V) '.n ''c 7>' 

-Tg Ps. -Jonathan ,~ , L , , 
(= in Neofiti I) : ,lJ. 7'YT ~n'llJtJ S"J7YJ .n'' l ]Dl 1V 

i.e. ~1'W has been messianically interpreted! 7 4QPatr.Bl.I,3 

refered to Gen.49, 10 and freely adapted it to read n'IVn ~\J. '"7Y 

~1~n, which was interpreted as being David's seed (I,2). 8 Fur

thermore, it is highly probable that the prophecy of Ezek.21, 

32 alludes to Gen.49,1O as many scholars admit. 9 Justin, Apol. 

32,6 and Dial. 52-54, Irenaeus, Adv.Haer. iv,1O.2, and Cyprian, 

Test.lud. 1,21, use Gen.49,1O with respect to Jesus' messiah

ship; see further Hebr.7,14a; Apoc.5,5 as well as bBer.56b. 

57a; Gen.R.98. After all this evidence, one may wonder wheth

er Gen.49,1O suggested the references to Jesus as ß~~l~~~~in 

Lk and Jn, 1 O since il7'UJ was thought to be the ideal king, and 

JesuB' entrance to Jerusalem was interpreted as a messianic 

and royal enthronization. It seems that there is an inter

play between Zech.9,9 and Gen.49,1O. With J. Blenkinsopp it 

Can be said that the designation Of Jesus as O tetO/,-tG.\/C5 11 Uil

derstands it as referring to the bringer of messianic fulfil

lment and the setting up of the messianic kingdom in the new

born Zion. 1111 

7on the whole see esp. W.L. Moran, "Gen 49,10 and its use 
in Ez 21,_32," Bib 39(1958),_ 405-416,_ and J. Blenkinsopp, "The 
Oracle or Juda~ JBL 80(1-::,61), 55-o4. .. 

:Text: J.M. Allegro, in JBL 1956, 174f. 
See esp. W.L. Moran, art.cit., 416f. 

1OThus J. Blenkinsopp, art.cit., 59. 
11Art.cit., 58 
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4. In Mt.23,39/Lk.13,35 we encounter once more the citation 

from Ps.118,26. However, the implications are different in 

both Gospels given the different place therein. In Mt it pre

cedes the prediction of the destruction of the Temple, and the 

citation of Ps.118,26 forms inclusio for Jesus' ministry in 

Jerusalem. 12 The Triumphant Entry already having taken place, 

the phrase ou /J-11-'-€ i'.o~,E:,. o(IT'~en Ews dV EITT~TE:..' fulot'll--'~YOS KT>-.. 

can only have an eschatological meaning and very probably re

fers to his Second Coming: 13 "you shall never see me until 

the time when you say Eu)..oy~~~"os o ~e~op.E.vos f=.V ovo~Tl Kvdcu 11 , 

i.e. until they greet him as Messiah! Addressed to the Jews 

it was equivalent to Raying that the Lord would be absent with 

his Shekinah ( o 0t \(OS ur--wv ! cf. J er. 22, 5; 1 Kgs. 9, 7ff. ) • In 

Lk this passage precedes the Triumphant Entry and therefore 

here it probably means (anticipatorily) until that moment ~WS 
• 11; ) 14 . . 
~T~L when they greet him as Messiah. However, whether Lk. 

13,35 looks forward to the Triumphant Entry and refers to it 

is an open question --while 13,35 is addressed to the Jews, 

surprisingly only Lk says that those acclaiming Jesus, in 19, 

37b1 were Ölnclv To n\Y)Bos TLJV t,Ad.\}Y)T~v. From this latter phrase, 

one is not unjustified in proposing that Lk.13,35 has an es

chatological perspective. In any event, the reference to Ps. 

118,26 here is definitely a Messianic application, and o te~o
~~"OS has the same non-titular import as it did in Mt.21,9 

par. As in all the previous passages where o ~e~o~~Vos was 

used, this expression points to the human appearance on earth 

of the Messiah. 

5. After the feeding of the five thousand, the amazed crowd, 

in Jn.6, 14b said: 00TOS E.G"Tl" ~A")9ws O neocp~T")S O E--e'/.o,-...E:\/OS €lS 
rcv Koa-,....ov. Here we have two adjectives applied to Jesus: he 
. . , 
is o neo~ryT~S, which is a reference to the promise of a proph-

c „ V. , , " 
et, similar to Moses' in Dt.18,15.18, and O {.ef\0!-4E.Vos E..L\ TOV 

12Boismard, Synopse 359 • 
. 13Ärr,ä12n is temporal "from now on" as in Mt.26,29.64, 

but EWS ~v may be temporal or conditionai as H. van der Kwaak, 
NovT 1966, 169f + n.~ suggests, i.e. there would be a condition 
imposed for seeing Jesus again, and the logion would be a call 
to conversion. 45 75 

14 ~fEl ÖT€is omitted by P ' ~ B syrP sa bo arm geo 
Lake group, and ~ Y)/A(Qct has been added ~fter'r\~iL by itatff,;yrch 
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Ko~~ov. We find the same juxtaposition of qualifiers in Jn. 

11 '27 where Martha confesses: cru t-1 0 Xel<TTOS O u\o~ TOU öGOÜ 

ö e:i.s TOV l(oa-p.ov E:.etoµe.voi;,. Both have their origin in the fi

nal stages of composition of the Gospel of John. In none of 

the two is o ~e~o~~vos () simply a reference to Jesus' appear

ance in the world, for which the anarthrous participle le'l,.op~\Jov 
is used, as in 1,9 (,o ~w5()€Qiof-J-~Yov ••. ). The substantivized 

form (with article) alongside other title(s) suggests that these 

are interchangeable. It should be borne in mind that the ex

pression e.'ls T"O\J Koa-,-.ov' which is so frequent in Jn is a reac

tion against docetist tendencies. As indicated by the o Xeunc5 
of 11,27, Ö Eeto~evos is a messianic designation which I would 

dare classify as a Hoheitstitle, as are Ö treo(f'~•f'\S, and espe

cially o XelO"Tos and Ö utos roü 8eoQ. The nuance of royalty 

is introduced by the observation in v.15 that the crowds want~ 

ed to make him king. 
c. > V' In Jn.3,31 o t€~oµevos is used unpretentiously and refers 

to Jesus' divine origin --it is not interchangeable with any 

title 
0 <1.Vw8e.\J €.Q'{..oµE.VO<;, ~1Td.\lW TTdVTWV E-,(TT( \J • • ' •• 

o iK TOu oue<:4voü ~e~dµE:vos (E.Trctvw TToVTW\I t(J'riv·J 

6. From all the Epistles the only one having the expression 

o ~eto~~vo~, applied to the Lord, is that to the Hebrews. In 

10,37b the author cites Hab.2,3b: 

0 ~€t0!-'-€\JO~ ~~E:..L \<.dl OU '/,..{?,o\JlO"E.L . 

The citation is taken from the LXX, with minor changes. How

ever, an important difference between the text of Habakkuk 

and that of Hebrews is that the latter has added the definite 

article to ~€~Of-AE.Vos, thus referring it to the Lord. The au

thor of the Epistle to the Hebrews is unquestionably thinking 

of the nearness of the Second Coming: the o ~e1dµ~vos not only 

Will not (ou) x~O'/~(Jf:.\ but he Will l\~E.L --a term used primarily 

in an epiphanic sense. There is not doubt that o ~e~o~~vos is 
used as a terminus technicus for Our Lord Jesus Christ, with 

which it is interchangeable, i.e. it is used in titular fash

ion. 
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7. In the Apocalypse 1,4a the greeting runs thus: 

'I WIXVVl'jS Tdl~ E.iTT~ hK).~ut'cns .. : id.eLS Uj,llV K•iL Elf!~Vt") 
ceno & wv l<dt o ~v l(cÜ h ~,ey_6µ€.vos. 

andin :G_§_ we find the following revelation: 
·rri.S E.l~l ,o 'A },._<{>Cl( 1(0((. TO -;n' Al'(E.l KUeLO~ ö e~os, 
6 wv l(d.l. 6 ~V 1(0,1. o EeioµE.vos, 6 rr~v,o l(e~,we. 

while in 4,8b the angels are said to unceasingly sing: 

"'AI.tos ä iLos ct '(LOS l<U,€10 s ö fkos O ITO.V'TO \(ed, ,W'2_' 

o 'i" Kc:ü o C:,v l(c:,,\ ö tey.op.E.vo 5• 

The fact that in 1,4a the nominative is used after the prep

osition ~no indicates that the author considers the triple 

qualifier tobe an undeclinable divine name. In 4,8b the or

der is changed to a chronological one. A third observation 

is that o ~e~o~E.VO\ apparently constituted an appelative dif

ferent from o wv l(ol1. o ~\/ not referring to God' s essence since 
C. .,.. ' t! i' 

i t is absent in 11, 17 and 16, 5. The expression o wv Kct1 o Y)Y , 

which refers to God's being, is probably an adaptation of the 

revelation of the Tetragrammaton in Ex.3,14 (cf. also Dt.32, 

39a and Isa.41,4), used in a liturgical context (4,8; 11,17; 

16,5 are hymns). After having studied formulas in Greek, Hel

lenistic and Jewish sources, M. McNamara concluded that 

rt appears that o W\l l(dt o ~" Kat. b (eXof-'-NOS of the 
Apocalypse is a servile rendering of the Aramaic '1~1 
~J1'1:l7 1".Jl.Y(l)l Jl'li1{1) and is perfectly paralleled in TJI 
Dt.32,39 

and the leto~f::"OS "is probably either a Christian addition or a 

Christian adaptation" given that '1ilo¼ 1'.nlJ in TJI corresponds 

to e..crc;;µE\/OS and not Eetot-<-E'-'OS ' even if we must reckon wi th the 

fact that in TJI Dt.32,39 there is a reference to God's "com

ing" to save his people from Gog. 15 

The fact that o ~Qx~~f::VOS is absent in 11,17 and 16,5 -

an omission understandable inasmuch as here God's revelation 

is definitely completed and the Kingdom fully established-

and that it refers to God's revelation/coming and not to his 

being, suggests a Christian terminus technicus to designate 

the aspect of divine revelation. Joined to the expression 

that designates God's being by the conjunction ~dl--in con

trast with the absence of a connective when o rrc:i.vToKechw~ is 

15M. McNamara, ~ New Testament and t~~ Palestinian Tar
ß1l,I!l. tQ ~ Pentateuch, Rome 1966, 97-l"'i"T(1 ). 
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included, in 1,8 and 4,8-- implies that o ~e~~µEvos was not 

considered as a title in itself. <o i~~o~evos, in the light of 

the uses of €Q~Ea-9cAl in the Apoc. (cf. 1,7; 2,5.16; 3,11; 6,1. 

3.5.7; 16,15; 19,7; 22,7.12.17.20), reveals the Christian's ex

pectation of the nearness of the Parousia. 16 

Let US summarize and appraise the uses of b ~~io~~VOS in 

the NT. The study of the uses of o e.e~~f.J--Evos suggest.s the fol

lowing criteria for determining whether it has a titular con

notation: (1) the expression must be used as a substantive, 

i.e. the article must not have a pronominal function nor the 

participle a verbal one, and (2) it must be interchangeable 

with another title, especially that -of "the Messiah". With 

these criteria, and after briefly analyzing the sayings where

in it occurs, we have found it used in a titular fashion in 

Mt.11,3/Lk.7,19(.20), and Hebr.10,37; it is somewhat doubtful 

in Lk.19,38 andin the two uses in Jn (viz. 6,14 and 11,27) on 

account of ~lS Tov K~~~ov (which very probably was an anti-doce-
c , V , 

tist addition). In these passages o ~~~O~EYos is a circumlo-

quium for "the Messiah" and has a titular value as far as it 

may be interchangeable with the latter. However, it is not a 

title in the strict sense of the ward. 

In all the passages analyzed, except those that look for

ward to the Second Coming, o ~Qi~µ€vo5 is an appellative that 

(1) corresponds to Jesus' real appearance on earth (as Jn 

stresses); (2) refers to God's promise that one sent as savior 

(and judge) would come; and (3) by its very nature indicates 

an ambassadorial mission from God to men. 

'0 ~e~o~evos, used by John the Baptist, especially in Mt. 

11,3/Lk.7,19, without any further qualification, suggests 

that it was an expression known among (at least a certain sec

tor of) Jews as referring to the Messiah, even if actual evi-

16see J.M. Ford, "'He that Cometh' and the Divine Name," 
JSJ 1(1970), 144-147, who suggests that the origin of o ~e~b
µevos is tobe sought in the author of the Apoc. himself, not 
in Judaism (145), and that "the writer or redactor of the Apoc
alypse saw a diYine aspect of the Son of Man and the Lamb, see
ing_in the~ 'He T~at Cometh' and tn or1er to conyey this ~heo
logi'<al point he introduced·the title into the divine Name." 
( 147}. The juxtaposi tion of o e €)( o µtvos wi th the Tet.cagramma
ton is probaoly a Christian adaptation. 
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dence of such a usage is almost totally lacking. In the 0T 

it occurs only in Ps.118,26 which in later times acquired a 

messianic significance, as the Midrash and Targum to it re

veal. 17 However, texts like Gen.49,10; Dan.7,13; Mal.3,1f and 

Zech.2,14; 9,9; 14,5b, among others, could have given occasion 

to this expression. Possibly o ~~iu~~vos is an expression re

sulting from the confluence of the Messianic hopes and the 

apocalyptic imagery which painted the figure of the revealer 

and judge-savior coming from heaven. The most notable of these 

images is that of the "son of man" in Daniel and 1 Enoch. 

The expression o ~exo~~vo5 has as backdrop the apocalyp

tic-prophetic conception of God's EPIPHANY as judge and sav

ior. The ö ~et~f~vos is the revealer and executor of God's 

just designs. It is noteworthy that we find these and other 

aspects in the figure of the "(one like a) son of man" andin 

the surrounding contexts of the o €QxO~Gvos references. Both, 

"son of man" and "he that comes" are veiled terms, a circum

loquiumfor a heavenly personnage who is surrounded by an air 

of majesty and triumph, and who is the Endzeit revealer of 

"God's secrets" and eschatological judge. Much has been writ

ten about the messianic character of the apocalyptic figure of 

the "son of man", but one particularly revealing passage has 

often been neglected: the Targum to Ps.80,16b.18b (a doublet): 

v.16b: MT : 11 i\ll::tt:i~ p-1.Y(s~r.m~-p.) v.18b: MT :7¼ J1~1'.:l~ u,~-p-1y 

24a. 

25b. 

LXX: l;n-'L U\Oy &.vB,ewTTou LXX: trr't .ULDV ctv0ewrrou 
Tg : 71 gnL,,n, xn"wt:l ~:i~o 7Y Tg :77 ~n'r,n1 w1 ,1 7Y 

Some of the texts we have cited echo Mal.3,1f, thus: 

Acts 13,24f 

' I 
,,, T1'€'0 1T€0<f"uYTT0l) 

TY)S tla"OÖOU 0,IJTCU •.. 
•,-,,,<" , ,. V 

f:Ar,.,._ lÖOU €.et-(:TdL ... 

Mal.3, 1f 

1a. ~rn,'3k€lµE:Tctl oSov neo TTpo:rwrrou f:lOU 
2a. ·ds Örtop.eve.t ~µiecw ÜO"O 8ou c;Ü-roü; 

>C,nv ,, , 
1b. lOOU E.Qj1€TCAl. 1 /\f.)'U KueLOS .. ·· 

The parallels to Acts read either EeXEr~L (Mk.1,7/Lk.3,16b/Jn. 

1,30) or 6 (6n[~w ~o0 tet~~~vo~ (Mt.3,11b/Jn.1,27/Jn.1,15b). 

We already indicated that the oldest form was most probably 

preserved by Lk and Acts. 

17For the 0T understanding of this Ps. see esp. H. Kraus, 
Psalmen II~ Neukirchen 1960\ 802ff. See further Billerbeck I, 
845-9 and J. Jeremias, Abenamahlsworte, 247-251. 
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The logion of Mt.11,3/Lk.7,19 is probably also related to 

the prophecy of Mal. In Mt.11,10/Lk.7,27 the prophecy of Mal. 

3, 1 a is applied to JnB: i. ÖOU e. yc'...i o\noa-rD,\w TOV olyyüov JJ.OU neo 
~eo~wrrou~ou. The Messiah is designated as o Eej~~~vos, which 

may be a titular adaptation of Malachi's tS00 tQ~~T~l(3,1b), 

the Baptist being the one "sent" by God as forerunne~ (Mal.3, 

1a). Are not these relations intentionally falling back on 

Mal.3, 1? 

One may further wonder whether in Apoc.1,8 and 4,8 the 

close connection between the titles O i::.e1ot-J.-EVOS and TI()(VTOKeo(Twe 

finally echo Mal.3, 1b ((.bou EQ~ETO.l, )._~)'E.l 1<.uelos TTcl.VTOK~~Twe); 

note that in 11,17a we have the same qualificators as in 1,8 

and 4,8, except o ~€]o~E.vo5. Does this indicate, once more, 

that Malachi, s tSou ['?_1(2.TCJ,,L, which was a prediction, has been 

transformed into a titular o Ee~oµ~vos given its accomplish

ment? 

These observations suggest that Mal.3,1 may have been at 

the very root of, or at least one of the major inspirations 

for, the use of the expression ~ iej~~~vos applied to Jesus 

Christ. While in the prophecy itself it is not clear to whom 

löou ~eXET~Lrefers, if to Malachi, another messenger, or to 

Yahweh himself, it seems that at least the early Church under

stood it to refer to the Messiah (cf. Acts 13,25 and Apoc.), 

and reserved the first part of the prophecy (tSou CI\ITO(f"T~nwrov 

~)'YE.A.OV f--LOU TTeo neoa-w~ou crOU) for JnB. 

From the observations we have made it would follow that 

we have to deal with an expression that has its background and 

original "setting in life" in a Palestinian milieu, but wheth

er its origin is tobe found in Judaism or in the Christian 

reflection on Jesus' messiahship remains an open question. In 

any event, it does not originate from the Greco-Hellenistic 

world. It is not found once in any of the Epistles that orig

inated there, but occurs in those wri tings that were composed 
~ ) \J , 

on the basis of Jewish-Christian tradi tions. In fact, o E.{' "o -
fSVOS is used in a context that is imbued with a Jewish back

ground: the citation of Ps.118,26 in Mt.21,9;23,39 par., that 

of Hab.2,3 in Hebr.10,37, the reference to Jesus as new Moses 

in Jn.6,14, the liturgical hymn to the Creator in Apoc.4,8. 
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Whether it was an expression current among and "borrowed" from 

the Baptist's group is impossible to determine. 18 

If o ~e~o~~vos is a terminus technicus for the Messiah, 

used in the NT to point to the actualization of God's promise 

of a savior and final revealer of his designs formen, then it 

is highly probable that behind the ~~GoV-form of speech the 

expression o ~eXoµ.Evos is present. In other words, ;}.Qm, would 

be a self-revelatory affirmation of the presence of the Mes

siah; the 1A0ov-sayings would be concrete statements of mes

siahship in the mouth of the o ~ej~f-AE.vos. 

B. Further Significant Uses of 'Ee~E~e~t in the Synoptic Gpls. 

Besides the sayings which we have studied in c.IV and V, 

the verb ~e1E.~e~L is also found in a number of passages where

in its use is not casual but rather has a certain Christologi

cal significance. 

1 • "EejEa-Bcu in Miracle Stories. On two occasions there is 

question of Jesus coming to perform a miracle. Mt indicates 

that, to the Centurion's request to have his servant cured, 

Jesus replied: 
E.tW aewv lkeo(rrt:.u1rw ctüT~\,' (8,7; diff. Lk.7,6; Jn.4,48). 

So significant is this saying that it develops into a discourse 

on the part of the Centurion about his unworthiness to receive 

Jesus, which ends in a statement by Jesus about the greatness 

of the petitioner's faith. This story contrasts with the eure 

of Naaman (2 Kgs.5,1-14, cf. v.11) and Elijah's resurrection 

of the son of the widow of Zarephta (1 Kgs.17,17-24, cf. esp. 

V. 18b). 

Jairus asks Jesus to raise his daughter who has just died: 
~.r-0wv ~TTL0es T~Y f {i.~ crou E:.li' ctUT~\i K.cÜ 7,~uE.Tdl. 

(Mt.9,18b/Mk.5,23b; v. absent in Lk). Jesus grants this re-

18For Kümmel, Promise 110, ö e.e'1-op.E\/OS "was by no means 
a customary designation in the early Church nor a current Jew
ish one, and a Christian formulation would surely much more 
readily have employed current terminolog;y." For Hoffmann, 
Logienquelle 199f, o teX01-4Evos was a Q title, having less to 
do with Ps.118 than with Dan.7,13, and could have originated 
in John the Baptist. According to J.M. Ford, "He that Cometh" 
145, the Evangelists "have interpreted 'He That Cometh' as the 
(a) Messianic title (!)." 
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quest. Similarly, Jesus ~eiE:.,o.L to the tomb of Lazarus to 

raise him (Jn.11,38) after the sisters had told him that their 

brother would.not have died had he been there (v.21.32). At 

Naim Jesustteoa-ü8wv raises the widow's son (Lk.7,14-). A dead 

person remains dead unless Jesus comes to give him life! 

2. "Ee'i€.cr8<11L in Parabolic Speech. One may wonder whether 

there is any significance attached to the verb [Q~trr06L in the 

puzzling construction of the metaphor in Mk.4-,21 (diff. Mt.5, 
19 1 5 /Lk • 8 , 1 6 ) : 

~~"TL E-e~ccat20 0 \u'f.,\/O 5 l\/0. UtT~ Tov f-lCblOV T€-9~ 
q UfTO T~I/ KklVY)V; 

That it is significant and that it refers either to Jesus him

self21 or more probably, to his teaching, 22 where the teacher 

and the teaching are identified and hypostazised, is suggested 

by the explanation that follows wherein E:.eJc~\3d-L is used (again, 

only 1in Mk): 
ouSi ~yE.VHo dTTOKQU<pOV ~)_}.''Cvo. ~)..81~ e.\s (\Hl(\/E;(2~V (V. 22). 

Furthermore, in Mk and Lk this saying follows the Parable of 

the sower wherein it is said that the sower (Jesus)~i~)..8~v (Mk. 

4-,3/Mt.13,3/Lk.8,5) to sow. 

19Mk has preserved the oldest form: it is highly Semitiz
ing, as indicated by the double question, the use of the arti
cle wi th nouns that remain indeterminate, and E-e';\t<r\:lcl.l wi th an 
inanimate object. See J. Jeremiasi "Die Lampe unter dem Schef
fel," ZNW 39(194-0) 2 237-24-0 as,wel as Boismard, Synopse 133. 
Being t_he lectio difficil.i.Q.r, 't:.e1r;,;r d.t is older than the smooth
ened l(c((ouc;,v of Mt and ~I.\JctS of Lk. The Gospel of Thomas, 33b, 
has the followins; reading: "For no one lights a lamp (and) puts 
it under a bushe1.J nor •.• , " which echoes Lk' s version. 

20D,it read o<rrrtTo<l instead (cf.Mt), and W,sa, the Ferrar 
group read1<:o1(E:.Tn(l (cf.Lk). W.C. Allen in his art. "The Arama
ic Elements in St.Mark," ExpT 13(1901/02), 330i supposed that 
the use of Ge~E~0~L here represented a mistrans ation of the 
Aphel or of the Hi tafel of ~n~ meaning "to bring" or "be brought" 
However, Jülicher, Gleichnisreden II, 81, pointed to similar 
uses which are not; from a Semi tic source: :Baruch 3, 33 ( o cA rr o
u,-1:)Jwv To q,iJ~ l(o1, m:1-'<_~J1:.Tc1,.l) and Heliodor 8, 12 (~::;j5 .-11(<ol TI(OO-Totnt) 

21 That may have bee:".'. the most primitive sense as Grund
mann,s Mk 96t Lohmeyer, Mk 85; Cranfleld, Mk 16L~f; Schweizer, 
~k 5? and Jeremias art.cit. 24-0, proposed. For Taylor, Mk 
263t Ninehamt ~K 141, and Schulz, Q_ 4-75 n.559, it refers to the 
hidaenness or the Kingdom of God. In this case it would be 
more logical to think that this logion alluded to the Mkan Mes
sianic secret, i.e. as referring to the identity of Jesus. 

22Thus esl). Schneider "Das Bildwort von der Lam-pe," Zl'lW: 
62(1970) (183-209), 198. This is sup~orted by v.22. The im
portance is given not to the lamp i!l itself but to what it does, 
as is the case with the parable of the sower --which follows. 
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In the Parable of the Barren fig tree the verb ~e1~~bctL 

plays a key role. The owner bh8Ev seeking fruit in it (Lk. 

13,6b) and found none. He therefore orders his workmen to cut 

it down because 1'Qlo( ETI'\ ( ! ) 01cp'o0 ii.e'j.oµ.dL Z,1rwv l<cterrov EI/ T~ 
0-Vl()'.l TC~~·r;i l(o(~ out ~UQ\CT"l(w (v. 7). 

3. The Kingdom of God. With Jesus' coming the Kingdom of 

God has been inaugurated, but not yet fully established. It is 

only with an eschatological outlook that there is talk of the 

coming of the Kingdom. Thus in the Lord's Prayer we are taught 

to pray: e.)..SE.rW ~ {.3ctcrL)...t;o- crou (Mt.6,1O/Lk.11,2). 23 

In the triumphal entry to Jerusalem, in Mk, Lk and Jn the 

crowds shout a reference to Jesus' royalty: 

Mk.11,1O Lk.19,38 

:> .> I f 

CV OVCfJ-°'Tl t<.ü(.lOU' 

~u,~0)'11~("YJ , 
r\.s.\:-1 Qj-,L~_I.-' \'.') -ß~~l}H~ 
TCÜ rrcneos '11-'-l0V ßO.Ul6' 

e:_G \_oy 11 µ~" o \ 
o fe)(.c~G:.-VOS 
9- __ßp~~h ~J_ ' 
€:-\/ 0\/0f-Ar.lTL Kt:ELOL>" 

Andin Mt.21,5 we find Zech.9,9 cited: 
\ Sou ö B~crl)..f;U\ (JOU E{?tE;,ro..~ tfüL. 

Jn.12,13 

~ , , , 
-12V OVC),~d-.n l(ü(:tC-v, 
l<'.cl-l . 

o /30tü l }.._ Ecü ~ 
TOÜ 'lu('O. '71'. 

The Kingdom proclaimed is the Messianic Kingdom, and it becomes 

identified with Jesus' own coming (cf. Mk.11,1O above!). 

Finally, reference must also be made to the Mkan summary 

in 1,39, which follows Jesus' affirmation that "to preach €-~
\)). 80-i" : , - 24 , , - , , - , , \ 

l(cl.l Y')\.t>E:\/ \<l'jeu,nru)'J lc,L':, TOl') '.Jc:vo.tu'.(OI~ :luTw\/ C1) Üfl"(V 

T~\J f'o-11\0l(o.v 1<0-'t ,o. bOltf-ll)VLo. ~llßc!,,.A)..,,.J\/ (diff. Lk.4,44). 

To concl ude, i t can be affirmed that E~tEirGcH is not al

ways used casually or insignificantly, but at times carries a 

Christological connotation. This is most evident in the use 

of the absolute o E.f2~0~H2VOS. 

23see also the uses of ~e~~~e~L in Mk.9,1c (diff. Mt.16,28/ 
Lk.9,27); Lk.17,2O and 22,18. 
~ 24 ~\(jt:::v is doubtful4- many trustworthy MSS ( D, i tisyr) read 
~v instead, as in Lk.4,4. However, ~}BEv is probab y the 
original for it follows naturally on ~\q\~ov and ~" can be 
easily explained as a grammatical improvement to which Lk would 
be a witness. 
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C. The Gospel of John. 

1. The'H~9ov-logia in Jn. In the Gospel of John we find 

twelve logia where ~Q~ta-&~L is used in the first person on the 

lips of Jesus. Of these, six are in the aorist· (~)..eov: 8,14; 

9,39; 10,10b; 12,27.47; 15,22) and the remaining six in the 

perfect (~\~~u~01: 5,43; 7,28; 8,42; 12,46; 16,28; 18,37). Five 

of these are concerned with the question "whence did Jesus 

come?" 

a) 7 H~9ov + purpose Logia. There are five logia where Jesus 

refers to the purpose of his coming. In 9,39 the Lord responds 

to the cured blind man's confession of faith: 

tLS KelµcJ. E::rw E:ts TOV KOO"'!-AOV TOUTO\J h~Go\J l\/c\ OL }-l~ 
ß}..El'TO\/TtS ß>-Em,.ia-1v Ko.l oi. ßllrrov,E:.S TI.J(\)}-o'l '(€=.\/lJJV ,ct.L. 

Andin 12,47b he affirms that 
ou ()'d.e) n}Oov cl\/0\ KelVW TO\/ KOO"'µov ct~f'tva. crwcr1.v TO\i 1<0()'µov. 

Both logia have been inserted in the respective discourses by 

the pre-final redactor. The story of the eure of the man born 

blind ended in 9,38. The added remark (v.39) about judgment 

is most striking in this context, but understandable as a spark 

that lightens the fiery reaction of the Pharisees in v.40 and 

Jesus' subsequent condemnation of these "blind" leaders. The 

logion of 12,46f, in a speech structured around the relation 

Jesus-the Father, is as striking as is the sentence structure 

and content of these two verses in contrast with the context. 

We find the topic of judgment on the world also in 3,17, which 

is from the final stages of composition of our Gospel: 
ou ~yOleL b.ni;rTEclhY, o ~~05 TOV ~'i.~v <ls TO\/ Kocrµ~v ·~ 
K€l'lr;\ rov \(O<rf-10'11, c,.'}..)..'tva (J"'ll)\:)YJ O \{O(f'f.AOS 8~'0lüTOU 

(see also 5,22.27.30; 8,15.16). 

In the discourse on the Good Shepherd Jesus affirms: 
b:w ~ov Y.vo. ~w~v ttwnv 1<.a-1. TTE:.eta-<rov t'f_wcrw ( 1 o, 1 Ob) 

which is a logion that belongs to the earlier stages of compo

sition of Jn and echoes Lk.19,10. The theme is nevertheless 

exclusively Johannine (cf. 3,15.16.36; 5,40; 6,33.40.47; 10,28; 
14, 6; 20 , 31 ) • 

Jn.9,39; 10, 10b and 12,47b are the only 11\801/-sayings that 

approach those of the Synoptics. The other two logia with a 

purpose given, use the perfect tense. Thus in Jn.12,46 the 

Lord declares: 
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()'.w ~w_s ,Ea'-S Tov 1<oir_ µ_ov üU\u~g "~ve1. rro.s o mcrTe.u1uv 

~ts EµE. 'E.V T~ crl(On9"- ~~ µE.t\i~ 

which should be compared with the Prologue' s 1" ,'o <.\>i":Js Tc, 
o1>.iEh vov, ••• , ke}OfJ-ENO'I/ E.lS "TO\/ Kocrµov ( 1 , 9) and 3, 19: T~ ~~ S 
E)..~)..uSe,v üs TO'I/ ~OITt-,lOV l(c,t\ ~t<XTTY\CTOIV ot &.vG~WTiOl µöi>..iov To <rKoTO\ 

~ TO ~ws, in order to realize that we are dealing with a lo

gion of Johannine origin (cf. also 1,5; 8,12; 9,5.35; 1 Jn.2, 

Sb). The structure of 12,4-6 is similar to that of 9,39. 

In~ Jesus answers Pilate: 

o-u \~t(:;LS öTL ~o.o-lk~üS Üµt. E.)u.> e'ls TCUTO yc:yi.vv ~µdt 
KcAL Ea.lS TOUTO l\.n AU ~d. ~-lS T(J\J l{ocrµ.ov 
L\/e( rlCCQTUQ~<rW Ti;\ t:A>.1,~E.lq!. 

The phrase Kol'- ~LS ,oÜ·To e,).~}.ul:)ct E•S TOV KOop.ov, so frequent in 

Jn (cf. 3, 19; 12,4-6; 16,28 as well as 1,9; 6, 14-; 9,39; 11,27) 

and which gives an added Christological dimension to ~ts TCÜTO 

yerJvvt1µe1t, is due to the pre-final redactor. The structure re

sembles that of 12,4-6. 

None of these five logia has the same form and thematic 

content as the ;ieov-sayings of the Synoptics. Instead of an 

infinitive we find 'i'vc,. introducing the purpose cl.ause (in the 

subjunctive). In Jn seldom is a verb of movement used with an 

infinitive; 't'.vc,. + subjunctive is used instead. Furthermore, 

the first person is underlined by the very Johannine ii~ (ex

cept in 12,4-7b, but see v.4-7a!). The aorist and the perfect 

are interchangeable, as these and other logia show; the aorist 

has a perfective connotation. Finally, in all (except 10,10b) 

the coming is in relation to the Korrµos. Not only is their 

structure different from that of the Synoptic V"\).8ov-sayings 

and stamped with Johannine elements, but also the theme is 

"typical" of the Gospel of John: to judge the world, to give 

life, tobe a light, to witness to truth. 

b) Wb.ence I Came. There are other logia wherein ~eic~b~t is 

used in the first person and which distinguish themselves by 

their concern with Jesus' origin. In 8 2 14-b Jesus te1ls the 

Pharisees: , , 
o'tSc, TT081:.v h~~ov i(~l rrou urr~rw· U)>I,;.\~ OE. OUI<. Ol001T~ 
rroG~\/ f e~ o t-,-loll i\ rtOÜ l)l'{d.\'U.', 25 

25This is a biblical (semitic.) formula eg,uivalent to "who 
are you?" (cf. 7,28; Gen.16,18; Jg.13,6; 19,17; 1 Sam.25,11 ••• ) 
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Andin 7,26b-29 the question of Jesus' origin is sharply posed 

on the basis of the view that the origin of the Messiah is un

known: 

(26b) Can it be that our rulers have actually decided 
that this is o XetH6s? (27) And yet we know where 
this man comes from (11081:.v turt\l), but when the Messiah 
(o Xeta-ros) COIJleS \f:r.:.t~To.l) no one is to know where he 
comes from (no{)1,,1 c.o-nv), 

to which Jesus replies: 

(28) No doubt you know me; no doubt you know where I 
come from (t1c,(kv (,l~lt). Yet i:1,q' ~~.c.o.o,ou oul( '~}.~~ulic1., but 
the one who sent me ( o rrlp. \\JOlS µ1:. ) is true, and him 
you do not know. (29) I know him because rr~E'~6rc0 
€.lt--'-l 1<:.c~l(E.1v6s f6E. &rrE;crTE:.l}-.1,;\I. 

In this passage the alternation between coming (~ejtvg~L) and 

being sent (rrGl'--'-tTtl\/ - &rrcJTe.}-)-.<::w), which is so frequent in the 

Gospel of John, comes to the fore. The same question is also 

treated in 7,31.41f.52 and 9,29ff. 

In 8,42 we find a similar affirmation, with a combination 

of three different verbs: 
~J'.W ()'~€) E:.K TOÜ 8E.OU ~S-6"}...t,Q\f Ko(L Y)KW" 
c68~ yo.~ r''<n'~µc:1uroü E/l.l')}..l.J8cA (cf. 7,28b!) 
o,).>,..'~i<.E.t\/o') gE. tiirrE:.crn.t~~v (cf. 7,29b!). 

It is tobe noted that v.42bc overload the logion and is pos

terior to v.42a, given the parallelism with 7,28b.29b. The 

expression (ou) <11n'tl--'a1uTou is exclusively Johannine (cf. 5,30; 

7,17.28; 8,28; 10,18; 14,10). The declaration of 8,42 pre

sents two points of view: an epiphanic one, with C~E.ejE..r~cJ.L and 

underlined by 1\1<.c=1\/, and a prophetic one, Wi th anonÜhlv /Oll\( o,IT' 
E.J-... o.urcu &.'>-.1\r-u8ct. These two viewpoints are interchangeable in 

the Gospel of John, which contains a correlation between "com

ing" arid "being sent". 

Jesus' origin from the Father is clearly stated in 16,27b. 
28a: 

~xw mxe~ 8ecoU E:.~fj}..8uv. E"fht-tiOV rroeci TU0 TT"<'ITeo~ K.dl 
f"}.n,\u~r.1. E.LS ,cv Ko(;µov (cf. 3,2; 13,3; 16,30; 17,8b). 

where it is noted that God and the Father are likewise inter

changeable, as is often the case in Jn. Again, in 2,43 Jesus 

declares: 
hw n6}..u0<"{ E.V T½J OVOt--tdn TOU rro,eo<-, µau .... 

There remain two -~),.f-cv-sayings of disparate content. In 

12,27 Jesus speaks in emotional terms of his forthcomingPassi.on: 
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Now my soul is in turmoil, and what am I to say? Father, 
save me from this hour? No, öL~ ,ouTo ~\9ov to this hour. 

And, in 15,22a we encounter the following affirmation: 
(=l µ~ Yjt..~ov· ko.1. t\ci~l')<id auTÖls, ~p.«eT1.dv ou1< ~~Xocrctv. 

2. 0ther Significant Uses of'~e~t~B~l in John. Besides the 

"I have come" sayings we have just considered, E.ejE.<r'ticu is 

evidently also used in other than the first person or in the 

participle when referring to Jesus' coming. Some of these say

ings have already been mentioned, viz. 1,9; 3,19 (both related 

to 12,46), and 7,27.31.41.42 (related to 7,28). 

In the Prologue i t is said that Jesus its Td. i.'bu~ ~~),_~lc:1/ ( 1 , 11 ) • 

It is noteworthy that in the Prologue there is no reference to 

Jesus having been sent but to his having come (v.9c.11a). This 

is .also true in the Baptist's testimony to Jesus who is called 

by him O on-!a-w P,OU ~Q)._Of1E.\JO~ (1, 15b.27a; Cf• also 1,30), While 
the B'aptist is primarily one sent by God (v.6a: oitr1::rr,a.)..p.e\Jos 

rrct~ 9eoG; v. 33a: o n-ip.l\'o.s ~H= ) • 

We find~ej~~~~L also used in three different passages of 

Messianic import. In 3,2a it is said that Nicodemus told Jesus: 

Rabbi, we know that you are a teacher t-hat drto 8€.oÜ 'eJ~)..utlQs, 

Before Jesus' self-revelation to the Samaritan woman, the lat

ter informed him: 

I know that a Messiah (i.e., Christ), is coming (~e1t~ctl). 
When he comes (~\0~) he will tel1 us everything (4,25). 

In 6,14b, after seeing the multiplication of loaves, those pre-

sent confess: , 
olm:ls ~<rnV Ol}.l'){)ws O neocp6T'lS O ~eXOfAE.VOS t:.'ls TO\/ 1<.ocrµov. 

These last two statements echo Dt.18,15.18, and picture Jesus 

as the "new Moses". Jn.4,25 is an affirmation of the expecta

tion of the prophet like Moses promised in, what for the Samar

itans is the key text, Dt.18,15.18. And Jn.6,14b not only 

speaks of ~ rreo~~T~S but in the context of 6,1-14 also pictures 
Jesus as the "new Moses" --note that the confession is sparked 

by the CTY)~elO\/ (v.14a) which in v.31f (a later redactional mo

ment) is related to the mana. 

Finally, it is noteworthy that on four occasions the ap

pearances of the risen Christare introduced in terms ofcoming. 

In his first appearance (20,19) Christ ~l~E.\/ and stood in the 

midst of the disciples. However, Thomas was absent oTe~\BE.v 
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'I17(1"'0Ü5 (20,24). A week later, this time Thomas being present, 

the Lord ~eXETd\t even though the doors were closed (20,26). 

Again, Christ leX~r~L and eats with the disciples in Galilee 

(21,13). 26 This use of ~('~Eo-Üat for the risen Lord, unique to 

the Gospel of John, may well have been intended to reaffirm 

the reality of the Resurrection and the continuity between the 

earthly Jesus and the risen Christ in the coordinates of his

tory. They bring to mind the ~-no 8€00 i1XDov/c)..;,t-utlOf of 3,2a; 

16,27b.28a; etc. 

D. The Remaining Writings of the New Testament. 

In the remaining writings of the NT the verb te~~<rb~l, is 

seldom used in connection with the historical coming of Jesus. 

It is by far more frequently used when speaking of the Lord's 

second coming. There are only six instances in which ~eifJGcil 
is used outside of the Gospels to refer to the historical 

Jesus. 

In Gal.2,19 Paul writes: 

Then what of the Law? ••• It was a temporary measure 
Ö.)'.eLS oG he~ To crrr~ep..a. to whom the promise was made. 

Referring to Isa.57,19 and Zech.9,10 the author of the epistle 

to the Ephesians wrote, 
1(0:1. 'ü9wv EU"\ Y(Ül<TcATO E.~e~v'1V uµ,v . . . (2, 17). 

0ne of the most concise statements about the purpose of Jesus' 

coming is that found in 1 Tim.1,15b, the Christological weight 

of which is remarkable: 
'hela-TOS '117aous ~lBtV €'ts rov \(O<J"t.AOY CXf,'-O.eTc.l)\ous crwcrotl, 

' To be noted are the Syn (~\~w + inf.) and Johannine (~'-S TC\/ 

l(o<rp.o\l) traits the!'e combined: is it a synthesis of both? 

In 1 Jn.4,2 Christians are put on their guard against 

docetist tendencies: 

This is how we may recognize the Spirit of God: every 
spiri t which acknowledges 'I 11(1"'ouv XeurTo" €.V crcteKi. 
~i~lu8~Ta is from God.27 

26only 20,19 has a parallel, in Lk.24 36 where there is 
~o qu~st~on of Qhri~t's ~oming. In Lk.24,36 C~rist su~denly 
~a-rr.\ '-V ~t<::<rl,t.) o.unuv implying "he appeared"~ as in v.4 with re
spect to the angels (cf. also v.11 and v.~4). 

27Note the perf. E.1-.~).utloTct, a tense we have encountered 
quite often in Jn, and which is characteristic of the pre-fi
nal redaction of -ehe latter. 
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This warning is repeated in 2 Jn.7: 

Many deceivers have.~one into the world who do 
acknowledge 'IY"\<iOÜV X€la-TOV 'e.e'f._cp..1c.vov t:.V G"oce1<.(. 

Concerning the Lord, in 1 Jn.5,6 we find the following 

mation: 

not 

affir-

o'fiTOS ~CiTLV O E.A9euv bt.Übln"O\ l<.l'XL OlµO.iC~,'\rfÖUS 'XeunJs 
a constatation we find already in Jn.19,34. 

E. Apocryphal Writings. 

There are several ;~~ov-sayings found in the non-canon

ical Gospels and which should be pointed out. Clement of Alex

andria preserved two ~lOcv-sayings from Gnostic gospels. In 

Strom. III,9.63 he reports the following logion from the Gos-

11el of the ~yptians: 

,i ~9ov Ka,cüil(to.l Ta tl?t~ 'fl~ fh1k~o.s. 011le:i'.o.\ µlv, 
Ti\ s trn9up.{11s · teyo. 6E., 'fivt.Uw 1<D.l <p9cei'xv. 

which echoes Mt.5,17! In Strom. IV,6 Clement cites the logion 

of Lk.19,10 as transmitted in the Gospel (or Traditions) of 

Matthias: 

o u\os TOll ON~QWTT'OÜ newv G~}J-E:QOV TO orro).w\os Ei>Qe.v. 
Epiphanius quotes from the Gospel of the Ebionites, or Hebrews, 

in~- 30,16, the following logion that is modelled on that 

of Mt.5,17 and echoes Mt.9,13a (Hos.6,6): 
~)-.flov K.0.,01).G(l'o,LTO.~ Bucri'.a.s(cf. Ps.-Clem., Horn. 3,51). 

In the Gospel of Thomas, logion 16 is the only "I have 

come" saying therein found: 28 

Jesus said: Men perhaps think that I have come to cast 
peace upon the world, and they do not know that I have 
come to cast divisions u~on the earth, fire, sword, war. 
(cf. Mt.10,34/Lk.12,51f!) 

In the Gospel of Philip we find the following logia: 28a 

n.54: Er [Jesus] sagte: Ebenso kam [der] Sohn des Menschen, 
[um] die Fehler [Wegzunehmen]. (cf. n.9, 53 and 67). 

n.69: [Der Herr] aber sagte: Ich bin gekommen, um [das 
Untere] gleich dem Oberen [und das Kussere] gleich 
dem Inneren zu machen (cf. 2 Clem. xii,2; Act.Phil. 
34). [Ich bin gekommen, um] sie in jenem Orte [zu 
vereinigen ... ]. 

n.78: Hätte die Frau [=Eva, cf. n.79] sich nicht vom Manne 

28Transl. by B.M. Metzger, in K. Aland, ed. Synopsis. 
28aTransl. by H.-M. Schenke, "Das Evangelium nach Philip

pus, 11 TLZ 84(1959), col. 1-26. 
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getrennt, wäre sie nicht zusammen mit dem Manne ge
storben. Die Trennung von ihm ist zum Anfang des 
Todes geworden. Deswegen ist Christus gekommen, 
(nämlich) damit er die Trennung, die von Anfang an 
bestand, berichtige, damit er denen, die sich mit der 
Trennung angefüllt hatten, Leben gebe und sie ver
einige. 

In the Papyrus ;g;g_erton 2, one of the earliest fragments 

we possess of the Gospel of John, 29 we find the following 

reading of Jn.5,45, nowhere else attested: 
' ö[o 

l<EcL,~ Ö ]n lyo> ~XGov t<01Tl'j~ot:Jtjc;0(1 
[uµw\/]TTeos TO\/"TT(CIITE)Qq µou •••• (fragm:,-I, verso l.10ff). 

while the quasi-unanimity of MSS do not have 11\Gcv + inf. but 

simply 1<.01nwo{:'i)a-w, and do not have the possessive after TtctT(fd. 

The texts we have pointed out witness to the tendency to 

mul tiply \\t-t)o\/ -sayings. This observation had become clear in 

our survey of Gnostic literature. 

F. Significant Uses of the Verbs 'E ~i~~eu8C11L 2 "H1<u\/ 2 'An-on~A -

AE..l V and TI lp.11e.w. 

The verbs E'f_EejE.a-&<:Al and ~l(E.l\/ are closely related to E.e~€:u8.11L, 
while the verbs of "sending" ,anoOT~l\.Ew and rr~µrrt1\/ take the point 

of view of the initiative coming from the sender and suggest 

an obedience by the one sent. Abrief survey of the uses of 

these verbs in the NT is ~dvisable because it serves to nar

row the meaning and implications of ~ "}.. ~ov . 

1. 'EfEej~ue~L. This verb bears the particular nuance of com

ing FROM (~~-),andin fact it is used almost exclusively to 

refer to Jesus' divine origin. It is found on the lips of 

Jesus, referring to himself, only in the Gospel of John, and 

always in the aorist. (On Mk.1,38 see p. 194-209). 

In his defen~e against those wanting to kill him Jesus 

declares: 
"-'!tu(r<:<e) €.K Toi) (koü ti~}tlov KdL ~Kw (8,42) 

and that is the explanation given by the final redactor, in 

13,3, for Jesus' awareness that his hour had come: 
ci8ws ~Tl 1TO.\IT<l( E:SW\(_Ec\l CllUTlp ö TTO.Tt\€ E:;°15 Tt'IS y.,~1.i;__c1..s 
\(d,\ Ön 0.lTO BE:ou E:~~).0\SV 1<.o.'t rr-e.os .--o\/ 8e.ov \3trci'(~l. 

29see C.H. Dodd, New Testament Studies, Manchester 1953, 
12-52, and E. Hennecke, New Testament Apocrypha I, 94-9i among 
others. 
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Following the statement by Christ concerning his origin, viz.: 

f.)'W TT"0l~d. lTOü1 tkou ia~Y\\.eov. '='.~Y)reov 1TQ(~~ Toü trcne'os 
Kll!L €.\~).ußc. ds Tov l(ocr~ol/ (16,27c.28a), 

the disciples confess: 

1Tl(iT€.UOt-A-f.V OTL dlTO 9€.ou ti'r\"~E:..\ (16,30b). 

And, in the pra~er to the Father, referring to his disciples, 

Christ says: 

6yvwo-a11/ OIAY)'e~s Ön TI01ect o-cu E.~~;\.9ov \C.o\,L 

E.rn'.<rTf:UO-OIV OTL IJ"u µE.. an-bl"H:.LAO\S (17,Sbc). 

The logia in 16,28a and 17,8c are late additions. 

The only other two usages of ~1iejEa0~L worth mentioning 

are in Mt.13,3/Mk.4-,3/Lk.8,5 Cf~Y)k;f:\I o CfTTE-.(ewv lroÜ) uTTE:1ee1v __ 

compare with v.1. Cf. also Mt.14-,14- and 20,1.3.5.6) and Mk.1, 

4-5 (Jesus c;:i~i).9WV --no Origin given!-- ~~1~i0 l('\eucJ(rE:LI/ 1TO)..\~ • 

Cf. also Mk.2,13 and 6,12.34-). 

In Jn E~~etE.a-1:)o.L, having a nuance different from ~ejtaGctl, 

as is evident in 16, 28a, is not confused wi th le~to8ot.L, i. e. each 

is used with a different nuance: the latter expresses an inde

pendent personal initiative while ~1-~e1t~eo(t denotes a direct 

relation and dependence on the source of origin: it concen

trates on the "whence", as is very clear in 16,28a. 30 

2. ''H 1< E.. l v • " In the NT iil(e.LV is used rnostly in refer.ence to the 

Parousia, having the sense of "to appear": it is a terrn for 

epiphany. 

In Jn.8,4-2 it is found alongside k~E.€~E<r~d.L: 

~,w ('(d.e) EK ,ou G1:cu ~~Y)}..9ov Ko(1. ~l(W 

where the verbal tenses are to be noted. While the aorist ~\

~\Gcv refers to the punctual, historical fact, the present~K~ 

suggests a continuous epiphanic presence: I came and am present. 

In Hebr.10,7.9 ~K~, referring to Jesus' corning to the 

world, is taken frorn Ps.4-0,7(LXX), to which the author alludes. 

The final redactor of 1 Jn writes, before concluding the 

letter, the following confession: 
o·~sdlr,'-€.\/ Ön o u\os TOU {kou ~l<.€.l l<..~l b~bl.lKE:.V ~p.iv (5 ,20a) 

30The only text wherein ~\!XtlTElm is used referring to Jesus' 
origin frorn God is Jn.3,2. However, Nicodernus' staternent ctrro 
0e.oü 0~}.u&o(s has a different nuance, strictly rneaning "frorn 
the, part of God" or, as he adds, 11 o ~€.OS ~'-n • cAL'TOG • " 
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-,-
where the present ~K.~l, contrasting with the perfect bE:.öwKE.V, 

has the same nuance as it had in Jn.8,42, viz. that of a con-
.- I , ~ 

tinuous epiphanic presence on the grounds that cuTc5 ~a,lV o 

OIA'7~l\105 Stos K~\ ~UJY) C(L~v105 (5,20d). 

3. 'Arrocrrl)."><t.lV. This verb, as well as Tt€'.f-l1Ttl\/, although 

scarcely found in the Synoptics, is quite frequent in the Gos

pel of John, mostly referring to the origin of Jesus' mission. 

a) In the Synoptics we find three analogous sayings wherein 

God is called TOV °'1TO<TTE.Ü.e1v ro (p..e.): 

( i) Mt • 1 0, 40 

ö~~ti:O.l 

TC\/ ~trOG'TE::1lACl\VTd. 

~~-

(ii) Mk.9,37 par. Lk.9,48 

ös ~" E.v Twv 
/ C I 

TOlOUTWV TTOlOtWI/ 

Sf~>")TO.l [cf. 
Jn.3,5] ••• 
tJ-lE.. 'f:,~~E.T~l Kdl 

ös äv lf-A-~ öii~n~, 
OÜ 1( f.t-,l€:. 
Sl~no.l c:4).}.C( 

TOV QTTOITTE:.LAO.\IT<X 

~{.. 

Ö~~l'\TCXl TOÜTO 
' ~ I 

TO TTctlOt0V ••• 

e.µ~ oJ~H/Xt KO.l 

ßs ctv E.f-kE. 0~~)1TO,l 

ÖE.~U<AL 
ToV e1nontl),gvT~ 

~€:.. 

(iii) Lk.10 2 16 

C 

0 

rAtlE.TwV 
< -UfJ-~5 
f;~E. &ftnü· 
ö (ot) E.p.E aBuwv 

~~E.H..l 
' J ; , 

TC,J ctTTCllJ'Tel ~dVTa 

~E... 

As it is evident, we have to do with three sayings adapted to 

three different circumstances, always addressed to the disci

ples. 0f these, Mk' s is the closest to the original saying 

which apparently had an independent existence --it was added 

to the original pericope (about true greatness). The expres

sion T~V ~rro.rTe-.tXovra for God is used in reference to Jesus 

seen as the Endzeitprophet: Mt captured this viewpoint well 

when in 10,41 he adds O 5E.Xop.E.YOS Tf('O<\'~TYJV ~lS 0\/0/J-O. TIEO<i''")TOU i<.TA, 

Similarly, in Mt.15,24, which we shall study in greater detail 

(cf. p.315 - 319), Jesus answered the Syrophoenician woman: 
Cül( cttrUTix">-lW (1. ,-,d1 E.i.s TO< nebßaTct TCX cx110>-w~ON o'tKOU 'la-ect~ )-. 

(cf. also Mt.10,6). This logion is echoed in the Parable of 
1 

the vineyard, in Mt.21,37/Mk.12,6/(diff .Lk.20, 13: tTE:j,-1.1\'W), 

wherein after the lord of the vineyard had sent (~TTD<HE.\?,.uv) 

his servants, he finally sends (~ni~Ttl~~v) his son (Mk/Lk:~i~

nryT~~- In both texts Jesus says he has been sent to Israel, 

andin the Parable of the vineyard there is question of others 
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having been sent before him, i.e. the prophets. This question 

indicates that C4tTMT~AAE-l\J expressed the viewpoint that Jesus' 

coming was analogous to that of the prophets God had sent be

fore him to Israel. In the Parable of the vineyard it becomes 

clear that Jesus is the last of the prophets sent to Israel. 

Lk's substitution in 4,43b to his source's ~}~'>.8ov (Mk.1, 

38) is instructive --this pericope was studied in detail al

ready, cf. c. Three, I. As in the previous pericopes, here it 

is also a question of having been sent to Israel (v.44: Kctl ~V 

Kt)('U<rawv €.LS T~S auvct~wlOI.S T~S 'louf>cti.o.s). The change was very 

probably made in order to remove the ambiguity of E~~iecv with 

a univocal term, viz. ctrr~~T~>..iv· The fact that it was not 

substituted by the simple ~'>.Gov (or its pft. tense) suggests 

that ~TTO<rT€n~1v was a term Christologically more refined than 

either of the other two. 

b) Let us turn our attention to the relevant uses of atroa-TiJ. -

~"-'" in the Gospel of John wherein, compared with the Synoptics, 

it is by far more frequent. 

Jn.3 2 17 is the only logion wherein ctTTO~T~llc.1v is followed 

by an indication of purpose, wi th the same structure as the 1>.. -
9ov-sayings in Jn: 

• ( ' ) > I \ c. f1 ' ' c, .> ' f 

OIJ yqQ atTl:.JTUr&.\f O OE.OS TOV ULO\I E.l5 TOI/ KOO"f,-,lOY 

lV~ l<QlYYJ TO\/ lC00!--'-0\/ 01\>-.'tva awe~ () Kocrp.05 ~)l1 C(IJTOÜ 

which should be compared with 12,47b: 
ou ((CCQ) ~ieov lV<J,. K.Qll/w TO\/ KOJJJ-OV c,.}.)..'t'vci1 <Ti:iaw TOV l(~ü)-A-0\/. 

Of these, 3,17 is a more developed and later logion that 12, 

47b; it is an addition to Jesus' discourse, breaking the flow 

between v.16 and 18b (note the repetition of ·0TT1JTE:.uwv «s1.5 
auToV in 18a). The logion of 12,47b is also an addition, as 

is that of 9,39 which at first sight seems to contradict the 

other two: 
~i.s Ke[~q trw E:.1.s TOV l(OC1JJ-OV TOÜiOV ;l9ov, .l\fd. ot p.~ 
ß>-lnovTE.S ß~irrwalV Kot\ 01. ß"~inovre.s iucf>.01. ytvwVTO.l. 

There is no contradiction among any of these for in none is it 

said that Jesus himself will judge, but rather that judgment 

takes place because of him. That 3,17 is posterior to the 
other two is suggested by the fact that a similar manner of 

speaking is found in 1 Jn.4,9b: 



Ta" u,o" ouToü To\l p.ovo"E:.v~ "'n~TdliH" o ee.as 
e·ls TO'I/ l(ocrp.o" 'i'.\IQ ~~CT"Wt-'-€" St· ctUTOU 

and also in v.14b: 
1 o TTQ,.~e 01tr{n01"X1<.E..v Tbv uto\l (fulT~~ Toü Ko(f \Aou. 
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The apologetic use of Jesus' miracles in Jn.5,36 and 10, 

25b contrasts with the less pretentious acknowledgment of 

Nicodemus in 3,2: 
of&or-4~\I Ön O.ITO &e.oü el~).u-Bas OlO~al(a},.o':, • oübe.\.s i~e bU\ICllTOl 
TelÜTa ,ex a~p.~lCA lTOlE..lV ~ O'U 'TTOlÜS, E.<XV µ~ o e~o~ µE.T'o.tnoü 

while in 5,36 the dispute with the Baptist's sect is evident: 
~')'lll (6E.) {.~11) T~\I µd~Tue:OIV f-,l~l4W Toü'lc,..1<1\1\IO\J" Ta )"<X€ e.~y~ 
(~ o{hwK'-~ µ..oL O rra;i-1e ... ) 'b TTOlW µ~e,ll€E.L 1:~~l E.~ou 
(on o TTOIT")€ µ~ lilrr<:a-toiXK€V [posterior additionJ) ,, 

andin 10,25b the sense of Jesus' ~~YQ is clarified, with the 
addition to his explanation for the unbelief of the Jews: 

TCX 1e.t01 C4 E-.~W tTOLW E.V T4,) ovo !J-dTl TOÜ mneos µou [cf. 
5 ,43] ,01üra J,l<llen>e.~1 rrE..e\ E.f-lOU. 

Of these, the recognition of Jesus as a prophet in 3,2 is older. 

In the discourse about the heavenly origin of Jesus we 

read: 
öv (\'eee) dtTfE.JTH}...~v e tl~OSTO~~f--'dTaToü,G~ ActAil (3,34a) 

which is a posterior addition to v.31b.d.32.33.35. 

We find ~lT0<rTJii~1v in two sayings wherein Christ relates 

faith in him to faith in the one who sent him. In the addition 

to the discourse about witnesses to Jesus, in Jrr.5,36ff, we 

encounter the following affirmation: 
T"O\I AO~V ourcü [the Father's] ou~ €~~n. e.v uµt\l µivo\lTO. 
ÖTl Ö\I 6mio-TE:t1~v e1<.Eivos Tou„4> uµe.1~ ou tnanu E:.TE:. ( v. 38) 

and, in the insertion (6,27-29) made to the discourse about 

the bread of life we read: 
TC>OTC, E.(l"Tl\/ TO €.eyov [ ! =total sal vific work] TOÜ ee:oü 
tvc. rrL<rTE:.UY)TE:. E:ts 8v brrlcrTÜ}..E:.v il(~i\tos (v.29) 

There are also a number of sayings wh.ere the Lord invokes 

the Father asking that those who are with him may really be
lieve that He sent him. Thus in the prayer preceding the res

urrection of Lazarus 
•.. bt~ TcN i!>X'f..o\l rov rrE:QL~<rTÜ>Ta E1'tro\/, 
lVc:4 lTllfT~Uu"WO"I" OTL (l'U ,.,..~ Ol1Ti'1"T~lAd S ( 11 , 42) 

and repeatedly in the farewell prayer in Jn.17: 
(6) e.~a'V~ewa-~aou,o Övoµa ... on ... (8) iyvwcro1v~i„ews 
ÖTL TT~ea 0-0Ü ~~~~00V l<dl €m'.aTtUO"OII/ ÖTL O'O p-€. ciTr€..lfTeL}..()(S, 
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where v.8c, expressing a viewpoint complementary to v.8b, is 

very probably an addition (note the parallelism between v,7 

and v.8b). Likewise, in 17,21.23.25 we find a similar concern 

in an escalating refrain fashion: 
t'vo. o 1<.0Ci~OS TTlcrTeJ,;-i Ön CTu f-1..E..d.TTt<rTE:.L}a.~ (21b) 
'ivc>. 1tvwai<i;i o 1<.ocrtJ-015 ön .ru .,_l'- QlTla-T~LAo.S (23c) 
oOTOl E.'fv'UlCl'CI.\/ 5n cru ~'=' ~TT~ll"l"E:.l~S (25b) 

which is captured in the straightforward statement of v.3: 
a..ün1 (oi) ~<J"Tl\/ ~ dlW\J 10s 'l,w~' 1.Vd. '6lV~GKWßt\/ Cl'E , 
TO\/ / .. lOVOV bX119tvov 9€.0V l(a\ öv dtT~TE.lMXS '1riaov" 'J.,eLcrTOV. 

Concerning Jesus' origin we find the following statements 

that result from controversies with the Jews: 

42. 

8,42bc.55a 

~liJ (yct~) E.K ~€.oD E~~}...ßovl(c11.~K.w 
OUÖ~ )'~-€. ~n'E:fO.UTOÜ U.~).u0a. 
b.X).' ~KtLYOS µE. ö(TTE.<rTE.L),,E.V 

7,28b-29 
>'(" ' , ' ' 

OIOo(TE no0€.\/ E.l~l 1(0(~ 

~TT, E.f-,lciUTOU OUI( tk~ >- .,9 o<, 

;1,)J'to-T1v bivi9L\Jos 
C TTE;.~Li\io. s ~\.E:., 

'- :, > / ;, ' 
55. Kdl OUK E.4'\/luKdT(;; otUTOV 

Gyw Sr;_ oLSo. otuTov. 
Sv ö~~'l out< o1S01n, · , ... ..,. ., , 
E.tW Ol ()( olUTOV 

Ön TT()(e' OIUTOÜ U t-,ll 
KctKE.WO\ µ.€ d.1T~<rTE.LAf:.V. 

As is clear from this doublet, which in c.8 has been intention

ally spli t, the phrase ~l<.E.L\l~S 1-AE. o1rr~O"TE.1A(;\/ was "movable"; i t 
adds a complementary viewpoint to ~rr' k.p.ctuTou cuK ~l11).u0o( . It is 

tobe noted that 8,52-55 is an insertion that disrupts the dis

course on Jesus' existence before Abraham was. On the other 

hand, in 7, 29 \<.OKE.t\Jo~ µE. c,,~E:'.<rTE:IAt\/ disrupts the older chiastic 

structure of 7,28b-29. 

him: 

In Jn.10,36 Jesus retorts to those who wanted to stone 

Öv o TlC:H~e ~tld<n\J l(<Xl '1.TT"C"rE.l\E.\/ G.LS TIN l<.Olfµo\/ u~e'.i~ 
AfJE:.1€ ÖTL BAO.J(\H'jP,.€.LS, Ön e;'tno\/' )'tos [Tou] SE.Oll t:.'LJ. .. ll; 

Given the unexpected change to the 3d person and the matter 

being argued, it seems that v.36a is a posterior addition. 

~rroa,ii)..~LV is also used in two sayings wherein a continu

ity of the mission began by Jesus on behalf on the Father is 

established. In the farewell discourse we find the following 

insertion: 
l(c,.9ws ~JJ-G. oi.rr&T€.l)..Cl(s €.L~ TOV l<OITI-J-OV, 
i<.b.yw cilT{..GTu>.d o.uTolls E:.t~ ro11 1<.01J}rnv c 17, 18) 

andin 20,21b the risen Lord tells his disciples: 
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1-<.cxGws drrJo-T~AKfv p.€. 0 TI"ciT~e l(dyW TIE.,~1TW Uj-ld~. 
Finally, in,the discourse of the bread of life, where 

6,51-58 are a Eucharist-oriented insertion (note the refer

ences to flesh, and especially blood, thus far absent, and the 

Wiederaufnahme of v.50a in v.58a): 

i<ct&ws cml<rTEl°?l.~v f->-E. o l,wv TTaT~( \(d.)W ~w bt~TOV ITCIITE.eot (57a). 

The only time when cl.lTOlfTE°).\HV with respect to Jesus is 

used by Paul is in Gal.4,4 --and here as a composite: 

ÖrE. 8e. ;Aeev TC 11)-~~CJlf-l(j ,cü ~eovotJ, E.~Cili~<fTEÜE:.\/ 

o 9E.os Tov uto" a0Toü, tE-"Jl--'-~"OI/ E.1< ~\.lVo(lKcs, ••. 

0ther references to God having sent Jesus are found in 

Acts 3,20.26; 10,36 and 1 Jn.4,10. Before we evaluate the 

implications of the uses of anorrr~).).~lV we must study with Spe

cial attention the logion of Mt.15,24. 

c) Sent to the house of Israel: Mt.15,24.3 1 

The logion of Mt. 15 '24, OUI( ciTr~O"T~).ti" {\ 1-01 tl.S T~ n-eoßc(Tq 
Tct omo)-<JJAOTd Oll<OU 'Ia-~Cl\~A' has been classed with the ·;~oo\/-logia 

by A. Harnack and R. Bultmann, 32 and certainly deserves special 

consideration. I have excluded it from the ~Xeov group of lo

gia mainly on account of its form: different verb employed and 

absence of an infinitive of purpose. 

This logion is found only in Matthew. V.23-24 are absent 

in the Mkan parallel of the story of the Canaanite woman. As 

is generally recognized, it is not a Mkan omission but a Mtan 

addition. V.24 had itself a separate (independent?) existence 

for not only is it absent in Mk but hardly responds to the 

disciples' request (v.23). 33 It is a doublet with v.26. The 

logion can be isolated without affecting the flow of the ac

count.34 An analogous saying is found in Mt.10,6. The intro

duction of this logion responds to a fixed idea of Mt, which 

is already discernable in the redactional v.23 and the trans-

31A bibliography on the perico~e Mt.15 21-28/Mk.7,24-30 
can be found in T. Lovison, "La per1.copa deila Cananea, Mt. 
15,21-28," RivB 19(1971/72J, 273 (273-305). 

32 11 Ich bin gekommen" 4, 20f; ST 153. 
33Jeremias, Promise 26; Trilling, Wahre Israel 101; Grund

mann, Mt 375; Schweizer, .!'1!; 214; Boismarcf;Synopse 235. 
34When we abstract from the logion of v.24 the perico~e 

offers a structure similar to that of Mt.20,29-34/Mk.10,46-52. 
Cf. Klostermann, Mt 135, and Trilling, QJ2.c1.t. 101 n,16. 
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cription of v.22 in direct speech. 

There is little room for doubt that Mt.10,6 and 15,24 are 

closely related and have as a background Ezek.34 and Jer.27,6: 

Mt.10,6 Mt.15,24 Ezek.34,15a.16a.30b 

TTOe€UE.08E. tok.) 
,-.wJ,.).ov , 
rreo~ Tel treoßotroc 
Td ~rro}.1.u).oTo! 

OUI( C1.ITWiO.k~\/ 
E.~ }-A.~ , 
1:: 1 s "Ta TI eo ~O( Toc 
TO. OITTo)..wXon~ 

O(Kol.J 1(je0\~).. o'i'.Kol.l 'la-ect~~-
Jer.27,6a(LX:X:): TTQOß~TO( arro).w\oroc 

tyW ßocrK~crw 

Ta tre6ßo<Td ~ou 
TO ,l1.rrf).~).os ~rini(J"w 
l<.ctl d.UiOl ):a.os /J-OU 

olKos 'hreo< ~). ••• 
~'ti~"~ Bri o }.o.os µou. 

Which of the two logia, if any, is older is difficult to de

termine with certitude. That 15,24 is at least pre-Mtan in 

origin can be deduced from the fact that it was introduced here 

by Mt; it previously had a separate existence. 35 The vocabu

lary of neither is characteristically Mtan. 

J. Jeremias has argued for the Semitic character of Mt. 

15,24, as a sure indication that it was pronounced by Jesus. 36 

However, the use of the passive brrE.crr~X~v need not go back to 

the Aramaic; 37 ou1<. ••• E.i. 1--l~, which is not rare in the Syn, is 

not only always preserved by Mt when he finds it in his Mkan 

source, but is also introduced in 12,24; 14,17 and 16,4 so that 

one need n~t argue ~ fortiori for a Semitism and one can think 

of a Mattheism. 38 The preposition ~lS, instead of ne~S, after 

~rrror~).~v is not unique to the LXX, nor necessarily a Semitism 

either. 39 Thus, from the linguistic standpoint it need not 
40 have had an Aramaic background. Since linguistic considera-

tions are not decisive we must turn to the role these logia 

play in their present contexts and the gospel of Mt at large. 

41 Mt.10,5b-6 is not in its original context. Its markedly 

35Thus also Jeremias Promise 26 n.2. However, he argues 
that "elsewhere Matthew aiways has ciTTOcrTe n1:-1v rreds nvo.. (21. 34 
37; 23. 34; 27. 18)" but he underestimates 8, 31 (cf. also 14, 35; 20, 2). 

36Qil.cit. 26 + n.2, 27. 
37Thus also H. Schürmann, "Mt 10,5b-6 und die Vorgeschichte 

des synoptischen Aussendungsberichtes,,_" in Neutestamentliche 
Aufsätze (FS J. Schmid), Regensburg 1~63, 271 n.8. 

38cf. Trilling, ~ Israel 100. 
39see Bl-D §207(1)1 Zerwick, Greek §97f, Moule, Idiom-Book 

67f, and Turner, NTGk II, 256. 
40similarly Trilling, QI).cit. 100, and Schürmann, art.cit. 

271 n.8. - - -
41 Schürmann, art.cit., concludes that it introduced /// 
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Semitic formulation, 42 its reference to Samaria, and its sharp 

contrast with the instruction of Mt.28,19, 43 are aspectswhich 

contrast with 15,24 and suggest that it is older. The saying 

of 10,5b-6 can be considered as having been formulated in view 

of and for a concrete situation, while that of 15,24 is a pro

grammatic saying of greater messianic-nationalistic radicality 
44 than 10,5b-6. The logion of 15,24 brings that of 5,18bc to 

mind and suggests a similar origin. Except for the anarthrous 

o'lKou 'Icrea~~, which suggests a Semitic construct-state --oi1<.ou 
being epexegetica145-- the logion of Mt.15,24 is not necessar

ily Semitic. This latter logion not only does not spring from 

a natural context or condition46 but its preservation andin

clusion in its present context is, in contrast with 10,5b-6, 

not difficult to understand. It fits one of Mt's favorite 

themes, which W. Trilling has masterfully studied: Das Wahre 

Israel, Jesus being presented as the promised Messiah sent to 

but rejected by Israel (note the "son of David" which Mt put 

on the woman's lips in v.22!). 

The radicality of the statement in Mt.15,24 serves to un

derline the opposition between rejection and'acceptancelfaith. 

The verb cirro<rre:A~etv brings forth Jesus' Messiahship: he is the 

end-time prophet sent by God to Israel. As in the story of the 

eure of the Centurion's servant, it is the aspect of acceptancel 

faith that is underlined. 4? The whole pericope, thanks to the 

insertion of the logion of v.24, illustrates the rejection by 

III Lk.10,8-11. See also Boismard, Synopse 163. 
42Jeremias, Promise 19 n.3-5, 20 + n.2-4. 
43see esp. Trilling, Wahre Israel 101f. , 
44Trilling, QQ. ci t. 100. On the sense of E.L f'Al~ see esp. 

Beyer Semitische Symax I, 102ff. 
45It is not partitive but refers to all of Israel in its 

condition of lost (cf. 9,38;. 18,12 par.). Thus Jeremias~ <m_. 
c.i:t. 26 n.3, and after him walker, Heils~eschichte 61 n.07. 
Bonnard, M:t. 232, misread Jeremias when he states that he ~ook 
it as partitive --Bonnard also considers it tobe epexegetic. 

46To pronounce such a statement to a Jewish audience would 
have sounded natural to them, if not unnecessary. To state it 
precisely when Jesus went to pagan territory leads one to ask 
why he went there if he was sent only for "the house of Israel". 
After all, he cured the Centurion's servant! 

47This has been studied in detail by H.J. Held, "Matthäus 
als Interpret der Wundergeschichten 11 in G. Bornkamm et al. 
Ueberlieferung .un,g_ Ausle~ im. Matthäusevangelium, Neukirchen 
1968, 155-287, esp. 168- 71 and 186-189. See also Trilling, 
QQ. Cl t. 104f. 
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Israel and the acceptance of Christ by the non-Jews (cf. v.28a). 

The logion of Mt.15,24 originated in a Judeo-Christian 

milieu, very probably of Palestine, 48 in a circle similar --if 

not the same-- as that responsible for 5,18bc, i.e. a conser

vative group which clung to their old Jewish ways and possibly 

was opposed to the Gentile mission. 49 The logion is used by 

Mt not to give support to such an outlook but to correct it, 

as he did in 5,17ff. The opposition Canaanite50-Israelite, 

which recalls the veterotestamentary antipathy on religious 

grounds, and the opposition between our logion and the woman's 

faith --and consequent granting of her request,-- indicate the 

ultimate reason for Mt's use of this logion here and the les

son he intended. 

From the above discussion it follows that the logion of 

15,24 is a secondary formation of the older 10,5b-6, 51 which 

Mt assumed for a precise purpose. It is therefore useless to 

ask for its authenticity, which often has been argued totally 

in a vacuum on the basis of its Semitic appearance and espe

cially on the basis of the particularism it indeed describes 

by itself. 52 

Remains for us to ask for the sense dlT€.O'Td.).1>J has in this 

48Grundmann, Mt 375; Bultmann, ST 163, 
49This is Bultmann's opinion, ST 163; however it is re

jected by Jeremias, Promise 28. 
50Mt has 1ctvdvdla in v.22, while Mk describes her as Syro

phoenician (of origin) and Greek (by religion) in v.26; Mt's 
viewpoint is purely religious, not geographical. 

51 This was already indicated by E. von Dobschütz, "Mat
thäus als Rabbi und Katechet," ZNW 27(1928) 339. Thus also 
Kümmel, Promise 85, Trilling, Wahre Israel io5 (who considers 
it tobe "eigene Bildung des Matthäus", but in p.172 he states 
that 15~24 is a secondary formation of 10,6!), Boismardl Syn
~ 16,. To the contrary, Grundmann, Mt 375, sees 10,b de
veloping out of 15,24. 

52Thus esp. Jeremias, QQ.cit. 27: "Matthew's otl:y: reason 
for preserving this logion in spite of its repellen imtlica
tion was that it bore the stamp of the Lord's authority (un
derlining mine). But, if it was so "repellent" one may won
der why it was not simply omitted, as surely other logia were, 
or somehow rephrased, or even couched so as to soften it. Yet, 
it is Mt's purpose that gives us the key for its preservation, 
and not its presumed origin in J·esus. Lovison, "Cananea" 296f, 
follows Jeremias to the letter. Grundmann, Mt 375, considers 
its origin in Jesus onl;y as "möglich". To the contrary, Bult
mann, ST 163, and Trilling, Q.Q.cit. 105, consider it tobe of 
ecclesial origin. 
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logion. It is unquestionably different from that in Jn where 

the stress is on the not rare "from God" and "to the world"; 

in Jn it has a definite epiphanic sense. 53 In Mt.15,24 how

ever, ~rrE:.J"Tct>.~v expresses Jesus' messiaship, seen from the 

prophetic angle; he is the eschatological prophet, the final 

envoy of God (passive aor.!) to Israel. The fact that no spe

cific purpose for the sending is mentioned in this logion 

leaves the whole weight on this decisive event: the envoy of 

God was sent to Israel as promised. 

Let us evaluate and summarize the considerations to which 

the chain of <1-ttca,e,).).uv -passages have been leading us. The 

first observation is that <Arroa.~).).t-w in respect to the rela

tion Jesus-God is extremely rare in the Synoptics while it is 

quite frequent in the gospel of John. While in the Syn God/ 

the Father is never named in connection with this term, it is 

always named in Jn. In the Syn we find T~V b.nocr-,el}o.vT<11(µE:) as 

a descriptive circumloquium for God (Lk.10,16 and Mt.10,40par.); 

in Jn it is never used in this manner. In Jn it is rather o 
1 

TT~f-l'V~S (µ") that is used: was i t to avoid confusing Jesus wi th 

one of the many "sent ones" by a god in the pagan world?54 

From the 28 times that cirTO<TT~}.).Gl\/ is used in Jn, 17 refer to 

Jesus' relation to the sender and,they are always found on his 

lips. This suggests that c:xTTO<rTE}..}..H\/ in this connection has 

great Christological importance for the Johannine tradition. 

Only in Lk.4,43 and Jn.3,17 is there a specific reason given 

for his having been sent. In the Johannine theology there was 

no need to precise any particular mission of Jesus as the sent 

one; the fact that when ~rro.rr~>.}..Hv is used and the relation 

Jesus-God/the Father is (always!) indicated, means nothing 

53versus Bultmann, SI'. 155f. See Harnack, "Ich bin gekom
men" 22f, and Jeremias, Promise 27. The passive aor. of dno -
~r~}~~lV is never used in Jn, as Jeremias pointed out. 

54The only exception may be the final Johannine redactor's 
translation into Greek of Silöam, in 9,7, in as much asbrrE:~T~).
µ~vos may be intended to refer to Jesus as "the fountain of 
living water". Cf. C.H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the 
Fourtli Gos~el,.,,_ Cambridge 1963,,. 184, and K. Müller_,. "Joh 9,_7 und 
das jüdisc e v erständnis des öiloh-Spruches," BZ 1~F 13 ( 19o9), 
251-256, esp. 256. Only John the Baptist, who was an important 
WitneSS to Jesus, iS called (av9ewrros) 6rlTt<l'Tc\\~i\/oS tTOI{?~ Qe,o0, in 
Jn.1 ,6. 
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more than that Jesus' presence in the world as the sent one is 

an Epiphanie revelatory presence: he is the manifestation of 

God to the world; who sees Jesus and believes in him sees and 

believes in the sender. 55 

Our sketchy study of the drtolJ'Tf).)..uv -passages, when com

pared with the iQ~e.aGctl ones, allows us to infer that the for

mer is a term used at a stage in tradition later than that when 

~e~eaG~l was predominant. This is suggested by the fact that 

most of the Ö.noure.),).e.tv -sayings are found in Jn and are inser

tions made to an earlier text. 

4. nev.new. This verb is most frequent in the Gospel of John, 

wherein it occurs 24 times. It always refers to the one who 

sent Jesus and is always found on his lips. While bnocr,i).}..e.w 
was never used as a ti tle, rriµnet\l is always used thus in Jn, 

which makes of it the nominal complement to the exclusively 

verbal use of a'ITOaT~\).uv . ·o rriµ.I\Jo.s (!-l~) is a circumloquium for 

God who reveals himself through Jesus. When the sender is ex

plicitly named alongside o lTE.~~as t-tE.. it is always the Father 

(5,23.37; 6,44; 8,16.18; 12,49; 14,24). In,Jn.4,34; 5,30; 

6,38.39 and 12,49 Jesus' sending is said to take place in or

der to do the will of the sender, while 5,23.24.37; 6,44; 7, 

16.18.28; 8,16.18.26.29; 12,44.45; 13,20; 14,24; 15,21 present 

Jesus as the human revelation of God, as it is clearly phrased 

in 12,45: 

b Oe.wew" ~p.e. Gt.W(?E.L TOV TT~µ.i\io.VT~ ~€. (cf. also 14, 9). 

In the Synoptics -rri.1-'-TTE:l\/ is never used to indicate Jesus' 

coming into the world. The only exception is the Lkan version 

of the Parable of the Vineyard, where TT~tAlTE:t\/ is found in 20, 11 a. 

12a and especially v.13 which refers to Jesus: 
'j' r- C. ' , \ ,, ' , , 

E.LTTE;\/ {oe) 0 l(ueto~,., TTE.~4:w TC\I U\0\/ ~Oll TCV Ol'J!'Olln)TOV, 

The change from ~TTO.rTÜ).e.,v to tri.J,,\TTH\I is due to Lk, evidence of 

which is to be found in the "forgotten" (t~)o<ttonÜ\e,v in v.10. 

The only NT writing aside from the Gospels wherein wefind 

n-~,-...ne.11/ as referring to Jesus is Rom.8,3: 

o {kos TO\I ~OIUTOÜ utov 1l€.!--l~DIS '-" o~olu'.i~Ol"Tl <rotel<.O\ .... 

55see further the considerations put forward by E.Haenchen, 
"Der Vater, der mich gesandt hat," NTS 9(1962/63), 208-216, and 
Miranda, Der Vater 8-21. --
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It should be noted that nei ther otro<rr~·nfw nor n~)-lTTW./ is 

used as a title, i.e. Jesus is never ealled "the sent one. 11 

The predieate onl~*~s (~t), whieh refers to Jesus' relation 

to the Father, has its origin in the awareness that Jesus' 

eoming into the world is wholly due to the Father's initiative, 

his revelatory and salvifie will, whieh means that the suffer

er of the aetion of ~TTOrrT~U~tv is the revealer of God: in him 

the Father is seen and heard. The Son is the hand and the 
, .J , \ 

voiee of the Father. Thus, IT{.t-1-TTE::l\/, as f'.l\TIO<TTÜ11,f.tV , is an ae-

tion-verb of Epiphanie eharaeter, andin this respeet hardly 

differs from the uses of ~~~W0Ql we have studied. 56 Neverthe

less, the terms E.~'f'.ta9o<l and brro.rrÜAetV /nE.J-mH\/ bring forth par

tieular nuanees of their own whieh grosso modo ean be deseribed 

as follows: 

~xea-80ll 
- The initiative for the aetion 

eoneentrates on the one who 
performs it, i.e. who eomes; 

- it eoneeives the aetion as the 
personal (self) free-will of 
the one who eomes; 

- the viewpoint is prophetie; 
Jesus is the promised savior; 

- it gives expression to the 
"whereto" and "what for" of 
Jesus' mission; it is Esehato
logieal in outlook; 

- the attention eoneentrates 
primarily on the "eomer" and 
thus is mainly Christologieal; 
i.e. attention is direeted 
to Jesus himself ( o '=e~cp.ecvos ) 

- it is expressed in the aorist 
(Syn) with a perfeetive sense 
or in the perfeet (Jn) denot
ing a eontinuous presenee; 

- it deseribes an aeeomplishing 
aetion initiated by God (whieh 
is not explieitated); it is 
dynamie movement; 

~ ''). . 1 
OffTO<rTe/\ E:.l\l/TTE.µne.11/ 

-the initiative is thought as 
eoming from the one who 
sends; 

-it eoneeives the aetion as 
obedienee and submission to 
the will of the sender; 

-the viewpoint is that of 
revelation; Jesus is the 
revelation of God; 

-it gives expression to the 
"wherefrom" of Jesus' origin; 
it is Protologieal in out
look; (heaven-bound); 

-the attention eoneentrates 
primarily on the "sender" and 
thus is mainly Theologieal; 
i.e. attention is direeted 
to God/the Father ( o rr~t-'--1-'a.s ) 

-it is expressed primarily in 
the aorist and expresses a 
historieal punetual aetion; 

-it explieitates whenee the 
inertial aetion of eoming 
originates; 

56The Epiphanie eharaeter of these verbs of sending be
eomes more evident in the use of n-l~n&1\/ (Jn.14-,26; 15 26; 16, 
7e) ~ o'\1TC«TTE,).}. ~IV (Lk.24-14-9; 1 Pet. 1, 12) · and t-e~Med.l (Mf. 3, 16; 
Jn.~~8~; _15,26; 16,?b.13; Aets 1 ,8; 19,6) for the eoming of 
the ;::;pirit. 
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- it embraces the totality of 
Jesus' life and work on earth, 
thus a reason for the coming 
is given (esp. in Syn); 

-it embraces the totality of 
God's revelation qua revela
tion, i.e. as God's epiphany 
in Jesus; thus no specific 
reason for the sending is 
needed; 

- the interest is more on the 
"what" (Was) of the event. 

-the interest is more on the 
"that" (Dass) of the event. 

5. K~Toßd~~~- Used to refer to Jesus' descent from heaven 

Kd.T«ßd(I/E,t\/ is found only in the gospel of John (1,51; 3,13; 

6,33.38.41.42.50.51.58), and is a verbalization of the well 

known l<.c:\TO.- o.v~ßOW"tS schema in Jn and predominant in Gnostic 

writings. In Jn it has an Epiphanie character and is taken 

from the OT, as is most evident in the uses in Jn.6: it pic

tures God "living in heaven". 

In 1 Th.4,16 it refers to the Parousia, the time when the 

l<UQlOS l(C(TO. ß~a-C::TO\l an) Oue_Ci'/O·u. In Eph. 4, 9f again we find the 

KdTct- &vaßqa1s schema but applied to Christ's Incarnation and 

Glorification. 

Ko.To-ßai'.v~lV is also used for the coming of the Spirit at 

Jesus' baptism in Mk.1,10 par. (and only here!) as well as for 

the coming of the mysterious angel that sat on the stone he 

had removed from Jesus' tomb, in Mt.28,2. 

G. The Coming of the Baptist. 57 

The arrival on the scene of John the Baptist is described 

in different terms: 

Mt. 3 2 1 Mk.1 24 Lk.3 2 2b.3a 

~tlV HO en f-1-d 91;ou 
, , 'T ' ' '=oft l oJ(j vv ll" .. . 

Kdl fr}.lk\J 
E.i.S rrö.a-ov ... 

Jn.1 26a.7a 

~rEV~TO C1.V9ewTIO~ 
C',JltO-TO.f!l-:lENO s 
rra.ect \)eoo'ü ... 
OÖTO\ Y\}.!)Q.~ 
~\s ~~e,ue u1.v · · • 

There is no doubt that his presence is seen as that of an en

voy of God (cf. Mk.1,2f par. = Mal.3,1 + Isa.40,3), sharing,in 

the coming of the long-awaited beloved one of God, whom John 

characterized as the o e.~~O}-Lt\JOS. Tbis is best captured by Mt 

when he introduces the public appearance of Jesus in the same 

terms as he did for the Baptist: rrcxeo.ylVE:TO.L o '1110-oiJs ( 3, 13). 

57on the coming of Elijah see c. Three, IV. 
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We have already studied the logion wherein Jesus spoke of 

the ascetic manner in which his forerunner had carried out his 

mission, in Mt.11,18/Lk.7,33. In an analogous manner Jesus 

bore witness to the righteousness of the Baptist's life when 

he told the Pharisees: 
~).O~v (yote) 'Jhlcivv.,~ n~os uµas '" obQ btK.C1locrovri5 
1<0..1. ou1<. f.lTtCTTE:.ucran. o.uT4> (Mt. 21 , 32a) 

wherein ~lbt\/ has the implied sense of "he carried out his God 

entrusted mission," as indicated by the reproach, "and you did 

not believe him" --which supports our explanation of the sense 

of ;·i 9o\/ in the logia we studied. 

Only in Jn.1,31 do we hear the Baptist speaking as an en

voy, in a manner analogous to that used by Jesus in Mt.11,18f/ 

Lk.7,33f: , , 
tvo. <piXVE.ew9~ r~ ,l(l"~n~1>- btci ToGTo 71>-.\)o" ~'tw 
E.\/ lS bO<TL ßctrrr{l,wv. 

The part. ßc;xnTt~W\/ describes the manner in which the main ac

tion, viz. ~ieov' took place, i.e. his mission. 

Finally, the uses of ieica~~l in connection with the fu

ture coming of the Son of Man are not tobe forgotten. The 

fact that the verb fe~f~9a1 is used throughout57 and never 

q,at\/€11/ or (l)O(V~eoüv, 58 is not only in conformity wi th Dan. 7, 13 

but also attests to the epiphanic character of the verb €'.€~fa90ll 

when used in referring to the earthly appearance of the his

torical Jesus. This is all the more transparent in the gospel 

of John where Jesus employs ~~~E€G~t when speaking of his fu

ture coming in 14,3.18.28; 21,22.23. Similarly in Acts 1,11c; 

1 Cor.4,5b; 11,26b and 2 Th.1,10, as well as the frequent in

dications in the Apocalypse of the coming of the Lord. 59 

57Mt.10~23b; 16~27a par.; 16,28b; 24,30b par.t 24,44 par.; 
25,31a· 26 64 par.; Dk.18 8, not ~o mention the inairect ref
ences {Mt.21,40 par.; 25 10.19; etc.) and the warning against 
false Messiahs in Mt.24,5 par.; Jn.10,8; 2 Cor.11,4; 2 Pet.3,3; 
and 1 Jn.2,18; 4,3. 

58Noteworthily, (fo.iVtlV is used for the appearance of the 
risen Christ only by Lk (in 24,11) and ~ctVteoOl/only in Jn (21, 
1,14) and the long ending of Mk (16,12.14). · 

59Apoc.1,7; 5,7; 6,L3.5.7; 16,15; 19,7; 22,7.12; 23,17. 
20. 
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Conclusion. 

The passages we have pointed out, wherein ~e~tu9~L is 

used in a significant manner, support my earlier contention 

that the use of this verb in the ~~0CN-sayings, which consti

tute the object of our study, became important. If originally 

it served to form the idiomatic expression "my purpose/in

tention is to ... ," as J. Jeremias held, 6O the early Church 

found a value and significance in this verb. 

The fact that in the Synoptics it is especially the 1iOov 
form of speech that predominates, in contrast with the frequent 

use of b.nocnh}€.1 v in John, is an indication of the difference 

in their outlooks and Christologies. The Synoptics' weight on 

E-eXf(f0on is indicative of a Christology "from below" and its 

content refers to Jesus' messiahship, while the Johannine em

phasis on the perf. t:,).{1).ul}oi. , o.TTO<TT~UHv and ne~,TT(l\J is indica

tive of a Christology "from above", which presents Jesus as the 

pre-existing and glorious Son of God (cf. 20,31). The devel

opment in understanding and appreciation of who Jesus was and 

what he continues to mean, reveals itself in as simple a trait 

as the vocabulary used. This development moves from the simple 

~1}00"11 of the Synoptics to the Incarnational o.TToG"T€).).tt\l of John, 

-- already revealed by Lk in his explication of Mk.1,38d (~~

~).9ov) with o.ne:.<iT~At"JV· A synthesis of both Christological out

looks is found in 1 Tim.1,15b. A tendency to point to Jesus' 

origin seems tobe manifest in the Synoptics' replacement of 

the simple ~).0c'1 by "the Son of Man" in some logia. 

The number of times that o E-e~fp.~vc5 is used, be i t in a 

titular or a disguised manner, suggests that the early Church 

saw in Jesus the expected Messiah. This awareness lies behind 

many authoritative uses of ~iecv and comes to the fore in the 

titular & te'J_o 1--'-~"t'S and in significant uses of letE:(fGO.L. By 

observing the uses of related verbs, the particular nuances 

and importance of the choice orteXuP~L to express the self

revelation of God comes sharply to the fore. It is not, how

ever, a revelation for its own sake --it is for this reason 

that an infinitive of purpose is included. 

6O11 schicht" 167. Jeremias, however, does not take into 
account the subsequent relation logion-context, and the in
terpretative influence of the former on the la~ter. 



C H A P T E R S E V E N 

A NEW LOOK AT THE SYNOPTIC HA8ON-LOGIA 

In this final chapter we shall reconsider the'~}90\/-logia 

in the light of our research into uses of this form of speech 

outside the Synoptic Gospels, andin the light of known 1st 

cent. messianic expectations, as well as within the theologi

cal perspective of each Gospel. 

A. 'H}.gov in the Light of the OT, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. 

We have found no direct positive elucidation on the usage 

of the~\9ov form of speech in the literature outside Palestine. 

In the Old Testament, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha however, we 

have found the following noteworthy usages of "to come" which 

by the via neßativa circumscribe the significance of Y\iGov: 
1. in the mouth of a human messenger, especially that of 

angels coming from God with the purpose of transmiting a mes

sage or of making a revelation. The use of ~\8ov in the Gos

pels, corresponds to neither of these. Jesus is not an @ge

lus interpres: he is neither an angel nor a bringer of apoca

lyptic revelations. Furthermore, in none of our logia isthere 

a question of simply bringing a message; they all are con~ern

ed with Jesus' soteriologically intertded action and initiative. 

The only exception one could think of is Mt.5,17, but here too 

the "fulfilment" of the Law is tobe understood in terms of 

words as well as deeds. Thus, it is unsatisfactory to propose 

that behind the Syn {1}Bov1 lies the idea of Jesus the messenger. 

2. "I have come" used emphatically to underline the pres

ence of the one speaking (Num.22,38; Jos.5,14; 1 Sam.17,45). 

In our ;}Sov-logia, it is the infinitive of purpose that over

sha,dows the "I have come" statement. lt is, therefore, not an 

emphatic literary device. The emphatic ~}Qcv is found in Jn, 

1In Jn ~n9<rr~\)Et~ is used, without indication of a spe
cific purpose (except in 3,17), and often in relation to God/ 
the Father, to indicate thereby Jesus' presence as revelatory: 
who sees Jesus sees the Sender (14,9). 
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. , 
where it is preceded by the pronoun EtW (9,39; 10,10b; 12,46; 

18,37; etc.). 

3. Yahweh's theophanic appearances are sometimes de

scribed with the aid of the verb "to come" (eg. Ex.19,9; 20, 

24b; Hos.11,9). Hi,s presence is likewise made manifest in 

dreams and through angels. Jesus' presence among men, however, 

was not just "an apparition," but a historical --in time and 

space concretized-- presence as a man among men; it was neither 

spontaneous nor ethereal. 

We can therefore reaffirm our earlier conclusion: the ~),.

Gov of our logia does not reproduce that of the OT and related 

literature. Furthermore, the "I have come" of messengers falls 

short of that of Jesus and, Yahweh's theophanic "comings" ex

cel the ~\So~ of Jesus in so far as he does not thereby claim 

to b'e Yahweh; that may well be the Church' s understanding but 

not Jesus'. We have here an upper (theophany) and a lowerlim

i t (messenger). 

The fact that Yahweh uses "to come" t9 refer to his theo

phanic appearance, as well as to his futur~ coming, and that 

no prophet ever uses this form of speech is not without inter

est. Prophets are sent; they are conscious of it and put it 

in words. Now, the use of Y)A~O~ in the logia we are studying 

is, although stereotyped, not accidental but intentional and 

suggests that the choice Of ;heOV, and not aIT~rrT~\~V, expresses 

both the self-willingness of his coming and the authority of 

one who is more than a prophet. This is further underlined by 

the use of Son of Man in some of our logia. The references 

made in the NT to Jesus as Ö eQ~OJJ-Evo5 are added indications 
of this. We are touching the messianic question (further §B). 

4. A fourth, and by far the most abundant significant 

usage of the verb "to come", especially in the OT, is in con

nection with the future coming of Yahweh --what is generally 

classed as messianic expectations. Even if it is evident that 

the messianic announcements cannot be limited to the usage of 

any one term, it is nonetheless interesting to observe that 

the verb "to come" is not rarely used in texts that announce 

the future coming of Yahweh himself or of one of his special 

envoys. Thus, such important passages as Gen.49,10; Mal.3,1f; 
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Zech.2,14; 9,9; and Dan.7,13 speak of a future coming of ames

sianic personage. 0ne may therefore wonder whether ·~\&ov ex

presses the realization of the actualization of these andother 

announcements in the person of Jesus. Even though absolute 

certainty cannot be gained, we have to look at this possibility 

in greater detail. 
A messianic realization captured in the apparently neutral 

~1Gov is suggested by (1) the titular usage of the pregnant ex

pression O E.exo~\t\/OS, which we have studied in detail (p. 288-

300); (2) the coming of the Kingdom (cf. esp. Mk.11,10 par.); 

(3) the verbal reaction of the demons to Jesus' presence (cf. 

p .209-221 ) , and ( 4) the J ohannine usages of E.Q~~u-Got.L which we 

studied (esp. Jn.4,25; 7,31.41f). All of these place us in an 

eschatological perspective: they bring out the realizationthat 

with Jesus the new aeon has dawned, that God has pronounced his 

final and definitive word in the Word made flesh. This came 

clearly out in the demons' cry (Mk.1,24 par.; Mt.8,29), in the 

assurance given that Elijah, the forerunner of the Messiah, had 

already come ()1i&~5, Mk.9,13/Mt.17,12) --a dispute which is 

placed between the Transfiguration and the healing of a child 

with a demon!-- andin the Baptist's question whether Jesus is 

the o 'f.etbp.f:.JOS (Mt.11,3/Lk.7,19), to which the response is 

given in terms of the prophetic announcement of Isa.35,5 and 

61,1 and finds an echo in the acclamation of the triumphant 

entry into Jerusalem. 

It is noteworthy that the last reference in the Syn to 

Jesus' coming is the acclamation Eu~o~,1µi.-"c5 o ~Qj~µEa.vo~ at the 

triumphant entry into Jerusalem. It is the open recognition 

that Jesus' coming is the inauguration of the messianic era. 

The eschatology that ~~1~cr~~L makes shine forthin the 

passages we have been considering is not a realized but an 

inaugurated eschatology. 2 This can be deduced not only from 

the fact that our ~~~o~-sayings have a unique paradigmatic 

value, which served as a basis for the Church's attitudes and 

2similarlJ Robinson ~ ang, His Coming 81 and passim, 
who describes 1t thus: "It looked, ••• , not for another coming 
of Christ, but to the certain reduction of all things to the 
Christ who had come and whose 'coming to his own', alike in 
victory andin visitation, was from now on the ult1mate and 
most pressing reality with which men mustreckon." (p.161). 
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orientations.3 Such an eschatological outlook presupposes 

Jesus' messiahship, i.e. the early Church saw in ~k~cv --in

dependent of whether Jesus ever used this expression or not,-

an affirmation of Jesus' messiahship. The Church.' s view is ex

pressed as much in the demons • cry as in the o Ee~o~l~"os pas

sages. 

B. The 9 Ht.tlOV-logia and Jesus' Messiahship. 

We shall in the following pages reconsider the ;ieo~-logia 

in the light of the messianic conceptions of the 1st cent. focus

ing, therefore, on the infinitives of purpose. We concentrate 

here more on the content and the elucidRtions it may contribute 

toward a fuller understanding of the usage of ~)..'9ov than on the 

form. 

1. The 1-:':~ voµtcrn,e. logia. Two logia, both only in Mt (5, 17 and 

10,34) have a prefatory clause in the form 1-AY\ \JOj-lL<fr')•E. Ön .••. 

These clauses were recognized tobe due most probably to the 

final Mtan redactor. This clause, which is more than just a 

literary device for the sake of emphasis, was intended to pre

vent misunderstandings about Jesus' mission in relation to his 

messiahship which, in the light of current Jewish conceptions, 

Jesus apparently did not fulfil. 

a. Mt.5 2 17 is the first of these logia. It was part of the 

living messianic expectations that the (Davidic) Messiah would 

settle all the disputes about the Law and provide the definite 

interpretation. 4 That Jesus would have done precisely this, 

even though in an unexpected manner, can be taken on the count 

of his messiahship. 5 The yl~ voµL<r11TE clause reaffirms that 

Jesus' purpose was not to abolish the Law --what we couldtrans

late by "not to act unmessianically". 

Thus, from the point of view of content, Mt.5,17 by itself 

3see Käsemann, "Anfänge" 175f. 
4see esp. W.D. Davies T.QI'.fill in the Messianic Ag_e_ and/or 

~ to Come Philadelphia ~952, Billerbeck III,570; IVT,:1ff 
and P. Schäfer, "Die Torah der messianischen Zeit," ZNW 65(1974) 
27-42 (bibliography in p.27). -

5The monks of Qumran placed this role on the hands of the 
Teacher of Righteousness (cf. 1 QpHab.ii,8f; vii,4f; viii,2f), 
who nevertheless was not considered tobe tne Messiah --the 
Messiah are always spoken of in the future tense. 
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conforms to the current messianic expectations and ~ieov can 

therefore be considered as a term that gives verbal expression 

to the coming of the Messiah, the coming of the one whomScrip

ture announced and the one who was eagerly awaited. It is, 

therefore, a pointer to the messianic age which was inaugurated 

by Jesus. 
' j b. Mt. 10, 34 is the second logion having a µ. Y'\ vop-l<rr"\Te clause. 

In contrast with Mt.5,17, this logion not only does not conform 

to current messianic expectations, but reaffirms in its ~~ ~o
µt~Y\'c clause an opposite stance. 

According to 1st cent. Jewish expectations, the (Davidic) 

Messiah would bring peace to his people (cf. eg. Isa.9,5f; 11, 

6-9; 32,17f; 52,7; Mic.5,4; Zech.9,10; T.Levi 18,4); he would 

be called "Prince of Peace" (Isa.9,5f; cf. Billerbeck IV/2, 

910f)~ This peace, conceived as this-worldly andin temporal 

terms, was not expected tobe automatic but rather the result 

of the liberation of Israel from its oppressors and the sub

jection of all heathens to Israel's rule. That was the politi

cal platform of the Zealots, from whom Jesus dissociated him

self.6 It should be noted that the Messiah was tobe theagent 

of peace, but the final and definitive peace would come from 

God himself (cf. eg. Isa.57,19; Ezek.34,25; 37,26). 

The logion of Mt.10,34 provides a corrective, indeed an 

opposition to the nationalistic conception of the Messiah es

pecially by the ~~ -./Op.L<TY\1€. clause. It does not present an 
"unmessianic purpose" but warns that peace-bringing, especial

ly as .i t was understood among J ews, was not Jesus' aim. 7 This 

corrective springs fröm the early Church and envisages Jesus' 

me 9siahship. However, it rallies behind the prophetic, but by 

now forgotten view that final peace would come only from God 

to the one who puts himself in his hands (already indicated in 

6Jesus never presented himself as a nationalistic warrior 
or leader nor was he understood as the Zealot-like Messiah 
(cf. Lk.24,21) that some scholars thought to discoveri most 
recently S.G.F. Brandon in his book ~ illld tl;!,.e._ Zea ots, Man
chester 1967 1 to which M. Hengel, in his recension of Brandon's 
book in~ 14(1969) 231-240, andin War Jesus Revolutionär?, 
Stuttgart 1970~ and O. Cullmann, Jesus~ les1tevolutionaires 
de son Temps, ~euchatel 1970, among others-;--reacted. 

7on the type of peace brought by Jesus see now E. Branden
burger, Frieden im Neuen Testament, Gütersloh 1973, esp.33-47. 
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Jer.6,14/8,11; 23,16f; Ezek.13,10.16; Mic.3,5.8) but departs 

in that it is hardly envisaged temporally. 

Behind ~k~Ov the Church saw therefore Jesus' messianic 

coming; this is the reason for which a corrective was feltnec

essary. Like Mt.5,17, the perspective is eschatological: not 

only is Jesus the Messiah but his coming confronts man and de-· 

mands an abandonment of pre-conceptions to confidently follow 

the path he showed, where love replaces the Law as the way, and 

where the radicality of decision for and recognition of Jesus 

as the final and definite revelation of God is proved by the 

bearing of the unpeace it may bring along in this world. 

2. The Legion Mk.2 2 17b par. This logion contradicts one of 

the constants in the veterotestament-ary and later messianic 

ideas. The Messiah, who is conceived of as wholly righteous 

himself, would come for the sake of and to dwell among the 

righteous of Israel (cf. Jub.1,17.24f.28; 1 En.45,4; 62,14; 

105,9). 8 In some quarters the delay of the expected coming of 

the Messiah was blamed on the sins of Israel (Ps.Sol.17,5; cf. 

Billerbeck I, 599f). The strict prohibition to associate with 

sinners, which certainly caused Jesus more than one confronta

tion with pious Jews, is one of the indications that it was 

inconceivable that the Messiah would be particularly concerned 

with the salvation of those considered as hopelessly lost, nay, 

that he make the primary object of his care the sinners and not 

the just ones. 

Whether this logion had as a backdrop a reflection on any 

of the pictures of the Messiah is an open question; that itdid 

on Jesus' mission is certain. The fact that Jews engaged in 

proselytizing activities (cf. Mt.23,15), 9 and that our logion 

may be understood in the mouth of one zealously engaged in such 

an activity, distances it from any messianic idea. 10 However, 

8see Mowinckel, He that Cometh 308f. 
9see further Billerbeck I, 924-931; II, 715-723. 

10Harnack "Ich bin gekommen" 8 did not consider it tobe 
messianic on the grounds that this iogion has for contentneither 
the judgment nor the Kingdom of God. His criteria are too nar
row and he has dissociated the logion from its context. Tothe 
contrary, Descamps, Justes 98 n.3, thinks that "Jesus fait plu
tot allusion a sa mission messianique et divine"(!?). 
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the dialectic negative suggests a possible implicit corrective: 

"not so much the just --hence, no exclusion-- as the sinners." 

It breaks the exclusivist circle! 

Once the logion was associated with the story of the ban

quet, it acquired a new significance --a messianic one-- and 

here we have a Church reflection. The picture of the banquet 

was one of the features of the messianic times and was not for

eign to 1st cent. Judaism. 11 It occupies an important place 

in the NT as well where it is inseparable from the Kingdom of 

God. The end-time meal was tobe in the company of the just 

ones. 12 The fact that Jesus here holds such a meal --whereby 

the "sinners" are really "just ones",-- as confirmed by the lo

gia of Mk.2,17 par., implies that here the inbreaking of the 

(messianic) eschatological times is signified. 

Thus, even though the logion itself does not conform to 

Jewish messianic expectations and therefore is "unmessianic", 

the relation with the banquet invests it with a messianic-es

chatological character. It stands therefore as a corrective 

to Jewish conceptions about the Messiah and signals the escha

tological import of Jesus' coming. ·H~9ov has, therefore, ac

quired a messianic-eschatological significance. 

3. The "Son of Man" logia. Three logia, Mk.10,45/Mt.20,28; 

Lk.9,56a and Lk.19,10, were found to have had an earlier "I'.' 

form which was transformed into a SM-saying. Even though the 

SM is not a messianic figure in itself, it was painted with 

messianic traits: he is judge and lord over all peoples, jus

tifier of the righteous. 1 En.48,10 and 52,4 designate him as 

"anointed one". By NT times the figures of the Messiah and of 

the SM had nearly blended together (cf. 4 Ezra 13; Mk.14,61f). 

We must therefore also ask whether with the introduction ofthe 

SM in these logia which refer to Jesus' earthly activity, any 

particular reason or intended signification was at work. 

11 cf. Isa.25,6· 1 En.42 3ff; 62 14; Pirke Abot 3 20. See 
further Billerbeck iV/2, 1146f and 1154-1158. We need not de
tain ourselves with an exposition of the role the banquet play
ed in Qumran, esp. 1 QSa ii,17-22, on which there exists an 
abundant literature. 

12see Billerbeck I, 992, as well as the references givenin 
the previous footnote (n.11). 
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a. Mk.10,45/Mt.20 2 28, a double saying, the unification of 

which under the roof of the title "the Son of Man" need not be 

discussed again, should be treated as what they are, viz. two 

separate logia. 

Mk.10,45~ affirms that Jesus' mission was "to serve, not 

tobe served." This runs directly against the messianic con

ceptions. Thus in Jer.30,8f we read: "They will be no longer 

the servants of alieris, but will serve Yahweh their God, and 

David their king whom I will raise up for them. 1113 It is also 

contrary to the picture of a glorious SM. We may have in Mk. 

10,45a a corrective (ou~ ••• a\\d ... ) to these conceptions and, 

as if to underline it, the figure of the SM was introduced 

--the one on whom "was conferred sovereignty, glory and king

ship" and to whom "men of all peoples, nations and languages 

became his servants" (Dan.7,14; cf. 1 En.46,5f). Jesus' ser

vice is evidently soteriologically oriented, as the addition 

of the following logion underlines. 

Mk.10,45Q appears likewise as a corrective on the part 

of the Church to messianic conceptions current at that time, 

in the light of Jesus' death and resurrection.14 The death of 

the Messiah was expected in some circles (cf. 4 Ezra 7,26-44 

and the Rabbinic interpretations of Zech.12,10), where the 

idea of an interim politico-nationalistic dominion of Israel 

before the final other-worldly one of God reigned. 15 However, 

his death was not conceived as an atoning death but as that of 

any human being. Furthermore, as is well known, the liberation 

brought about by the Messiah was conceived in nationalistic 

13see further Billerbeck IV/2, 873-880. 
14Hahn, Hohe~ts~itel 160 referring back to J. Wellhausen, 

also perceived thisnachträgiiche Korrektur des Messiasbe
griffs." See also J. H~ring, "Messie juif et messie chr~tien," 
in RHPR 18(1938), 419-431. 

15see esp. Mowinckel, He that Cometh 325-333, and Biller
beck II, 274-292. Mowinckel affirmsj in ~-327, that the death 
of the Messiah was not ~revalent in esus time. However, 
there is no proof of this and the expectation of a nationalist
ic Messiah suggests the contrary. Thus the appearance of many 
false messiahs who failed: Ezekiah executed by H~rod (cf. Jo
sephus, Wars ii204,256; Ant.xiv,15q,167; xvii,271), his son 
Judas ~he Gali ean (cf. Wars iit56), the prophet Theudas (ca. 
44 A.D., intimes of Cuspius Faaus; cf. Acts 5 36 and Ant.xx, 
97f),(the Egyptian executed by the procurator Felix in ca.58 
A.D. Acts 21,38; Ant.xx,169ff) and Bar Kochba, hailed as a 
messiah by R. Ak1bä7:cf. bSanh.93b and jTa'ani~ 68d). 
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terms (see Lk.24,21!): of Israel, to whom all other nations 

would be subjected and on whom their eyes would be fixed. 

The fact that in Mk.10,45b we have a logion about the SM 

giving his life for the many provides a different outlook: he, 

the messianically conceived Son of Man, (1) does die, and (2) 

an atoning death, (3) not just for Israel. 

It is noteworthy that the Passion predictions always re

fer to the SM, and this is no sheer accident; this is alsothe 

case with Mk.10,45b. But, in none of these is it said that he 

will die "as a ransom for many", which is a new element brought 

into the picture of the SM. Mk.10,45b is the last direct an

nouncement of his death (discounting the allusions in the words 

of Institution) and also the one which gives the ultimate mean

ing of his death. Thereafter it is the glorious "Danielic" SM 

that is solemnly presented for consideration (Mk.13,26; 14,62). 

The Son of Man in Jewish conceptions was a glorious fig

ure, not a suffering one, and his appearance is mainly to judge; 

these are two aspects of the one who "comes on the clouds". 

However, nothing is said in the OT and related literatureabout 

earthly wanderings of the SM. This aspect is the one provided 

in the NT. The usage of Son of Man in connection with Jesus' 

forthcoming death provides not just a corrective but an expan

sion. This expansion, which centers on his earthly life, is 

precisely the presence of the Messiah-SM. The earthly Messiah 

is none other than the to-be-glorious SM. Thus, the logion of 

Mk.10,45a could also be assigned to the Son of Man. 

b. Lk.19,10 has as background the figure of the shepherd, 

variously painted in Ezek.34; 37,24; Jer.50,6; Zech.11; 1 En. 

90,13-38; Ps.Sol.11; 17,45f; 2 Bar.77,16. The oldest form of 

Lk.~9,10 is a direct echo of Ezek.34,16, and as such fits 

squarely in the Jewish picture of Yahweh the shepherd who will 

gather the scattered (in the Diaspora) of the house of Israe1.16 

The logion by itself, like Mt.15,24, shows no universalistic 

16The gathering of the Chosen People would be realized by 
God himself --on the basis of the Exodus gathering. See the 
references given in Billerbeck I, 599; II, 536f; IV/2, 906ff. 
Go~'s gathering of nations was not always nationalistic con
ceived, thus Isa.66,18: "I am coming to gather all nations and 
tsmgues •••• " But this was not the predominant outlook in Jesus' 
time. 
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concerns andin its earliest form corresponds to the messianic 

expectations prevalent in Jesus' time. By the posterior addi

tion of KC4\ o-wuo.t and the substitution of the "I" for a SM form 

of speech the logion was invested with a wider outlook. In 

fact, the SM was never conceived of in purely nationalistic 

terms, even though there was a tendency to clothe him with the 

features of the Davidic Messiah (as in 1 En.37-71). 17 He was 

conceived of first and foremost as a glorious transcendental 

eschatological being, as in Dan.7; he will have dominion over 

all peoples and is tobe the universal judge. 

The fact that in Lk.19,10 the SM's purpose is "to seek and 

save the lost", a task that Judaism did not assign to their 

messianically conceived Son of Man but reserved only for God, 

suggests that here we have a correction to the current messian

ic outlook and an expansion of the SM conception. The SM is 

not just a transcendental heavenly figure; he is not onlyjudge 

and vindicator. The seeking of "the lost" is also the task of 

the Messiah and it is not limited to those belonging to the 

house of Israel (cf. the Parable of the Mines, which follows 

our pericope!). The seeking and gathering of "the lost" (or 

scattered) was for Judaism an eschatological, end-time, event 

which Lk.19,10 presents without barriers --not limited to 

Israel. 

c. Lk.9,56a underlines in sharper terms the corrective and 

expansion to the messianically conceived SM. The corrective 

is given by the tipping of the balance from destruction (~TTO

Xl~~L) to the side of salvation (Jwu~t) --cf. 4 Ezra 13,38; 

1 En.69,27. The expansion is provided precisely by the in

clusion of a universally ( 4'U~O\S bv~e~m..:,v) oriented salvific 

role. 

d. The Meaning of -::H>-.~E.V o 1.)1.0~ TOU cxv0Qwnou. 

The three SM-logia we have reconsidered have revealed a 

great similarity in outlook, which can well be thought to have 

been already captured in the early Church' s expression "the Son 

17see esp. Tödt, SM 22-31· Mowinckel, He that Cometh 335ff, 
360- Sjöberg, Menschensohn 141ff, and Klausner~ssianic Idea 
230; 21;)1ff. 
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of Man. came". 
i. These logia are soteriological in content: to give his 

life as a ransom and to grant salvation. Both are exclusive 

and intransferable purposes of Christ, which the Church can

not effect by herself; behold a fundamental difference from the 

"I have come" sayings! The introduction of the SM is here, as 

in the Passion predictions, soteriologically oriented. 

ii. These logia point to the dawning of the eschatological 

times: it is the Son of Man, an eschatological figure, who has 

made his appearance in the person of Jesus. The soteriological 

purpose for his coming is eschatologically oriented. 

iii. In the statement "the Son of Man came" Jesus' messiah

ship is indirectly affirmed. The SM had become a messianically 

clothed figure. There is no doubt that this was the Church's 

under·standing when SM was used as much for Jesus' earthly life 

as for his glorious reappearance (eg. in Mk.13,26; 14,62 par.). 

However, it is not so much Jesus' messiahship as the eschatolo

gical import of his coming that is underscored: it is an ephapax 

event, not tobe repeated till "the Son of Man come in his 

glory". 

4. The Authentie Legion: Lk.12 249. 

Lk.12,49 is an obscure logion which most probably goes 

back to Jesus himself; its elucidation was attempted by the 

addition of v.50 and their insertion in the present context. 

Even though it is not absolutely certain, it is very probable 

that originally the "fire" referred to the divine judgment. 18 

The logion we possess does not say that it is Jesus who 

will exercise judgment. 

left in God's hands, has 

/3a\ilv is to be taken as 

The kindling of the "fire", which is 

not yet taken place: 'Tl eüw 6-v~~~'li 
a futuristic aorist. 19 Since OT times, 

18The fact that the figure of the SM was not introduced 
supports this probability: it is only at the Lord's second com
ing ~hat he will appear as SM and judgment will be exerted (note 
the crr't T~\J 'lfiV ; not less suggestive is ßcx)..E.1.\/), not before. 

19rt may, however be an ingressive aor. inasmuch as the 
logion could be understood as stating that his purpose is to 
occasion or bring about God's judgment. The logion has never
theless a futuristic orientation. The outlook corresponds to 
that expressed elsewhere, eg. in Mt. 25, 32 (cruvo.X e~JOV,O.l: b;y God ! ) , 
where the judgment is given to Christ but is the final task of 
God himself. 
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divine judgment was understood tobe in God's hands, 20 even if 
the development of messianic hopes placed the power to exert 

God's judgment on the hands of the Messiah (eg. Isa.9,7; Ps. 

Sol.17,18), 21 especially on those of the Son of Man, who is 

pictured as sitted on a throne. 22 From this cursory descrip

tion, and given the fact that in contemporary Judaism the na

tionalistic figure who would exert judgment predominated, our 

logion does not present itself nor picture someone of messian

ic character. It is, however, interesting to observe that the 

two inseparable traits characteristic of the messianic age, 

viz. judgment and peace (see already Isa.9,6f), have beenplaced 

together (Lk.12,49.51). 23 This suggests that by the time these 

were tied, Lk.12,49 was messianically understood. Thus, while 

~\~ov (+ inf.) originally limited itself to the statement of a 

purpose, when related to v.51 it acquired a messianic signifi

cance inasmuch as in the light of Jesus' cross (v.50!) andre

surrection it signals the coming of the eschatological times 

in the coming of Jesus. 24 

Conclusion. 

Some of the logia which are due to the prophetic mouth of 

the Church hed a direct messianic connotation; thus the final 

interpretation of the Law (Mt.5,17) and the seeking of the lost 

(Lk.19,10). Other logia, of same origin, offer a corrective to 

certain messianic expectations; thus the announcement of strife 

20see F. Büchsel, art. K~~w, in TDNT III, 924ff, 931f• P. 
Volz, Die Eschatologie der jüdischen Gemeinde, Tübingen 19342, 
passim. 

21 see the observations of Mowinckel, AA that Cometh 273, 
312f, 319, as well as Billerbeck I, 978; IV/2, 1110. 

22cf. Mowinckel Q.P.cit. 393-399, and the references there 
given. This association is predominant in the Syn, on which 
see Büchsel, art.cit. 936ff. 

23This supports the previously expressed suspicion when 
Lk.12,49 had been studied in detail (c.I §II), viz. that the 
original and the final redactors' understanding of this logion 
was in terms of the eschatological judgment. Note that Isa. 
66,16 presents fire and the sword as God's instruments of judg
ment! 

24we have a heilsgeschichtliche trajectory: announcement 
of the eschatological Judgment and wish that it take place (v. 
49), Jesus' death (v.50), the indi~atio~ that the end-times 
broke in --not peace but division ~v.51) on account of the split 
the person of Jesus and acceptance or rejection of Jesus' mes
siahship causes. 
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and the idea of a non-political peace (Mt.10,34), the univer

sality of salvation (Mk.2,17b par.; Lk.9,56a), and the SM's 

life of service up to an atoning death "for many" (Mk.10,45 

par.). Finally, the assumed authentic logion, viz. Lk.12,49, 

is hardly messianically oriented: Jesus does not claim to ex

ercise the divine judgment himself but prepares for it and 

hopes God will effect it soon --and this not politically con

ceived! Jesus does not speak as the awaited national leader 

of political liberation. 

C. The Messianic Consciousness and the~H)..&ov-logia. 

A natural corollary of all the considerations we have so 

far put forward, and one that is of particular interest to the 

theologian, is that of Jesus' so-called "messianic conscious

ness." A few Observations that our study of the z,)..eov-logia 

suggest about this subtle question seem necessary. 25 

The first task that seems to me tobe important is to 

clarify our vocabulary. One should distinguish between "con

sciousness" and "knowledge": the former is primarily an aware

ness of something, the latter refers to intellectual certitude; 

while the former proceeds from reflection and often springs 

from intuition --and consequently is subjective/psychological,-

the latter is gained from and refers to sensible experience, 

capable_of being verbally objectivized. 26 

Turning to our logia: on the one hand, from our examina

tion of the possible authenticity of each ~~SoV-logion, wefound 

that only one has high probability of being ipsissima verba 

Iesu, viz. Lk.12,49. Two logia, viz. Mk.2,17b par. and Mt.10, 

34b, could have been uttered by Jesus in some form and, there

fore, may be ipsissima vox Iesu, but this remains quite doubt

ful. The remaining logia are prophetic utterances of the early 

25A more detailed study of the question of Jesus' con
sciousness from the Ren of exegetes, will be found in the ar
ticles of A. Vögtle, Exegetiscfie ErwäB~~gen über das Wissen 
und Selbstbewusstsein Jesul II in idem, . Evan~el.irn und die 
~' Düsseldorf 1971, 296=344 (esp.33 - 42); O. Betz 

Die Frage nach dem Messianischen Bewusstsein Jesu," in Nov1' 
6(1963)~ 20-481 F. Mussner, "Wege zum Selbstbewuss~sein Jesu," 
in BZ N~- 12(19o8)A 161-172, and ~.E. Brown, Jesus God and Man, 
Milwaukee 1967, 7-:1-99 (esp.93-99), - - -

26see further the observations of Brown, QJ2.cit. 93f, 
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Church or, if one wishes, of the risen Christ speaking through 

the Church. On the other hand, in our reconsideration of these 
logia in the light of the messianic expectations, the authentic 

logion as well as the less certain ones did not reveal to have 

as content any evident function which Judaism expected from the 

Messiah. In fact, "to call the sinners" and "not to bringpeace 

but the sword" contradict two of the constants of the Jewish 

messianic expectations. The wish that actual divine judgment 

take place appears as a prophetic utterance of what the Messiah 

was expected to effect in the name of God. Nevertheless, these 

logia are messianic pointers that make the preconceptions burst 

out of the narrow mold in which they had been cast. "To call 

sinners" points to the universal Kingdom and God's paternal 

love formen, which Jesus preached. To bring strife and not 

political peace points to the transcendental quality of the 

Kingdom that Jesus preached. To long for the initiation ofthe 

divine judgment, which Jesus announced tobe near, points to 

the importance he attached to his mission. These are corre

lated. 

The fact that these logia, especially the authentic one, 

are not direct messianic --within the frame of known messianic 

expectations-- affirmations, cautions us not to read into them 

more than what they say. We must beware not to project a post

paschal Church understanding onto the historical Jesus. We 

must therefore admit that none of the ~l9ov-logia reveals a 

messianic fnowledge on the part of Jesus himself. Whetherany 

of these, especially Lk.12,49, are expressions of a messianic 

consciousness is difficult to ascertain on account of their 

content. By form and content these logia spring from a more 

than simple prophetic consciousness; there is an awareness of 

definiteness in them. 

The general impression one gains from what today is known 

as an "implicit Christology" is that Jesus was aware of the 

significance of his teaching and behavior, guided by the Spir

it, and that he had the certitude not·only of being on God's 

side but of having grasped and doing his authentic will; it is 

for this reason that he can refer to God as his father (Mk.1, 

10f). This springs from the intuitive consciousness he had 

about himself in relation to his mission. Lk.12,49 --and also 
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Mk.2,17b par. and Mt.10,34b-- wherein it is the mission and 

not the "missionary" that bears all the weight, reveals an 

operative and not an ontological self-consciousness. There is 

no explicit Christology verbalized in it; it is not concerned 

with "who says this" but with "what is being said." This, 

therefore, makes it possible to admit that Jesus could have 

used the pregnant expression "I have come to •.•. " The early 

Church turned its attention to the ontological and projected 

onto the person of Jesus its understanding of his messiahship 

and the significance of his coming, especially by the use of 

titles of sovereignty. 

The ~lto~-logia which we have singled out (especially Lk. 

12,49) allow us to discover an operative (or functional) self

consciousness which led Jesus to preach and effect what he did. 

It is more a vocation-consciousness (Sendungsbewusstsein) than 

a self-consciousness (Selbstbewusstsein) that is expressed in 

these logia which approach us of Jesus. If we consider the 

oldest Y\\Gov-logia from the standpoint of a "messianic con,

sciousness", we can say no more than that behind these there 

is more than just a prophetic consciousness (in contrast with 

the prophets of old) and less than what in the strict sense is 

understood by "messianic consciousness". 

D. The~HX9ov-logia in the Perspective of the Evangelists. 

A word should be said about the ~~GoV-logia in the per

spective of each evangelist, when grouped by Gospels. Toavoid 

repeating the more detailed study of each logion, I shall be 

extremely brief. 

1. The 'HX9ov -logia of the Gospel of Mark. 

There are only two ·,1}.0ov-logia in the gospel of Mark: 

2,17b and 10,45. These can be said to summarize Jesus' ac

tivity on earth: to call "sinners" to enter the Kingdom, to 

follow his path, and to give himself totally to the service 

of men, up to the bitter end. In the first logion it is the 

purpose there indicated that predominates, while in thesecond 

the intention and the person (SM!) are equally important. No 

Mkan peculiarity can be deduced from these logia, save forthe 

importance that 10,45b, which captures the soteriological dom-
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inance that the Passion finds in ~k, has in this gospel. Jesus 

is the Suffering (10,45b) Servant (10,45a). This logion does 

not spring from a particular situation, as 2,17b does, but is 

a solemn statement about Jesus, the Son of Man, who came to 

save many; a key Christological statement of the early Church. 

The two logia are, as is the dominant trait in Mk, soteriolo

gical sayings: Jesus came to offer salvation to men. 

2. The'H~9ov-logia of the Gospel of Matthew. 

0nly one ~)9ov-logion is found exclusively in the gospel 

of Mt: 5,17, concerning Jesus' position vis-a-vis the Law --10, 

34 is found in Lk.12,51, even if altered. This is easily un

derstandable inasmuch as Mt, who has to deal with a predominant

ly Judeo-Christian community, gives particular importance to 

this question. This logion has tobe understood in the light 

of the one principle which Mt stresses: love of God and neigh

bour as the basis and end of all law (7,11f; 22,36-40). Mt's 

purpose in preserving and reorienting an \>.t)ov-logion on this 

question is not just to correct probable misunderstandings of 

Jesus' intention but to give the reason for the properly Chris

tian conception of the Law, viz. in Jesus' accomplishment of 

the Scriptures and his revelation of God's real will, two rea

sons inseparable in Mt. A question so important to Mt isdealt 

with in an ~~gov formulated logion. It is a fundamental prin

ciple of Christian life that is established on the foundations 

of a fundamental event: the coming of the son of David to in

augurate the Kingdom which has love for its fundamental law. 

To "fulfil Law and Prophets" implies a salvific-historical ap

preciation of Jesus as the one who accomplishes the past and 

perfects it for the future. 

The logion of 9,13b, found in the same context as Mk's 

and Lk's, nevertheless presents Jesus in a different light 

--that of an authoritative teacher (6LbaUK~~OS)-- and once 

again confronts God's will with the Jewish legalism by refer

ring to Hos.6,6. This way the ~).Oov-saying is a confirmation 

of Jesus' conformity to God's will. 

The logion of 10,34 is placed in a context wherein deci

sion for Christ is demanded (diff. Lk), and this at any price. 

The ~)Gov-saying is the core of this section (10,16-42). Jesus' 
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messiahship and the eschatological impact of his coming linger 

in the background. In the context of Mt's gospel the rejection 

of Jesus, especially by the Jews, is in the background as well. 

To commit oneself to Christ and to follow in his steps are the 

criteria of appurtenance to the new Israel. In this logion, 

wi th i ts three ;)..eo\1-clauses, Mt envisages the beginning of the 

end (cf. 24,9-12 and the repeated calls to vigilance and pru

dence). 

Finally, the ransom saying (20,28) offers no Mtan partic

ularity in itself and is kept in the same context as Mk. How

ever, the aspect of service (v.28a) must have been more impor

tant for Mt than that of suffering (which is the important as

pect for Mk). Like 9,13, Jesus does God's will for the sake 

of the Kingdom of God. 

'The sayings in Matthew are instructions for the community 

and cover two essential aspects of the true Israel: the Law is 

to serve the promotion of love and finds all its sense therein 

(5,17; 9,13), and heeding the call of Christ means forgetting 

oneself (10,34; also 20,28). This is founded on affirmations 

of Christ (5,17; 10,34) and Jesus' own example (9,13; 20,28). 

Jesus is presented as an authoritative teacher who teaches and 

does God's loving but non-compromising will; that is what he 

came for. In the first three logia, which are marked by Mt's 

outlook and concerns, the weight lies on the "what", i.e. on 

the teaching, and the one speaking falls into the background 

for he is the Lord ever present in the community. These three 

logia are Scripture-related: 5,17 deals with the 0T as a whole, 

and 9,13 and 10,34 are legitimated and enlightened by the pro

phets (Hos.6,6; Mic.7,6); ;1Bov, therefore, implicitly suggests 

a relation to the 0T. Indeed, although not stated, this can be 

deduced from Mt's understanding of Jesus as the Messiah sent by 

God to Israel as promised and foretold. Finally, behind these 

logia the Mtan confrontation with a Rabbinic (Pharisaic) ori

ented Judaism on account of Jesus' messiahship can be detected. 

3. The 7 H}9oV-logia of the Gospel of Luke. 

In Luke there are three ;)..Qo\1-logia which have no paral

lels: 9,56a; 12,49 and 19,10. 0f these, the one most in con

sonance with the tenor of this gospel is 19,10. In this logion 
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one of Lk's most cherished themes comes to the fore: Christ's 

initiative to seek the lost in order to offer them salvation. 

It is prefaced by two other aspects that mark the gospel of Lk, 

viz. detachment (v.8) and the suggested joyful (v.6) intimacy 

with Jesus (v.7). Here the coming of Jesus is that of the 

kyrios (v.8a! a title of Lk's predilection and containing a 

messianic ring), who appears as the o-WT1\e_ of men. This logion 

occupies in Lk the place that 10,45 occupies in Mk and 5,17 in 

Mt. Closely related is 9,56a. 

The logion of 5,32 is couched in the background of an an

ticipatory messianic background (ßoi~v ~t~~)~v, v.29a). Two 

elements are indicative in this logion: the perf. ~\~\uG~, 
which not only looks back at the totality of Jesus' mission and 

earthly life as a past event, but also forward to Christ's con

tinuous presence, and e.'l \ µEoTOVOtO.\I, which in the Lkan perspec

ti ve is an invitation to liberate oneself of any self-suffi

ciency in order tobe open and be able to entrust oneself whol

ly in God' s hands; f-l-E:.TO.\/Ot(). is a fundamental exigency in Lk (cf. 

24,47a). Here again Jesus appears as the savior who does not 

cease to seek the lost. 

Finally, in 12,49 (and v.51ff, which Lk relates to v.49) 

Lk's eschatological outlook finds solid support. This logion 

is in a context wherein Christians are exhorted to remain 

watchful (12,35-56), for the change of aeons has taken place. 

Jesus appears here as the one on whom the eschatological mo

mentum depends. 

Lk, in contrast to Mt, apparently finds little use forthe 

;\Qo~ form of speech. He has preserved 12,49 because it fitted 

his composition of c.12 and because he received it from tradi

tion as a Jesus-logion. However, he changed ~l~ov to n~eEiEvo
µ~v in 12,51, to the perf. tense in 5,32 (as in 7,33-34/Mt.11, 

18.19), and he kept the SM in 9,56a and 19,10. The explana

tion for this is probably found in his particular conception 

of history. For Lk,we are well into the new times inaugurated 

since the public appearance of ~esus (3,21f; 16,16) and the 

earthly ministry of Jesus belongs to the past; what now reigns 

and matters is the present time in which we are --a time of the 

continuous presence of the Spirit. Lk's sight is set on the 
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future, to which the present is tobe accommodated. We may 

thus understand his uses of the perf. tense in 5,32 and 7,33f, 

and of the SM in 9,56a and 19,10, all of which preserve their 

actuality --and should be related to the question of 18,8. The 

perspective is indeed eschatological, as is evident in 12,49. 

Thus, the only trait common to the ~A~ov-logia in Lk is the 

fact that they are eschatologically oriented. They are less 

concerned with Jesus' past ministry than with their end-time 

orientation and significance, less with Christology than with 

Eschatology. 



C O N C L U S I O N 

After having considered and re-considered the ;\~c~-logia 

from different angles and under different lights, we have 

reached the point when we should gather all the partial re

sults and attempt a synthesis of our study. In order toavoid 

being overly repetitious, I shall summarize the most important 

results by simply stating them without greater explanation. 1 

1. All the ~iGov-logia had had ~ separate existence be

fore being integrated into their present contexts. None is a 

creation of the final redactor. 

2. The ilim cl .Man-1.o.gia we have studied were originally 

"I"-sayings. The introduction of SM took place in a Judeo

Ch~istian milieu. It was used in sayings having for theircon

tent Jesus' soteriological activity as a whole and the OT as a 

direct background. In these sayings Jesus' historical mission 

is contemplated. It is noteworthy that the more markedly es

chatological logia (Lk.12,49; Mt.1O,34) have not been changed 

to SM-sayings. 2 The use of SM brings out at once the authori

ty and the doxa of Jesus. In every case it results in a para

dox: to serve, not tobe served; to seek and save the lost, 

not to abandon and condemn them. The coming of the SM is re

lated and analogous to the coming of the Kingdom of God; the 

SM came, and so the Kingdom has been inaugurated on earth. 

3. Not all the '1\0oV-logia originated in the same moment 

of tradition. While Lk.12,49 goes back to Jesus, and Mk.2,17b 

and Mt.1O,34b are doubtful, the other 'll~ov-logia are Church 

products. The OUK ••• lx).lb. ... form, which contains a correc

tive idea, most probably o~iginated in the early Palestinian 

1For a partial expansion of these final conclusions, see 
those at the end of Part One. When I speak of ~ ).:Sov -logia I 
also have the SM-logia in mind, unless these are explicitly 
distinguished. 

2Lohmeyer's contention, Mt 105, that "I" was kept in the 
logia having an eschatological object, and SM was used in those 
referring to Jesus' historical mission does not hold as strict
ly as he states it; Mk.2,17b par. and Lk.19i1O have, in the fi
~al analysis, the same object yet only the atter is a SM-say-
1ng. 
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Church. The substitution of the nin form of speech for nthe 

Son of Mann represents the last moment in the transmission of 

some of the f1)Qov-logia, discounting the alterations made to 

some of these by RMt and RLk. That there was no systematic 

use of ~~Oov-formulated logia can be deduced from their in

frequency. 

4. Of all the ~)..~o\/-formulated logia only two were found 

tobe authentic sayings of Jesus: Lk.12,49 and 7,33f/Mt.11,18f. 

Two logia are quite doubtful: Mk.2,17b and Mt.10,34b. There 

is, therefore, no reason for doubting that Jesus may have used 

"\Ulo" ;n·n~. 3 

5. The "inauthentic" \kBov-sayings look back at the total

ity of Jesus' mission as seen and grasped by the early Church. 

This is not the case with the authentic saying~) wherein f\\~ov 
has the present sense that the Aramaic JfDX can have. 4 Further

more, there is no question of Jesus' pre-existence being ex

plicitated in these logia, except for possible implicit allu
sions in the uses of nson of Mann. 5 

6. That {ilOov was put on Jesus' lips to express the his

torical event of his coming is deducible not only from the~\

~ov-logia, the substitutions for SM, and the demons' cry, but 

especially in the ti tular use of Ö E-Q1CP..E.\/CS, which is the ze

ni th of the Christological uses of €e~~~8~t and lingers in the 

background of"'lGov. Furthermore, that attention was paid to 

the fact and significance of the event of Jesus' coming can be 

deduced from the above as well as the question about Elijah's 

coming. These uses indicate that ~Qft~G~L expressed an escha-

3Bultmann, ST 155, had declared that Lk.12,49 and Mk.2,17b 
"do not come under~positive suspicion," but concluded that „ giv
en that the other ni9ov-logia are Church products, these orYer 
"little confidence" of not having had the same origin as the 
other logia --which he does not prove. In his NTTh I, 44, Bult
mann is more cautious: "They are scarcely (at least in the ma
jority of cases) original words of Jesus, but mostll products 
of the Church." See further Fuller, Christology 127f. 

4Jeremias has often insisted on this (versus Bultmann); 
thus ftlso Frövig, Sendungsbewusstsein 137, and Michel, "Ich 
komme' 124. 

5The use of SM does not necessarily mean that Jesus' pre
existence is being contemplated,_ andin our lo~ia it is certain
ly not in the forefront, even ir "SM+ to come suggests it on 
account of the echo it has in Dan.7,13f. 
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tological concept. 

7. From the {\\0o\f-logia Jesus' so called "messianic con

sciousness" cannot be deduced. In none is there a direct mes

sianic claim. The actual messianic allusions, be it in a lo

gion itself (Mt.5,17; 10,34; Mk.10,45; Lk.19,10) or be it de

ducible from the context (Mk.2,17; Lk.12,49), are due to the 

early Church's reflections on the significance of Jesus' coming 

and earthly life in the light of the Resurrection. The messi

anic outlook that predominates is the Davidic (royal) one, 

which is the result of the Church's meditation on Scripture. 

Furthermore, there is no question of Jesus' simply fulfiling 

prophetic announcements. As he accomplishes the Scriptures, 

so also he perfects the eschatological hopes, nay, even cor

rects them, and brings them into sharp focus according toGod's 

universal salvific will. 

8. Already in the authentic logia, ;~Gov is an authori

tative manner of speaking and, together with the purpose indi

cated, reveals Jesus' more than prophetic awareness of his vo

cation --a mission consciousness of one filled with the spirit 

of God. ~HiGov furthermore suggests the freedom with which 

Jesus willingly assumed his mission as well as his initiative 

--a fundamental difference from &rrocrT~)Je,w. Later uses ren

dered i)\~o\f + inf. into an early stereotyped Christological 

mission formula in the style of a messianically conscious pro

grammatic statement of a pre-ordained mission fulfilment. 

9. The expression "I have come" implies a spatial dimen

sion: a whence and a whereto. We can affirm that Jesus came 

from God and to the world only because we believe, because we 

now know that he is the Christ, sent by God. The origin (from 

God) and the destination (to the world) were of ±mportance in 

the Johannine circles, but not in those of the Synoptics in 

whose gospels the 1}~ov-logia never refer to these questions. 

10. In the logia we have studied, ~\Bov + inf. showed 

two basic meaninKS• When the logia existed separately, unaf

fected by their present contexts, the basic and direct sense 

was, "my purpose/intention is to " When placed in their 

present contexts, because of the Christological orientation 
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and significance of the whole complex, i\ }.J3o'-J + inf. acquired 

the meaning of, "my God-given mission/task is to ••. "; here it 

approaches om~(J'TQl"}.\)'1- In the earlier stage, ~ \Elc'-J had no sig

nificance of its own; significance was given by the context. 

The weight, however, remains on the infinitive of purpose. 

This inf. of purpose takes the place of the classical future 

participle which was much in disuse by the time the NT began 

tobe written. Only in the SM-logia is "the San of Man came" 

and the inf. of purpose of equal importance. Never, however, 

does 1119ov overshadow the infinitive. The "what" is in the 

forefront and indirectly leads to the inquiry for the (assumed

known) "who". The middle term between these is the "coming" 

itself. 

11. The study of ~A~OV and related verbs, especially in 

the Gospels, has shown that there is a presumably traceable 

development in these because of a deeper understanding of 

Jesus. On the lips of Jesus, 

i. n~9o~ is the earliest form, especially attested by the 

authentic logia. .A tendency to mul tiply this form of speech 

--although strikingly limited!-- is discernible. 

ii. "The San of Man came" corresponds to a second stage; 

SM replaces an earlier "I". 

iii. A third moment in the Christological understanding of 

Jesus' coming is expressed in the Johannine "God/the Father 

01IT~O-T€::.1\E:,,\J" Jesus to the world. It represent~ Christologi

cal precision in that it explicates in a salvific-historical 

perspective the "wherefrom" and the "whereto". In this form 

of speech i t is the cnre.o-,H}..E:c'/ that is the center of interest 

--so much so that either there is no purpose specified (al

ready in Mt.15,24) or it is simply revelatory. Corresponding

ly, God/the Father is the "sender 11 • 6 

iv. The sharpest Christological expression is the Johannine 

~5:Y\~9ov. Here Jesus' origin (pre-existence?) is in the fore

front; it gathers the form of the personal statement of 'i)}Go\/ 
(1st person; personal initiative) and the dynamism of God 

6Against Bultmann, ST 155f, who contends that Jn shows 
that II E; },.9e_l'i and O(ITOO'To-).f\vo.l ~ or Tr(:;t-,lC\'g~\/lXV are typical of the 
terminology of a later time.' 
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' ' \ d.TTE:crT€.ll\€.\1 Jesus to the world. 

12. The origin of the "I have come + inf." form of speech 

is found in Palestinian soil, where ~n.;~.n~ + inf. was used 

idiomatically to express purpose, intentionality, as well as a 

task or function to accomplish. It grew in a Judeo-Christian 

milieu, and propitious ground for the expansion of this "formu

la" was found in the OT (and related) announcements of the com

ing of the Messiah. 

13. The end of the messianic waiting and the beginning 

of the new covenant was captured in the verb ee~trr&~l: it be

came an eschatological concept --hence the question about 

Elijah's coming, the cry of the demons and at the triumphant 

entrance. 7 Thus the inf. of purpose of our logia is always 

eschatologically oriented. The eschatological significance of 

~\Bo~ is all the more striking in that it is never found in the 

mouth of prophets, while ~e~~rrD~L is not rarely used in the 

messianic announcements. ~HA00v points therefore to a decisive 

event made manifest in the mission of Jesus. It contrasts with 

the coming of the Baptist (Mt.11,13f; 11,18f par.; 17,10ff) and 

is contrary to the coming of "thieves and assasins" (Mk.4,15 

par.; 13,6 par.; Mt.7,15; 13,25; Jn.10,1.8.10) and of the false 

Messiah. The Christological uses of ie~~rr~~l anchor the Jesus

event in history: a historical event describable as a coming 

(i.e., an ~\~ov) took place in time and space (cf. 1 Jn.4,2; 

2 Jn.7). If ~\&o~points to the historicity of the Jesus

event, the infinitives of purpose paint different facets of 

Jesus' soteriologically intended mission. It can be affirmed, 

with E. Käsemann, that the ~).Hov-logia are "so etwas wie erste 

Summarien des Evangeliums." 8 They lie at the heart of the 

Good News: Jesus came to offer salvation by word and deed. 

14. The Church's reflection on Jesus' soteriological 

mission and its formulation in ~\Gov-sayings, suggests that 

tet'-'iG~t became part of the epiphanic circle of ideas. 9 Jesus' 

. 7rt_is noteworthy that o ~e~o~~vos is used for the histor-
ical coming of Jesus and for the Parousia (Mt.23,39). 

8" Anfänge" 1 76. 
9rt is also used for the 2d coming, eg. in Mt.10,23; 16, 

27.28; 23,39; 24,30.42.44; 25,31. 
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historical coming constitutes the most concrete --i.e. not in 

dreams, visions and alike-- epiphany of God made manifest 

through his €.Q)'CX and Q0VO).m/ 0E,OU, and especially confirmed by 

the Resurrection. Jesus' whole life-career was a coming. It 

is a :Qersonal epiphany: it is Jesus, not someone else, who 

walked on this earth and showed men by word and deed the path 

that leads to the Father. Within the broader frame of salva

tion history, it refers to the past (OT messianism) and pro

jects to the future (eschatological significance). The Jesus

event is a "Christophany" --not a theophany in the OT andre

ligion historical sense-- which, as all epiphanies, is express

ed with a verb: he came and will come again. Moreover, it con

stituted not a neutral coming but one with g precise purpose. 

It is the mission that occasioned the coming(!) and conversely, 

if Jesus had not come there would have been no real seeking of 

the lost, no redemptive death, no fulfilling of the Law. The 

latter presupposes the former. The significance of his coming 

was understood in the light of Jesus' words and deeds, on which 

especially the Resurrection projected the necessary light; thus 

in thei\}9o~-logia it is still the purpose/mission that is the 

center of attention. A growing realization of the significance 

of Jesus' coming itself, as an eschatological event, can be 

seen in the uses of Son of Man and especially of the absolute 
• • 11 1 
o ~e,,_oµ~\JOS . It developed from the "what" to the "who", i. e. 

there was a "kerygmatizing" process. 

15. The ~ieov-logia were neither preserved nor uttered 

by the prophetic mouth of the Church just for the sake of tell

ing what once happened. They concern the heart of the Good 

News and serve as criteria for the Church's own mission and of 

Christian life at large. These verbal statements about Jesus' 

mission, which capture the soteriological and eschatological 

significance of the Jesus-event, are meant to serve as para

digms; after all, he is the Master! 

It can be concluded that the Christologically-used [e~e.cr
g~l is pregnant with meaning: this dynamic verb expresses many 

facets of the early Church's understanding and appreciation of 

the significance and implications of the Incarnation. 
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